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Foreword

The conference “Wide Field Science and Technology for the Square
Kilometre Array” was the culmination of four years of design studies
funded by the European Commission Framework Programme 6. It was held
at the Château de Limelette, near Brussels, Belgium from 4 to 6 November
2009. Over 100 people participated in the conference from SKADS part-
ner institutes across Europe, Australia, Canada, and South Africa, and also
from the USA.

The Square Kilometre Array Design Studies (SKADS) began in 2005
and was conceived as a collaboration bringing European partners together
to work on developing a viable SKA design which satisfies the scientific
requirements and cost envelope. It was also conceived with the purpose of
defining more precisely the scientific and technical requirements for the
SKA.

Another aspect of SKADS was the training of future generations of
radio astronomers and engineers who will work with the SKA. A num-
ber of workshops and training schools were funded by the Marie-Curie
Conferences and Training programme of the European Commission. This
conference itself was partly funded by the MCCT.

These proceedings summarise the advances made in the past four years
to arrive at a mature SKA design. There was a large proportion of young
people not only participating in the SKADS conference, but also present-
ing new results, and this demonstrated how successful was the MCCT pro-
gramme.

The SKADS Conference was an excellent forum for taking stock of
our achievements over the past four years, and for looking forward to mov-
ing into the detailed design and construction phase of the Square Kilometre
Array.

The editors:

Steve Torchinsky, SKADS Project Scientist
Arnold van Ardenne, SKADS Coordinator
Truus van den Brink-Havinga, SKADS Administrator
André van Es, SKADS Project Manager
Andrew Faulkner, SKADS Project Engineer
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Preface

Dear colleagues,

In this Conference we have heard and discussed in detail the latest
technical developments and the final deliverables of this remarkable Design
Study, which is now coming to an end.

I would like now to review the past, present and future of this remark-
able project from another angle: the human angle.

Arnold and I started suffering together for SKADS in 2005: I still have
very vivid memories of a phone call we had in early July 2005. I was then
trying to deal with the builders at my house when we agreed on a strategy
to try and bring the negotiations to a successful conclusion without further
delays. Amongst other actions on both sides, I ended up in Swindon to con-
vince PPARC that the EC absolutely did not want to force funding agencies
to fund the Square Kilometre Array, but that since the Design Study was
shortlisted for funding, we could find a way to work together towards this
limited goal and see what happens.

It is fair to say that my life has never been the same again.

At the end of 2006 SKA entered the ESFRI Roadmap. The year after
that PrepSKA was submitted for funding, then negotiated.

The pace of development of the SKA was (and still is) such, that in the
cases of both SKADS and PrepSKA, the Description of Work had become
obsolete by the time we signed the contracts!

At about the same time the funding agencies decided that no way sci-
entists and engineers could be allowed to be let loose with such a toy on
their own. Thus they decided to start meeting informally twice a year: a
real turning point for the SKA. Agencies and governments were starting to
notice.

Throughout this remarkably fast process for such a large and complex
project, many remarkable people have dedicated a lot of work, passion, dis-
cussion time, late nights, bottles of wine and pints of variously alcoholic
drinks from different continents to figure out very creative ways to go for-
ward. The dedication has been immense, at all levels.

What is then the tremendous appeal of the SKA that engages so many
people at so many different levels?
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The SKA is the collective effort of a remarkable worldwide commu-
nity, a community which is fundamentally democratic and welcomes ev-
erybody at face value for what they can contribute to the project in any area
- and this, believe me, is no mean feat. This community is fully mixed -
scientists and engineers work together, with some healthy constructive in-
terference from the funding agencies and government departments.

The project has enormous potential appeal at all levels - scientific,
technical, industrial, ICT, political, mediatic, and educational. In one short
sentence: I believe the SKA makes people dream.

From the Commission’s point of view, the project has very high visi-
bility. The Research Infrastructure action started in FP7 to develop its strat-
egy for international cooperation and radio astronomy is a good example
of such cooperation through SKADS, PrepSKA and RADIONET, which in
turn hopefully also benefits the project at large.

SKADS has been the first Design Study where non-European part-
ners are fully integrated, to the point where now we expect radio astronomy
projects to contain in different ways a healthy percentage of Australians,
South Africans, Americans, Canadians, Koreans, and hopefully before long
also Russians, Chinese and Indians.

It is also fair to say that SKADS has raised the visibility of the
Commission’s funding instruments for research infrastructures outside
Europe, and proved that they can work.

SKADS now comes to an end: we have seen in this conference the
wealth of results, for which the community has all worked very hard, and
should be proud of its achievements.

SKADS’s legacy lives on in different ways.

Again, the community: the AAVP hopefully will keep the European
effort focussed beyond the EC project - and note the very liberal use of the
word European, with both Australia and South Africa fully involved. This
is really a case of the long-term structuring effect on an EU instrument!

The White Paper will be a very concrete piece of work that will feed
results into PrepSKA.

On a personal level, all this frenzied activity forced me to re-open
books that had gathered dust on the shelves for years so at least I could
make a passable impression of someone who knew what you are talking
about. The soundtrack of Lord of the Rings - The Two Towers (musical
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background of my evening studies) now automatically triggers memories
of pulsars, radio jets, extreme stellar environments and antenna feeds - a re-
action I have not had since I was at University preparing for exams, I must
say.

I am deluding myself that, by managing SKADS, indirectly I may have
given a small contribution towards the realisation of the SKA. Now that the
project draws to its successful close, however, I must ask myself what am I
going to do without the voluminous SKADS reports to read, or Arnold and
André chasing me on my gsm?

PrepSKA has taken over fully, the SKA Agencies Group is very active,
André keeps chasing me over the phone and email for RADIONET issues,
and I have been volunteered for tasks I shouldn’t be doing, so everything is
as it should be.

It will be an interesting few years ahead, and I wish everybody fun all
the way to first light of the SKA.

Elena Righi-Steele
European Commission
17 February, 2010
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Abstract. An introductory overview of the SKA Design Studies is given. This includes a short history, SKADS objectives, its
structure and organization, its impact and an account of the work performed of which this SKADS Conference book bears full
witness.

1. Introduction

It was understood very early on that the very wide frequency
range for the SKA is realizable only as a combination of re-
ceiving technologies e.g. with sparse arrays, dense arrays and
with dishes. While sparse narrow-band phased arrays are as
old as radio astronomy, the new electronically steered, wide-
field multi-octave sparse and dense arrays hold immense sci-
entific potential through their flexibility and widefield multi-
beaming capability. However, these array concepts being new
are relatively immature and technically and scientifically essen-
tially unproven. Radio observatories, in particular in Europe,
therefore became increasingly more convinced that a struc-
tured and broadly supported R&D effort on phased arrays
was necessary to advance emerging views on wide field as-
tronomy as a key characteristic for the SKA van Ardenne &
Butcher (2003). This view was stimulated by most of the Key
Science Projects mentioned in the SKA Science book Carilli &
Rawlings (2004). Earlier technical R&D activities planned as
exploratory steps of the new array concept supported the fea-
sibility of the approach (e.g. van Ardenne & Butcher 2003;
van Ardenne et al. 2000; Hall 2004, and references therein)
resulting in early technical developments for LOFAR at the end
of the nineties.

As a consequence, a proposal emphasising aperture ar-
rays (AAs) for the SKA was submitted to the European
Commission FP6 Research program on behalf of the European
SKA Consortium. The focus was on the dense array concept
noting the need for functional integration, low cost (materials),
low power and manufacturability.

“Dense” refers to the distance between neighboring an-
tenna elements being less than half a wavelength at the max-
imum frequency, thereby limiting the maximum frequency for
practical and cost reasons. Clearly identified in the early R&D
phase van Ardenne & Butcher (2003); Schaubert et al. (2003)
this array concept constituted a paradigm shift as it was proven
to operate over a multi-octave frequency band combined with
a constant rather than decreasing (with increasing frequency)
aperture area. This solved a major outstanding issue in the ar-
ray element selection. It also allows other elements than the so-
called Vivaldi to be used because the constant area array feature
is inherently based on the strong mutual coupling between the

(preferred) elements rather than a “disturbance” as in common
radar array design.

The developments and results for low frequency arrays
such as LOFAR act as pathfinders for the larger and global
context of SKA. They provide important input to the Aperture
Array approach, for example with respect to calibration and
processing techniques. Other parallel developments explore the
use of dense focal plane arrays. In Europe, activities started
through the Radionet EC-FP5 program “FARADAY” followed
by Radionet “PHAROS” within EC-FP6, and subsequently
“APERTIF” as an upgrade program for the WSRT. Similar
developments took place in the US, in Canada and for the
Australian SKA pathfinder. These arrays enlarge the field of
view of existing reflector telescopes as well as providing a
“field enhancing” candidate technique for the SKA. See the
contributions in these Proceedings and SKADS Memosa plus
references therein for a recent overview of new phased arrays
for radio astronomy in general.

With this as background, the key objectives of the proposed
SKA Design Studies “SKADS” SKADS Consortium (2007)
were to

1. Demonstrate SKA Scientific viability and readiness for fre-
quencies below 1.4GHz,

2. Demonstrate cost-effective engineering solutions and
Technological Readiness and

3. Arrive at a costed SKA design.

Other objectives are placing SKADS into the framework of
the SKA planning and engagement models and to endorse a
European SKA activity, involving industries in some key ar-
eas to establish the relevant and distributed R&D platform.
Note that SKADS does not focus on monitoring and scheduling
nor on data archiving, storage, distribution and user interface.
While their importance is clear, the rationale was that SKADS
had to focus on concept specific elements only.

Approved to start in mid-2005 as an EC supported FP6
program, SKADS was planned to last four years. It initially
involved 31 institutes and industries in 8 European countries
with participants in the Russian republic, South Africa, Canada
and Australia. At mid-term, this focused to 26 institutes with 9

a http://www.skads-eu.org/p/memos.php
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European countries now including Portugal, thus enlarging the
European basis.

The program received significant EC funding of 10.44Me
supplemented by contributions from national funding in an ap-
proximately 2.5:1 ratio. This initial value is thus over 36Me in
total including all effort at the level of over 80FTEb per year. As
SKADS progressed, the contributions reduced for various rea-
sons, but without affecting the major outcomes. An extension
of SKADS for 6 months until the end of 2009, mainly because
of slower progress with the demonstrators, was proposed and
subsequently approved by the EC.

2. Structure and Organization

SKADS was structured to bring together the various aspects
of Research & Development necessary for optimum results as
a series of studies. In the Description of Work the so-called
Design Study (“DS”) activities relate to:

1. Science and Astronomical Data simulations to model the
sky to match with the potential SKA instrumental capabili-
ties. Then to simulate the data and imaging pipeline (DS2)

2. System level design in close collaboration with DS2 to
identify requirements for station level processing; to con-
figure, control, connect, correlate the array stations and
simulate the overall cost (DS3). DS2 and DS3 work on the
specification and architectural design of the SKA. Together
they amount to about 25% of the SKADS effort. In this
way SKADS structure continuously maps the scientific re-
quirements onto the technical specifications to produce an
optimum design.

3. Technology developments on key issues were planned in
DS4, to advance the technology maturity and to select and
prove the various enabling technologies at component level.
The DS4 effort amounted to about 30% of the total. It in-
cluded the delivery of a Dual Polarisation All Digital array
(2-PAD) as a technology demonstrator.

4. Development Demonstrators to bring the technology de-
velopments from component to subsystem level and con-
clude on an integrated performance. DS5 and DS6 in to-
tal amount to about 30% of SKADS. DS5 focuses on the
development and test of the Electronic Multi Beam Radio
Astronomy ConcEpt (EMBRACE) consisting of two dense
array stations, one at ASTRON’s Westerbork site of about
175 m2 and a smaller version at the Nançay Observatory
of about 80 m2. DS6 focuses on the development of the
Basic Element for SKA Training (BEST), a platform for
early technology tests around the Medicina cylindrical ar-
ray.

The remaining effort was the overall SKADS management,
finances, communication and outreach through the SKADS
Program Office (DS1). The assessment of work as scheduled
Project Reviews such as the Quarterly reports and the Mid-
Term Review (DS7) and the consolidated, final deliverable
i.e. the SKADS overall system design as part of a Whitepaper
(DS8) involving all DS leaders and selected others.

b FTE=Full Time Equivalent = one year of effort by one person

SKADS focused on concept specific elements emphasising
the station, the configuration, the network and the associated
technical costs.

The six DS leaders coordinated the 23 Tasks within the
Design Studies, each led by a task leader of a participating in-
stitute. Prior to submitting the SKADS proposal the distribution
of responsibilities and the mapping of the participants capabil-
ities was solved in a complex and detailed process. The par-
ticipants could therefore commit to all the objectives and over
60 deliverables detailed in the SKADS Description of Work
SKADS Consortium (2007).

All SKADS results (foreground knowledge) are available in
the public domain. This is covered by a Consortium Agreement
signed by all partners together with an Intellectual property
Rights, IPR, document protecting some (background) IPR in
conformity with EC regulations. See, the SKADS websitec for
references. An annual event, the SKADS workshop, was orga-
nized to communicate progress and promote dissemination and
publication of results as in the outreach plan produced as an
early DS1 deliverable.

The SKADS Marie-Curie Conferences & Training pro-
gram, a related three year FP6 program was approved. This was
a focused dissemination and educational effort of SKADS re-
sults in parallel to the SKADS R&D program in key areas. See
the SKADS Marie Curie Conferences & Training webpages d.

3. SKA, phased arrays and key issues to
investigate

The huge potential for SKA science return by using phased ar-
rays is due to fundamental capabilities of such an instrument.
The large field of view (FoV) available for large surveys is
limited only by the elemental beam pattern, by the available
processing power, and by the associated cost. Maximum flex-
ibility is provided by electronic control and numerous digital
beams. It is possible to trade FoV with frequency bandwidth us-
ing constant data rates and processing capability. Using reason-
able assumptions for technical performance of e.g. achievable
array system temperatures, costs, and maximum frequency, es-
timated around 1.4GHz; many science key experiments mostly
for the HI universe are best implemented using AAs.

At the outset, the issue of the required processing power of
the SKA stood out and the novelty of AAs warranted work in
SKADS. The relatively low number of around 250 stations re-
quires far less central processing power by approximately two
orders of magnitude than is required by ∼ 2000 or more dishes.
This is due to central processing increasing as the square of the
number of collectors and the aperture array property that FoV
is only proportional to the number of independent beams.

The SKA Life Cycle Costs need to be taken into account,
of which the operational and maintenance costs are important
ingredients. When considering AAs various aspects of the de-
sign limit operational costs. For example, there are no mechan-
ically moving parts, no low temperature cooling systems are
required and the high usage of electronics functionality allows

c http://www.skads-eu.org
d http://mcct.skads-eu.org
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for graceful operational degradation while minimizing mainte-
nance. To quantify the performance effects, adequate calibra-
tion techniques are needed to allow for the changes to the sys-
tem.

Another important consideration for the SKA is the poten-
tial for upgrading. Although an upgrade policy needs to be for-
mulated, AAs offer upgrade paths at tile level as well as at pro-
cessing level. These aspects need to be taken into account in
further developments although SKADS did not consider this
aspect in any detail.

Can we afford AAs? Together with the scientific potential
and the engineering specifications and capabilities, the issue of
the affordability of AAs is equally important i.e. can we afford
AAs in the SKA framework as an investment and as part of
an operating instrument. Of these two major issues, SKADS
considers the capital cost primarily. Relevant elements of op-
erating cost relate to power consumption, computation costs,
maintainability/reliability etc. and also to the issue of upgrad-
ability mentioned earlier.

Over the 15 years R&D on AAs for radio astronomy, steady
progress has been made on reducing the cost to an afford-
able level suitable for the SKA. The cost per square metre
involves the complete station including receiving, processing,
communication etc. based on, for example, 250 Aperture Array
Stations each about 60 m diameter. EMBRACE in particular
shows costing progress and is now in the range of a few thou-
sand e/m2 depending on the computing details. For the next
step, during the course of the AAVP (see elsewhere in these
Proceedings) this figure is expected to reduce further, making
AAs very cost effective.

The AA concept is appealing to industry as it ranks high as
an innovation driver. Several industries are linked to SKADS as
partners in early R&D and/or as suppliers; the most prominent
of which were IBM and OMMIC. It is foreseen that the next
steps involve a more structured connection to industries often
as part of national interests. At the same time, this involvement
must closely match the required functional performance with
industrial capabilities.

Much of the SKADS efforts go a long way in trying to an-
swer the question not only if AAs are going to perform tech-
nically but, of course, also scientifically. The science model-
ing and simulations in SKADS are as far as one can go with-
out a major instrument to demonstrate the science capabil-
ity e.g. wide field scanned deep polarimetric imaging perfor-
mance. See also the contribution on AAVP elsewhere in these
Proceedings. In SKADS the technical way forward was first to
select the key, enabling technologies, to develop and project
these adequately and validate the results at subsystem level
(BEST) and ultimately at demonstrator level, as in 2-PAD and
EMBRACE, as input to an SKA design. Over the next year, re-
sults are expected with regard to measured scanned noise per-
formance, tracking and pointing, predicted vs. measured beam
shape (e.g. as a result of electronic changes in time and fre-
quency), beam stability, reliability, predicted vs. real power
consumption, and other aspects relevant to proving the tech-
nical performance. Additionally one can make a start with cal-
ibration algorithms using for example strong sources to further
enhance the scientific potential with AAs.

The emphasis of SKADS therefore is R&D coupled with
demonstrating the design and potential of wideband, constant
effective area aperture arrays for the SKA. Obviously a follow-
up program is needed as input to the first major stage of con-
structing the SKA. This is the Aperture Array Verification
Program (AAVP) detailed out elsewhere.

Such a program is also needed to provide further design
of AAs for the SKA from the frequency range, design, power,
(both scientific and technical) performance and cost perspec-
tive.

4. SKADS achievements and results

SKADS made progress in many ways and it is only possible
to give a non-exhaustive summary. See these Proceedings for
a more complete overview doing better justice to all involved.
Many of the published results can also be found on the SKADS
webpagee.

With respect to technologies and hardware, the initial chal-
lenges were huge. These have been addressed mostly in DS4,
DS5 and DS6 with some staggering results.

– For example, while before SKADS only the surface was
scratched in the domain of electromagnetic modeling, el-
ement selection, circuit modeling, low noise receivers and
integrated antennas, they have now been modeled, simu-
lated and built. This allows the next step from technology
immaturity into the development and engineering phase to
be made. The techniques were applied to 2-PAD and into
EMBRACE both now consisting of dual polarized large
arrays rather than, as planned in SKADS EMBRACE ini-
tially, a single polarisation only.

– Several wideband antenna realizations were tried and
measured but not yet concluded upon although as for
EMBRACE most experience has now been acquired with
“Vivaldi” types. There is a choice of element type.

– Although the low noise LNA work could not be finished,
the important conclusion to be drawn is that an uncooled
system temperature below 50 K from 1 GHz upward (i.e.
assuming 3 K sky noise) using wideband receivers is at-
tainable in the next major phase for SKA around 2014.

– Functional phase transport solutions were shown in the lab,
with corresponding written reports

– Low cost signal transport are being tested in all demonstra-
tors notably BEST and EMBRACE

– Wideband ADC solutions (few GHz sampling frequency)
were reported upon in DS4 and smaller bandwidth perfor-
mance was demonstrated in 2-PAD and the hundreds of
tiles in EMBRACE. It has been shown that fast sampling
ADCs with low power will be available for the SKA.

– The building of the demonstrators proved a major achieve-
ment in SKADS, providing an excellent platform to further
AA development and show the capability of taking AAs
from the labs into the field. As an essential and planned
result, low cost front-end manufacturing approaches and
techniques were demonstrated. Specifically this is demon-
strated in a SKADS movie “The making of EMBRACE”.

e http://www.skads-eu.org/p/memos.php
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Fig. 1: The picture depicts the various collector technology conceptual approaches. In green, the range over which LOFAR and other aperture
arrays are designed to operate. Great flexibility and large receiving areas are intended to be the domain of the AAs, while the dishes are designed
for lowest noise at lowest cost per receiving area using single pixel feeds. This approach is costed in SKADS.

– Station level processing i.e. AA “specific” as well as SKA
capable processing technology were addressed and re-
ported. This includes beamforming technology, modeling
and simulation.

A first Technology readiness level assessment was pro-
duced at the SKADS Mid Term workshop as well as in the final
SKADS report, clearly indicating the areas that deserve more
attention. Albeit crudely done, no major road blocks were iden-
tified that prohibit steady progress through a follow-up pro-
gram (i.e. AAVP) toward AAs for the SKA.

At the System level, mostly as result of DS2 and DS3, re-
sults can be summarized as successfully modeling and simulat-
ing critical performance areas of the SKA as a science instru-
ment. Specifically, this has been done through:

– SKA Simulated Skies for several science cases and the ef-
fect of physical conditions (e.g. configuration, number of
antennas, sensitivities, atmospheres, instrumental) on the
reconstructed images using Meq Trees as an astrodata re-
duction development tool. The simulated skies are com-
puter simulations of the radio universe (see also SKADS
Simulated Skies 2009, including the S3 post processing
toolbox) led by the University of Oxford and producing
astonishing results (see e.g. Fig. 2 for an overview of the
“simulated types” for public use). These activities were
supported by SKA configuration studies and other simu-
lation tools. For example, as an element of the astrodata

Fig. 2: This image shows a schematic representation of the different
levels of simulation available from the SKADS Simulated Skies (the
S3 Tools, see Klöckner et al. 2010; Levrier et al. 2010 for more de-
tails). Image by D. Obreschkow.

simulations the OSKAR Dulwich et al. (2010) AA tool set
was used to simulate the AA beam shape.

– Throughout SKADS and into the third year, a costed SKA
design was produced Bolton et al. (2009) and discussed
at SKA level. The status at several stages of development
has been reported as SKA memos. Supporting this is a cost
modeling tool that is useful for the SKA, offering a flexi-
ble, broadly usable and communicable base for costing the
SKA.

– As planned, an outline of an SKA design was produced
and characterized in detail for specified AA performance
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in terms of frequency, data rate, configuration, data control
and network, baseline and cost etc. of an “implementable”
functional and architectural design.

Longer term programs like SKADS experience issues with
availability and stability of resources. Consequently, a mod-
est level of shortcomings can be summarized in that the
Demonstrators were incomplete and full array results not yet
available at SKADS closure, specific decisions on technol-
ogy and proof of feasibility are yet to be made which include
Calibration of a dual polarisation system.

In the course of SKADS, important aspects were identified
as strengths of AAs.

For example, AAs hold inherent promise of high dynamic
range observing as a result of a completely unobstructed field
of view and exquisite calibration capability. This of course will
only work if the non-negligible beam shape changes in time
and pointing can be fully calibrated out on the basis of pre-
diction and online calibration techniques. In this respect the
redundancy calibration techniques now being developed (see
Wijnholds et al. 2010 and elsewhere in these Proceedings) are
very promising. This is also supported by recent preliminary
results using EMBRACE with only a limited number of tiles.

As the correlator capacity is increased linearly with the
number of array beams, an upgrade path is constituted provid-
ing an intrinsically capable multi-beam instrument.

For example, 250 AA stations with 64 beams require the
equivalent correlator power as for 2000 dishes, everything else
being the same (e.g. frequency bandwidth, resolution and base-
line). Putting it differently, it turns out that AAs are capable of
cost mitigation of Correlation and Post processing Alexander
et al. (2009).

AAs, allow the flexibility to achieve “tunability” of the
number and size of stations for fixed Aeff also within stations.
For the science cases in the frequency range where AAs are
expected to be applied i.e. below 1.4 GHz, the emphasis is on
baselines up to a few hundred kilometres. Even so, depending
on the specifics of the lay-out, significant network investment
cost increase at the 100Me level is associated with more evenly
distributed (5 arms logarithmic) as compared to a more concen-
trated array.

5. Conclusion and further work

We have presented an overview of SKADS, its structure, the
issues and the emphasis of the major efforts and achievements.
SKADS successfully contributed to the exploration of wide-
field techniques for the SKA emphasising AAs and demon-
strating the viability of the concept for the next SKA phase.
As a fringe benefit, SKADS contributed to bring into focus
the SKA as a major science project inside Europe and demon-
strated Europe’s key role in driving an innovative SKA.
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Abstract. A brief overview is given of the international SKA project and developments during the past year, paying particular
attention to technical highlights, site characterisation, schedule and policy issues.

1. Introduction

The Square Kilometre Array (SKA) will be a radio interferom-
eter with an aggregate collecting area of about 1 million square
metres spread over at least 3000 km and operating in the fre-
quency range 70 MHz to 30 GHz. It is one of a small number
of flagship astronomical instruments that will span the entire
electromagnetic spectrum from radio to gamma rays, and be-
yond the electromagnetic spectrum to gravitational waves, cos-
mic rays and neutrinos, and whose collective aim is chart the
full history of the universe from its beginnings in the Big Bang
to the present day.

The SKA had its genesis in 1991 with three publications
(Swarup, 1991; Noordam et al., 1991; Wilkinson, 1991) on the
need for a large collecting area radio telescope to study the neu-
tral hydrogen content in the early universe, and its subsequent
evolution. Underpinning these papers was the recognition that
probing the fundamental baryonic component of the Universe
much beyond the local Universe would require a substantial
increase in collecting area. The translation of these ideas to
a concept instrument began in 1993 with the establishment
of a Large Telescope Working Group by the Commission for
Radio Astronomy in the International Union for Radio Science
(URSI) to study the next generation radio telescope. This was
followed two years later with the first allocation of funds for
engineering development, in the Netherlands, for aperture ar-
ray technology. The first international engineering meeting was
held in Sydney in 1996, and the first agreement to collaborate
on SKA technology on a global scale was also signed in 1996.
The SKA has evolved over the intervening years from a sim-
ple “hydrogen array” observing at frequencies near 1.4 GHz,
to a multi-facetted science facility capable of answering many
of the major questions in modern astrophysics and cosmology,
physics, and astrobiology.

The SKA has always been a global “grass-roots” initiative
and now encompasses about 70 institutes in 20 countries. Work
on the project is currently organised under an international col-
laboration agreement that established the SKA Science and
Engineering Committee (SSEC) comprising the directors or
senior representatives of 20 of those institutes and which is
charged with the oversight of the science and engineering di-
rections for the SKA. The SKA Program Development Office
(SPDO) reports to the SSEC and coordinates the engineering,
science, and site characterisation work carried out around the

world. In addition, funding agencies and government depart-
ments of science and technology in fifteen countries discuss the
SKA project on a regular basis in a group called the Agencies
SKA Group (ASG).

The project has attracted substantial national and re-
gional funds for technical R&D, including major de-
sign/preparatory studies in Europe (SKADS and PrepSKA),
the USA (Technology Development Program) and Canada as
well as the design and construction of few-percent SKA scale
pathfinder telescopes in a number of countries. As a result of
this work, and several internal evaluations, the original seven
technical concepts for the antennas have been narrowed down
over the years to four that cover the wavelength range, and en-
able the key science projects. These are to be found in the cur-
rent system design. The project timeline has the telescope fully
operational in 2023 at frequencies below 10 GHz.

A concerted effort by the science community in 2004 re-
sulted in the publication of “Science with the SKA” (Carilli
and Rawlings (eds), 2004), a 49-chapter compendium of the
astrophysics and cosmology enabled by the SKA providing the
motivation for constructing the telescope. It is also an outstand-
ingly good reference book for radio astronomy in general.

The SKA will be sited in either Australia + New Zealand
or in Southern Africa, with the core of the telescope in a desert
region in Western Australia or the Northern Cape Province in
South Africa respectively. A rigorous process led to the identi-
fication of these two sites in 2006 as being acceptable for much
of the SKA’s intended wavelength range. Further characterisa-
tion of the sites is underway at the present time, and current
planning shows the final selection of the site taking place in
2012.

The following sections outline many of the aspects touched
on in this introduction. Much of the material has been drawn
from a number of key SKA publications including a compre-
hensive article by Dewdney et al on design considerations for
the international SKA project in a special issue on Advances in
Radio Telescopes in the Proceedings of the IEEE (2009), and
an overview article by Schilizzi et al in Proceedings of the SPIE
(2008).
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2. Science

From the wider science case (Carilli and Rawlings 2004),
a select set of investigations - Key Science Projects - have
been identified (Gaensler, 2004) in which centimetre- and
metre-wavelength observations are required to make funda-
mental progress in outstanding questions of modern astronomy,
physics, or astrobiology. The five Key Science Programs are the
following.
2.3 Probing the Dark Ages: As the first stars and galaxies
formed, their ionizing UV radiation produced a fundamen-
tal change in the surrounding intergalactic medium, from a
nearly completely neutral state to the nearly completely ion-
ized Universe in which we live today. The most direct probe
of this era, the Epoch of Re-ionization (EoR), and of the first
large-scale structure formation, will be obtained by imaging
neutral hydrogen and tracking the transition of the intergalactic
medium from a neutral to ionized state.
Galaxy Evolution, Cosmology and Dark Energy: Hydrogen
is the fundamental baryonic component of the Universe. With a
sensitivity to the 21-cm hyperfine transition of H I allowing de-
tection out to redshifts z > 1, the SKA will both follow the
assembly of galaxies as well as use their H I emission as a
scale tracer for cosmological probes. One of the key questions
is the assembly of galaxies; the SKA will probe how galax-
ies convert their gas to stars over a significant fraction of cos-
mic time and how the environment affects galactic properties.
Simultaneously, baryon acoustic oscillations (BAOs), remnants
of early density fluctuations in the Universe, serve as a tracer of
the early expansion of the Universe. The SKA will assemble a
large enough sample of galaxies to measure BAOs as a function
of redshift to constrain the equation of state of dark energy.
2.3 The Origin and Evolution of Cosmic Magnetism:
Magnetic fields likely play an important role throughout as-
trophysics, including in particle acceleration, cosmic ray prop-
agation, and star formation. Unlike gravity, which has been
present since the earliest times in the Universe, magnetic fields
may have been generated essentially ab initio in galaxies and
clusters of galaxies. By measuring the Faraday rotation toward
large numbers of background sources, the SKA will track the
evolution of magnetic fields in galaxies and clusters of galaxies
over a large fraction of cosmictime. In addition to elucidating
the role of magnetic fields in galaxies and clusters of galaxies,
the SKA observations will seek to address whether magnetic
fields are primordial and dating from the earliest times in the
Universe or generated much later by dynamo activity.
2.4 Strong Field Tests of Gravity Using Pulsars and Black
Holes: With magnetic field strengths as large as 1014 G, ro-
tation rates approaching 1000 Hz, central densities exceeding
1014 g cm−3, and normalized gravitational strengths of order
0.4, neutron stars represent one of the most extreme laborato-
ries in the Universe. Their utility as fundamental laboratories
has already been demonstrated through results from observa-
tions of a number of objects. The SKA will find many new
milli-second pulsars and engage in high precision timing of
them in order to construct a Pulsar Timing Array for the detec-
tion of nanoHertz gravitational waves, probing the spacetime
environment around black holes via both ultra-relativistic bi-

naries (e.g., pulsar-black hole binaries) and pulsars orbiting the
central supermassive black hole in the center of the Milky Way,
and probe the equation of state of nuclear matter.
2.5 The Cradle of Life: The existence of life elsewhere in
the Universe has been a topic of speculation for millennia.
In the latter half of the last century, these speculations be-
gan to be informed by observational data, including organic
molecules in interstellar space, and proto-planetary disks and
planets themselves orbiting nearby stars. With its sensitivity
and resolution, the SKA will be able to observe the centimetre-
wavelength thermal radiation from dust in the inner regions of
nearby proto-planetary disks and monitor changes as planets
form, thereby probing a key regime in the planetary formation
process. On larger scales in molecular clouds, the SKA will
search for complex prebiotic molecules. Finally, detection of
transmissions from another civilization would provide imme-
diate and direct evidence of life elsewhere in the Universe, and
the SKA will provide sufficient sensitivity to enable, for the
first time, searches for unintentional emissions or “leakage.”

In addition, recognizing the long history of discovery at
radio wavelengths (pulsars, cosmic microwave background,
quasars, masers, the first extrasolar planets, etc.), the inter-
national science community also recommended that the de-
sign and development of the SKA have “Exploration of the
Unknown” as a philosophy. Wherever possible, the design of
the telescope is being developed in a manner to allow maxi-
mum flexibility and evolution of its capabilities in new direc-
tions and to probe new parameter space (e.g., time-variable
phenomena that current telescopes are not equipped to detect
- radio transients). This philosophy is essential as many of the
outstanding questions of the 2020-2050 era-when the SKA will
be in its most productive years-are likely not even known today.

3. Design Reference Mission

The science case has been distilled into a set of case studies,
called the Design Reference Mission (Lazio (ed), 2010), as a
means of constraining the design specifications for the tele-
scope. The detailed design for the SKA must be derived from
the science goals but constrained by technical feasibility and
cost. The DRM is a series of surveys and other observations
that are sufficient to define the envelope of technical specifica-
tions; in other words, it is a subset of the full science case that
sets the most exacting requirements on the technical solutions.
The Design Reference Mission establishes “traceability” from
the science goals to science requirements to technical require-
ments, and will be updated as science priorities evolve in the
light of new astronomical knowledge and ongoing cost analy-
ses.

The DRM currently contains the following case studies:

– Resolving AGN and Star Formation in Galaxies
– Pre-biotic Molecules in and around Protoplanetary Disks
– Cosmic Magnetism Deep Field, Wide Field Polarimetry
– Tracking Cosmic Star Formation: Continuum Deep Field
– Neutral Gas in Galaxies: Deep H I Field
– Epoch of Reionization: H I Imaging Tomography
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– Probing Gravity, Dark Matter, and Stellar Populations in
the Galactic Center with Radio Pulsars

– Testing Theories of Gravity using Ultra-relativistic Binaries
– Tracking Galaxy Evolution over Cosmic Time via H I

Absorption
– H I Baryon Acoustic Oscillations
– Pulsar Timing Array for Gravitational Wave Study
– Exploration of the Unknown: The Transient Radio Sky
– Probing AGN Environments via H I Absorption

The translation of the DRM into technical requirements is
being carried out in terms of a small number of performance
indicators (Dewdney et al, 2009, DRM) which guide the de-
sign and motivate the development of new technologies like
the dense Aperture Arrays studied in SKADS. These parame-
ters are: wavelength coverage, staring sensitivity, survey speed,
array configuration, bandwidth, imaging and spectral dynamic
range, pulsar capabilities, and time resolution.

4. SKA System Design

The international SKA project is currently in its “Preparatory
Phase” of development. This will conclude at the end of 2012
with a costed system design for the first phase of construction
and an implementation plan for the construction of the full ar-
ray at frequencies below 10 GHz. Contributors to this effort
are:

– SKADS - EC FP6 SKA Design Study (2005-2009), which
has concentrated on the design of dense aperture arrays;

– PrepSKA - EC FP7 Preparatory Phase (2008-2011). This
provides the global umbrella for the system design work
(Work Package 2), site characterisation (Work Package 3,
see section 5), and studies of the policy issues associated
with a project of this size and cost (Work Packages 4-6, see
section 6);

– US Technology Development Program (TDP, 2007-2011).
The TDP is focussing on two main areas - reflector antenna
development and associated single pixel feeds, and calibra-
tion and imaging with the SKA;

– SKA “precursor telescopes” on the candidate sites
(MeerKAT (South Africa) and ASKAP (Australia)).
MeerKAT is deploying 80 composite antennas with single
pixel feeds, and ASKAP 36 panelled antennas with 3-axis
rotation for phased array feeds ; and

– SKA “Pathfinder Telescopes” elsewhere (LOFAR, Apertif,
ATA, MWA, LWA, EVLA, eMERLIN, eEVN). These
projects are providing design and operational knowledge
on low frequency sparse arrays, phased array feeds, single
pixel feeds, software, and long baseline signal transport.

Major parts of the system design work coordinated by the
SKA Program Development Office (SPDO) under PrepSKA
have been organised into a number of Verification Programs
that will deliver prototype system knowledge by 2012. These
include the Dish Verification Program, the Phased Array Feed
Verification Program, and the Aperture Array Verification
Program. Full details of the contributions to the system design,
site characterisation, and other studies by the groups around

the world are contained in the revised Description of Work for
PrepSKA (to be published on www.skatelescope.org).

A standard set of design reviews (conceptual design review,
system specifications review, preliminary design review and
critical design review) will be conducted from February 2010
onwards, and the input documentation and review panel reports
will form the interim deliverables to the European Commission
and to the wider community.

The current design framework for the SKA is shown
schematically in Figure 1 in the form of antenna technology
vs frequency vs deployment baseline. AA-lo refers to a dipole
phased array or sparse aperture array, AA-hi to a dense aper-
ture array, PAF to dishes equipped with Phased Array Feeds,
and WBSPF to dishes equipped with Wide Band Single Pixel
Feeds.

Fig. 1: The design framework for the SKA (original figure by Robert
Braun and Dave Deboer).

The optimisation of technology boundaries - shown by
schematic potentiometers - will take place based on science
performance and cost following a trade-off analysis that in-
cludes the results of simulations of the science and technical
performance.. It is unlikely that all technologies will be ready
for deployment at the same time in view of their current relative
levels of maturity, so that there is also a time axis underlying
Figure 1 (see discussion of the SKA timeline in Section 7).

The main elements of the system design are dishes + feeds
& receivers, aperture arrays, signal transport, signal processing,
software engineering and algorithm development, high perfor-
mance computing, data storage, and power delivery. The con-
ceptual block diagram for the SKA is shown in Figure 2, simu-
lations of the central cores of dense and sparse aperture arrays
and dishes in Figure 3, and some pictorial highlights of the
current design and prototyping efforts for antennas and feeds
around the world are presented in Figures 4, 5 and 6. For an in-
depth discussion of these and other areas of the system design,
refer to the 2009 IEEE article by Dewdney et al.
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Fig. 2: A conceptual block diagram for the SKA showing the interconnection of major components, the location of major parts and the flow
of data from the antennas to the left to the signal processing facility, and off-site to a computer facility. Control interconnections between the
Operations and Maintenance Centre and on-site components are not shown.

Fig. 3: Artist’s impressions of the distribution of antenna elements
in the three 5 km diameter central cores of the SKA, left dish array,
middle dense aperture array, right sparse aperture array.

CART

10 m composite prototype

ATA
42x6m 
hydroformed 
dishes

MeerKAT Precursor Array
80x12m composite dishes

ASKAP

36x12m panel 
dishes

Fig. 4: Four potential dish concepts for the SKA: Allen Telescope
Array 42x6m offset-fed hydro-formed dishes; MeerKAT Precursor
Array 80x12m symmetric composite dishes; Canadian 10m symmet-
ric composite; and Australian SKA Pathfinder 36x12m symmetric
panelled dishes with 3-axis rotation. Current prototype development
for the SKA system design is focussing on offset-fed 15m compos-
ite dishes with accommodation for both single pixel and phased array
feeds.
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Fig. 5: (left). Examples of single-pixel, wideband feeds for reflector antennas. Clockwise from top left: Quad-ridge Lindgren horn; feed from
the Allan Telescope Array; inverted conical sinuous feed; Chalmers “Eleven” feed; and, centre, Quasi Self-Complementary Antenna All of
these feeds are being evaluated for use with the SKA (illustrations courtesy of G. Cortes Medellin). All are dual polarization. (right). Examples
of phased array feeds for reflector antennas. Clockwise from top left: ASKAP chequer board array shown deployed on a test antenna; APERTIF
Vivaldi array shown deployed on one of the Westerbork array telescopes; and the PHAD Vivaldi array shown deployed on the prototype 10m
composite dish in Canada. All are dual polarisation.

Fig. 6: (left). Dense aperture array development. Clockwise from top-left: Enclosure for EMBRACE in front of the Westerbork telescope;
2-PAD array in front of the Lovell telescope at Jodrell Bank Observatory.; view of 80 square metres of the EMBRACE Vivaldi array inside the
enclosure. (right). Sparse aperture array development. Top-left: aerial view of the central station for LOFAR in the Netherlands; middle - test
station for the Long Wavelength Array (LWA) in the USA; bottom-right - one of the stations of the Murchison Wide-Field Array (MWA) in
Australia.
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5. Site characterisation

Following the short-listing of sites in Western Australia and
Northern Cape Province in South Africa as acceptable loca-
tions for the SKA core, a series of studies of the characteristics
of these sites was instigated in PrepSKA Work Package 3, in
preparation for final selection of the site in 2011-2. These stud-
ies include highly sensitive measurements of the radio quiet-
ness in the central region as well as selected remote stations, es-
tablishment of Radio Quiet Zones covering the central 200km
diameter region, optimization of the array configuration, the
costs of infrastructure deployment and operations, the impact
of physical characteristics of the sites on the design, charac-
terisation of ionospheric turbulence, characterisation of tropo-
spheric water vapour turbulence, and a risk analysis of the sci-
ence environment with respect to long term interference poten-
tial.

Results of some of these studies are already to hand, others
are in progress or are planned in the next few months. Radio
Quiet Zones have been established in both countries; studies
of the ionosphere have been completed; array configurations
(see Figure 6) are being generated for both Australia + New
Zealand and Southern Africa, taking geographic no-go zones
(cities, towns, bodies of water, slopes etc) into account, as well
as distances from potential sources of interference; the RFI
measurement campaign is expected to start in April 2010; the
tropospheric phase monitoring campaign is expected to start in
late 2010; and studies of the costs of deployment of infrastruc-
ture and the long term RFI environment by external consultants
will be carried out the second half of 2010.

Reports on all eight of the Work Package 3 tasks will be
completed by the end of the first quarter of 2011 in order to
inform the process of site selection, expected to start in mid-
2011.

6. SKA governance, funding, procurement policy
and industry involvement

The Funding Agencies in the Netherlands (NWO), Italy
(INAF) and the UK (STFC) are leading the development of op-
tions for governance (WP4), procurement and industry involve-
ment (WP5), and funding (WP6) respectively, and expect to de-
liver final reports on these issues to the European Commission
and the wider community by the end of March 2011.

In WP4, options are under consideration for the governance
in the pre-construction phase after PrepSKA and the TDP re-
placing the SKA Science and Engineering Committee and the
SPDO, as well as the long term management structure during
construction and operations. Alternatives are a national legal
entity, an international organisation like ITER, an MoU-based
arrangement like the LHC, and a treaty-based arrangement like
CERN and ESO. It is widely recognised that concluding a
treaty is likely to be too time-consuming to be of use to the
SKA project.

In WP5, activities include studies of global procurement
options involving an analysis of WTO principles and country/
regional / international models for procurement; information
gathering from Precursors/Pathfinders/ Design Studies on their

industry relationships and relevant government policies; map-
ping and verifying potential global industry players and cre-
ating a database; investigation of current ’best practice’ mod-
els for industry participation; harmonising the approach of ’re-
gions’ to the development and networking of industry capabil-
ity for the SKA, and the development of an IP strategy for the
SKA project.

In WP6 on funding options, thought is being given to what
is needed in the different countries in terms of a business case
or proposal for funding. Items already identified are the sci-
ence case, industrial return, and a case for the SKA as a tool
for innovation and societal benefit. A draft spending profile
from 2011 to 2023 including initial phase operations ramping
up from 2016 is in preparation.

7. SKA schedule and milestones

It appears likely that the SKA at low and mid-band frequen-
cies will be funded in two steps to accommodate other pres-
sures on the public purse from scientific infrastructures. The
first tranche of money will be sufficient for construction of
about 10% of the array (Phase 1), with the timing of the second
tranche being such as to allow a continuous rollout of the re-
mainder (Phase 2). The current model for the division of funds
for Phases 1 and 2 is 300 Me and 1200 Me respectively, in
2007 units.

7.1. SKA schedule

The SKA schedule can be divided into five separate stages:

A. Preparatory Phase (2007-2012) in which the telescope sys-
tem design and cost for Phase 1 is completed and an im-
plementation plan for the full SKA at these frequencies is
provided. Before the end of this period, the SKA organi-
sation will be formed once the site has been selected, and
recruitment of project staff initiated.

B. Detailed design, Production Engineering & Tooling Phase
(2013-2014) in which final preparations are made for the
start of Phase 1 construction in 2015. This will include
additional prototyping where necessary. Site infrastructure
preparation and initial rollout will occur. System design of
the less mature technologies not included in Phase 1, will
continue throughout this period.

C. Phase 1 Construction, Verification, Commissioning,
Acceptance, Integration & First Science (2015-2018) in
which Phase 1 is rolled out and integrated and first science
is carried out as part of the commissioning process, starting
in 2016 with a sub-array of Phase 1. Final selection of
Phase 2 technology will take place in 2015 followed
in 2016 and 2017 by detailed design and construction
preparation for those design elements not in Phase 1.

D. Phase 2 Construction, Verification, Commissioning,
Acceptance, Integration & First Science (2017-2022) in
which the construction of the SKA is completed and first
science is carried out as part of the commissioning period.

E. SKA operations begin (2023 −→)
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Fig. 7: Representative configurations for the SKA in Australia + New Zealand and for Southern Africa. Detailed configurations are currently
being developed. In the central region of the SKA (not shown in detail) three separate cores are required, for the dish array, the dense aperture
array and the sparse aperture array.

7.2. Planned intermediate milestones

2011 funding for 2012-2014 (pre-construction) approved
2012 site selection made, and recruitment for the detailed de-

sign and construction phase is initiated
2013 initial (Phase 1) construction funding approved
2016 construction funding approved for the full SKA at mid

and low frequencies
2019 science operations with Phase 1 commences

7.3. High frequency component of the SKA

Current planning foresees 2013 to 2022 being used for high
frequency technology development and prototyping, followed,
in 2023 by the start of construction of the high frequency com-
ponent of the SKA.

8. Costs

As noted in the previous section, the target construction cost is
1.5 billion e (2007) for Phases 1+2. This includes civil works,
antennas & RF systems, signal transmission, signal processing,
software development & computing hardware, design, integra-
tion, testing, and management, and contingency

The expected operating costs are 150 millione/year (2007)
including salaries (400-500 staff), power, materials & services
including dark fibre lease, and renewal of instrumentation and
computing. The costs of regional science centres are additional.
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Abstract. The SKADS White Paper is the consolidation of the work within SKADS and proposes an SKA system design which
meets most of the SKA science experiment requirements. The aperture array technology developed in SKADS is incorporated into
a proposed system design, SKADS-SKA. The SKA design is optimized for cost and performance, a technology roadmap using
recognized industrial projections to deliver the required technologies is discussed. The conclusion is that a very high performance
SKA can be developed within the agreed international timeframe that meets the principal science experiment requirements.

1. Introduction

The SKADS programme is designed to work on most of the as-
pects of the Square Kilometre Array, the SKA, starting with the
performance requirements for the science experiments and de-
veloping many of the technologies which can implement a cost
effective instrument. Much of the SKADS work focused on the
development of high frequency phased aperture arrays as the
collector technology for the scientifically rich frequency range
below the HI line at 1.4GHz. Also, studies within SKADS work
on network implementations including time distribution; cen-
tral processing requirements and possible concepts, plus the
building of a number of demonstration arrays. The detailed
tasks in SKADS are consolidated into an overall costed SKA
design which considers the trade-offs made and the effects of
varying some technical parameters to understand how the cost
varies.

There are many reports as part of SKADS, the deliverables,
which discuss in some detail individual research projects. To
consolidate this work into an overall system design that can
be distributed to the SKA community the “Aperture Arrays for
the SKA: the SKADS White Paper” is being written by a team
from SKADS (Faulkner et al. 2010). This paper is a summary
of the SKADS White Paper or “SKADS WP”.

The SKADS WP proposes a system design after reviewing
the science requirements; considering some of the important
processing trade-offs; comparing an outline specification with
the science case; and outlines designs which show the perfor-
mance requirements of the sub-systems. This system must be
affordable; achievable in the timeframe of the SKA; and have
the principal risks considered in the context of industrial devel-
opments. The SKADS WP covers this process and also reviews
the demonstrators, EMBRACE, 2-PAD and BEST. This paper
focuses on the SKA design aspects.

2. System design process

The starting point for the design of the SKA comes from the de-
sired science experiments. These have been discussed and con-
sidered over some years and are now encapsulated in an evolv-
ing Design Reference Mission, DRM, (SKA Science Working
Group 2009) produced internationally. An outline approach

Instrument 
Technical 

Specification:

• Sensitivity
• Survey speed
• Configuration
• Stability
• etc

Potential
Designs:

• Collector type
• Frequency 

range
• Data rates
• etc

Operational
Constraints:

• Time allocation
• Storage
• Power
• Operations 

budget

Physical
Parameters:

• Flux density
• Area of sky
• Polarisation
• Dynamic range
• etc

Key
Science

Experiments

SKA
Design

Modelling:

• Variants
• Performance
• Cost
• Power
• Risk

Fig. 1: Structured approach to developing an SKA design

for determining an optimal design for the SKA is shown in
Figure 1.

The target requirements are derived from the science ex-
periments which are translated into the physical parameters to
measure or scan e.g. flux, polarisation, sky area etc. By consid-
ering the operational requirements for observation time, power
and scheduling the ability to make these observations is formed
into a technical requirements specification. At this stage it may
be clear that some of the specifications are unattainable, where-
upon the science experiment or operational requirements need
to be re-examined and a revised technical specification pro-
duced.

After producing a realistic technical specification, putative
SKA implementations can be proposed. It should be kept in
mind at this stage that while the science specified by the DRM
is key, flexibility is a vital characteristic of the SKA, provided
the costs incurred are not prohibitive. At this stage, a proposed
design’s performance can be tested against each of the various
experiments and the cost can be estimated using the cost tool
developed in SKADS: the SKA Design and Costing tool (Ford
et al. 2009). This process is liable to highlight cost issues and
performance limitations that may restrict some experiments.
A combination of re-evaluating the affected experiments, pri-
oritising experiments or reviewing the operational model will
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need to be undertaken and the process repeated. There will need
to be considerations for the experiments in losing desired pa-
rameter space due to a mixture of lower sensitivity, restricted
frequency range or resolution from shorter baselines etc. This
will provide an effective means of comparing different imple-
mentations of the SKA.

3. Science Experiment Requirements

The underlying scientific experiments for the SKA are laid
out in the DRM. The requirements for each experiment are
considered in terms of fundamental physical parameters: flux,
frequency, area of sky to cover, polarisation etc. By applying
reasonable operational constraints, the ideal technical perfor-
mance of the SKA can be derived for each experiment. This is
an ongoing task as the science and operational aspects become
more clearly understood. A summary of the principal DRM re-
quirements is shown in Figure 2. The experiments are not cur-
rently prioritised, however, that process will need to be under-
taken to develop the optimal SKA. There are some immediate
observations that may be made at this stage:

– The major surveys are almost entirely conducted below
1.4GHz, the rest HI line.

– Only the AGN experiments require baselines above
500 km, specifying 3000 km.

– The specification of 10,000 m2K−1 for many of the experi-
ments does not appear to be a calculated requirement.

– Some of the experiments will yield progressive improve-
ments for the science output with increasing sensitivity, res-
olution or survey speed e.g. continuum observations; pulsar
timing. These experiments may be viable with reduced sen-
sitivity.

– The transient search and exploration of the unknown is as-
sumed to use as much parameter space as is provided by
the key science experiments. The scaling over current in-
struments is high, so there is very likely to be significant
science that can be performed.

Notes to Figure 2

– The plots are shown against the principal SKA characteris-
tics: sensitivity, survey speed and baseline. There are many
other parameters to consider e.g. dynamic range, polarisa-
tion purity etc in a detailed evaluation.

– These charts use figures taken from the DRM; they are sub-
ject to evolution for frequency range and variation over fre-
quency.

– No prioritisation of experiments has been currently agreed.
– The blue parameters are taken directly from the DRM and

are therefore considered to be the key parameters for an
experiment. The red lines are derived parameters using the
SKADS-SKA performance.

– The transient requirements are not shown and are assumed
to use the parameter space required for all the other exper-
iments
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Fig. 2: Graphical requirements analysis of the Design Reference
Mission, DRM ver. 0.4. The SKADS-SKA performance is overlaid.

4. SKADS-SKA proposed implementation

The overall structure of the SKADS-SKA system is shown in
Figure 3 and includes the collector systems on the left, com-
munications and control network in the centre and correlation
and processing on the right.

In the light of the science experiment requirements shown
in Figure 2, the SKA design proposed in SKA Memo 111
(Bolton et al. 2009), “SKADS Benchmark Scenario Design
and Costing - 2”, has been reconsidered to match to the
strengths of the collector technologies, the SKADS-SKA spec-
ification, detailed in Table 1. This would suggest a natural
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Fig. 3: SKADS-SKA implementation using AAs and single pixel
feeds on dishes.

crossover in collector technology at 1.4 GHz with a reduction
in sensitivity/survey performance close to the top frequency of
the AA. The basis for the SKADS-SKA includes:

1. Implementing aperture arrays up to 1.4 GHz so they cover
the majority of high speed survey requirements for the
SKA. Also, at these frequencies, with many beams they are
ideal for the bulk timing of newly discovered pulsars.

2. With efficient wideband feeds, a relatively straightforward
dish design operating from a lower limit of 1.2GHz to
10GHz using a single feed can be implemented. The fall-
back is the use of multiple narrower band feeds with a
changeover mechanism.

3. The experiments which require longer baselines and higher
frequencies do not require sensitivities above 5,000 m2K−1.

4. The merits of very long baselines up to 3000 km are be-
ing considered. The SKADS-SKA limits the baselines to
500 km, which may compromise the AGN experiments.

To illustrate how this specification matches the science ex-
periments an overlay of the array performance on the require-
ments is shown in Figure 2.

5. AA design considerations

AAs have many advantages over conventional, reflector based
systems which can be summarized as the almost total flexibil-
ity in much of their parameter space. A key cost driver for the
AAs is the highest frequency supported, due to each element
having an effective area which is a function of λ2, hence, the
number of elements required for a given sensitivity increases
quadratically with frequency. Below is a list of the parameters
which are considered in the system design:
Frequency Range. The AAs are good at low frequencies
and will operate from the lowest SKA frequency, specified as
70 MHz, up to the highest frequency for which they are a cost
effective solution. The AAs are a system of more than one ar-
ray to accommodate the frequency range of the elements and
the effects of increasing sky noise at the lowest frequencies.
Sensitivity. The sensitivity of the system is a function of fre-
quency and is determined from: size and number of arrays,

system temperature, scan angle and the apodisation employed.
This is also the reason for having a sparse array at low frequen-
cies to try and overcome the ever increasing sky noise.
Bandwidth. The maximum bandwidth available is to simul-
taneously use all frequencies of a station. Bandwidth can be
traded together with beams (FoV) to use the station available
data rate. With some of the technologies that may be employed
at the front end e.g. RF beamforming using phase shifting has
limited instantaneous bandwidth before beam distortions get
too great. The aim in the final, SKA Phase 2, implementation
is that there are no such restrictions.
Dynamic range. The ability to meet the dynamic range re-
quirements of the SKA is very difficult. AAs are capable of
meeting this specification. This requirement influences the di-
ameter of the stations (to provide small enough beams), and the
intra-station data rates to provide sufficiently good beam purity.
Survey speed. AAs can provide arbitrarily high survey speed
capability. The requirement is for an output data rate that sup-
ports the number of beams necessary to meet the specification.
Polarisation purity. Very precise polarisation purity is funda-
mental to a number of the science experiments. This is specified
after calibration, but will be limited by the underlying stability
of the array front-end design and the ability to measure and
remove polarisation leakage.
Number of independent sky areas. Due to the hierarchical
nature of the beamforming systems, which mitigate the ana-
logue/digital processing load, there are likely to be some lim-
itations on the absolute flexibility of the arrays. The tiles will
produce a number of “tile beams”, this restricts the number of
totally independent areas of sky that can be observed concur-
rently.
Output data rate and flexibility. The amount of data produced
by the array is a decision that can be made at design time and is
a consequence of required bandwidth, survey speed and sample
resolution. Having defined the most demanding survey require-
ment, the flexibility that can be provided by AAs makes other
experiments readily achievable.
Number of arrays and diameter. The number of arrays pro-
vides the basis for the uv coverage, but has implications for
the central processing load. The cost of the AA collectors for a
fixed total area is only slightly affected by their distribution in
stations.
Scan angle. Observations at increasing scan angles and con-
sequent sensitivity loss, coupled with likely impact on polari-
sation performance limits the amount of sky that the AAs can
observe North-South, further it limits the maximum length of
an observation.

6. AA overall system design

The AA’s in the SKA are a system designed to provide the nec-
essary technical performance to meet the science goals between
their lowest frequency of operation and their high frequency
limit. Over the frequency range 70 MHz - 1400 MHz there are
two distinct regimes: sky noise limited and relatively low sky
noise; these benefit from a low frequency sparse array or a high
frequency dense array respectively. The outline of the arrays’
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Table 1: Proposed SKADS-SKA implementation
Freq. Range Collector Sensitivity Number / size Distribution

70 MHz to
450 MHz

Aperture array
(AA-lo)

4,000 m2/K at
100 MHz

250 arrays,
Diameter 180 m

66% within core 5 km diameter,
rest along 5 spiral arms out to
180 km radius

400 MHz to 1.4
GHz

Aperture array
(AA-hi)

10,000 m2/K at
800 MHz

250 arrays,
Diameter 56 m

1.2 GHz to
10 GHz

Dishes with
wide-band single
pixel feed
(SD-WBSPF)

5,000 m2/K at
1.4 GHz

1,200 dishes
Diameter 15 m

50% within core 5 km diameter,
25% between the core and
180 km, 25% between 180 km and
3,000 km radius.
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Fig. 4: Overall AA performance showing low frequency sparse AA,
with higher frequency AA-hi

relative performance is illustrated in Figure 4. Above the high-
est frequency practical for the AAs the observations will need
to be performed by dish based solutions, with some overlap for
continuity and possibly enhanced sensitivity.

Below approximately 450 MHz sky noise starts to increase
dramatically and Tsys becomes dominated by sky noise, hence
increasing Ae f f with reducing frequency is required to main-
tain the required sensitivity, Ae f f /Tsys. Above 450 MHz the sky
noise is relatively constant and the Tsys is largely determined
by the technical performance of the array.

A sparse array is the obvious candidate to operate below
450 MHz because with the elements widely spaced the array
naturally increases Ae f f in proportion to λ2 down to a frequency
where the spacing of the elements is approximately λ/2 and the
array becomes dense. A sparse array, however, has a number of
disadvantages over a dense array: the array will produce grat-
ing lobes; design of a sparse antenna element with sufficient
sky coverage and bandwidth is complicated; beam size is re-
duced for a given sensitivity due to the filling factor being < 1.
These may result in reduced dynamic range and will increase

the data rate required from the array. However, the economics
of implementation at low frequency dictate that a sparse array
is the only viable technology.

At higher frequencies with stable sky noise the dense aper-
ture array, with elements at least fully sampling the incoming
wavefront up to a frequency shown as fAA in Figure 4 is the
most likely configuration of an array. Above fAA the array starts
to become sparse, which can be used to stretch the highest op-
erating frequency with some loss of sensitivity and potentially
dynamic range, this is tailored to the science requirements. The
dense AA benefits are that it has the highest dynamic range ca-
pability and minimum data rate for the beam data, due to being
a fully filled collecting area.

7. AA architecture

Each AA-hi station consists of 75,000 dual polarisation ele-
ments - 150,000 receiver chains. To form beams will require
a hierarchical structure in order to mitigate the computational
requirements. An outline design of the AA system is shown in
Figure 5; it includes some possible data rates and processing
loads which will need to be reviewed as part of the detailed
design.

The design consists of four main blocks:

1. The front-end collectors. Each element of the AA-hi and
AA-lo is positioned as part of the array design and tightly
designed with its associated LNA for the lowest noise front-
end design. This is then amplified appropriately and trans-
ported as an analogue signal, either through cables or cir-
cuit board tracks to the ’Tile processor’ for initial beam-
forming.

2. Tile processor. This is the first stage of hierarchical beam-
forming and all AA-hi tiles (and separately AA-lo tiles)
will observe identical areas of sky for subsequent station
beamforming. A number of elements are combined, likely
to be 8 x 8 dual polarisation elements for the AA-hi us-
ing the most effective mix of RF beamforming and digital
beamforming, appropriate at the time, to form a number of
Tile beams. The tile beams determine a number of areas
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of sky that the AA is observing for subsequent station pro-
cessing. The bandwidth between the Tile processors and the
Station processors will be a key determinant of the perfor-
mance of the AAs.

3. Station processors. These bring together the output of all
the AA-hi tiles (and the AA-lo tiles). They form the beams
for transmission to the correlator. The ability to form high
precision station beams from the tile beams is critical to
having a high dynamic range instrument. The calibration
algorithms will be handled primarily by the station proces-
sors.

4. The control processors link to the central processing con-
trol and keep the operation of the station coupled to the rest
of the SKA. They also monitor the health of the arrays, de-
tect non-functioning components and adjust the calibration
parameters appropriately.

8. Central Processing

The central processing requirements is very high, however, for
fast survey speeds AAs are the only practical way of making
the processing tractable. The reason is that AAs are effectively
very large diameter collectors with many beams. The process-
ing scales linearly with numbers of beams and quadratically
with numbers of collectors. So, having a small number of large
collectors is advantageous.

The implementation of the central processor needs to sup-
port imaging and non-imaging requirements.

The similarity of requirements for the different stages of
processing for both systems imply that ensuring that the same
hardware can support imaging and non-imaging observations
will be cost effective. Using a unified central processing sys-
tem avoids extensive data switching for raw collector data; pro-
vides opportunities for concurrent observations of imaging and
non-imaging science experiments; enables innovative new ob-
serving techniques to be used; avoids duplicating development
effort and is an easier maintenance environment.

8.1. Correlator/beamformer - C/B

It is assumed that the correlators are FX type and that the fre-
quency division has already been done. e.g. by the station pro-
cessors. The dishes processing will include frequency division.

Whilst being the same process, there are major structural
differences between the correlation of the AA signals and the
dish signals. For the AA there are relatively few, ∼ 250, sta-
tions each forming very many beams, > 1000, with over 1600
10Gb/s data links or equivalent. Whereas, the dishes are provid-
ing one beam from up to 2400 collectors over 8 10Gb/s links.
This inherently implies that there are two C/Bs which confers
a number of advantages: all the collectors can be used concur-
rently; there is no need for large amounts of switching of raw
beam data and mass production can be used efficiently for the
AA C/B.

AA correlation/beamforming implementation

The AA correlator lends itself to a highly modular imple-
mentation split by beams or matched incoming data chan-
nels. By splitting the communications into 10Gb/s channels,
the AA correlator can then be designed as 200 identical sub-
correlators. The processing rate required per sub-correlator is:
63x1012 complex MACs or 250TMACs.

An outline physical design is shown in Figure 7. It is con-
structed as a double-sided shelf in a rack, where a multiplexed
fibre from each of 250 AA stations is connected using sixteen
input cards, each with 16 fibre inputs each carrying 8 10Gb/s
channels. A 10Gb/s channel from each station is presented to
each of the eight sub-correlators per shelf. The visibilities are
routed to the appropriate UV processor. The full AA-correlator
of 200 shelves is a system of 70 racks.

Dish correlator/beamformer implementation

The dish correlator topology has 2400 collectors with one
beam, so the correlations have to be split over many nar-
row bands. The corner turning function is with 8 10Gb/s data
switches. The switch provides a total of 240Gb/s of narrow
bandwidth channels to each of the correlator cards. Assuming
the data are presented as 10Gb/s channels then the system can
be considered to be eight identical systems covering the full fre-
quency range. An outline of the dish+AA correlator is shown
in Figure 8. In this layout there are 100 correlator cards per
data switch, or 800 correlator cards to cover 4 GHz, at 5 MHz
per card. The performance required for each correlator card
(N = 2400; ∆ f = 5 MHz; Nb = 1) is ∼ 57T complex
MACs. This is conveniently close to the performance of the
AA sub-correlator of 63T complex MACs, giving the possibil-
ity of combining the designs into one type.

8.2. UV Processor and data buffer

Imaging processing requires the visibility data to be buffered
at the data rate of the correlator output. This is then followed
by a requirement for a lot of largely independent processing on
many parallel blades. The availability of processing capability
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Fig. 7: AA correlator design

using multi-core, GPU like, processors and temporary storage
is key to the performance of the central processing system. The
UV processor has to support an observation time > 2.4 hours
or 8,600 secs and 20,000 processing cycles per sample with
5 loops per observation or 100,000 operations per sample

The expectation is for a 50Tflop (single precision) process-
ing capability per device in the 2018 timeframe. With an ex-
pected utilisation of 50% then each processor supports a data
rate of 10Gb/s assuming 32-bit single precision data. This re-
quires a buffer of 8,600 x 10Gb/s x 2 for a double buffering or
20TB.

The very long baseline observations with many dishes are
the most demanding for processing, requiring an ExaFlop of
raw processing and the ability to process ∼ 200Tb/s of data
from the correlator (Faulkner et al. 2010). This is a UV pro-
cessor with 20,000 processing + buffering blades. The power
requirements for each blade will must < 500 W due to dissi-
pation capability of the processors. Hence, the UV processor is
∼ 10 MW.
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Fig. 8: Dish correlator design

8.3. Imaging/Analysis processor

The complex algorithms for imaging and time series analysis
have to have access to all the data which has been bulk pro-
cessed through individual channels by the UV processors. This
has to be handled by a conventional style supercomputer with
many intra-communication links. It is assumed that this proces-
sor will need to be of order 10PFlops

9. Cost

The total cost of the SKADS-SKA is e1300 net present value,
NPV. The breakdown is shown in Figure 9. There is a full
analysis in Faulkner et al. (2010), with the illustrations of
how the costs vary as various parameters e.g. station size are
changed. The cost is e310M less than for a system using 2400
dishes. There are development, management and other costs to
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Fig. 9: Cost breakdown for SKADS-SKA. Total cost is e1300M NPV

be added, hence the need to keep the technology costs shown
here to be less than the e1500M budget.

The costs have been calculated with the SKADS developed
costing tool and a range of alternative scenarios is presented in
Faulkner et al. (2010).

10. Power requirements

An estimate of the power requirements for the SKADS-SKA
can be made and is shown in Table 2. The AA power is dis-
cussed in detail in Faulkner et al. (2010). It is generally agreed
that the SKA must be less than 100MW. As can be seen the
SKADS-SKA meets this criteria.

11. Technology readiness

The SKADS White Paper (Faulkner et al. 2010) has a thorough
review of the availability of the technologies to implement the
SKADS-SKA. The requirement is for components and sub-
systems to meet the performance criteria after 2016 when the
Phase 2 is starting to be built and in many of the cases after
2018. The analysis uses the work within SKADS and the as-
sociated community, plus industry generated roadmaps e.g. for
the semiconductors the globally acknowledged “International
Technology Roadmap for Semiconductors” (ITRS 2009). The
analysis shows that it is realistic to project meeting the key
technical parameters listed in Table 3

12. Conclusions

The SKADS-SKA is a realistic design for the SKA which is
capable of being implemented in the SKA timeframe and pro-
vides an extremely versatile instrument. The design work will
be seriously considered in the international SKA programme.
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Table 2: Estimated SKA sub-systems power budget, Phase 2
Sub-system Power Comments

Each Total
(kW) (MW)

AA-hi 250 stations 125 31 See breakdown below, includes cooling

AA-lo 250 stations 40 10 See breakdown below, includes cooling

Dishes 1200 off This is the set up for FPAs:

Antenna 7 9 From ASKAP estimate

Focus box+cooling 1.2 3 From ASKAP estimate

Electronics +b/f 3 4 Reduced from ASKAP est. of 5.3kW

Wide area optical comms AAs and dishes 2 Calculated from the cost tool

Central processing Correlator 3
Estimated power for correlations < 2 MW.
Allows for overhead and switches.

UV processor1: 20,000 blades 0.5 10 1 Exaflop processing, see section

Imaging processor 10
10-20 PFlop processor, scaled from
Roadrunner today at 2.5MW for 1.2PFlop

Science processor+storage 3 Estimate

Miscellaneous Monitoring, lodging etc 5 Estimate

TOTAL 90

Table 3: Technology readiness
Tsys for AA-hi < 40 K 50 m optical links, pluggable > 120 Gb/s
Scan angle ±45◦ 50 m 120Gb/s link power 2.5 W
Analogue system power 100 mW per Rx Flash storage module capacity 20 TB
> 3 GS/s 6-bit ADC power < 100 mW GPU style multi-core processor 50 TFlop
DSP processor performance > 20 TMACs 50 TFlop processor power < 300 W
DSP Power for 20 TMAC ∼ 25 W Super computer performance 10 PFlop
DSP chip comms, I/O count > 128 × 11 Gb/s Super computer power 1 MW/PFlop
DSP-digitiser integration Possible
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Abstract. The fundamental questions to be addressed by the Square Kilometre Array remain relevant today, despite the passage
of time since the SKA Science book was published over four years ago. The answer to the questions of Dark Energy, Cosmic
Magnetism, Gravitation in Extreme Fields, and the Epoch of Reionisation, all require observational statistics on a very large
scale. As a result, the SKA is being designed mainly as a large survey machine. Survey requirements place specific demands on
the technical definition of the SKA, and the cost of implementation puts restrictions on the ultimate capability of the SKA. At
the same time, we must not trade-off too much of the versatility of the SKA because, as has been seen many times in the past, it
is the unexpected discoveries which turn out to be the most important contribution of an instrument.

1. Introduction

The SKA will play a pivotal role in answering fundamental
questions in physics which are currently the focus of the world-
wide physics research community. The key science goals of
the SKA fit into this global effort to focus on several inter
related topics. These include discovering the nature of Dark
Energy, the origin of magnetism in the universe, the limits of
the General Theory of Relativity, and the formation of the first
structure, and the first stars in the Universe. The SKA will also
answer questions related to the origin and formation of com-
plex molecules and planetary systems, leading to life on Earth.
All these key science goals are described in detail in the SKA
Science Book (Carilli & Rawlings 2004).

The SKADS whitepaper brings these scientific goals into
the design of the SKA, and I will review the technical require-
ments demanded by each science goal, and how it translates
into a global vision for the SKA.

The SKADS consortium, primarily through the effort in
DS2, has made significant advances in sky simulations, and
calibration considerations. This work is accessible to the
global SKA community through the SKADS Simulated Skies
database, and has already appeared in a number of publica-
tions. For example, see Wilman et al. (2008); Obreschkow
et al. (2009a,b); Krause et al. (2009); Smits et al. (2009);
Santos et al. (2008); Baek et al. (2009). A complete list of
SKADS publications can be found on the SKADS websitea.
The SKADS Simulated Skies tools and database are described
in more detail by Levrier et al. (2010) and by Klöckner et al.
(2010) in these proceedings.

2. The Cradle of Life

What conditions are necessary for the development of
life?

We are here on the Earth, asking fundamental questions about
the nature of the Universe, one of which is how we arrived at
such a state that we can do such a thing. The development of

a http://www.skads-eu.org/p/memos.php

life on Earth is the result of a number of events in the history of
the galaxy and solar system which finally led to the formation
of an hospitable environment here on Earth. The questions on
which we focus with the SKA are the following:

– How are planetary systems formed?
– Is the solar system a special case?
– How and where are complex (organic) molecules formed?

Once the SKA has its capability at 10 GHz and higher, it
will be able to detect the gaps in proto-planetary disks forming
around stars. These gaps are where planets are formed (Lazio
2004). It is only recently in the history of astronomy that plan-
ets have been detected orbiting other stars. So far, no Earth
like planet has been detected. This is almost certainly due to
the limitation of current technology, but the possibility remains
that Earth is a special case where all the requirements come to-
gether to make an environment conducive to the development
of life.

Long chain carbon molecules have already been detected in
extraterrestrial environments. An example is methanol with a
rotational transition emitting at 834 MHz. Others are acetalde-
hyde (at 1.1 GHz) acetamide (at 9.2 GHz) and cyclopropenone
(at 9.3 GHz). Further possibilities are listed in Lazio et al.
(2009).

Is there anybody out there?

The radio spectrum has traditionally been the regime where
searches have been made for artificially generated signals from
civilisations beyond the Earth. Using Earth as an example,
there are a few emitters in the radio band, the most powerful
of which is the Arecibo planetary radar. The Arecibo S-band
radar is used for solar system studies and roughly a dozen times
per year it beams a monochromatic, circularly polarised signal
(see e.g. Campbell et al. 2003; Black et al. 2007; Carter et al.
2009), with frequency and time domain modulation (Magri
et al. 2007) and powers of up to 1 MegaWatt for durations
of several hours. For example, during the latter half of 2009,
the Arecibo planetary radar operated during 29 sessions of du-
ration averaging 3 hours each, and sometimes for as much as
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10 continuous hours (Hernandez 2009). Such a signal, distinct
from any natural phenomenon, could be detected by an SKA
type telescope thousands of light years away. If extra terrestrial
scientists are studying their planetary system with an Arecibo-
like instrument, then we could detect their radar, and there are
many thousands of stars within the range of detectability of
SKA. The advances made in the detection of extra solar plan-
ets, and soon the detection of extra solar planets in the habitable
zone, make it possible to do long term targeted studies with the
SKA.

3. Tests of Gravity using Pulsars

How right is Einstein about gravity?

Observational tests of General Relativity include the demon-
stration of the existence of gravitational waves (Taylor 1993),
and a number of other effects have been observed by timing the
orbital characteristics of pulsar-neutron star binary systems. In
particular, the double pulsar system (Burgay et al. 2003; Lyne
et al. 2004) demonstrates that the theory of General Relativity
is correct to 99.95% (Kramer et al. 2006; Wex & Kramer
2010). More details of this can be found in these proceedings
by Kramer & Smits (2010) on page 59 and references therein.

What is the strong-field limit at which GR is no longer
the correct description of gravity?

Nevertheless, there remains a dichotomy between the quan-
tum theory of physics, and the general theory of relativity. It is
expected that at sufficiently large gravitational field strengths,
General Relativity will no longer be the correct description of
gravity. The SKA will be able to probe this limit by timing a
pulsar in orbit around a black hole.

In order to find the most exotic pulsar binary systems which
can be used for tests of General Relativity, the SKA will carry
out a large survey of the galaxy finding all the observable pul-
sars, perhaps as many as a few tens of thousands (Smits et al.
2009). Amongst these will be exotic systems needed to carry
out the tests.

Is there a gravitational wave background?

By correlating the measured times-of-arrival of pulses from
millisecond pulsars distributed throughout the galaxy, it is pos-
sible to infer the passage of a gravitational wave through space
where the Earth resides. The times-of-arrival will be slightly
early for pulsars in one direction, and later in the opposite di-
rection, with a delay profile that matches what is expected by a
gravitational wave. This method of using timing of distributed
pulsars is called the Pulsar Timing Array. It is sensitive to grav-
itational waves of frequency nHz which is not detectable by any
other means.

The SKA may well find a background of gravitational
waves and then we can ask: Is it stochastic? That is, is it caused
by numerous individual events such as supernovæ and mergers.
Or, is it a primordial background arising from the Big Bang it-
self. In that case, the SKA may be used to probe epochs before

the time the Universe cooled sufficiently to release the photons
which are the Cosmic Microwave Background. This surface of
last scattering is the earliest time which can be probed by obser-
vational methods which detect electromagnetic waves. Perhaps
the SKA will be able probe times before the surface of last scat-
tering, and enlighten us on the nature of the primordial plasma.

4. The Epoch of Reionisation

When was “first light”?

In the early Universe, after the primordial plasma cooled to
allow the creation of neutral material, there followed a long
period in which the Universe contained only neutral material,
almost entirely neutral hydrogen atoms. The only radiation
present was the scattered photons left over from the surface
of last scattering, also called the Epoch of Recombination, and
observed today as the Cosmic Microwave Background. There
was no source of visible light in the Universe during that pe-
riod which we refer to as the Cosmic Dark Ages. The SKA
will probe the Universe for highly redshifted neutral hydrogen
gas in order to answer the fundamental questions in the history
of the Universe:

– When did the first luminous objects form?
– How did they form, and over what period of time?

The first luminous objects must have emitted large quanti-
ties of energetic photons, not only in the visible wavelengths,
but also at much higher energies. This radiation then went on
to ionise the surrounding neutral medium, creating the largely
ionised medium we observe today, which is why that period in
the history of the Universe is called the Epoch of Reionisation.

The SKA will carry out a large survey of redshifted neu-
tral hydrogen, giving a history of the evolution of reionisation
in the Universe from the time when there was only neutral hy-
drogen gas to the formation of the first luminous objects. For
more details see Zaroubi (2010); Santos et al. (2010) in these
proceedings, and, for example, the introduction in Baek et al.
(2009).

5. Cosmic Magnetism

What is the origin of magnetic fields in the Universe?

Magnetic fields play a major role in astrophysics at all scales.
The formation of stars and planetary systems are intimately
connected to the interplay of magnetic fields. Magnetic fields
are essential for the protection of life on Earth from energetic
charged particles in the solar wind. On galactic scales, mag-
netic fields are observed to influence, and even determine, the
structure of galaxies. See the review in these proceedings on
page 93 by Beck (2010).

Despite the obvious importance of magnetic fields to our
understanding of the nature of the Universe, we still do not have
a strongly supported theory for the origin of magnetic fields.

– Were magnetic fields always there? That is, are they pri-
mordial arising from the processes in the early universe?
or
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– Were magnetic fields generated over the evolution of the
Universe by the dynamo effect in numerous sources dis-
tributed throughout the Universe?

The SKA will do an extensive survey of Rotation Measures,
recording on the order of 10 million Rotation Measures of
sources distributed throughout the sky. This will give statis-
tics on the overall picture of magnetism in the Universe, and
we begin to have a handle on possible theories of the origin
of magnetic fields. See Beck (2010) in these proceedings on
page 93 for more details.

6. Large Scale Structure

What is the nature of Dark Energy?

Observational evidence from distances to super novae com-
bined with statistical analysis on the anisotropies in the Cosmic
Microwave Background have shown us that the Universe is
undergoing a phase of accelerated expansion (Riess et al.
1998). The more recent analysis of data from the Wilkinson
Microwave Anisotropy Probe puts a high precision on this ex-
pansion (Komatsu et al. 2009), and allows us to derive conclu-
sions about the energy density of the Universe. The negative en-
ergy causing accelerated expansion is called Dark Energy and
it appears to account for ∼ 70% of all energy in the Universe.

The fact that Dark Energy remains an enigma despite its
clear importance in the physics of the Universe has led to pro-
posals of numerous experimental projects/Many of the planned
experiments are based on the detection of Baryonic Acoustic
Oscillations (Blake & Glazebrook 2003). Acoustic oscillations
in the primordial plasma left a signature on the subsequent for-
mation of structure after the epoch of recombination when the
Universe cooled sufficiently to form neutral matter and pho-
tons were free to propagate. This signature can be seen in the
statistical analysis of the anistropies in the Cosmic Microwave
Background. It is also expected to be detected in the distribu-
tion of matter in later periods of the Universe.

The SKA will do an all-sky survey measuring simultane-
ously the position of galaxies, and their redshift by detection of
the redshifted 21 cm forbidden transition of the neutral hydro-
gen. Over a billion galaxies will be detected, giving the possi-
bility to bin the data and do the analysis in redshift slices. This
will improve analysis, and ultimately lead to a high precision
determination of the w parameter in the equation of state of
the Universe. If w = 1, then the accelerated expansion of the
Universe is entirely explained by the Cosmological Constant
in the General Theory of Relativity. We will finally be able to
answer the questions:

– Is Dark Energy just a geometrical feature of General
Relativity?

– (was Einstein wrong when he thought he was wrong
about the Cosmological Constant?)

7. Transients

During most of the history of civilisation on Earth, the sky
was thought to be mostly static. When viewed with the naked

eye, nothing in the heavens appears to change except for the
movement of the seven classical planets: The Sun, The Moon,
Mercury, Venus, Mars, Jupiter, and Saturn. The appearance of
the occasional comet was of the utmost import, because of its
rarity.

In more recent times, it has become clear that there are
many periodic events in the Universe. Comets are understood
to be regular visitors, and the modern era of observational as-
tronomy has discovered transient events on time scales ranging
from years, months, days, to subsecond events. Supernovæ ex-
plosions have afterglows slowly diminishing over a period of
months. Many stars have intrinsic pulsations with periods on
the order of days. On the shortest timescales, subpulses of the
pulsar in the Crab Nebula have been observed with nanosecond
duration (Hankins et al. 2003).

Astronomy is just beginning to get a global view of the var-
ious transient populsations, and we can ask the fundamental
questions:

– Is there a population of powerful, irregular, transient
sources?

– What are they?
– How do they generate the energy they emit?

Also, as discussed above in the section on “Cradle of Life,”
there is the possibility of artificially generated signals.

The topic of transients is developed in much more detail by
Lazio (2010) on page 51 of these proceedings.

8. Exploration of the Unknown

Are we asking the right questions?

The scientific method is a process involving a question fol-
lowed by studies to achieve an answer. This always leads to
further questions and that is the path to discovery. Sometimes,
however, we can be led astray by the questions we pose. A
question may contain a hidden assumption which prevents us
from moving towards the correct conclusion.

There have been a number of such examples in the past.
One such is the attempt to measure the speed of the Earth
with respect to the luminous aether at the end of the 19th cen-
tury. With everything that was understood about wave propa-
gaion, it seemed unquestionable that electromagnetic waves
must propagate through a medium, just as surface waves prop-
agate through water, and pressure waves propagate through air.
It was significant step of understanding to imagine that there is
no medium through which light propagates.

Perhaps the most famous example in modern scientific
history is the question Einstein effectively asked himself be-
fore adding a cosmological constant to the General Theory of
Relativity. “How can I modify the Theory of General Relativity
to conform to the observed, static Universe?” At the time, the
Universe appeared to be unchanging. Indeed, the idea of the
static, eternal Universe, is deeply rooted in western thinking
for nearly 3000 years. Einstein noted that his theory was not
stable and added a cosmological constant to counter act the
effect of gravity which, on its own, would bring about the col-
lapse of the Universe. He was asking the wrong question. He
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might have asked himself, “What is the theory telling me about
the Universe?” and then he could have predicted the expand-
ing Universe given an initial condition of a big bang. Einstein
referred to this as his greatest blunder.

In more recent history, telescopes have been built with a
specific scientific goal in mind. In most cases, the telescopes
become most well known for discoveries and studies com-
pletely different from their original science justification. There
are a few famous examples.

The 2048 dipole aperture array telescope called the 4-acre
array at the Mullard Radio Astrophysical Observatory of the
University of Cambridge was built to study scintillation in the
interplanetary medium due to the solar wind (Hewish 1974). It
discovered pulsars, winning a Nobel prize for Anthony Hewish
and Martin Ryle.

A horn antenna used in the 1960’s by Bell Labs engineers
was originally designed for radio communications with the
satellites Echo and Telstar (Wilson 1978). It was afterwards
taken over by Bell Labs radio astronomers who wished to make
a general survey of cosmic microwave radiation. While doing a
precise characterisation of the horn antenna, this led to the dis-
overy of the Cosmic Microwave Background winning a Nobel
prize for Penzias & Wilson.

The 305m diameter Arecibo radar was originally con-
ceived by William Gordon to study the ionosphere by measur-
ing RADAR back-scatter from the ionosphere (Cohen 2009).
Arecibo is best known for a number of discoveries including
the first extra solar planet (Wolszczan 1991), and the long term
timing study of the pulsar-neutron star binary system which
demonstrated the existence of gravitational waves winning a
Nobel prize for Taylor & Hulse (Taylor 1993).

All these examples show our limited ability to predict the
most important results to come from an instrument. Often these
discoveries came from the possibility of an instrument to be
used in ways that were not considered when it was designed,
but the design was sufficiently flexible to allow the instrument
to be used in new ways. The design of the SKA must not be
entirely optimised for the Key Science projects, and we have
to maintain an element of flexibility in the capabilities of the
instrument. This is where the most important discoveries will
arise. It is the flexibility of the instrument, and the imagination
of the next generation of astronomers to think of new ways to
use the instrument, and to come up with the right questions to
ask.

9. Specifications Overview

The science goals summarised in the last section cover various
topics, but have in common the desire to understand fundamen-
tal aspects of physics and the nature of the universe. As a result,
the required observations are necessarily global in nature. That
is, in order to reach conclusions about the global properties of
the universe, one must observe as much of the universe as pos-
sible. The result is a requirement to conduct large scale surveys.

Surveys serve two main functions. In one case, the statis-
tics of the survey itself is the primary interest. This is the case
for example for the Baryonic Acoustic Oscillations experiment,
and the all-sky rotation-measure survey. In the second case,

the survey serves as a tool to discover extreme objects. This
is the case for the pulsar survey looking for exotic binary sys-
tems to test gravity, or looking for isolated pulsars to use in the
Pulsar Timing Array, as is the search for new classes of tran-
sient sources.

Surveys with the goal of discovering new objects require
follow-up observations of the newly discovered objects. Such
observations will often demand high angular resolution, push-
ing out the SKA baseline length requirement.

As part of the SKADS Virtual Telescope exercise, the in-
strument capabilities required by the SKA have been sum-
marised in Table 1. The Epoch of Reionisation experiment and
the Baryonic Acoustic Oscillations experiment are both well
served by aperture array technology. A sparse array similar to
LOFAR is required for the EoR experiment, while a dense array
for the mid frequencies is necessary for the BAO experiment,
providing the large field of view and subsequent mapping speed
which is unequalled by any other technology. Other require-
ments include polarisation purity, necessary for the Cosmic
Magnetism key project. The dynamic range cited here assumes
a relatively quiet site in terms of Radio Frequency Interference,
and depends more on the requirement of large field of view
imaging. The longest baselines are necessary for follow-up ob-
servations such as VLBI of pulsars, detailed studies of new dis-
coveries. Long baselines are particularly important when SKA
Phase-D is online with its frequencies up to 10GHz and then
the studies of protoplanetary disks can begin, as well as study
of organic molecules in planet forming systems, and especially
in solar system analogs. In general, however, it is the large sur-
veys which drive the specifications, and these require more col-
lecting area in the core rather than at long baselines.

10. Summary

The design of the Square Kilometre Array is motivated by a
number of fundamental questions in physics and astronomy.
These have been grouped together in five main topics.

For “The Cradle of Life” we ask “What conditions are nec-
essary for the development of life?” leading us to build an in-
strument capable of detecting complex molecules, and detect-
ing the early stages of planetary formatin in stellar systems.

For “Tests of Gravity using Pulsars” we ask “How right was
Einstein about gravity?” which requires an instrument capable
of finding all the detectable pulsars in the galaxy and timing
many of them in order to test the theory of General Relativity
in extreme gravity fields, and in order to detect nanoHertz grav-
itational waves.

For “The Epoch of Reionisation” we ask “When was first
light?”. This requires a low frequency instrument capable of
surveying the whole sky with great sensitivity in order to mea-
sure the redshifted neutral hydrogen at different epochs in the
early Universe.

For “Cosmic Magnetism” we ask “What is the origin of
magnetic fields in the Universe?” In order to answer this ques-
tion the SKA must be capable of doing a large survey of over
10 million Rotation Measures. This puts strict constraints on
the imaging capability and polarisation purity of the instru-
ment.
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For “Large Scale Structure” we ask “What is the na-
ture of Dark Energy?” This leads to the requirement that we
build an instrument capable of measuring the signature of the
Baryonic Acoustic Oscillations in the distribution of matter in
the Universe. This is to be done by a large survey of over a
billion galaxies measuring simulataneously their positions and
redshift. The SKA thus requires a very large field of view com-
bined with high fidelity imaging and spectroscopic capabilities
necessary to measure the weak signal of redshifted neutral hy-
drogen.

These are the original five Key Science topics on which the
SKA focuses, but there has been more and more emphasis on
the topic of the transient Universe where we ask “Is there a
population of powerful, irregular, transient sources, and what
is their nature?” The SKA will require not only the capability
to measure events on short time scales, but to do so over a very
wide field of view in order to have a better likelihood to catch
those transient events, wherever they may occur.

All these fundamental questions arise from our current un-
derstanding of the Universe, but we could well be asking the
wrong questions. Many past instruments have become famous
for discoveries and for long term projects that were not imag-
ined by the builders of those instruments. The SKA needs to
have capabilities allowing it to make discoveries that we have
not imagined. It will be used in ways that were not yet consid-
ered, by people who are now only school age, and by people
not yet born. The SKA design must include capabilities which
go beyond those strictly required by the key science topics out-
lined here and include an element of flexibility which will per-
mit those future astronomers to make the discoveries that we
have not imagined.
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Table 1: Instrument requirements for the SKA over its construction
stages, determined using the scientific requirements and costing exer-
cise done within the SKADS project.

Parameter units Stage-A Stage-B Stage-C Stage-D
(2011) (2013) (SKA Phase 1: 2017) (SKA Phase 2: 2022)

Dish size m 15 15 15 15
Dish geom. area m2 176.7 176.7 176.7 176.7
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6.4 × 106 ν < 0.1 GHz
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700 0.3 GHz < ν < 1.0 GHz

FoV deg2 0.7(1.4/ν)2 0.7(1.4/ν)2 0.7(1.4/ν)2 (ν > 0.8 GHz)
250 (ν < 1.0 GHz)

0.7(1.4/ν)2 (ν > 0.7 GHz)
250 (ν < 1.0 GHz)

System Temp K 50 30
Dish: 30
AA-hi: 50
AA-lo: –

Dish: 30
AA-hi: 38
AA-lo: sky noise (min 50)

Sensitivity m2/K 54 373 1493 (ν > 0.8 GHz)
320 (ν < 1.0 GHz)

104 (ν > 0.8 GHz)
104 (0.3 < ν < 1.0 GHz)
Aeff/Tsys (0.07 < ν < 0.3 GHz)

Polarisation dB -30dB -40dB -40dB -40dB
Min. Baseline m 30 30 30 30

Max Baseline km 0.3 5 50 Dishes: 3000
AA: 180

Dish Concentration % AA-hi within 1 km
25% filling factor (dia) 50% (∼ 100 m) 25% (∼ 140 m) - -
10% filling factor (dia) 100% (∼ 180 m) 50% (∼ 250 m) - -

< 1 km (diameter) 50% dishes: 20 AA-hi: -30%
AA-lo: ∼15%

< 5 km (diameter) 100% 75% dishes: 50 AA: 66%
< 180 km (baseline) 100% dishes: 75 AA: 100%
< 3000 km (baseline) dishes: 100

Configuration correlated correlated beamform 20 dishes cor-
related 100 stations

correlated with beam-
formed dishes above
180 km baseline

Dynamic Range 105 3 × 105 106 ∼ 107 (ν > 0.3 GHz)
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Abstract. The S 3-Tools are a set of Python-based routines and interfaces whose purpose is to provide user-friendly access to
the SKA Simulated Skies (S 3) set of simulations, an effort led by the University of Oxford in the framework of the European
Union’s SKADS program (http://www.skads-eu.org). The databases built from the S 3 simulations are hosted by the Oxford
e-Research Center (OeRC), and can be accessed through a web portal at http://s-cubed.physics.ox.ac.uk. This paper
focuses on the practical steps involved to make radio images from the S 3-SEX and S 3-SAX simulations using the S 3-Map tool
and should be taken as a broad overview. For a more complete description, the interested reader should look up the user’s guide.
The output images can then be used as input to instrument simulators, e.g. to assess technical designs and observational strategies
for the SKA and SKA pathfinders.

1. Introduction

The SKA Simulated Skies project (S 3) aims at building mock
radio skies suitable for planning science with the SKA and the
many pathfinder experiments. The project comprises a number
of simulations, of which essentially two are relevant for this
paper:
• S 3-SEX (Semi-Empirical eXtragalactic) : a large-scale

simulation of the extragalactic radio continuum sky covering a
sky area of 20◦ × 20◦, out to redshift z = 20, and down to 10
nJy. It also includes H gas masses for star-forming galaxies.
For a complete description, see Wilman et al. (2008).
• S 3-SAX (Semi-Analytical eXtragalactic) : a smaller-

scale simulation of the extragalactic H and CO line emis-
sions, derived from the Millenium simulation (Springel et al.
2005), which comes in two flavours. S 3-SAX-Sky is a skyfield
simulation giving the apparent properties of galaxies, with a
field of view that depends on the maximum redshift, while S 3-
SAX-Box is a simulation of a cubic volume giving their in-
trinsic properties. In all of this paper, S 3-SAX shall be under-
stood as meaning S 3-SAX-Sky. For a complete description, see
Obreschkow et al. (2009).

2. Querying the S 3 databases

2.1. Database structure

The databases can be queried via SQL forms on the dedicated
S 3-SEX and S 3-SAX sections of the S 3 website hosted at
http://s-cubed.physics.ox.ac.uk. The queries should
be written in the SQL format, and query examples are given.

The S 3-SEX and S 3-SAX databases have similar struc-
tures, and consist of respectively three and two tables.
• For S 3-SEX : a Clusters table holding cluster properties,

a Galaxies table holding galaxy properties (possibly including
the cluster index to which they belong) and a Components ta-
ble, which lists the properties of the several components that
may make up a single galaxy, such as cores and radio lobes.

• For S 3-SAX : a galaxies line table containing the appar-
ent position and emission line properties of the galaxies and a
galaxies delu table containing the intrinsic properties of the de
Lucia et al. (2006) catalog.

For more information on the structure of the database and
the attributes held in the various tables, please refer to the ap-
propriate sections of the S 3 website. It is advisable to do so
before reading on, as in the following we shall mention some
of these attributes explicitly.

2.2. Mandatory attributes

To make maps from these simulations, it is mandatory that
some properties - listed below - be included in the query, as
the mapping algorithms require them :
• For S 3-SEX :

In the Galaxies table : galaxy, redshift or modified redshift,
distance, sftype, agntype (these latter two are necessary if
one wishes to make separate images for the different types of
sources), m hi (if H mapping is to be performed).
In the Components table : galaxy, right ascension, decli-
nation, position angle, major axis, minor axis, i 151, i 610,
i 1400, i 4860, i 14000.
• For S 3-SAX :

In the galaxies line table only : ra, decl, zapparent, diskpo-
sitionangle, diskinclination, rmolc, distance. To these, one
should add hiintflux, himajoraxis 10max, hiwidth50 and hi-
width20 for mapping the H line, as well as cointflux J,
h2majoraxis 10max, cowidth50 and cowidth20 for mapping
the CO(J → J − 1) line. When using the Kapteyn H templates
(see below), hubbletype should also be retrieved.

2.3. Structure of query result files

Query results are saved in a gzipped tarball id.tar.gz, where
id is a hash given by the server at submission time. The tarball
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contains two plain text files : id.sql, in which the original
SQL-formatted query is recalled, and id.result, which con-
tains the comma-separated query results propera.

3. Installing the S 3-Tools

3.1. Prerequisites and installation

The S 3-Tools are currently hosted on an external website at
http://www.lra.ens.fr/∼levrier/Recherche/S3/, al-
though they should find a permanent home on the S 3 webserver
in the near future.

To install the S 3-Tools, you should refer to that website or
to the README file included in the distribution. In particular,
the user should be aware that the S 3-Tools require a number of
python libraries, namely the scipy, numpy, os, math and pyfits
packages. For Mac users, these are all included in the SciSoft
package (at least from version 2008.3.1 onwards) for OS X.

Provided these packages are functioning properly on
your system, installation is a simple matter of untarring
the S3Tools.tgz archive and setting a few paths in the
Config Path.py file in the Config/ subdirectory. In the fol-
lowing, we shall assume that installation is done in a directory
named S3Tools under your home directory. Configuration files
should therefore be in ∼/S3Tools/Config/ and the main rou-
tines in ∼/S3Tools/Routines/.

3.2. Templates

To make line maps from S 3-SAX, H and CO templates are
required. These were made by D. Obreschkow and are available
on the same webpage. Be warned that the archive weighs over
2 GB. A different set of templates for H has been produced
by R. Boomsma from Kapteyn Institute and are also readily
available to use.

3.3. Global Sky Model

The Global Sky Model (GSM) - also dubbed S 3-GAL on the
S 3 website - is a model of the Galactic foregrounds from
10 MHz to 100 GHz by de Oliveira-Costa et al. (2008).
It is possible to include these foregrounds in spectral cubes
built from the SKA Simulated Skies with S 3-Map. To be
able to use this option, the GSM data and routines should be
installed from the GSM website http://space.mit.edu/
home/angelica/gsm/, and the installation directory specified
via the GSM DIR variable in Config Path.py.

4. Making maps and spectral data cubes

4.1. The S 3-Map GUI and underlying scripts

Making maps from query results is done via S 3-Map, a graph-
ical user interface (GUI) written in python, which is run by
moving to the Routines/ subdirectory and typing python
S3Map.py at the command line. A window similar to the one
presented in Fig. 1 should appear after a few moments. It is

a The first line of this file lists the names of the items.

Fig. 1: The S 3-Map graphical user interface

through this interface that users specify which maps to make.
To be more specific, the state of the GUI is passed as argu-
ments to a python script command, either SEX map script.py
or SAX map script.py. It is this command that is in charge of
actually building the maps using lower-level routines, and it
may be printed out on the screen by clicking on the Show but-
ton. The user can then copy-paste this command into a terminal
window and perform the same mapping non-interactively. This
is a useful trick to know for building batch jobs or debugging
purposes. For a lengthy description of the syntax used for the
arguments, please refer to the S 3-Tools user’s guide.

4.2. Common workings of the S 3-Map GUI

Click on the Browse button to select a tarball containing results
from a database query. This prompts S 3-Map to check which
database was queried, so that some of the buttons, menus, en-
tries and options become either active or inactive, depending
on their relevance. S 3-Map also fills in the mapping area fields
with extremal values for right ascension (X), declination (Y)
and redshift (z) found in the query results. The From Query
checkboxes are then set, but the user may deactivate them and
manually specify a different mapping area.

Regarding frequency configuration, this is done via three
entry fields : Minimum Frequency (central frequency of the
first channel), Frequency Resolution (full channel width) and
the number of channels. For line mapping, a convenientb Setup
button has been included : Simply select which line in which

b “That Setup button is a stroke of genius” (I. Heywood dixit).
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redshift range to look for and the number of channels to
use, Setup automatically adjusts Minimum Frequency and
Frequency Resolution for you.

The user also has the possibility of putting in the effects of
a Gaussian beam, via the Beam Major FWHM, Beam Minor
FWHM and Beam Position Angle entry fields. Please note that
a beam smaller than the pixel size specified in the correspond-
ing field has of course no effect. In that case, no convolution is
performed.

Gaussian noise can be added to each frequency plane in the
output spectral cube. This is done via the dedicated Noise level
entry field. Currently, the said noise level sets the ratio of the
added noise’s rms value to the maximal value of the noiseless
map.

It is also possible to add the Galactic foreground signal
at each frequency from the Global Sky Model described in
3.3. For this, simply tick the Global Sky Model checkbox. Be
aware that this is much lower spatial resolution than the SKA
Simulated Skies, and so may appear in most cases as just an
added constant over the requested skyfield.

The unit of the third axis can be set, using the Z-axis menu,
to one of frequency, velocity or wavelength. The user should
be aware that the “velocity” option only applies to the mapping
of a single line. If this option is selected while requesting the
mapping of several lines or no line, the script will revert to a
frequency axis.

The usual convention for the orientation of the right ascen-
sion axis is that it increases to the left (i.e. to the east). This can
be changed by ticking the Reverse R.A. checkbox.

Finally, to use the mapped field as input to instrument sim-
ulators, the user has a possibility to specify the pointing corre-
sponding to the center of the map. This is done using the Map
Center entry fields at the bottom of the GUI. When the check-
box next to it is off, this pointing is not used and the positions
found in the query result are used. Considering that the simula-
tions are centered on (0,0), this may lead to strange behaviour
in later stages of the end-to-end simulations, and it is therefore
not recommended.

4.3. Some points specific to S 3-SEX

4.3.1. Elliptical templates

In S 3-SEX, sources are made up of components that are either
ellipses or point sources, and each line in the query results file
corresponds to such a component. As mentioned in 2.2, the in-
formation given for each component includes position, major
and minor axes, position angle, continuum fluxes at the refer-
ence frequencies, and possibly H mass. Given a window and a
pixel size for the desired map, we can build a template image
for each single component by setting to one the values of pixels
whose centers fall within the ellipse, and to zero all other pixel
values.

This approach is fine if the component’s size is much
smaller or much larger than a pixel. In the former case only one
pixel is non-zero, and in the latter case, the component’s bor-
der in the template image resembles the desired ellipse quite

Fig. 2: Dealing with image accuracy for few-pixel components. Left :
without regridding ; Right : with regridding.

closely. A problem arises with components whose sizes are a
few pixels across, as can be seen on the left side of Fig. 2.

To correct for this, the grid is temporarily refined, as on the
right side of Fig. 2, with a minimum ratio of semi-major axis
to refined pixel size given by the value of the Image accuracy
entry field on the GUI. Then each coarse pixel in the original
grid is given a value proportional to the total number of non-
zero refined pixels that belong to this coarse pixel.

In all cases, the template image is then normalized so that
the integrated flux over the component is 1 Jy, and convolved
by a flux-conserving beam.

4.3.2. Continuum and H fluxes

Simultaneously, the continuum flux at the desired frequency -
or frequencies - is computed from a log-polynomial interpo-
lation based on the reference fluxes retrieved from the query
results. As for the total H flux, it has to be derived from the H
gas mass and distance using∫

S dv

1 Jy.km.s−1 = 4.24 × 10−6
(

MHI

M�

) (
D

Mpc

)−2

,

and a synthetic double-peaked profile, is built randomly using
some prescriptions based on galaxy typec. The H flux in each
frequency channel is computed by integration of this synthetic
profile over the channel’s width. The total (continuum+H) flux
is then used to multiply the template image at each of the de-
sired frequencies, to obtain a spectral data cube which is finally
pasted onto the overall cube. This means that the emission pro-
file is painted uniformly over the galaxy’s disc. This approach
is sufficient at low spatial resolution.

4.3.3. Polarized continuum emission

By default, only total intensity continuum emission is mapped,
but in the I,Q,U,V menu, the user may specify that linearly po-
larized emission should be mapped as well. This emission is
computed from the source’s total intensity and observing fre-
quencies by routines included in the S 3-Tools and which were
kindly provided by Jörn Geisbüsch (Cavendish Laboratory,
Cambridge University). In that case, the output cube has a
fourth dimension, with separate Stokes I, Q and U hyperplanes.
In the algorithm, for each source, the same template built for to-
tal intensity is used for Stokes Q and U, it is simply multiplied
by the appropriate fluxes.

c For more details, please refer to the user’s guide.
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4.3.4. Source types

There are 5 different source types in the S 3-SEX simulation
(Radio-quiet AGN, FRI and FRII radio-loud sources, quiescent
star-forming galaxies and starbursting galaxies) which are dis-
tinguished via their sftype and agntype attributes. The user can
choose to map only selected types by using the Source Types
pull-down menu. Obviously, only those source types which
were queried can be mapped, and the sftype and agntype must
have been included in the query for the selective mapping to be
possible. On a related note, GHz-peaked sources (GPS) are a
subclass of the FRI and FRII source types (see Wilman et al.
2008). The user may specify whether these should be included
or excluded, using the GPS menu.

4.4. Some points specific to S 3-SAX

The H and CO emission maps from S 3-SAX data require, as
mentioned in 3.2, a number of position-position-velocity (PPV)
templates. For H, the user has the choice between templates
from D. Obreschkow (Oxford option in the HI Data menu) or
templates from R. Boomsma (Kapteyn option). For CO, only
templates by D. Obreschkow are available. They are included
in the archive along with the H templates.

Ten J → J − 1 rotational transitions of CO (J going from
1 to 10) are available in the database and can be queried. The
queried lines are active in the Transitions menu, and by default
they are selected for mapping.

In all cases, for a given galaxy, the relevant template is
retrieved based on the values of hubbletype, rmolc, himajo-
raxis 10max, h2majoraxis 10max, diskinclination, cowidth50
and hiwidth50, then subjected to necessary up- or down-scaling
in the spatial and velocity dimensions, rotation and normal-
ization to the integrated line flux. The template is eventually
pasted onto the output cube.

5. Upcoming extensions

The remaining items on the agenda for the S 3-Tools are :
• Inclusion of the epoch of reionization (EoR) signals

produced independently by M. Santos (IST Lisbon) and B.
Semelin (Observatoire de Paris / LERMA). This will be very
similar to the way the GSM is included.
• Inclusion of polarized emission in S 3-SAX via templates

produced by R. Beck and T. Arshakian (MPIfR)
• The mapping scripts currently deal with one source at a

time, building or finding a template, transforming it and pasting
it onto the master cube. Obviously, this could be parallelized.
•An older version of the S 3-Tools included annotation files

for the KARMA visualisation software. This should eventually
be re-included.
• The mapping scripts should be installed on the S 3 web

server and a front-end form similar to the GUI developed for
the website. This would allow users to request maps from the
server without having to download and install the S 3-Tools.
• A better treatment of H in S 3-SEX is possible, for in-

stance by using H surveys such as HIPASS to derive synthetic
line profiles consistent with observations.
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Abstract. The Square Kilometre Array is conceived as a next generation radio astronomy facility superior to any existing
telescope primarily in sensitivity terms. The science drivers of the SKA project do not include data acquisition from and tracking
of space missions. However, as a uniquely sensitive receiving radio facility on the planet in the foreseeable future, the SKA might
have an important role as an ad-hoc addition to the network of Earth-based assets of space science and exploration programmes. In
this contribution we assess the potential of the SKA as a receiving facility for Direct-to-Earth (DtE) delivery of science data from
deep space missions. This assessment assumes DtE support to a prospective outer planet mission, such as the joint ESA-NASA
Europa Jupiter System Mission (EJSM). We show that as a piggy-back on nominal science operations with practically no special
hard- or software task-specific additions, SKA can offer acquisition of data streams with the rate of tens bps through low-power
omni-directional transmission from spacecraft at a distance up to 10 AU. Such the support, especially during short mission-critical
operations, might be extremely valuable means of enhancing science return and efficiency of deep space expeditions.

1. Introduction

Radio astronomy and space exploration are intertwined
throughout the entire history of space flights, for more than half
a century. One might recall the detection of the upper stage of
the rocket placed in orbit the first artificial satellite, Sputnik,
by the venerable Lovell telescope at Jodrell Bank in the UK in
October 1957 as an example of radio astronomy support to the
exploration of Space. Twelve years later, in July 1969, it was
a high day for the Parkes Radio Telescope in Australia which
turned to be the only Earth-based facility able to receive the
historical TV translation of the Apollo-11 crew making first
steps on the Moon. The format of this contribution does not
allow us to provide a comprehensive review of mutually ben-
eficial interactions between radio astronomy and exploration
of space. But without any doubts, these interactions will con-
tinue in the future, during the SKA era. The study presented
here aims at assessing the potential of the SKA as a receiv-
ing facility for Direct-to-Earth delivery of science data from
deep space missions. Usually, these missions are equipped with
either high-gain antennas for broad-band transmission of sci-
ence data to Earth or operate with data relay via orbiters or
fly-by spacecraft. In both cases, the data rate of modern and
prospective missions measured in tens of kilobits per second
and higher. However, as a back-up to the nominal data delivery
schemes and recovery operations during and after non-nominal
behaviour of a spacecraft (e.g. in safe-mode), a receipt of data
streams of merely bits per second are extremely valuable. As
demonstrated in the Huygens mission on Titan in 2005, just a
detection of the Probes carrier tone transmitted toward the or-
biting Cassini spacecraft (eavesdropping, in effect) makes sub-
stantial impact on the overall outcome of the mission. This
regime of eavesdropping of usually weak signal transmitted
through a low-directivity antenna is extremely difficult if possi-
ble at all even for the most sensitive dedicated deep space com-
munication facilities. The overwhelmingly superior sensitivity

of the SKA will make it possible to eavesdrop on the weak ra-
dio signals from planetary probes with acceptable data rates.
This kind of support is particularly valuable for short in time
mission-critical operations and can be accommodated without
any serious impact on SKA operations. The latter is particularly
true in view of the planned multi-view multi-user capability of
the SKA.

A broad variety of engineering considerations dictate use
of lower frequencies for science data delivery from small plan-
etary probes to larger and powerful orbiters. In the case of
Cassini-Huygens, the radio link from the descending probe
to the orbiter were conducted at the frequency of 2 GHz.
UHF bands (400 MHz) are being considered for up-link from
Ganymede and Europa micropenetrators to the orbiter space-
craft of the joint ESA-NASA Europa Jupiter System Mission
(EJSM) design study. Such the up-link is to be conducted
through a low-power transmitter and low-directivity transmit-
ting antenna. Similarly, the international ExoMars mission
which is expected to blast off toward Mars later in this decade
will use the UHF radio communication equipment. All the
above missions and many others will be in operational phase
beginning from 2020 a perfect match to the SKA timetable.

Although the prospective planetary missions are designed
to deliver the bulk of science and housekeeping data through
the high-capacity Ka-band radio channels (32 GHz), the lower
frequency band, such as X- (8 GHz), S (2 GHz) and UHF
(800 and 400 MHz) will remain active in the arsenal of deep
space communications. These lower frequency operations are
perfectly consistent with the operational range of the SKA.

Communication with deep space missions usually employs
dedicated Earth-based facilities equipped with large antennas
(such as the NASA’s Deep Space Network, DSN). The most
commonly used scheme is that of duplex communication. High
gain antennas and powerful transmitters onboard spacecraft
(S/C) allow communication to be maintained up to the edges
of the Solar System. However, the radio link system imposes
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serious restrictions on the mission operations. The restrictions
grow rapidly with the increase of the distance to the spacecraft.
These restrictions are particularly severe for short-living plan-
etary probes. In most cases, planetary probes relay science and
housekeeping telemetry data via orbiters or flyby S/C. Usually,
such the scheme requires buffering the probe’s data onboard
the relay S/C. The Cassini–Huygens mission is an example of
such the communication scheme: the Huygens Probe commu-
nicated data from the descent phase of the mission to Titan via
the Cassini spacecraft. As was demonstrated by the Huygens
mission, an ad-hoc direct receipt of the Huygens carrier sig-
nal by Earth-based radio telescopes turned out to be a valu-
able asset and contributed to the overall success of the mission
(Lebreton et al. 2005).

In the traditional relay scheme, a planetary probe is
equipped with a low-gain antenna roughly oriented toward the
relay S/C and not necessarily toward the Earth. The probe’s
transmitter power is limited to several watts (typically < 5 W).
Such a low power link makes it practically impossible to pro-
vide a down-link to Earth from the probe using any of the ex-
isting DSN-style facilities or presently operational radio tele-
scopes (beyond detecting a carrier signal, and even this with
considerable difficulties).

An alternative to the traditional relay scheme is a Direct-to-
Earth (DtE) communication method. It brings in a number of
advantages, especially in the case of communicating data from
planetary probes – landers, penetrators, atmosphere and sur-
face vehicles, etc. DtE makes unnecessary an extremely costly
component of a mission, a relay S/C. Even if the role of the
relay S/C is performed by an indispensable probe’s carrier (e.g.
as the Cassini S/C in the Cassini-Huygens mission), the relay
scheme imposes severe ballistic restrictions and other opera-
tional limitations, in particular, on timing and duration of the
broadcast from the probe. All in all, the relay scheme is re-
sponsible for a very considerable fraction of the cost of one bit
of scientific data delivered from the probe to Earth. Of course,
the relay scheme enables considerably higher amount of data
to be delivered from the probe to Earth than can be provided
by DtE. But DtE can be considered as a backup to the relay
scheme, especially during critical events of a probe’s science
programme.

Recently major space agencies began to assess design op-
tions for the next generation planetary probes. These missions
are expected to reach their destinations and begin in-situ op-
erations around 2020 or later. In Europe, under the ESA’s
Cosmic Vision programme, a number of proposals call for
multi-spacecraft missions, with probes going to Titan (TandEM
and TSSM study, Coustenis et al. 2008), Europa and Ganymede
(Laplace and EJSM study, Blanc et al. 2008), Venus (EVE,
Chassefière et al. 2008), ExoMars. Another class of missions
include deep-diving probes into dense atmospheres of giant
planets, e.g. the mission Kronos proposed under the ESA’s
Cosmic Vision programme (Marty et al. 2008). This mission
aims to study the Saturn atmosphere in-situ at the pressure level
of ∼ 10 bar. Communication from such the probe is particu-
larly difficult due to a considerable attenuation of the signal in
dense atmosphere. Since attenuation grows with frequency, the
probe broadcasts at frequencies below 1 GHz – the range, at

which radio telescopes are much more sensitive than standard
DSN facilities. In all the cases above, the probes will broadcast
at relatively low frequencies, certainly not higher than 8 GHz,
making them suitable targets for radio telescopes operating at
well established in radio astronomy practice GHz bands.

The huge effective area of the Square Kilometre Array
(SKA) would enable DtE communication from a distant S/C
located practically anywhere in the Solar System. The case for
SKA as a S/C tracking facility is discussed by Jones (2004).
Below we present estimates of SKA DtE options under various
considerations for the probe’s signal strength and modulation.

2. Radio link power budget

We analyse the SKA DtE communication scheme under the
following assumptions:

1. The distance from Earth to a transmitting probe is
R = 5.0 − 10.0 AU:
2. The communication is conducted at UHF-, S- and X-bands
on the standard frequencies of 400, 2.3 and 8.4 MHz, respec-
tively.
3. The probe transmitter power is considered in the range 1- 10
W.
25% of this power is spent on the transmission of the unmodu-
lated carrier frequency signal, so in the following calculations
Ptr will be multiplied on 0.75.
4. The probe’s antenna is omnidirectional (i.e., the antenna
gain Gtr = 1 or 0 dB).
5. The system equivalent flux densities (SEFD) are given in
Table 1.

Table 1: System noise temperature and SEFD of three radio telescopes

UHF-band S - band X-band
Name SEFD, J SEFD, J SEFD, J

Effelsberg 84 20 20
Arecibo 11 3 6
SKA -

aperture array 1.6 0.92 1.84
SKA -

parabolic dishes 2.15 1.23 1,84

The two primary communication resources are the trans-
mitted power and the channel bandwidth. In many communi-
cation systems, one of these resources is more precious than
the other. Therefore, the communication systems are classified
as either power-limited or bandwidth-limited. In power-limited
systems, coding schemes are used to save power at the expense
of bandwidth, whereas in band-limited systems spectrally ef-
ficient modulation techniques can be used to save bandwidth
at the expense of power. We think that in deep space commu-
nication systems it is the available power which defines main
design and operational restrictions. Hence, these systems may
be classified as power-limited.
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3. Bit error probability and transmission rate

The signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) for the received signal in the
bandwidth equal to 1 Hz is

S NRpower =
PtrGtrAeff

4πR2kTsys
, k = 1.23 × 10−23 J/K. (1)

The potential transmission bit rate can be estimated using the
Shannon’s formula for the capacity of a channel perturbed by
additive white Gaussian noise with the bandwidth ∆F and a
given channel S NRpower as:

C = ∆F log2(1 +
S NRpower

∆F
). (2)

Fig. 1 shows the potential channel capacity for the distance 5.0
AU, Gtr = 1 and Ptr = 5 · 0.75 W and the radio telescopes from
Tables 1.

This formula sets the limit on transmission rate but not on
the error probability. In digital communication, another figure
of merit rather than S NRpower is used:

S NRbit = S NRpowerTb =
S NRpower

RW
, (3)

where S NRbit is the signal-to-noise ratio per bit, Tb is the dura-
tion of signal transmission per 1 bit and RW is the transmission
rate. Using this new notation and making the transmission bit
rate equal to the channel capacity, RW = C, we get

C = ∆F log2(1 + S NRbit
C
∆F

) (4)

and

S NRbit =
∆F
C

(2C/∆F − 1) (5)

When S NRbit decreases the ratio (C/∆F) → 0 and the cor-
responding value S NRbit =

1
log2 e = 0.693 or, in decibels

S NRbit = −1.6 dB. This value of S NRbit is called the Shannon
limit.
In practice, it is not possible to reach the Shannon limit. For
a bit error probability of 10−5, the binary phase-shift-keying
modulation requires S NRbit = 9.6 dB (uncoded binary modu-
lation). Therefore, for this case, the Shannon limit promises the
existence of a theoretical improvement of 11.2 dB through the
use of special coding (see section 4).

3.1. BPSK and QPSK

A digital modulation scheme with phase-shift keying (PSK)
is widely used in space communication systems (Yuen et al.
1990). It provides both a low bit-error-rate (BER) and mini-
mum bandwidth. For the case of the binary phase-shift keying
(BPSK), BER can be estimated as follows:

PBER,BPSK = Q(
√

2 × S NRbit), (6)

where

Q(x) =
1
√

2π

∞∫
x

e
−t2

2 dt, (7)

S NRbit = S NRpower × Tbit =
S NRpower

RW is the signal-to-noise ratio
per bit, Tbit is the duration of signal transmission per 1 bit and
RW = 1/Tbit is the transmission rate.

Quadriphase shift keying (M-ary phase modulation, M=4)
, denoted by QPSK, has the same bit-error performance as
BPSK, but the equivalent bit rate is two times higher than for
BPSK .

Fig. 2 shows bit error probabilities as function of the trans-
mission rate at S-band calculated for several radio telescopes
from Tables 1, the distance R = 5.0 AU, Gtr = 1 and BPSK.

In reality, the transmission antenna gain may significantly
vary. Fig. 3 shows BER as a function of transmission rate for
SKA and Gtr as parameter.

The effective area of SKA as of the plane phase array is
proportional to cos(α) where α is the zenith angle of the target
source. Fig. 4 shows BER as a function of the transmission rate
for SKA and α as a parameter.

To obtain BER = 10−5 for uncoded BPSK the nec-
essary S NRbit,BER=10−5 must be equal to 9.6 dB (or 9.099).
Therefore, the ratio S NRpower/S NRbit,BER=10−5 gives the trans-
mission rate achievable for a given S NRpower as a function
of Ptr,Gtr,R, Ae f f for the value BER = 10−5. Fig. 5 demon-
strates how the transmission rate depends of the distance (in
AU) for the radio telescopes in Tables, and BER = 10−5,
Ptr = 3.75 W,Gtr = 1.

Table 2 contains the values of transmission rate (bit/sec)
for uncoded BPSK and the SKA core, Ae f f = 105 · cos(α) m2,
BER = 10−5,Tsys = 40 K (for aperture array, S-band) and
Tsys = 60 K (for parabolic dishes, X-band), distance=5 AU.
The transmitter power Ptr, antenna gain Gtr and α are variable
parameters.

3.2. MFSK

Another option for increasing the transmission rate is based on
the use of M-ary orthogonal signals. Every binary sequence
of the length k corresponds to one of the M = 2k orthogonal
signals which modulate carrier signals.

In the following example, the M-ary frequency shift keying
(MFSK) is used: each symbol corresponding to a particular bi-
nary sequence of the length k is transmitted on one of the m-th
frequencies during an interval T :

sm(t) = A cos[2π( fc + m∆ f )t],≤ t ≤ T,m = 1, 2, ....M, (8)

where ∆ f = 1/2T,T− is the duration of a symbol. For ex-
ample, for k = 5, there are 32 different orthogonal signals,
each at its own frequency. The total bandwidth is W = M∆ f .
The effective transmission rate is RW = k/T, k = log2M.
The ratio RW/W is called bandwidth expansion: RW/W =

(2log2M)/M. Theoretically, by increasing M it is possible to
reach the Shannon’s limit.

The probability of bit error for the coherent processing of
M = 2k orthogonal signals can be calculated using the follow-
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Table 2: The DtE transmission rate (bit/sec) for uncoded BPSK and
the SKA core, for S-band (aperture array) Ae f f = 1.5 · 105 · cos(α)
m2, BER = 10−5, distance=5 AU, transmitter power Ptr · 0.75 and
antenna gain Gtr, η = 0.8,Tsys = 40 K; X-band (parabolic dishes), η =
0.6,Tsys = 60 K; UHF-band (aperture array), Tsys = 70 K, additional
3-dB loss in the Earth ionosphere, interplanetary medium and Jupiter
atmosphere are taken into account.

UHF-band, aperture array
α = 0◦

Ptr,W 1.0 3.0 5.0 10.0
Gtr = 0dB 0.73 2.19 3.64 7.28
Gtr = 5dB 2.30 6.91 11.51 23.03
Gtr = 10dB 7.28 21.85 36.41 72.82

S-band, aperture array
α = 0◦

Ptr,W 1.0 3.0 5.0 10.0
Gtr = 0dB 2.55 7.65 12.74 25.49
Gtr = 5dB 8.06 24.18 40.30 80.59

Gtr = 10dB 25.49 76.46 127.43 254.86
α = 30◦

Ptr,W 1.0 3.0 5.0 10.0
Gtr = 0dB 2.21 6.62 11.04 22.07
Gtr = 5dB 6.98 20.94 34.90 69.80

Gtr = 10dB 22.07 66.22 110.36 220.72
α = 60◦

Ptr,W 1.0 3.0 5.0 10.0
Gtr = 0dB 1.27 3.82 6.37 12.74
Gtr = 5dB 4.03 12.09 20.15 40.30

Gtr = 10dB 12.74 38.23 63.72 127.43
X-band, parabolic dishes

Ptr,W 1.0 3.0 5.0 10.0
Gtr = 0dB 1.27 3.82 6.37 12.74
Gtr = 5dB 4.03 12.09 20.15 40.30
Gtr = 10dB 12.74 38.23 63.72 127.43

ing expression (Proakis 2001, p. 259):

PBER,FSK C =
2k−1

2k − 1
·

1
√

2π

∫ ∞

−∞

[1 − (
1
√

2π

y∫
−∞

e−
t2
2 dt)M−1] ×

×exp[−(y −
√

2 · S NRsymbol,FSK)2/2]dy,(9)

where S NRsymbol,FSK = S NRpower × T , each signal transmits k
bit simultaneously. As shown in Fig. 6, that the uncoded M-
ary frequency shift keying (MFSK) gives a higher transmission
rate than an uncoded BPSK for a fixed BER=10−5 and M ≥

8. MFSK requires a larger bandwidth than an BPSK and this
resource is less important than the transmitter power.

The probability of bit error for the noncoherent processing
of M = 2k orthogonal signals is calculated using the following
expression (Proakis 2001, p. 310):

PBER,FSK NC =
2k−1

2k − 1

M−1∑
n−1

(−1)n+1(M−1
n ) ×

1
n + 1

exp[−nS NRsymbol,FSK/(n + 1)]. (10)

The bit error probability as a function of the transmission rate
for uncoded coherent MFSK for different M is shown in Fig.

7 whereas the bit error probability as a function of the trans-
mission rate for uncoded noncoherent MFSK for different M is
shown in Fig. 8.

Application of channel coding (especially with turbo
codes) makes this advantage of MFSK less obvious. It must
be also mentioned that the wide spectrum of MFSK is use-
ful for VLBI where the probe’s signal may be used for radio-
astrometric measurements.

4. Coding gain

A considerable gain in BER performance can be achieved us-
ing special coding of the bit stream before modulator. The
Consultative Commmittee for Space Data System (CCSDS)
has recommended the error control standards which were suc-
cessfully applied in many space missions. Serial concatenation
of Read-Solomon outer code (255,223) and convolutional cod-
ing (inner code) was used by both NASA and ESA (missions
Voyager, Giotto, Galileo). The coding gain obtained with this
coding is ≈ 7 dB. This means that BER = 10−5 is achieved with
S NRbit = 2.6 dB and BPSK (9.6 dB for uncoded BPSK).

Today, the largest part of the promised coding gain can be
reached with turbo codes: a combination of parallel concatena-
tion of binary convolutional coders with interleaving and itera-
tive decoding (Divsalar & Pollara 1995, Dolinar et. al 1998,
Habinc et al. 1998, Heegard & Wicker 1999). Turbo cod-
ing provides bit error performance within a few tenths of a
dB of the Shannon limit. The documents recently published
by CCSDS show that future missions will use turbo coding
(Habinc 1998).

An analytical expression of BER for a particular scheme of
turbo code is not known. Many numeric simulations have been
made to obtain such estimates. Fig. 9 shows bit-error probabil-
ities for turbo code (rate=1/2) and multiple iterations (Sklar
2001). The Shannon limit is approached but the normalized
capacity of the channel tends to zero (as in the case of the
Shannon’s limit).
The following threshold value of turbo code for S NRbit will be
used further: the bit-error probability PB < 10−5 at S NRbit =

0.7 dB (for 1/2 code rate). For binary modulation and PB <
10−5 a pragmatic Shannon limit S NRbit = 0.2 dB (instead
of -1.6 dB) is often used for a rate 1/2 code. Thus the error-
performance of turbo code is within 0.5 dB of the pragmatic
Shannon limit (Sklar 2001).

Fig. 10 demonstrates four curves: the dependance of trans-
mission rate for BER = 10−5 as a function of distance R in AU
for the SKA core, S-band. The curves correspond to uncoded
BPSK (threshold S NRbit,thr = 9.59 dB), turbo code (thresh-
old S NRbit,thr = 0.7 dB), pragmatic Shannon limit (threshold
S NRbit,thr = 0.2 dB) and theoretical Shannon limit (threshold
S NRbit,thr = −1.6 dB).

Table 3 contains the values of transmission rate (bit/sec)
in S-band for turbo-coded BPSK, BER = 10−5, and the SKA
core (aperture array), Ae f f = 105 · cos(α) m2, α− zenith angle,
Tsys = 40K, distance=5AU. The transmitter power Ptr, antenna
gain Gtr and α are the parameters.
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Table 3: The DtE transmission rate (bit/sec) in S-band for turbo-coded
BPSK, BER = 10−5 and the SKA core (aperture array), Ae f f =

105 · cos(α) m2, α− zenith angle, η = 0.8,Tsys = 40K, distance=5AU,
transmitter power Ptr · 0.75 and antenna gain Gtr.

α = 0◦

Ptr,W 1.0 3.0 5.0 10.0
Gtr = 0 dB 19.74 59.21 98.69 197.38
Gtr = 5 dB 62.417 187.251 312.09 624.17
Gtr = 10 dB 197.38 592.14 986.90 1974.00

α = 30◦

Ptr,W 1.0 3.0 5.0 10.0
Gtr = 0 dB 17.09 51.28 85.47 170.94
Gtr = 5 dB 54.06 162.16 270.27 540.55
Gtr = 10 dB 170.94 512.81 854.68 1709.00

α = 60◦

Ptr,W 1.0 3.0 5.0 10.0
Gtr = 0 dB 9.87 29.61 49.35 98.69
Gtr = 5 dB 31.21 93.63 156.04 312.09
Gtr = 10 dB 98.69 296.07 493.45 986.90

5. Conclusions

The analysis described in this memo indicates a significant
potential of the SKA as a DtE facility. As the benchmark
value, we note that at the communication frequency of 2.3
GHz (considered to be close to the band of maximum sensi-
tivity of SKA), the turbo-coded DtE link with the SKA core
(1.5 · 105 m2) can provide for the transmission rate of ∼ 100
bps from a S/C at the distance of 5 AU, transmitter power equal
5 W and antenna gain Gt=0 dB.

In addition to the high sensitivity, illustrated by our calcu-
lations, the SKA offers instantaneous frequency coverage from
∼ 100 MHz to ∼ 10 GHz, unlike traditional DSN-style fa-
cilities able to operate within relatively narrow dedicated fre-
quency bands. Such the frequency agility might be an impor-
tant asset for supporting communication from planetary probes
as a mission back-up, e.g. similar to “eavesdropping” on the
Huygens up-link communication to the Cassini spacecraft at
the non-standard down-link at the frequency of 2040 MHz
(Lebreton et al. 2005). Planetary probes for in situ studies of
atmospheres of giant planets (e.g. Jupiter, Saturn) require com-
munication at frequencies below ∼ 1 GHz (see e.g. Marty et al.
2008). In this non-standard communication regime, the SKA
also might become an indispensable asset.

We note that MFSK is also convenient for VLBI tracking
since it is better suited for group delay measurements than a
mono-chromatic carrier.

Our main conclusion is as follows:

The SKA core will be able to receive digital information
from a planetary probe or interplanetary S/C with a transmitter
power of 5 W from a distance of up to 10 AU with the transmis-
sion rate of several tens of bps using BFSK and turbo-coding
gain, see Table 4.

Table 4: The DtE transmission rate (bit/sec) at S-band for the SKA
core (aperture array), Ae f f = 1.5 · 105 m2, zenith angle α = 0, η =
0.8,Tsys = 40 K, transmitter power Ptr = 1.0 ·0.75 W and antenna gain
Gtr = 0 dB, turbo-coded BPSK and BER = 10−5; X-band (parabolic
dishes), η = 0.6,Tsys = 60 K; UHF-band (aperture array), Tsys = 70 K,
additional 3-dB loss in Earth ionosphere, interplanetary medium and
Jupiter atmosphere are taken into account.

UHF-band
Ptr, W 1.0 3.0 5.0 10.0

R = 5.0 AU 5.64 16.92 28.20 56.40
R = 7.0 AU 2.88 8.63 14.39 28.77
R = 10 AU 1.41 4.23 7.05 14.1

S-band
Ptr,W 1.0 3.0 5.0 10.0

R = 5.0 AU 19.74 59.21 98.69 197.38
R = 7.0 AU 10.07 30.21 50.35 100.70
R = 10 AU 4.93 14.80 24.67 49.345

X-band
Ptr,W 1.0 3.0 5.0 10.0

R = 5.0 AU 9.869 29.61 49.35 98.69
R = 7.0 AU 5.035 15.11 25.18 50.35
R = 10 AU 2.47 7.40 12.34 24.68
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Fig. 2: The bit error probability as a function of the transmission rate
for radio telescopes in Table 1, BPSK, R = 5.0 AU, Ptr = 3.75 W,Gtr =

1.

Fig. 3: The bit error probability as a function of the transmission rate
for the SKA-core, BPSK, R = 5.0 AU, Ptr = 3.75 W, transmitter an-
tenna gain is the parameter.
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Fig. 4: The bit error probability as a function of the transmission rate
for the SKA-core, BPSK, R = 5.0 AU, Ptr = 3.75 W, zenith angle is
the parameter.

Fig. 5: The transmission rate as a function of distance in AU for
radio telescopes in Table 1 and constant BER = 10−5, for Ptr =

3.75 W,Gtr = 1.

Fig. 6: The bit error probability as a function of S NRbit for uncoded
MFSK (multiple FSK) with the symbol set size is the parameter;
BPSK curve is also plotted for comparison.

Fig. 7: The bit error probability as a function of the transmission rate
for uncoded coherent MFSK with the symbol set size as the parameter.
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Fig. 8: The bit error probability as a function of the transmission rate
for uncoded noncoherent MFSK with the symbol set size as the pa-
rameter.

Fig. 9: The bit-error-performance as a function of S NRbit for turbo
code (rate 1/2) and multiple iterations. The Shannon limit of -1.6 dB
is approached.

Fig. 10: The transmission rate as a function of distance for uncoded
BPSK, turbo code, pragmatic and theoretical Shannon limits: SKA
core, Ptr = 3.75 W,Gtr = 1, BER = 10−5.
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Abstract. A series of discoveries over the past decade have illustrated that the radio sky may be quite dynamic—known sources
have been discovered to behave in new ways and what may be entirely new classes of sources have been discovered. I provide an
incomplete list of the variety of transients that might be accessible to the SKA and consider aspects of the SKA design relevant
to the detection and characterization of various kinds of transients. Aperture arrays have had an important role in previous
discoveries of radio transients, most notably in the discovery of pulsars, and aperture arrays could prove useful for transient
studies with the SKA.

1. Introduction

Observations at radio wavelengths have been responsible for
much of what we regard today as modern astronomy: the en-
tire concept of non-thermal emission resulted from early ra-
dio observations of the Milky Way Galaxy while the discovery
or recognition of the Cosmic Microwave Background, active
galactic nuclei, pulsars, masers, and extrasolar planets all hap-
pened at radio wavelengths. Moreover, because the Universe
is so faint, many observations, at wavelengths across the spec-
trum, assume that the sky is unchanging so as to obtain long in-
tegration times and improved sensitivity. Indeed, the technique
of aperture synthesis—the development of which Sir Martin
Ryle was awarded the 1974 Nobel Prize in Physics for his
work in radio aperture synthesis—implicitly assumes that the
object(s) being observed is unchanging.

Much of astronomy’s progress over the last half of the 20th

Century resulted from opening new spectral windows, includ-
ing at radio wavelengths. With essentially the entire electro-
magnetic spectrum having been explored at some level, we
must look to other regions of parameter space—such as in-
creased sensitivity, field of view, or the time domain—for fu-
ture transformational discoveries. The time domain appears
ripe for new exploration as observations over the past decade
have emphasized that the sky may be quite dynamic—known
sources have been discovered to behave in new ways and what
may be entirely new classes of sources have been discovered.

Beyond a simple appeal to expanding parameter space, and
even if discoveries of new classes of radio transients are not in
any way transformational, the study of radio transients is well
motivated for the following reasons: Transient sources are nec-
essarily compact, so that they mark the location of explosive or
dynamic events and can be used to probe fundamental physics
and astrophysics. Further, transient signals carry information
about the medium(a) through which they have propagated.

Here, I provide several examples to motivate the range of
transients that the SKA or its Precursors and Pathfinders might
be able to study as well as some thoughts about design consid-
erations for the SKA in order to enable it to conduct transient
observations.

2. The Radio Transient Sky

We begin with a brief, and incomplete, sampling of the kinds
of radio transients that are either known or hypothesized with
an eye toward motivating both expanded work as well as em-
phasizing the broad range of physics that radio transients can
probe.

Planets—Solar and Extrasolar Jupiter has long been known
to produce decameter bursts (Burke & Franklin 1955),
and all of the planets with strong magnetic fields (Earth,
Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus, and Neptune) produce radio radi-
ation via the electron cyclotron maser instability, though
only Jupiter’s emission is accessible from the ground. Even
for the well-studied case of Jupiter, fundamental questions
remain about the location and origin of the its radio emis-
sion. Jupiter’s decametric emission occurs below 40 MHz,
which is below the nominal lower frequency limit of the
SKA. However, this will be accessible to the International
LOFAR Telescope, and preliminary observations already
appear promising (Nigl et al. 2007).
At least one of the known extrasolar planets also appears
to have a strong magnetic field (Shkolnik et al. 2005).
By analogy to the solar system planets, there have been a
host of suggestions (e.g., Yantis et al. 1977; Winglee et al.
1986; Zarka et al. 1997; Farrell et al. 1999)—some pre-
dating the discovery of extrasolar planets—that extrasolar
giant planets also produce bursty emission, presumably at
frequencies below 100 MHz. Detection of radio emission
from extrasolar planets would constitute direct detection,
in contrast to the largely indirect detections of the known
extrasolar planets obtained from the reflex motions of their
host stars. Moreover, as the magnetic fields of the solar sys-
tem planets are thought to be generated deep within their
interiors, the radio emission from extrasolar planets could
provide an indirect probe of the interiors of extrasolar plan-
ets.

Brown Dwarfs Radio flares have been detected from a num-
ber of brown dwarfs (Berger et al. 2001; Berger 2002;
Hallinan et al. 2007). The flares are thought to originate
in magnetic activity on the surfaces of the brown dwarfs,
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but many objects have radio emission that deviates from
the expected radio–X-ray correlation observed for stars
(Berger 2006). In some notable cases, the radio emission is
pulsed, consistent with a “lighthouse”-like effect in which
the emission arises from the magnetic pole of a rotating
brown dwarf, not dissimilar to pulses from radio pulsars.
In contrast to pulsar emission, however, the radio emission
of brown dwarfs has been identified as being due to the
electron cyclotron maser instability (Hallinan et al. 2008).
The majority of brown dwarf observations have been con-
ducted at frequencies above 5 GHz, consistent with rela-
tively strong magnetic fields, while lower frequency emis-
sion is only poorly constrained.

Flare Stars Radio flares from dwarf stars have been known
for some time (Hjellming 1988), and many low-mass stars
(spectral types K and M) show significant “radio activity,”
often with radio flares or bursts on short time scales (Osten
& Bastian 2008). This radio emission is thought to be
linked to coronal processes on the stars, likely closely cou-
pled to the magnetic field structure. Study of the coronal
processes in these extreme cases may provide understand-
ing of solar processes, which could impact not only astro-
physics but aspects of the Earth-Sun connection as well
(e.g., space weather, climate).

Neutron Stars The discovery of radio pulses from neutron
stars (Hewish et al. 1968) provided the first confirmation
that such extreme objects were not simply theoretical ar-
tifices (Baade & Zwicky 1934). Since that time, observa-
tions of radio pulsars have been spectacularly successful in
probing various aspects of fundamental physical theories
and observations of radio pulsars have resulted in the 1974
and 1993 Nobel Prizes in Physics. In addition to the “stan-
dard” radio pulsar, however, recent discoveries emphasize
that the transient radio emission from neutron stars may be
much broader than had been previously appreciated. Two
examples are “transient” pulsars and rotating radio tran-
sients (RRATS).
Transient pulsars are a class of pulsars for which the pulsed
emission itself shows intervals of being “on” and “off.” For
the particular case of PSR B1931+24, the pulsar exhibits a
secular decrease in its period, similar to that seen for other
pulsars and consistent with the loss of rotational energy.
However, during the intervals when it is producing radio
pulses (when it is “on”), it shows an elevated energy loss
rate, as predicted for a rotating magnetic dipole, and pro-
viding insight into the plasma physics in the pulsar magne-
tosphere (Kramer et al. 2006).
RRATs are a classa of neutron stars that is distinguished by
the fact that they are detectable only via single radio pulses
(McLaughlin et al. 2006). At a single stroke, the discov-
ery of RRATs essentially led to a doubling of the estimated
neutron star population of the Galaxy, which has led to the

a The discovery of RRATs shares certain similarities with the dis-
covery of pulsars. In both cases, a young astronomer examined a sig-
nificant amount of data from a radio telescope, and she was able to
notice occasional signals that would ultimately be identified as a new
class of objects.

(recent) suggestion that the Galactic supernova occurrence
and neutron star birth rates are not in balance (Keane &
Kramer 2008). RRATs have also been detected in the X-
ray (McLaughlin et al. 2007), which has helped both to elu-
cidate, and to put into sharp relief, the range of properties
shown by neutron stars: RRATs show some similiarities to
extremely strong magnetic field neutron stars (magnetars),
but other similarities to “standard” radio pulsars.
More generally, pulsars have long been known to undergo
“nulling” events (Backer 1970). These nulls may also pro-
vide information about the plasma magnetosphere, or even
indicate the presence of sub-stellar companions (i.e., aster-
oids) to pulsars (Li 2006; Cordes & Shannon 2008).

Pulsar Giant Pulses While pulsar giant pulses are a subset
of the radio phenomenology exhibited by radio pulsars, I
discuss them separately here in order to highlight the yin-
yang nature of transient studies. Some pulsars emit “giant”
pulses, with strengths that are 1000 times or more the mean
pulse intensity. In the case of the Crab pulsar, some giant
pulses outshine the entire Crab Nebula, on time scales of
roughly 100 µs (Hankins & Rickett 1975), corresponding
to a brightness temperature of 1031 K. Among the most
extreme pulses ever detected are a series of nanosecond-
duration pulses, recorded using specially-built hardware at
frequencies above 5 GHz (Hankins et al. 2003); their im-
plied brightness temperatures exceed 1038 K, making them
the most luminous emission from any astronomical object.
For many years, this phenomenon was thought to be unique
to the Crab pulsar, but giant pulses have since been de-
tected from other pulsars (Cognard et al. 1996; Johnston
& Romani 2003). With their short durations, giant pulses
must originate from regions perhaps only meters in size
within the pulsar magnetosphere, providing an exquisite
probe of extreme plasma magnetohydrodynamics.
Concurrently, because of their brightness, giant pulses
could potentially be detected from exceedingly distant pul-
sars, including those in other galaxies. Current models
for large-scale structure formation predict that matter in
the current epoch forms a “cosmic web” (Cen & Ostriker
1999; Davé et al. 1999, 2001). Most of the baryons in
the Universe reside in large-scale filaments that form the
“strands” of the web, with groups and clusters of galax-
ies located at the intersections of filaments. At the current
epoch, hydrogen gas continues to accrete onto and stream
along these filaments, undergoing multiple shocks as it falls
into the gravitational potential wells located at the inter-
sections of the filaments. The filaments of hydrogen form
a warm-hot ionized medium (WHIM), with a temperature
of 105–107 K. Observations of highly ionized species of
oxygen and neon by both the FUSE and Chandra observa-
tories are considered to be validations of these predictions.
Absorption observations along various lines of sight sug-
gest a diffuse medium with a temperature of order 106 K
with a density of order 5 × 10−5 cm−3 (e.g., Savage et al.
2005; Howk et al. 2009). While striking, these observa-
tions still suffer from the difficulty of probing only trace
elements. The ionized hydrogen in the WHIM has not been
detected directly. Radio pulses exhibit dispersion due to the
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frequency-dependent nature of the (interstellar) plasma’s
refractive index, with the amount of dispersion depending
directly upon the ionized hydrogen column density. Pulses
from extragalactic pulsars should exhibit additional disper-
sion due to the plasma in the Local Group medium or in-
tergalactic medium, depending upon their distances. Thus,
pulsar giant pulses have the potential to probe directly the
most abundant element in the Local Group medium or
WHIM. Current searches have yielded intriguing, but not
yet confirmed, candidates for extragalactic pulsars in M33
McLaughlin & Cordes (2003) from a search at the Arecibo
Observatory, and the SKA should be able to search much
deeper in the Local Supercluster.

Unknown Transients As an example of the potential discov-
eries awaiting transient searches, I consider two largely
archival searches for transients. The VLA and GMRT have
been used to monitor the Galactic center at 330 MHz, a
frequency at which both telescopes naturally provide wide
fields of view. A total of three transients have been dis-
covered, (Hyman et al. 2002, 2005, 2009; Spreeuw et al.
2009), the most notable of which is GCRT J1745−3009.
This source has been detected both at the VLA and GMRT,
with the detection at the VLA revealing several bursts (du-
ration ∼ 10 min.) during a 6-hr observation. A number
of possible explanations has been advanced, from a white
dwarf pulsar to a double neutron star system to a precessing
radio pulsar to a flaring brown dwarf (Zhang & Gil 2005;
Turolla et al. 2005; Zhu & Xu 2006; Hallinan et al. 2007),
but our understanding of this source remains quite limited,
with only limited spectral information and few constraints
on distance. The few constraints arise in part because the
searches are largely archival in nature, so by definition there
is no ability to obtain contemporaneous measurements, but
they also illustrate the need for both a large frequency range
and frequency agility.

Lunar Neutrino Bursts Ultra-high energy cosmic rays
(UHECRs), with energies exceeding 1018 eV, have been
detected with numerous particle detectors. These particles
have energies well beyond what can be achieved in terres-
trial accelerators and must originate from some of the most
extreme environments in the Universe. However, because
of the Greisen-Zatsepin-Kuzmin (GZK)-limit (Greisen
1966; Zatsepin & Kuzmin 1966), particle propagation is
limited to a horizon of order 50 Mpc. The same accelerators
that produce UHECRs might also be expected naturally
to produce ultra-high energy neutrinos. Thus, ultra-high
energy neutrinos offer a possible means of probing beyond
our particle horizon. Particles beyond those in the Standard
Model in particle physics, potentially including dark matter
particles, also could produce ultra-high energy neutrinos
as a decay product. Generically, models that extend the
Standard Model or grand unified theories (GUTs) predict
unstable particles (e.g., Berezinsky 2006). Recently, there
was intense interest in such models, so-called “top down”
sources of ultra-high energy neutrinos, and the resulting
diffuse flux of ultra-high energy particles, as the result of
initial reports of a violation of the GZK limit. Ultra-high
energy neutrinos impacting the lunar regolith should

produce radio pulses near 1 GHz (Dagkesamanskii &
Zheleznykh 1989; Saltzberg et al. 2001), though searches
to date have been unsuccessful (Hankins et al. 1996;
Gorham et al. 2004; Beresnyak et al. 2005; Scholten et al.
2006, 2009; Jaeger et al. 2009).
Ultra-high energy neutrinos are of particular interest as
their propagation is essentially unimpeded and can be used
to probe the highest energies to which cosmic sources can
accelerate particles as well as potentially to indicate physics
beyond the Standard Model (e.g., Halzen & Hooper 2002).
Moreover, given the low flux levels expected for the high-
est energy neutrinos, the Moon presents an attractive target
as essentially its entire limb acts as the “detector,” with a
volume substantially larger than is feasible for terrestrial
detectors (volumes ∼ 1 km2, e.g., IceCUBE).

Evaporating Black Holes Rees (1977) first suggested that
the evaporation of primordial black holes would generate
a radio pulse, and O’Sullivan et al. (1978) and Phinney
& Taylor (1979) have conducted searches for such ra-
dio bursts,b though to date these searches have found
no convincing signals. More recently, advances in γ-ray
detectors, particularly at TeV energies, has renewed in-
terest in possible high-energy signatures from primordial
black holes (Dingus et al. 2002; Linton et al. 2006).
Observations at the extremes of the electromagnetic spec-
trum are complementary as radio observations attempt to
detect the pulse from an individual primordial black hole,
while high-energy observations generally search for the in-
tegrated emission from a population (e.g., in the Galaxy or
Local Group).

Gravitational Wave Events The progenitors for various grav-
itational wave events may generate associated electromag-
netic signals or pulses. A notable example is the inspiral of
a binary neutron star system, which is one of the key targets
for LIGO (Abbott et al. 2006). As a binary neutron star in-
spirals, the interaction of the magnetospheres of the neutron
stars can produce electromagnetic pulses, probably at both
high energies and at radio (e.g., Hansen & Lyutikov 2001).
More generally, the combined detection of both electomag-
netic (including radio) and gravitational wave signals may
be required to produce useful localizations and understand-
ing of the gravitational wave emitters (Kocsis et al. 2007;
Bloom et al. 2009).

Extraterrestrial Civilizations While no such examples are
known of this class, many searches for extraterrestrial in-
telligence (SETI) find non-repeating signals that are other-
wise consistent with the expected signal from an extrater-
restrial transmitter. Cordes et al. (1997) discuss how ex-
traterrestrial transmitters could appear to be transient, even
if intrinsically steady. Further, the detection of ET transmit-
ters might occur not as a result of a directed SETI program,
but serendipitously from a general search of the sky. As
Tarter (2007, private communication) has pointed out, the

b One of these searches led to J. O’Sullivan developing the tech-
niques for the 802.11 wireless communication protocol, for which
he was recently awarded the Prime Minister’s Prize for Science in
Australia.
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behavior of PSR B1931+24 is strikingly similar to what
might be expected if a civilization was going to send a
directed signal. That is, one way that a civilization might
increase the probability of its signals being detected is to
make them appear similar to, but strikingly different, than
a class of signals for which other civilizations might be
searching. For instance, the increase in the energy loss rate
from PSR B1931+24 during the intervals when it is “on” is
consistent with that expected from pulsar emission models,
but if the energy loss rate was observed to decrease while
during its “on” phase, an alternate explanation for such a
“pulsar” would have to be considered.c

3. Radio Transients and the Design of the SKA

I begin with a specific example of transient hunting with a
sparse aperture array. Figure 1 shows the sky at 61 MHz, as ob-
served by the Long Wavelength Demonstrator Array (LWDA).
This 16-element dipole phased array was constructed by the
Applied Research Laboratory of the University of Texas at
Austin, under contract from the Naval Research Laboratory.
The LWDA operational frequency range was 60 to 80 MHz,
and its objective was to serve as a technical testbed for a fu-
ture Long Wavelength Array station. During the course of its
operation, a simple imaging correlator was developed, and, as
the field of view of the individual dipoles is close to 2π sr, the
LWDA could image the full sky, albeit in a narrow bandwidth
mode.

c It is worth recalling that the first few pulsars discovered were
named LGM, for “little green men,” as Bell, Hewish, and their collab-
orators considered it initially plausible that the periodic signals that
they had detected might have been generated intelligently.

Fig. 1: Illustration of the potential of aperture arrays for radio tran-
sient detection. The Long Wavelength Demonstrator Array (LWDA)
was a 16-element dipole phased array located on the VLA site in New
Mexico; in SKA parlance, it was a “sparse aperture array.” Both im-
ages shown here are at 61 MHz and were acquired in 2006 November,
during the Leonid meteor shower. (Top) An all-sky LWDA image, with
an integration time of 0.1 s. The Galactic plane slopes diagonally from
the upper right to the lower left and the sources Cyg A and Cas A are
visible in addition to a general enhancement toward the inner Galaxy.
(Bottom) An image acquired only seconds later. The dominant source
is a TV transmitter located hundreds of kilometers away, which is re-
flecting off an ionized meteor trail.
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It has long been known that as a meteor enters the Earth’s
atmosphere, its velocity is high enough that it can produce
a ionized trail, which can reflect a transmitted radio signal
(e.g., Millman et al. 1948). The LWDA was operated during
the Leonid meteor shower in 2006 (November). At the time
that these images were formed, various television stations in
New Mexico were operating on a frequency near 61 MHz. In
the course of the observational run during the Leonid meteor
shower, many “transients” were seen, consistent with TV trans-
mitter reflections off ionized meteor trails.

While these transients can be considered astronomical only
in the most generous of definitions, the detection and imaging
of transients with the LWDA does illustrate that an aperture
array with a wide field of view does have potential as “transient
hunting machine.” I now turn to the more general question of
radio transient hunting with the SKA.

In the Rayleigh-Jeans limit, the brightness temperature TB

of a transient is

TB ∝
S D2

(Wν)2 , (1)

where the combination of the source’s flux density S and dis-
tance D is equivalent to a “pseudo-luminosity” and the com-
bination of the observational frequency ν and transient (pulse)
width W are an “uncertainty-like” quantity. This description of
the brightness temperature leads naturally to a transient “phase
space.” Figure 2 shows how both known and hypothesized
classes of radio transients populate this phase space. Notable
about this phase space is both its size—just the known pop-
ulations of transients cover nearly 20 orders of magnitude in
pseudo-luminosity S D2 and 15 orders of magnitude in Wν—
and the extent to which Nature has produced different kinds of
sources to populate this phase space. With respect to the SKA,
one could design a series of transient search experiments in
which the observational frequency ν, cadence, time resolution,
and limiting flux density were used to probe different regions
of the phase space, with a particular eye to finding new classes
of transients that would populate the phase space more fully.

An alternate approach is to characterize the design goals of
the SKA in terms of previous observations or observations that
could be carried out by Pathfinders or Precursors. The advan-
tage of this approach is that it is likely to preserve the overall
flexibility of the instrument and is likely to increase the likeli-
hood of finding unknown classes of sources. Figure 3 considers
telescope gaind G (K Jy−1) and the (FWHM) of the instanta-
neously accessible field of view θ (arcminutes) as functions of
frequency. This parameter space approach can also be related to
a transient source survey speed figure of merit (Cordes 2007),

FoMt = Ω

(
Aeff

Tsys

)2

K(ηW, τW), (2)

which is a function of the telescope sensitivity Aeff/Tsys, in-
stantaneous solid angle Ω, typical time duration of the tran-
sient W, event rate η, and the time per telescope pointing

d The gain can be related to the more commonly used measure of
sensitivity within the SKA community as GTsys = 2kB(Aeff/Tsys)−1.
Thus, 1 K Jy−1 implies a sensitivity of 55 m2 K−1 and 10 000 m2 K−1

implies a gain of 5.5 × 10−3 K Jy−1, with both conversions using an
assumed Tsys = 50 K.

Type II

Type III

Jup DAM BD LP944-20

B0540-69

IDV 
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GRB
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Fig. 2: Phase space for radio transients. The abscissa is the prod-
uct of the observation frequency ν and transient duration or pulse
width W; the ordinate is the product of the flux density S and square
of the distance D2. In the Rayleigh-Jeans approximation, these quan-
tities are directly proportional and related to the brightness tempera-
ture TB (eqn. 1). The sloping lines are labelled by constant brightness
temperature, with TB = 1012 K taken to divide coherent from inco-
herent sources. Examples of transient emission from various classes
of sources are indicated. In the case of gamma-ray burst afterglows
(GRB) and intraday variability (IDV) of active galactic nuclei (AGN),
the apparently high brightness temperatures are not thought to be
intrinsic but related to interstellar scintillation (ISS). For these two
classes of sources, how the absence of ISS would affect their loca-
tions in this phase space is also shown. In addition to known exam-
ples of transients, the locations of hypothesized radio transients also
are shown, including black hole evaporation (“BH Evap”) and prompt
radio emission from GRBs (“GRB short” and “GRB long”). (Figure
courtesy of J. Cordes.)

(“dwell time”) τ. The function K(ηW, τW) incorporates the
likelihood of detecting a particular kind of transient.

Roughly, one can separate transients surveys into two
classes: (1) Burst searches that probe timescales of less than
about 1 s for which largeΩ, perhaps at the expense of Aeff/Tsys,
are most appropriate; and (2) Imaging surveys conducted with
interferometers that typically probe timescales of tens of sec-
onds and longer and for which large values of Aeff/Tsys, but rel-
atively small values ofΩ, have been used. Both a challenge and
opportunity for development work related to the SKA—and a
potential for aperture arrays—is the extent to which a “large”
Ω and Aeff/Tsys could be obtained simultaneously.
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Fig. 3: Parameter space relevant for SKA transient hunting. (Top) The
(FWHM) instantaneously accessible field of view as a function of fre-
quency. For reference, a field of view of 100′ is equivalent to 2.8 deg.2

(Bottom) The telescope gain as a function of frequency. In both panels,
the points indicate the field of view or gain of a telescope on which
a transient hunting program has been conducted. The sloping lines
show the fields of view accessible to the ATA (dashed line), EVLA
(dot-dashed line), and LOFAR (dotted line), were they to be operated
in a “fly’s eye” mode (Bower et al. 2009); for the ATA, an effec-
tive frequency range of 0.7–7 GHz is adopted, as the sensitivity of the
telescope is decreasing outside this range, and, for the EVLA, an up-
per frequency limit of 10 GHz, consistent with the nominal value for
SKA-mid, is adopted. Shown is one of the many operational modes
for LOFAR. The data shown may not be complete, but can be viewed
as illustrative with respect to the SKA.
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Abstract. In a SKADS funded study we have investigated the impact of the SKA design on the prospects to achieve the scientific
goals outlined in the Key Science Project on testing gravity using pulsars and black holes. We find that the computing require-
ments are severe and differ for individual configurations. As today, pulsar science will continue to be limited by the available
computing power. However, we present methods to achieve the science goals but point out that every reduction in sensitivity
(i.e. A/T ) will severely risk the success of this KSP. Unlike other observing modes, we cannot trade collecting area for field-of-
view or integration time. This important feature is potentially the most important factor to be considered for pulsar studies when
designing the SKA.

1. Introduction

The Square-Kilometre Array (SKA) will be a flexible, multi-
purpose observatory that will be able to serve the whole as-
tronomy community as the premier imaging and surveying in-
strument. For this reason, the design needs to ensure that the
SKA will be a versatile instrument rather than a fine-tuned ex-
periment. Nevertheless five Key Science Projects (KSPs) have
been selected by the international community which must drive
essential parts of the design in order to ensure that the sci-
ence goals can be achieved. It is also important that the de-
sign includes natural upgrade paths, so that eventually only the
available computing power is constraining the capabilities of
the SKA. This is a situation that is well familiar to pulsar as-
tronomers today, who encounter continuously the boundaries
of data processing capabilities. This situation will therefore not
change, but a number of design decisions should be made if
the Key Science related to pulsars and gravitational physics are
to be successful. In this contribution, we summarize these de-
sign requirements. The presented features are the result of a
SKADS funded study in collaboration with international part-
ners, including Ben Stappers, Duncan Lorimer, Jim Cordes and
Andrew Faulkner. Related work was done by Aris Karastergiou
and Tobia Carozzi. Further details can be found in Smits et al.
(2009) and Smits et al. (in prep).

2. Was Einstein right?

In order to motivate the technical requirements, we will briefly
summarize the science case which is based on the KSP chap-
ter by Kramer et al. (2004) and the general pulsar chapter by
Cordes et al. (2004) of the SKA Science Book edited by Carilli
& Rawlings.

? Present address: ASTRON, P.O. Box 2, Schattenberg 17990 AA
Dwingeloo, 433 TA Zwiggelte, The Netherlands
?? This work was supported by the European Commission
Framework Program 6, Project SKADS, Square Kilometre Array
Design Studies, contract no 011938.

2.1. Astrometry & Binary Pulsar Tests

Astrometry and in particular pulsar timing of millisecond pul-
sars should allow us to measure proper motions with a pre-
cision of about 100 nas/yr and parallaxes of the order of
10–20 µas, i.e. distances of up to 50-100 kpc. Astrometric mea-
surements are not only useful to potentially trace the pulsars’
movement in the gravitational field of the Galaxy or globular
clusters, but parallax measurements are also needed to cor-
rect for relative acceleration between the pulsar and the solar
system barycentre which affects the observed period deriva-
tives (for spin and orbit) of relativistic binaries (e.g. Lorimer
& Kramer 2005). This is essential if radiative aspects of a the-
ory of gravity are to be tested. The prospects for tests when
using the SKA to study the Double Pulsar (Lyne et al. 2004)
are discussed in detail by Kramer & Wex (2009). Essentially,
with the SKA we expect an improvement in timing precision by
a factor of ∼ 100, leading to precision tests of general relativ-
ity that even exceed the precise tests done in the solar system’s
weak field regime today. We expect to measure the moment-
of-inertia of pulsar A in the Double Pulsar system and to detect
the previously unmeasured relativistic deformation of the or-
bit, providing an additional test for general relativity and other
theories of gravity (Kramer & Wex 2009).

2.2. Alternative theories & Black hole properties

What makes a binary pulsar with a black-hole companion so
interesting is that it has the potential of providing a superb
new probe of relativistic gravity. As pointed out by Damour &
Esposito-Farese (1998), the discriminating power of this probe
might supersede all its present and foreseeable competitors.
The reason lies in the fact that such a system would be very sen-
sitive to strong gravitational self-field effects, making it for in-
stance an excellent probe for tensor-scalar theories. Moreover,
Wex & Kopeikin (1999) showed that the measurement of clas-
sical and relativistic spin-orbit coupling in a pulsar-black hole
binary, in principle, allows us to determine the spin and the
quadrupole moment of the black hole. This would test the “cos-
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mic censorship conjecture” and the “no-hair theorem”. While
Wex & Kopeikin (1999) pointed out that with current tele-
scopes such an experiment would be almost impossible to per-
form (with the possible exception of pulsars about the Galactic
Centre black hole), Kramer et al. (2004) demonstrated that the
SKA sensitivity should be sufficient. Indeed, this experiment
benefits from the SKA sensitivity in multiple ways. On one
hand, it provides the required timing precision but it also allows
to perform a Galactic Census of pulsars which should eventu-
ally deliver the sample of pulsars with a black hole companion.

2.3. Gravitational wave astronomy

While pulsars already provide the (so far, only) indirect evi-
dence for the existence of gravitational waves (GW), they can
also be used to detect and study them directly. Timing residu-
als are affected by a passing GW wave as each pulsar and the
Earth can be considered as free masses, whose positions re-
spond to changes in the space-time metric (e.g., Sazhin 1978,
Detweiler 1979). For our purposes here, it is important to note
that a perturbation of the space-time metric by a GW would
lead to timing residuals of the order of σ ∼ hc( f ) × T 1.5 where
hc( f ) describes the characteristic amplitude of the GW per unit
logarithmic interval of frequency, and T is the total observing
time. Importantly, the sensitivity of GW detection using pulsars
scales directly with the achieved timing precision.

Despite the apparent simplicity of the experiment, the tim-
ing precision required for the detection of GWs is very much at
the limit of what is technically possible today. Only a stochas-
tic background (rather than a single GW source) is likely to
be detected today, as it would produce a correlated quadrupole
signature among a network or “array” of timed millisecond
pulsars on the sky. This facilitates the recognition of a sig-
nal originating, for instance, from the orbital motion of binary
super-massive black holes in the early Universe. A variety of
sources is expected to emit GWs in the nHz-frequency range
detectable by a “pulsar timing array” (PTA). Current PTA ex-
periments will have a good chance of detecting GWs, but only
with the SKA can a detection be guaranteed and the properties
of GWs (e.g. spectrum of a stochastic background, polarisa-
tion) be studied. Due to the increased timing precision achiev-
able with the SKA and a large number of suitable sources dis-
covered, a PTA with the SKA would achieve a sensitivity that
even exceeds that of LISA (Kramer et al. 2004).

Different types of signals can be detected and studied
with the SKA, i.e. stochastic, burst, and periodic signals. A
stochastic gravitational wave background should arise from
a variety of sources. Cosmological sources include inflation,
string cosmology, cosmic strings and phase transitions (Kramer
et al. 2004). The expected correlation signal among the PTA
pulsars can be measured with very high precision, so that the
polarisation properties of GW can be probed and compared
with the predictions of GR (Lee et al. 2008). The SKA will
also detect single sources of GW emission, such as the peri-
odic GW signal of a binary super-massive black hole in the
centre of a nearby Galaxy. Here, the SKA and LISA will be
complementary: On one hand, both instruments can see sim-

ilar super-massive binary black hole systems but at different
evolutionary stages, i.e. LISA will pick up SKA sources close
to their merger. On the other hand, the SKA can observe GW
emission of systems that are typically more massive than the
LISA sources. We should also be able to discover compact pul-
sar binaries that emit in radio simultaneously with continuous
GW emission detectable with LISA. Moreover, the black holes
studied with the SKA (stellar and the super-massive black hole
in the Galactic Centre will be complementary and partly over-
lapping with the population of black holes to be studied with
Advanced LIGO and LISA.

Besides these guaranteed GW signals, the SKA should also
be able to measure burst emission from, for instance, explosive
events. In the GW window, pulsar glitches may also produce
observable events, where the SKA would help to pinpoint the
exact time of such an event. Fundamental properties of grav-
itation can also be tested: if GWs are governed by a massive
field propagation law, GWs with frequency less than mgc2/h
cannot propagate. Hence detecting GWs with a 5 to 15 year
period (ie. the frequency range covered by PTAs) reduces the
upper bound on gravitation mass mg by at least one order of
magnitude (Lee et al., in prep.).

3. One KSP, three components & three challenges

In order to achieve the science goals outlined above, it is neces-
sary to conduct several parts which are complementary in terms
of technical requirements but depend on each other in terms of
science.

3.1. The experiments

The first essential component is a survey for pulsars that will
provide a Galactic census. Depending on the low-end of the
luminosity function and the collecting area that is deployable,
we should be able to detect a large fraction of every pulsar that
directs its beam towards Earth during its rotation. Current es-
timates suggest that this should be about 20 000 to 30 000 pul-
sars. In reality, the available collecting area does not only de-
pend on the “raw” square meter of receiving elements on the
ground, but also on their spatial configuration and the com-
puting power needed to combine the signals of those. We will
discuss this point in more detail later on. This survey for pul-
sars will be conducted at a frequency between 1-3 GHz, de-
pending on Galactic latitude and frequency overlap of different
antenna types. The outcome of this survey will be the sam-
ple of accurate millisecond pulsar clocks that we will time
as a Pulsar Timing Array to study the nHz-gravitational wave
sky. Furthermore, we should uncover the rare pulsar-black hole
(BH) systems where a pulsar orbits a stellar BH in the Galactic
plane or an intermediate BH in a globular cluster which can be
searched deeper.

Finding the gems of pulsars that promise the science that
we are after, is only the first move in the game. No science
can be extracted from any of the discovered sources, unless
they are “timed”. Timing is the continuous counting of neutron
star rotations by means of measuring their pulse arrival times
with our telescope on Earth. Any deviation from the expected
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arrival time reveals potentially unmodeled effects, resulting in
the detection and measurement of relativistic effects, the im-
pact of a gravitational wave or other physical phenomena. This
assumes, of course, that the pulsar clock itself is stable and ro-
tates smoothly and accurately to a precision that is needed to
measure particular effects.

Not all pulsars rotate smoothly. Young and middle-aged
pulsars are less level-headed than so-called millisecond pulsars
(MSPs) which are older, recycled and much more stable than
non-recycled pulsars. Even though they live longer, we expect
millisecond pulsars to be outnumbered by their discovered non-
recycled young cousins, as their formation require a compan-
ion that donates mass for an angular momentum transfer. As we
seem to start seeing some variation in the spin-down stability
of millisecond pulsars, we require regular timing observations
in order to identify good and bad “timers”. Such monitoring is
also essential to determine whether a pulsar has a companion
or not, what type it is and which orbital parameters the sys-
tem has. Once the interesting sources have been identified, they
will need to be timed with the full array to achieve the best
possible precision. The timing therefore consists of two parts:
a medium to low-precision timing program to follow-up the
20,000 to 30,000 discovered sources to identify the “goodies”,
and a second high-precision timing part of, probably, 100 to
300 sources or so, to extract the science.

Usually, timing a pulsar requires the observation of the
source for one full year, so that the pulsar is “viewed” from
all parts of the Earth orbit about the Sun. By this, the posi-
tion of the pulsar can be precisely determined and correlations
in the parameter estimation between pulsar spin-down and as-
trometry can be broken. The timing program may be sped up by
obtaining the position earlier, in less than a year, by using the
SKA as an interferometer. The VLBI observations are also im-
portant for the most precise measurements of orbital decay due
to gravitational wave emission or the spin-down behaviour. We
therefore want to perform VLBI measurements for all sources
in the “high-precision timing programme”.

While the above components describe the survey of the sky
for the vast majority of its area, a small piece of empty sky
exists that needs to be treated especially: the Galactic Centre
(GC). The GC region is not only interesting because a large
stellar density suggests the occurrence of BH-MSP systems,
but we will also discover pulsars orbiting the super-massive
BH in the GC. Tracing the movement and rotation of pulsars
in their orbit provides in principle an easier measurement of
the BH spin and quadrupole moment as those quantities scale
with the square and cube of the masses, respectively. Such a
measurement would also extend the mass range of studied BH
properties, but the problem is that the interstellar medium in the
GC causes severe interstellar scattering due to multi-path prop-
agation. This can only be combated by observing at higher ra-
dio frequencies, i.e. frequencies between 10 and 15 GHz should
be sufficient. This implies a small beam, and hence a slow
survey speed. However, only a small part of the sky needs to
be searched and the rewards are huge, making this an integral
component of the KSP.

3.2. Three potential problems...

Can we survey the sky? Pulsar surveys are technically challeng-
ing in many respects. Firstly, the signals of the individual an-
tennas need to be combined computationally, whereas the basic
field-of-view (FoV) of a single (or station) element is pixelized
to cover the sky without a gap. The number of pixels needed
to cover the FoV can be estimated to be Npix ∼ (bmax/D)2 ∼

104 − 109, where bmax is the maximum baseline between two
telescopes and D the diameter of the receiving element (see
SKA Memo 97 by Jim Cordes). This alone translates into a re-
quirement of peta-ops per second. However, this beam-formed
data should also cover a wide receiving bandwidth that needs
to be sampled with fine frequency resolution at fast rates (i.e.
about 500 kHz at 100 µs). Finally, it is likely that the survey
data rate is so high (at least initially until technology catches
up) that data need to be processed on-the-fly. This problem de-
pends on a number of factors, including the array configuration.
It is however already immediately clear that every reduction in
collecting area (or A/T ) will automatically imply even higher
processing cost when we try to find the most relativistic and
accelerated system. As processing requirements scale roughly
with t2 where t is the observing time, and since t ∝ (T/A)2, any
cut in (A/T ) by a factor of k increases the needed computing
power by a k4.

Can we time all pulsars? As underlined above, the follow-
up timing of pulsars is of equal importance to the search.
In fact, searching and timing should always be considered
together, in particular as follow-up timing typically requires
much more observing time than the survey itself. This is cer-
tainly true for current search projects, implying that it will
be nearly impossible to undertake the ambitious task to time
20,000 or more pulsars every two weeks which is the preferred
time interval, initially. However, not all pulsars will be discov-
ered at the same time and, most importantly, the array character
of the SKA comes to the rescue. Here, aperture arrays are par-
ticularly valuable, but also sub-arraying dishes will enormously
help.

Does the sensitivity of the SKA really translate into timing
precision? In our experiments using the SKA, we can expect to
gain in several ways, enabling science at a complete new level
that is not simply a continuation of what has been done before,
but what represents a new quality of pulsar science. Firstly, the
SKA should provide us with many more sources that can be
used in a PTA experiment, allowing us to sample the expected
correlation curve between MSP timing residuals finely. At the
same time, we expect the timing precision to increase by one
to two orders of magnitude. With wide frequency coverage and
the ability to instantaneously measure dispersion and rotation
measures for a large number of sources regularly, we will be
able to remove interstellar weather effects effectively. Finally,
with many beams on the sky, we can afford to also time our pul-
sars more frequently, again increasing the timing performance.
Among these many improvements, the one about increasing
timing precision deserves a further look. It lies at the centre of
most of our performance predictions and basically assumes that
timing precision scales with telescope sensitivity. However, a
number of effects will need to be controlled to achieve this:
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calibration, interstellar weather, pulse jitter and long-term tim-
ing noise.

4. Surveying the pulsar sky

It is extremely important to realize that pulsar surveys are very
different from other, e.g. continuum surveys: it is practically
impossible to trade sensitivity (read, collecting area) for inte-
gration time or FoV! The reason is that we are looking for time-
variable signals which are ideally modulated by Doppler-shifts
due to some orbital motion. The faster this orbital motion and
its change, the more interesting are the pulsars – and the more
difficult it is to find them with long integration times. In the
worst case, the periodic signal is smeared out and diminished,
so that it becomes undetectable. As indicated earlier, one can
try to compensate for the orbital motion with a search in ac-
celeration, but this becomes computationally expensive as the
number of trials scales with the square of the number of sam-
ples. A cut in sensitivity essentially deselects against the most
interesting sources. A detailed analysis on the impact of the dis-
coverable population of binary pulsars will be presented else-
where (Smits et al., in prep.). A similar severe degradation in
science capabilities due to reduced sensitivities also occurs for
pulsar timing, as discussed further below. Concentrating firstly
on the computational and data transport requirements to pix-
elize the FoV for searching, those results were presented by
Smits et al. (2009).

4.1. SKA configuration

As in SKA Memo 100, we assume the SKA to consist of a
sparse aperture array of tiled dipoles in the frequency range of
70 to 500 MHz and above 500 MHz it consists of one of the
following three implementations:

A 3 000 15-m dishes with a single-pixel feed, a sensitivity of
0.6 SKA units, Tsys=30 K and 70% efficiency covering the
frequency range of 500 MHz to 10 GHz.

B 2 000 15-m dishes with phased array feeds from 500 MHz
to 1.5 GHz, a sensitivity of 0.35 SKA units, a field of
view (FoV) of 20 deg2, Tsys=35 K and 70% efficiency and
a single-pixel feed from 1.5 to 10 GHz, with Tsys=30 K.

C A combination of a dense aperture array (AA) with a
FoV of 250 deg2, a sensitivity of 0.5 SKA units, cover-
ing the frequency range of 500 to 800 MHz and 2 400
15-m dishes with a single-pixel feed covering the frequency
range of 800 MHz to 10 GHz, a sensitivity of 0.5 SKA
units, Tsys=30 K and 70% efficiency.

We assume that 20% of the elements will be placed within a
1 km radius and 50% within a 5 km radius. The sparse aperture
array below 500 MHz will be ignored, as we will not consider
using it for pulsar surveys or timing in this paper. We will refer
to the dishes from configurations A and B (which have a lower
frequency limit of 500 MHz) as 500-MHz dishes and we will
refer to the dishes from configuration C (which have a lower
frequency limit of 800 MHz) as 800-MHz dishes.

The FoV of a survey has a maximum that depends on the
characteristics of the elements used. In the case of circular

dishes with a one pixel receiver, the FoV can be approximated
as (λ/Ddish)2 steradians, where λ is the wavelength at which the
survey is undertaken and Ddish is the dish diameter. However,
by placing a phased array feed at the focal point of the dish, the
FoV can be extended by a factor which we denote ξ. The total
FoV then no longer depends on λ. In the case of the Aperture
Array (AA), the FoV of the elements is about half the sky. The
actual size of the FoV that can be obtained will be limited by
the available computational resources. This is because the sig-
nals from the elements will be combined coherently, resulting
in ‘pencil beams’, the size of which scales with 1/D2

el, where
Del is the distance between the furthest elements that are used
in an observation. To obtain a large synthesised FoV it is there-
fore necessary to restrict the beam forming to using only the el-
ements in the core of the telescope (so that Del = Dcore), which
will, however, reduce the sensitivity.

4.2. Survey simulations

The results of survey simulation presented by Smits
et al. (2009) and summarized here, do no yet consider the im-
pact on the population of discovered binary pulsars. In general,
the optimal frequency for a pulsar survey depends on Galactic
latitude. We find that the optimal survey frequency decreases
with lower sensitivity. The reason for this is that for lower sen-
sitivity, the average distance to the detected pulsar is smaller.
Thus, frequency dependent propagation effects are smaller, al-
lowing lower frequencies to be used. It is surprising that the
optimal centre frequencies for normal and millisecond pulsars
are similar, since scattering effects on the pulsar profile have a
larger impact on the detection of millisecond pulsars than on
the detection of normal pulsars. Thus it can be expected that
in the Galactic plane, higher observation frequencies would
favour the detection of millisecond pulsars. We performed four
simulations corresponding to possible pulsar surveys. For the
dishes they were performed at the optimal centre frequencies,
taking the frequency limits into account. The frequency range
of the AA was held fixed at 500 to 800 MHz. The simulations
are:

– An all-sky survey with the AA (including the Galactic
plane) and a Galactic plane survey with the 800-MHz
dishes. This shows the fraction of pulsars that can be found
with configuration C.

– An all-sky survey with just the AA. This shows the fraction
of pulsars that will be found with configuration C, if we do
not include the dishes in the survey.

– An all-sky survey with the 500-MHz dishes. This shows the
fraction of pulsars that can be found with configurations A
or B.

– A Galactic plane survey with the 500-MHz dishes. This
shows the fraction of pulsars that will be found with con-
figuration A or B, without performing a survey outside the
Galactic plane.

We assumed a bandwidth of 500 MHz for the dishes and
300 MHz for the AA and an integration time of 1800 s. The
simulations were limited to isolated pulsars only. Fig. 1 shows
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the fraction of normal and millisecond pulsars that were de-
tected in the simulation of 4 different surveys as a function of
sensitivity. Only 1.5% of the pulsars could not be detected due
to the declination of the SKA of –30◦. As described below, we
expect that initially only the 1-km core of the SKA can be used
for the pulsar survey. This leads to a sensitivity of 0.1 SKA
units, which is similar to having a fully steerable Arecibo-class
telescope in the southern hemisphere. Performing an all-sky
survey with only the 1-km core of the SKA, will detect about
14 000 normal pulsars out of a possible 30 000 and about 6 000
millisecond pulsars out of a possible 30 000, regardless of the
SKA implementation. The total observation time of the survey,
however, does depend on the implementation. Using single-
pixel feed dishes to perform an all-sky survey or a survey of
just the Galactic plane will take 600 days and 30 days, respec-
tively. With phased array feed dishes or an AA the total survey
time can be much less, depending on the available computation
power.

Fig. 1: Fraction of normal (top) and millisecond (bottom) pulsars de-
tected from different pulsar survey simulations as a function of sen-
sitivity of the SKA. For both the 500-MHz and 800-MHz dishes, the
surveys were performed at the optimal centre frequency, taking the
frequency limits into account. The frequency range of the AA was
500 to 800 MHz.

5. Timing the discoveries

Here we summarize implications of particular design choices
on the feasibility of timing all the discovered pulsars. This
part of the experiment consists of two parts: the relatively low-
precision timing to identify pulsars required for gravitational
wave detection and tests of general relativity, and the high-
precision part to do exactly that. It is important to note that for
the latter, again we cannot trade sensitivity for observing time!
The reason is that we need to measure a precise pulse time-of-
arrival for sufficiently small integration times, since we need
to resolve a potential short orbit. If that is not possible due to a
lack of sensitivity, the fruits of having discovered exciting short
binary pulsars cannot be harvested and the KSP cannot be com-
pleted. A quantitative treatment of the problem is in preparation
(Smits et al., in prep.).

In the low-precision part of the timing project, pulsars need
to be timed ideally once every two weeks for about 6 months to
a signal-to-noise ratio of about 9 (which is only a nominal tar-
get to characterize the new pulsars). The minimum timing du-
ration is also restricted by the pulsar stabilization time, which is
the time it takes to obtain a stable integrated profile. Assuming
that they will be timed using dishes, the total duration of tim-
ing all newly discovered pulsars just once, depends on how the
observations are performed, i.e. at which points on the sky the
telescope is pointed. To estimate the total duration of this tim-
ing process, we therefore suggest the following scheme that
minimizes the average observation time per pointing, by group-
ing dim pulsars together in one FoV. Let ρfov be the angle of the
FoV.

1. All pulsars are placed on a long list, in order of increasing
brightness.

2. All pulsars within an angle of ρfov from the first pulsar of
the list (the dimmest pulsar) are placed on a short list.

3. We now consider the dimmest pulsar on the short list. If
possible, we restrict the pointing of the FoV to include this
pulsar and we remove this pulsar from both the short list
and the long list. If the pointing of the FoV is already too
restricted to include this pulsar, it is removed from the short
list only.

4. Step 3 is repeated until the short list is empty. The resulting
pointing is stored.

5. Step 2 through 4 are repeated until the long list is empty.

This timing optimization method saves about 30 to 50% of ob-
servation time over a simple grid approach. To compare tim-
ing performances, we used this scheme to estimate the time
to obtain a single timing point of 14 000 pulsars from an all-
sky survey to a signal-to-noise ratio of 9 for each of the SKA-
configurations, assuming usage of the full collecting area and a
pulsar stabilization time of about 200 pulses. This leads to ob-
servation times of 6 days for configuration A and 1.5 days for
both configurations B and C. For configuration C the AA was
used to time all the pulsars that were detected by the AA in
the survey. These estimates do not include densely spaced ‘re-
solving’ observations that are required to obtain the first phase
coherent timing solution.
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To perform strong field tests of General Relativity and grav-
itational wave detection, as defined in the KSP, it is essential to
time a large number of specific pulsars to signal-to-noise ra-
tios of up to 100 on a regular basis. To estimate how much
observation time is required for such high-precision timing, we
have to distinguish between timing millisecond pulsars (for the
Pulsar Timing Array) and timing pulsars in a binary with a neu-
tron star or a black hole companion. We calculated the obser-
vation time for timing the 250 millisecond pulsars with the best
signal-to-noise ratio’s for the three configurations. We assumed
that for timing purposes, the nearly full collecting area (out to
several hundreds of kilometres from the core) of the SKA can
be used. As a conservative estimate (subject to current stud-
ies), we timed every pulsar for at least 5 minutes to ensure a
stable pulsar profile to minimize the error in the time of ar-
rival. With the single-pixel feed 15-m dishes this takes about
20 hours, the 15-m dishes with phased array feeds take about
15 hours and the AA only takes about 6 hours. However, this
assumes that the polarisation purity after calibration of the AA
is similar to that of the dishes, which might not be the case.
To estimate the maximum required observation time for timing
pulsars in a binary with a neutron star or black hole, we will
assume a (somewhat optimistic) number of 200 such binaries
that are potentially detectable in the Galaxy. We further assume
that the characteristics of the pulsars in these binaries are sim-
ilar to isolated pulsars. This leads to a detection of 90 compact
binary pulsars. With the single-pixel feed 15-m dishes it takes
about 2 days to time these binary pulsars, the 15-m dishes with
phased array feeds take about 1.5 days and the AA only takes
about 8 hours (once again, assuming similar polarisation purity
as the dishes). However, timing only the brightest 80% of the
binary pulsars, would take about half the observation time. It
should be noted that these are only initial estimates to give an
indication of the maximum required observation time for high-
precision timing and to compare the performance of the differ-
ent configurations. A paper containing a more detailed study on
high-precision timing is in preparation (Smits et al. in prep.).

6. Computational requirements

Pulsar science with the SKA will always, as today, be limited
by the available computing power. For a pulsar survey, we re-
quire the coherent addition of the signals from the elements
in the core of the SKA and to form sufficient pencil beams
to create the required FoV. These pencil beams will produce
a large amount of data which will need to be analyzed. In the
following, we summarize the required computation power and
expected data rates for a configuration of 3 000 15-m dishes
with a bandwidth of 500 MHz and 2 polarizations and for the
AA with a frequency range from 500 to 800 MHz and 2 polar-
izations. Details can be found again in Smits et al. (2009).

6.1. Beam forming

We estimate the number of operations per second (ops), Nosb,
to fill the entire FoV of a dish with pencil beams asa:

Nosb = FcNdishNpolBξ
(

Dcore

Ddish

)2

, (1)

where Fc is the fraction of dishes inside the core, Ndish is the
total number of dishes, Npol is the number of polarizations, B is
the bandwidth, Ddish is the diameter of the dishes, Dcore is the
diameter of the core and ξ is the factor by which the phased ar-
ray feed extends the FoV. To fill the FoV of single-pixel 15-m
dishes in a 1-km core requires 4 400 pencil beam. The num-
ber of operations per second to beam form a 1-km core con-
taining 20% of 2 400 single-pixel 15-m dishes then becomes
2.2 × 1015. The number of operations for beam forming the
full FoV of 15-m dishes with a phased array feed are simply a
factor ξ higher, corresponding to the increase in FoV. For the
SKA implementation B, this corresponds to ξ = 31. The num-
ber of operations for beam forming can be reduced by beam
forming in two stages, if we assume that the dishes in the core
are positioned such that they can form sub-arrays that all have
the same size. In the first stage, beam forming of the full FoV
is performed for each sub-array. In the second stage the final
pencil beams are formed by coherently adding the correspond-
ing beams of each sub-array formed in the first stage. For the
same parameters as above, the number of operations per second
becomes 2.0×1014. For the beam forming of the AA, the calcu-
lations are slightly different. Initial beam forming will be per-
formed at the stations themselves, leading to beams equivalent
to those of a 60-m dish for each station. Demanding a total FoV
of 3 deg2 and assuming a total collecting area of 500 000 m2,
the number of operations becomes:

Nosb = FcNdishNpolB · 3
(
π

180c

)2
D2

coreν
2
max, (2)

where c is the speed of light and Ndish ≈ 177. For a 1-km core,
this leads to a required computation power of 1.4 × 1014 ops.
Fig. 2 shows the number of operations per second for the beam
forming as a function of core diameter for the 15-m dishes with
single-pixel feed and the AA.

As an alternative to beam forming by coherently adding the
signals from the dishes up to a certain core size, it is also pos-
sible to perform the beam forming by incoherently adding the
signals from sub-arrays. This process is similar to beam form-
ing in two stages as mentioned above, except that in the second
stage the beams that were formed in the first stage are added
incoherently. This leads to a much larger beam size, which re-
duces the required computation power for beam forming sig-
nificantly. It also reduces the total data rate and the required
computation power for the data analysis. The drawback is that
it reduces the sensitivity of the telescope by a factor of

√
Nsa,

a Note that for a phased array feed this function is actually fre-
quency dependent, because the total FoV of the dish then becomes
constant, yet the FoV of the pencil beams is given by (λ/Dtel)2.
However, for the values of bandwidth and observation frequency used
in this paper, Eq. 1 is accurate.
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Fig. 2: The number of operations per second required to perform the
beam forming for the 15-m dishes and the AA. It is assumed that there
are 2 400 15-m dishes and the bandwidth is 500 MHz. The FoV of
0.64 deg2 corresponds to filling the natural FoV of the dishes (ξ = 1)
at a frequency of 1.4 GHz. For the AA we assume a FoV of 3 deg2

and a total collecting area of 500 000 m2. The frequency range is 0.5
to 0.8 GHz. In all cases the number of polarizations is 2. The thick
black line corresponds to the beam forming of the 15-m dishes in one
stage. The thin black line corresponds to the beam forming of the 15-m
dishes in two stages. The striped/dotted line corresponds to the beam
forming of the AA.

where Nsa is the number of sub-arrays, which will be several
hundred. However, this can be partially compensated as this
method allows utilizing all elements that are placed in sub-
arrays of the same size, which can possibly be as much as 5
times the collecting area of the core of the SKA.

6.2. Data analysis

There are two factors which impact the total data volume to
be analyzed. Firstly, the FoV will be split up in many pencil
beams, each of which will need to be searched for pulsar sig-
nals. Secondly, the SKA will be able to see the majority of the
sky, all of which we want to search for pulsars and pulsar bi-
naries. There are two ways to achieve this. The first option is
to analyze the data as it is received, immediately discarding
the raw data after analysis. This requires the analysis to take
place in real time. The second option is to store all the data
from part of the survey and analyze them at any pace that we
see fit before continuing with the next part of the survey. Both
approaches pose serious technical challenges, which we stud-
ied in detail in Smits et al. (2009). The results are shown in
Fig. 3, where we present the data rate from a pulsar survey for
the 15-m dishes and the AA as a function of core diameter, as-
suming tsamp=100 µs, DMmax=1000 cm−3 pc for the dishes and
DMmax=500 cm−3 pc for the AA, Npol=1 (sum of 2 polariza-
tions) and 2 bit digitization. The AA was assumed to operate on
the full frequency range of 0.5 to 0.8 GHz. The frequency range
for the dishes was assumed to be 1 to 1.5 GHz. For a 1-km
core, the data rate for the 15-m dishes with single-pixel feed is
4.7×1011 bytes per second and for the AA it is 1.6×1012 bytes

Fig. 3: Data rate from pulsar surveys using the 15-m dishes or the AA,
as a function of core diameter.

Fig. 4: Operations per second required to perform a real time analysis
of pulsar surveys using the 15-m dishes or the AA, as a function of
core diameter.

per second. Both values scale linearly with the FoV. We can
estimate the number of operations to search one ‘pencil beam’
for accelerated periodic sources as one Fourier Transform of all
the samples in the observation, noting that the number of opera-
tions for the analysis scales as N3

samp log(Nsamp). As mentioned,
this means that increasing the observation length is computa-
tionally very expensive. Fig. 4 shows the number of opera-
tions per second required to perform a real time analysis of
a pulsar survey with the 15-m dishes and the AA as a func-
tion of core diameter, assuming 100 trial accelerations, a sam-
pling time of 100 µs and an observation time of 1 800 s. For a
1-km core, the required computation power becomes 1.2×1016

and 4.0×1016 ops for the 15-m dishes and the AA, respectively.
These values are lower estimates of the actual number of oper-
ations, as there will be significant contributions from dedisper-
sion, harmonic folding and possibly other processes that will
contribute to the total number of operations. These additional
processes are all on the order of Nsamp and we expect their total
contribution to be similar to one Fourier Transform at most.
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7. The pulsar clock

The key to the success of the KSP is the increase of tim-
ing precision with SKA sensitivity. We assume here that post-
detection calibration will be sufficient to produce pulse pro-
files that do not suffer instrumental effects. SKADS funded
studies on this subject have been presented Carozzi & Woan
(2009) and Karastergiou & Carozzi (in prep.). Remaining con-
tributions to “timing noise” could arise from the interstellar
medium, template matching algorithms, pulse jitter, and rota-
tional instabilities. We should be able to correct for the inter-
stellar medium using techniques presented by Stinebring and
collaborators (e.g. Hemberger & Stinebring 2008), while re-
cent work by Liu et al. (in prep.) verifies the validity of our
TOA measurements procedures. Results presented by Verbiest
et al. (2009) suggest that a sufficient number of MSPs exists
that do not show any low-frequency noise that could limit the
use of these pulsars for decade-long gravitational-wave detec-
tion effort. Even more exciting, Lyne et al. (submitted) argue
for a magnetospheric origin of timing noise in young pulsars
and put forward a method that may, with SKA sensitivity, pro-
duce the perfect pulsar clock.

8. Conclusions

The capabilities to find and exploit pulsars for scientific ques-
tions addressed by the KSP will continue to be limited by com-
puting resources. While the computing power expected to be
available in the early years of SKA operation should be suf-
ficient to achieve the KSP goals, this offers of course the op-
portunity to vastly improve on the results over the lifetime of
the SKA, in particular if a significant fraction of the collecting
area is provided by AAs. However, this is only true if the col-
lecting area is sufficiently large in the first place. Any reduction
in A/T will lead directly (and with a power law dependence) to
a decrease in science capabilities. Indeed, if the reduction is too
large (say, 50%) the success is highly threatened.
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Abstract. The current status of the HI simulation efforts is presented, in which a self consistent simulation path is described and
basic equations to calculate array sensitivities are given. There is a summary of the SKA Design Study (SKADS) sky simulation
and a method for implementing it into the array simulator is presented. A short overview of HI sensitivity requirements is
discussed and expected results for a simulated HI survey are presented.

1. Introduction

One of the key-science goals of the SKA is to detect most of
the neutral hydrogen (HI; 1420.4 MHz in the rest frame) con-
tent of galaxies out to cosmological redshifts of z ∼ 1 (for fur-
ther details see e.g. Science with the Square Kilometre Array
eds. Carilli and Rawlings or Cosmology, Galaxy Formation and
Astroparticle Physics on the Pathway to the SKA eds. Klöckner,
Rawlings, Jarvis and Taylor). The technical parameters that
determine the performance of the SKA have been identified
previously during the SKADS program and are defined in the
Benchmark scenario (Alexander et al. 2007). At the moment
the SKA design includes three distinct telescope technologies
in order to cover the required frequency range, i.e. between a
few hundreds of MHz to 10−25 GHz. The parameter space one
needs to cover to assess the performance of the low-frequency
sparse dipole array, the mid-frequency aperature array (AA), or
the high-frequency dish array is enormous, and this is impos-
sible to accomplish via a single telescope simulation. To get a
basic understanding of the array parameters and their influence
on the quality and sensitivity of the final images, one can pa-
rameterise each of the different antenna types in terms of a dish
equivalent. For a dish array, two basic parameters are the sys-
tem equivalent flux density (SEFD) and the image sensitivity
(∆I). Respectively, these are given by

SEFD =
Tsys2k
ηa A

, (1)

where Tsys is the system temperature [K], k is the Boltzmann
constant, A is the collecting area [m2], and ηa is the aperture
efficiency, and (for a naturally weighted image) the image sen-
sitivity can be calculated via:

∆I =
SEFD

√
N(N − 1)NStokest∆ν

, (2)

where N is the number of Antennas, NStokes is the number of
Stokes parameters, t integration time [s], and ∆ν is the band-
width [Hz] (Wrobel and Walker 1999). A sensitivity calcula-

? This work was supported by the European Commission
Framework Program 6, Project SKADS, Square Kilometre Array
Design Studies (SKADS), contract no 011938.

tor can be found at www-astro.physics.ox.ac.uk/∼hrk/
ARRAY EXPOSURE.html.

In order to increase the image sensitivity both equations
dictate that the system temperature and the effective area are
crucial to the telescope performance. However in the case of
continuum emission that is spectrally well-behaved (spectral
index of around zero), the image sensitivity can be increased
by trading the SEFD for increased bandwidth. For spectral line
observations, where the bandwidth is tailored to the width of
the expected signal, this cannot be done. Bandpass stability also
plays a crucial role in the image quality in this regime.

In this article we describe an end-to-end (e2e) HI simu-
lation plan that is focused on exploring a more manageable
parameter space defined by the system temperature, effective
area, and the spatial configuration of the array.

2. Simulation

Any aperture synthesis telescope acts as a spatial frequency fil-
ter and an analytic determination of the final image quality is in
most cases impossible. Therefore the purpose of any interfer-
ometry simulation is to define a practical sensitivity limit with
respect to the theoretical estimates. Generally one would like to
have a full array simulation that simulates the complete signal
path from the astronomical source up to and including the re-
ceiver electronics. Such an approach is very complicated, com-
putationally expensive and for the purposes of a full SKA sim-
ulation completely impractical. The e2e simulation can be bro-
ken down into individual components each of which is treated
as a standalone simulation. If one is interested in the electro-
magnetic properties (e.g. the directional gain and its stability)
of individual dish designs one needs to take into account the
telescope structure and make use of a full electromagnetic sim-
ulation (e.g. Holler et al. 2008). Similar simulations are needed
if one is interested in the performance of an aperature array
and its primary beam pattern (e.g. OSKAR: Dulwich et al.
2010, www.oerc.ox.ac.uk/research/oskar). So far little
has been done to simulated the electronic path from the re-
ceiver to the correlator, but that is certainly in the scope of the
PrepSKA (www.jb.man.ac.uk/prepska) program. Finally,
after the correlation stage the data quality and array perfor-
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Fig. 1: Overview of a full simulation path.

mance can be evaluated by the simulating the response of in-
dividual baselines, or by simulating and assessing the final im-
age.

Radio astronomy software packages which are currently
available and offer simulation functionality (e.g. AIPS, CASA,
MeqTrees) generally focus on generating a model visibility set
given a model sky and a set of parameters which describe the
observation. Such functionality has emerged naturally, due to
the self-calibration process relying on the generation of model
visibilities, however the sophistication of the simulations of-
fered by packages has generally evolved beyond this funda-
mental role, particularly in the case of MeqTrees.

An overview of the developed e2e simulation path is shown
in Fig. 1. The grey box shows the steps we take to gener-
ate a model sky. In our case this is based on the SKADS
Simulated Skies (S3), which are a series of databases describ-
ing the properties of a range of simulated astrophysical objects.
The databases themselves are discussed further in the next sec-
tion. Specific subsets of these databases can be retrieved and
processed, and finally converted into either a 2-D image or a
3-D datacube (the third axis being frequency) with optional
Gaussian noisea. These represent idealised radio skies which
can then be fed into a telescope simulation package. The array
simulator is represented in Fig. 1 by the black box, which will
take the model sky image and generate a model data set based
on this. The final step is the analysis of this end product. In the
case of the e2e HI simulation the analysis step involves run-

a A suite of Python-based routines with user-friendly GUIs, collec-
tively known as the S3-Tools allows access, manipulation and imaging
of the SKADS Simulated Skies. These tools have been developed by
F. Levrier and a general overview can be found in this volume (Levrier,
2010 in these proceedings).

ning both the ‘idealised’ and ‘observed’ HI datacubes through
a source finder algorithm and comparing the two resulting cat-
alogues. This comparison can then be used to benchmark a
specific telescope design or observing strategy. In addition, the
ability of the S3-tools to produce maps with Gaussian noise al-
lows to test the source finding algorithm and provide measures
for completeness studies.

2.1. The sky simulation

Here we present a short summary of the sky simulations that
can be used within the array simulator. Further details on
the simulations together with a webform which can be used
to query the databases is available on the Oxford S3 web-
pageb. The full suite of simulations is presented using two
distinct products. Properties of individual extragalactic objects
and of Galactic pulsars are stored in databases (SEX, SAX,
PUL), whereas morphologically complex structures such as
the Global Sky Model (GSM) and the signals of the Epoch of
Reionization (EOR) are available as images.

The GSM is the radio foreground of our Galaxy which
has been modeled by the radio and (sub)- millimeter emis-
sion between 10 MHz to 100 GHz. In addition to the diffuse
Galactic emission it also includes emission from individual
point sources e.g. supernova remnants (de Oliveira-Costa et al.
2008, space.mit.edu/home/angelica/gsm).

The EOR images display the HI line signal of the
Intergalactic medium (IGM) during the Epoch of Reionization.
This simulation covers the redshift range between z = 5.6 and
z = 23.6. In addition to the ionization field, the effect of inho-
mogeneous heating of the IGM by X-rays and the Lyman-α ra-
diation field are taken into account. The simulations have been
produced in a cubic simulation box with a side length of sbox

= 100 Mpc/h and a particle mass resolution of 3×106/h solar
masses (Santos et al. 2008).

The semi-empirical simulation of extragalactic sources
(SEX) describes the radio continuum emission in a sky area
of 20×20 deg2 out to a cosmological redshift of z = 20. As the
name suggests, the sources were drawn from observed (or ex-
trapolated) luminosity functions and grafted onto an underlying
dark matter density field with biases which reflect their mea-
sured large-scale clustering. This approach puts an emphasis
on modelling the large-scale cosmological distribution of radio
sources rather than the internal structure of individual galaxies.

Five source types of radio sources have been included in
the simulation:

- Radio-quiet AGN [1 core; 36,132,566 sources]
- Radio-loud AGN of the FRI class [1 core + 2 lobes;

23,853,132 sources]
- Radio-loud AGN of the FRII class [1 core + 2 lobes + 2

hot-spots; 2,345 sources]
- Quiescent star-forming galaxies [1 disk; 207,814,522

sources]
- Starbursting galaxies [1 disk; 7,267,382 sources]

b s-cubed.physics.ox.ac.uk
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For each of the source types, the database provides the radio
fluxes at observer frequencies at 151 MHz, 610 MHz, 1.4 GHz,
4.86 GHz and 18 GHz, down to flux density limits of 10 nJy.
Intermediate frequencies can be determined by using the S3-
tools. In addition to the continuum emission this simulation
provides a rough estimate of the HI mass of the starbursting
and star-forming galaxies (Wilman et al. 2008). A secound
version of these simulations extending the simulated properties
into the far-infrared (principally for comparison with data from
the Herschel satellite) has now been completed (Wilman et al.
2010).

The semi-analytic simulation (SAX) provides the prop-
erties of neutral atomic (HI) and molecular (H2) hydrogen
in galaxies and associated radio and sub-millimeter emission
lines, i.e. the HI-line and various CO transition lines. This sim-
ulation relies on the Millenium simulation of cosmic struc-
ture (Springel et al. 2005), which reliably recovers comoving
length scales from 10 kpc to several hundred Mpc and galaxies
with cold hydrogen masses (HI+H2) above 108 M�.

There are two versions of the SAX database, reflecting
the different versions of the Millenium simulation: the full
Millenium simulation (sbox = 500/h Mpc; ∼ 685 Mpc) and
the smaller test version, called the Milli-Millenium simulation
(sbox = 62.5/h Mpc; ∼ 85.6 Mpc) where sbox defines the di-
ameter of the simulated box. Both of the SAX databases have
been produced by constructing a mock observing cone from the
corresponding simulation box. The opening angle or the field
of view (FoV) of these simulations therefore depends on the
values of the maximum redshift one requires (zmax), e.g. for a
redshift of 1 the FoV of the simulation would be 12×12 deg2.
More information about the FoV of the simulation can be ob-
tained via the simulation page. Currently, radio continuum data
is not available, although efforts are being made to add this in-
formation (Obreschkow et al. 2009a; Obreschkow et al. 2009b;
Obreschkow et al. 2009c)

S3-Tools is used to build mock radio maps or cubes in
which the radio emission of the extragalactic radio sources
could be combined with the diffuse radio emission of the GSM
or EOR.

2.2. Array simulation

The developed array simulatorc is based on “classical” AIPS
and ParselTongue (Greisen 1990; Kettenis et al. 2006), the
Python interface to AIPS. The core function of the array sim-
ulator makes use of the AIPS task UVCON. The basic input of
this task is a list of antenna locations, together with proper-
ties of each antenna, such as diameter, system temperatures and
aperture efficiencies. Additional inputs are the total time of ob-
servation, the integration time per visibility and the input sky
model which also defines the pointing position on the sky. The
output is a standard UV-FITS data file in which the visibilities
correspond to the input model with added Gaussian noise ap-
propriate for the specified antenna characteristics. Dirty or de-
convolved images can be produced by invoking the task IMAGR.

c A copy of this simulator can be downloaded via www-astro.
physics.ox.ac.uk/∼hrk

If the input model consists of a cube instead of a 2-D image
then two different simulation paths can be used to generate the
“observed sky”. If the output map is to be a continuum im-
age formed at the central observing frequency, the visibilities
are produced per frequency step and are finally merged into a
single visibility set. If instead the output should be a 3-D dat-
acube, the simulation produces a unique visibility set at each
frequency step, each of which is then imaged independently.
Each plane is finally combined into a cube by using the task
MCUBE. For cases where the duration of the observation equals
or exceeds that necessary for a full UV coverage, the visibili-
ties are generated for a full synthesis and the noise scaled down
accordingly. This cuts down on both processing overheads and
the size of the resulting UV data files.

This style of simulation is well suited to the investigation
of the completeness of surveys as well as to the understanding
of the imaging capabilities when observing individual galaxies.
In particular one can investigate the quality of snapshot obser-
vations for different array layouts. There are, however, several
AIPS–based limitations which have a direct influence on the
questions we can ask, and more complicated simulations are
needed to address these. Currently the number of array ele-
ments which AIPS can handle is limited to 255 (E. Greisen
2009, private communication), which is sufficient for most of
the current arrays but is not enough for a full simulation of,
for example, the LOFAR array at the level of individual dipole
elements. One can circumvent this to some extent by com-
bining several elements into a single station. This is relevant
since LOFAR does indeed perform correlations between the
beamformed data from each station, and not between individ-
ual dipoles. This is a model which the SKA is likely to follow
in order to minimize the data stream.

Two properties of a real interferometric array which are ab-
sent from this simulation framework are primary beam effects
and bandpass variability. These are two factors which signif-
icantly affect the dynamic range and image quality of a real
observation, particularly the former in the case of an aperture
array.

Despite the various limitations we feel that AIPS is likely to
be the most tested software package and our approach provides
a basic simulation pipeline which can provide a reliable check
for more complicated simulation efforts (e.g. within MeqTrees
or CASA).

In the redshift range around z = 1 the SKA’s mapping speed
has the potential to be revolutionized by mid-frequency aper-
ture arrays (AA). As mentioned before, the simulation software
is limited to 255 antennas and it is necessary to combine the
aperture arrays into individual stations. The following equa-
tion shows how to calculate the total area of an aperture array,
assuming Hertzian dipoles, and therefore the equivalent dish
diameter of an AA station:

AAA = NtileNdipole
3

8π
(
c
ν

)2Nstokes, (3)

where Ntile is the number of tiles and Ndipole is the number
of dipoles per tile. Assuming a square kilometre of collect-
ing area the diameter of a SKA AA station would be 56 m.
Note that an aperture efficiency of 80% and a total of 255
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stations has been assumed for a S3 default SKA realization
(S3

real). This value only corresponds to observations towards
the zenith, and the effective station area varies with elevation.
However simulations to investigate the performance of such
a simplified AA are still valuable because the layout of the
array will directly affect the synthesized beam and therefore
the imaging capability. Figure 3 shows a cut through the dirty
beam pattern showing a high sidelobe pattern which can be
minimized by varying the station distribution within the ar-
ray configuration (e.g. AntConfig can be used for this purpose;
www.kat.ac.za/public/wiki/AntConfig).

The current design of the aperture array has two layouts that
have the same core, but differ in the outer regions (R. Bolton
2009, private communication). The core has a radius of 2.5 km
and has 165 randomly placed stations which are separated at
least by 96 m.

– The “concentrated” layout has 72 stations beyond the core
placed in 5 spiral arms out to 10 km (radius). Beyond this
13 stations are placed on the same spiral arms out to 180 km
(S3

realC).
– The “not-concentrated” layout has 85 stations beyond the

core logarithmically placed in 5 spiral arms out to 180 km
(S3

realNC).

Figure 2 shows the UV coverage of a test simulation of 1 hour
duration. For displaying purposes each visibility has an inte-
gration time of 10 minutes. The high density of visibilities and
the filled central core will provide high sensitivity and image
fidelity when observing diffuse HI emission. However decon-
volution of such structure will be difficult because of the dirty
beam pattern shown in Fig. 3. The broad sidelobe pattern will
add ambiguities during attempts to recover diffuse, extended
HI emission.

A final limitation of the simulation pipeline arises at the
imaging stage. The images that can be handled by AIPS are
limited to 8096 pixels per dimension. For the current SKA
layout the maximum baseline length of 360 km would pro-
vide sub-arcsec angular resolution at frequencies higher than
200 MHz. Such resolution limits the field-of-view that can be
simulated, and producing a simulation covering several square
degrees requires the sky to be divided into sub-patches. For
example, the spatial resolution of the array configuration at
700 MHz is 0.3 arcsec. If we Nyquist-sample the sky then these
images need to have a pixel resolution of about 0.1 arcsec per
pixel. Taking the AIPS limitation into account, such images
would cover a sky area of 0.67×0.67 deg2 and thus to simulate
a 4 deg2 field 9 sub-images are necessary.

2.3. The HI e2e simulation

The anticipated HI simulation will make use of the SAX sim-
ulated sky. These simulations do not include a physical model
of the associated continuum emission. However, to evaluate the
influence of continuum emission to the HI simulation a mock
continuum component may be added to the line emission (us-
ing the task UVMOD). The HI emission of each galaxy has been
pasted into the model cube by using S3-tools, selecting the

Fig. 2: The UV coverage of the “concentrated” aperture-array layout
(S3

realC). The simulation is based on 1 hr integration with an integration
time of 10 minutes per visibility. Note that the 10 minutes integration
per visibility is for displaying purposes only.
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Fig. 3: Cut through the synthesized beam (S3
realC). Due to the high den-

sity of stations in the core area, the synthesizes beam profile plateaus
around 30 arcsec and shows strong sidelobes at a level of ∼10% .

“Oxford” HI templates in the map making tool. The follow-
ing equation is given to provide a general understanding of the
detectability of HI. The basic relationship between HI mass and
HI line flux density is defined by

MHI =
2.36 × 105

(z + 1)
D2

L
π

√
2ln(2)

Sp∆V, (4)
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Fig. 4: Flux density of HI masses with a fixed line width of 164 kms−1

versus redshift. The three lines show the entire HI mass range of the
HIPASS survey. Note for detection arguments one needs to assume a
channel resolution similar to the HI line width, otherwise the sensitiv-
ity is reduced via Eq. 2.

where DL is the luminosity distance [Mpc], assuming a
Gaussian line profile where S p is the peak flux density [Jy] and
∆V is the full line width measured at half-maximum [FWHM;
kms−1]. To investigate how much of the HI mass function one
can trace with the SKA, the expected HI flux density is shown
in Fig. 4. The HI flux density has been calculated by using av-
erage values over the HIPASS sample for the HI line width
(FWHM; 164 kms−1) and for the HI masses (range between
2·107 — 6·1010 M�) (Zwaan et al. 2003, 2005). Note that in
Fig. 4 to detect the HI mass at specific redshift one assumes
that the entire HI signal is confined within one channel. For a
freely chosen 1-sigma rms noise of 1 µJy one could detect M∗HI
galaxies at the 3-sigma level out to a redshift of 1 (Note that a
rms noise of 1 µJy would correspond to an integration time of
36 hours, assuming a channel width of 250 kHz and a Tsys of
50 K.). This is the anticipated aim of the SKA and the HI sim-
ulations need to be able to investigate such a cosmic volume.
Furthermore, if there is little evolution in the HI mass function
one could expect to detect the most massive HI galaxies up to
redshifts of about 4.

The FoV of the Millenium simulation box corresponds to
an area of 116×116 deg2 at redshift 0.1, which shrinks to
5.4×5.4 deg2 at redshift 4. At low redshifts a HI simulation
would help to investigate potential systematic errors in a mea-
surement of the faint end of the HI mass function. Such a simu-
lation would require around 30276 individual simulation runs,
based on the field-of-view limitations per-facet, as discussed
above. This is a computationally very expensive exercise, and
is only worthwhile once the SKA array configuration has been
finalised. For investigating and optimising array configurations
it makes more sense to perform smaller scale simulations which
still allow us to quantify the performance of the array.

We propose such a HI simulation here, which will partly
match the co-moving volume of the HIPASS dataset. This re-

Table 1: Simulation parameters at various redshifts. Bandwidth cor-
responding to a fixed redshift interval of ∆z = 0.1. The fraction of
the HIPASS volume to the co-moving volume of 1 square degree
and ∆z = 0.1 (e.g. at redshift 1 such volume would correspond to
0.0008 Gpc3 deg−2). The FoV of the SAX sky simulations (values
are obtained from s-cubed.physics.ox.ac.uk). Expected HI sources per
square degree for a flux limit of 3 µJy (assuming a rms of 1 µJy). For
example to investigate the HIPASS volume at redshift 1 a 4×4 deg2

field must be simulated and need to be split into 36 individual sub-
array-simulations to handle the AIPS image limitation.

redshift bandwidth HIPASSvol
co−volume SAXsky SAXsources

[MHz] [deg2] [deg2] [deg−2]

0.5 59 37 21.4 × 21.4 15136
1 34 16 12.0 × 12.0 7136

1.5 22 12 9 × 9 1897
2 15 11 7.5 × 7.5 816

quires a smaller number of individual simulation runs, and it is
thus possible to re-run the simulation several times.

HIPASS is a blind HI radio survey of the sky at declina-
tions southwards of 25 degrees. However to calculate the co-
moving volume we use the initially presented catalogue cov-
ering the hole southern hemisphere. The survey covers a sky
area of 21314 deg2 , a redshift range of z = 0.001–0.042 (cor-
responding to a co-moving volume of 0.013 Gpc3), and has
a sensitivity limit approximately corresponding to a peak flux
density of 0.05 Jy (see Zwaan et al. 2003, for a full description
of the sample completeness). This survey yields a total number
of 4315 sources, all of which are subsequently identified with
optical galaxies (Doyle et al. 2005).

Using the SAX simulation to mimic the HIPASS survey
no extrapolation of the sky simulation is needed because the
simulated volume is large enough to cover the entire HIPASS
volume. In fact this can been shown by comparing the HIPASS
co-moving distance of 171 Mpc (z=0.042 and using the cos-
mological parameter of the Millenium simulation) which is
smaller than the radius of the simulation box, i.e. 500/2 Mpc/h
∼ 342 Mpc.

Using the online query of the SAX simulation and defining
the redshift and the sensitivity specificationsd of the HIPASS
catalogue one obtain 4545 sources. This means that the SAX
simulation predicts that the HIPASS catalog contains 4545
sources, which matches the observed number of 4315 sources
within 5 %. This difference can be partially attributed to the
fact that HIPASS yields a continuously varying completeness
function rather than a strict peak flux limit. Assuming no flux
limits the SAX simulation predicts 772120 source within the
HIPASS volume, i.e. 180-times more sources than picked up by
HIPASS. However Table 1 shows the expected number counts
assuming a minimum peak flux density of 3 µJy. The simula-
tion still contain enough source to address e.g. the study of the
faint end of the HI mass function and to make statistical signif-
icant predictions out to high cosmological distances.

d SAX query input: select count(*), from galaxies−line where zap-
parent between 0.001 and 0.042 and hiintflux*hilumpeak>0.05
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Fig. 5: Example of an HI input sky. The cube has 11 spectral channels
covering a frequency range of 11×62.5 kHz. For illustration purposes
the image shows the channel averaged line emission (using SQASH)
and in addition the averaged image has been convolved with a 0.3 arc-
sec Gaussian beam (using CONVL).

Figure 5 shows the HI intensity map of an input cube. No
continuum emission has been added and the individual galaxies
are unresolved. The corresponding “observed sky” is shown in
Fig. 6. In order to analyse these images the automated source
finder, Duchampe will be used to generate “observed” source
catalogues for comparison to the input catalogues. An impor-
tant part of this analysis will be to produce idealised input im-
ages with purely Gaussian noise of an equivalent level to cross–
check the reliability and completeness of the source finding
software in the presence of the image artifacts introduced by
an interferometer.

3. Conclusions

A full e2e simulation path has been developed. The array sim-
ulator makes use of images or datacubes based on the S3 cata-
logues to simulate an observation. In the simulations no errors
due to calibration or telescope hardware have been introduced,
but a simplistic treatment of gain and phase errors could be in-
cluded at later stages. The analysis of the simulated data sets
(either images or cubes) will make use of automated source
finder software. In addition to this, a more sophisticated analy-
sis of the simulated data is possible because the simulator pro-
duces visibility data as well as images. For example one could
investigate the sensitivity of an array to diffuse emission by us-
ing the UV-gap (∆U

U ) analysis techniques (Vir Lal et al. 2009)
or by analysing the statistics of Fourier phases (Levrier et al.
2006).

The proposed HI simulations match the requirements for
studying the capability of the SKA aperture array when imag-
ing HI structures in nearby galaxies. Such simulations will also

e www.atnf.csiro.au/people/Matthew.Whiting/Duchamp

Fig. 6: Example of a simulated HI sky. The rms of this image including
sources is of the order of 8 µJy. The cleaned image (using 200 clean
components) displays the channel averaged line emission.

investigate the impact of different telescope designs on the pro-
posed SKA blind HI surveys. The input HI sky will have an
equivalent co-moving volume to that of the HIPASS survey,
and this relatively small volume makes it feasible to re-run the
simulations with different parameters within a reasonable time.
With this setup we are able to analyse the “observed skies” and
study the influence that the antenna layout has on a blind HI
galaxy survey by investigating following points:

- completeness (peak flux density)
- positional accuracy
- redshift determination
- necessity of subtracting continuum emission and our ability

to do so
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Abstract. The Epoch of Reionization (EoR) is the epoch in which hydrogen in the Universe reionize after the “Dark Ages”. This
is the second of two major phase transitions that hydrogen in the Universe underwent, the first phase being the recombination
era in which hydrogen became neutral at redshift ≈ 1100. The EoR, occurs around z ≈ 10 and is probably caused by the first
radiation emitting astrophysical sources, hence it is crucial to our understanding of when and how the Universe “decided” to
start forming astrophysical objects and how that influenced subsequent structure formation in the Universe. As such, the EoR
is related to many fundamental questions in cosmology, galaxy formation, quasars and very metal poor stars; all are foremost
research issues in modern astrophysics. The redshifted 21 cm hyperfine line is widely considered as the most promising probe
for studying the EoR in detail. In the near future a number of low frequency radio telescopes (LOFAR, MWA, GMRT and SKA)
will be able to observe the 21 cm radiation arriving from the high redshift Universe. In this paper I present our current picture
of the ionization process, review the 21 cm line physics and discuss the challenges that the current generation experiments are
expected to face. Finally, I discuss the potential of SKA in exploring the EoR and the Universe’s Dark Ages.

1. Introduction

The last couple of decades have witnessed the emergence of
an overarching paradigm, the ΛCDM model, that describes
the formation and evolution of the Universe and its structure.
The ΛCDM model accounts very successfully for most of the
available observational evidence on large scales. According
to this paradigm at redshift of 1100, about 400,000 years af-
ter the Big Bang, the Universe’s temperature and density de-
creased enough to allow the ions and electrons to recombine
into neutral hydrogen and helium (and a very small percent-
age of heavier elements). Immediately afterwords, photons de-
coupled from the baryonic material and the Universe became
transparent leaving a relic radiation, known as the cosmic mi-
crowave background (CMB) radiation. To date, the CMB ra-
diation has been observed in many experiments providing one
of the most compelling evidences for the CDM paradigm (for
recent results see the WMAP papers, e.g., Spergel et al. 2007;
Page et al. 2007; Komatsu et al. 2010).

The matter-radiation decoupling has ushered the Universe into
a period of darkness as its temperature dropped below 3000 K
and steadily decreased with the Universe’s expansion. These
Dark Ages ended about 400 million years later, when the first
radiation emitting objects (stars, black-holes, etc.) were formed
and assembled into protogalaxies. The first objects then began
to produce a spectrum of radiation, especially ionizing ultra-
violet photons. After a sufficient number of ionizing sources
had formed, the temperature and the ionized fraction of the gas
in the Universe increased rapidly and most of the neutral hydro-
gen eventually ionized. This period, during which the cosmic
gas went from being almost completely neutral to almost com-
pletely ionized, is known as the Epoch of Reionization of the
Universe.

The most accepted picture on how reionization unfolds is sim-
ple. The first radiation-emitting objects ionize their immedi-
ate surroundings, forming ionized bubbles that expand until

the neutral intergalactic medium (hereafter, IGM) consumes all
ionizing photons. As the number of objects increases, so do the
number and size of the bubbles, until they eventually fill the
whole Universe. However, most of the details of this scenario
are yet to be clarified. For example: what controls the forma-
tion of the first objects and how much ionizing radiation do
they produce? How do the bubbles expand into the intergalac-
tic medium and what do they ionize first, high-density or low
density regions? The answer to these questions and many oth-
ers that arise in the context of studying the EoR touches upon
many fundamental questions in cosmology, galaxy formation,
quasars and very metal poor stars; all are foremost research
issues in modern astrophysics. A substantial theoretical effort
is currently dedicated to understanding the physical processes
that trigger this epoch, govern its evolution, and the ramifica-
tions it had on subsequent structure formation (c.f., Barkana
& Loeb 2001; Bromm & Larson 2004; Ciardi & Ferrara
2005; Choudhury & Ferrara 2006; Furlanetto & Briggs 2006).
However, and despite the pivotal role played by the EoR in cos-
mic history, observational evidence on it is very scarce and,
when available, is indirect and model dependent.

It is generally acknowledged that the 21cm emission line from
neutral hydrogen at high redshifts is the most promising probe
for studying the Dark Ages and the EoR in detail. HI fills the
IGM except in regions surrounding the ionizing radiation of
the first objects to condense out of the cosmic flow. Computer
simulations suggest that we may expect an evolving complex
patch work of neutral (HI) and ionized hydrogen (HII) regions
(Gnedin & Abel 2001; Ciardi et al. 2001; Ritzerveld et al.
2003; Susa 2006; Razoumov & Cardall 2005; Nakamoto
et al. 2001; Whalen & Norman 2006; Rijkhorst et al. 2005;
Mellema et al. 2006; Zahn et al. 2007; Mesinger & Furlanetto
2007; Pawlik & Schaye 2008; Thomas et al. 2009). The cur-
rent constraint strongly suggest that the EoR roughly straddles
the redshift range of z ∼ 20 − 6.
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In this contribution I will give a short overview of the present
picture of the Universe’s reionization and review the potential
of current and future instruments –focusing mostly on LOFAR
and SKA– in detecting it. The paper is organized as follows.
In section 2 a review of the current observational constraint is
given. In section 3 the possible reionization sources are dis-
cussed. Section 4 presents the physics of the 21 cm line with
the factors that determine the spin and brightness temperature
(the observable in these experiments) and show a number of re-
sults obtained from numerical simulations. In § 5 the expected
foregrounds, the instrument sensitivity and the predicted power
spectrum measurement and the skewness are discussed. The
paper ends with conclusions.

2. Current observational constraints

Currently, there are a few strong observational constraints on
the EoR. The CMB temperature and polarization data ob-
tained by the WMAP satellite allow measurement of the total
Thomson scattering of the primordial CMB photons off inter-
vening free electrons produced by the EoR along the line of
sight (Page et al. 2007; Spergel et al. 2007; Komatsu et al.
2010). They show that the CMB radiation has, on its way to
us, only been damped by ∼ 9%, indicating that the Universe
was mostly neutral for 400 million years and then ionized.
However, the Thomson scattering measurement is an integral
constraint telling us little about the sources of reionization, its
duration or how it propagated to fill the whole Universe.

The second strong constraint comes from specific features in
the spectra of distant quasars, known as the Lyman-alpha for-
est. These features, which are due to neutral hydrogen, indicate
two important facts about reionization: 1) hydrogen in the re-
cent Universe is highly ionized with neutral fraction of ∼ 10−4;
2) at redshift 6.5, i.e., about 900 million years after the Big
Bang, the neutral fraction of hydrogen suddenly increases de-
marcating the end of the reionization process (Fan et al. 2003,
2006). Despite these data providing strong constraints on the
ionization state of the Universe at redshifts below 6.5, they say
very little about the reionization process itself (although see
Bolton & Haehnelt 2007).

A third, albeit weaker, constraint comes from measuring the
temperature of the intergalactic medium at the redshift range
4-6. The widths of the hydrogen Lyman-α absorption lines can
be used to determine the IGM temperature. This property has
been used by a number of authors who have measured the IGM
temperature at z≈ 4 (Schaye et al. 2000; Theuns et al. 2002).
The temperature of the diffuse IGM at these redshifts depends
on its reionization history because the thermal timescales are
long. Theuns et al. (2002) and Hui & Haiman (2003), have
used these measurement at redshift about 4 to extrapolate back
in time where they argue that, for a single-phase reionization
scenarios, hydrogen reionization occurred below redshift z=9.
Recently, Bolton et al. (2010) have measured the IGM tem-
perature at even higher redshift (z≈ 6) and employed similar
arguments to conclude that reionization happened at redshift
lower than 9. As said, this constraint is somewhat weaker than
the previous two as it requires assumptions about the heating

Fig. 1: This figure shows a sketch of the likely development of the
EoR. About 500,000 years after the Big Bang (z ∼ 1000) hydrogen
recombined and remained neutral for a few hundred million years (the
Dark Ages). At a redshift, z ∼ 15, the first stars, galaxies and quasars
began to form, heating and reionizing the hydrogen gas. The neutral
IGM can be observed with LOFAR through its redshifted 21cm spin-
flip transition up to redshift 11.5. However, many atmospheric, galac-
tic and extra-galactic contaminants corrupt the 21 cm signal.

and cooling rates from the redshift at which the temperature is
measured all the way back to the reionization redshift.
A whole slew of possible other constraints currently discussed
in the literature are either very controversial, very weak or, as
is often the case, both. Most are very interesting and exciting;
but can only be investigated reliably with a new generation of
instruments that are expected to come online within a decade.
To summarize, from the current observational constraints and
recent numerical and theoretical models of structure formation
a very simple picture of the Universe’s reionization history has
emerged. A cartoon of the various phases and the objects fea-
turing in this simple picture is shown in Figure 1.

3. Astrophysical Ionization Sources

The nature of the first ionizing sources is unclear. In general
two types of astrophysical sources are considereda Population
III stars or miniquasars, both of which represent hypothetical
but plausible populations of the first objects in the universe,
and that are significant sources of ionizing photons.
First stars: The impact of stellar sources have been stud-
ied by many authors (e.g., Cen 2003; Ciardi et al. 2003;
Haiman & Holder 2003; Sokasian et al. 2003; Wyithe &
Loeb 2003). These studies find in general that in order to pro-
vide enough ionizing flux at or before z = 15, for the usual
scale-invariant primordial density fluctuation power spectrum,

a Other ionization sources, e.g., decaying dark matter particles, are
possible but less likely
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one needs Population III stars, which provide about 20 times
more ionizing photons per baryon than Population II (Schaerer
2002; Bromm et al. 2001), or an IMF that initially is dominated
by high mass stars. This is in agreement with recent numeri-
cal simulations of the formation of first stars from primordial
molecular clouds that suggest that the first metal-free stars were
predominantly very massive, m∗ <

∼ 100M� (Abel et al. 2000;
Bromm et al. 2002).
Mini-quasars: Miniquasars have also been considered as a
significant ionising source (e.g., Kuhlen & Madau 2005; Oh
2001; Madau et al. 2004; Ricotti, & Ostriker 2004a,b; Zaroubi
& Silk 2005; Zaroubi et al. 2007). In view of the correlation
between central black hole mass and spheroid velocity disper-
sion (Ferrarese 2002; Gebhardt et al. 2000), this correlation
demonstrates that seed black holes must have been present be-
fore spheroid formation. Theory and observations suggests that
the seeds from which the super massive black holes amounted
to at least 1000M� and were in place before z ∼ 10 (Fan et al.
2003, 2006; Madau & Rees 2001; Silk & Rees 1998).
Decaying Dark Matter particles: In the literature, the influence
of dark matter particles annihilation or decay on reionization is
considered. The consensus here is that, given the constraints
that the CMB impose on the value of Thomson optical depth,
these process are unlikely to substantially contribute to the
Universe’s ionization. Instead many authors consider whether
the influence of annihilation/decay of dark matter particles on
reionization could be used, despite its small amplitude, to con-
straint the properties of these particles.

4. The 21 cm Spectral Line as a Probe of the EoR

In recent years it has become clear that the 21 cm line can be
used to probe the neutral IGM prior to and during reionization.
This hyperfine transition line of atomic hydrogen (in the ground
state) arises due to interactions between and the electron and
proton spins (Hogan & Rees 1979; Scott & Rees 1990; Madau
et al. 1997). The excited triplet state is a state in which the
spins are parallel whereas the spins at the lower (singlet) state
are antiparallel. The 21 cm line is a forbidden line with a prob-
ability of 2.9 × 10−15s−1 corresponding to a life time of about
107 years. Despite its low decay rate the 21 cm transition line is
one of the most important astrophysical probes, simply due to
the vast amounts of hydrogen in the Universe (Ewen, & Purcell
1951; van de Hulst 1945; Muller & Oort 1951)

4.1. The 21 cm Spin Temperature

The intensity of the 21 cm radiation is controlled by one param-
eter, the so called spin temperature, Tspin. This temperature is
defined through the equation, n1/n0 = 3 exp(−T∗/Tspin), where
n1 and n0 are the number densities of electrons in the triplet and
singlet states of the hyperfine levels, and T∗ = 0.0681 K is the
temperature corresponding to the 21 cm wavelength.
In his seminal papers George Field (Field 1958, 1959) used the
quasi-static approximation to calculate the spin temperature,
Tspin, as a weighted average of the CMB temperature, TCMB,
the gas kinetic temperature, Tkin, and the temperature related

to the existence of ambient Lyman-α photons, Tα (Wouthuysen
1952; Field 1959). For almost all interesting cases one can
safely assume that Tkin = Tα (Field 1958; Furlanetto & Briggs
2006; Madau et al. 1997). The spin temperature is given by:

Tspin =
TCMB + ykinTkin + yαTkin

1 + ykin + yα
, (1)

where ykin and yα are the kinetic and Lyman-α coupling terms,
respectively. The kinetic coupling term is due to collisional ex-
citations of the 21 cm transitions. The Lyman-α coupling term
is due to the so called Lyman-α pumping mechanism – also
known as the Wouthyusen-Field effect – which is produced by
photo-exciting the hydrogen atoms to their Lyman transitions
(Field 1958, 1959; Wouthuysen 1952). Finally, it is important
to note that for the 21 cm radiation to be observed it has to at-
tain a different temperature than that of the CMB background
(Field 1958, 1959; Hogan & Rees 1979; Wouthuysen 1952).

Since the decoupling mechanisms can influence the spin tem-
perature differently, it is important to explore the decoupling
issue for various types of ionization sources. For instance,
stars decouple the spin temperature mainly through radiative
Lyman−α pumping whereas mini-quasars decouple it through
a combination of collisional Lyman−α pumping and heating
(Zaroubi et al. 2007; Chuzhoy et al. 2006), both produced
by energetic secondary electrons ejected due to the miniqso
x-ray photons (Shull & van Steenberg 1985). The difference
between the spin temperature decoupling patterns between the
two will eventually help disentangle the nature of the first ion-
ization sources.

Figure 2 shows the expected global evolution of the spin tem-
perature as a function of redshift. The blue solid line represents
TCMB, which drops as 1 + z. The green line shows the gas tem-
perature as a function of redshift. At z >

∼ 200 the gas temper-
ature is still coupled to the CMB due to Compton scattering
off residual electrons leftover from the recombination era. At
redshift ∼ 200, however, the gas decouples from the CMB and
starts adiabatically cooling as a function of (1 + z)2 until the
first objects start forming and heating up the gas at redshift be-
low 30. The spin temperature (shown by the red lines) has a
somewhat more complicated behavior, at z > 30 it is coupled
to the gas temperature due to collisional coupling caused by
a residual electrons leftover from recombination. At z ≈ 100
the efficiency of collisional coupling to the gas drops due to
the Hubble expansion. At this stage, the spin temperature starts
veering towards TCMB until it is completely dominated by it.
At lower redshifts the first astrophysical objects that heat and
ionize the IGM couple Tspin to the gas. Here, broadly speaking,
there are two possible histories, one in which Tspin couples to
the gas as it heats up where it obtained temperature greater than
TCMB (red solid line). In the other possible evolution the spin
temperature couples to the gas much before the kinetic temper-
ature exceeds that of the CMB (red dashed line) (Thomas et al.
2010; Baek et al. 2009). In the former case the 21 cm radiation,
after decoupling from the CMB at z <

∼ 30, is seen only in emis-
sion, whereas in the latter case it is seen initially in absorption
and only at later stages in emission.
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Fig. 2: The global evolution of the CMB (blue line), gas (green line)
and spin (red solid line and red dashed line) temperatures as a function
of redshift. The CMB temperature evolves steadily as 1+z whereas the
gas and spin temperatures evolve in a more complicated manner (see
text for detail).

4.2. The Brightness Temperature

In radio astronomy, where the Rayleigh-Jeans law is usually
applicable, the radiation intensity, I(ν) is expressed in terms of
the brightness temperature, so that

I(ν) =
2ν2

c2 kBTb, (2)

where ν is the radiation frequency, c is the speed of light and
kB is Boltzmann’s constant (Rybicki, & Lightman 1986). This
in turn can only be detected differentially as a deviation from
TCMB. The predicted differential brightness temperature devia-
tion from the cosmic microwave background radiation is given
by Field (1958, 1959); Ciardi & Madau (2003),

δTb = 28mK (1 + δ) xHI

(
1 −

TCMB

Tspin

)
×

×

(
Ωbh2

0.0223

) √(
1 + z
10

) (
0.24
Ωm

)
, (3)

where h is the Hubble constant in units of 100 km s−1Mpc−1, δ
is the mass density contrast, xHI is the neutral fraction, and Ωm

and Ωb are the mass and baryon densities in units of the critical
density. Note that the three quantities, δ, xHI and Tspin, are all
functions of 3D position.
One also should add to this equation the contribution of redshift
distortion. In the linear regime of gravitational instability this
component is simple to add (Kaiser 1987). However, in the
quasi-linear regime this term is not well understood and should
be explored in more detail.
Equation 3 gives the cosmological signal we are after and
clearly shows the complication and, at the same time, the
wealth of information that could be extracted from the EoR
signal. For example, according to recent simulations (e.g., Iliev
et al. 2008; Thomas et al. 2009) the ionized fraction of the
IGM at z ≈ 11 is very small. If the spin temperature is much

larger than TCMB the brightness temperature is proportional to
the cosmological density and can provide a clean probe of the
primordial density field. However, at later stages one can probe
the evolution of the ionized fraction as a function of redshift
which provides information about the ionization sources and
their clustering properties and so on. Figure 3 shows a typical
distribution of the differential brightness temperature as pre-
dicted by the recent Thomas et al. (2009) simulations.

One should also note that in most simulations the spin temper-
ature is assumed to be much larger than the CMB temperature,
namely term

(
1 − TCMB/Tspin

)
in eq. 3 is 1. As figure 2 shows,

this is a good assumption at the later stages of reionization,
however, it is not valid at the early stages. Modeling this ef-
fect is somewhat complex and requires radiative transfer codes
that capture the Lyman-α line formation and multifrequency
effects, specially those coming from energetic photons (Baek
et al. 2009; Thomas et al. 2010).

5. The redshifted 21 cm Observation

The current generation of radio telescopes (LOFARb, MWAc,
GMRT, and 21CMAd) will capture the lower redshift part of the
δTb evolution (z <

∼ 12). LOFAR, for example have two obser-
vational bands, high band and low band. The high band array
is expected to be sensitive enough for measuring the redshifted
21 cm radiation coming from the neutral IGM within the red-
shift range of z=11.4 (115 MHz) to z=6 (203 MHz), with a res-
olution of 3-4 arcminutes and a typical field of view of ∼ 120
square degrees (with 5 beams) and a sensitivity of the order
of 80 mK per resolution element and 1 MHz frequency band-
width. At frequencies below the FM band, probed by the low
band array, the LOFAR sensitivity drops significantly and the
sky noise increase dramatically that detection of HI signals at
these frequencies is beyond reach with LOFAR (Harker et al.
2010; Jelić et al. 2008; Labropoulos et al. 2009). The main and
most challenging task of the LOFAR EoR project is to extract
the cosmological signal from the data and interpret it.

In the future SKA can significantly improve on the current in-
struments in two major ways. Firstly, it will have at least an or-
der of magnitude higher signal-to-noise which will allow much
better statistical detection of the EoR and give us access to
the Universe’s Dark Ages which corresponds to much higher
redshifts (z ≈ 35) hence providing crucial information about
cosmology which non of the current telescope hopes to have.
Secondly, SKA will have a resolution better by a factor of few
at least relative to the current telescopes. These two advantages
will not only improve on the understanding we gain with cur-
rent telescopes but give the opportunity to address a host of
fundamental issues that current telescope will not be able to
address at all. Here I give a few examples: 1- Due to the lim-
ited resolution and poor signal-to-noise, the nature of the ion-
izing sources is expected to remain poorly constrained; 2- the

b http://www.lofar.org & http://www.astro.rug.nl/
∼LofarEoR

c http://www.mwatelescope.org
d http://21cma.bao.ac.cn
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Fig. 3: Position-redshift slices through the image-frequency volume of the reionization simulations of Thomas et al. (2009).

mixing between the astrophysical effects and the cosmologi-
cal evolution is severe during the EoR but much less so dur-
ing the Dark Ages an epoch beyond the reach of the current
generation of telescope but within SKA reach; 3- at redshifts
larger than 30 the 21 cm could potentially provide very strong
constraints, much more so than the CMB, on the primordial
non-gaussianity of the cosmological density field which is es-
sential in order to distinguish between theories of the very early
Universe (e.g., distinguish between different inflationary mod-
els).
In section 4 we discussed the cosmological 21 cm signal and
showed that it is expected to be of the order of ≈ 10mK,
However, the detectable signal in the frequency range that cor-
responds the epoch of reionization is composed of a number
of components each with its own physical origin and statistical
properties. These components are : 1- the 21 cm signal coming
from the high redshift Universe. 2- galactic and extra-galactic
foregrounds, 3- ionospheric influences, 4- telescope response
effects and 5- noise (see Figure 1). Obviously, the challenge of
the upcoming experiments is to distill the cosmological signal
out of this complicated mixture of influences. This will cru-
cially depend on the ability to calibrate the data very accurately
so as to correct for the ever changing ionospheric effects and
variation of the instruments response with time. In this section
I present the various non cosmological components and briefly
discuss their properties.

5.1. Station configuration and uv coverage

The low frequency arrays must be configured so that they have
a very good uv-coverage. This is crucial to the calibration effort
of the data where a filled uv plane is important for obtaining
precise Local (Nijboer et al. 2006) and Global (Smirnov &
Noordam 2004) Sky models (LSM/GSM; i.e. catalogues of
the brightest, mostly compact, sources in and outside of the
beam, i.e. local versus global). It is also crucial for the ability
to accurately fit for the foregrounds (Harker et al. 2009b; Jelić

et al. 2008) and to the measurement of the EoR signal power
spectrum (Bowman et al. 2006; Harker et al. 2010; Hobson &
Maisinger 2002; Santos et al. 2005)

The uv coverage of an interferometric array depends on the
layout of the stations (interferometric elements), their number
and size as well as on the integration time, especially, when the
number of stations is not large enough to have a good instanta-
neous coverage.

For a given total collecting area one can achieve a better uv
coverage by having smaller elements (stations). For example
LOFAR has chosen to have large stations resulting in about
≈ 103 baselines in the core area. Such a small number of base-
lines needs about 5-6 hours of integration time per field in or-
der to fill the uv plane (using the Earth’s rotation). In compar-
ison, MWA which has roughly 1/2 the total collecting area of
LOFAR chose to have smaller stations with about ≈ 105 base-
lines resulting in an almost instantaneous full uv coverage.

The decision on which strategy to follow has to do with a num-
ber of considerations that include the ability to store the raw
visibilities, hence, allowing for a better calibration, an accept-
able noise level for both the foreground extraction needs as well
the power spectrum measurement (see the following sections;
§ 5.2 and § 5.3). A compromise between these issues as well
the use of the telescopes for other projects is what drives the
final lay out of the antennas.

5.2. Noise Issues

The thermal noise level for a given visibility, i.e., uv point, is,

∆V(u, v) ≈
2kBTsys

εdA
√

Bt
, (4)

where Tsys is the system temperature, ε is the efficiency, dA
is the station area, B is the bandwidth and t is the observation
time (see e.g., Morales 2005). This expression is simple to
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understand, the more one observes, either in terms of integra-
tion time, frequency band width or station collecting area the
less uncertainty one has. Obviously, if the signal we are after
is well localized in either time, space or frequency the relevant
noise calculation should take that into account.
In order to calculate the noise in the 3D power spectrum, the
main quantity we are after, one should remember that the fre-
quency direction in the observed datacube is proportional to
the redshift which in turn can be easily translated to distance
whereas the u and v coordinates are in effect Fourier space co-
ordinates. Therefore, to calculate the power spectrum first first
shoud Fourier transform the data cube along the frequency di-
rection. Following Morales (2005) I will call the new Fourier
space coordinate η (with dη resolution) which together with u
and v define the Fourier space vector u = {u, v, η}. From this,
one can calculate the noise contribution to the power spectrum
at a given |u|,

Pnoise(|u|) ≈ 2N−1
beamN−1/2

cell

(
2kBTsys

εdAdη

)2 1
Bn(|u|)t

, (5)

where Nbeam is the number of simultaneous beams that could be
measured, Ncell is the number of independent Fourier samplings
per annulus and n(|u|) is the number of baselines covering this
annulus (Morales 2005). Note that n(|u|) is proportional to
square number of stations, hence, n(|u|)dA2 is proportional to
the square of the total collecting area of the array regardless
of the station size. This means that the noise power spectrum
measurement does not depend only on the total collecting area,
band width and integration time, it also depends the number of
stations per annulus. This is easy to understand as follows, the
power in a certain Fourier space annulus is given by the vari-
ance of the measured visibilities in the annulus which carries
uncertainty proportional to the inverse square root of number of
points. This point is demonstrated in figure 4. As an example,
MWA will have the advantage of having many samplings of the
uv plane (100 times more than LOFAR) whereas LOFAR will
have the advantage of simultaneous multi-beams and somewhat
larger collecting area.

5.3. The Foregrounds

The foregrounds in the frequency regime (40 − 200MHz) are
very bright and dominate the sky. In fact the amplitude of the
foreground contribution, Tsky, at 150MHz is about 4 orders of
magnitude larger than that of the expected signal. However,
since we are considering radio interferometers the important
part of the foregrounds is that of the fluctuations which reduces
the ratio between the them and the cosmological signal to about
2-3 orders of magnitude, which is still a formidable obstacle to
surmount.
The most prominent foreground is the synchrotron emission
from relativistic electrons in the Galaxy, this source of con-
tamination contributes about 75% of the foregrounds. Other
sources that contribute to the foreground are radio galaxies,
galaxy clusters, resolved supernovae remnant, free-free emis-
sion provide 25% of the foreground contribution (see Shaver

Fig. 4: This figure shows how two different experiments might sample
an annulus in uv. The size of uv point is given by the station (interfer-
ometric element) size, larger station (left panel) has a larger footprint
relative to the smaller station case (right panel) in uv plane; the foot-
print is shown by the purple circles. Even though the sampled area in
the two cases might be the same, the fact that smaller stations sample
the annulus more results in an increased accuracy in their estimation
of the power spectrum.

Fig. 5: A figure showing the various cosmological and galactic com-
ponents that contribute to the measured signal at a given frequency.
The slices are color coded with different tales owing to the vast differ-
ence between the range of brightness temperature in each component,
however the figure shows the rms of the galactic foregrounds, extra
galactic foregrounds and cosmological signal

et al. 1999). Figure 5 shows simulated foreground contribu-
tion at 120 MHz taken into account all the foreground sources
mentioned.

As many studies have shown, the very smooth structure of the
foreground sources along the frequency direction will enable
disentangling their contribution from that of the cosmological
signal. The foregrounds are normally fitted by some procedure
(e.g., polynomial fitting (Jelić et al. 2008), or more advanced
non parametric methods (Harker et al. 2009b)) in order to re-
cover the EoR cosmological signal; Figure 6 shows how suc-
cessful such a recovery is.
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Fig. 6: Statistical detection of the EoR signal from the LOFAR-EoR
data maps that include diffuse components of the foregrounds and re-
alistic instrumental noise (σnoise(150 MHz) = 52 mK). Black dashed
line represents standard deviation (σ) of the noise as a function of
frequency, cyan dashed line σ of the residuals after taking out smooth
foregrounds component and red solid line theσ of original EoR signal.
The grey shaded surface represents the 90% of detected EoR signals
from 1000 independent realisations of the noise, where cyan dashed
line is mean of detected EoR signal. Note that the y-axis is in logarith-
mic scale (Jelić et al. 2008).

6. The Statistics of the observed cosmological
signal

6.1. The 21 cm Power Spectrum

One of the main aims of the EoR projects is to measure the
power spectrum of variations in the intensity of redshifted 21-
cm radiation from the EoR. As shown in Equation 3 the power
spectrum depends on a number of astrophysical and cosmolog-
ical quantities. The sensitivity with which this power spectrum
can be estimated depends on the level of thermal noise (Eq. 5)
and sample variance, and also on the systematic errors arising
from the extraction process, in particular from the subtraction
of foreground contamination. In the LOFAR case, for example,
we model the extraction process using realistic simulations of
the cosmological signal, the foregrounds and noise. In doing
so we estimate the sensitivity of the LOFAR EoR experiment
to the redshifted 21 cm power spectrum. Detection of emission
from the EoR should be possible within 360 hours of obser-
vation with a single station beam. Integrating for longer, and
synthesizing multiple station beams within the primary (tile)
beam, then enables us to extract progressively more accurate
estimates of the power at a greater range of scales and redshifts
(see Figure 7 Harker et al. 2010).
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Fig. 7: Power spectra of the cosmic signal (blue solid line), the noise
(red dashed line), the residuals (magenta dotted line) and the extracted
signal (black points with error bars) at three different redshifts.for the
case when the uv coverage is frequency-dependent, we have 300 hours
of observation per frequency channel with a single station beam, and
the foreground fitting is done using Wp smoothing in Fourier space
(Harker et al. 2010).

6.2. High order statistics: Skewness and Kurtosis

Figure 8 showes the PDF of the brightness temperature at four
different redshifts; the PDF is clearly nongaussian at all four
cases. High order moments, like the skewness, as a function of
redshift could be a useful tool for signal extraction in the pres-
ence of realistic overall levels of foregrounds and noise. Harker
et al. (2009a) have shown that the cosmological signal, under
generic assumptions, have a very characteristic pattern in the
skewness as a function of redshift (Figure 9). At sufficiently
high redshifts the signal is controlled by the cosmological den-
sity fluctuations which, in the linear regime, are Gaussian. At
lower redshifts, and as nonlinearity kicks in, the signal starts
getting a slightly positive skewness. As the ionization bubbles
begin to show up the skewness starts veering towards 0 until it
crosses it to the negative side when the weight of the ionized
bubbles becomes more important than the high density outliers
–note high density outliers are likely to ionize first– but the dis-
tribution is still dominated by the density fluctuations. At lower
redshift the bubbles dominate the PDF and the neutral areas
become the outliers giving rise to a sharp positive peak to the
skewness. At redshift around 6 the instrument noise assumed
to be Gaussian dominates driving the skewness again towards
zero. Exploiting this characteristic behavior might allow us to
pick up the cosmological signal with this high order statistic.
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Fig. 8: The distribution of δTb in a certain cosmological simulation of
reionization (Iliev et al. 2008) at four different redshifts, showing how
the PDF evolves as reionization proceeds. Note that the y-axis scale in
the top two panels is different from that in the bottom two panels. The
delta-function at δTb = 0 grows throughout this period while the rest
of the distribution retains a similar shape. The bar for the first bin in
the bottom-right panel has been cut off: approximately 58 per cent of
points are in the first bin at z = 7.78 (Harker et al. 2009a).
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Fig. 9: Skewness of the fitting residuals from data cubes with un-
correlated noise, but in which the residual image has been denoised
by smoothing at each frequency before calculating the skewness.
The three lines correspond to results from three different simulations
(Thomas et al. 2009; Iliev et al. 2008). Each line has been smoothed
with a moving average (boxcar) filter with a span of nine points. The
grey, shaded area shows the errors, estimated using 100 realizations of
the noise (see Harker et al. 2009a)

7. Conclusions

The imminent availability of observations of redshifted 21 cm
radiation from the Universe’s Dark Ages and the EoR will
be one of the most exciting development in the study of cos-
mology and galaxy and structure formation in recent years.
Currently, there are a number of instruments that are designed
to measure this radiation. In this contribution I have argued that
despite the many difficulties that face such measurements they
will provide a major breakthrough in our understanding of this
crucial epoch. In particular current radio telescopes, such as
LOFAR, will be able to provide us with the global history of
the EoR progression, the fluctuations power spectrum during
the EoR, etc., up to z ≈ 11. These measurements will usher the
study of the high redshift Universe into a new era which will
bridge, at least in part, the large gap that currently exists in ob-
servation between the very high redshift Universe (z ≈ 1100)
as probed by the CMB and low redshift Universe (z <

∼ 6).
Although the current generation of telescopes have a great
promise they will also have limitations. For example they have
neither the resolution, the sensitivity nor the frequency cover-
age to address many fundamental issues, like the nature of the
first sources. Crucially, they will not provide a lot of informa-
tion about the Dark Ages which is only accessible through very
low frequencies in the range of 40 − 120 (z ≈ 35 − 11).
Fortunately, in the future SKA can improve dramatically on the
current instruments in three major ways. Firstly, it will have at
least an order of magnitude higher signal-to-noise which will
allow much better statistical detection of the EoR. Secondly,
it will give us access to the Universe’s Dark Ages which cor-
responds to much higher redshifts (z ∼ 30) hence providing
a truly pristine probe of cosmology. Thirdly, SKA will have,
at least, a factor of few better resolution in comparison with
the current telescopes, thus better constraining the dominant
ionization sources. In summary these three advantages will not
only improve on the understanding we gain with current tele-
scopes but give the opportunity to address a host of fundamen-
tal issues that current telescope will not be able to address.
The next decade will be extremely exciting for studying the
high redshift Universe, especially as these radio telescope grad-
ually come online, starting with LOFAR and MWA. As they
promise to resolve many of the puzzles we have today pertain-
ing to the formation and evolution of the first object, cosmol-
ogy and the physical process in the high redshift intergalactic
medium.
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Abstract. We present a new type of simulation of the 21cm signal from the Reionization and pre-Reionization epoch capable of
quickly generating the signal up to very high redshifts with the large field of view of the next generation of radio telescopes. This
simulation uses a semi-numerical prescription based on 3-d Monte-Carlo realizations of the dark matter density field, achieving
a much higher dynamical range than previous time-consuming N-body codes with radiative transfer algorithms. The simulation
extends to high redshifts (z ∼ 25) thus including the effect of the Lyman alpha and collisional coupling as well as X-ray heating
and corrections due to the gas bulk velocities. With the new algorithm we were able to achieve very large volumes (1000 Mpc)3,
thus fully probing the large scale structure of the 21cm signal and making it ideal for the SKA simulated skies. This fast simulation
also allows to quickly test the effect of different astrophysical parameters on the 21cm signal and the code will be made publicly
available for the benefit of the SKA community at large.

1. Introduction

Observations of the 21 cm line of neutral hydrogen are cur-
rently considered to be one of the most promising probes of
the epoch of reionization (EoR) and possibly even the preced-
ing period, during the so called dark ages. Motivated by the
observational possibilities offered by the current and upcoming
low frequency radio interferometersabc a great deal of effort has
been underway in order to fully understand and generate the ex-
pected 21 cm signal that will be seen by these experiments (see
Furlanetto et al. 2006 for a review).

Numerical simulations can potentially provide an improved
description of the 21 cm brightness temperature signal and typ-
ically involve a combination of a N-body algorithm for dark
matter, coupled to a prescription for baryons and star formation
(often complemented by a hydrodynamical simulation), plus a
full radiative transfer code to propagate the ionizing radiation
(Gnedin 2000; Ciardi et al. 2003; Iliev et al. 2006; Zahn et al.
2007; Trac & Cen 2007; Baek et al. 2009). These simulations
have the advantage of calculating the signal from first princi-
ples, properly dealing with small scale details such as recom-
binations. The disadvantage is that they are slow to run, being
constrained in dynamical range to sizes typically smaller than
100 Mpc/h, and producing a large set of simulations for cos-
mological and astrophysical parameter estimates is unrealistic.

Another possibility is to use hybrid approaches involving
simulations and analytical techniques (Thomas et al. 2009;
Mesinger & Furlanetto 2007). Although much faster than pre-
vious numerical methods, so far they have been constrained
to “small” sizes depending on the amount of shared memory
available in the computer and to low redshifts since it neglects
the spin temperature evolution for the 21 cm calculation. Note
that the proposed low-frequency interferometers that plan to
observe the 21 cm signal from reionization have low spatial

? mgrsantos@ist.utl.pt
a LOFAR: http://lofar.org
b MWA: http://web.haystack.mit.edu/arrays/MWA
c SKA: http://www.skatelescope.org

resolution capabilities but very large fields of view (5x5 deg2

or more), requiring boxes of at least 1000 Mpc in size if we
want to properly simulate a single field of view and pass such
a simulation through the observation pipeline in order to un-
derstand how instrumental noise and systematic effects impact
the observations. At the same time we need to be able to re-
solve halos of the order of 108M� corresponding to a cooling
temperature of 104 K that is deemed necessary to host the ioniz-
ing sources responsible for reionization. This implies a resolu-
tion of 0.1 Mpc/h requiring the use of large boxes with (7000)3

cells, which is beyond the capabilities of current hybrid meth-
ods. Moreover, at high redshifts we need to take into account
detailed physics that determine the 21 cm brightness tempera-
ture, such as the heating of the inter galactic medium (IGM) or
the Lyman-α coupling of the spin temperature to the gas tem-
perature, which makes it a challenging exercise to implement
a complete radiative transfer/gas dynamics algorithm in a large
volume simulation box.

We propose a semi-numerical technique, capable of quickly
generating an end-to-end simulation of the 21 cm signal even
at high redshifts when the spin temperature is non-negligible.
Moreover, this method can be used to simulate very large vol-
umes (e.g. 1000 Mpc), crucial to simulate the field-of-view
of next generation of radio telescopes, without sacrificing the
speed or requiring unpracticable amounts of computer mem-
ory. The code to generate this type of simulation will be pro-
vided publicly onlined and it will be subject to continuous
improvement through calibration against full radiative trans-
fer/hydrodynamic simulations. The large volume simulations
created with this method will be part of the SKA Design
Studies Simulated Skies (S 3) initiative and we hope this ap-
proach can prove useful to generate sky models for the future
21 cm experiments, which is crucial to test for calibration is-
sues and foreground removal methods.

d http://www.simfast21.org
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2. From linear density fluctuations to the
ionization field

The underlying basis for our simulation is the Monte-Carlo
generation of the dark matter linear density field assuming a
Gaussian probability distribution function for the linear over-
density as the initial state, which is then later evolved and
used to find the collapsed structures and the corresponding ion-
ized bubbles. This implementation partially follows the algo-
rithm prescribed in Mesinger & Furlanetto (2007), which is
based on the “peak-patch” approach introduced by Bond &
Myers (1996). The principle behind this procedure is that at
the high redshifts such as those where reionization occurs, the
spatial distribution of dark matter halos can be obtained with
linear theory, and non-linear gravitational effects can be ac-
counted for by using only first-order perturbations on the lin-
ear field, i.e., with the Zel’dovich approximation (Zel’Dovich
1970; Efstathiou et al. 1985). For results presented here, we as-
sumed a flat ΛCDM universe with the following cosmological
parameters: Ωm = 0.28, Ωb = 0.046, h = 0.70, ns = 0.96 and
σ8 = 0.817 based on the results from WMAP5, BAO and SN
(see Hinshaw et al. 2009 and references therein).

The matter density fluctuations are first generated in
Fourier space in a box with comoving size L and N cells, us-
ing Gaussian random variables with zero mean and unit vari-
ance set by Pδδ(k), the dark matter power spectrum. We de-
fine the power spectrum Paa(k) for a generic quantity a, as
〈a(k)a(k′)∗〉 = (2π)3δ3

D(k − k′)Paa(k) for continuous fields,
where δD is the Dirac delta function.

The density field is then transformed to real space using
a Fast Fourier Transform (we used the fftw-3.1.1 packagee).
This realization can be used to identify collapsed halos us-
ing the excursion-set formalism. The algorithm applies a se-
ries of top-hat filters of decreasing size to obtain the mean
density around any given point of the density field, δ(M, x).
Note that in order to make the process faster, we applied the
filtering procedure as a multiplication in Fourier space (with
the corresponding Fourier transform of the window function)
and then transformed back to real space. A point is then con-
sidered to be the center of a halo of mass M when the condi-
tion δ(M, x) > δc(M, z) is verified, where δc(M, z) is the critical
value from Sheth & Tormen (1999).

We consider also a full exclusion criterion, which means
that halos overlapping with a previously marked halo are dis-
carded. Taking into account the available RAM memory and
the above spatial resolution necessary to resolve the 108M�
halos (0.1 Mpc/h), we generated a simulation of comoving size
L=300 Mpc for N=18003 cells. For the results presented here
we used a machine with 32 CPUs and 64 GB of shared RAM
memory, although only 20 CPUs were used at any given time.

Looking at figure 1 we can see that our simulations agree
quite well with the theoretical curve and N-body simulation,
although the number of low mass halos in the simulation with
the lower resolution (L=300 Mpc) is slightly underestimated.
However, we have checked that this effect has a minor impact
on the ionized hydrogen distribution and can be seen as a good

e http://www.fftw.org

Fig. 1: Mass functions at z=10 taken from our halo filtering prescrip-
tion with L=142 Mpc and N=15363 (blue circles) and L=300 Mpc and
N=18003 (black diamonds). The results for the N-body simulation of
Trac et al. (2008) with L=142 Mpc are also shown as green squares.
The line show the mass function from Sheth & Tormen (1999), using
the fitting parameters by Jenkins et al. (2001). Error bars are included
only for the L=300Mpc data for viewing purposes.

compromise in order to cover the largest possible volume with
this algorithm.

With the halo distribution derived from the linear density
field, the positions of both the halos and the dark matter were
corrected to include non-linear dynamics. This was done by the
means of the Zel’dovich approximation, i.e., by using the linear
velocity field, obtained from our simulations, to adjust the po-
sitions of both the halos and dark matter distribution, starting
at an arbitrary high redshift (see Mesinger & Furlanetto 2007
for details on this implementation). To keep the maximum of
information at all scales we decided to perform all corrections
with 18003 boxes and smooth the density and halo distributions
boxes for speed purposes, only after applying the Zel’dovich
corrections. With the corrected halo and density fields, the ion-
ization regions can be determined using a similar excursion-
set algorithm. The principle behind this procedure is that the
galaxies formed inside dark matter halos will produce a given
amount of photons (dependent of the halo mass) that will ion-
ize the surrounding hydrogen generating ionized bubbles. The
efficiency of this process can be quantified by one parameter ζ,
so that a region will be ionized when:

fcoll ≥ ζ
−1 , (1)

where fcoll is the fraction of mass that has collapsed in halos in
that region (Furlanetto et al. 2004).

We use this principle to construct our ionization field (xi),
averaging both the halo mass and density fields with the spheri-
cal top-hat filters of decreasing size. Whenever the condition in
equation (1) was verified, all cells contained inside the sphere
where flagged as completely ionized, allowing at the same time
for overlapping regions. We also considered the fractional de-
scription of the ionization state within each cell: after filtering
our box up to the cell size, we searched for non ionized cells
containing halos, to which we attributed an ionization value of
xi = Vi/Vcell, the ratio between the ionized volume which fol-
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Fig. 2: Slices of the ionization field at the beginning and ending of reionization (left: z = 12, x̄i = 0.05; right: z = 8, x̄i = 0.81)

lows directly from our barrier condition Vi = Mcollζ/(1 + δi)ρ̄m

and the cell volume.
As a result of this multi-step algorithm, we obtained the

distribution of ionization bubbles in our simulation box which
can be used to derive several relevant quantities. In figure 2
are shown two slices of our ionization field at the beginning
and ending of reionization. These figures exhibit the char-
acteristic bubble structure of ionized hydrogen increasing in
size at lower redshifts until converging into a completely ion-
ized IGM. Obviously, these evolution is intrinsically depen-
dent on the assumed efficiency (here we used a value of 15.1),
which could be constrained through observational data - by
changing the efficiency parameter we can change the redshift
where reionization starts and fit to a desired optical depth (we
can quickly generate the ionization field once we change ζ).
Moreover this parameter can be easily changed in the code to a
different model, such as a function dependent on redshift, with-
out degradation of the speed of the simulation.

In order to characterize the statistical distribution of the ion-
ization field we computed its power spectrum, Pxi xi (figure 3).
We see that the excursion-set formalism allows to obtain a bub-
ble power spectrum that matches the one obtained from a full
N-body radiative transfer simulation when the volume size and
cell resolution are the same. However, an important difference
is observed between the power spectrum at large scales ob-
tained in our simulation with a larger volume (L=300 Mpc)
when compared to the lower volume ones. We believe this is
due to the fact that we are finding larger bubbles in the 300
Mpc box, while smaller bubbles are absorbed in larger ones (a
similar effect was observed in Mesinger & Furlanetto 2007).
We have checked that such differences do not originate from
the lower number of low mass halos obtained in the L=300
Mpc simulation or the fact that the mass function extends to
larger masses in the larger simulation.

3. Extending the simulation to very large volumes

Although quite fast and based on first principle physics, the
semi-numerical simulation presented so far still imposes some
limitations regarding the volume it can cover. In the absence of
large computing resources, it is not feasible to run a simulation

covering a large dynamical range. For example the simulation
presented above, covering 3003 Mpc3, required to push to the
limits of our machine using 20-processors and 64 GB of shared
RAM in order to perform the FFT filtering. The main problem
with the algorithm that was presented is that it still requires
very large number of cells in order to achieve sufficient reso-
lution to filter scales corresponding to 108M� halos and cover
large volumes at the same time. If we want to simulate the very
large volumes that will be surveyed by the next generation ra-
dio telescopes a less demanding algorithm is required.

This motivated us to implement a slightly simpler method
when identifying the halos. Using the same resolution of
N=18003, but with L=1000 Mpc (which corresponds to
roughly a 5 × 5 deg2 sky at z=15) the minimum cell size of
L/N ∼0.36 Mpc/h corresponds to a minimum halo mass of
∼ 1 × 1010 M�. Clearly, this configuration does not allow us
to resolve halos down to the required minimum mass of 108

M�. However, one can use the expected halo mass function to
place these smaller halos in our large volume simulation cells
by using the prescription of Wilman et al. (2008). By the def-
inition of the mass function, the quantity n = dn/dM∆M∆V
corresponds to the mean number of halos that can be found in
a given cell with comoving volume ∆V. If one would simply
perform a Poisson sampling for each cell with a mean n, the
distribution of obtained halos would yield a correct mass func-
tion but their positions would be completely random. In order
to correlate the halo positions with the underlying density field,
a normalized bias term can be added,

ncell = Keb(z,M)δ(z) dn
dM
∆MδV , (2)

where b(z,M) is the bias model for halos at a given redshift
and δ(z,M) the density field at the same redshift. The factor
K is a normalization constant that ensures the consistency of
the above expression with the mass function dn

dM when averag-
ing over the large volume box. The above equation introduce a
dependence of the halo locations on the density field, by am-
plifying the overdense regions with respect to underdense ones.
As for the bias term, it describes the difference in clustering be-
tween dark matter halos and the mass density field. We consider
a linear bias developed from the Press-Schechter formalism by
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Fig. 3: First panel: power spectrum of the ionization field for our simulation with L=143 Mpc,N=7683 (red dotted curves), L=300 Mpc,N=6003

(solid blue curves) and the simulation of Trac et al. (2008) with L=143 Mpc,N=7683 (dashed green curves), for z = 9 and x̄i = 0.15. The boxes
were smoothed to a common resolution. Right panels: power spectrum of the ionization field for the very large volume simulation (green dashed
curves), compared to the same result for the L=300 Mpc simulation. Both plots are for z=9 but using different efficiency parameters (ζ=6.7 and
ζ=15.1) so that x̄i = 0.1 (left) and x̄i = 0.55 (right).

Mo & White (1996) and later modified by Jing (1998):

b(z,M) =
(
1 +

ν − 1
δc

) (
1

2ν4 − 1
+ 1

)0.06−0.02n

, (3)

where ν = δc/σ(M) and n is the spectral index of the primordial
density field fluctuation power spectrum.

We have then used this prescription in complement with the
excursion-set formalism to perform a dark matter simulation
with L=1000 Mpc. Since the cell size defines the lower mass
scale using the exclusion set formalism, halos with mass above
1010 M� were obtained using this method. For scales bellow
the cell size, we did a Poisson sampling of the entire box using
eq. 2 for the distribution mean. In this way, we allow for the
same cell to contain more than one halo, as long as the sum of
their associated volumes does not exceed the cell volume ∆V .
In figure 4, we plot (blue diamonds) the obtained mass func-
tion for this run and compare it to the higher resolution, L=300
Mpc simulation obtained using only the excursion set formal-
ism. We can clearly see that only this method allows to have
a high compatibility with the expected mass function with low
resolution, whereas the full excursion-set formalism only has
similar results when the cell resolution is considerably high.
We also checked that this formalism can reproduce the spatial
distribution of halos with its correlation with the underlying
matter density field.

We then proceed to derive the ionization bubbles using the
same method as in Section 2. The results for the power spec-
trum of the ionization field are shown in figure 3 (two right
panels) compared to those obtained with the full excursion-set
method with L=300 Mpc and for two different efficiency pa-
rameters at z=9. One observes that when the ionization fraction
is rather low, the results are highly compatible due to the small
bubble size in both cases. For an intermediate ionization state,
the power at low scales is slightly larger in the L=1000 Mpc
indicating that by increasing the simulation volume the typi-
cal bubble size is also increased. This observation is consistent
with what was observed using a pure excursion-set formalism,
supporting our biased Poisson sampling algorithm for includ-
ing low mass halos in large volume simulations.

Fig. 4: Mass function at z=10 for our simulation with L=300Mpc and
N=18003 (green squares) comparing with the large volume simulation
with L=1000 Mpc and N=18003 (blue diamonds). Halos with masses
M < 1010M� were placed using the Poisson sampling method intro-
duced in this section.

4. The 21 cm signal up to z=25

With ionization maps at different redshifts we can focus on the
predicted 21 cm signal from neutral hydrogen during the pre-
EOR and the EOR. In the following Section we will briefly
present the theoretical aspects behind this radiation and the re-
sults from our simulation. For a given observational frequency,
the 21 cm signal corresponds to an intensity variation along the
line of sight given by

δTb(ν) ≈ 23 fHI(1 + δ)
(
1 −

Tγ
TS

) (
h

0.7

)−1 (
Ωbh2

0.02

)
×[(

0.15
Ωmh2

) (
1 + z
10

)]1/2 (
1

1 + 1/H dvr/dr

)
mK, (4)

where TS is the spin temperature of the IGM, z is the redshift
corresponding to the frequency of observation (1 + z = ν21/ν),
where ν21 =1420 MHz), Tγ=2.73(1 + z)K is the CMB temper-
ature at redshift z and dvr/dr is the comoving gradient of the
line of sight component of the comoving velocity. In high den-
sity regions of the simulation one can have 1/H dvr/dr ≤ −1
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and therefore we imposed a limit to this gradient of dvr/dr >
−0.7H in order to avoid singularities (this only affects ionized
regions). In the above equation, both fHI and δ (as well as the
velocity gradient) can be obtained as a direct result of our sim-
ulation (we used fHI = 1 − xi), but the term depending on TS

is sensitive to variations of the spin temperature value over the
volume. For z < 10, one can make the reasonable assumption
that Ts � Tγ since the IGM gas temperature should be well
above 100K at these redshifts.

At high redshifts (z & 10) the spin temperature (TS ) is no
longer high enough to saturate the effect in equation 4 and we
need to take into account the contribution of fluctuations from
the spin temperature to the 21 cm signal. These originate from
fluctuations in the coupling between the spin temperature and
the gas temperature and the perturbations in the gas tempera-
ture itself (TK) and we can write:

1 −
Tγ
TS
=

xtot

1 + xtot

(
1 −

Tγ
TK

)
, (5)

where xtot = xα + xc is the sum of the radiative and collisional
coupling parameters. Collisions can be important for decou-
pling the HI 21 cm spin temperature from the CMB, especially
at very high redshifts (z & 30) Nusser (2005) and are straight-
forward to apply to the simulation (Allison & Dalgarno 1969;
Zygelman 2005; Furlanetto & Furlanetto 2007; Kuhlen et al.
2006; Hirata & Sigurdson 2007). The radiative coupling due
to the absorption of Lyα photons (the Wouthysen-Field effect,
Wouthuysen 1952; Field 1959), on the other hand, should be
dominant for z < 25 and we shall concentrate on calculating
this effect here. Note however that if we use a model where the
Lyα coupling is smaller, then the collisional coupling at lower
redshifts can become important close to the sources due to the
X-ray emission (Zaroubi et al. 2007; Kuhlen et al. 2006). The
radiative coupling is given by

xα =
S αJα

Jc
, (6)

with Jc ≈ 5.552×10−8(1+z) m−2s−1Hz−1sr−1 and S α is a correc-
tion factor of order unity (Chen & Miralda-Escudé 2004; Hirata
2006; Chuzhoy & Shapiro 2007; Furlanetto & Pritchard 2006;
Furlanetto et al. 2006). We follow the prescription in Santos
et al. (2008) to calculate Jα (the spherical average of the num-
ber of Lyα photons hitting a gas element per unit proper area
per unit time per unit frequency per steradian), given by a sum
over the hydrogen levels n. For this, we need the comoving star
formation rate, ψ(x, z) and εα(ν), the spectral distribution func-
tion of the sources (defined as the number of Lyn photons per
unit frequency emitted at ν per baryon in stars). We can eas-
ily assume any model for εα(ν) in our code to test for different
sources of radiation. For this simulation we used: Aν−α, with
α = 0.9 and A set such that we get a total of 20000 Lyα pho-
tons per baryon which gives a Lyn emission similar to the one
used in Santos et al. (2008). Note however that the amplitude
is degenerate with the normalization of the star formation rate.

In order to obtain the star formation rate density from the
simulation we used the halo catalogues generated to create
boxes of collapsed mass (Mcoll(x, z)) for two closely separated

Fig. 5: The evolution of the gas temperature, spin temperature and
brightness temperature with redshift. Solid black line - CMB; Red
dashed - gas temperature; Blue dotted - spin temperature; Dark blue
solid/dashed (below) - brightness temperature.

redshifts and calculated: ψ(x, z) = f∗ d
dt Mcoll(x, z), where f∗ was

used to normalize the star formation rate density to the one used
in Shin et al. (2007). In the Jα calculation we can transform the
integration over the volume into a convolution of the star for-
mation rate with a 1-D kernel, which can be quickly generated
using a FFT.

The gas in the IGM is also heated as the reionization pro-
gresses. In our simulation, we assume that this heating is done
by x-rays with an emission connected to the star formation rate
(see Santos et al. 2008). Our starting point was to calculate the
total x-ray energy per unit time deposited in a given cell, for
which we need the X-ray emissivity, εX(ν), which is again as-
sumed to be a power law, with a spectral index and amplitude
compatible with what is observed for starburst galaxies (note
that this amplitude is also degenerate with the star formation
rate normalization). We then calculate how much of this energy
is used for secondary ionizations in the neutral IGM, as well as
how much is used to heat the IGM, taking into account the frac-
tion of energy converted into ionizations and the fraction con-
verted into heat (Shull & van Steenberg 1985) which depends
on the fraction of free electrons, xe. We started the integration at
z = 25 assuming an initial temperature of T = 14K consistent
with adiabatic cooling of the gas from z = 150 (where it is ap-
proximately equal to the CMB temperature). Figure 5, shows
the evolution of the gas temperature with redshift, where we
can see that most of the IGM is heated above 100K for z . 11.
The spin temperature starts very close to the CMB one (no sig-
nal) and approaches the gas temperature as xα increases, fol-
lowing it for z < 17.

Putting it all together we can calculate the 21 cm signal us-
ing equation 4. Calculation of xα and the gas temperature takes
around 5 minutes for each redshift in our machine using 20
CPUs. In figure 5, we can also see the evolution of the average
brightness temperature with redshift, which is observed in ab-
sorption down to z = 12 where it becomes approximately zero
when TK ≈ TCMB. In figure 6 we show maps of the 21 cm sig-
nal for a few very high redshifts taking into account all the ef-
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Fig. 6: Maps of the 21 cm signal at very high redshifts from the simulation, including all sources responsible for the fluctuations.

Fig. 7: The power spectrum of the 21-cm signal at high redshifts in-
cluding all fluctuations in the spin temperature.

fects. At high redshifts (z = 21) most of the temperature is zero
(Ts ∼ TCMB) but we already start to see some cold spots where
the Lyα sources couple the spin temperature to the cold gas
temperature and the fluctuations in xα dominate. At z = 17 the
spin temperature is basically following the gas one everywhere
and we can see fluctuations in the 21 cm signal due essentially
to the gas temperature (although most of the Universe is still
cold at this epoch). At z = 14 we can already see the higher
temperature regions surrounding the light sources located in the
halos. Finally at z = 11 basically all the IGM is heated above
the CMB and we start seeing the ionization bubbles (x̄i ≈ 0.1,
but note that some of the dark regions here are not due to the
ionized bubbles but because TS = TK ∼ TCMB). Figure 7 shows
the corresponding power spectrum. Note again that at z ≈ 11
the fluctuations in the gas temperature still make an important
contribution to the 21 cm signal, especially on large scales (in-
creasing the power), even though the IGM temperature is al-
ready above the CMB one (TK ∼ 150K and TCMB = 32.7K).

Finally, we show the full brightness temperature map of the
21-cm signal for a given redshift in the L=1000 Mpc simula-
tion (fig. 8), using the extension to larger volumes described
in the previous section. This is an unprecedented large volume
covered in a semi-numerical simulation of the EoR, capable of
generating a 6x6 deg2 field of view.

Fig. 8: The temperature map for the L=1000 Mpc simulation at z=9
with ζ = 15.1.

5. Summary

We presented a semi-numerical method capable of quickly gen-
erating end-to-end simulations of the 21 cm signal even at the
high redshifts where the spin temperature is non-negligible (see
Santos et al. 2009 for further details). The algorithm allows
to generate brightness temperature boxes with very large vol-
umes, e.g. (1000 Mpc)3, crucial to properly simulate the field
of view of the next generation of radio-telescopes, without sac-
rificing the speed or requiring unfeasible computer resources.
The corresponding code (SimFast21) takes about 1 hour to run
for each redshift, which can be considered remarkably fast. We
are expecting that further optimization of the code can still re-
duce this time and also make it of the same order for higher
values of the ionization fraction. This is on going research that
will be implemented as we update the numerical code.

Although much faster than hydrodynamical numerical sim-
ulations, our analysis shows that relevant quantities such as the
halo mass function, the halo mass power spectrum, the star for-
mation rate or the ionization fraction power spectrum are all
consistent with the numerical simulations with which we com-
pared our results to. In particular, the ionization fraction power
spectrum is similar to the one obtained with radiative transfer
codes (RT) when comparing to the same volume. However, we
still see an increase in the power spectrum at large scales when
going to even larger volumes which are very hard to achieve
with current RT methods. The difference is smaller as we look
at smaller values of the ionization fraction, suggesting that this
effect is due to the production of larger HII bubbles.
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The dependence on the astrophysical parameters of the
simulation was encoded in three functions: the ionization effi-
ciency, ζ, the Lyα spectral distribution function of the sources,
εα and the X-ray spectral distribution function, εX . These func-
tions can be easily changed for a model of our choice and the
code can then quickly generate new simulations of the signal
(even faster if we keep the same cosmology). By combining all
the unknowns into a physically meaningful small set of param-
eters we can easily probe the huge intrinsic parameter space
available at high redshifts probed by 21 cm observations. This
versatility is included in our algorithm. The possibility to gen-
erate reionization simulations from scratch without the need
for supercomputers is a great advantage allowing to experiment
with different models. Moreover, this allows room for improve-
ment through calibration with full numerical simulations. The
code can be a useful tool to generate sky models for future
21 cm experiments, important to test the observation pipeline,
study how the foregrounds affect the observations and can be
separated given a noise model, and to develop optimal estima-
tors for signal extraction. The code will be released for public
use in due course and we welcome the community participa-
tion in its updating and upgrading as well as development of
additional applications on observational probes of reionization
beyond the 21 cm observations.
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Abstract. The SKA and its precursors will open a new era in the observation of cosmic magnetic fields and help to understand
their origin. In the SKADS polarization simulation project, maps of polarized intensity and RM of the Milky Way, galaxies
and halos of galaxy clusters were constructed, and the possibilities to measure the evolution of magnetic fields in these objects
were investigated. The SKA will map interstellar magnetic fields in nearby galaxies and intracluster fields in nearby clusters in
unprecedented detail. All-sky surveys of Faraday rotation measures (RM) towards a dense grid of polarized background sources
with the SKA and ASKAP (POSSUM) are dedicated to measure magnetic fields in distant intervening galaxies, cluster halos and
intergalactic filaments, and will be used to model the overall structure and strength of the magnetic fields in the Milky Way and
beyond. Simple patterns of regular fields in galaxies or cluster relics can be recognized to about 100 Mpc distance, ordered fields
in unresolved galaxies or cluster relics to redshifts of z ' 0.5, turbulent fields in starburst galaxies or cluster halos to z ' 3, and
regular fields in intervening galaxies towards QSOs to z ' 5.

1. Origin of magnetic fields

The origin of the first magnetic fields in the early Universe is
still a mystery (Widrow 2002). A large-scale primordial field is
hard to maintain in a young galaxy because the galaxy rotates
differentially, so that field lines get strongly wound up during
galaxy evolution, while observations show significant pitch an-
gles. “Seed” fields could also originate from the time of cosmo-
logical structure formation by the Weibel instability in shocks
(Lazar et al. 2009) or could have been injected by the first stars
or jets generated by the first black holes (Rees 2005), followed
by a mechanism to amplify and organize the magnetic field.

The most promising mechanism to sustain magnetic fields
in the interstellar medium of galaxies is the dynamo (Beck et al.
1996). In young galaxies without ordered rotation a small-scale
dynamo (Brandenburg et al. 2005) possibly amplified the seed
fields from the protogalactic phase to the energy density level
of turbulence within less than 109 yr. To explain the genera-
tion of large-scale fields in galaxies, the mean-field dynamo
has been developed. It is based on turbulence, differential ro-
tation and helical gas flows (α effect), generated by supernova
explosions (Gressel et al. 2008) or by cosmic-ray driven Parker
loops (Hanasz et al. 2009). The mean-field dynamo in galaxy
disks predicts that within a few 109 yr large-scale regular fields
are excited from the seed fields (Arshakian et al. 2009, 2010),
forming patterns (“modes”) with different azimuthal symmetry
in the disk and vertical symmetry in the halo.

The mean-field dynamo generates large-scale helicity with
a non-zero mean in each hemisphere. As total helicity is a con-
served quantity, the dynamo is quenched by the small-scale
fields with opposite helicity unless these are removed from the
system (Shukurov et al. 2006). Outflows are essential for an
effective mean-field dynamo.

? This work was supported by the European Commission
Framework Program 6, Project SKADS, Square Kilometre Array
Design Studies (SKADS), contract no 011938.

The magnetic fields in the intracluster medium could be
seeded by outflows from starburst galaxies (Donnert et al.
2008) or from AGNs and amplified by turbulent wakes, clus-
ter mergers or a turbulent dynamo (Subramanian et al. 2006;
Ryu et al. 2008).

The fundamental questions are:

– When were the first magnetic fields generated: in young
galaxies, in protogalactic clouds, or are they relics from the
early Universe before the galaxies were formed?

– How and how fast were magnetic fields amplified in the
interstellar and intracluster media?

– Did magnetic fields affect the evolution of galaxies and
galaxy clusters?

– How important are magnetic fields for the physics of galax-
ies, like the efficiency to form stars from gas, the formation
of spiral arms or the generation of gas outflows?

– How important are magnetic fields for the physics of the in-
tracluster medium, like cosmic-ray transport or anisotropic
heat conduction?

– How strong and how ordered are magnetic fields in inter-
galactic space?

2. Measuring magnetic fields

The intensity of synchrotron emission is a measure of the num-
ber density of cosmic-ray electrons in the relevant energy range
and of the strength of the total magnetic field component in
the sky plane. Polarized emission emerges from ordered fields.
As polarization “vectors” are ambiguous by 180◦, they can-
not distinguish regular (coherent) fields with a constant direc-
tion within the telescope beam from anisotropic fields which
are generated from turbulent magnetic fields by compressing
or shearing gas flows and frequently reverse their direction
on small scales. Unpolarized synchrotron emission indicates
turbulent fields with random directions which have been tan-
gled or generated by turbulent gas flows. Only regular fields
can give rise to Faraday rotation, while anisotropic and ran-
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Fig. 1: The axisymmetric model of the large-scale structure of mag-
netic fields in the Milky Way disk, derived from polarization surveys
and rotation measures of extragalactic sources (from Sun et al. 2008).

dom fields do not. Measurements of the Faraday rotation from
multi-wavelength observations allow to determine the strength
and direction of the regular field component along the line of
sight.

A grid of Faraday rotation measures (RM) measurements
towards polarized background sources with small angular sizes
is hardly affected by Faraday depolarization within the fore-
ground and a powerful tool to study magnetic field patterns in
galaxies (Stepanov et al. 2008) and in clusters (Krause et al.
2009). A large number of background sources is required to
recognize the field patterns, to separate the Galactic foreground
contribution and to account for the intrinsic RM of extragalac-
tic sources.

The method of Fourier transform of multi-channel spectro-
polarimetric data into RM space by RM Synthesis (Brentjens
& de Bruyn 2005) is going to revolutionize radio polariza-
tion observations. It is able to separate RM components from
distinct foreground and background regions and hence in prin-
ciple to measure the 3-D structure of the magnetized interstel-
lar medium in galaxies. If the medium has a relatively sim-
ple structure, e.g. a few emitting and Faraday-rotating regions,
Faraday tomography will become possible. The distribution of
the frequency channels across the total band and the channel
width of the observation defines the Rotation Measure Spread
Function (RMSF) (Heald 2009). Cleaning of the data cube with
help of the known RMSF (“dirty beam”) is similar to cleaning
of synthesis data (Heald et al. 2009).

Fig. 2: Simulation of Faraday rotation measures at 1.6” resolution in
a field of about 1.5◦ x 1.5◦ at l=130◦, b=1◦. The mean RM is -86 rad
m−2, the RM dispersion 63 rad m−2 and the structure function has a
slope of about 0.7 (from Sun & Reich 2009).

Fig. 3: Simulation of Faraday rotation measures at 1.6” resolution in a
field of about 1.5◦ x 1.5◦ at l=138◦, b=+70◦. The mean RM is +3 rad
m−2, the RM dispersion 13 rad m−2 and the structure function has a
slope of about 0.9 (from Sun & Reich 2009).
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3. Magnetic fields in the Milky Way

Sun et al. (2008) used the all-sky maps of polarized syn-
chrotron emission at 1.4 GHz from the Milky Way (Wolleben
et al. 2006; Testori et al. 2008) and at 22.8 GHz from WMAP
(Page et al. 2007) and the new Effelsberg Faraday RM sur-
vey of polarized extragalactic sources (Han et al., in prep.)
were used to model the large-scale Galactic field, as part of
the SKADS science simulations (Fig. 1). A large-scale rever-
sal is required about 1–2 kpc inside the solar radius, which
also agrees with the detailed study of RMs from extragalac-
tic sources near the Galactic plane (Brown et al. 2007). More
large-scale reversals may exist (Han et al. 2006). The local
field is symmetric with respect to the Galactic plane, while the
toroidal component of the halo field is probably antisymmetric.
Models of a simple large-scale field structure of the Milky Way
(e.g. by Han et al. 2002) could not be confirmed by statistical
tests (Men et al. 2008). Similar to external galaxies, the Milky
Way’s regular field probably has a complex structure which can
only be revealed by a larger sample of RM data from pulsars
and extragalactic sources. The RM sample derived from the
NVSS includes more than 37 000 polarized sources, but it is
based on only two channels with a small frequency separation
(Taylor et al. 2009).

Detailed SKADS simulations of the diffuse Galactic emis-
sion towards various Galactic directions were performed by
Sun & Reich (2009). The turbulent field was assumed to be of
Kolmogorov type with an inner scale of 0.025 pc and and outer
one of 10 pc. The fields near the Galactic plane (Fig. 2) and
at high Galactic latitude (Fig. 3) are different in mean RM, RM
dispersion and the slope of their structure functions. These sim-
ulations will help to estimate the Galactic foreground contribu-
tion and depolarization of extragalactic RM measurements with
the SKA, and are also useful for the foreground subtraction of
experiments to detect signals from the Epoch of Reionization.

4. Magnetic fields in spiral galaxies

The ordered (regular and/or anisotropic) fields traced by the
polarized synchrotron emission are generally strongest (10–
15 µG) in the regions between the optical spiral arms and ori-
ented parallel to the adjacent spiral arms, in some galaxies
forming magnetic arms. These are probably generated by a
large-scale dynamo (Beck et al. 1996). In galaxies with strong
density waves some of the ordered field is concentrated on the
inner edge of the spiral arms (Fig. 4). The ordered magnetic
field forms spiral patterns in almost every galaxy (Beck 2005).

Spiral fields can be generated by compression at the inner
edge of spiral arms, by shear in interarm regions, or by dynamo
action. Large-scale patterns of Faraday rotation measures (RM)
are signatures of coherent dynamo fields and can be identified
from polarized emission of the galaxy disks (Krause 1990) or
from RM data of polarized background sources (Stepanov et al.
2008). The Andromeda galaxy M 31 hosts a dominating ax-
isymmetric disk field (Fletcher et al. 2004), as predicted by dy-
namo models. Other candidates for a dominating axisymmetric
disk field are the nearby spiral IC 342 (Krause et al. 1989)
and the irregular Large Magellanic Cloud (LMC) (Gaensler

Fig. 4: Total radio emission (contours) and B–vectors of M 51, com-
bined from observations at 6 cm wavelength with the VLA and
Effelsberg telescopes and smoothed to 15” resolution , overlaid onto
an optical image from the HST. Copyright: MPIfR Bonn and Hubble
Heritage Team. Graphics: Sterne und Weltraum (from Fletcher et al.
2010).

et al. 2005). However, in many observed galaxy disks no
clear patterns of Faraday rotation were found. Either the field
structure cannot be resolved with present-day telescopes or the
timescale for the generation of large-scale modes is longer than
the galaxy’s lifetime (Arshakian et al. 2009).

Nearby galaxies seen edge-on generally show a disk-
parallel field near the disk plane. High-sensitivity observations
of edge-on galaxies like NGC 891 (Fig. 5) and NGC 253
(Heesen et al. 2009) revealed vertical field components in
the halo forming an “X-shaped” pattern. The field is probably
transported from the disk into the halo by an outflow emerging
from the disk.

As another part of the SKADS science simulations, dy-
namo theory was used to derive the timescales of amplification
and ordering of magnetic fields in galaxies. Based on mod-
els describing the formation and evolution of dwarf and disk
galaxies, an evolutionary model of turbulent and regular mag-
netic fields was developed that can be tested observationally
(Arshakian et al. 2009, 2010):

– Strong turbulent fields (unpolarized synchrotron emission)
can be observed in galaxies at z < 10.

– Strong regular (coherent) fields (polarized synchrotron
emission and RM) can be observed in Milky Way-type
galaxies at z ≤ 3.
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Fig. 5: Total radio emission (84” resolution) and B–vectors of the
edge-on spiral galaxy NGC 891, observed at 3.6 cm wavelength with
the Effelsberg 100m telescope. The background optical image is from
the CFHT. Copyright: MPIfR Bonn and CFHT/Coelum (from Krause
2009).

– Large-scale patterns of fully coherent regular fields (polar-
ized synchrotron emission and large-scale RM patterns) can
be observed in dwarf and Milky-Way type galaxies at z ≤ 1.

– Giant galaxies (disk radius > 15 kpc) may not have gener-
ated fully coherent fields.

– Major mergers enhance turbulent fields but destroy regular
fields and thus delay the formation of fully coherent fields.

The derived timescales of amplification of amplitude and
ordering of the regular field and the sizes and star-formation
rates of disk galaxies from the SKADS galaxy simulations
(Obreschkow et al. 2009) were used to simulate the evolution
of total radio intensity, polarization and Faraday rotation with
age of a galaxy (z ≤ 3) at frequencies from 150 MHz to 18 GHz
(Fig. 6).

About 10 RM values in the area of a foreground galaxy are
already sufficient to recognize a simple large-scale field struc-
ture (if the Galactic foreground can be properly subtracted),
while more than 1000 values are required for a 3-D field recon-
struction (Stepanov et al. 2008).

Ordered fields of nearby galaxies seen edge-on near the
disk plane are preferably oriented parallel to the plane (Krause

Fig. 6: Simulated map of the 5 GHz radio emission from a spiral
galaxy of 5 Gyr age. Top: total intensity, bottom: polarized intensity
(from Arshakian et al. in prep.).

2009). Polarized emission can be detected from unresolved
galaxies if the inclination is larger than about 20◦ (Stil et al.
2009a). This opens a new method to search for ordered fields
in distant galaxies.

5. Galaxy clusters

Some fraction of galaxy clusters, mostly the X-ray bright ones,
has diffuse radio emission (Cassano et al. 2008), emerging
from diffuse halos and steep-spectrum relics (Fig. 7). Radio
halos are mostly unpolarized and emerge from turbulent intra-
cluster magnetic fields, observed as dispersion in RM decreas-
ing with distance from the cluster center (Clarke et al. 2001).
Relics can emit highly polarized radio waves from anisotropic
magnetic fields generated by compression in merger shocks
(Enßlin et al. 1998). A polarized region of about 1 Mpc size
was discovered in Abell 2255 (Govoni et al. 2005).

Equipartition strengths of the total magnetic field range
from 0.1 to 1 µG in halos and are higher in relics. On the other
hand, Faraday rotation data towards background sources be-
hind cluster halos reveals fields of a few µG strength fluctuat-
ing on coherence scales of a few kpc (Govoni & Feretti 2004)
and even 40 µG in the cores of cooling flow clusters (Carilli
& Taylor 2002) where they may be dynamically important.
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Fig. 7: Radio emission at 1.4 GHz from the cluster A 2255. The field
size is about 20’ x 25’ (from Govoni et al. 2005).

The reason for the discrepancy in field strengths is still under
discussion.

High-resolution RM maps of radio galaxies embedded in
a cluster allowed to derive the power spectra of the turbulent
intracluster magnetic fields which are of Kolmogorov type and
have coherence scales of about 1–5 kpc (Vogt & Enßlin 2003).

Within the SKADS simulation project, Krause (2009) de-
rived RM maps expected for a cluster population from an an-
alytical cosmological model (Fig. 8). About 12% of the sky is
covered with regions of |RM| > 10 rad m−2, and 66% of all clus-
ters are located at z ≤ 1. From this model and a model for the
number density of polarized background sources, the number
of background sources per cluster to be observed with the SKA
Aperture Array was computed (Fig. 9). The number of RMs for
clusters out to z=1 will be sufficiently high to map the magnetic
field distribution. At larger redshifts deeper integration will be
needed. The total number of detectable clusters is about 104 per
field of view and per hour of integration. Measurement of the
decrease of the maximum cluster RM with redshift can be used
to constrain the magnetic field evolution B ∝ (1+ z)n within an
accuracy of ∆n < 0.4.

6. Intergalactic filaments

The prediction of a large-scale “Cosmic Web” is one of the
defining characteristics of large-scale structure simulations.
Moreover, galaxies and the intra-cluster medium account for
only approximately one third of the baryon density in the local

Fig. 8: Simulation of RMs from a cosmological cluster model (from
Krause et al. 2009).
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Fig. 9: Simulation of the number of RMs per cluster observable with
the SKA Aperture Array (300–1000 MHz) per field of view (250 deg2)
within 1 h integration time (Krause et al. 2009).

Universe expected in a concordance cosmology. The majority
of the missing baryons are likely to reside in a warm-hot inter-
galactic medium (WHIM) which in turn is expected to reside
in the cosmic web of the large-scale structure. Galaxy clusters,
the brightest knots of the Cosmic Web, are filled with relativis-
tic particles and magnetic fields, as observed through the radio
synchrotron emission.

The search for magnetic fields in the intergalactic medium
(IGM) is of fundamental importance for cosmology. All
“empty” space in the Universe may be magnetized. Its role as
the likely seed field for galaxies and clusters and its possible re-
lation to structure formation in the early Universe, places con-
siderable importance on its discovery. Models of structure for-
mation predict strong intergalactic shocks which enhance the
field.

Various mechanisms have been suggested for the origin of a
magnetic field in the cosmic web. The field could be produced
via the Weibel instability (a small-scale plasma instability) at
structure formation shocks (Medvedev et al. 2004). Another
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possibility is that the field is injected into the WHIM via the
action of injection from galactic black holes (AGNs) and other
outflows. In each case the field is subsequently amplified by
compression and large-scale shear-flows (Brüggen et al. 2005).
Ryu et al. (2008) have argued that highly efficient amplifica-
tion is possible via MHD turbulence, with the source of the tur-
bulent energy being the structure formation shocks themselves
(Fig. 14). Estimates of the strength of the turbulent field in fila-
ments obtained from MHD simulations with a primordial seed
field range typically between 0.1 µG and 0.01 µG, while regular
fields are weaker.

To date there has been no detection of a general magnetic
field in the IGM. In an intergalactic region of about 2◦ extent
west of the Coma Cluster, containing a group of radio galax-
ies, enhanced synchrotron emission yields an equipartition to-
tal field strength of 0.2 − 0.4 µG (Kronberg et al. 2007). Xu
et al. (2006) observed an excess of rotation measures (RM) to-
wards two super-clusters which may indicate regular magnetic
fields of < 0.3 µG on scales of order 500 kpc. Lee et al. (2009)
found a statistical correlation at the 4σ level of the RMs of
background sources with the galaxy density field and derived a
30 nG intergalactic field with about 1 Mpc coherence length.

7. Prospects

Future radio telescopes will widen the range of observable
magnetic phenomena. High-resolution, deep observations at
high frequencies, where Faraday effects are small, require a
major increase in sensitivity for continuum observations which
will be achieved by the Extended Very Large Array (EVLA)
and the planned Square Kilometre Array (SKA). The detailed
structure of the magnetic fields in the ISM of galaxies, in
galaxy halos, in cluster halos and in cluster relics can then be
observed. The turbulence power spectra of the magnetic fields
can be measured (Vogt & Enßlin 2003). Direct insight into the
interaction between gas and magnetic fields in these objects
will become possible. The SKA will also allow to measure the
Zeeman effect in much weaker magnetic fields in the Milky
Way and in nearby galaxies.

Detection of polarized emission from distant, unresolved
galaxies indicates large-scale ordered fields (Stil et al. 2009a),
and statistics can be compared with the predictions of dynamo
theory (Arshakian et al. 2009). The SKA will detect Milky-
Way type galaxies at z ≤ 1.5 (Fig. 10) and their polarized emis-
sion at z ≤ 0.5 (assuming 10% percentage polarization). Bright
starburst galaxies can be observed at larger redshifts, but are
not expected to host ordered or regular fields. Cluster relics are
also detectable at large redshifts through their integrated polar-
ized emission. This effect still has to be investigated.

Unpolarized synchrotron emission, signature of turbulent
magnetic fields, can be detected with the SKA out to very
large redshifts for starburst galaxies, depending on luminos-
ity and magnetic field strength (Fig. 10), and also for cluster
halos. However, for fields weaker than 3.25 µG (1 + z)2, en-
ergy loss of cosmic-ray electrons is dominated by the inverse
Compton effect with CMB photons, so that their energy ap-
pears mostly in X-rays and not in the radio range. On the other
hand, for strong fields the energy range of the electrons emit-

Fig. 10: Synchrotron emission at 1.4 GHz as a function of redshift z
and magnetic field strength B, and the 5σ detection limits for 10 h and
100 h with the SKA (from Murphy 2009).

ting at a 1.4 GHz drops to low energies, where ionization and
bremsstrahlung losses may become dominant. In summary, the
mere detection of synchrotron emission at high redshifts will
constrain the range of allowed magnetic field strengths.

Forthcoming low-frequency radio telescopes like the
Low Frequency Array (LOFAR), Murchison Widefield Array
(MWA), Long Wavelength Array (LWA) and the low-
frequency SKA will be suitable instruments to search for ex-
tended synchrotron radiation at the lowest possible levels in
outer galaxy disks and the transition to intergalactic space
(Beck 2009) and in steep-spectrum cluster halos (Brunetti et al.
2008).

If polarized emission is too weak to be detected, the method
of RM grids towards background QSOs can still be applied.
Here, the distance limit is given by the polarized flux of the
background QSO which can be much higher than that of the
intervening galaxy. A reliable model for the global structure
of the magnetic field of nearby galaxies needs a large num-
ber of RM values from a large number density of polarized
background sources, hence large sensitivity and/or high sur-
vey speed. The “POSSUM-Wide” survey at 1.4 GHz with the
planned Australia SKA Pathfinder (ASKAP) telescope with
30 deg2 field of view (Gaensler et al. 2010) will measure
about 100 RM values from polarized extragalactic sources per
square degree within 10 h integration time, assuming a slope
of the cumulative source count function of γ = −0.9 (Stepanov
et al. 2008). Similarly deep integrations with the EVLA and
with MeerKAT will show about 5 times more sources, but their
fields of view are small and will allow only a limited number
of pointings.

The SKA pulsar survey will find about 20 000 new pulsars
which will be mostly polarized and reveal RMs (Fig. 11), per-
fectly suited to measure the Milky Way’s magnetic field with
extremely high precision.

The SKA “Magnetism” Key Science Project plans to ob-
serve a wide-field survey (at least 104 deg2) around 1 GHz with
1 h integration per field which will be able to detect sources
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Fig. 11: Simulation of about 20 000 new pulsars (blue) in the Milky
Way that will be detected with the SKA, compared to about 2000
pulsars known today (yellow). Graphics: Sterne und Weltraum (from
Cordes, priv. comm).

Fig. 12: Simulation of the number of RMs (about 10 000) in the region
of M 31 observable with the SKA within 1 h integration time (from
Gaensler, priv. comm.).

with 0.5–1 µJy flux density and measure at least 1500 RMs
per square degree. This will contain at least 2 × 107 RMs from
compact polarized extragalactic sources at a mean spacing of
' 90′′, plus at least 104 RM values from pulsars with a mean
spacing of ' 30′ (Gaensler et al. 2004, 2009). If the cumula-
tive source count function of polarized sources has a slope as
steep as γ = −1.1 (Stepanov et al. 2008), the total RM num-
ber will be 10× larger and the mean spacing as low as ' 30′′.
More than 10 000 RM values are expected in the area of M 31
(Fig. 12) and will allow the detailed reconstruction of the 3-D
field structure in this and many other nearby galaxies, while
simple patterns of regular fields can be recognized out to dis-
tances of about 100 Mpc (Stepanov et al. 2008) where the po-
larized flux is too low to be mapped. The magnetism of cluster
halos can be measured by the RM grid to redshifts of about 1
(Fig. 9).

Fig. 13: Cumulative RM distributions for 31 sightlines towards QSOs
with optical spectra showing one or two strong MgII absorption line
systems (thick blue line), for 5 sightlines with two strong MgII sys-
tems (black dashed line) and for 40 sightlines without strong MgII
absorption lines (thin red dashed line). The redshifts of the interven-
ing galaxies are between z=0.6 and 2 (from Bernet et al. 2008).

The SKA “Magnetism” Key Science Project also plans a
deep-field survey (at least 40 deg2) with 100 h integration per
field (Stil et al. 2009b), to detect polarized sources with 50 nJy
flux density and measure their RMs. With at least 3× 104 RMs
per square degree and at a mean spacing of 10–20”, about
3 times larger distances can be reached than with the wide-field
survey.

Faraday rotation in the direction of QSOs allows to de-
termine the strength and pattern of a regular field in an in-
tervening galaxy (Kronberg et al. 1992). Significant regular
fields of several µG strength were detected in distant galax-
ies (Fig. 13). This method can be applied to distances of young
QSOs (z ' 5), and the SKA will provide a large data sample for
excellent statistics. Mean-field dynamo theory predicts RMs
from regular galactic fields at z ≤ 3 (Arshakian et al. 2009),
but the RM values are reduced by the redshift dilution factor
of (1 + z)−2. If an overall IGM field with a coherence length of
a few Mpc existed in the early Universe and its strength var-
ied proportional to (1 + z)2 (Widrow 2002), its signature may
become evident at redshifts of z > 3. Averaging over a large
number of RMs is required to see the IGM signal. Our goal is
to detect an IGM magnetic field of 0.1 nG at 5σ in the presence
of Galactic foregrounds. Kolatt (1998) has calculated that an
RM density of ≈ 1000 sources per deg−2 is sufficient to meet
this requirement.

If the filaments of the local Cosmic Web outside clusters
contain a magnetic field (Fig. 14), possibly enhanced by IGM
shocks, we can hope to detect this field by direct observation of
its total synchrotron emission (Keshet et al. 2004) and possi-
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Fig. 14: Simulation of magnetic fields in the Cosmic Web (at z = 0)
in a volume of 25 h−1 Mpc3 centered around a cluster complex (left
panel), and in a volume of 25×15.6×6.25 h−1 Mpc3 including a num-
ber of galaxy groups along a filament (right panel). The color codes
the magnetic field strength (logarithmically scaled) from 0.1 nG (yel-
low) to 10 µG (magenta). Clusters and groups are shown with magenta
and blue, while filaments are green (from Ryu et al. 2008).

bly its polarization, or by Faraday rotation towards background
sources. For fields of ≈ 10−8 − 10−7 G with 1 Mpc coherence
length and ne ≈ 10−5 cm−3 electron density, Faraday rotation
measures between 0.1 and 1 rad m−2 are expected. A 30 nG reg-
ular field on a coherence scale of 1 Mpc (Lee et al. 2009) would
generate about 0.2 rad m−2, which probably cannot be detected
directly. Promising is a statistical analysis like the measurement
of the power spectrum of the magnetic field of the Cosmic Web
(Kolatt 1998) or the cross-correlation with other large-scale
structure indicators like the galaxy density field. Detection of a
general IGM field, or placing stringent upper limits on it, will
provide powerful observational constraints on the origin of cos-
mic magnetism.

The SKA wide-field RM survey is planned in the frequency
band of the SKA Aperture Array (300–1000 MHz). At lower
frequencies synchrotron emission is stronger but depolariza-
tion effects are more severe. With a model of depolarization by
internal Faraday dispersion, the wavelength of maximum polar-
ized emission can be computed as a function of RM dispersion
(Arshakian et al., in prep.). Polarized emission from galaxy
disks should be observed around 1 GHz, while galaxy halos
and intracluster media can be best observed between 300 MHz
and 1 GHz. A model of external depolarization of the emis-
sion from background sources in a foreground cluster leads to
a similar result (Krause et al. 2007).

8. Summary

The SKA and its precursors will measure the structure and
strength of the magnetic fields in the Milky Way, in intervening
galaxies and clusters, and in the intergalactic medium. Looking
back into time, the future telescopes can shed light on the origin
and evolution of cosmic magnetic fields.

The observational methods are:

– 3-D RM grid from extragalactic sources and pulsars to map
the detailed 3-D structure of the Milky Way’s magnetic
field

– High-resolution mapping of total and polarized synchrotron
emission from nearby galaxies, clusters halos and relics

– Reconstruction of 3-D field patterns in nearby galaxies and
nearby clusters from RMs towards polarized background
sources

– Recognition of simple patterns of regular fields in galaxies
from RMs towards polarized background sources (at z ≤
0.02)

– Detection of polarized synchrotron emission from distant
galaxies and distant halo relics (at z ≤ 0.5)

– Recognition of structure of turbulent fields in clusters from
RMs towards polarized background sources (at z ≤ 0.5)

– Detection of total synchrotron emission from distant star-
burst galaxies and distant clusters (at z ≤ 3)

– Detection of regular fields in very distant intervening galax-
ies towards QSOs (at z ≤ 5).
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Abstract. The dominant population of sources at low flux densities observable with future radio telescopes is the population
of star-forming disk galaxies which, e.g. with the forthcoming Square Kilometre Array (SKA), would be detected up to about
z ∼ 3 in total radio intensity, and up to z ∼ 5 with Faraday rotation measures (RM) of intervening disk galaxies towards polarized
background quasars. We investigate the possibility to recognize the magnetic field structures in nearby galaxies and to test the
cosmological evolution of their large- and small-scale magnetic fields with the SKA and its precursors. We estimate the required
density of the background polarized sources detected with the SKA for reliable recognition and reconstruction of magnetic field
structures in nearby spiral galaxies. The dynamo theory is applied to distant galaxies to explore the evolution of magnetic fields
in distant galaxies in the context of a hierarchical dark matter cosmology. Under favorite conditions, a recognition of large-scale
magnetic structures in local star-forming disk galaxies (at a distance <∼ 100 Mpc) is possible from

∼
> 10 RMs towards background

polarized sources. Galaxies with strong turbulence or small inclination need more polarized sources for a statistically reliable
recognition. A reliable reconstruction of the field structure without precognition needs at least 20 RM values on a cut along the
projected minor axis which translates to ≈ 1200 sources towards the galaxy. We demonstrate that early regular fields are already
in place at z ∼ 3 (approximately 1.5 Gyr after the disk formation) in massive gas-rich galaxies (> 109 M�) which then evolve
to Milky-Way type galaxies. Major and minor mergers influence the star formation rate and geometry of the disk which has an
effect of shifting the generation of regular fields in disks to later epochs. Predictions of the evolutionary model of regular fields,
simulations of the evolution of turbulent and large-scale regular fields, total and polarized radio emission of disk galaxies, as well
as future observational tests with the SKA are discussed.

1. Introduction

Most of what we know about galactic magnetic fields comes
through the detection of radio waves. Synchrotron emission
is related to the total field strength in the sky plane, while
its polarization yields the orientation of the regular field in
the sky plane and also gives the field’s degree of ordering.
Incorporating Faraday rotation provides information on the
strength and direction of the coherent field component along
the line of sight. Faraday rotation measures (RM) in galaxies
are generated by regular fields of the galaxy plus its ionized
gas, both of which extend to large galactic radii. RM towards
polarized background sources can trace regular magnetic fields
in these galaxies out to even larger distances, however, with
the sensitivity of present-day radio telescopes, the number den-
sity of polarized background sources at 1.4 GHz is only a few
sources per solid angle of a square degree, so that only M 31
and the LMC could be investigated so far (Han et al. 1998;
Gaensler et al. 2005).

The amplitude and structure of magnetic fields in local
galaxies is successfully reproduced by the mean-field dynamo
theory (Beck et al. 1996). This suggests that the dynamo theory
can also be applied for distant galaxies to explore the evolution
of magnetic fields at high redshifts. The evolution of magnetic

? This work was supported by the European Commission
Framework Program 6, Project SKADS, Square Kilometre Array
Design Studies (SKADS), contract no 011938.

fields in galaxies is coupled to the formation and evolution of
disk galaxies which are fundamental problems in astronomy.
Recent high-resolution numerical simulations of disk forma-
tion in galaxies showed that a stable disk could be formed at
redshifts z ∼ 5 − 6 and even higher (Governato et al. 2004;
Mayer et al. 2008). A better understanding of the history of
magnetism in young galaxies may help to solve fundamen-
tal cosmological questions on the formation and evolution of
galaxies (Gaensler et al. 2004; Arshakian et al. 2009).

Future high-sensitivity radio facilities will observe polar-
ized intensity and RM for a huge number of faint radio sources,
thus providing a high density background of polarized point
sources. This opens the possibility to study in detail the large-
scale patterns of magnetic fields and their superpositions, thus
allowing tests of the dynamo theory for field amplification
and its ordering. A major step towards a better understand-
ing of galactic magnetism will be achieved by the SKA (www.
skatelescope.org) and its precursors (ASKAP, MeerKAT).

2. Recognition of magnetic field structures in local
disk galaxies

The presence of regular kiloparsec-scale magnetic fields in
nearby spiral galaxies makes Faraday rotation an ideal tool for
studying the structure of magnetic fields in the disk and halo.
With the SKA capabilities RMs of hundred and thousands po-
larized background sources can be measured behind nearby
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Fig. 1: Left panel: RM maps (the scale is from +150 to -150 rad m−2)
generated for a typical spiral galaxy of radius 10 kpc (the frame size is
20 × 20 kpc) with a pure bisymmetric magnetic field structure (reg-
ular magnetic field strength of 5 µG) and thermal electron density
n0 = 0.03 cm−3, at the inclination angle of i = 10o. Middle panel:
Modeled random turbulent field for 30 rad m−2 r.m.s. Right panel: In
the right panel is the ‘realistic’ map of RM of the galaxy obtained by
superposition of these two field components.

galaxies thus allowing their detailed magnetic field mapping.
We estimated the required density of the background polarized
sources for reliable recognition and reconstruction of the mag-
netic field structure in nearby spiral galaxies (Stepanov et al.
2008). For a typical spiral galaxy we modeled the distribu-
tion of the ionized gas and the magnetic field in the disk (ax-
isymmetric, bisymmetric and quadrisymmetric spiral, and su-
perpositions). We simulated the RM of a galaxy towards back-
ground polarized sources taking into account the RM fluctua-
tions as result of turbulent fields and/or fluctuations in ionized
gas (Fig. 1). The simulated magnitudes of RM towards back-
ground point sources and their density are then used to recog-
nize the magnetic field structure and assess its reliability.

The slope of the number counts (γ) of polarized back-
ground sources is unknown beyond 0.5 mJy at 1.4 GHz and
important for the field recognition. For the optimistic value of
γ = −1.1, the recognition of a single and mixed modes of
regular fields can be reliably performed from a limited sam-
ple (∼> 10) of RM measurements of polarized point sources.
Single higher modes (bisymmetric and quadrisymmetric spi-
rals) are easier to recognize, i.e. they need less RM points,
shorter observation time and are less affected by the turbulent
component. The dependence on turbulence becomes dramatic
for weakly inclined (almost face-on) galaxies – reliable fitting
requires a huge number of sources. Future deep (100 h) RM ob-
servations with the SKA at 1.4 GHz will allow the recognition
of <∼ 60000 spiral galaxies in the volume restricted to a radius
of ∼ 100 Mpc.

The reconstruction of magnetic field structures of strongly
inclined galaxies without precognition of a simple pattern is
possible for a large sample (> 1000) of RM point sources. This
would require a sensitivity of the SKA at 1.4 GHz of ≈ 0.5 −
5 µJy (or integration time less than one hour) for galaxies at
distances of about 1 Mpc. The field structures of ∼ 50 galaxies
until about 10 Mpc distance can be reconstructed with tens to
hundred hours of integration time.

Radio telescopes operating at low frequencies (LOFAR,
ASKAP, and the low-frequency SKA array) may also be useful
instruments for field recognition or reconstruction with the help
of RM, if background sources are still significantly polarized at

low frequencies. The later reduces the number of RM points per
solid angle of the galaxy: (i) the overall degree of polarization is
most probably lower due to Faraday depolarization effects, (ii)
the typical degree of polarization may decrease for more distant
sources (stronger star formation in young galaxies), and (iii) in-
ternal and external depolarization may significantly reduce the
number of polarized sources. Another problem at low frequen-
cies is thermal absorption that may reduce the radio fluxes at
frequencies below about 100 MHz for strongly inclined galax-
ies with high densities of the ionized gas. For planning surveys
at frequencies of 300 MHz and lower, much more needs to be
known about the statistics of polarized sources.

3. Three-phase evolutionary model of magnetic
fields in galaxies

Studying the evolution in magnetic fields of galaxies is im-
portant for interpreting future radio synchrotron observations
with the SKA. We have used the dynamo theory to derive the
timescales of amplification and ordering of magnetic fields in
disk and quasi-spherical galaxies (Arshakian et al. 2009). This
has provided a useful tool in developing a three-phase evolu-
tionary model of regular magnetic fields, coupled with models
describing the formation and evolution of galaxies. In the hier-
archical structure formation scenario, we identified three main
phases of magnetic-field evolution in galaxies (Fig. 2). In the
epoch of dark matter halo formation (first phase), seed mag-
netic fields of ∼ 10−18 G strength were generated in protogalax-
ies by the Biermann battery or the Weibel instability (Lazar
et al. 2009). Turbulence in the protogalactic halo generated
by thermal virialization could have driven the turbulent (small-
scale) dynamo and amplified the seed field to the equipartition
level of ≈ 20 µG within a few 108 yr (second phase). In the
epoch of disk formation, the turbulent field served as a seed
for the mean-field (large-scale) dynamo developed in the disk
(third phase).

– We defined three characteristic timescales for the evolution
of galactic magnetic fields: one for the amplification of the
seed field, the second one for the amplification of the large-
scale regular field, and the third one for the coherent field
ordering on the galactic scale (Arshakian et al. 2009).

– Galaxies similar to the Milky Way (MW) formed a thick
disk at z ≈ 10, and the mean-field spherical dynamo
amplified the field until z ≈ 4, at which the disk be-
came sufficiently thin, so that the more efficient mean-field
disk dynamo could operate and amplified the regular fields
within 1.5 Gyr. Regular fields of equipartition (several µG)
strength and a few kpc coherence length were generated
within 2 Gyr (until z ≈ 3), but field ordering up to the co-
herence scale of the galaxy size took another 6 Gyr (un-
til z ≈ 0.5). Giant galaxies (radius > 15 kpc) had already
formed a thin disk at z ≈ 10, allowing an efficient dynamo
generation of equipartition regular fields (with a coherence
length of about 1 kpc) until z ≈ 4. However, the Universe
is too young for fully coherent fields to have already de-
veloped in disks of giant galaxies. Dwarf galaxies (radius
< 3 kpc) formed even earlier. If their rotation is ordered and
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Fig. 2: Top panel: Evolution of magnetic field strength in dwarf galax-
ies (DW), MW-type galaxies and in giant disk (GD) galaxies. Phase
1 (red): Origin of seed magnetic fields. Phase 2 (yellow): Evolution
of the small-scale magnetic field generated by the turbulent dynamo
(thick dashed-dot-dot line). Phase 3 (blue): Evolution of the large-
scale magnetic field generated by the mean-field dynamo in quasi-
spherical galaxies (thick solid line) or in thin-disk galaxies (thick
dashed-dot-dashed). At z ≈ 4 the dynamo type in Milky-Way type
galaxies switched from spherical to thin-disk. Bottom panel: Evolution
of the ordering scale of regular magnetic fields for dwarf galaxies
(DW; bottom line) and disk galaxies (MW and GD; top line).

sufficiently fast to allow the action of the spherical mean-
field dynamo, they should have hosted fully coherent fields
at z ≈ 1.

– Major mergers excited starbursts with enhanced turbulence,
which in turn amplified the turbulent field, whereas the reg-
ular field was disrupted and required several Gyr to recover.
Measurement of regular fields can serve as a clock for mea-
suring the time since the last starburst or merger event.

– Starbursts due to major mergers enhance the turbulent field
strength by a factor of a few and drive a fast wind outflow,
which magnetizes the intergalactic medium. Observations
of the radio emission from distant starburst galaxies can
provide an estimate of the total magnetic-field strength in
the IGM.

We then simulated the evolution of magnetic fields for disk
galaxies (Arshakian et al., in prep.) using the timescales of am-
plification and ordering of regular magnetic fields derived in
Arshakian et al. (2009). For a MW-type galaxy (R = 10 kpc),
we started from seed fields generated in 0.5 Gyr after the disk
formation at z = 10. The size of the seed (1 kpc), amplitude of
its regular field (distributed normally around 0.3 µG) and pitch
angle (scattered within ±20◦) are used to simulate the evolution
of regular fields to later epochs (Fig. 3). After 5 Gyr the regu-
lar field is amplified to the equipartition level while the field is
ordered at scales of 5 kpc. After 10 Gyr the field is fully coher-
ent. At low frequencies (150 MHz), significant depolarization
caused by regular fields (Fig. 3; bottom panels) results in an
asymmetric polarized structure elongated near the minor axis
of a galaxy.

4. Future observational tests with the SKA

Our analysis has important implications on the expectations
of the future observations of magnetic fields with the SKA.
The total magnetic field can be measured by the observed total
power radio emission, corrected for the thermal fraction of a
galaxy, while the regular magnetic field can be traced by polar-
ized synchrotron emission and by Faraday rotation. The tight
radio – far-infrared correlation in galaxies implies that radio
synchrotron emission is an excellent tracer of star formation in
galaxies, at least to distances of z ' 3 (Seymour et al. 2008).

The small-scale dynamo, with the help of virial turbu-
lence, could have amplified turbulent fields to the level of
equipartition with turbulent energy density within ' 3 × 108

years (Arshakian et al. 2009); strong fields should therefore
existed in all star-forming galaxies at z ' 10 (Fig. 2; top
panel) and the radio–far-infrared correlation should be valid
for z <∼ 10. However, if the total field strength was smaller
than 3.25 µG (1+z)2, the strong cosmic microwave background
(CMB) radiation at high redshifts would have suppressed the
non-thermal continuum emission of a galaxy by means of
inverse Compton losses of cosmic-ray electrons, suggesting
that the radio–far-infrared correlation should evolve with in-
frared/radio ratios increasing with redshift (Murphy 2009).
Suppression of the non-thermal component at high redshifts
(z > 3) would have left only radiation in the thermal (free-
free) regime, thus limiting the depth to which the SKA can de-
tect star-forming galaxies. Deviations from nominal IR/radio
ratios at high-z will provide a means for constraining the pres-
ence and strength of magnetic fields in young galaxies (Murphy
2009). The SKA and its precursor telescopes will investigate
this relation in more detail.

A number of predictions of the evolutionary model of mag-
netic fields can be tested with the SKA’s measurements of po-
larized synchrotron emission and Faraday rotation of distant
galaxies: (i) an anticorrelation at fixed redshift between galaxy
size and the ratio between ordering scale and the galaxy size,
(ii) giant galaxies (radius > 15 kpc) should not host fully coher-
ent fields (no large-scale RM patterns) until the present epoch,
(iii) Milky-Way type galaxies should host fully coherent fields
(large-scale RM patterns) at z <∼ 0.5, (iv) undisturbed dwarf
galaxies with ordered rotation should host fully coherent fields
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Fig. 3: Simulations (in the rest frame of a galaxy) in the framework
of the SKA design studies. First row: the evolution of regular mag-
netic fields in the disk of a galaxy seen face-on (the frame size is
20 kpc×20 kpc). The amplitude and ordering scale of the regular fields
in 0.5 Gyr after the epoch of disk formation (0.3 µG and 1 kpc; left
panel), after 5 Gyr (∼ 1.5 µG and 6 kpc; middle panel), and after
10 Gyr (∼ 1.5 µG and 12 kpc; right panel). Simulations of the total
intensity (second row) and polarization (third row) at 150 MHz for a
galaxy with an inclination angle of 60 degrees, turbulent (3 µG) and
regular (1.5 µG) magnetic fields, and a star-formation rate of 10 M�
yr−1 are shown for the same epochs.

giving rise to strong Faraday rotation signals (large-scale RM
patterns) at z <∼ 1, and (v) weak regular fields (small Faraday
rotation) in galaxies at z <∼ 3, possibly associated with strong
anisotropic fields (strong polarized emission), would be signa-
tures of major mergers (Arshakian et al. 2009).

The method of observing RM against distant polarized
background sources can also be applied to measure the strength
of the regular field in distant intervening star-forming galaxies,
identified by additional optical spectroscopic observations with
Mg II absorption systems (Bernet et al. 2008). Deeper obser-
vations with future telescopes are essential to provide RM data
with much better statistics to larger redshifts (z <∼ 5) and in
much smaller redshift bins and would allow to study the ‘RM
function’ which we define as the number of background polar-
ized sources per RM and redshift intervals. This will allow the
evolution of the amplitude and ordering scale of regular fields
to be tested (Arshakian et al., in prep.).

In the hierarchical merger formation model, massive galax-
ies with masses greater than the MW and high star-formation
rate (> 100 M�) formed at z ∼ (2 to 3). On the other hand,
observations of undisturbed massive galaxies at earlier epochs
support the alternative idea of their formation by accretion of
narrow streams of cold gas, as evident from cosmological sim-
ulations (Dekel et al. 2009). Polarization observations of mas-
sive distant galaxies with the SKA will be crucial to distin-
guish between different cosmological scenarios of formation
and evolution of galaxies.

Another powerful tool to study the magnetic field strength
in distant galaxies is the observing of RM against gravitational
lens systems. The difference of Faraday rotations of a lens sys-
tem is attributed mainly to the conditions of the magneto-ionic
medium of a lens galaxy, and it is free of intrinsic Faraday ro-
tation of a lens system, Faraday rotation caused by the Milky-
Way and intergalactic medium. The Faraday rotation measure-
ments of lens systems can effectively probe the existence of
large-scale regular fields in distant star-forming and elliptical
galaxies (Narasimha & Chitre 2004). The SKA with the sensi-
tivity down to an rms of 1 µJy will be able to find few thousands
of lens systems per square degree with Einstein radii between
0.5′′ and 2′′ typical of galaxy lensing (Koopmans et al. 2004).
Most of these sources are expected to be star-forming galaxies
and radio-quiet active galactic nuclei, thus, allowing to probe
the cosmological evolution of magnetic fields in these galax-
ies beyond z > 1. In addition, polarized background sources
that are lensed into extended arcs can be used, through Faraday
rotation, to map RM in the lens itself.
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Abstract. We discuss simulations of the polarised sky in the frequency range of the SKA mid-band. From our polarisation
simulations, which are built on semi-empirical extra-galactic radio continuum simulations, empirically as well as numerically
derived intrinsic source population polarisation properties and radiation propagation from the emitting source along the line-
of-sight to the observer, we obtain synthetic polarisation observations assuming SKA telescope specifications as defined by the
most recent reference design study. For the purpose of radiation transfer, we utilise a halo model approach to obtain the spatial
distribution of the Faraday depth induced by galaxies, groups and clusters. Our modelling includes local halo physical as well as
global cosmological aspects. By applying Bayesian analysis methods based on Markov Chain Monte Carlo and Nested Sampling
techniques to spectro-polarimetric data sets we investigate how well cosmic magnetic fields can be studied and their properties
inferred from prospective polarisation data.

1. Introduction

The evolution of cosmic structure is mainly governed by grav-
ity. However, there are indications that on small scales mag-
netism may play a significant role. While gravity has been
well studied, the origin and evolution of magnetic fields in
the Universe is still very little understood, even though ra-
dio observations of synchrotron emission indicate that major
parts of the Universe are pervaded by them. Commonly, it is
assumed that seed magnetic fields are amplified by dynamo
mechanisms. These seed fields, which can later be fostered
by dynamo actions, might be generated by Weibel instabili-
ties or the Biermann battery mechanism. A powerful tool for
studying magnetic fields in a variety of environments is to use
Faraday rotation against background and embedded polarised
sources. New and up-coming instruments, such as the SKA and
its pathfinders, will allow for the first time to perform detailed
studies of the magnetic Universe via Faraday rotation measure
(RM) techniques. In the presented work, we investigate which
insights can be gained on magnetic field evolution from ob-
servations by these instruments on the basis of cosmological
simulations of the distribution of polarised emitters and the
magneto-ionic medium in large scale structures (LSS), such as
clusters, groups and galaxies.

2. Simulations of the polarised sky

Very little is known about faint radio source populations, es-
pecially in respect to their polarisation properties. To model
such populations realistically we follow the approach as pre-
sented in Wilman et al. 2008 and also use the publicly available
SKA Design Study (SKADS) Sky Simulations (S3; s-cubed.
physics.ox.ac.uk). The catalogue is derived from semi-
empirical simulations of different populations of radio contin-

? This work was supported by the European Commission
Framework Program 6, Project SKADS, Square Kilometre Array
Design Studies (SKADS), contract no 011938.

uum sources and extends down to faint flux limits in order to al-
low observation simulations of high-sensitive future radio facil-
ities, such as the SKA and the Low Frequency Array (LOFAR).
The source populations included in the catalogue are radio-loud
(FRI and FRII) and radio-quiet AGNs as well as radio emit-
ting starburst and normal disk galaxies. These populations are
of utmost importance, if not constituting a complete list of ra-
dio emitting source types in the relevant range of observing
frequencies and flux regimes. The luminosity function corre-
sponding to each class of sources is derived empirically from
available observations and can be updated as soon as new ob-
servational insights become available. The fits are extrapolated
to low luminosities and assume redshift evolutions to assure the
simulations are complete down to the faint flux limits, which
are reachable by future radio telescopes.

To determine the degree of polarisation of individual
sources, we employ existing polarisation data. For example,
our modelling makes use of polarisation statistics obtained
from the NVSS catalogue (Condon et al. 1998). Studies of po-
larised radio sources and their polarisation degrees were carried
out using this data set by Tucci et al. 2003 and Mesa et al. 2002.
Their results indicate that for radio sources with deep spectra,
the mean fractional polarisation increases with decreasing flux
density. Recently, Taylor et al. 2007 confirmed this finding and
studied the polarised source population to even fainter fluxes.
We model source polarisation based on these studies. For ex-
ample, we assume a median fractional polarisation of 1.77%
for NVSS sources with Stokes I fluxes from 100-200 mJy and
use a luminosity dependent modelling for the polarisation of
radio-loud AGNs. Another way to obtain polarisation degrees
of sources is to astrophysically model them. This can be done
in an analytic or numerical fashion. The polarisation distribu-
tion of a population can then be obtained from these models by
Monte Carlo simulations. In this way for instance we derived
polarisation degree statistics for normal and starburst galaxies.
Figure 1 shows a patch of a realisation of a polarisation sky
simulation.
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Fig. 1: A realisation of the polarised sky at 1 GHz is shown. For illustration purposes only a small fraction of the sky (∼0.001 square degree)
is displayed in total polarisation P =

√
Q2 + U2 (right panel) and Stokes parameters Q (left panel) and U (mid panel). The plots are obtained

using zscaled histogram equalisation.

Apart from polarised sources, Faraday screens in between
the source and the observer affect the polarisation signal.
Most dominant screens are constituted by LSS in the Universe
with large range coherent magnetic fields, i.e. galaxy clusters.
Rotation measures (RMs) in galaxy clusters have been found
to exceed occasionally 1000 rad/m2 in cluster core regions.
However, also galaxies and thus the Milky Way as well as
ionospheric disturbances in the Earth’s upper atmosphere con-
tribute.

Our Faraday sky simulations are built on a halo model ap-
proach (see e.g. Krause et al. 2009; Geisbuesch et al. 2008,
2009a). Here, we employ N-body simulations as well as
Lagrangian perturbation theory in order to derive the spatial
distribution of halos of different masses within redshift ranges.
Further halo properties, which are not directly obtained from
these simulations, are derived via scaling relations. For exam-
ple, scalings between the halo mean magnetic field amplitudes
and halo masses are assumed. Further assumptions about their
redshift evolution, which are physically and/or observationally
motivated, are made. Magnetic field structures within clusters
are generated by assuming a power spectrum for the spatial
distribution of the magnetic field vector components. Thereby
our modelling ensures that the vector field is divergence free.
Furthermore, we scale the cluster magnetic field strength by a
profile so that it decreases radially outwards. Note that the ap-
plied magnetic field modelling is in good agreement with ob-
servations (see e.g. Murgia et al. 2004; Govoni et al. 2006). The
electron gas density profile is derived from the distribution of
dark matter in the halo, which is modelled by a NFW profile, by
assuming hydrostatic equilibrium. Figure 2 shows a simulated
Faraday sky patch obtained by the outlined modelling recipe.

In previous work (Krause et al. 2009), we modelled the
cluster RM distribution by a smooth β-profile. For visualisa-
tion purposes we apply a similar model in Figure 3 in order
to demonstrate the effect the magneto-ionic cluster atmosphere
has on the observed polarisation signal from background and
embedded sources. The resulting map has been convolved with
a beam of 1 arcsec FWHM. Note that sources behind the clus-

Fig. 2: Sky section of an RM realisation for a concordance ΛCDM
model.

ter centre region are clearly depolarised due to beam depolari-
sation.

3. Synthetic observations

The polarisation sky simulations as described in the previous
section present a tool that is very useful for determining how
instrumental properties can affect radio spectro-polarimetric re-
search. The potential of telescope designs to achieve certain re-
search goals can be verified by observation simulations of syn-
thetic polarised sky realisations. Studies of how alterations of
the telescope design or different assumptions about the sky sig-
nal change results are cost-effectively realisable. As an exam-
ple, we show here how instrumental properties can limit scien-
tific return by the means of a resolution study. For this purpose
we assume the resolution properties of three different genera-
tions of radio interferometers. The noise level in the simula-
tions corresponds to a 100 hrs SKA observation and is consis-
tent with the SKA design specifications as given in Schilizzi
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Fig. 3: Realisation of Stokes Q for a similar patch as shown in Figure 1. This time a cluster Faraday screen has been placed at different redshifts
(left panel: z = 0.5, mid panel: z = 0.3 and right panel: z = 0.01). Some of the sources are in the foreground of the cluster and their polarised
emission is therefore not affected by the cluster’s magneto-ionic medium. For the purpose of clearly visualising the effect of the Faraday rotation
of the polarisation angle, we used a smooth profile to model the cluster Faraday depth. The maps have been convolved with a beam of FWHM
of 1 arcsec.

et al. 2007. As it is well visible in Figure 4, the sky appears
quite different at different resolutions. This is mainly due to the
fact that at high resolution the sources and their polarisation
structures are resolved. The polarised signal from extragalactic
sources often originates from extended lobes rather than com-
pact cores (see also Figure 1). Thus, in the case that angular
resolution is very high, the extended polarised emission is in
many cases hidden in the noise or dependent on the telescope
design can be even resolved out. Conversely, if the angular res-
olution is too low, many sources suffer beam depolarization by
unresolved field structures.

4. Polarisation data analysis

We employ Bayesian methods to analyse source polarisation
data, namely Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) and Nested
Sampling (NS). Both methods yield comparable results with
NS being often computationally less expensive. We derive ac-
curacies on RMs dependent on the instrument design, in par-
ticular the instrument bandwidth, and the signal-to-noise ratio
of the source detection. A detailed discussion of the applied
methods and results can be found in Geisbuesch & Alexander
2009b. The implemented algorithms are applied to the spectro-
polarimetric data of polarised point-like sources (linear Stokes
parameters: Q and U). Sources can be detected in the first
place by standard source detection techniques as applied in
a wide spectrum of astronomical areas, e.g. source detection
in multi-frequency microwave and submillimetre observations.
Different to most current implementations of RM-synthesis,
our algorithm performs its analysis in frequency rather than
RM space. This saves the computationally costly Fourier trans-
form and subsequent RM-cleaning. Figure 5 shows results of
the relative RM accuracy for a range of RM values in depen-
dence on the over the band integrated signal-to-noise ratio of
the source polarisation signal. Note that even at relatively low
signal-to-noise ratios of S NR ∼ 3 the screen RM value can be

Fig. 4: A resolution study: the assumed instrument beam is varied
while the noise level is kept constant. The panels show the same patch
at a resolution of 1 arcsec (top panel), 15 arcsec (mid panel) and 40
arcsec (bottom panel). The polarised sky simulation includes polarised
sources and Faraday screens. Stokes Q is shown.

recovered with sufficient accuracy. Above this signal-to-noise
ratio the RM accuracy agrees well with theoretical predictions.
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Fig. 5: Dependence of the relative accuracy of the RM value on the signal-to-noise ratio and the actual RM value of the screen for the two main
pathfinder experiments of the SKA, ASKAP (left panel) and MeerKAT (mid panel), and for the SKA itself (right panel).

5. SKA RM survey missions

Based on the simulations and the data analysis we can estimate
the density of RM grids for different observing strategies of
the SKA and determine to which redshifts cosmic magnetism
can be studied. In particular, our goal is to determine how the
magnetic field strength in the intracluster medium evolves with
redshift. In order to make a reliable measurement of the cluster
magnetic field, we assume that more than 10 RMs through a
cluster must be detected. If the redshift evolution of the mag-
netic field can be described by a redshift-dependent term of
(1+ z)α with α > 0, several ten thousand clusters have to be de-
tected to enable us to discover an evolution as slow as α = 0.3
at 10σ (see e.g. Alexander et al. 2007).

In the following, we investigate ‘cluster detection’ for two
different surveying strategies, a wide and a deep one. In the case
of a wide field survey covering the full southern hemisphere in
a year of observing, an RM grid density of ∼4000-5000 sources
per square degree can be achieved considering the latest SKA
design concepts. The requirement of 10 RMs for a ‘cluster de-
tection’ is then achievable for more than 100,000 groups and
clusters, which are mostly located at redshifts z . 0.5, in a
concordance model. However, these clusters require Sunyaev-
Zel’dovich (SZ) and/or X-ray follow-up to confirm their lo-
cation and to obtain estimates of the electron gas densities
along the lines-of-sight. The selection of such follow-up lim-
its the number of clusters, for which all required information
is available, to ∼70,000 for deep or respectively ∼12,000 ob-
jects for shallow follow-up. Therefore, stacking objects of sim-
ilar masses within a well-defined redshift range will increase
the usable number of clusters and will help to constrain cluster
magnetic field properties.

A deep SKA polarimetry survey covering 40 square de-
grees with 100 hrs integration time per pointing will allow us
to study magnetic fields of groups and clusters of galaxies and
their evolution up to high redshifts (z ∼ 3). At intermediate and
high redshifts the volume probed by such a deep survey will
contain several thousands of objects of interest (N ∼ 3500, of
which about 2000 screens possess at least 10 RMs). However,
with the requirement of follow-up to obtain the magnetic field
strength from the measured RM grid values, the number of
objects, whose SZ imprint or X-ray emission can be detected
by current or up-coming telescopes, drops to several hundred
(N ∼ 300). Nevertheless, the deep survey sample extends to
far higher redshifts than it is the case for the wide field one.

Thus, the wide and deep field RM SKA survey missions are
actually complimentary and explore cosmic magnetism in LSS
at different epochs.

6. Conclusions

We developed polarisation simulations of a high degree of re-
alism within the SKADS project. The simulations have been
used to make predictions about how instrument design affects
polarisation studies and also utilised to make predictions for
planned SKA survey missions. Furthermore, we have imple-
mented and evaluated Bayesian data analysis methods in order
to analyse spectro-polarimetric data and to obtain RMs from
data of up-coming and future radio telescopes.
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Abstract. We give an overview of Euclid, a space mission selected for study within ESA’s Cosmic Vision framework. Euclid is
a survey mission which aims to deeply cover the whole extragalactic sky (2π sr). Exquisite optical imaging in one wide optical
band plus deep photometry in three NIR bands will allow to map gravitational lensing across the sky, while NIR spectroscopy
will allow a full sky sample of accurate galaxy redshifts up to z ∼ 2. These measures will allow to probe with unprecedented
accuracy presence and characteristics of Dark Energy, Dark Matter and possible presence of non standard gravity. The giant
database will also have an enormous legacy value and allow the exploitation of countless science topics

1. Introduction

The current Euclid mission concept stems from two dark
energy related missions which were proposed to ESAs
Cosmic Vision programme and were jointly selected: the Dark
UNiverse Explorer (DUNE) and the SPectroscopic All-sky
Cosmology Explorer (SPACE). Initial studies in 2008 by an
ESA ad hoc advisory panel led to the Euclid merged con-
cept, an ESA mission comprising two instruments: a two chan-
nels optical & NIR imager, and a NIR spectrograph. These
instruments were proposed, are studied and will provided by
the Euclid Imaging Consortium [EIC] (A. Réfregiér P.I.) and
the Euclid Near Infrared Spectrograph Consortium [ENIS] (A.
Cimatti P.I.), respectively. These consortia are formed by hun-
dreds of scientists from several countries. Euclid has been the
object of an Assessment Phase in 2008-2009 in the context of
ESAs Cosmic Vision programme and is a candidate for sele-
crion for the first ESA’s medium mission launch slot in late
2017.

Euclid primary goal is to map the geometry and evolu-
tion of the dark universe with unprecedented precision. The
aim is to place high accuracy constraints on Dark Energy,
Dark Matter and Gravity using two independent cosmological
probes: weak gravitational lensing (WL) and baryonic acous-
tic oscillations (BAO). For this purpose, Euclid will measure
the shape and spectra of galaxies over the entire extragalactic
sky in the visible and NIR, out to redshift 2, thus covering the
period over which dark energy accelerated the universe expan-
sion (< 10 Billion years). Supernovæ, galaxy clusters and the
Integrated Sachs-Wolf effect will be used as secondary cosmo-
logical probes. The Euclid datasets will also provide a unique
legacy surveys for the study of galaxy evolution, large-scale
structure, the search for high redshift objects and for various
other fields of astronomy.

The baseline mission concept (Laureijs et al. 2009) is based
on a telescope with a primary mirror of 1.2 m diameter. The
payload baseline comprises wide field instruments (0.5 deg2):
an imaging instrument comprising a visible and a NIR chan-
nel, and a NIR spectroscopic instrument. The visible channel is
used to measure the shapes of galaxies for weak lensing, with
a resolution of 0.18 arcsec in a wide visible red band (R+I+Z,

0.55 – 0.92µm). The NIR photometric channel provides three
NIR bands (Y, J, Hw, spanning 1.0–2.0 µm) with a resolution
of 0.3 arcsec. The baseline for the NIR spectroscopic channel
operates in the wavelength range 1.0–2.0 µm in slitless mode
at a spectral resolution R ∼ 500, employing 0.5” pixels. An op-
tional spectroscopic implementation is slit spectroscopy using
digital micro–mirror devices (DMDs).

The mission will perform a wide survey of the entire ex-
tragalactic sky (20,000 deg2) down to 24.5 AB magnitude in
the visible, thus providing 30–40 resolved galaxies per amin2.
For all galaxies, photometric redshifts are obtained from the
broad-band visible and near-IR measurements and complemen-
tary ground-based observations in other visible bands. For 40-
60 million galaxies with Hα line flux level > 4 · 10−16 erg s−1

cm−2 the slitless spectrometer will directly measure the redshift
with a success rate in excess of 35%.

A two magnitude deeper survey of ∼ 40 square degrees will
also be performed to monitor the stability of the spacecraft and
payload and for legacy science.

The factors that require a space missions are the need for a
small and stable optical spread function and the reduced back-
ground for deep NIR photometry and spectroscopy .

Planned characteristics and science topics of the mission
are given in detail in the Assessment Study (“Yellow Book”,
Laureijs et al. 2009, hereafter EYB). Further details, addi-
tional topics, related bibliography and additional references
can be found in the EYB, in the EIC Science Book (hereafter
EICSB, Réfrégier et al. 2009), and in the proceedings of the
meeting “Observing the Dark Universe with Euclid” (ESTEC,
Noordwijk, Nov 2009, http://www.congrex.nl/09c08)

2. Theory and quest for observable, discriminating
parameters

In the last decade from new measurements of Supernovæ and of
the anisotropies in the cosmic microwave background (CMB),
a coherent picture started to emerge: even though the Universe
appears to be spatially flat, matter only makes up 25% of the
critical energy today, and the rest is something else, for which
the best-known candidate is the cosmological constantΛ. But it
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is not only the 75% dark energy that is puzzling. Both big-bang
nucleosynthesis (BBN) and the CMB indicate that baryons (the
“normal” matter) only make up about 4% of the energy density
today. The remaining 21% are an unknown substance called
dark matter because it is apparently invisible but clusters at
least on large scales like pressureless matter.

Fig. 1: Effect of dark energy on the evolution of the Universe. Fraction
of the density of the Universe in the form of dark energy as a function
of redshift z., for a model with a cosmological constant (w=-1, black
solid line), dark energy with a different equation of state (w=-0.7, red
dotted line), and a modified gravity model (blue dashed line). In all
cases, dark energy becomes dominant in the low redshift Universe era
probed by Euclid, while the early Universe is probed by the CMB.

In general, given the plethora of possible theoretical mod-
els, it is useful to adopt a phenomenological approach and
therefore some parametrisations. In the dark energy context tne
main parameter is the one for equation of state of the dark en-
ergy component, w ≡ p/ρ. If we can consider the Universe
as evolving like a homogeneous and isotropic Friedmann-
Lemaı̂tre-Robertson-Walker (FLRW) universe, then the only
observationally accessible quantity is the expansion rate of
the universe H, given by the Friedmann equation, H(a)2 =

(ȧ/a)2 = (8πG/3)
[
ρm(a) + ρDE(a)

]
. This equation governs the

expansion law of the Universe as whole and can be studied with
geometrical tests: luminosity and angular diameter distances
are determined by integrals of 1/H, and H itself can be directly
measured by a number of methods.

The dark energy is described by its homogeneous energy
density ρDE and the isotropic pressure pDE, diagonal elements
of the energy momentum tensor. Any other non-zero compo-
nent of the latter would require us to go beyond the FLRW de-
scription of the Universe. The evolution of ρ is then governed
by the covariant conservation equations which in this case re-
duce simply to

ρ̇DE = −3H(ρDE + pDE) = −3H(1 + w)ρDE. (1)

Conclusions can be drawn from the phenomenological
w(a): if the observed w ever deviates significantly from −1
then a cosmological constant is ruled out, and if w < −1 then
canonical scalar field models of the dark energy are in trou-
ble. Once H(a) has been measured with the needed accuracy,
then w(a) can be extracted. For an evolving w(a) a number of
models can be described by the parametrization (Chevallier &
Polarski 2001, Linder 2003) w(a) = wp + (ap − a)wa obtained

by Taylor expansion around a pivot expansion factor, ap, which
renders errors on wp and wa uncorrelated (often one normalizes
at present where a = 1 and the parameters plane is w0 − wa).
Then the ability of a given experiment to measure the DE equa-
tion of state can be expressed (Albrecht et al. 2005) in terms of
a “Figure-of-Merit” [FoM], given by FoM= 1/(∆wp × ∆wa).

Fig. 2: Growth factor of cosmic structures for the same three models in
Fig. 1. Only by measuring the geometry and the growth of structure at
low redshifts can a modification of dark energy be distinguished from
that of gravity.

The latter ∆ are obtained by marginaliziation in the Fisher
Matrix over the many other typical parameters of the models,
such as f.i. details of the power spectrum (amplitude, σ8, pri-
mordial spectral index, n). The discriminating power of a given
experiment then can immediately be expressed graphically by
ellipses in the wa − wp plane and confronted with models pre-
dictions in the same plane (in the w0 − wa plane the ellipses
are tilted, since the parameters are correlated). The FoM is in-
versely proportional to the ellipse area. By combining present
experiments this is ∼ O(10) (Komatsu et al. 2009), while Euclid
will yield ∼ 500 by itself and will reach ∼ 1500 by adding the
information which will be provided by Planck (EYB).

However, there is an ambiguity present since it is possi-
ble, for instance, to ascribe the expansion history to a scalar
field potential or equivalently to construct a function f so that
a f (R) type (in the Lagrangian) modified gravity model yields
the same expansion history. Either explanation is indistinguish-
able at the background level and therefore one needs more in-
formation, different from H(a), and so to look study additional
quantities, such as density perturbations.

Therefore the growth-rate of the matter perturbations
comes into play. In the standard picture, once H(a) is accu-
rately known, the dark matter perturbations evolve according
to δ̈m + 2Hδ̇m = 4πGρmδm. A common parametrisation is in
terms of the parameter γ, the matter growth index (Wang &
Steinhardt 1998)

d log δm

d log a
≡ f (a) � Ωm(a)γ. (2)

In this simple case, γ is uniquely fixed by the expansion history,
which in turn depends on w(a). A good fit to the full numerical
result is γ ≈ 0.55 + 0.05[1 + w(a = 0.5)] (Linder 2005). The
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above description, which has only one parameter, assumes both
Poisson equation and that only Dark Matter contributes to the
density perturbation source term, i.e. ∆φ = 4πGρδm.
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Fig. 3: Predicted constraints from Euclid on the dark energy w0-wa
plane for a w0 = −0.95 reference model. The outer (green) ellipses
show the constraints from BAO, orange shows the galaxy power spec-
trum, P(k), purple weak lensing alone, and inner blue ellipse the com-
bined Euclid probes. The inner red ellipse is the combined Eulcid and
Planck constraints. The square denotes ΛCDM and diamond DGP in
parameter space, with the dotted line connecting them showing where
extended DGP models lie.

Now, in order to consider a wider class of possible models
one then needs to study perturbations at a more general level
by the considering the metric element

ds2 = a(τ)2
[
−(1 + 2ψ)dτ2 + (1 − 2φ)dr2

]
. (3)

where the two functions of position and time ψ and φ play a role
very similar to gravitational potentials. It is worth noticing that
massive particles will be influenced practically only by ψ, while
massless ones, such as lensed photons, will feel the difference
of the two (EICSB).

At the background, unperturbed level, the evolution of the
universe is described by H, which is linked to ρ by the Einstein
equations, and p controls the evolution of ρ, but a priori it is
a free quantity describing the physical properties of the fluid.
Therefore in addition to the standard picture now there are ψ
and φ describing the Universe, and they are linked to δρ and
peculiar v of the fluids through the Einstein equations. Pressure
perturbations δp and anisotropic stress π in turn describe the
fluids. This means that a general dark energy component can be
described by phenomenological parameters similar to w, even
at the level of first order perturbation theory. This description
adds the two new parameters δp and π, which are both func-
tions of scale as well as time. These parameters fully describe
the dark energy fluid, and they can in principle be measured
(see Fig. 2).

An alternative to invoking the presence of dark fluids in the
energy momentum tensor is to slightly modify GR itself to ex-
plain the accelerated expansion. However, these deviations can
still be recast in the form Gµν = −8πGTµν − Yµν, where Yµν can
be intepreted again as the presence of a fluid with an effective
anisotropic stress and an pressure perturbation, i.e. a specific
ad hoc Dark Energy model. Therefore at the linear perturbation
level both the dark energy perturbations or the modifications of
gravity can be described by two additional functions. A single
extra parameter, for example only γ, does not suffice.
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Fig. 4: Constraints similar to those in Fig. 3 but in the wp and γm plane.

The two potential functions φ(k, a) and ψ(k, a) can in gen-
eral be recast in terms of other, simpler parameters such as the
dimensionless quantities Q (related to the DE clustering and
the modification of Poisson eq) and η (related to the difference
ψ− φ and hence to the anisotropic stress), which can more eas-
ily be related to observable quantities. For gravitational lensing
it is useful to consider Σ ≡ Q(1 + η/2). Since there is also a re-
lation between γ and Q(1 + η), in the limit of small deviations
from the canonical GR values, one has (Amendola et al. 2008)

γ = γstd

[
1 +

Q(1 + η) − 1
(w − 1)(1 −Ωm)

]
. (4)

where γstd is the standard value (i.e. for uncoupled, unclustered
dark energy in Einstein gravity). A significant deviation of γ
from γstd would amount to the discovery that either dark en-
ergy clusters or that gravity is modified. Therefore to the FoM
ellipses in the wp − wa plane now add the ones in the γ − wp

plane, where gravity models (such as the popular DGP, Dvali
et al. 2000) can more easily be separated from DE ones (in
general the formers, differently from the latters, typically have
a non zero π (EICSB).
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3. Main Probe: Gravitational Lensing

Image distortions from light deflection due to gravitational
potential wells can range from weak (round object get very
slightly elongated), to intermediate (deformations to banana
shapes, flexion) or even strong (extreme deformations to elon-
gated arcs and multiple images). The ”cosmic shear” refers to
the the Weak lensing (WL) regime and in particular can be used
to reconstruct the large-scale distribution of mass along the
line-of-sight, unlike other methods that probe the distribution
of light. WL measurements can thus be directly compared with
theoretical models of structure formation and are powerful tool
to measure cosmological parameters (Refregier 2003, Heavens
et al., 2006). WL probes both the geometry of the Universe [and
thus H(z)] and the amplitude of the power spectrum, σ8(z), at
different redshifts, which gives directly the growth factor G(z)
of mass perturbations.
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Fig. 5: Cosmic shear angular power spectrum predicted at z = 0 and
z = 0.5 for a number of models.

To reveal with sufficient significance the extremely weak
shear signal (typically the angular power spectrum, see Fig. 5;
it is also possible to study cross power spectra at different z),
one needs to sample large effective volumes with deep and ex-
cellent images in order to spatially resolve a large number of
lensed galaxies per square arc minute. Hence the need of sur-
veying very large areas of the sky in very good seeing and
stable conditions. The latter requirements brings naturally to
space observations, as demonstrated by the results obtained us-
ing HST on the COSMOS field (Massey et al. 2007).

However, this requires both high accuracies in the shear
measurement and a good knowledge of the redshift distribu-
tion of the background (source) galaxies. For the latter, in or-
der to measure the signal and the power spectrum for several
different redshift bins (tomography), one needs for the lensed
galaxies in a redshift bins to have small bias on the mean,
σ〈z〉 < 2 · 10−3(1 + z), and small dispersion on individual mea-
surements,σz < 5·10−2(1+z). These can be achieved (Bordoloi
et al. 2009) by culling the samples and by complementing

Euclid photometry with that from planned ground based sur-
veys.

Also systematic sources of uncertainty (not only instru-
mental ones, e.g. effects due to galaxies instrinsic alignments)
should be kept at minimum: for Euclid one needs for the shear
σ2

sys < 10−7 (Amara & Réfregiér 2008). In the last years
analysis methods have been constantly improving by indepen-
dent cross-checks and new approaches (GREAT08, Bridle et al.
2009) but there is still room for needed improvement.

4. Main Probe: Clustering features in redshift and
real space

Redshift surveys of galaxies provide us with one of the most
powerful probes of the cosmological model via the study of
galaxy clustering and redshift-space distortions. The shape of
the power spectrum P(k) of the galaxy distribution (on linear
scales) is directly sensitive to the mean matter density ΩM and
its main constituents, such as the baryon density Ωb and possi-
ble contributions from massive neutrinos. Ωb is linked to spe-
cific regular features in P(k), the so-called Baryonic Acoustic
Oscillations (BAO), which connect the matter power spectrum
to the equivalent oscillations in the CMB angular power spec-
trum. BAOs have in fact been detected in the P(k) of the 2dF-
GRS and SDSS surveys (e.g. Eisenstein et al. 2005). BAOs pro-
vide a ”standard comoving rod” of ∼ 110 Mpc that can be used
to probe the expansion history of the Universe, H(z). In addi-
tion to allowing us to reconstruct the 3D spatial distribution of
galaxies, redshift surveys carry also important information on
the growth rate of structures.
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Fig. 6: Evolution of the growth rate of matter density perturbations:
points are from simulations of the spectroscopic survey. ΛCDM, cou-
pled dark matter/dark energy models and DGP predictions are shown.

In fact, the measured redshift includes not only the cosmo-
logical expansion term, but also the Doppler contribution due
to each galaxy’s peculiar velocity. In the linear regime, this mo-
tion simply reflects the growth of structure and thus the actual
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value of the growth rate f (z) (Kaiser 1987). This dynamical
contribution introduces a measurable radial distortion in the re-
constructed galaxy maps from redshift surveys, when redshifts
are used as measures of distance. By measuring galaxy two-
point correlations along and perpendicular to the line-of-sight,
one can quantify the distortions in terms of the linear com-
pression parameter beta, which is related to the growth rate as
f (z) = β × b. In this expression, b is the linear bias that de-
pends on the kind of galaxies being used. It has recently been
shown using the VVDS-Wide survey (Guzzo et al. 2008) that
this method can be used as a test of dark energy, mapping f (z)
at different redshifts.

This provides an additional way to detect evidence for mod-
ified gravity as an alternative solution to the accelerated expan-
sion problem. Conversely, if GR is assumed, this gives one fur-
ther method to constrain the evolution of the equation of state
w(z), through a precise measurement of ΩM(z) at different red-
shifts (Wang 2008).

5. Complementary Cosmological Probes

To better constrain and understand the present acceleration of
the expansion there is a crucial need for multiple and comple-
mentary observational probes. One of them is the Integrated
Sachs-Wolfe (ISW) effect (Sachs & Wolfe 1967), arising from
the time-variation of the scalar metric perturbations, imprinted
in the CMB and it is of interest its correlation with the dis-
tribution of matter at lower redshifts (through the galaxy sur-
veys). The ISW effect is sensitive to the low z decaying grav-
itational potential of the LSS and therefore is sensitive to the
amount, equation of state and clustering properties of the dark
energy. It is possible to detect the ISW effect through the cross-
correlation of the CMB with tracers of the LSS distribution
(Rassat et al. 2007, Giannantonio et al. 2008). An optimal ISW
survey has a minimum number density of sources of around 10
galaxy per amin2, covers a minimum sky fraction of the order
of 0.5 and is reasonably deep, with a minimum median redshift
of about 0.8 (Douspis et al., 2008): all requirements are well
fulfilled by Euclid wide survey.

Galaxy clusters are the end products of the cosmic hier-
archical build-up of small clumps into increasingly larger non
linear structures up to 1015M�. Since clusters arise from rare
high peaks of primordial density perturbations, their number
densities and mass distribution, i.e. their mass function n(M, z),
is highly sensitive to the matter density parameter and dark
energy parameters which control the rate at which structure
grows, as well as to the normalization of the matter power spec-
trum, σ8, or to modified gravity (see e.g. Fig. 7, EYB).

A variety of method is used to select cluster samples. There
will be samples already known by detections expected from
other bands all-sky experiments such as eROSITA and Planck,
but Euclid will improve in numbers, volumes and mass ranges.
With Euclid one can target galaxy overdensities, either in pro-
jection only or by combining with redshift space informa-
tion, with methods like the brightest cluster galaxy (maxBCG,
Koester et al. 2007) or the optical richness by selecting galax-
ies along the red sequence. In addition, both weak (Bergé et al.
2007) and strong lensing can be used (expect ≈ 5000 clusters
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Figure 11.1: Left: Mass limits expected from Euclid optical cluster selection (dashed) and weak

lensing selection thresholds for a 3-σ detection (solid), 5-σ (dash-dotted) and 7-σ (dash-triple

dotted). Right: Distribution of galaxy clusters in redshift bins of width ∆z = 0.1 for different

cosmologies observed on 20,000 deg2
. All clusters above a mass limit of 5 × 10

13h−1M⊙ are

selected. Lines show a ΛCDM model (solid), a w = −0.9 model (dotted) and a modified gravity

model (γ = 0.68; dashed).The dot-dashed line is for a ΛCDM model with the mass limit of the

weak lensing 3-σ detection limit. Note that the Poisson errors ∼
√

N are of the order of a few

hundred in most bins for Euclid and hence negligible on this plot.

as described in Chapter 6. In order to get an understanding of the cosmology dependence of

the number counts we show in Fig. 11.1 the redshift distribution of clusters for three different

cosmologies. The base line is a concordance ΛCDM model (solid line). The dotted line is for a

model with an equation of state of w = −0.9 compared to the concordance model with w = −1.

From the plot we see a different behaviour at low redshift (z ≤ 1) compared to high redshift. This

is because the difference from a ΛCDM model is driven at low redshifts by the different volume

factor, while at high redshift from the difference in the growth of structures. Although, the

difference between the two models seems miniscule, one has to keep in mind that the statistical

error for number counts is driven by the Poisson noise. The overall number of clusters for this

setup is over half a million, so the Poisson noise is tiny, and of the order of a few hundred per bin,

compared to the overall number of over 10,000 per bin. Hence in order to study the statistical

significance of the difference we need to understand the systematics, and we will come to this

later. The dashed line corresponds to a modified gravity model, which we parameterised with

γ = 0.68 as described in Chapter 6. This is a huge difference, which demonstrates the power of

galaxy cluster counts to constrain the growth of structures.

11.3 Selection of Galaxy Clusters with the Euclid Imaging Sur-
vey

The Euclid imaging survey can target clusters with three methods. The first is to count all the

member galaxies of the over-dense structures, the second is to look at the weak lensing signal

imposed by the massive galaxy clusters on the background galaxies, and the third is by the

strong lensing signal. The last is discussed in detail in Chapter 15. Here we concentrate on the

first two possibilities. In recent years the maxBCG method by Koester et al. (2007) has been

put forward. maxBCG assumes that the Brightest Cluster Galaxy (BCG) sits in the centre of

Fig. 7: Distribution of galaxy clusters in redshift bins of width ∆z =
0.1 for different cosmologies observed on 20,000 deg2. All clusters
above a mass limit of 5·1013 h−1 M� are selected. Lines show aΛCDM
model (solid), a w = 0.9 model (dotted) and a modified gravity model
(γ = 0.68; dashed). The dot-dashed line is for a ΛCDM model with
the mass limit of the weak lensing 3-σ detection limit

with strong arcs). Strong lensing will help also in the selection
of low mass systems (Limousin et al. 2009). It is important
to stress that both lensing and redshifts (via virial estimates –
expect ∼ 500 clusters with N > 20 measured members– or
caustics in redshift space, Diaferio 1999) will give improved
mass estimates, density profiles, and in turn tighten the M-LX

relations (Rozo et al. 2009).
Supernovæ are observable in the repeated observations of

the deep survey (NIR AB mags of 26 reached in ≈ 40 visists
each of depth 24, slitless spectroscopy with visits of H ∼ 19.5
to a final H ∼ 21.5). From these one can expect 1000- 2000
SNeIa to z < 0.7 plus a further 1000-2000 to z < 1 (detec-
tions only). NIR selection lessens the missed fraction in optical
searches (CC SNe: 30% at z = 1, 60% at z = 2; SN Ia:15% at
z = 1 and 35% at z = 2, Mannucci et al. 2007). Other bene-
fits are better control of dust extinction and a smaller scatter
in Hubble diagram at longer rest-frame wavelengths. Euclid
SNeIa will provide for cosmology much improved extinction
corrections and rest-frame I-band Hubble diagram with thou-
sands of objects to z ∼ 0.7. For astrophysics will give accurate
SN rates, including extincted SNe, useful to constrain progen-
itor models, models of feedback processes, SFH, and a better
understanding of SNeIa physics for cosmology.

6. Additional Topics and Legacy

Here we can simply list some among several topics and stress
the enormous legacy value, which can only be glimpsed at
in terms of equivalents of the fundamental Sloan Digital Sky
Survey [SDSS]. It is important to see Euclid also in perspec-
tive as the future main database from which extract targets for
narrow field facilities, such as ALMA, JWST, ELT.

Imaging (EYB): one expects ∼ 2 · 109 galaxies with mor-
pholgy and photoz, hence a factor ∼ ×103 the SDSS. From
these one will get optical morphology and photoz for hundred
millions of sources in other bands (SKA included). Of local in-
terest: free-floating super-Jupiters in Young star-clusters, Milky
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Way satellites (faintest-end of dwarf galaxy luminosity func-
tion; radial distribution). Of interest for galaxies: rest-frame op-
tical luminosities and stellar masses for the bulk of the galaxy
population out to z 3 (down to 0.1 M∗ at z = 1), bulk of the un-
obscured star formation out to z = 6 through rest UV, influence
of the environment on galaxy structural and photometric evolu-
tion (∼ 4·104 lensing detected galaxy clusters at 0.3 < z < 0.7).
The rare but fundamental most luminous galaxies and AGNs at
z ∼ 7 − 10, high z > 2 NIR detected clusters. Can also get con-
straints on the Luminosity Function at z > 6.5 from the deep
survey. The latter will be an unique bridge between JWST and
ground based surveys (∼ 103×Area of UltraVista in 0.1× time).
One also expects ∼ 103 QSOs and ∼ 105 galaxies to be lensed
by galaxies. Interesting results on low mass planets are possi-
ble with a dedicated microlensing survey towards the galactic
bulge and, similarly, a Galactic Plane survey in an extended
mission would be the reference dataset for star formation and
Galactic structure studies (EICSB).

Spectroscopy (EYB): a factor ∼ ×70 the SDSS. For galax-
ies (expect ∼ 108): evolution of the multivariate distribution
functions of star-forming galaxies, spectral estimates of extinc-
tion for higher fluxes with Hβ for z > 1.05; the cosmic evolu-
tion of the star formation density and activity for 0.5 < z < 2,
and its relation to the LSS (expect ∼ 1.4 · 105 groups with
N > 5 members, and ∼ 500 clusters with N > 20 members);
the evolution of the merger rate. Of interest for AGNs (expect
N ∼ 106): co-evolution with galaxy population, the fraction of
AGN as a function of properties of the host galaxy; an unique
sample of type 2 AGN at z > 1. One also has blind searches
of high z QSO and extended Lyα emitters at z > 7. Of inter-
est for galactic science: ultra-cool dwarfs (L, T, Y) in the solar
neighborhood and in star forming regions; results on the IMF at
very low mass; the possibility of charting the unkown territory
between the coolest dwarfs (T-type, T ∼ 1100K) and objects
Jupiter-like (T ∼ 150K).

7. Conclusions

Once realized, Euclid not only will provide us with quite pre-
cise and discriminating figures needed to better understanding
the global picture, the main components and gravity charac-
teristics, but will also yield enormous amount of priceless in-
formation to study e.g. at global, statistical level, the physical
evolution of galaxies, clusters and large scale structures.

It is then worth stressing not only the areas of possible di-
rect cross checks with SKA (i.e. large volumes weak lensing
and BAO with different systematics) but also the wonderful
complementarities: by joining the different information we will
have finally available the information on both the arena (cos-
mology, laws of gravitational growth) and on the detailed be-
haviour of two main interacting players at low z, Dark Matter
and Baryons. And for the latters we will able for hundred(s)
million(s) galaxies to at last follow the whole non linear bary-
onic fate by going from the pristine fuel (HI content, a crucial
information today missing but locally), via the flame (Hα), to
the ashes (old stars and population fitting from NIR photome-
try).
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Abstract. In this paper we present a overview and discussion of the data flow in the SKA from the point where data enters the
correlator through to the production of data products. The scaling of the data rates with telescope parameters is discussed for a
generic SKA concept incorporating all of the technologies discussed in SKA memo 100. Management and analysis of the data in
order to meet the demanding scientific requirement on image fidelity is a major engineering challenge for the SKA. We analyse
the scenarios for the SKA and consider a number of example experiments. We show that the final data rate from the correlator
and our ability to process it is a critical design parameter for the SKA. Despite the challenges, we propose ways to mitigate the
data rates and suggest an architecture for the post-correlator processor which is scaleable, affordable and likely to be able to meet
the challenges of the data processing.

1. Introduction

A major engineering challenge for the SKA is to be able to
manage and process the data produced from the various col-
lector technologies and produce high dynamic-range images
and other data products required to deliver the amazing sci-
entific potential of the instrument. In this paper we present an
overview and analysis of the data flow through the system. We
concentrate on the design concepts presented in SKA Memo
100 (Schilizzi et al 2007). We analyse the data flow for three
design scenarios of the SKA for a range of possible experi-
ments; we also discuss some options which we believe should
be explored in more detail that might mitigate the design limi-
tations suggested by the post-correlator data rates. Throughout
this paper we consider the data rate in terms of the pure infor-
mation content – the actual data rates transmitted will be larger
than those discussed here when data transmission overheads
are properly taken into account.

The three scenarios considered are as follows: (a) A dish-
only system consisting of 3000 15 m dishes equipped with
wide-band single-pixel feeds covering the frequency range
0.5 – 10 GHz. (b) A system with 2000 15 m dishes equipped
with Phased Array Feeds (PAFs) covering the frequency range
0.5 – 1.5 GHz together with single pixel feeds covering 1.5 –
10 GHz. (c) A system with 250 mid-frequency aperture ar-
ray stations of 56m radius covering the frequency range 300-
1000MHz (with some performance up to 1.4GHz) and 2400
dishes equipped with wide-band single-pixel feeds covering the
frequency range 0.8 – 10 GHz.

2. Data rates to the correlator

In each case there is a sparse aperture array covering the fre-
quency range 70 – 500 MHz. The dishes equipped with PAFS
and the AA stations intrinsically produce multiple beams on
the sky, Nb, leading to an increase in the instantaneous field of

view of NbΩb where Ωb is the diffraction limited FoV of the
dish or AA station.

We separate the data rates for each collector type going into
the correlator. In each case we consider full polarization with
data sampled at a specified number of bits and at the Nyquist
rate for the required bandwidth. The data rate from each col-
lector is given by G1 = 2Np∆ f NbitNb = 4∆ f NbitNb where Nbit
is the number of bits used to represent a data sample, Np the
number of polarizations measured (2) and ∆ f the bandwidth.
The data rate for a dish with a single pixel feed is 64 Gb/s for
the maximum 4 GHz bandwidth. The total input data rate is just
Gin = NG1.

For a dish with a single pixel feed Nb = 1. For PAFs and
aperture arrays Nb is the average number of beams over the
bandwidth:

Nb =
1
∆ f

∫ fmax

fmax−∆ f
nb( f )d f (1)

One can additionally group dishes into stations and beam-
form the dishes within the station. The maximum number of in-
dependent beams that can be produced for an AA, Dish+PAF,
or station of dishes is equal in each case to the number of in-
dependent collecting elements. For a station of dishes this is
equal to the number of dishes in the station at all frequencies.
At and above the frequency for which the PAFs and AAs are
Nyquist sampled this is then equal to the number of elements
in the PAF or AA. At lower frequencies the number decreases
as λ2.

In practice, for the PAF, the design will have the number of
elements required to give the required FoV at the highest fre-
quency. The specification in Memo 100 calls for a PAF which
can give an instantaneous FoV of 20 square degrees which is
constant across the band: this requires ∼ 20 beams at 1.4 GHz
on a 15 m dish and hence Nb ∼ 7 giving a data rate for a
500 MHz bandwidth of 60 Gb/s.

For the AA, the same argument applies in principle, how-
ever the number of elements is so large (∼ 65000 in an AA
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Fig. 1: Overview of the data flow through the generic SKA system

station) that in practice the number of beams formed by the
AA beam-forming processor is very much less than this num-
ber at any frequency. Figure 1 shows a diagrammatic repre-
sentation of the general SKA system concept. The specifica-
tion in Memo 100 requires 250 square degrees across the band
to 800 MHz, although once the data rate is defined the beam-
forming processor has the flexibility to “re-use” this data rate
in any way giving an arbitrary nb( f ). This specification gives a
total data rate of 14 Tb/s and Nb ∼ 1200.

3. Correlator output data rates

The output rate from the correlator depends on the configu-
ration of the telescope and the astronomical experiment to be
performed. We analyse the configuration which is currently be-
ing developed within the configurations task team as part of
PrepSKA Work Package 3 (WP-3). This configuration consists
of a core of 1 km diameter, outside of which the distribution of
collecting area is distributed logarithmically with distance from
the core, The precise configuration of collecting area within the
core is still to be determined, however the analysis presented
here is very insensitive to the precise distribution. We further
assume that in option (b) all dishes are equipped with PAFs
and in option (c) the aperture arrays are distributed out to a
maximum baseline of 180 km. These distributions of collector
give a distribution of baseline lengths which is crucial for this
analysis.

We also allow for the likely possibility that dishes are
grouped into stations on the longer baselines so that these dish-
stations may be beam-formed into an effective single antenna
of diameter equal to that of the station, and the option of pro-
ducing of multiple beams per dish-station.

Samples from the correlator are time-accumulated com-
pared to the input data. The integration, or dump time, for
samples from the correlator are set by the requirement that the
fringes from sources at the edge of the field of view are properly
sampled. Even in continuum experiments, the output data must
have a frequency resolution very much smaller than the full

bandwidth in order to reduce the effects of bandwidth smear-
ing away from the field centre. The standard requirements on
integration time and frequency resolution are as follows:

δt
s
= at

D
B
∼ 1200

D
B

δ f
f

a f
D
B
∼

1
10

D
B

(2)

Where at ∼ 1200 and a f ∼ 0.1 are constants. For N iden-
tical collectors, the data rate from the correlator for an exper-
iment in which we output baselines to a baseline length B is
given by

G = g(B)N2NwN2
pNb

1
ata f

∆ f
f

( B
D

)2

(3)

Where g(B) is the fraction of baselines less than B. A quan-
tity characterising the behaviour of the correlator is to consider
the ratio of input to output data rates, F = Gout/Gin:

F = Ng(B)
( B

D

)2 1
f

NwNp

2ata f Nbit
(4)

Note that since both the input and output data rates scale
linearly with the number of beams of the PAF or AA, this ratio
does not depend on Nb.

Inserting typical values we obtain:

F = 0.09g(B)
( N
3000

) ( B
10km

)2 ( D
15m

)−2 (
f

GHz

)−1

(5)

For past interferometers the correlation stage always rep-
resented a substantial reduction in the data rate from input to
output. For the SKA this will not be the case for many experi-
ments and furthermore the imaging requirement for the channel
width will in very many experiments exceed the scientific re-
quirements for spectral resolution in spectral-line imaging.

An obvious data reduction technique is to use an integration
time and channel width which is baseline dependent. In this
case the output data rate from the correlator is then given by

G = N2NwN2
pNb

1
ata f

∆ f
f

( B
D

)2 ∫ B

0
n(b)

(
b
B

)2

db (6)

To illustrate these results consider the dish only SKA sce-
nario (a) and observations at 1 GHz. For integration times and
channel widths fixed (as now) by the longest baseline, the out-
put data rate from the correlator exceeds the input rate when
F = 1, which occurs for baselines longer than ∼ 32 km. For
scenario (b) with fewer dishes it occurs at ∼ 38.5 km and for
scenario (c) for the dishes it occurs at ∼ 36 km, while F is al-
ways less than unity for the aperture arrays assuming a longest
baseline of ∼ 180 km. If we allow baseline dependent integra-
tion times and channel widths the data rate from the correlator
for observations is reduced by a factor between ∼ 3 and ∼ 20
depending on the maximum and taking this into account this
increases the baseline at which the data rate from the correlator
equals the data rate into the correlator by about a factor of 4, to
∼ 130 km for scenario (a) and ∼ 145 km for scenario (b).
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4. Processing requirements

To determine a model for the data flow after the correlator we
must consider the processing requirements. A detailed discus-
sion of different algorithmic approaches to imaging the data is
beyond the scope of this paper. However there are a number of
properties of current algorithms which have important implica-
tions for the data flow. All approaches require both an imaging
and deconvolution step. The basic procedure is an evolution
of the Clark algorithm (Clark 1980) and is described in e.g.
Cornwell et al. (2008).

In this paper we do not attempt to calculate directly the
operations count needed in the UV-processor. Instead we use
the values given by Cornwell (2004) of approximately Nop ∼

20000 operations per UV sample per calibration cycle. This
number is in fact not too critical in determining the overall
requirements of the UV processor and in particular the costs
which are likely to be dominated by the costs of the data buffer.
If we assume a maximum length of observation over which
data needs to be buffered, Tobs, then the total amount of data
that needs to be buffered is 2TobsG, the factor of two is due to
buffering an incoming observation while processing the current
observation. The total number of operations that need to be per-
formed on a data sample is therefore NopNloop where Nloop is the
number of calibration loops required to reach the required dy-
namic range. If we further assume that for the highest-dynamic
range observations it will be necessary to buffer data so that the
UV-plane is nearly fully sampled, then the maximum value of
Tobs will be of order 12 hours divided by the number of arms in
the configuration giving Tobs ∼ 2.4 hrs ∼ 8600 s.

5. Intermediate and final data products

At present the output data product of an interferometer is usu-
ally un-calibrated UV, visbility, data. Consider the required size
of an image for a given experiment. If we have a wide-field
(survey-type) experiment, then the resolution is ∼ λ/B and the
field of view ∼ λ/D, hence the size of each dimension in the

image-space domain is ∼ aB/D where a is a number of order
a few which determines the over-sampling. The resulting “im-
age” is then of size:

a2Nch(B/D)2Nb (7)

where we have assumed that each beam is non-overlapping
on the sky, and Nch is the required number of channels in a 3rd

dimension and will be the product of number of Stokes param-
eters, frequency channels and other parameters (e.g. Faraday
depth) required in the final data product. This will result from
each observation of length Tobs. Comparison to our expression
for the data rate from the correlator shows that the ratio of raw
correlated UV data to that in the final astronomical data product
is:

∼ 0.06TobsN2g(B)
∆ f
f

1
ata f

1
a2

N2
p

Nch
(8)

The factor of 0.06 comes from assuming baseline-
dependent integration times and channel widths. Inserting nu-
merical values, approximating the factional bandwidth to be
50%, taking an oversampling of 4, assuming a typical value of
50% for the faction of baselines used in an experiment we get

∼ 210
( Tobs

1 min

) ( N
1000

)2 ( Nch

32000

)−1

. (9)

Therefore going from UV to image-plane data represents a
two-orders of magnitude reduction in the data volume in this
case – for most experiments we will have longer integration
times, more dishes and probably fewer channels hence even
larger reduction in data volume. Final data products from the
SKA are very unlikely to be anything other than astronomi-
cal data products. This is in contrast to current interferometers
where the main data product is usually considered to be the UV
data. Furthermore, even allowing for faceting-based algorithms
in the imaging process, there is also a very significant reduction
in data volume to the intermediate image products used in the
imaging algorithm.

6. Results for typical experiment

The table presents results of an analysis of a number of different
indicative experiments that we might like to perform with the
SKA. An important assumption in this analysis is that the entire
field of view (FoV) has to be imaged in order to achieve the
required dynamic range. Two important points should be noted:

– The use of FoV enhancement technology (PAFs or AAs)
very significantly reduces the post-correlator processing re-
quirement while delivering large fields of view and survey
speed. When considering these technologies it is essential
we consider the overall system cost and not just the cost of
collector when analysing overall system cost/performance.

– Long baseline experiments will provide significant de-
mands on the processing system with significant associated
costs. It may be possible to mitigate these problems by for
example not imaging the full field of view, however the im-
plication on achievable and required dynamic range in this
case need to be properly analysed.
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Table 1: Analysis of different indicative experiments
Experiment 3000 Dishes + SPF 1630 Dishes + PAFS 250 AA stations

Description
Bmax

(km)
∆ f

(MHz)
fmax

(MHz)
Achieved

FoV1
Data rate

(Tb/s)
Achieved

FoV1
Data rate

(Tb/s)
Achieved

FoV1
Data rate

(Tb/s)
Survey: High surface
brightness continuum 5 700 1400 0.78 0.055 15 0.11 108 0.03
Survey: Nearby HI high
res. 32000 channels 5 700 1400 0.78 1.0 15 2.0 108 2.6
Survey: Medium spec-
tral resolution; resolved
imaging (8000) 30 700 1400 0.78 1.2 15 2.4 108 5.4
Survey: Medium resolu-
tion continuum 180 700 1400 0.78 33.1 15 66 108 14.1
Pointed: Medium resolu-
tion continuum deep ob-
servation 180 700 1400 0.78 33.1 0.78 0.15
High resolution with sta-
tion beam forming2 1000 2000 8000 0.0015 33.4
High resolution with sta-
tion beam forming3 1000 2000 8000 0.0015 429
Highest resolution for
deep imaging2 3000 4000 10000 0.001 391

Table 2: Size of final data products.
Experiment Tobs B/km D/m Nb Nch Nv Size / TB

High resolution spectral
line 3600 200 15 1 32000 5 × 1013 200
Survey spectral line
medium resolution 3600 30 56 1000 32000 8 × 1013 330
Snapshot continuum –
some spectral informa-
tion 60 180 56 1200 32 7 × 1012 30
High resolution long
baseline 3600 3000 60 1 4 7 × 1014 360

Notes for Table 1

1. Achieved FoV is at fmax and has units of degrees squared.
For the AA and PAFs we calculate the data rate assuming
it is constant across the band.

2. Assuming that for the dynamic range the FoV of the station
only has to be imaged.

3. Assuming that for the dynamic range the FoV of the dish
must be imaged.

For these same experiments we estimate the size of the final
data products – the results are shown in Table 2.

7. Proposed Architecture

Two points should be noted in particular from the above analy-
sis:

– The main computational load in the post-correlator pro-
cessing is in operations on the visibility data.

– The data volume decreases very significantly, by at least
two orders of magnitude (and up to perhaps six orders
of magnitude for high-resolution imaging experiments) at
when the data are gridded.

This represents the largest drop in data rate within the SKA sys-
tem, and strongly suggests that the UV-processor and image-

plane processor should be considered as separate processing
systems. Moreover the required UV processing is highly paral-
lel suggesting a scaleable approach where little communication
between processing elements is required. This proposed archi-
tecture is illustrated in Figure 1.

We consider a basic processing element of such a system
which would be easily realisable. Current Graphics Processing
Units achieve of order 1 TFlop with 20 TFlop processors al-
ready on the roadmap of NVIDIA for ∼ 2012. Therefore as-
suming a 50 TFlop processor for at a cost of e1000, 5 loops
to perform the calibration, 50% efficiency, each processor will
be able to process ∼ 1 GB/s of data. To buffer 1 hr of data
therefore we need to store 7.2 TB in a suitable store which is
able to read and write at a sustained speed of ∼ 1 GB/s and
read concurrently at 5 GB/s The cost of such fast-access stor-
age is difficult to estimate, but we assume here it is e200 per
TB. Each processing element is then of order e2500 and a cost
equation for the UV processor follows as e2.5m per TB/s. The
cost of the UV processor is dominated by the cost of analysing
the dish data especially on the long baselines. With this simplis-
tic model, the cost for any experiment to ∼ 200 km baselines
is of the order of e10m, but rising to e125m to cope with the
long-baseline experiments.
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The imaging processor by contrast must handle much lower
data volumes, but deal with the most complex code within the
system. Analysis of the computational load on this part of the
system suggests a ∼ 50 PFlop supercomputer would be suffi-
cient for this part of the system.

8. Conclusions

The data volumes produced from the SKA will present a major
engineering challenge to process. A proper analysis of the data
flow suggest many differences compared to current interferom-
eters:

1. Reduction in data volume does not occur at the correlator
for the case large number of dishes in SKA designs, but
instead occurs when UV data are gridded. Indeed it is quite
possible for the data rate to increase at the correlator even
if baseline-dependent dump times and channel widths are
employed.

2. Collectors employing wide FoV enhancement, shift the
computational load from the post-correlator processing to
the real-time beam former.

3. The post-correlator system requires a novel architecture
which can be realized for reasonable cost.
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Abstract. We look at how wide-field polarimetry with the SKA can be improved by using polarization diversity.

1. Introduction

One of the most promising features of the Square Kilometre
Array (SKA) telescope will be its wide field of view (FoV).
With a projected FoV of 250 square degrees (Schilizzi et al.
2007), the SKA will be a prime survey tool for radio as-
tronomers, and considering the novelty of a wide-field tele-
scope it is fitting that a conference be held on the wide-field
science and technology for the SKA in which this paper is a
contribution. In addition the SKA will be fully polarimetric,
so provides unprecedented instantaneous wide field polarime-
try. This will be achieved using dual-polarized, aperture array
(AA) technology; a technology which has been employed by
radio engineers for some time but which is relatively new to
radio astronomy. Yet such wide field polarimetry is not just a
novel technological capability, it will play a vital part in achiev-
ing many of the important scientific objectives of the SKA.

Indeed, out of the five core SKA key science projects
(KSP), three of them, namely the “Epoch of reionisation”
(KSP1), “Cosmic Magnetism” (KSP3), and “Strong field tests
of gravity” (KSP4), are identified as being polarization purity
drivers (Schilizzi et al. 2007, sect. 5.1.6). This means that, for
these KSPs, a high degree of polarization purity is important. In
addition, all of these KSPs will entail a survey over wide fields.
It is therefore fair to say that all in all wide field polarimetry is
very important to the SKA.

However, it is also fair to say that the AA technology em-
ployed by the SKA is yet to be validated for astronomical mea-
surements, and one area that may prove difficult is precisely
that of wide field polarimetry. The reason for this is simply that
it is more difficult to maintain polarization purity over wide
fields than narrow fields. Traditional radio astronomy method-
ology is to employ swivel mounted dishes with inherently nar-
row fields of view. For such telescopes planar cartesian geom-
etry can safely be assumed (known as the telescope isoplanatic
assumption) and any polarization impurities within the field of
view are well known as the primary beam is nearly indepen-
dent of the mechanical pointing. In contrast the AA technology
is fix-mounted to the ground with no moving parts, and has an
inherently wide field. For an AA telescope one must therefore

? This work was supported by the European Commission
Framework Program 6, Project SKADS, Square Kilometre Array
Design Studies (SKADS), contract no 011938.

deal with a curved field and a primary beam which varies with
(electronic) pointing.

The fact that the field is curved (ultimately a region of the
celestial sphere) is basis for concern. The “hairy ball” theo-
rem of topology tells us that it is fundamentally impossible
to cover the sphere with a continuous single mapping of base
vectors. Thus in antenna engineering, an isotropic antenna can
never exist. All antennas must have at least one null, usually
more, and one should not expect a uniform reception over large
fields of view. For polarimetry based on dual-polarized ele-
ments, another relevant ramification of the theorem is that the
far-field radiation vectors of the two polarized elements of a
dual-polarized antenna cannot be orthogonal (and non-zero) in
all directions, and so it may well be the case that the two ra-
diation vectors are not linearly independent (i.e. they are de-
generate) over the field of view making calibration impossible.
The linear independence of the far-field radiation vectors of the
dual-polarized elements is related to the polarization purity of
the telescope, and thus the fundamental question here is can
the SKA deliver sufficient polarization purity to fulfil its sci-
ence goals?

The dual-polarized AA technology employed by the SKA
performs polarimetry by extracting at most two tangential vec-
tors on the sky that correspond to the two far-field radiation
vectors of the dual-polarized element. However the polarimet-
ric base vectors mapped onto the sky are not likely to be orthog-
onal (or non-null) over wide fields. a The fundamental ques-
tions are therefore how well will the SKA perform wide field
polarimetry based on AA technology, and will this be enough
to satisfy its scientific goals?

These questions are not entirely new, after all, this is why
the SKA specification lists cross-polarization ratios at the cen-
tre and at the edge of the field. What is recently starting to
emerge though, is how much more difficult the challenge of
calibrating the polarimetry over wide fields will be with the
AA technology as compared with the more traditional dish ap-
proach. Hamaker raised concerns in his paper (Hamaker 2000)
on the calibration of the SKA in light of what he called its
“inherently strong instrumental polarization”. In this paper, we
will look at some of the problems facing wide field polarime-
try, and we will mention the possibility of mitigating some of
the risks involved in using the AA technology for wide field

a Note that no amount of beamforming can change this since the
beamforming is a scalar operation. More on this in a later section.
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Fig. 1: Example of polarimetric aberrations in the LBA array of LOFAR CS10.

polarimetry using polarization diversity. Polarization diversity
can be achieved in many ways, but here we will only consider
varying the relative orientation of the AAs.

2. Degeneracy in Wide-field Polarimetry

Earlier we mentioned that, over wide enough fields, there must
be some regions on the celestial sphere where the two far-field
radiation vectors of a dual-polarized antennab are degenerate,
and even if the polarimeter vectors are not completely degen-
erate, the may be almost degenerate. This is at least what we
expect from theory, but is this really seen in practice? We now
show examples of this in practice.

Before we can do that though, we must explain what we
mean here by degeneracy. Degeneracy is a measure of the lin-
ear dependence between two vectors. As discussed in the paper
Carozzi & Woan (2009a), dual-polarized polarimeters are of-
ten polarimetrically aberrated over a wide field. That is, the
state of polarization of an off-axis source will often be dis-
torted. However, this aberration may not be significant if the
polarimeter can be fully calibrated, but unfortunately, as shown
in Carozzi & Woan (2009b), aberrations generally cannot be
removed entirely due to the presence of noise. The calibrata-
bility of the polarimeter in some direction was shown to be
directly related to the polarimeter’s intrinsic cross-polarization
ratio (IXR), a quantity introduced in Carozzi & Woan (2009b).
The IXR is in turn directly related to the condition number
of the Jones matrix of the polarimeter. Ultimately, the IXR
sets the upper bound on the relative error in the total po-
larimetry of the polarimeter. Essentially the IXR is an invari-
ant cross-polarization ratio, while the standard extrinsic cross-
polarization ratio depends on the coordinate systems used for
the polarimetry performed by the polarimeter.

2.1. Examples of polarimetric aberrations over wide
fields

Fig. 1 shows an example of polarimetric aberrations in the
Low-Band Antenna (LBA) (van Cappellen et al. 2007) array

b We will sometimes call these two vectors the polarimeter vectors.

of the LOFAR CS10. The data was taken on the 19 June 2007
by Stefan Wijnholds at 80.002 MHz. Fig. 1A) shows an all-sky
raw image of the intensity plotted in direction cosine coordi-
nates (l,m). Overlayed on that image, and in Fig. 1B), is the
polarization ellipses (in magenta) of the radiation on the sky at
a subset of the grid points. Note that due to the minimal amount
of circular polarization, the ellipses appear as line segments.
Fig. 1C) shows the angle of the tilt of the polarization in terms
of the Stokes parameters Q and U, with the same resolution as
the intensity image.

What we would like to draw attention to in Fig. 1 is the ax-
ial pattern over the celestial hemisphere of the polarization el-
lipses. This pattern agrees quite well, at least in the central half
of the sky, with the polarization aberration pattern determined
in Carozzi & Woan (2009a) for the case of crossed short dipole
elements. A similar effect was observed in Wijnholds (2005),
albeit in the LOFAR ITS array at much lower frequencies. The
explanation for the aberration is that radiation from the largely
unpolarized sky is projected onto the dipole moments of the
LBA, which are parallel to the ground. Although this aberra-
tion can be partially removed, as shown in Carozzi & Woan
(2009b), the instrumental polarization exhibited here (i.e. the
ratio of the polarized power, as indicated in Fig. 1 by the size of
the polarization ellipse, to the total power) is directly related to
IXR. Therefore full calibration is only possible if the polariza-
tion ellipses are sufficiently small. Clearly, in Fig. 1, the IXR
is rotationally symmetric and best at zenith, so high dynamic
range imaging will only be possible around zenith.

Fig. 2 shows the correlation, or normalised inner-product
(measure of orthogonality), of the two polarized components
of a tapered slot array tile over the celestial hemisphere plotted
in horizontal (Elevation-Altitude) coordinates. The data comes
from a simulation described in Maaskant et al. (2010) of an
EMBRACE-like tile called VALARRAY. EMBRACE is one of
the AA technologies considered for the SKA.

What we would like to draw attention to in Fig. 2 is the
pattern with a four-fold symmetry, where the orthogonality is
best along the principle planes of the array elements, that is
the E-planes and H-planes of the vivaldi feed elements. The
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Fig. 2: Orthogonality of polarization components in a dual-polarized
tapered slot array tile.

non-orthogonality (degeneracy) along the diagonal D-planes is
typically for this type of AA (Schaubert & Chio 2000).

3. Polarization diversity

As we have seen in the previous sections, polarimetric aberra-
tions are the rule rather than the exception over wide fields, and
we discussed that these aberrations can only be corrected up to
the IXR corresponding to the aberrations. We will now con-
sider what can be done to improve the SKA polarimetry over
wide fields.

Up to now we have made two assumptions on the current
design of the SKA:

1. that there are only two polarized far-field radiation vectors
(corresponding to the two elements of the dual-polarized
antennas) for all the AAs,

2. that the AAs are fixed mount (i.e. the pointing is done by
electronic “polarimetric” beamforming)

3. the boresight of the AAs is towards zenith.

Assumptions 1 and 2 imply that, instantaneously, the SKA will
only have two polarization vectors for polarimetry of an arbi-
trary source, but as we have seen these polarization vectors can
be degenerate. This is regardless of how many dual-polarized
antennas we have in the AAs; so even if the SKA has mil-
lions of elements, as long as they are all the same type of dual-
polarized feed and the same orientation, there will only be two
polarization vectors for polarimetry. On the other hand, if there
were to be more than two polarization vectors per image pixel,
then there would be less of a chance that all the polarization
vectors would be degenerate. This suggests that the design of
the SKA may benefit from having more than just the homoge-
neous array of dual-polarized elements per frequency range.

In particular, one should strive for polarization diversity.
By this we mean having a wider range of orientations of the
AAs. There are many ways in which polarization diversity can

be implemented. Unfortunately, due to the scale of the SKA,
many polarization diversity schemes are prohibitively expen-
sive, and therefore we will just mention one such scheme that
is simple and almost without cost. It is simply to rotate some of
the AAs with respect to each other, and in particular to rotate
half of the AA stations by 45◦ with respect to the other half.
Polarization diverse AA can be viewed as a type of heteroge-
neous array as defined in Hamaker (2000).

Our reason for mentioning this simple scheme is not that it
is optimal, but it illustrates a cost-effective way of mitigating
the risks involved in wide-field polarimetry.

3.1. Polarimetric beamforming with dual-polarized
elements

We will now look at our proposed scheme for simple polar-
ization diversity in more detail, but before we can do that we
will have to formulate the theory for polarimetric beamform-
ing, i.e., beamforming with polarized radiation. To simplify,
we start with the default scenario: dual-polarized elements.

Basically, polarimetric beamforming with dual-polarized
elements is a simple generalization of the usual array factor
theorem in antenna theory to include an additional polarized el-
ement. We call the two polarized elements of the dual-polarized
antennas X and Y and their respective far-field radiation vector
patterns F(X)(k) and F(Y)(k). Disregarding the obstruction of the
array structure on the propagation, two far-field radiation vec-
tor patterns F(X)

tot and F(Y)
tot (associated here with the X and Y as

channels) are formed according to

F(X)
tot (k) =a(XX)(k)F(X)(k) + a(XY)(k)F(Y)(k) (1a)

F(Y)
tot (k) =a(YY)(k)F(Y)(k) + a(YX)(k)F(X)(k) (1b)

where

a(XX)(k) =
N∑

i=1

w(XX)
i exp(ik · r(X)

i ) (2a)

a(XY)(k) =
N∑

i=1

w(XY)
i exp(ik · r(Y)

i ) (2b)

a(YX)(k) =
N∑

i=1

w(YX)
i exp(ik · r(Y)

i ) (2c)

a(YY)(k) =
N∑

i=1

w(YY)
i exp(ik · r(X)

i ) (2d)

in which w(..)
i are the complex weights on the N individual

elements per polarization and r(.)
i are the antenna positions.

Most of these quantities are functions of the wave vector,
k = ω/c(sx, sy, sz), which represents the frequency, ω, and the
look-direction, (sx, sy, sz), of the radiation. If there was no mu-
tual coupling between polarized elements X and Y , then w(XY)

i

and w(YX)
i could be set to zero, and then F(X)

tot andF(Y)
tot would just

be functions of F(X) and F(Y) respectively.
From Eq.s (1) one can draw the important conclusion that

for an array of identical dual-polarized antennas, there are only
two vector-valued degrees of freedom, namely F(X) and F(Y),
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per look-direction. So if these are parallel to each other, then
the two are degenerate for purposes of polarimetric beamform-
ing. In terms of SKA polarimetry, this mean regardless of how
large N is, there are only two polarimeter vectors per image
pixel and these may well be degenerate.

As a simple example of polarimeter vectors F(X) and F(Y),
consider a pair of crossed short (electric) dipoles. The effective
antenna length of the short dipole can be modeled as a constant
vector (i.e. independent of look-direction) along the linear ex-
tent of the dipole (Carozzi & Woan 2009a). If one places a
short dipole along x and y, both orthogonal to zenith, then re-
moves the radial component of their effective antenna length
vectors, one obtains the crossed dipole’s polarimeter vectors
F(X)(k) and F(Y)(k) (which now depend on look-direction).
These polarimeter vectors are shown in Fig. 3 over a hemi-
sphere with zenith at the centre of the field. The X channel
is red and the Y channel is blue, and they are plotted as vec-
tors in the tangent plane of celestial sphere. We have used a
azimuthal equidistant projection (i.e. we are using the polar co-
ordinates elevation-altitude) so that the angle between the two
polarimeter vectors is maintained in the plot. Thus we can see
that at zenith, the crossed short dipoles appear orthogonal, but
towards the horizon the polarimeter vectors are progressively
non-orthogonal, and at the horizon they are degenerate. This
simple example

The vector plot is layed over a grey-scale plot of the po-
larimeter’s IXR, which shares the same coordinate system as
the polarimeter vectors, but which is plotted at a higher reso-
lution. The IXR confirms quantitatively what we quantitatively
concluded with regards to the degeneracy of the polarimeter
vectors. The IXR plot clearly shows that this effect is fully ro-
tationally symmetric. This is somewhat surprising, although it
was already pointed out in Carozzi & Woan (2009b), consid-
ering that the E-plane and H-plane of a short dipole are very
different from each other (one is omnidirectional, the other is a
cosine respectively). One should note that the IXR is not simply
a measure of orthogonality, but includes the detrimental effect
of differential channel gains.

3.2. Polarimetric beamforming with polarization
diversity

Now consider we have at least two identical dual-polarized an-
tenna elements. Next, rotate one of the two by 45◦ with re-
spect to the other. If both these dual-polarized elements are
used for polarimetry, then this simple array of two distinct dual-
polarized antenna elements would constitute a simple example
of a polarization-diverse radio interferometer.

The situation is sketched in Fig. 4. The dual-polarized ele-
ment of the left is taken as the reference. For sake of simplicity
we show it as crossed dipoles aligned with the cardinal direc-
tions: East-West and North-South are the nominal directions
for the X (red) and Y (blue) channels respectively. We take the
far-field radiation vector patterns associated with these two an-
tennas to be F(X)(k) and F(Y)(k). The polarization diverse ele-
ment is shown on the right in Fig. 4 in solid magenta and green
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Fig. 3: The polarimeter vectors of crossed short dipoles (no beamform-
ing) and the corresponding polarimeter IXR over a hemisphere. It can
be seen as a model of the LOFAR LBA, which despite its simplic-
ity does predict rotational symmetry of the instrumental polarization
which is indeed found in Fig. 1.
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Fig. 4: Sketch of dual-polarized array elements (solid lines) with sim-
ple polarization diversity: the dual-polarized element on the right is
a rotated version of the dual-polarized element on the left. The adder
and subtracter in the sketch can be implemented either in back-end
electronics or in the beamforming software.

lines, and the corresponding radiation vector patterns are de-
noted F(X′)(k) and F(Y ′)(k).

The relationship between these two sets of vector fields is

F(X′) =R×F(X)
(
R−1
× k

)
(3a)

F(Y ′) =R×F(Y)
(
R−1
× k

)
(3b)

where

R× =
1
√

2

(
1 −1
1 1

)
(4)

is the 45◦ rotation matrix.
In principle this is a sufficient scheme to achieve an ar-

ray with polarization diversity. However, it does have a minor
complication in that the X and Y channels of the rotated dual-
polarized antenna are no longer nominally along the x− and
y−directions. For the purposes of signal processing and polari-
metric beamforming, this can be simplified by including some
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simple electronics on the back-end of the dual-polarized an-
tenna element, so that the output channels are rotated electron-
ically back to the reference coordinate system. This is can be
implemented using an adder and a differencer as shown in Fig.
4. The effect of this electronic rotation of the output channels
amounts to introducing two new polarimeter vectors

F(X1) =
(
F(X′) − F(Y ′)

)
/
√

2 (5a)

F(Y1) =
(
F(X′) + F(Y ′)

)
/
√

2. (5b)

These two virtual antennas are shown in Fig. 4 with dashed red
and blue lines, implying that the virtual antennas look to the
system as though they were similar to the X and Y channels.

The end result of this is a simplification in the operation of
this polarizationally diverse array. The polarimetric beamform-
ing equations are now

F(X)
tot =a(XX)F(X) + a(XY)F(Y)

+ a(XX1)F(X1) + a(XY1)F(Y1) (6a)

F(Y)
tot =a(YX)F(X) + a(YY)F(Y)

+ a(YX1)F(X1) + a(YY1)F(Y1) (6b)

where

a(XX1)(k) =
2N∑

i=N+1

w(XX1)
i exp(ik · r(X1)

i ) (7a)

a(XY1)(k) =
2N∑

i=N+1

w(XY1)
i exp(ik · r(Y1)

i ) (7b)

a(YX1)(k) =
2N∑

i=N+1

w(YX1)
i exp(ik · r(X1)

i ) (7c)

a(YY1)(k) =
2N∑

i=N+1

w(YY1)
i exp(ik · r(Y1)

i ) (7d)

and w(..)
i for i = N +1, ..., 2N are the new sets of weights for the

rotated (forward physically and backward electronically) set of
dual-polarized elements.

As an example of this, we take as the basic element a
Vivaldi-type feed. Using a simple analytic model for the po-
larimeter vectors, we make the same sort of plot as in Fig. 3,
one for each of the two orientation of the dual-polarized ele-
ments. The results are shown in Fig. 5. The upper plot shows
the polarimeter in the reference orientation. Compared with
Fig. 3, one sees that the pattern is only four-fold rotationally
symmetric. The IXR is best along the E-plane and the H-plane
of the crossed vivaldi feeds, but worst in the D-planes (45 de-
gree diagonal planes).

The pattern for an identical, but rotated, dual-polarized vi-
valdi feed is in the lower part of Fig. 5. The IXR plot is identical
to corresponding plot in the upper part of the figure, as we ex-
pected. The polarimeter vector plots in the two cases are the
same on axis (zenith), but off-axis the become gradually more
different as one goes towards the horizon. This is the intended
effect, and demonstrates that the simple scheme for polariza-
tion diversity proposed here does indeed provide a diverse set
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Fig. 5: Same type plots and scales as in Fig. 3, but for Vivaldi-
type feeds with two different alignments: along cardinal directions
North-South and East-West (uppermost), and rotated 45 degrees (low-
ermost).

of polarimeter vectors to cover the field of view thereby avoid-
ing regions where polarimetry may be poor. Of course, if the
patterns were rotationally symmetric such as in the case of the
LOFAR LBA, Fig. 1, or crossed short dipoles, Fig. 3, then this
type of polarization diversity would not have that much effect.

Note that a dual-polarized antenna rotated around boresight
does not exhibit any loss in the total intensity since there is
never any polarization mismatch, thus no power can be lost
polarimetrically. Thus polarization diversity also has the added
benefit of increasing the overall received source power in the
telescope.
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4. Earth’s rotation and polarization diversity

Our discussion of polarization diversity has mainly focused on
the instantaneous polarimetry, that is, the snap-shot mode of the
SKA. Obviously, the assumption that the AA does not move
means the diurnal rotation of the Earth will itself rotate the el-
ement. Thus the SKA will have some polarization diversity for
free. However, this does not make the simple polarization di-
versity scheme discussed in the previous section superfluous.
First the diurnal rotation does not apply for snap-shot imaging,
which is important for transients. Furthermore the diurnal rota-
tion is with respective to the poles of the celestial sphere, while
the boresight of the AAs of the SKA will be towards zenith,
so the two types polarization diversity through rotation will be
somewhat complementary.

The effect of the diurnal rotation on the polarization diver-
sity of a dual-polarized element can be grasped by consider-
ing the trajectory of the fixed sources on celestial sphere in the
same sort of polar plots we used previously for the IXR (and or-
thogonality) of various polarimeters. These are shown in Fig. 4
for two different latitudes, which correspond roughly to the two
candidate sites for the SKA. The different magenta lines are for
different source declinations. If one overlays these plots over
the plots in Fig.s 2, 3, and 5, one sees how the sources at differ-
ent declinations move through the different beam patterns. One
finds that for Vivaldi-type polarimeter patterns, the best align-
ment is along the cardinal directions, since then one is guaran-
teed that all visible sources will pass the E- and H-planes of
the feeds at the meridian transit. In any case, it is clear that the
poles are still sufficiently far away from the boresight, where
the polarimetry is best, that the SKA stands to benefit from the
polarization diversity scheme suggested here.

5. Conclusion

We find that wide-field polarimetry with the AA technology
currently considered for the SKA, stands to benefit from po-
larization diversity. A simple cost-effective scheme for polar-
ization diversity in SKA was proposed and found to improve
not only polarimetry but even the overall power received from
sources.
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Abstract. We present the results of a Monte Carlo study of the astrometric precision and sensitivity of a realization of the SKA
in wide-field observations. We consider several effects from the turbulent atmosphere (i.e., ionosphere and wet component of the
troposphere) and also from the antenna receivers. We study the changes in dynamic range and astrometric precision as a function
of observing frequency and source separation from the image center. We find that, for frequencies between 1 and 10 GHz, it is
possible to obtain images with high fidelity, although the atmosphere strongly limits the sensitivity of the instrument compared
to the case with no atmosphere. Outside this frequency window, the dynamic range of the images and the accuracy of the source
positions decrease. We find that, even if a good a propri model of the atmospheric turbulences (with an accuracy of ∼ 1%) is used
in the imaging, residual effects from the turbulences can still limit the dynamic ranges of deep, high-contrast (105 − 106), images.

1. Introduction

It is well-known that ground-based astronomical observations
are affected by the atmosphere. Changes in the atmospheric
opacity produce a bias in the source flux density, while disper-
sive effects distort the shape of the electromagnetic frontwave
of the source. Such a distortion translates into a deformation of
the observed source structure and/or a variation of the relative
positions of all sources observed in a given field. In the case of
astronomical devices based on interferometry, dispersive atmo-
spheric effects can be well modelled if the atmosphere above
each element of the interferometer (hereafter, station) remains
unchanged over the whole portion of the sky being observed.
In such cases, the observed visibilities can be calibrated using
station-based algorithms, which are relatively simple and com-
putationally inexpensive (e.g. Readhead & Wilkinson 1978).

However, when the spatial variations of the atmosphere are
significant within the observed portion of the sky, as it hap-
pens if there are atmospheric turbulences, the opacity and dis-
persive effects cannot be modeled as a single time-dependent
station-based complex gain over the field of view. Unless more
complicated calibration algorithms are used (e.g. van der Tol
et al. 2007), the effect of these errors on the image are diffi-
cult to correct. In this paper, we report on a study of the effects
that a turbulent atmosphere may introduce in interferometric
observations. We focus our study on the effects produced by
turbulences in the dynamic range and astrometric accuracy in
wide-field images, as a function of distance to the image cen-
ter, where the gain calibration of the stations is supposed to be
optimized.

We performed simulations of snapshot observations under
the effects of a turbulent atmosphere (ionosphere and wet tro-
posphere) and a finite temperature of the antenna receivers. The
results here reported are an extension of those earlier reported
in Martı́-Vidal et al. (2009). In the next section, we describe the
details of the array distribution used, as well as the characteris-
tics of the simulated observations. In Sect. 3, we describe how
the synthetic noise from the atmosphere and the receivers was

added to the visibilities and describe the procedures followed
in our Monte Carlo analysis. In Sect. 4, we present the main
results obtained; in Sect. 5, we summarize our conclusions.

2. Details of the simulated observations

We simulated an interferometric array similar to the planned
station distribution of the Square Kilometre Array (SKA). We
simulated a total of 200 stations distributed in the following
way: 50% are randomly distributed within a circle of 5 km ra-
dius (inner core); 25% are distributed outside this circle up
to a distance of 150 km (core), following 5 equiangular spi-
ral arms; the remaining antennae are distributed following the
same spiral arms, but up to a distance of 3000 km from the in-
ner core. This array distribution is similar to that used in Lal
et al. (2009). The curvature of the Earth surface was taken into
account in our simulations. We show the resulting array distri-
bution in Fig. 1.

2.1. Array sensitivity and observing bandwidth

We simulated interferometric observations using 16 different
frequencies, which span in logarithmic bins from 150 MHz
to 24 GHz (this is the theoretical frequency window of the
SKA). According to Jones (2004), the maximum observ-
ing bandwidth of the SKA will be around 25% of the cen-
tral observing frequency (up to a maximum bandwidth of
4 GHz for all frequencies above 16 GHz). This (maximum)
frequency-dependent bandwidth translates in our simulations
into a changing sensitivity of the SKA as a function of fre-
quency.

The sensitivities of the simulated stations were taken from
Jones (2004). These values are set for an elevation of 45 de-
grees and differ from those given in Schilizzi et al. (2007), but
the use of the values given in Schilizzi et al. (2007), instead,
does not affect the conclusions of this paper. We interpolated
the sensitivities given in Table 1 of Jones (2004) to the fre-
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Fig. 1: Array distribution used in our simulations. Axes are relative Longitude (horizontal axis) and Latitude (vertical axis) in km. Left, the
whole array. Center, a zoom to the core. Right, a zoom to the inner core.
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Fig. 2: Station sensitivities (i.e., effective areas over system tempera-
tures) used in our simulations.

quencies used in our simulations. In Fig. 2 we show the station
sensitivities used.

3. Noise model

The observations were simulated in the following way: we as-
sumed that the phase calibration of the stations is referred to
the center of the wide-field image (i.e., the gain calibration of
the stations takes into account the atmospheric contribution in
the signal from an hypothetic source located at the center of
the image); we then determined the image of a source located
at a given distance from the image center by computing the
differential antenna-gain errors expected at the location of the
source.

We implemented two kinds of atmospheric turbulences.
The first turbulence was associated to the ionosphere (the free
electron content, which introduces dispersion in the radiation)
and the other turbulence was associated to the wet troposphere
(the water vapour, close to the earth surface, which is in a state
of no thermodynamic equilibrium). The effect of ionospheric
turbulences on the signal phase varies as ν−1, affecting the low-
frequency observations; the effect of the wet troposphere on
the phase varies as ν, affecting the high-frequency observations.

The dry troposphere (which is more homogeneously distributed
over each station than the wet troposphere) was not considered
in our simulations, since the differential effects in the signal
phase between the source location and the image center are
much smaller than those coming from the water vapor and the
ionosphere. Models of the turbulences of the ionosphere and
troposphere can be found in many publications (e.g. Thomson
et al. 1991). Here, it is suffice to say that these turbulences fol-
low a Kolmogorov distribution. This distribution has a phase
structure function given by

Dφ(θ) = < (Φ(θ0) − Φ(θ0 + θ))2 > ∝ θ5/3

where Φ(θ0) is the phase added by the turbulent screen to the
signal of a source located at θ0. The brackets < ... > represent
averaging over all pointing directions located at a distance θ
from the point located at θ0. The Kolmogorov distribution is
fractal-like, so both, ionosphere and wet troposphere, have es-
sentially the same phase distribution, despite of a global scaling
factor between them.

The global factors for both distributions (ionosphere and
troposphere) were computed according to the typical values of
ionospheric and tropospheric conditions. For the ionosphere,
the Fried length (i.e., distance in the ionosphere for which the
structure function rises to 1 rad2) was set to 3 km at 100 MHz.
For the wet troposphere a Fried length of 3 km for a frequency
of ∼ 22 GHz was used. Since the Kolmogorov distribution is
self-similar, it is possible to adapt the results here reported to
any other atmospheric conditions (see Sect. 4.2), just accord-
ingly scaling the source separation to the Fried length of the
ionosphere (for low-frequency observations) or the wet tropo-
sphere (for high-frequency observations). We must notice that
the self-similarity of the tropospheric turbulences does not hold
for very large scales (the typical baseline lengths in VLBI ob-
servations), since there is a saturation in the power spectrum
of the distribution (see, e.g., Thomson et al. 1991). However,
this is not important in our analysis, since we did not use the
absolute phase of the signal coming from a given direction in
the sky, but computed the differential effects at each station
from two different (closeby) directions, which depend on short-
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scale turbulences. Therefore, the saturation of tropospheric tur-
bulences at large scales does not affect our results.
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Fig. 3: Example of a turbulent phase screen with Kolmogorov statis-
tics. The grey scale shows variations of optical-path phases, normal-
ized between −1 and 1 radians. The final values of the phases de-
pend (given the self-similarity of the distribution) on a global factor
related to the observing frequency and the ionospheric and/or wet tro-
pospheric conditions.

We computed the differential effects from the turbulent at-
mosphere in two ways. For the antennas of the core (within the
central 300 km) we generated synthetic phase screens for the
ionosphere and troposphere. We show an example of one such
screen in Fig. 3. We notice that this figure could represent ei-
ther ionospheric or tropospheric turbulences in our modelling,
just by scaling the screen by the corresponding factor. Two dif-
ferent screens were generated in each Monte Carlo simulation.
The screen for simulating the ionosphere was put at a height
of 300 km and the screen for simulating the troposphere was
put at a height of 5 km. For the antennas out of the core, we
computed the term Φ(θ0)−Φ(θ0 + θ) separately. We proceeded
this way (i.e., we generated a phase screen only for the core
antennas, thus without generating a much larger screen for the
whole array), because the distances between stations out of the
core were large enough to ensure that the cross-correlation of
turbulences above different stations would be negligible com-
pared to the correlation between those on the calibrator and
target source for the same station. This numerical strategy also
speeded up our simulations.

It must be noticed that we did not introduce any time evo-
lution of the turbulent phase screens in our simulations. Any
evolution of the turbulences could dramatically affect the obser-
vations if the acquisition times were larger than the coherence

time of the signal, which depends on the evolution of the tur-
bulences and the observing frequency. However, for snapshot-
like observations, of the order of a fraction of a minute or so,
we could consider, as a good first approximation, a constant
turbulence phase screen.

3.1. Receiver noise model

Noise from the receivers was added to our model by generating
a random gaussian noise in the real and imaginary parts of the
visibilities. Such a noise maps into a Rayleigh distribution in
the amplitudes and a uniform distribution in the phases if there
is no source observed or its flux density is well below the sensi-
tivity of each baseline. The mean deviation, σ, of the gaussian
noise added to the visibilities was (e.g., Thomson et al. 1991,
Eq. 6.43):

σ =

√
2 k

ηQ
√
∆ν∆t

1
S A

where k is the Boltzmann constant, ηQ is the relative loose of
signal due to the correlator quantization (we used ηQ = 0.5),
∆ν is the observing bandwidth, ∆t is the observing time, and
S A is the sensitivity of the stations (collecting area over system
temperature, shown in Fig. 2).

4. Results

We simulated different sets of observations. In all cases, the
observations were snapshots with a duration t0 = 60 s. Longer
observing times, t, would, in principle, increase the dynamic
ranges and astrometric precisions shown in all the following
sections as

√
t/t0, as long as the changing atmosphere (and,

therefore, the changing source positions and shapes) would not
introduce important smearing effects in the images after the
combination of all the visibilities.

In a first run of simulations, we generated visibilities of tar-
gets with flux densities of 0.1, 1, and 10 µJy with a separation
of 5 degrees from the image center. A total of 1500 simulations
were performed for each flux density and frequency.

In a second run of simulations, we studied the effects of the
atmosphere as a function of distance to the image center. For
that purpouse, we simulated 1500 observations at 1420 MHz
(i.e., the Hydrogen line) of a source with 1 µJy for different
separations from the center (2, 3, 4, 5, and 6 degrees).

In a third run of simulations, we used only one Kolmogorov
screen (which can represent either ionospheric or tropospheric
turbulences, depending on the observing frequency) with dif-
ferent Fried lengths, to study the scalability of the simulations
for different image sizes and/or atmospheric conditions.

For each simulated image, obtained by applying uniform
weighting to the visibilities, the brightness peak was found and
the corresponding point source was subtrated from the visibil-
ities. For the substraction of the point source, the brightness
peak was shifted to the nominal position of the source by mul-
tiplying the visibilities by the corresponding plane-wave factor
in the Fourier plane. Then, the flux density of the point source
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was estimated and the resulting point-source model was sub-
stracted from the data. Afterwards, a Fourier inversion of the
new visibilities resulted in the image of residuals, from which
the root-mean-square (rms) of all the pixels was computed. On
the one hand, the deviation of the brightness peak with respect
to the nominal position of the source was taken as the astrom-
etry error of that image. On the other hand, the source peak
divided by the rms of the residuals was taken as the dynamic
range. In Fig. 4 we show the distribution of astrometric devi-
ations and dynamic ranges for the case of a target source of
1 µJy observed at 1420 MHz (which corresponds to an interfer-
ometric beam of ∼13 mas) located at 5 degrees from the im-
age center. Once the distributions like those shown in Fig. 4
were obtained, we computed the standard deviation of astro-
metric corrections and the mean value of dynamic ranges for
each source flux density, frequency, and separation. The first
quantity was our estimate of the astrometric uncertainty, and
the second quantity was an estimate of the achievable dynamic
range.
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Fig. 4: Distribution of right ascension shifts (a) and dynamic ranges
(b) of 1500 snapshot images, simulated at 1420 MHz, for a 1 µJy target
source located at 5 deg from the image center.

4.1. Astrometric uncertainty and limited dynamic
range

When turbulent ionosphere and wet troposphere were added
to the simulations, we obtained the astrometric uncertainties
and dynamic ranges shown in Fig. 5. For very low frequen-
cies (below ∼500 MHz) the ionosphere avoids a clear and pre-

cise detection of all sources, no matter their flux densities. For
higher frequencies, the astrometric uncertainty decreases no-
tably (mainly because of the dependence of ionospheric ef-
fects on the phases as ν−1) and gets limited only by diffraction
and sensitivity between 1 and 10 GHz (this frequency window
slightly depends on the source flux density, as it can be seen in
the figure). For higher frequencies, the wet troposphere begins
to affect the astrometric uncertainty, which rises up to around
10 mas for the highest frequencies. We find that the best astro-
metric accuracy, at least for reasonably well-detected sources,
is achieved for frequencies around 4 GHz. This is where the
ionospheric and (wet) tropospheric components are roughly
equal.
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Fig. 5: Astrometric accuracy (a) and dynamic range (b) as a function
of frequency, for the case with atmospheric turbulences and a sepa-
ration of 5 degrees from the image center. Different lines correspond
to different target source flux densities (10 µJy, continuous line; 1 µJy,
dashed line; 0.1 µJy, dotted line).

The dynamic range of the images is highly limited by the
atmosphere. When the atmosphere adds noise to the visibil-
ity phases, there is an extra rms added to the residual im-
ages, which depends on the visibility amplitudes, thus limit-
ing the achievable dynamic range no matter the flux density
of the source; that is, if the source flux density is higher, the
noise of the image will also be higher. This limitation is, of
course, more important for the brightest sources. In our case,
the brightest source has a flux density of 10 µJy. For this source,
the maximum dynamic range achieved is only 110, which is
∼ 30 times smaller than the dynamic range obtained without
the atmosphere. This situation can be also understood in an-
other way: the rms of the final image is divided into two com-
ponents, which are added in quadrature. One component, σth,
comes from the receiver noise and is independent of the source
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flux density. The other component, σat, comes from the atmo-
spheric refraction and is equal to a percentage of the source flux
density (σat = Kr S , where S is the source flux density and Kr

depends on the atmospheric refraction). Hence, the dynamic
range, D, is

D =
S√

σ2
th + σ

2
at

=
S√

σ2
th + K2

r S 2
(1)

For large flux densities (S >> σth), the achievable dynamic
range will saturate to a value dependent on the atmospheric
conditions (i.e., D → 1/Kr) and independent on the source
flux density and the sensitivity of the stations. In Fig. 5 we
see such a saturation. The dynamic ranges for the 1 µJy and
10µJy sources are very similar, and the latter should be 10 times
higher than the former.

4.2. Scalability of the simulations and use of a priori
turbulence models

In the previous subsection, we report on the effects of atmo-
spheric turbulences in wide-field interferometric images us-
ing fixed values for the Fried lengths of the Kolmogorov dis-
tributions of the ionosphere and wet troposphere. Since the
Kolmogorov distribution is self-similar, the results reported can
be scaled and adapted to other atmospheric conditions. Indeed,
these simulations can also be used to estimate the limiting dy-
namic range and astrometric uncertainty if an a priori model
of the tropospheric and/or ionospheric turbulences is used in
the imaging. In these cases, the effective Fried length, re f , to
compare to our simulations can be estimated as

re f = r0〈
φmod

|φ − φmod |
〉

where r0 is the real Fried length of the turbulences and the other
factor is related to the fractional precision of the a priori turbu-
lence model: φmod is the phase computed from the turbulence
model at a given point in the sky and φ is that corresponding
to the real turbulences; the brackets < ... > represent averaging
over the field of view. If the a priori model of the ionospheric
electron distribution is accurate to a given precision level, the
effective Fried length of the ionosphere to use will be that cor-
responding to the residual turbulences (i.e., the difference be-
tween the model and the real turbulences). For instance, in the
case of a model of the ionospheric electron content with a 99%
accuracy, the effective Fried length for the ionosphere will be
re f = 100 r0; if the accuracy increases to 99.9%, re f = 1000 r0.
In Fig. 6, we show Dmax, the maximum dynamic range (i.e.,
for a source with an infinite flux density, so σth = 0 in Eq. 1)
as a function of rn, which we define as the source separation
normalized to the Fried length, i.e

rn =
h sin θ

re f
(2)

In this equation, h is the height of the phase screen and θ
is the separation of the source from the image center. Equation
2 can be used, together with Fig. 6, to compute the maximum
achievable dynamic range for many different combinations of

source separations, atmospheric conditions, and observing fre-
quencies (re f ∝ ν for the ionosphere and re f ∝ ν−1 for the
trosposphere). We notice, however, that Fig. 6 has been gen-
erated using only one Kolmogorov screen, so it is applicable
to either ionospheric dispersion (for low frequencies) or tropo-
spheric dispersion (for high frequencies), but not to a situation
where ionospheric and tropospheric effects are similar. In these
cases, and as a first approximation, we could set

rn =
hion sin θ√

r2
ion +

(
hion
htrop

rtrop

)2

where rion and rtrop are the (effective) Fried lengths of the iono-
sphere and troposphere, respectively, and hion and htrop are the
heights of each phase screen. Also shown in Fig. 6 is the fitting
model

Dmax = D1 rβn

where D1 = 33.5 ± 0.2 and β = −1.016 ± 0.003. Figure 6
indicates how difficult is to obtain a high-contrast image with
a wide-angle coverage at very low (or high) frequencies. For
instance, an image of 10 × 10 degrees with a dynamic range of
∼ 105 at a frequency of 500 MHz (which translates into rn ∼

1.7 for the ionospheric screen used in the previous subsections)
would require, for an observing time of 10 hours (i.e, 600 scans
of 60 s each), a model of the ionospheric turbulence distribution
with an accuracy better than ∼ 0.75% during the whole set of
observations.
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Fig. 6: Maximum dynamic range as a function of source separation
normalized to the Fried length of the turbulent phase screen (see Eq.
2) for a 1-scan snapshot (60 s). The achievable astrometric precision
can be estimated as the diffraction limit divided by the dynamic range.

5. Conclusions

We report on Monte Carlo estimates of the sensitivity and as-
trometric precision in wide-field images, obtained with a real-
ization of the SKA, as a function of observing frequency, flux
density, and source separation from the image center. Our es-
timates are based on simulations of snapshot observations, in
which we take into account several effects from the turbulent
atmosphere and the finite temperature of the receivers. We find
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that the astrometric uncertainty strongly depends on the ob-
serving frequency and smoothly increases as the source sep-
aration from the image center increases. For frequencies be-
low ∼500 GHz, ionospheric effects dominate and the astrome-
try uncertainties (when the source is barely detectable) can be
as large as ∼1 as. For frequencies between 1 and 10 GHz (these
values slightly depend on the source flux density) atmospheric
effects are minimum and we roughly reach the theoretical as-
trometric precision of the interferometer. Above these frequen-
cies, the wet troposphere begins to dominate and the astromet-
ric uncertainty increases to ∼10 mas for the highest simulated
frequency (25 GHz). On the other hand, the dynamic ranges of
the images are strongly limited by atmospheric turbulences at
all frequencies and for all flux densities (it can decrease, in the
worse cases, several orders of magnitude compared to the cases
with no atmosphere). Even if good a propri models of the at-
mospheric turbulences (with accuracies of ∼ 1%) are used in
the imaging, residual effects from the turbulences can still limit
the dynamic ranges of deep, high-contrast (105 − 106), images.

We propose analytical models for the loose of dynamic
range and astrometric accuracy as a function of distance from
the image center, and also for the maximum achievable dy-
namic range as a function of distance to the image center nor-
malized to the Fried length of the turbulent phase screens. This
last model can be applied to many different combinations of
observing frequency, source separation from the image center,
and accuracy of the a priori turbulence model used in the imag-
ing.
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Abstract. Results from SKADS array configuration study are presented, focusing on a quantitative assessment of the effect of
the array configuration on imaging performance of the SKA. The spatial dynamic range (SDR) and a measure of incompleteness
of the Fourier domain coverage (∆u/u) are employed as prime figures of merit (FoM). We conclude that ∆u/u ≤ 0.03 provides
a benchmark at which the Fourier domain coverage will not be a dominant factor limiting imaging capabilities of the SKA. An
algorithm for calculating the distribution of ∆u/u from interferometric data is described, and a set of FoM for evaluating array
configurations is proposed.

1. Introduction

The Square Kilometre Array (SKA) will operate together with
several new large optical, X-ray and Gamma-ray facilities. To
make SKA both competitive and complementary to these large
facilities, thorough design studies are needed, focused in par-
ticular on antenna configuration and its effect imaging perfor-
mance of the array.

The SKA configuration must provide uv-coverages that sat-
isfy several key requirements derived from the prime science
goals of the instrument: (i) good snapshot and deep imag-
ing over 1 degree field of view, (ii) low brightness temper-
ature (Tb) sensitivity for extended objects, (iii) dense core
for transients/pulsar/SETI, and (iv) long baselines for milli-
arcsecond imaging. Combination of these requirements with
the benchmark figures for the dynamic range of continuum
(106) and spectral line (105) observations poses a substantial
challenge for the array design and for the antenna distribution
in particular.

Antenna configurations and resulting Fourier domain cov-
erages (uv-coverages) have been typically optimised by min-
imising sidelobes or providing a desired beam shape (cf.,
Cornwell 1986, Kogan 2000a, 2000b). These approaches rely
implicitly on two basic assumptions.

1) The field of view is not crowded, i.e., the number of
sources Ns ≤ (Bmax/Dant)2, where Dant is antenna diameter and
Bmax is the maximum baseline length.

2) Objects are marginally resolved, with majority of ob-
jects having sizes θs ≤ 2 HPBW/

√
SNR, where HPBW marks

the size of the synthesised beam and SNR is the design speci-
fication for signal-to-noise ratio of images. This warrants that
the structural information can be recovered efficiently even if a
substantial fraction of spatial frequencies is undersampled.

However, neither of these two assumptions will be correct
for the SKA observations reaching down to microjansky levels

? This work was supported by the European Commission
Framework Program 6, Project SKADS, Square Kilometre Array
Design Studies (SKADS), contract no 011938.
?? Present address: Harvard-Smithsonian Center for Astrophysics,
MS-67, 60 Garden Street, Cambridge, MA 02138, USA

of flux density. In order to meet the design specifications for
surveys and imaging, The SKA will need to have the capability
of imaging adequately all spatial frequencies at which there is
more than one sky object per primary beam area of the receiv-
ing element of the array. This complication requires additional
quantitative constraints to be employed for assessing the qual-
ity of uv-coverage and its effect on structural sensitivity and
imaging capabilities of the array. The SKADS array configu-
ration study has been aimed at identifying potential figures of
merit suitable for this purpose and providing benchmark con-
straints for the SKA configuration design (Lal et al. 2009).

Alongside the dynamic range and shape of the synthesised
point-spread-function (PSF or “synthesised beam”), one of the
basic figures of merit (FoM) characterising imaging perfor-
mance of an interferometer is the spatial dynamic range (SDR).
SDR provides an estimate of the range of spatial scales that can
be reconstructed from interferometric data, which depends on
a number of instrument parameters (Lobanov 2003), includ-
ing the integration time of the correlator, channel bandwidth,
and the coverage of the Fourier domain (uv-coverage). The lat-
ter factor poses most stringent constraints on the configuration
design, if the array imaging is required not be limited by the
uv-coverage of observations.

It has been shown that the quality of the uv-coverage can be
expressed by the uv-gap parameter or ∆u/u, characterising the
relative size of “holes” in the Fourier plane (Lobanov 2003).
Basic analytical estimates indicate that the SKA should have
∆u/u ≤ 0.2 over the entire range of baselines to warrant that
the uv-coverage will pose less stringent limits on the SDR com-
pared to the limits arising from time and bandwidth smearing
(Lobanov 2003). The SKADS array configuration study (Lal
et al. 2009) has continued this effort by focusing on investi-
gation of the effect of incompleteness of the uv-coverage on
image properties.

We presents here the results from numerical simulations of
interferometric data and analysis of the relation between the
uv-gap parameter and image properties. Based on results of this
analysis, we discuss potential application of the SDR and the
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uv-gap parameter for evaluation of site-specific array configu-
rations proposed for the SKA.

2. Structural sensitivity of an interferometer

Structural sensitivity of an interferometer can be expressed by
the spatial dynamic range (SDR) given by the ratio between the
largest and smallest angular scales that can be adequately im-
aged. For filled apertures, SDR is essentially the ratio of field of
view (FOV) to the characteristic size of the instrumental PSF.
Incompleteness of uv-coverage results in reduced ability to re-
cover structural information from intermediate angular scales
which are formally within the range of scales sampled. This
results in reduction of the SDR and introduction of scale de-
pendent noise in images. Magnitude of these effects need to be
assessed quantitatively and related to a parameter describing
completeness of uv-coverage.

2.1. uv-gap parameter

The completeness of a uv-coverage can be expressed by the
uv-gap parameter or ∆u/u, characterising the relative size of
“holes” in the Fourier plane. The “uv-gap” parameter can be
defined as follows: ∆u/u = (u2 −u1)/u1, where u1, u2 (u2 > u1)
are uv-radii of two adjacent uv-samples (sampling respective
structural scales θ1,2 = 1/u1,2, with θ1 > θ2). The uv-gap pa-
rameter can used to express structural sensitivity of an array.
Ensuring a constant ∆u/u over the entire range of baselines,
which will provide equal sensitivity to all spatial scales sam-
pled by an interferometer and realize the full spatial dynamic
range of the instrument.

2.2. Spatial dynamic range

The synthesised beam can be assumed to be approximated
by a two-dimensional Gaussian (for instance, for a Gaussian
bandpass and circular Gaussian tapering; cf., Bridle & Schwab
1999). In this case, for structures partially resolved at u2, the
smallest resolvable size (or variation of the size) can be es-
timated by requiring that a difference in visibility amplitudes
V(u1) and V(u2) can be detected at a given SNR. This ap-
proach is similar to the one applied to determining resolution
limits of an interferometer (c.f., Lobanov et al. 2001), and for
SNR � 1 it yields θ2/θ1 ≈ (π/4)[ln 2 ln(SNR)]−1/2. The ra-
tio θ2/θ1 can be represented by the term 1 + ∆u/u. With this
term, the expression SNR∆u = exp[π2(1 + ∆u/u)2/(16 ln 2)]
gives the relation between ∆u/u and the SNR required for de-
tecting changes in the visibility function for angular scales cor-
responding to the (u1, u2) range. In case of a filled aperture, for
which ∆u/u → 0, the corresponding SNR∆u = SNR∆u/u=0 =

exp[π2/(16 ln 2)] and SDR∆u = SDRFOV. For partially filled
apertures, the ratio SDR∆u/SDRFOV can be estimated from the
ratio SNR0/SNR∆u/, which then gives

SDR∆u = SDRFoV/ exp
[

π2

16 ln 2
∆u
u

(
∆u
u
+ 2

)]
.

Strictly speaking, the uv-gap parameter is a function of the lo-
cation (u, θ) in the uv-plane (with θ describing the position an-
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Fig. 1: An example of a simulated uv-coverage for a 2-minute long
snapshot observation. The points outline relative locations of antenna
stations. The largest baseline length, Bmax = 5 km, and the number of
antennas is N = 50; In the simulations, only baselines to the central
station have been considered, resulting in ∆u/u ≡ 0.19 for a full track
observation.

gle), and it should be represented by a density field in the uv-
plane.

For an idealised, circular uv-coverage obtained with a reg-
ular array (i.e. logarithmic-spiral) with N stations organised in
M arms extending over a range of baselines (Bmin, Bmax), the
uv-gap can be approximated by ∆u/u ≈ (Bmax/Bmin)ξ − 1, with
ξ = M/N for baselines between antennas on a single arm, and
ξ = 1/N for all baselines.

The 1/ exp factor in the expression for SDR∆u, calculated
for two uv-points u1 and u2, essentially provides an estimate of
a fraction of power that can be recovered by the interferometer
on angular scales (θ2, θ1) from the sky brightness distribution.
When an average value of ∆u/u over the entire uv-coverage is
determined, the 1/ exp factor can be taken as a measure of ratio
between the largest detectable structure and the primary beam
(FOV) of individual array elements (under condition that the
largest detectable size obtained from ∆u/u is smaller that the
largest angular scale given by 1/umin).

For instruments with multi-frequency synthesis (MFS) im-
plemented, ∆u/u should be substituted by ∆u/u − ∆νmfs,
where, ∆νmfs is the fractional bandwidth over which the multi-
frequency synthesis is being performed. It should be noted that
MFS will be not as effective improving ∆u/u for sources near
the equator.

3. Numerical simulations

In order to provide a quantitative measure of the effect of array
configuration on imaging performance of an interferometer, we
have simulates a set of an idealised array configurations, each
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providing
∆u
u
≡ const

over the entire range of u and θ. A typical uv-coverage satisfy-
ing this condition is shown in Fig. 1.

We generate the test array configurations by considering
an equiangular, planar logarithmic spiral and projecting this
spiral on Earth’s surface and determine the locations of in-
dividual stations (i.e., latitudes and longitudes) using World
GEOD system 1984 (Heiskanen & Moritz 1967). We apply
Halley’s third-order formula (Fukushima 2006), a modifica-
tion of Borkowski’s method (Borkowski 1989), to transform
Cartesian to geodetic coordinates. This method is sufficiently
precise; the maximum error of the latitude and the relative
height is less than 6 µarcsec for the range of height, −10 km
≤ height ≤ 30,000 km, and is stable in the sense that it con-
verges for all coordinates including the near-geocentre region
and near-polar axis region. We then transform these coordinates
to obtain ECEF (Earth Centered Earth Fixed) coordinates using
a glish script, and produce an input array configuration file. The
actual dimensions of the simulated array are chosen such that
baseline non-coplanarity is negligible and no w-term correction
is required. This does not affect conclusions obtained from the
simulations, which are generic and can be applied to evaluate
imaging performance of any interferometric array of arbitrary
configuration and extent.

We find that the best approach to generate array configu-
rations providing ∆u/u ≡ const is to keep the baseline spread
constant, and achieve different ∆u/u by changing the total num-
ber of antennas in the array. This method allows for maintain-
ing a the same noise level for different array configurations.
In order to ensure constant ∆u/u over the entire range of uv-
distances, only baselines to the station at the origin of the ar-
ray were considered. The generated visibility datasets probed
the uv-gap parameter from 0.19 to 0.01. The simulated integra-
tion time was set to 1 second, and the resulting sampling times
ranged from 12.5 seconds (one uv-point every 12.5 seconds)
for N = 50 to 160 seconds for N = 640. With these settings,
visibility datasets were produced for full track uv-coverages for
each of the array configurations considered. Further details of
the numerical setup and simulation procedures are described in
SKA Memo 107 (Lal et al. 2009).

The simulated data have been used for determining the PSF
shape (see Fig. 2), r.m.s. noise, peaks surface brightness, and
dynamic range of resulting images obtained from both direct
Fourier inversion (“dirty” images, see Fig. 2) and by applying
CLEAN deconvolution (“CLEAN” images). Values measured
for these FoM are plotted in Fig. 3. The dependence of the r.m.s
noise (and reciprocally, the dynamic range) on the uv-gap pa-
rameter changes at ∆u/u ≈ 0.03. At smaller values of ∆u/u,
the uv-coverage does not have a strong effect on the flux den-
sity recovered from the visibility data (this holds true for both
dirty and CLEAN images). The requirement of∆u/u ≤ 0.03 for
the entire range of baselines can therefore be used as a bench-
mark requirement for designing the SKA configurations that
would minimise the effect of uv-coverage on reconstructing the
sky brightness distribution. It should be noted that this con-
clusion provides a strong benchmark, implying implementing

uv-coverages with uv-gaps larger than 0.03 will limit the imag-
ing capabilities of an array even for data processing with the
present day convolution and imaging algorithms.

Further, more detailed investigations may be required in or-
der to refine this conclusion and assess the full range of effects
that may potentially affect the dynamic range and structural
sensitivity derived from images obtained with different uv-
coverages and different values of ∆u/u. One possibility would
be to use more elaborate and more realistic sky models coming
from source simulations (e.g., O’Sullivan et al. 2009).

4. Distribution of the uv-gap parameter

The ∆u/u parameter can be applied for evaluating an arbitrary
array configuration. Since almost all real uv-coverages deviate
from circular symmetry, ∆u/u should be represented either by
a two-dimensional distribution or by an average of that. The
averaging can be made azimuthally (providing a profile of∆u/u
as a function of uv-distance) or both azimuthally and radially
(giving a single value description of a given uv-coverage). For
the averaged quantities, the respective dispersions can be used
to quantify inhomogeneities in the uv-coverages.

For the purpose of a better graphical representation of the
uv-gap distribution, a definition ∆u/u = (u2 − u1)/u2 (u2 ≥

u1) can be applied. This definition changes the range of ∆u/u
from [0,∞] to [0, 1], with 0 corresponding to ∆u/u from two
identical baselines. The maximum value ∆u/u = 1 is realized
everywhere outside the area covered by the observation (for
which u2 = ∞ can be assumed).

A feasible approach to determine the figures of merit based
on ∆u/u is as follows:

1. Grid the uv-data into N sectors, where the width of each
sector is determined by the observing scan-length (the du-
ration of a snapshot observation, or a typical length of a
single scan in a synthesis observation).

2. For each individual sector (described by its central posi-
tion angle, φi and width 2π/N and containing M uv-points),
determine ∆u/u(u, φi) for all M uv-points. As was pointed
above, ∆u/u(u, φi) < 1 within the range u1 ≤ u ≤ uM and it
is equal to unity elsewhere.

3. Plot the combined results for all sectors in polar or
rectangular coordinates or perform averaging in azimuth
〈∆u

u (u, φ)〉φ and/or azimuth and radius 〈∆u
u (u, φ)〉u,φ.

A detailed description of the calculation algorithm is given
in Appendix 1 of SKA Memo 107 (Lal et al. 2009).

4.1. Examples

In order to represent a two-dimensional distribution ∆u/u, the
Voronoi tessellation can be applied to combine the ∆u/u cal-
culated for the individual sectors. The Voronoi tessellation
(“Voronoi diagram”) uses partitioning of a plane with n points
into convex polygons such that each polygon contains exactly
one generating point and every point in a given polygon is
closer to its generating point than to any other (Okabe et al.
2000). The Voronoi diagram is sometimes also known as a
Dirichlet tessellation. The cells are called Dirichlet regions,
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Fig. 2: Top row: One-dimensional profiles of restoring beams obtained from selected simulated datasets. The profiles are truncated at 0.06 of
the beam peak in order to emphasise the difference in the sidelobes resulting from different uv-coverages. In each panel, the red curve represents
the 30-pixel boxcar smoothing of the respective beam profile. Bottom row: Dirty images obtained from the simulated data. Each of the six
panels is marked with the value of ∆u/u for the respective simulated dataset (Lal et al. 2009).

Thiessen polytopes, or Voronoi polygons. We use the algo-
rithm by Okabe et al. (2000) to decompose the discrete set of
∆u
u (uv, φi (i = 1,N) values into density plots that can be used as

a graphical representation of the uv-gap distribution.
An example of a uv-coverage and the resulting two-

dimensional distribution and radial (azimuthally averaged) pro-
file of ∆u/u is shown in Figs. 4–6. The overall (azimuthally
and radially averaged) value of ∆u/u for this uv-coverage is
0.16 ± 0.43. The large dispersion of the average ∆u/u and the
plots shown in Figs. 5–6 indicate that ∆u/u varies strongly
with the baseline length and position angle. These variations
should be minimised for the SKA configuration, taking into ac-
count the geographical location of the array, the different types
of observations (e.g., snapshots, full track synthesis, multi-
frequency synthesis, etc.), and the range of declinations for
which the imaging performance of the SKA should be opti-
mised.

5. Conclusions

The SKADS array configuration study (Lal et al. 2009) has pro-
vided a tool for evaluating the effect of incomplete uv-coverage
on imaging performance of the SKA, based on the uv-gap pa-
rameter ∆u/u. A benchmark requirement of ∆u/u ≤ 0.03 de-

rived can be used for initial assessment of array configuration
proposed for the SKA, and should be further improved by sim-
ulations employing realistic sky brightness distributions and
site-specific array configurations.

Based on the analysis undertaken as part of the SKADS ar-
ray configuration study, an initial set of figures of merit (FoM)
can be proposed for evaluating imaging performance of differ-
ent array configurations for the SKA (see Table 1). The set of
FoM proposed includes general performance metrics and does
not include specific requirements on array configuration com-
ing from individual SKA Key Science Projects. The critical is-
sues for evaluating imaging performance provided by a given
array configuration are:

1. Providing optimal shape of the point-spread-function
(PSF).

2. Minimizing sidelobes of the PSF.
3. Evaluating sensitivity to all spatial scales sampled by the

SKA.

Table 1 sumarizes a basic set of seven FoM suitable for
evaluating the three conditions listed above. The FoM listed in
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Fig. 3: Relative changes of different FoMs obtained from the dirty (left panel) and CLEAN (right panel) maps. The normalisation is done with
respect to the FoM values determined from the dirty image with ∆u/u = 0.01, by normalising its beam area to unity, rms noise to the value of 2,
peak surface brightness to the value of 3, and dynamic range to the value of 6. The peak surface brightness recovered from different simulation
runs remains nearly constant. The rms noise first decreases rapidly for smaller values of ∆u/u, but the rate of this decrease is then remarkably
reduced, implying that the uv-coverage does not affect strongly the image noise and dynamic range for array configurations with ∆u/u < 0.03.
Note that the dynamic range is determined for a feature with the size substantially smaller than the largest angular scale for the uv-coverage
with ∆u/u = 0.19, and thus the calculations are not affected by variable minimum uv-spacing in different simulation runs (Lal et al. 2009).

Table 1: Set of figures of merit for SKA configuration evaluation

FoM Description Name Goal
Point Spread Major Axis BMA, bmaj

Function (PSF) Minor Axis BMI, bmin bmin/bmaj → 1
P.A. of Major Axis PAN, θmaj

PSF Shape PSF, B(r, θ) B(r, θ)→ Gaussian
PSF Sidelobes Maximum Positive Sidelobe MPS, σ+ σ+ → 0

Maximum Negative Sidelobe MNS, σ− σ− → 0
Sidelobe RMS RMS, σrms σrms → 0

UV Gap Integrated Value UVG, ∆u/u 〈∆u/u〉u,θ → 0
Dispersion UVD, ∆u/u(u, θ) σ∆u/u → 0

Table 1 are described in polar coordinates in the uv-plane (u, θ)
and image plane (r, θ).
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Fig. 6: Azimuthally averaged profile of ∆u/u from the density plot of
shown in Fig. 5. The mean ∆u/u for this profile is 0.16±0.43, with the
large dispersion implying uneven sensitivity at different scales )(note
a strong gradient of ∆u/u with increasing radial uv-distance).
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Abstract. The SKA relies on the use of very large phased arrays. Furthermore, the SKA community is considering the use of
non-periodic sparse configurations instead of the classical regular arrays to cover the sub 500 MHz band. The cost in the design
process for an irregular array is evident, as now periodic infinite array approaches, available in many commercial simulation
packages, are no longer applicable. The method proposed by the authors to reduce the computational cost associated to solve
the full EM problem in such arrays is based in a Macro Basis Function (MBF) technique and an interpolation method. The
embedded element patterns for each antenna are computed by assuming interactions between only a few tens of elements. This
approximation represents a first step towards a very fast and cost-effective full-wave simulation tool for very large non-periodic
arrays. The authors also show why a proper full-wave simulation of a non-periodic array is necessary. The main idea behind it is
that the effects of mutual coupling are not fully randomized out for some practical realizations of the array. Also, some relevant
aspects about regular sparse arrays are analyzed and presented in terms of the effective aperture and the system noise temperature
of the unit cell.

1. Introduction

The current frequency range of the SKA will be made possi-
ble using multiple collector technologies, consisting mainly of
dishes at high frequencies (> 1 GHz) and aperture arrays for
the key science of detecting red-shifted hydrogen emission at
around 1 GHz and below. One particular science objective of
the SKA is to study the formation of the first galaxies which
resulted in the cold neutral hydrogen pervading much of the
universe at this time being ionized. This so-called “epoch of
re-ionisation” occurs at a sufficiently early time that the signals
from the 21-cm line of neutral hydrogen are “redshifted” into
the frequency range from 70 MHz through to several hundred
MHz. One part of the SKA design therefore calls for an ultra-
wide band antenna array able to operate from 70-450 MHz.
This is called the SKA AA-lo. At these low frequencies the
telescope can provide a million square meters of collecting
area, which is two orders of magnitude more sensitivity than
any current instrument. The SKA AA-lo will comprise up to
hundreds of stations of at least 10000 elements each to meet
the sensitivity requirements (4000 m2/K at 100 MHz). There
are clear cost saving if this frequency range can be covered by a
single antenna technology. Visit www.skatelescope.org for
more information.

Sparse array configurations are of interest for the SKA
because of its larger effective aperture compared to closely-
packed arrays (Braun et al. 2006), where the effective aper-
ture is limited by the physical space allocated to each antenna
in the array. This is especially important at low frequencies (<

? This work was supported by the European Commission
Framework Program 6, Project SKADS, Square Kilometre Array
Design Studies (SKADS), contract no 011938.

200 MHz), as the sky brightness incrases exponentially for de-
creasing frequencies (Cortes Medellin 2007).

Irregular array configurations are also of interest for the
SKA. For example, by randomizing the position of the anten-
nas in the array grid, localized undesired effects, such as grat-
ing lobes, may be spread over the parameter space. This will
increase the noise ground of the telescope but will avoid blind
angles or localized malfunctions of the instrument. It is yet to
be decided which is more convinient for the SKA. Narrow band
anomalies caused by mutual coupling are other example of un-
desired effects which could be mitigated by the use of non-
periodic arrays. Both, sparse and non-periodic array configura-
tions are the focus of this paper.

Unfortunately, it is not possible at present to do a full-wave
simulation of a real size SKA stations (up to at least 10000
elements). Gonzalez-Ovejero & Craeye (2008) proposed a
method for fast computation of the interactions between MBFs
based in a sub-gridding technique. This work has now been ex-
tended (Gonzalez-Ovejero et al. 2009) in order to simulate a
real size SKA station.

The paper is structured as follows. In Section 2 the method
proposed by the authors to reduce the computational cost de-
voted to solve the full EM problem in irregular arrays is pre-
sented. Furthermore, the necessity of this type of tools is shown
by analyzing the errors in a nulling application when mutual
coupling effects are dismissed. Section 3 focuses on the de-
sign study of an ultra wide-band bow-tie antenna element in an
aperture array environment, emphasizing those characteristics
important for the SKA. We draw some conclusions in Section
4.
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2. Method of Moments simulation of large irregular
arrays

The proposed Method of Moments (MoM) simulation for this
problem relies on the use of Macro Basis Functions (MBFs)
(Suter & Mosig 2000; Craeye 2006; Craeye & Sarkis 2008),
also called Characteristic Basis Functions (Yeo et al. 2003;
Maaskant et al. 2008), and the interpolation technique pre-
sented in Gonzalez-Ovejero & Craeye (2008). The Macro
Basis Functions method consists of reducing the size of the
MoM impedance matrix by replacing the original set of ele-
mentary basis functions with a new set of functions obtained
through the solution of smaller problems. Once the MoM ma-
trix size is reduced by means of the MBF technique, the com-
plexityO((NA)3) for solving the system of equations is reduced
toO((QA)3), where A is the number of antennas in the array and
N and Q (Q << N) are the number of elementary and Macro
Basis Functions, respectively. Nevertheless, the impedance ma-
trix filling time remains O((NA)2), and rapidly becomes the
dominant operation in the total solution time. To overcome
this limitation, the computation of interactions between Macro
Basis Functions is carried out by interpolating exact data ob-
tained on a simple grid; thereby non regular arrays may be eas-
ily analyzed as well as optimized. The complexity will be now
O(PN2+A2S ), where P (typically around some tens or very few
hundreds) is the number of elements in the grid and S is a very
small factor related to the interpolation time. It is interesting
to notice that this factor no longer depends on the complexity
of the antenna. Therefore a speed up of the order of A can be
obtained.

The initial target is to obtain the pattern for an exam-
ple comprising 1000 bowtie elements, like the one shown in
Fig. 1a, randomly placed in a circular area of radius 30λ
(Fig. 1b), which at this point would represent a reduced ver-
sion of the aforementioned SKA AA-lo. For the present anal-
ysis the average minimum distance between elements is 1.5λ
and the elements size is λ × λ. Each port has been loaded with
a 200 Ω series impedance.

A so-called radius of influence, can be defined for every an-
tenna in the array. The embedded pattern can then be computed
accounting only for the antennas contained in the circle defined
by this radius. Assuming that the latter approximation is good
enough, the complexity in the calculation of the interactions
and the solution of the MoM system of equations can be dra-
matically reduced. The system can be solved for each antenna
or for the whole array at once, which by making use of sparse
matrices can reduce further the computation time.

The convergence of the method is proven in Gonzalez-
Ovejero et al. (2009). Once we have the embedded element
pattern for each antenna, in order to obtain the total pattern
for the proposed array, all the embedded element patterns are
combined through the excitation law of interest. This is shown
in Fig. 2a and Fig. 2b. Also in Fig. 2a and Fig. 2b the array
radiation pattern computed from the single element patterns
(dismissing mutual coupling effects) is shown. Despite the ap-
parent similarity between both approaches there is a systematic
bias between them. This bias must be taken into account in the

L

L

Fig. 1a: Bow-tie antenna element of size L × L. The element is placed
λ/4 on top of the ground plane.
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Fig. 1b: Array layout

design of the SKA AA-lo as it might affect the performance of
the array dramatically.

Fully random arrays are not achivable in principle due to
the finite size of the arrays and the non-zero size of each an-
tenna element. Depending on the degree of radomization of the
antenna positions, the mutual coupling effects are also likely to
be randomized out. However, non-periodic grids will still suf-
fer from mutual coupling and its effects won’t cancel out. For
example, when doing certain applications, such as nulling, the
forced null can be affected if the weights have been computed
without accounting for mutual coupling. In Fig. 3 one can ob-
serve this effect in a simulation where the array pattern has been
computed for the same angles in both cases. It is now appar-
ent how the coupling effects are not fully randomized out for a
non-periodic array with a high randomness degree. Therefore,
numerical methods capable of simulating large irregular arrays
of sizes up to hundreds of wavelengths are needed.

The reduced impedance matrix filling time was 77 minutes
when using MBFs and 20 seconds for the interpolation tech-
nique (without accounting for the grid generation time) in a
standard laptop.

3. Sparse arrays for the AA-lo band

The most important figure of merit for low frequency radio
astronomy instruments is the system sensitivity, defined as
Ae f f /Tsys (Eq. (22) in Ivashina et al. 2008). In the present
study, Ae f f is obtained by simulating the Gain of a unit cell
of the infinite regular array, Gcell, when this is phased to point
in a given direction r0 = (θ0, φ0). (Each unit cell contains a
single bow-tie antenna element as in Fig 1a.) The system tem-
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using the single element patterns

perature, Tsys, as described in de Lera Acedo et al. (2009),
accounts for the contributions from the sky brightness, losses
suffered before the amplifier, and electronic noise generated by
the amplifier. These are also dependant on r0. Therefore, the
selection of an antenna element for the SKA AA-lo, should be
strongly based on these 2 parameters.

An infinite regular phased array of the proposed elements
has been simulated with the periodic boundaries approach of
commercial software based on FD-TD, CST (www.cst.com).
The element is made of Perfect Electric Conductor (PEC) and
it is placed a quarter of a wavelength at the highest frequency
of interest (166 mm at 450 MHz) above a ground plane to opti-
mize the beam shape of the element. The use of a ground plane
avoids uncontrolled and lossy reflections in the actual ground
and makes the element sensitive only to the radiation coming
from the sky. However, it is important to notice that the wide-
band nature of the antenna will now be limited by the presence
of the ground plane. The main effect is that the impedance at the
low end of the frequency band is reduced. Fortunately, the pres-

ence of the sky noise allows the designer to relax the matching
constrain at those low frequencies without losing much sensi-
tivity.

Fig. 4 shows the effective aperture of a unit cell when the
array is pointing to broadside for different inter-element spac-
ings. One can see 2 regions in this plot. A first region up to
those frequencies at which the inter-element spacing, d, is λ.
In this lower frequency band the effective aperture is approx-
imately constant with frequency and grows with d. However,
the upper frequency band, for inter-element spacings greater
than λ, shows an effective aperture decreasing with increasing
frequency at an approximate rate equal to λ2/2 for all d. This
effect has already been reported before for an array of dipoles
by Braun et al. (2006). These regions represent the dense and
sparse regimes of the array. In actual fact for the present case it
seems that in the sparse regime, the effective aperture is slightly
better than λ2/2. In the dense regime the effective aperture of
the unit cell converges to its physical size, d2, as expected.
Furthermore, the efficiency of the unit cell improves for more
packed configurations. This is due to the more uniform illumi-
nation of smaller unit cells. It is important to note that even with
a relatively small bow-tie element, it is still possible to achieve
a good effective aperture for the required frequency band.

For different element sizes, as shown in Fig. 5, the effec-
tive aperture of the unit cell reaches a maximum value equal
to the physical area of the unit cell in the dense regime, almost
independently of the size of the element. Furthermore, larger
antennas are likely to produce multi-lobulation effects, which
may limit the usable frequency band.
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The sparseness ratio of the array and the antenna size also
have an impact on the Tsys. Fig. 6 shows how by placing el-
ements closer to each other in the array layout, the benefi-
cial effects of mutual coupling may improve the impedance of
the antenna elements and therefore the matching to the LNA.
Ultimately, this reduces the system noise, composed not only of
the sky brightness, but of a receiver noise factor which may de-
termine the performance of the array (see de Lera Acedo et al.
2009). Also, a better Tsys can be achieved at low frequencies by
increasing the size of the elements, as it could be expected.
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4. Conclusions

This paper summarizes the efforts of the authors to develop a
full-wave simulation tool based on MoM and an interpolation
technique. The authors have also proved the necessity of these
type of softwares for large irregular arrays such as the SKA
AA-lo.

An analytical study has been described here of a bow-tie
antenna element immersed in an infinite regular sparse array,
as a potential candidate for the SKA AA-lo, and it both re-
futes some well known facts about antenna theory and gives de-
signers some useful hints on how to design a radio astronomy
station. Larger elements, with sizes comparable to the wave-
length, are likely to give better sensitivities at low frequencies
because of better matching to the amplifier, but at the cost of a
more expensive antenna. However, the worse system tempera-
ture delivered by a smaller element can be partially mitigated
by taking advantage of mutual coupling and placing antennas
in a denser configuration. Sparser arrays deliver better effective
aperture over the whole band. Also, a trade-off is necessary
when finding the optimum size of the antenna for such an ultra
wideband application, as very large antenna elements display
multiple lobes.

An optimized version of the proposed bow-tie antenna el-
ement, the BLU antenna (Bow-tie Low-frequency Ultra wide-
band antenna) has been built and is ready for measurement (see
Fig. 7). Furthermore, a 400-element scaled version of an SKA
AA-lo station is being designed and will be soon built to prove
the concept of the bow-tie elements and test different array con-
figurations.

Fig. 7: The BLU antenna
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Abstract. The proposed SKA telescope will rely heavily on the use of aperture phased arrays in the sub 1 GHz frequency
band. Currently two different arrays (from nominally 70 MHz to 450 MHz and from 300 MHz to 1 GHz) are being studied
for inclusion within the overall SKA configuration. In this paper we focus on analysing the real sky contribution to system
temperature for various AA-lo antenna configurations composed of 10,000 elements. We evaluate six geometries, with four
minimum inter-element separations of 0.5λ, 0.8λ, 1λ, and 2λ. We assume uniform excitation of antennas as well as Taylor and
Dolph-Chebyshev weighting with a side-lobe level of 35dB. Although the simulations are tuned to observations at 100 MHz,
the results can be temperature scaled to the appropriate frequency band. Our analysis of array temperature is carried out by
assuming observations of three cold regions above and below the Galactic plane. The results show comparisons between regular
and random array geometries.

1. Introduction

The SKA Design Study (SKADS) is an international effort to
explore and develop technologies which will enable the con-
struction of the next generation radio astronomy telescope with
over a million square meters of collecting area, the size of
which will provide two orders of magnitude more sensitiv-
ity than current radio instruments (www.skatelescope.org).
The proposed frequency range of the SKA is 0.07-10 GHz and
this will be made possible using multiple collector technolo-
gies, consisting of dishes at high frequencies and aperture ar-
rays for low frequency ranges, where the key science objective
is detecting red-shifted hydrogen emission at around 1 GHz
and below. For hydrogen surveys, it is critical to achieve high
sensitivity, bandwidth, and field of view (FoV) leading to high
survey speeds (Abdalla et al. 2009).

The types of aperture arrays studied so far have consisted
mainly of densely packed antenna arrays in the higher fre-
quency regime up to of the order 1 GHz as demonstrated by
a number of systems, namely the early THEA (Smolders &
Kant 2000) and the current EMBRACE (van Ardenne et al.
2004) and 2-PAD (http://2-pad.physics.ox.ac.uk) pro-
grammes. Below 500 MHz, however, there are many issues
which become apparent mainly because of the sheer size of
the antennas and the budgetary limitations of the SKA given
the proposed specifications (Schilizzi et al. 2007). In partic-
ular, the number of antennas used in the array and as well as
the cost of materials. Due to the high sky temperature, the ef-
fective area of the overall array is critical in this design. This
has led to thinned or sparse arrays being adopted at low fre-
quency bands to minimize the number of active antennas used

? This work was supported by the European Commission
Framework Program 6, Project SKADS, Square Kilometre Array
Design Studies (SKADS), contract no 011938.

in order to provide a given sensitivity (Bolton et al. 2008). As
an example, the LOFAR system operates from 30-240 MHz, in
two concurrent bands using different antenna array geometries
in each (www.lofar.org). It is desirable for the SKA low fre-
quency array (AA-lo) to operate using a single collector tech-
nology between (nominally) 70 MHz and 450 MHz and thus a
single antenna array geometry. The question of the array geom-
etry is therefore a critical one, since this, along with the antenna
weighting scheme, defines the sidelobe level and profile, all of
which contribute to the antenna temperature and sensitivity of
the array.

In order to evaluate accurately these arrays and form an in-
tuitive goodness criterion, the contribution from the real sky
must be taken into account. For example, a sidelobe 30 dB be-
low the main peak can have significant impact on the sensitivity
if that sidelobe sits on a region of sky with a mean tempera-
ture 1000 times the receiver temperature. This is important at
low frequencies where the Rayleigh-Jeans temperature of the
Galaxy can reach over 2000K at 500 MHz. Furthermore, some
so-called sparse arrays proposed for the SKA result in grating
lobes which have major consequences for such a radio astron-
omy instrument. Fig. 1 shows the far field response of an under-
sampled (0.8λ spacing) triangular lattice array, where the grat-
ing lobe (< 10dB) is pointing towards the galactic plane. This
type of array therefore presents a number of calibration and
signal processing challenges.

In this paper we evaluate a number of different array ge-
ometries, namely, regular, triangular, circular, thinned (25%),
sparse (25%) and fully randomized. For each array, the result-
ing beam function is computed and convolved with the fre-
quency corrected sky model for an observation period of ap-
proximately four and a half hours. The result of this calculation
is the array temperature which is the primary figure of merit
used in this paper. Section 2 describes various phased array ge-
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Fig. 1: Grating lobe of a triangular lattice array pointing towards the
galactic plane at 1000K (500 MHz.)

ometries and weighting schemes. Section 3 briefly describes
the AA-lo antenna. In section 4, we describe the simulations
carried out, and conclude the paper in sections 5.

2. Array geometries and weighting

Regular sampled aperture phased arrays have been studied
extensively so far and their behavior is well documented in
Hansen (1998) and Mailloux (2005). In particular it is known
that for a regular lattice grating lobes will result when the fol-
lowing equality is exceeded

d
λ
=

1
1 + sin (θ)

(1)

where d is the inter-element spacing and θ is the scan angle.
Given that the proposed scan range for the low frequency SKA
is ±45 degrees from zenith (Bolton et al. 2008), this implies
a minimum element separation of ˜0.6λ. Eq. (1) is only valid
when the array has regular inter-element spacing. For the case
of random arrays, the power present in the grating lobes of
the regular array are now re-distributed into many smaller and
“random” sidelobes. This has been a useful feature of sparse
random arrays as described in Braun & W. van Cappellen et al.
(2006) and is the reason that they are of interest to the SKA
community. Furthermore, if each SKA station has a random-
ized design, the cross-correlation between stations in an in-
terferometer would suppress the sidelobes in the cross-power
beam.

Irregular arrays, however, are not an ideal solution.
Increasing the minimum inter-element spacing produces side-
lobes which reduce the array gain by a significant factor. Fully
randomizing the antenna positions may be an optimal solution
since we would expect to randomize both the overall array side-
lobes and also possible degradations due to mutual coupling
between array elements. However, a more appropriate option
may be to specifically tailor the antenna locations to a specific
profile - that is a deterministic approach to locating antennas in
an under sampled array. The six geometries examined in this
paper are shown in Fig. 2

Element weighting is also one of the primary design pa-
rameters of such arrays. It is well known that various tech-
niques can be used to control the sidelobe profiles of fully
sampled phased arrays from simple Taylor weighting (Taylor

Fig. 2: Planar phased array geometries: (a) regular, (b) triangular, (c)
sparse random (25%), (d) Thinned (25%), (e) Circular, (f) true ran-
dom.

1955) to adaptive nulling (Fenn 2007). The Fourier series de-
sign method (Oppenheim & Schafer 1989) which is based on
the inverse discrete-space Fourier transform of the array factor
is also useful for obtaining the element weights corresponding
to a desired response but suited to very large (ideally infinite)
arrays. In this paper we restrict our investigation by consider-
ing only Dolph-Chebyshev (Dolph 1946) and Taylor weight-
ing as applied to the different array geometries studied. Dolph-
Chebyshev weighting achieves a constant sidelobe level whilst
Taylor weighting gives a more practical distribution of side-
lobes with a sinc type reduction. Both weighting schemes have
their inherent advantages.

Fig. 3: Bow-Tie antenna radiation pattern (CST package).

3. AA-lo Antenna

The design of a single aperture array antenna element for the
low frequency band of the SKA requires good impedance and
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noise stability across a ˜6.5:1 frequency band as well as the
appropriate forward gain in an array environment. Also, broad
beam-widths of at least ±45 degrees are needed for the embed-
ded element patterns in order to achieve the desired scan range.
This is a major challenge and the focus of ongoing research in
the SKA community. One such candidate is the Bow-Tie an-
tenna presented in de Lera Acedo et al. (2009). This antenna’s
radiation pattern is used in the simulations presented in this pa-
per (Fig. 3).

4. Numerical simulations and results

The array temperature was found by multiplying the normal-
ized array beam (computed numerically using NFFT) with the
sky brightness function at 100 MHz and integrating over the
whole sky (Cortes Medellin 2007). In our simulations we used
data from the 408 MHz survey (conducted by Haslam et al.
1981). We evaluated the array temperature over three cold re-
gions as shown in Fig. 4, which is the SKA aperture array ob-
servable sky if the telescope was located in one of two candi-
date sites.

Fig. 4: Observable sky (at 408 MHz) for the SKA aperture arrays.

The array temperature for regions 1 and 2 are shown in
Fig. 5 and Fig. 6, respectively. Region 3 data is omitted here
as it is similar to region 2.

Fig. 6 shows results which might be typically expected,
where as the array inter-element spacing in cartesian or ra-
dial directions increases, the array temperature also increases.
Perhaps where the smoothest transition happens is for a random
grid. Grating lobes do play a role here but are not as significant
as for region 1.

Fig. 5, shows a very different scenario. Here the grating
lobes fall right on top of the galactic plane resulting in a ma-
jor spike in array temperature. These results also show that the
1λ arrays are worst than 2λ arrays. The reason for this is that
although the positions of the grating lobes correspond, their
beam-width do not, leading to a much wider beam pointed to a
hot region for the 1λ case which results in a higher temperature
spike.

In this case, most of the arrays which have an underlying
regular structure suffer with the exception of circular and ran-
dom arrays. For the circular array it is expected that grating
lobes would be present in the radial direction and would even-
tually result in similar temperature spikes.

The use of weighting schemes such as Taylor or Dolph-
Chebyshev do have their advantages if the primary figure of
merit is the array temperature and not effective area. Both
schemes result in a reduction of the primary sidelobes which
reduce the overall sky contribution to system temperature.
Taylor weighting achieves a modest improvement over Dolph-
Chebyshev, however for cases such as region 1 it provides a
far better improvement in array temperature. As expected, both
weighting schemes have the effect of reducing the gain of the
array and thus the effective area leading to a lower overall sen-
sitivity.

Fig. 5: Array Temperature for Region 1.

Fig. 6: Array Temperature for Region 2.
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5. Conclusions

This paper describes simulations carried out to evaluate array
temperature for six different AA-lo geometries with four inter-
element separations and two weighting schemes.

Although the results are dependant on the region(s) being
scanned, it is apparent that grating lobes do have a signifi-
cant impact on array temperature. Random arrays show a much
smother temperature profile as the array spacing increases and
they do not suffer from grating lobes. However further work
needs to be carried out to assess more accurately how the far
out and near in sidelobes impact the results, particularly for
random array configurations.
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Abstract. The SKA Cost/Performance Tool provides a framework in which hierarchical descriptions of telescope designs can
be built and costed as a function of input parameters and telescope performance. The tool allows engineers and astronomers to
rapidly explore the possible parameter space of SKA designs, probe the cost vs. performance tradeoffs which affect them, and
ultimately produce optimised designs for the SKA. In this paper, we give an overview of how the tool works, closing with a brief
overview of the graphical user interface used to control it.

1. Introduction

Intrinsic to the design of any telescope are trade-offs between
cost and scientific performance (see, e.g., Gaensler and Lazio
2006). In the design of the Square Kilometre Array (SKA),
these trade-offs will be unusually complex, for two reasons.
Firstly, its design will have an unusually large number of free
parameters: there will be many design choices to be made in
addition to the familiar considerations of sensitivity and survey
speed. For example, it will use a hybrid of detector technologies
co-existing side-by-side – both the International SKA Project
Officea (ISPO) Reference Design (ISPO 2006; Schilizzi et al.
2007) and the SKADS Benchmark Scenario (Alexander et al.
2007; Bolton et al. 2009) favour a three-component hybrid of
phased aperture arrays, dishes with wide-band feeds and either
close-packed aperture arrays or phased-array feeds (PAFs) –
and the frequency coverage and collecting area of each com-
ponent must be decided upon. Within the back-end processing
for the aperture arrays, the choice between digital and analogue
beam-forming remains to be made; Alexander et al. (2007) ar-
gue that even if one becomes the favoured option, the other
should be developed in parallel for the foreseeable future to
provide a realistic fallback alternative. Within the dish-based
collectors, issues such as the dish size and feed type remain to
be finalised.

The second source of complexity in the SKA’s cost-
performance trade-offs is the multi-faceted nature of its science
programme (see, e.g., Gaensler 2004; Jones 2004). Its prospec-
tive users each place different requirements upon the SKA’s an-
gular resolution, survey speed, sensitivity and frequency cov-
erage, and a compromise will have to be reached (see, e.g.,
Jackson 2003, 2006).

Whilst the ISPO Reference Design and the SKADS
Benchmark Scenario documents have presented and discussed
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in detail a range of manually-optimised skeletal designs for
the SKA, it is clear that more immediate access to cost esti-
mates and scientific simulations of telescope designs will be
essential before engineers can make significant progress in
charting the available parameter space. To this end, the SKA
Cost/Performance Tool (Ford et al. 2009) has been developed
on behalf of the SKA Program Development Office (SPDO)
and in part as work package DS3-T3 of the SKADS pro-
gramme. This tool acts upon telescope designs which are de-
scribed in a hierarchical fashion, in which large design blocks –
for example, the whole SKA – subdivide into smaller units – for
example, SKA Stations – until eventually the hierarchy reaches
components – indivisible atomic units. One possible view of
how this hierarchy might appear is shown in Figure 1. The tool
can calculate the number of components required to build any
given design block, propagate costs through this hierarchy to
sum up to total cost of any given telescope design, and provide
a breakdown of the contributions of each design block to the
total cost. In addition, the tool can also propagate other arbi-
trary quantities through the hierarchy, including, for example,
the power consumption of components and their data rates. The
former is useful for calculating the total power requirements of
the SKA, meanwhile the latter is an unusual case, where data
processing steps can reduce the total data flow to their parents.

A key feature of the Cost/Performance Tool is that the hier-
archical telescope designs which it acts upon are scalable; they
do not represent a single telescope built to a particular speci-
fication, but rather take a wide range of input parameters, and
within reasonable limits, can estimate what components would
be required to build a telescope to any requested specification.
This does not replace the need for specialist engineers: the cal-
culations performed by the tool are estimates based upon sim-
ple models, which would need to be extensively expanded upon
before they could actually be built. In the first instance, our aim
is to produce realistic models of how the cost of the SKA will
scale with design parameters, not to produce accurate absolute
costings.

The Cost/Performance Tool builds upon the work of its
predecessor, SKAcost, which was developed by the Australia
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The SKA

Low-Frequency Aperture Arrays Mid-Frequency Aperture Arrays Dishes

Fig. 1: A simplified example of how the top of a hierarchical telescope
design might appear as a network of design blocks; this example is
based loosely upon the structure of the SKADS Benchmark Scenario
(Alexander et al. 2007).

Telescope National Facility (ATNF), with some financial sup-
port and system engineering input from the ISPO. SKAcost,
which itself used the modular approach first described in
Horiuchi et al. (2004), was also a hierarchical tool which could
estimate component costs as a function of purchase date for
dish-based SKA designs (Chippendale et al. 2007; Schilizzi
et al. 2007).

2. The Structure of the Cost/Performance Tool

Within the Cost/Performance Tool, we maintain a sharp divi-
sion between the costing engine – the software used to calcu-
late the numbers of components needed to build an SKA to
a particular specification – and the telescope designs which it
acts upon. This separation ensures that telescope designs can
be modified by engineers without exposure to the lower-level
software implementation of the cost calculations; it also en-
sures that cost calculations are performed in a homogeneous
way between all design blocks, since they must all use the same
costing routines. In addition, the costing engine is separated
from the user interfaces which it uses to communicate with the
user and with the outside world. This structure is illustrated in
Figure 2.

Three user interfaces to the Cost/Performance Tool are cur-
rently available. The majority of users use the graphical in-
terface on account of its user-friendliness. Some users with
scripting experience prefer the commandline interface, which
provides a similar degree of flexibility to the graphical in-
terface. Finally, more experienced programmers can use the
Cost/Performance Tool directly from within the Python pro-
gramming language, where they are able to develop their own
independent user interfaces to the tool, specialised for their own
particular requirements. In view of the sophistication of the
new tool, there is currently no web-based interface to match
that which was previously available for SKAcost, and we en-
visage that users will run the graphical user interface on their
own local machines.b

As Figure 2 indicates, the Cost/Performance Tool can
also be accessed by other applications via socket-based inter-

b The Cost/Performance Tool is known to run under Microsoft
Windows, Mac OS X and Linux. It is believed to run under all other
POSIX-compliant operating systems.

Telescope Design

Costing Tool

Engine

Python Interface
Socket-based

Inter-Process Communication

Commandline Interface Graphical User Interface

Fig. 2: A diagram of the modular structure of the Cost/Performance
Tool. The costing engine is separated both from the telescope design
models it acts upon, and from the interfaces with which it communi-
cates with the user and with other software packages. This means that
the user is able to modify telescope designs without detailed knowl-
edge of how the costing engine works, and that experienced program-
mers can use the Cost/Performance Tool from within the programming
language of their choice.

process communication, which means that other design opti-
misation tools can query live cost estimates for designs from
the tool. As a proof of this concept, a SKADS tool is un-
der development which will optimise the cable and trenching
layouts between SKA stations. It will communicate with the
Cost/Performance Tool to obtain information about the fibre
cost model, and will communicate results back into the cost
calculations.

As well as the division which we draw between telescope
designs, the Cost/Performance Tool engine and its user in-
terfaces, we also divide up telescope designs into separate
sharply-divided blocks. Each design block within a telescope
design hierarchy is a black box: it takes a defined set of inputs
from its parent design blocks, operates on them in some way
which other design blocks need not be concerned with, and then
returns a defined set of outputs. This information flow is illus-
trated in Figure 3. This approach means that the various design
blocks in a telescope design can be efficiently written by a vari-
ety of different engineers working at different institutions, each
bringing their own specialist expertise to their own particular
areas. Because each block is a black box, each can straight-
forwardly be re-implemented in the light of new information
or expertise, without changing the rest of the telescope design
around it. Within the Cost/Performance Tool, it is straightfor-
ward to swap one design block for another within a telescope
design, to obtain a rapid comparison of the costs calculated by
different models.

In addition, the Cost/Performance Tool makes it easy to re-
use components and design blocks in many different places in
a hierarchical telescope design if they are designed to take a
sufficiently general set of inputs that they can be used in several
different situations.
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Design Block

(1) Orders received from parent
design blocks.

(1) Configurable parameters are
set by the user.

(2) Orders are sent to child
design blocks.

(3) Costs and other resource
requirements are sent to the user
and back to parent design blocks.

Fig. 3: A diagram of the data flow which takes place within design
blocks. First of all, in Step (1), the design block receives orders from
all of the parent design blocks which make use of it, together with
some user-configurable parameters. The design block then, in Step (2),
computes how many child design blocks are needed to fulfill these
orders, sends orders through to child design blocks, and calculates
any additional “glue” costs which are associated with putting these
sub-components together. Finally, the design block returns its total
resource requirements – not just cost, but also power consumption
and any other arbitrary attributes which the user wishes to propagate
through the hierarchy – to the user and to its parent design blocks.

3. The Graphical User Interface

In Figures 4, 5, 6 and 7, we show four views of the
Cost/Performance Tool’s graphical user interface (GUI). To
demonstrate its use in practice, it is necessary to have a tele-
scope design for it to act upon. The process of putting together
complete and realistic telescope designs in the tool will re-
quire extensive consultation with expert engineers throughout
the SKA community, which we are currently actively engaged
in. In the meantime, we have developed an Example Telescope,
which is loosely based upon the Benchmark Scenario from
the Second SKADS Design and Costing Memo (Bolton et al.
2009). This design is not intended to serve any purpose other
than as an example, and is not presented as a fully-costed SKA
design. To emphasise this, we have chosen to display all design
block costs in a ficticious currency which we have called the
SKA Accounting Unit (SAU); its value roughly matches the
cost of the whole SKA.

For reference, the Example Telescope consists of 250 mid-
frequency aperture array stations, each 24 m in radius, 250
low-frequency aperture array stations, each 82 m in radius, and
2,480 dishes, each 15 m in diameter. It lacks any model of
the correlation or computational hardware, for which arbitrary
placeholder costs are used.

4. Summary

We have constructed a tool which allows the user to construct
hierachical telescope designs in a graphical environment, and
which can then propagate costs, power consumption, data rates,
and other arbitrary quantities through these hierarchies to eval-
uate the total cost of any given telescope. We and the SKA
Program Development Office (SPDO) are working in active
collaboration with specialist engineers to produce a range of

Fig. 4: A spreadsheet of all of the components and design blocks in
the Example Telescope Design, as seen in the tool’s graphical user
interface. In this figure, we have chosen to sort the blocks in order
of their cumulative cost, so that the most expensive block, the whole
telescope, appears at the top. Further details are in the text.

Fig. 5: The hierarchy of design blocks which are required to build
an AAlo Station, as seen in the tool’s graphical user interface. Where
strings of blocks appear in vertical lists, all of the blocks in the list are
children of a common parent above, but they are too numerous to be
displayed horizontally.

reference telescope designs within this framework. Over the
course of the PrepSKA programme, we also plan to link the
Cost/Performance Tool into technical simulations of the SKA’s
science performance.
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Fig. 6: A parameter survey of the cost of the SKA in SAU as a function
of the desired sensitivity of the dish component, measured along the
horizontal axis in m2/K. This demonstrates the power of the scalable
telescope designs used by the tool; rather than providing a single cost
estimate for a single telescope, they provide an indication of how cost
scales with performance.

Fig. 7: The Cost/Performance Tool’s graphical design block editor,
here editing the AAlo Station design block. The left panel shows the
design block’s definition, including a list of its inputs. In the right
panel, we have opened the Bits Per Sample input, to show that it is
measured in physical units of bits and that its default value is 4 bits
per sample.
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Abstract. Within the SKADS programme we have developed SKACost, the costing and design tool to be more flexible (see Ford
et al. 2009, 2010, these proceedings). The original version of SKACost was presented in Chippendale et al. (2007), whilst the
original SKADS costing was a spreadsheet based approach (see Alexander et al. 2007). The new version of SKACost combines
the best of both approaches, incorporating the complexity of a full telescope design with the ease of use of a Graphical User
Interface. Telescope designs are broken down into logical hierarchical structures enabling experts to study their design areas in
detail whilst system designers can take a more global approach. Here we briefly present the model used to populate this costing
tool and show how it can be used to study system level scaling relations.

1. Introduction

In this paper we show how the SKA Costing tool is populated
with hierarchical telescope designs and give some important
examples that show how useful such a tool can be when study-
ing the impact that varying certain parameters can have on the
overall cost of a telescope or its sub-systems.

A full description of the tool itself has been presented by
Ford et al. (2009), here we concentrate on how the tool can be
used.

2. The SKA Costing tool

The concept of “Design Blocks” was introduced in SKADS for
D&C 1 (see SKA Memo 93, Alexander et al. 2007). Within the
SKADS system level design work, we considered hierarchical
telescope designs made up of discrete logical blocks and com-
ponents. This initial work was implemented in a spreadsheet,
which, owing to its complexity, was difficult to navigate for
all but those few users very familiar with it. Separately to this
and also following a hierarchical structure, the original version
of the SKA costing tool, SKACost, was developed by the then
ISPO, with work led by Peter Hall, Aaron Chippendale, John
O’Sullivan and Tim Colegate (see SKA Memo 92, Chippendale
et al. 2007).

We have updated the costing tool to generate a new version
of SKACost which combines the best of these approaches in-
cluding advanced cost modelling and uncertainty handling (us-
ing Monte Carlo techniques to estimate overall cost uncertain-
ties), the ability to swap telescope designs with relative ease
and with a GUI for easy browsing and editing. This allows
users with a variety of levels of expertise to access the tool
and study the system aspects relevant to their work - for exam-
ple, component level items can be created and studied by the
relevant engineering experts whilst system designers can make
sweeping changes to the telescope design without the need to
worry about the fine detail. The hierarchical structure ensures
that when the “big things” are changed, the “little things” will
follow.

Figure 1 (on page 158) shows the full GUI page of the tool,
with a telescope design in it called “SKADS AA and Dishes
SKA”, which represents the SKADS vision for the SKA, as
presented in SKA Memo 111 (Bolton et al. 2009). The main
GUI window gives information on the hierarchical structure of
the telescope and, on the right hand side, details of the cost
and power estimates accrued for the highlighted design blocks.
By clicking on the green arrows or on the hierarchy diagram
users can navigate through the design, “drilling down” to the
appropriate level.

The top level of the SKA is made up of eight main blocks in
this design, these are: (1) “SKADS SKA Infrastructure”, con-
taining some roads, buildings and trenching for data links; (2)
“Dishes Outer”, representing the 1500 dishes that are spread
along spiral arms, and the data links required to bring their
data to the correlator; (3) “Dishes Core”, representing the 1500
dishes in the core, and their data links; (4) “AAhi Core” ,
the 165 aperture array stations in the core, functioning in the
300MHz to 1GHz band and their data links; (5) “SKADS AAhi
Outer”, the outer 85 AAhi Stations and their data links; (6)
“AAlo Core”, the low frequency aperture array collectors in
the core, operating from 70MHz to 450MHz, and the data links
for these; (7) “SKADS AAlo Outer”, the outer AAlo stations
- which are assumed to share data links with the AAhi outer
stations; and (8) a block called “Correlator” which models the
correlator cost for the dishes and aperture arrays as two sepa-
rate correlators.

Figure 2 shows the hierarchy diagram centered on the
SKADS AAhi Outer block. This shows that this block has a
“parent” (the SKA block) and two direct children (the AAhi
Stations and the data links for these stations). These in turn
are made up of several sub-design blocks, representing sub-
systems in the design. For example, the AAhi Station block
contains a sub-block representing the infrastructure associated
with each station. This is shown in figure 3. The infrastruc-
ture design block contains several components including steel
supports to make the frame that will hold the antennas (these
are ordered by unit length) and tarpaulin to cover the station to
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Fig. 1: Screenshot of the GUI.

Fig. 2: The hierarchy diagram for the outer AAhi stations.

provide protection from the weather, which is ordered by unit
area.

Fig. 3: Hierarchy diagram for the AAhi station infrastructure, showing
its children.
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Fig. 4: Example of some of the parameters used to build a particular
telescope design instance.

3. Using parameterised designs to study trade-offs

Telescope designs are parameterised by their top level inputs
(examples of which are shown in figure 4). This is impor-
tant because it enables users to easily investigate the effect of
changing a parameter. Changing one of these input parame-
ters does not only change the cost, the cost changes because
it forces a different telescope to be built users can see what
has changed. For example, halving the total collecting area re-
quired for the dishes would mean that rather than 3000, only
1500 dishes were built.

SKACost is very good at revealing how certain parameters
affect costs because it can be used to run “parameter surveys”
where a single input for a design block (at any level in the hi-
erarchy) is varied over a range of values and the resulting build
cost of that design block is recorded.

One example of how these surveys can produce interesting
results concerns the design of the AAlo stations. A schematic
diagram of an AAlo station is shown in 5. The (analogue) data
from the AAlo antennas are taken, via copper cables, to small
shielded processing “boxes” (the purple rectangles in figure 5)
where they are digitised and a first stage of beamforming is
carried out.

For a station of fixed size, with a fixed number of anten-
nas we can investigate the impact that changing the number of
these processing boxes has on the total cost of a station. More
boxes mean that the cables from the antennas are shorter, sav-
ing money, but more boxes must be bought. Additionally, there
must be an integer number of the beamforming processing
boards in each box, so varying the number of signals brought
into each box alters the efficiency with which these beamform-
ers are used - a “bad” choice of box number means that more
processing boards are required.

Fig. 5: Schematic diagram of an AA station, where AAlo and AAhi
antennas are placed in adjacent circular stations.
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Fig. 6: The data output from the costing tool when tracing how the
cost of an AAlo station is affected by the number of processing boxes
used.

We can also use SKACost to show us how the cost of a data
link, carrying a fixed data rate, varies with the length of the
link. The results are shown for a 16Tbit/s link in figure 7. The
underlying slope in the stepped curve is due to the smoothly
increasing length of cable required. Steps in the cost repre-
sent technology break points, which are built into the design
blocks - for example, if the link is short enough, the tool will
use the “cheap” short range lasers, only opting to use better
lasers (which are more expensive) for links beyond the break
point. In this way, the tool always selects the most appropriate
option for a link of a given data rate and length. The logic that
produces the desired behaviour is encoded within a snippet of
Python code that resides in the desgin block file.

The clear and strong jumps in this graph have led us to con-
sider the impact that the broad distribution would have on the
cost of all the AA links. In the costing tool we parameterised
the AA distribution with five numbers: the total number of sta-
tions, the data rate per station, the fraction of these stations
within a 2.5km radius core, the maximum distance the AA sta-
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Fig. 7: Cost curve for a data link carying 16Tbits/s of data. The link
length was varied in the costing tool.

Fig. 8: A possible 250 AA station layout with 67% of the collectors
in the core and the remaining 85 stations spaced at equal logarithmic
intervals along 5 spiral arms out ot 180km radius. 95% of all the col-
lectors lie within 90 km of the core.

tions go out to (BMax) and one extra parameter, BMid. BMid
is the distance from the centre within which 95% of the collec-
tors are placed. By assuming a logarithmic distribution between
2.5km and BMid and a second logarithmic distribution between
BMid and BMax, the distance to each station is defined.

Examples of two such distributions are shown in figures 8
and 9. The first shows a configuration where BMid has been
chosen so that the ratio between station distances before and
after BMid is the same (i.e. there is just one logarithmic dis-
tribution — the value of BMid is 87km). The second config-
uration shows an extreme example where BMid has been set
to just 10km. Both layouts have a maximum extent (BMax) of
180km from the centre.

Because we have parameterised the description of the lay-
out, we can use the costing tool to show us how the total cost
of the AA data transport for the outer stations varies with the
BMid parameter. The results are shown in figure 10.

Fig. 9: A possible alternative 250 AA station layout, the same as in
figure 8 but with 95% of the collectors within 10km of the centre and
with the remainder logarithmically spaced on spiral arms out to 180km
radius.

Fig. 10: Total AA data links cost as a function of BMid, the radius
within which 95% of the stations are placed.

The difference between the costs of the two configurations
shown here is about e 70 million which is a significant poten-
tial saving and amounts to 5% of the total SKA budget. Of
course, the uv-coverage of a condensed AA station layout will
be very different to the un-condensed version, so these differ-
ent layouts must be tested against the science cases before we
can decide whether the cheaper one is acceptable. Results from
some simulations done in SKADS are anticipated very shortly.

4. Summary

SKACost, the SKA cost/performance tool has been substan-
tially developed in SKADS, with input from an international
team. The SKADS vision for the SKA with dishes and aper-
ture arrays has been implemented in a scalable fashion in the
tool, and SKACost has been used to inform design decisions
within SKADS.

Telescope designs are represented by a logical hierarchical
structure. Alternative telescope designs can be investigated by
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“unplugging” one design block and replacing it with another.
Currently the tool provides a useful starting point for visualis-
ing the overall system and making trade-offs.

Parameterised designs allow the impact of varying any of
the inputs to be assessed: the costing tool can be used to gener-
ate graphs showing these trends automatically. These trade-offs
have already helped to inform the system design work within
SKADS, and the tool is also the basis for the overall SKA
Costing work that had taken place in the SKADS programme.

Moving forward, the tool and the designs encapsulated
within will continue to be useful in the SKA design process,
since the information in the design blocks naturally forms a
database of the system. This database is easily extensible to
include basis of estimates for costs and improved power in-
formation, which will be essential as the SKA project moves
forward.
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Abstract. We present algorithms and examples for two uv-plane figures of merit that we are using to compare different SKA
configurations. These are the uvgap figure of merit ( which is related to the range of obesrvable spatial scales that an array
provides) and the “psfrms”, related to the efficiency with which the array samples the uv-plane on a cartesian grid. We also
compare costs of data transport for different arrays using Grigorescu’s TrenchCOAT tool which optimises for trench and fibre
costs (see Grigorescu et al, these proceedings).
We find that these algorithms can be used to compare layouts with O(2000) dish positions in a few minutes. Our results show that,
as one would expect, grouping the dishes together on intermediate distance (20-180km) is detrimental to the uvgap figure of merit
but that it has no effect on the “psfrms” calculation. We also shown that neither figure of merit is improved by having randomised
rather than logarithmically spaced spiral configurations, but that such random configurations are much more expensive since so
much more trench must be dug to connect the dishes to the central processing area.

1. Introduction

In order to quickly assess initial SKA configurations we need
to develop figures of merit and supporting software, which can
be applied to the uv points generated by an array. Here we de-
scribe two scientific figures of merit (PSFRMS and UVGAP)
and give some examples of how we have used these, in com-
bination with cost considerations, to assess layouts and make
some preliminary decisions. Our code is quick to run: layouts
of 2000 dishes take only a few minutes to asses for uvgap and
psfrms.

2. The “PSFRMS” figure of merit

We calculate the psfrms figure of merit using the method pro-
posed in Cornell (1984). This is implemented in Fortran and
also in Mattieu de Villers’ code iAntConfig (de Villiers 2009).
The PSFRMS is a measure of the expected side lobe level in
the synthesized beam. Applying Parsevals theorem, by assess-
ing the variation in filling factor in uv cells one obtains a mea-
sure of the rms side-lobe level in the synthesized beam. Thus,
to obtain the PSFRMS quantity from a sample of uv-points the
following steps are taken:

1) Divide the uv-plane into cells, sufficiently small to over-
sample the synthesized beam in the spatial domain (i.e. cell
width = dish diameter / 2.4, so the number of cells in the
uv plane is given by (2.4 x maximum baseline length / dish
diameter)2. For example, the uv plane for a layout of 15m
dishes with a maximum baseline of 2,000 km would have
320,000 cells on a side, giving a total of 1011 uv cells.

2) Into these uv cells place the uv points. Let the num-
ber of uv points be Nuv. For typical SKA configurations out to
3,000km baselines, the vast majority of these uv cells will be
empty, however, near to the core there may be a large number
of uv cells that contain more than one uv point. Let the number
of uv points in uv cell i,j be denoted ni j.

3) Following ALMA Memo 18, find the standard deviation
of the occupancy (ni j) of the uv cells, this is the PSFRMS figure
of merit value:

PS FRMS =

√∑
i j ni j

Nuv
(1)

Clearly, lower values are good, large values are bad. In
the limit where each uv point falls into a different uv cell, the
PSFRMS becomes 1/

√
Nuv, giving the classic “improving like

root N” performance.
4) When we asses configurations we take only one sample

every ten minutes, which is not a realistic SKA scenario. This
means that the PSFRMS value is not a good approximation to
the actual power in the synthesized beam, but in the context
of comparing different configurations the PSFRMS is still min-
imised if the number of cells sampled in the uv-plane is max-
imised for fixed Nuv (so that all the ni j are unity or zero), so it
remains a useful relative measure.

3. The “UVGAP” figure of merit

The general uvgap algorithm is presented in Lal (2009), and
here we describe our new version which differs from the gen-
eral algorithm in that there is no binning of uv-points in the U
direction. The approach that we use is as follows:

1) Calculate the uv-points for a given layout and observa-
tion set-up (again, as with the PSFRMS, we use 1 sample every
10 minutes). Assign each uv point a value of q = (u2 + v2)1/2

and polar angle, θ (in the range 0−π, using conjugate symmetry
to re-map points that initially lie between π and 2π ).

2) Bin these q, θ points in θ, with the bin size in θ chosen to
correspond to the sampling time for example a sampling time
of 10 minutes would require 72 bins in 12 hours, corresponding
to a bin width of π/72 radians or 2.5 degrees.
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3) Now in each angular bin, i, sort the uv points into in-
creasing value of q. Calculate the unbinned uv-gap value from
q=0 out to a q value of qmax. This might correspond to some
baseline range that we are interested in such as 3 km, 30 km or
3,000 km, for example.

4) Let there be N points in the angular bin which have q
values less than qmax. Calculate the fractional change in q for
each of these N points: for the kth point, δqk = ∆qk/qk = (qk −

qk−1)/qk. Then calculate the integral average of δq by assigning
δq(qk−1, qk) = δqk. We take only the uv points that have q <
qmax, so if qN is the last uv-point within a given sector we take
qN+1 = qmax and δqN+1 = 1. Then, at the low q end of the
samples, we assign q0 = 0. In other words, for the portions
of the q wedge that are before the first and after the last uv
point, the δq value is set to unity. The integrated mean in the
ith angular wedge is then calculated for δq between q = 0 and
q = qmax.

5) The average over all angular bins of the < δq >i val-
ues is then taken to generate a single number for the uv-gap
value of an array, for a particular value of qmax and for a given
observational set up.

4. Testing example configurations

In order to test the usefulness of these figures of merit and to
take some initial steps towards finding an optimal, ideal SKA
configuration we generated a suite of layouts of 2250 dishes.
1500 of these dishes were placed within a 2.5km radius cen-
tral core and the remainder were spread logarithmically out
to 180km away from the core. We tested layouts with 5 spiral
arms and randomised layouts with no spiral arms (see figure 1).
In the random layout, a probability distribution which was uni-
form in log(radius) was used to select the distance away from
the core, and then the polar angle was chosen from a random
uniform distribution. The spiral layouts were made following
a log-spiral pattern (r = aebθ), where three different values of
the spiral arm parameter, b, were used: 0.5, 1.0 and 1.5. The
radius (away from the core) position for each dish was chosen
so that the dishes outside the core were spread out be a constant
ratio in r, and then the correct value of θ was selected to place
the dish on one of the 5 spiral arms. In all of these layouts we
have left two gaps in the distribution, which are circles 2.5km
in radius. These have been left empty to represent the forbid-
den regions that would be imposed by aperture array cores. In
a separate investigation we have shown that these gaps do not
affect either figure of merit significantly.

In addition to these layouts we also investigated the effect
of grouping dishes together into clumps, for all dishes beyond
a certain distance from the core (the clumping radius). We did
this because in remote areas of the desert there will be signifi-
cant costs associated with establishing infrastructure and these
costs will be lowered by reducing the number of distinct loca-
tions that require power, water & access roads etc. Being aware
of this natural driving factor we can use the figures of merit
to ask whether such a process is likely to reduce the imaging
ability of the array. An example of an array with clumping is
shown in figure 4.

Fig. 1: Example of a randomised layout following a logarithmic prob-
ability distribution. X,Y axes in metres.

Fig. 2: Example of regular spiral layout following a logarithmic dis-
tribution. Spiral arm parameter = 1.5. X,Y axes in metres.

Figures 5 and 6 show how much clumping the dishes af-
fects the uv coverage (for a snapshot observation made with
the source at zenith). We can now quantify this effect by show-
ing the trend in uvgap figure of merit with increasing clumping
radius. Larger values for the clumping radius mean that fewer
dishes are clumped, giving better uv coverage. With a clump-
ing radius of 200km, no dishes are clumped & we return to the
unclumped layout. The trend is shown in figure 7, which con-
firms numerically what we would assume to be the case: that
clumping reduces the area of the uv plane that has uv points in
it. However, results for the psfrms figure of merit show no vari-
ation with clumping. This is because relatively few of the uv
points come from outer-dish to outer-dish baselines. Moving
the dishes into groups changes the way that the uv points are
spread over the uv plane but had little effect on the number of
Cartesian uv cells that are filled (i.e. we don’t change the over-
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Fig. 3: Example of regular spiral layout following a logarithmic dis-
tribution. Spiral arm parameter = 0.5. X,Y axes in metres.

Fig. 4: Example of regular spiral layout following a logarithmic dis-
tribution. Spiral arm parameter = 0.5. Dishes beyond 20km from the
core are grouped into clumps of 10. These clumps are ≈200m in size
and look like single points in this image. X,Y axes in metres.

all number of baselines), thus the psfrms is not affected strongly
in this example.

We also find that spiral arms and random configurations
(with the same logarithmic distribution in distance) give equiv-
alent uvgap and psfrms results.

We use the TrenchCOAT software (see Grigorescu et al.
2009) to compare the cost of trenching and cabling for the dif-
ferent layouts, assuming 80 Gbits/s from each dish.

The cost analysis shows that random configs are much more
expensive than spiral configs, largely because so much extra
trenching must be used to connect each dish to the correlator
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Fig. 5: Example snapshot uv coverage from an unclumped regular spi-
ral layout similar to that shown in figure 3. These uv plots have been
produced in iAntConfig.
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Fig. 6: Example snapshot uv coverage from a layout similar to that in
4. These uv plots have been produced in iAntConfig.

(see figure 8). In figure 9 we plot the cost from TrenchCOAT
against the clumping radius for a regular tidy layout and a fully
random layout. This clearly shows that for a random layout
the network cost increases rapidly if less grouping of dishes
occurs (since more individual, randomly placed positions then
need to be added to the network), however, for layouts on spi-
ral arms clumping the dishes together does not save any money
as far as the network cost is concerned. This is because the
trenches follow the spiral arms and so adding more positions
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Fig. 7: Effect of clumping on the uvgap figure of merit.

Fig. 8: Optimised trenching and fibre network for a random layout,
from Grigorescu’s TrenchCOAT tool.

that also sit on the spiral arms does not require any new trench-
ing. These results, when combined with the uvgap and psfrms
results, clearly suggest that we should use spiral arms with as
little clumping as possible. We can therefore rule out random
layouts and continue our investigations by considering spirals
only.

5. Conclusions

We have developed some algorithms for assessing SKA-scale
configurations that can be applied to the uv-plane (in the case of
the uvgap and psfrms parameters) or to the layout itself (in the
case of the networking cost). These can be used to test differ-
ent configurations quickly and are able to distinguish different
layouts quite well.

Based on the results of these initial investigations we can
rule-out fully randomised arrays since these are more expen-

Fig. 9: Effect of clumping on the cost.

sive whilst offering no scientific advantages as measured by
our figures of merit.

We have established that grouping the dishes together has a
strongly detrimental effect on the uvgap figure of merit, whilst
offering no cost savings in the network analysis. There may be
other cost savings associated with the grouping of dishes on
intermediate scales (e.g. from access roads etc), but these sav-
ings will have to be carefully traded-off against their associated
reduction in imaging capability.
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Abstract. The future Square Kilometre Array (SKA) radio telescope is an interferometer array that will use a variety of collector
types, including approximately 2500 dishes distributed with separations up to a few thousand kilometres, and about 250 aperture
array (AA) stations located within 200 km of the core. The data rates associated with each individual collector are vast: around
10 GBytes/s for each dish and 2 TBytes/s for an AA station. As each of these must be connected directly to a central correlator,
designing a cost-effective cabling and trenching infrastructure presents a great engineering challenge. In this paper we discuss
approaches to performing this optimisation.
In graph theory, the concept of a minimum spanning tree (MST) is equivalent to finding the minimum total trench length joining
a set of n arbitrary points in the plane. We have developed a set of algorithms which optimise the infrastructure of any given
telescope layout iteratively, taking into consideration not only trenching but also cabling and jointing costs as well. Solutions
for few example configurations of telescope layout are presented. We have found that these solutions depend significantly on the
collectors’ output data rates. When compared to a ”traditional” MST-based approach which minimises trenching costs only, our
algorithms can further reduce total costs by up to 15-20%. This can influence greatly the SKA infrastructure related costs.

1. Introduction

The outline design of the SKA has been described in Schilizzi
et al. (2009). The telescope will be an interferometer array,
comprising approximately 2500 dishes, operating from about
700 MHz to 10 GHz. These will be distributed over continental
distances (up to at least 3000 km from the centre) but will be
concentrated in a core a few kilometres across. In addition to
the dishes there will be around 250 aperture array stations, op-
erating at lower frequencies, from about 70 MHz up to 1 GHz
and distributed over a few hundred kilometres (Bolton et al.
2009; Alexander et al. 2007).

The design of the SKA presents many technical challenges
(Hall 2004). This paper is motivated by the challenges involved
in transporting data signals around the telescope. Because the
SKA will be an interferometer, the data from the individual
collectors must be combined in a correlator, located near to
the centre of the array. Although long-distance data transport is
done commercially, because of its necessarily remote location,
the SKA will require a dedicated fibre-optics network. With
data rates of the order of 10 Gbytes/s from each dish and pos-
sibly 2 Tbytes/s for the AA stations, the total data rate to the
correlator is set to be of the order of 520 Tbytes/s, dwarfing
the current (end 2008) world internet traffic rates (Minnesota
Internet Traffic Studies 2009).

With so much data to transport over such large distances, it
is likely that well over e 100 million will need to be spent on
equipment to generate, condition and receive the signals and on
fibre and trenching to carry the data. Many millions of Euros
can potentially be saved if the data-transport network can be
optimised effectively by changing the fibre paths to trade off
the amount of trenching that must be dug against the length of

fibre and the quantity of networking that is required. Individual
data links cannot be treated separately in the search for a global
cost minimum and so, with close to 3,000 collectors, such a
complex problem cannot be solved by hand. In this paper we
present algorithms that we have developed which can be used
to find a optimum networking layout for a given configuration
of collectors. We illustrate these with some example networks.

2. Defining the problem

In a simplified approach, the main question to be answered is
the following: given a set of collectors located in a plane, where
for each collector a position (x, y) and an associated data rate
are known, what would be the most cost effective way to route
the signal of each collector down to one (or more) central base
(CB) location(s)? An optimal solution will depend on parame-
ters such as prices per unit length of trench and cable as well
as on the position of the CB. The problem is often encountered
in commercial telecommunication network design where con-
straints such as obstacles or topographically excluded regions
can arise. Other applications dealing with similar optimisations
include printed circuit board design, thin soap film solutions,
urban planning of pipe networks, etc.

The problem is defined by several variables. These are:

– a telescope layout: a list of collectors, each collector i being
uniquely specified by an integer and having a position in
space (xi, yi) and an output data rate Di[Gbytes/s].

– a list of one or more central bases, acting as signal sinks.
– a 2-dimensional site mask (terrain map) of local trenching

costs per unit length acting as a trenching cost metric. In
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the simplified case, this value is constant over the entire
telescope area.

– a list of possible cable choices and the associated band-
widths and costs per unit length. This is especially impor-
tant in the context of individual collector output data rates
possibly varying for each collector. We assume that more
than one cable can be used in one trench.

Based on the above input, the expected solution is represented
by an infrastructure layout specification of all trenching and
cabling such that the total costs associated to this infrastructure
are minimum.

3. Overview of relevant mathematics

From a mathematical point of view, the problem is similar to
finding a minimum path length that interconnects n vertices lo-
cated in the plane. In graph theory, the problem is known as
the Euclidean minimum spanning tree (EMST). An example
is given in Fig. 1, where a set of 25 points in the plane are
joined by a minimum path length, defined as a summation over
all links i j : S T =

∑
si j, with si j =

√
(xi − x j)2 + (yi − y j)2 as

the Euclidean distance between points i and j. Randomised al-
gorithms of complexity O(n log n) are known (Cormen et al.
2001).

Fig. 1: The Euclidean minimum spanning tree associated to a set of 25
points in the plane.

Finding a shorter total path length than the EMST can be
achieved by introducing new vertices. Steiner showed that the
total path length of a tree interconnecting a set of n points ly-
ing in the plane can be reduced with respect to the EMST, by
introducing a maximum of n − 2 intermediate vertices which
act as hub points, also known as Steiner points (Hwang et al.
1992). The Steiner points must have a degree of 3 - i.e. connect
to three other vertices - and the three edges incident to such
point must form three 120◦ angles. For a given set of points,
there may be several Steiner trees. Finding the Steiner tree of
a graph is, in general, an NP-complete problem, thought to be
computationally difficult. In practice, heuristics and iteration
are used: namely, a large collection of points is divided into
sub-sets of three or four points and their Steiner trees are indi-
vidually computed and then joined together. Steiner trees for
sets of three and four points respectively are shown in Fig.

2. The length of a Steiner minimum spanning tree cannot be
shorter than

√
3/2 (about 0.86) times the length of the EMST

(Du & Hwang 1992).

Fig. 2: Examples of Steiner trees for sets of three points (a) and four
points (b). Steiner points are shown as squares.

4. A particular problem

Although there are obvious similarities between finding the
Steiner tree of a graph and finding an optimal network infras-
tructure, a few important differences hint to a different optimum
and therefore dictate a different approach.

First of all, not all elements in a telescope network play an
equal role: the location(s) of the CB(s) will dominate the opti-
misation. Also, certain configurations may decouple into sev-
eral sets of collectors, each set being independently connected
to the CB(s) from the others.

Second, another crucial component to be taken into ac-
count, apart from the trenching, is the cable infrastructure.
Depending on band-width, cables come in different varieties
with different costs. This is an essential consideration since
different collectors may have significantly different data-rates.
Also, including the cable costs into the infrastructure cost has
another effect: the problem of optimising of the SKA infras-
tructure layout becomes drastically different than the problem
of finding the total minimum path joining a set of vertices, de-
scribed in Sec. 3. Essentially, this is due to the fact that, whereas
there was a direct correspondence between trenching length
and the total path of a minimum spanning tree, the cable in-
frastructure adds another layer of complexity to the problem:
routing the signal of further collectors via trenches of collec-
tors closer to the core will demand more cable length than di-
rect connections to the CB. This translates into higher costs for
cable.

Third, variable trenching costs, depending on location,
must also be allowed for, together with areas which are topo-
graphically inaccessible.

All these factors will lead to an optimal infrastructure
which may differ significantly from the EMST. For example,
in the extreme case of very expensive data links and low cost
trenching, the solution for a sparse configuration consists of
all the collectors being directly connected, through individ-
ual trenches, to the CB and thereby minimising the total cost,
which is driven mainly by the cost of the cable. This solution
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would actually maximise the total trench length but would still
be the most cost-effective solution. An approach based on min-
imum spanning trees would therefore fail.

If both cable and trench costs are significant, the optimum
solution for the network layout will lie between the extreme
configurations of the EMST, which minimises trenching costs
and the direct connecting of each collector to the CB, which
minimises the cable costs.

Having considered all these aspects, it becomes clear that
an EMST-based optimisation is incomplete. A different ap-
proach is therefore taken.

5. Optimisation algorithms

The solution for the optimal network layout is found by iter-
ation. We have developed a set of algorithms which can be
applied successively (Grigorescu et al. 2009). They each ex-
plore different aspects of the optimisation and several solutions
may be generated by running different combinations of these
algorithms. Nevertheless, a particular succession is preferred
in order to improve CPU time and avoid the optimisation being
stuck in local minima.

The total cost, TC, consists of three different contributions:

TC = Kt + Kc + Ke. (1)

These contributions are as follows. Kt = kt ·
∑

links s(i, j)
represents the trenching costs. kt is the trenching cost
per unit length and may in general be position de-
pendent. The summation is carried out over all links.
Kc =

∑
cable types

∑
links kc · s(i, j) is the total cost of cables, kc

is the cable cost per unit length of a particular cable of type
c. Ke are costs associated with non-collector elements such as
Steiner points.

We consider a telescope to be a collection of elements, each
element being defined by the following attributes: a unique in-
teger identifier; a cartesian position in the plane (x, y); input,
output and intrinsic signal data-rates, all of which can be zero;
a pointer to the other element to which the current element is
connected; a size and a cost; other variables related to book-
keeping. In this way, no distinction is made between collec-
tors, CB’s and other passive elements of the telescope such as
possible Steiner points which can be added during optimisa-
tion. The direction of the information flow is important as it is
used to calculate the data rate transported through each trench.
Elements are always connected such that no loops are created
in the data flow.

The starting point we choose for the optimisation is to con-
struct the minimal cable-cost network by connecting each col-
lector directly to the nearest CB. This is called the star con-
figuration. Our experiments indicated that this is the best start
configuration: it converges the quickest to an optimum config-
uration and at the same time it is never a local minimum. The
optimisation proceeds by employing a series of algorithms se-
quentially. Below, some of these algorithms are explained in
detail.

Connect Serially: This algorithm cycles through the entire
set of collectors in an orderly fashion, from the furthest to the

closest of the collectors with respect to the CB(s), and attempts
to join them serially such that the total cost decreases with ev-
ery attempt. The start point is the most distant collector with
respect to its closest CB. Its unique identifier is added to a
book-keeping list, which initially is empty. A cost-effective at-
tempt is made to connect this to the next furthest collector. If
successful, the unique identifier of the next furthest collector
is also added to the book-keeping list. The next to next furthest
collector is then considered as a potential connecting point. The
algorithm continues in this way until the CB is reached in the
chain of connections. If the book-keeping list does not contain
the entire set of collectors, the algorithm is applied again, using
as a start point the most distant collector which is not included
in the book-keeping list. This algorithm is most powerful when
applied first, directly to the star configuration because it con-
verges only within few iterations. Also, Connect Serially can
improve the total cost significantly within one cycle. It is very
light in terms of needed CPU time per algorithm cycle.

Connect Lines to Neighbours: The purpose of this algo-
rithm is to break longer more direct links from collectors fur-
ther away from the CB into a network including more links of
shorter length, making use of the elements closer to the core
as hub points. It is implemented as follows: for each link in
the telescope, let elements i, j be the the start, stop points re-
spectively of the link, where start and stop are defined by the
data flow direction. A search for the closest element k to the
line i j is performed. If the projection of k on the line i j falls
inside the segment i j, the element i is disconnected from j and
reconnected to k; a new TC is computed; if TCnew < TCold

then the newly made connection is retained. It is preferred to
run Connect Lines to Neighbours after having used Connect
Serially: this will improve upon the possible changes missed by
Connect Serially but will need only just few cycles to converge,
as the layout had already been optimised by the first algorithm.

Add Steiner Points: This routine deals with reshaping the
connections for groups of three elements by introducing Steiner
points, as shown in Fig. 2. First, the algorithm searches for the
following: all elements i to which at least two other elements
connect: j→ i, k → i; or all three elements i, j, k are connected
in a chain: k → j→ i. If all the angles of the i jk triangle are less
than 120◦, the corresponding Steiner point F is constructed.
Then, both k and j elements are connected to F and F is further
connected to i. TC is recomputed and the new connections are
accepted if TCnew < TCold. Add Steiner Points is used once
the layout has been optimised using the algorithms presented
above.

Relax Steiner Points: The Steiner points added by the pre-
vious routine were constructed such that the total trench length
within the triangles was minimised. Therefore, the construction
of these points does not account for minimising costs due to ca-
bles. Nevertheless, the Steiner points are good first estimates.
This routine allows the Steiner vertices created previously to
relax by moving iteratively in four possible orthogonal direc-
tions. The step size is taken to be a fraction of the distance to
the closest vertex of the triangle. The chosen direction of move-
ment is the one which gives the largest negative gradient in TC.
The variable step size ensures a good compromise between ex-
ecution time and precision. There are two possible outcomes:
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either the Steiner point settles to a new position which min-
imises the combined cost of both trench and cable for the given
triangle of collectors or the Steiner point moves such that it
approaches one of existing vertices of the triangle until they
coincide. In the latter case, the Steiner point is removed from
the construction and new connections are made accordingly. In
this way, Steiner points that are created but destroyed in the
relaxation process will contribute actively to the optimisation.

6. Algorithm complexity

The scaling of algorithm complexity with the number of collec-
tors is not trivial. First of all, the performance of all algorithms
depends on the evolution of one parameter, the total cost TC.
At each step within one cycle, changes in the infrastructure are
performed only if TC decreases. Computing changes in TC is
in itself a time-expensive task, scaling as ∼ log(n), as it requires
cycling through branches of collectors and summing individual
costs corresponding to each encountered link in the network.
The optimisation algorithms scale as ∼ n, as they cycle through
the entire set of collectors. Also, at each step within one algo-
rithm cycle, other actions are performed, such as looking for
the closest neighbour or closest link, which also may scale as ∼
n. Indeed, the overall computation time increases in general at
least as fast as ∼ n2log(n). This scaling is inevitable and is jus-
tified by the fact that in our model, for every local change of a
link, an update of the cable component of the downstream sig-
nal path is also needed. Therefore, as local changes affect the
global optimum, finding a optimum solution will require sig-
nificant computation time. Fortunately, the total number of col-
lectors for the SKA telescope will not exceed a few thousand.
These configurations can therefore be optimised within reason-
able times using the numerical computational framework dis-
cussed above. For instance, on a modern workstation, the opti-
misation of layouts of around 2500 collectors takes less than 5
minutes.

7. Examples and discussion

Two different optimisations of the same layout are presented
for comparison in Fig. 4 and 5. Whereas one of the examples
is optimised for total trench length only, equivalent to finding
the minimum spanning tree of the associated graph, the other
example optimises for the combined cost of trench and cable
and therefore employs the full power of our method.

Some input parameters used for the optimisation are listed
in Table 1. The links were modelled using five options for ca-
bling, namely optic fibre cables consisting of 1, 2, 6, 9 and
24 tubes. Each tube consists of 8 strands of fibre. Through
each strand, we assume that 16 different colour channels can
be broadcast, each channel having a maximum bandwidth of
1.25 Gbytes/s. The input values for trench and cable costs were
chosen to reflect realistic commercial values (Serenate Project
2009). Cost wise, all Steiner points were treated as commercial
optic fibre joints.

The two examples in Fig. 4 and 5 are two different optimi-
sations of the same configuration of 165 collectors with a data

Name Value
trench costs e 12k/km

cable costs (1 tube) e 0.85k/km
cable costs (2 tubes) e 1.2k/km
cable costs (6 tubes) e 2.05k/km
cable costs (9 tubes) e 2.7k/km
cable costs (24 tubes) e 5.1k/km

Steiner point costs e 0.4k

Table 1: Input parameters used for the optimisation.

rate of 2 TBytes/s each, consisting of a highly concentrated in-
ner core of 1 km diameter and a sparse random distribution up
to a 5 km diameter around the CB. This is a reasonable dis-
tribution of the central part of the AA station set. The infras-
tructure in Fig. 4 was optimised intentionally for total trench
length only and it has an associated total cost of e 898.55k,
of which e 560.4k are cable costs and e 338.15k are trench
costs. The infrastructure in Fig. 5 was optimised for total trench
and cable costs combined and it has an associated total cost of
e 748.82k, of which e 395.27k are cable costs and e 353.56k
are trench costs. As the individual data rate of each collector
is high, about half of the total costs will be spent on cables.
Therefore, this comparison shows that although the infrastruc-
ture in Fig. 4 has indeed a lower total trenching cost, the total
cost is reduced in Fig. 5 by more than 16%. Namely, a trade-
off of 10% in trench costs is necessary such that total costs are
reduced by 16%. This is indeed a consequence of properly in-
corporating the cable costs into our optimisation procedure.

It is worth mentioning that, for the same layout of the 165
collectors, if one employs a star configuration, where each an-
tenna is directly connected to the CB via its own trench and
cable, the associated total cost is e 1737k of which e 518k
are cable costs and e 1219k trench costs. Our optimisation has
therefore improved the total cost of the infrastructure by a fac-
tor of 230% with respect to the star configuration. We would
like to emphasise that, although the total cable length used for
the star configuration is less than the total cable length asso-
ciated with the fully optimised infrastructure shown in Fig. 5,
the costs related to the cable infrastructure are higher for the
star configuration. This is due to the fact that the cable cost
per unit length per unit of data rate does not increase linearly
with increasing data rates, as seen in Table 1. Namely, 1-tube
cables are four times more expensive than 8-tube cables, for a
given data-rate. Therefore, sharing trenches between different
collectors has also the intrinsic advantage of utilising larger,
less expensive cables.

It was also found that for the configuration shown in Fig.
4 and 5, the addition of Steiner points (not shown in the fig-
ures) would further reduce the total cost by about 1% only. This
finding is justified by the fact that the inner core is too dense
to accommodate cost-effective Steiner points. The quoted 1%
reduction is due to only a few Steiner points, placed outside
the inner core, in the sparse section of the configuration. There,
the high-data rate and therefore the expensive cables conspire
against the need of more Steiner vertices, as that would require
a higher total cable length. In general, Steiner points make a
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greater impact on the total cost for configurations with low data
rate collectors and sparse collector distributions (Bell 1999).

One more example is presented in Fig. 6. It consists of
2250 dishes, with individual data rates of 15 Gbytes/s. Most
of the dishes are grouped in a highly concentrated core of 5
km across. The rest of the dishes are located along five curved
arms which spiral outwards up to 150 km away from the core.
The CB is placed non-symmetricaly on the edge of the core.
The infrastructure has been optimised for the combined cost of
trench and cable costs. The total cost associated to the infras-
tructure of this configuration is e 17469k, of which e 15557k
are trench costs ande 1912k are cable costs. The relatively low
data rate of the dishes dictate a trench dominated total cost, of
which 10% are due to cable costs.

These examples show that a proper treatment of various in-
frastructure components and associated costs not only can re-
duce significantly the total cost but also can provide us with a
valuable insight of how different components (Steiner vertices,
cables, trenching) contribute differently to the total cost, as a
function of collectors’ layout and data rates.

8. Cost maps

So far, we have considered an Euclidean metric on a flat plane.
A more realistic description should account for effects intro-
duced by the Earth’s curvature and varying altitudes. Also,
locally variable trenching costs should be considered, which
would reflect more accurately costs due to different soil types
or different ways of data transport (for example, dug trench-
ing versus over ground cable transport). One could account for
the cumulated effect of all these features by employing a cost
map, mostly in the form of a raster map which associates dif-
ferent penalty values for crossing particular regions on the map
(Fig. 3). The cost map can be a sum of various weighted cost
maps corresponding to independent effects. For instance, no
go areas and topographic obstacles can be added to the cost
map by costing very highly the forbidden regions. Costs re-
lated to access to power grids, roads, antenna deployment costs,
can also be are factored in. The algorithms described in Sec.
5 remain valid as long as Euclidean distances between any
two collectors are replaced by ”lowest penalty” path values,
also called geodesic path lengths. Calculating the geodesic be-
tween two points on a cost map is not a trivial task. One may
employ Dijkstra or A* algorithms for an heuristic approach.
Alternatively, the fast marching algorithm, an analytical ap-
proach to finding geodesics on cost maps, may be more expen-
sive but guarantees that the solution does not represent a local
minimum but a global one (Petres et al. 2005).

9. Outlook

Future work will focus on expanding the current model to in-
corporate more realistic features. The option of using dark fibre
(already available long distance optic fibre infrastructure) will
be included. The possibility of sharing trenches between signal
and power cables will also be investigated. Another realistic
aspect which will be investigated is the use of cost maps, as
described in Sec. 8.

(a) (b)

Fig. 3: An example of altitude map (left) and the penalty map associ-
ated to it (right).
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Fig. 4: An example configuration of 165 collectors with a data rate of 2
TBytes/s each, consisting of a highly concentrated inner core of 1 km
diameter and some sparse random distribution within 5 km diameter
from the CB. The infrastructure was optimised for total trench length
only. Total cost is e 898.55k, of which e 560.4k are cable costs and
e 338.15k are trench costs.
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Fig. 6: A layout of 2250 dishes is shown, grouped in a highly dense
core of 5 km across (enlarged plot) (b) and five spiral arms going out to
150 km radially (a). Only the links between the collectors are shown.
The cables are colour-coded according to the different types of cables
used. The total cost associated to the infrastructure of this configura-
tion is e 17469k, of which e 15557k are trench costs and e 1912k are
cable costs.
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Abstract. System noise temperatures issues of antenna arrays are analyzed and improvements proposed. A test facility has
been designed for the noise measurement of active antenna arrays: arrays with a high level of antenna and low noise amplifier
integration.

1. Introduction

The Aperture Array (AA) as well as the Phased Array Feed
(PAF) concepts for the realization of the Square Kilometre
Array are both likely to rely on room temperature Low Noise
Amplifiers (LNA) as the first active stage due to cost and de-
sign practicalities. Cryogenic cooling of the very large num-
ber of LNAs is not only expensive but will also impact the en-
ergy consumption and the weight of the system in the focus
box (for PAFs). With the obvious drawback of the higher noise
temperature at higher ambient temperature of the active device
comes also a significant advantage: the LNA can be made phys-
ical very small and can be placed very close or even on the
antenna, reducing interconnection losses. Furthermore the an-
tenna impedance can be designed to match the optimal noise
source of the LNA or vice versa. In this paper we define this
as an active antenna: the antenna and the LNA cannot be sep-
arated at a fixed impedance interface, e.g. 50 Ω.

Not using an industrial accepted interface impedance is at
the same time a disadvantage of the active antenna approach.
Characterizing the antenna is still straightforward; however
LNA noise figures cannot be measured directly with a clas-
sical noise figure meter. The importance of LNA and active
antenna characterization has been recognized and attention has
been paid to:

– Transistor and LNA noise parameters for which a tuner set-
up has been installed.

– LNA characterization for which nitrogen cryogenic loads
have been used for the measurements of differential LNAs.

– The measurements of active antennas. A large outdoor hot
cold test facility has been build where antenna arrays up to
1,5x1,5m can be analyzed.

Figure 1 gives an example of an active antenna, in this case
a Vivaldi realized on polyester foil, see Arts (2008), and a dif-
ferential LNA, in this case a 70nm mHEMT monolithic mi-
crowave integrated circuit. The interface impedance, between
antenna and LNAs is 150 Ω.

Based on the work above a roadmap has been derived for
the achievable aperture array and phased array feed system
noise temperature.

Fig. 1: Differential active antenna prototype

2. Technology Assessment

Low Noise Amplifiers for radio astronomy in existing systems
are without exception based on III/V technology transistors,
either Gallium Arsenide (GaAs) or Indium Phosphide (InP).
These technologies offered the lowest noise temperatures and
other performance criteria like cost, power consumption, lin-
earity and integration density are not critical for traditional
system. This is very different for the SKA Aperture Arrays.
With ∼ 108 LNAs cost and power consumption are crucial pa-
rameters as well. Furthermore, improvements in Silicon tech-
nology, driven by computer and telecom industry, offer as-
pects of interest for radio astronomy not only for the digi-
tal processing but also for the analogue building blocks. For
the transistors we can distinguish three relevant variants for
the LNA: 1) the High Electron Mobility Transistor (HEMT)
in GaAs or InP, 2) the Silicon Germanium Hetero Bipolar
Transistor (SiGe HBT) in Silicon and 3) the Complementary
Metal-Oxide-Semiconductor Field Effect Transistor (CMOS
FET) in Silicon. The minimum noise temperature, where the
source impedance is equal to the optimal noise impedance, of
HEMTs has been analyzed in detail by Pospieszalsky (1989).
An approximation, relevant in radio astronomy receivers, for
HEMTs is
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Tmin = 2
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Where the noise properties of the intrinsic FET are rep-
resented by equivalent temperatures: Tg of rgs, Td of gds and
fT = gm/2πCgs.

The Rn, the sensitivity to noise mismatch, is given by:
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Bardin (2009) analyzed the minimum noise temperatures
for Silicon Germanium transistors, given by

Tmin ≈ Taηc

√
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And for the Rn:

Rn ≈
ηc

2gm

Ta
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[
1 + 2

gm(rb + re)
ηc

]
(4)

Where the ηc = IC/gmVT

According to Woerlee (2001), the Tmin of a CMOS transis-
tor can be approximated by

Tmin =
K
T0

f
fT

√
gm(Rg + Ri + Rs) (5)

Where gm is the transconductance, Rg is the gate resistance,
Ri the real part of the input impedance and Rs the source resis-
tance.

From the equations for HEMTs and CMOS FETs it can be
easily seen that the Tmin is directly dependent on f/ fT . Since
AAs and PAFs are expected to operate at frequencies below
2GHz, this ratio is already small and benefits from the increase
in fT due to the smaller gate lengths (reduced Cgs) of new pro-
cesses. Sub 100nm gate length processes, both in GaAs and
in Silicon, demonstrated minimum noise temperatures below
10 kelvin at room temperature, Belostotski (2007) and this pa-
per in the next section.

The Tmin of SiGe transistors (3) also benefits from f/ fT ,
however for a high fT , small base (rb) and emitter (re) resis-
tances one factor limits further reduction. In that case (3) can
be simplified to Tmin= Ta/

√
(βDC). Only high βDC processes

can give very low Tmin transistors, which is an additional con-
straint on the possible use of SiGe transistors.

For the Rn, given above in (2) for HEMTs and in (4) for
BJTs, it is clear that both benefit from a large gm, demanding
large transistors, with the expense of power consumption.

3. Noise parameter measurements

For transistor characterization and system modeling it is im-
portant to know the full noise parameter set (Tmin, Γopt, Rn). In
order to measure these parameters a commercial noise parame-
ter setup was recently acquired. The setup consists of a Maury
tuner, a noise source and an Agilent PNA-X (Figure 2). The

Maury software can determine all noise parameters with both
a hot/cold and a cold only measurement. Furthermore different
algorithms can be applied to determine the noise parameters.
The measurement results are very repeatable. With this setup
several packaged transistors were measured; the Avago ATF-
34143 and ATF-54143 and a new OMMIC CGY-2106XHV
130nm GaAs transistor. All transistors were measured in one
set of measurements where the same calibration was used.
The preliminary measurement results are given in Figure 3.
The OMMIC transistor seems to have a ˜5K better Tmin com-
pared with the ATF54143 currently used for the Apertif LNA
(Bakker, 2009). More transistors will be evaluated in the near
future, including bare transistor ones. Some future work on the
tuner setup includes using a Liquid Nitrogen load, writing own
tuner software and some error analysis. Also some further anal-
ysis is required to understand the variations in the Tmin mea-
surements.

Fig. 2: Photograph of the noise parameter test set-up
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Table 1: Tsys contributions AAs at 1 GHz
Current Final AA

Prototype (goal)
feed and connection loss 20 10
LNA + second stage (receiver) 65 18
Noise coupling/mismatch loss 10 8
Spillover 0 0
Sky noise 4 4
Total 99 40

4. Active Antenna Noise Temperature

Various aperture array and phased array feed prototypes have
been realized, with the following system temperatures: THEA
in Bij de Vaate (2002) gave 170K, EMBRACE in Kant (2010)
gives ˜100K and APERTIF, a PAF system, in Bakker (2010)
gives 78K starting with 123 in the first iteration. Figure 4 plots
these results including projections for these systems based on
the following for AAs:

– Second stage loss can be reduced significantly when more
front-end gain can be applied. This is only possible at a low
RFI site, clearly one of the requirements of a SKA site.

– Feed loss can be reduced by bringing the LNA closer to the
antenna.

– LNA noise temperature will improve with new sub-
10 kelvin transistors.

Table 1 gives the components of the AA system tempera-
ture. The noise coupling in this table is specific for array an-
tennas and deals with the correlated coupled noise to adjacent
antennas which gives a beam steering dependent noise contri-
bution, see Maaskant (2007). Improvements on PAFs are pos-
sible with an improved LNA, reduced spill-over and reduced
feed loss. More LNA results can be found in Bhaumik (2010)
and Garcia (2010).

Fig. 4: System noise temperatures trends

5. Active Antenna Characterization

The sensitivity of an astronomical receptor can be determined
with terrestrial or extraterrestrial sources as a measure for ef-
fective collecting area divided by the system noise temperature:
Ae f f /Tsys. A direct measurement of Tsys is normally not possi-
ble and can only be derived from careful modeling of the an-
tenna effective area. And vice versa: the effective area can be
derived if the system noise temperature is carefully modeled.
To overcome this issue a hot/cold antenna measurement facility
has been designed and constructed. The facility is in particular
important when the elements of the active antenna, the antenna
and the LNA cannot be measured directly, e.g. when a differ-
ential antenna is directly coupled to a differential LNA or when
interface impedance levels are non 50 Ω. Furthermore the in-
fluence of noise coupling can be measured when a full array is
tested rather than individual elements.

Figure 5 gives a photograph of the realized facility. The hot
noise source consist of a roof cover with RF absorbing mate-
rial which functions as an ‘outdoor temperature’ noise source
applied to the full aperture of the antenna. The sky functions
as the cold load when the cover is rolled away. Removing
the cover is in principle sufficient however in order to avoid
noise pick-up from the ground and from nearby objects, a metal
shielding has been designed. Simulations at 500MHz, consid-
ered to be the worst case frequency, showed that the noise
picked up from the ground and potential nearby trees is lim-
ited to 5K for an isotropic radiator. Details of the analyses can
be found in Enthoven (2007).

Fig. 5: Photograph of the realized hot cold test facility

The hot-cold active antenna results of an APERTIF proto-
type are given in Figure 6. Position 1 and 2 are two different
positions in the facility. The frequency plot clearly shows the
RFI from mobile communications, a local radar transmitter and
broadcasting stations. The measured noise temperature in the
‘quiet’ bands is very close to the simulations.

6. Conclusions

The viability of the SKA strongly depends on the achievable
noise temperature, which is a direct measure of the cost of the
system when a specified Ae f f /Tsys needs to be achieved.
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Fig. 6: PAF prototype noise temperature measurement

Based on the analyses in this and cited papers 40 kelvin
system noise temperature for an aperture array with room tem-
perature LNAs is shown to be feasible. But in order to achieve
this, specific design effort with new transistor processes in a
combination with antenna simulations is needed. The proposed
test facility will support the development with direct active an-
tenna measurements.
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Abstract. Aperture Arrays (AA) for astronomical telescopes are special large size, dense structured, broadband and three
dimensional shaped radio sensor systems. The AA systems for astronomical applications development, in particular SKA, starts
at the end of the 20th century at ASTRON with system demonstrators at TRL (Technology Readiness Level) level 2-3 (Research
to Prove Feasibility) with sizes of one square meter. These successful system demonstrators are succeeded by projects with a
continuous increase of focus into mechanical design and in special the design for production and assembly towards low-cost.
Recent projects like EMBRACE show a continuous reduction of material, production and assembly cost with an improvement
in performance. This project deliverable will be on TRL level 6-7 (Technology demonstrator). In the same time an AA called
LOFAR is developed from TRL level 3 towards the highest and final TRL level 8-9 (System Test, Launch and Operation). This
low frequency (<250MHz) array shows that the front end of a broadband AA can be simple and relative low cost in combination
with extreme large collecting area. Other AA developments are maturing using extreme low-cost materials like foam and foil.
The one square meter system demonstrator FLOWPAD3 and six square meters 2PAD are at TRL level 5-6 and look promising for
application into the GHz domain. The production techniques for low-cost AA constructions are also applied in the most recent
Focal Plane Arrays designs like APERTIF and DIGESTIF.
This paper presents the design, construction, production and assembly of different Aperture Array telescopes, demonstrators and
Focal Plane Arrays instruments with Technology Readiness Levels of 2 to 9.

1. Introduction

There are several reasons from a mechanical point of view to
use an aperture array for the SKA. At first, due to the increased
demand for collecting area, the traditional dish structures are
getting larger and heavier. This results in more extreme strength
and stiffness of instruments and their parts. The costs go up and
the second build will cost just as much as the first.

When using an aperture array no moving parts are required,
but still the ability exists for steering the beam. Even it is possi-
ble to use multi independent field of views at the same time de-
creasing the observing time. When the stiffness and strength of
materials and parts are less demanding, more low cost materi-
als can be used decreasing the overall cost. The general idea of
using an aperture array is using a large number of small iden-
tical parts out of low cost materials, together forming a large
instrument, instead of building several large expensive parts
out of classical materials. The large number of identical small
parts can be assembled with typical low cost consumer parts
and produced by several different mass production processes.
The large number of identical parts, modular design, mass pro-
duction and consumer-market assembly processes are the key
to large cost effective SKA Aperture Arrays.

The consumer market production processes are typically
focused on reduction of nonproductive effort. This means an
employee is instructed to do one task as part of a complete task
list. This way the required tools are always at hand and less
or no time is spent on retrieving or preparing materials. The
time needed to manufacture a product using mass production
is shorter than when using traditional methods. Also the prob-
ability of human error and variation is reduced, as tasks are
predominantly carried out by machinery. A reduction in labour
costs, as well as an increased rate of production, enables a com-

Fig. 1: recurring and non-recurring costPhilpott (2009)

pany to produce a larger quantity of one product at lower cost
than using traditional, non-linear methods. With mass produc-
tion the costs for expensive tools and molds can be spread over
the large number of parts resulting in the fact that the cost will
primarily be defined by material and process time. The major
disadvantage of mass production is the inflexibility after a pro-
duction line is implemented. A well organized preparation is
required and the design should be completely finished when
production is started.

So building the SKA by the design of an aperture array,
reduction of cost can be achieved by mass production enabled
by identical consumer market parts (simplicity), a large amount
of these parts (mass), the use of less demanding materials and
parts (low cost materials) and a reduction of observation time
(multi beaming)

The aforementioned cost of mass produced products is
mainly driven by the material cost and its process time: choos-
ing a low cost material is crucial. One group which excels in
this aspect are the thermoplastics (PE, PP, PS, PVC, etc). With
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Fig. 2: LOFAR LBA

the selection of material, the availability of production pro-
cesses is also narrowed. Again thermoplastics excel in this as-
pect, because one of the fastest production methods is injection
molding. Another important feature of injection molding and
thermoplastics is that the design freedom is enormous. Almost
any product shape is possible to produce, which enables the in-
tegration of many functions which of course lowers the cost.
Large drawback of these materials is that the mechanical prop-
erties like elasticity and strength are reduced compared to met-
als.

Fig. 1 shows why injection molding is only feasible for
mass production purposes. The non-recurring cost, in this case
the mold, is high and there for a large number of parts are nec-
essary to smear out these costs. On the other side machining
is used to realize this part. In this case material and process
time are high and the non-recurring cost is low, no tooling is
required. This is the main reason why machining is used for
small production numbers.

2. Cost reduction by simplicity

Well known example of cost reduction by simplicity is the
(Low Frequency Array) LOFAR front-end. The LOFAR fre-
quency band is split into to a HBA and LBA sub band with
each its own antenna design. The Low Band Array (LBA) is,
from mechanical point of view, a good example of a simple an-
tenna / front-end design. Where possible there is made use of
COTS (Commercial off the Shelf) parts like the polyvinylchlo-
ride centre pole, the electric dipole wires, rope, tent pegs and
concrete reinforcement-steel wire mesh. Advantage of this kind
of design is that the parts are produced using a small subset
of the available mass production capabilities, without any in-
vestment. The EPDM (rubber) springs are produced by rubber
press shaping. The shape is reproduced by a mold in which the
pressed elastic rubber is vulcanized. This production method is
suitable for series of 1000 parts or more.

The two pieced mold is simple and low cost, no automatic
filling and handling is required. The plastic rubber is placed by
hand in the mold and heated and pressed such that the plastic

Fig. 3: LOFAR HBA tiles

rubber vulcanizes in the mold, with as result the elastic rubber
spring.

The High Band Array (HBA) consists of a larger amount
of identical parts then the LBA, making a more modular type
of approach possible. The less demanding strength and stiff-
ness of the construction enables mass production materials and
processes. The construction is made of EPS, a material that is
generally used for packaging and insulation purposes. The base
material (PS) polystyrene is a low cost thermoplastic which is
expanded, resulting in a low density (25kg/m3) and low cost
foam.

Less material also means less strength and stiffness, still
the structure needs to cope with people walking over the tiles
and snow load. This is solved by applying a relative thick
cover, which results in an acceptable stiffness and strength. The
stiffness and strength are non-linear affected by the thickness:
stiffness is raced to the third power and the strength goes up
quadratic. The 10 cm thick EPS cover of the HBA is able to
endure these loads, and has got the weight equivalent of 2.5
mm thick solid EPS. The 2.5 mm thick PS plate however can
not withstand the described loads.

Due to the low weight of EPS it becomes possible to re-
alize one 5x5 meter structure / module which has got a num-
ber of positive aspects: antenna plus electronics are protected
from the environment, assembly and testing can be done within
indoor conditions, which increases the reliability significantly,
installation time in the field under varying weather conditions
is shortened and maintenance cost is lowered because the HBA
array covers a large ground area so maintaining the vegetation
is limited to a minimum.

The antenna elements are stamped out of aluminum sheet
metal, which is an automated process suitable for large series.
The antenna elements are then assembled by clicking them into
the EPS structure. The whole 5x5 meter tile is covered by a FPP
bottom and top bag, which is firmly anchored into the ground
by a COTS anchor system.

Both designs, Low Band Array and High Band Array, were
developed towards the highest and final level of the NASA
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Fig. 4: EMBRACE modular tiles

Technology Readiness Levels. With LOFAR being installed
and tested at this moment, TRL 9 system Test, Launch &
Operations was reached. The official opening of LOFAR will
be in June 2010.

3. Cost reduction by mass production processes

With the SKADS demonstrator EMBRACE (Electronic
MultiBeam Radio Astronomy ConcEpt) the numbers of iden-
tical parts are at the level that it can be used as an indicator
for the full SKA numbers. The antenna element itself, of which
33000 were built, cost 1.5 Euro per piece. This includes mate-
rial, cutting, forming integrated features, bending etcetera.

Special rods are used to connect the aluminum antenna el-
ements. These rods were produced by extrusion. Extrusion is
a nice process that can be applied for large quantities, but also
is suitable for small series. This is because the mold is not that
complicated and therefore not costly. The combination of the
aluminum sheet antenna and the connecting aluminum extru-
sion element realizes a continual electrical connected antenna.

Another major step in cost reduction was accomplished
by limiting the use of expensive PCB materials. A former
ASTRON aperture array demonstrator did apply PCB mate-
rial as antenna. In EMBRACE the PCB material was only ap-
plied at the feed line area where high accuracy and special RF-
properties are required, what can be reached by etching process
of RF-PCB materials. The aluminum radiator doesn’t demand
for such high accuracy and can be produced by laser cutting or,
for larger amounts, by stamping.

Another way to reduce cost is the modular approach of the
design. Separate assembled “blocks” were integrated and tested
in a well conditioned environment. Testing and installing at the
site can be done simultaneously. Fully functional and tested
modules are delivered and malfunctioning parts are replaced at
an early stage. Also the modularity makes it possible to start
testing or even start observations with an unfinished array. The
collecting area expands over time.

Also EMBRACE has a pretty high Technology Readiness
Level. Not only the potential technology for a large instrument

Fig. 5: Foil based vivaldi on roll

like SKA is demonstrated, but with its size EMBRACE also
shows how to build a SKA subsystem / substation. This allows
EMBRACE to be given TRL 6-7. A few steps need to be taken
in order to reach the final level.

4. Cost reduction by extreme low cost materials

An example of how low cost materials can be used to build
an advanced radio telescope can be found in FLOWPAD3,
Foil based LOW cost PAcman Differential Dual polarized
Demonstrator, which is part of the PACMAN project. The
two low cost ingredients for this prototype are expanded
polystyrene, known as packaging material, and thin foil pro-
duced on the roll. The use of the foil is interesting for several
reasons. At first, by using a foil, less material is needed then
when using a PCB, metal plate or sheet. Secondly it can be
produced on the roll, making the required space for production
and storage smaller, also handling is far easier. Third the pro-
cess for making the antenna out of a foil is based on an additive
production process, which basically means that only wanted
cupper material on a layer will be added instead of removing
of all the unwanted material of a cupper layer. So printing of
cupper structure instead of the classical etching of cupper layer
structure of the PCB process

The process used for producing this printed foil is known
from the production of RFID tags. These tags can be found in
several consumer products and are produced in large amounts
for one time use only. For large quantities the cost for one foil
based Vivaldi element is below one Euro. There are several pos-
sible foil materials useable for making the antenna foil. For the
demonstrator a PET (polyester) foil was used. This is a relative
low cost material also used for flower packaging. A thin sil-
ver seed layer in the form of conducting ink is printed onto the
foil. A few microns are enough for electroplating and to grow
a copper layer of 8 to 12 micron onto the seed layer.

When applying foil as vertical antenna, the flexible foil
needs some kind of structure to keep it in its correct shape.
Another solution is to apply a tension load on the foil to keep it
mechanical stable.
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In the FLOWPAD3 design expanded polystyrene, EPS, is
used as a supporting structure. This low loss material can be
shaped for this purpose and the low density makes handling
and assembly very easy. For the prototype the material was cut
with a hot wire. This process is quite time consuming and rel-
ative expensive. For large numbers the structure part will be
produced using a mould wherein the part will be formed. This
already becomes interesting for medium series; the parts for the
LOFAR HBA were made like this.

Another step for cost reduction within the foil based aper-
ture array will be the integration of the LNA mounting. Within
the antenna foil production process is it possible to mount a
chip onto the foil. With the right design of chip size LNA the as-
sembly of this chip can be integrated with the production of the
foil. This will reduce assembly cost enormous. Also a cost re-
duction should be achieved by replacing the expensive RF con-
nectors by integrating sensitive circuits on the foil. Examples
of this are already shown in practice but these processes are not
fully mature yet.

In spite of the fact that the process used to produce the an-
tenna foils is a fully mature and frequently used production
process the design itself hasn’t reached the highest Technology
Readiness Level yet. The principle and bits of the technology
are demonstrated and show very good potential. The largest ar-
ray built is 6,25m2 of which only the center was active. This
brings the FLOWPAD3 design to TRL 5-6. The demonstrated
parts of the concepts are that promising that research to lift the
concept up to the next TRL seems certainly worthwhile.

5. Cost reduction by multi beaming

A complete different approach to reduce cost is in the use of
the instrument. With a FPA (Focal Plane Array) in the focus of
a dish, multiple overlapping beams can be created. In this way
the field of view is increased. Due to the increased field of view
the observation speed is improved with a factor 20.

Focal plane arrays can consist out of small series of parts,
since over hundred identical components per FPA are needed.
Within the APERTIF project (APERture Tile In Focus) the
same production methods where used as within the EMBRACE
project. Special extrusion rods were produced to keep the an-
tennas in place. Obviously the strength and stiffness demands
are higher since the front-end will move with the dish and the
stability needs to be guaranteed. This makes the complexity
of the instrument a bit higher, but the general approach is the
same. Also laser cut aluminum vivaldi antennas were used, but
the integrated features are a bit different. For the APERTIF pro-
totype the design was made in such way that the element can
be replaced separately. The electronics are supported by the vi-
valdi and each antenna can be removed by sliding them out of
the array when needed.

With a few demonstrators and two systems already being
installed in the WSRT, APERTIF has reached a high TRL as
well. The technology used for the mechanical part of the front-
end is known and comparable with EMBRACE. When the
highest level is reached APERTIF will be ready to provide the
complete WSRT with FPAs.

Fig. 6: APERTIF front-end

6. Conclusions

The demonstrators discussed in this paper all have different po-
tentials for further development towards an SKA aperture array.
In general the cost of all demonstrators will decrease in future
for the SKA production quantities. The larger quantities will
lead to reduced investments per antenna since the cost of tools
will be divided amongst more parts. Also production of larger
quantities will justify to design and produce more specialized
and integrated components and use more specialized produc-
tion processes. Since there is a continuously development in
the consumer market the SKA aperture array will automatically
benefit from innovations, so that they can be used and bought
as of the shelf mass market components.

Also on the electronic parts a higher level of integration
(IC’s) in combination with effect of Moore’s law will decrease
cost significantly.

shows the mechanical cost/m2 of EMBRACE and
FLOWPAD3 as function of production numbers. It shows that
the recurring cost like: material cost, production process time
and assembly time are at larger quantities dominating the cost.
It also shows that for FLOWPAD3 the nonrecurring costs are
higher then EMBRACE. This is the result of for instance the
expensive molds needed for the EPS molding process. At larger
quantities however the short production time wins from the
slower production processes used in EMBRACE. The lower
cost of FLOWPAD3 at large quantities is realized by using: foil
and foam based materials.

The cost/m2 of an AA demonstrator is for a large part driven
by the required area for that specific demonstrator. If only a few
square meters is to be build, then a variety of mass production
processes are not feasible due to their high the initial tooling
cost. At +1000 square meter area more mass production pro-
cesses become feasible.
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Abstract. This paper provides details of the demonstration of a local oscillator distribution system using optical fibres as a
transmission medium. The motivation for this work comes from a desire to demonstrate a fibre-based link for transferring local
oscillator phase, for timing purposes, to outstations of the SKA (Square Kilometre Array).

1. Introduction

Any LO distribution system for the SKA needs to be capable of
transmitting highly stable reference phase over long distances
(100’s of kilometres), reliably. The distances involved suggest
that the signal will need repeating in-line over the transmission
distance.

The use of an LO distribution system over fibre was suc-
cessfully demonstrated in this study. Stabilities of; 1 ps in 1
second, 2 ps in 1 minute and 4 ps in 10 minutes were achieved.
Installed fibre links were shown to be reciprocal in nature over
the timescales of interest and therefore a suitable medium for
the implementation of a round trip correction system of the
type currently used in radio interferometers. Links of, up to,
110 km of fibre were demonstrated and the use of repeaters in-
line had no detrimental effect on the performance of the system.
We therefore conclude that this type of system has possible ap-
plications in the distribution of LO and timing for the SKA.

2. Alternative methods of time transfer

There are a number of different ways in which time signals
may be transferred. The current MERLIN system uses the mi-
crowave links very successfully with a stability of 1 ps in one
second. Other time transfer methods exist such as:

– Global Positioning System (GPS), Common View (CV) &
Carrier Phase (CP) methods,

– Two Way Satellite Time Transfer (TWSTT),
– Fibre LO distribution systems, such as those used in the

EVLA or ALMA

Table 1 shows the typical, quoted, stability for these systems.
The distribution of a hydrogen maser frequency standard over
microwave or fibre links is the most stable method of LO dis-
tribution. Those LO distribution systems over fibre, in current
usage, have been demonstrated, only, over short distances. Our
objective was to demonstrate LO distribution over longer dis-
tances and repeatered hops. We used the MERLIN LO distri-
bution system, using installed fibre links instead of microwave
links as a test bed for our studies.

3. Current MERLIN L-Band link system

The MERLIN telescope is an array of seven radio telescopes,
spread across central and northern England. With a maximum
separation of 217 km, MERLIN provides an angular resolution
of 50 millarcseconds at its prime operating frequency of 5 GHz.
MERLIN, based at Jodrell Bank, achieves coherent operation
using a frequency standard transmitted over microwave links.
This system is locally known as the ‘L-band Link’ (LBL).

A Sigma-Tau hydrogen maser source provides the fre-
quency standard for the LBL. Pulsed 1486.3 MHz signals are
transmitted, 88 times per second, to each outstation. In order
to avoid confusion between the LBL systems of different out-
stations, they are allocated different pulse lengths. Terminal
equipment at the outstations contains excellent quality crystal
oscillators that use the 1486.3 MHz signal to lock a 5MHz fre-
quency standard. Software records the difference in the go and
return phase values and keeps a record of this information.

The use of a common frequency, the short timescales
and the dispersion-less transmission medium, ensure that reci-
procity applies and that changes in the returned phases are dou-
ble the one-way changes. A correction, equal to, the difference
on the go and return phase values, halved, is applied to data
received from the different antennas. This corrects for the vari-
able delay between antennas at distances of hundreds of kilo-
metres from a central correlator. Tests in the laboratory and
astronomical observations have confirmed that the LBL detects
changes of delay at approximately the 1 picosecond level over
periods of time extending to many hours.

4. A fibre based LBL system

The LBL system has been working reliably for over 20 years.
However, a local oscillator distribution system using mi-
crowave links is not considered practical for the SKA, where
the concentration of antenna would create unacceptable com-
plexity and produce interference in the radio astronomy.
Although transmissions in an optical fibre suffer dispersion the
same TDM technique might offer the prospect of a comparable
accuracy over fibre provided that similar-enough optical wave-
lengths are used in the two directions.
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Table 1: Alternative methods of local oscillator distribution
System type Distance Stability Ref

MERLIN Microwave 300 km 1 ps (in 1s)

GPS Common View Intercontinental 3 ns (in 103s) – studies
not concerned with
stability in 1s.

Weiss et al. (2005)

GPS Carrier Phase Intercontinental 0.7 ps (in 103s) – studies
not concerned with
stability in 1s.

Plumb et al. (2005)

TWSTT Intercontinental 3 ps (in 1s) (best quoted
result, 20-30 ps more
commonly quoted)

Bardin et al. (2005)

EVLA Fibre LO 22 km fibre 0.6 ps (in 1s) Durand et al. (2006)

ALMA Fibre LO 10 km fibre 0.1 ps (in 1 s) Kiuvhi et al. (2007)

e-MERLIN specification 400km, using 4 repeater
sites, 120 km fibre
maximum single link
length.

1 ps (in 1 s)

The preliminary specifications for the reciprocity of a local
oscillator system over fibre for the SKA are :

– 1 ps over a 1 second timescale (equivalent to 8 of phase at
22 GHz) – this is to keep signal loss at less than 1% over
timescales less than a typical correlator integration period.

– 2 ps over timescales of 1 minute, to keep coherence loss to
a few percent whilst integrating on a calibration source.

– 10 ps over a timescale of 10 minutes in order to maintain
the linear phase variation between calibrator points.

The specifications are concerned with, not just the amplitude
of changes in the system, but the speed of that change. Large
changes can be corrected if they occur slowly over time. It is
the amplitude of fast changes which are of particular concern,
here.

The r.m.s stability of these changes was calculated by mul-
tiplying the Allan deviation by the sample time period of inter-
est i.e.

σ(τ) = τσy (1)

The pre-existing, radio based LBL system was adapted to
measure changes in the round trip delay in installed fibre of
up to 110 km long the details of the experimental setup have
been published previously McCool et al. (2008a). Various laser
types were used in the experiments to investigate the effects
on the stability of the system. These included lasers at 1310
nm, the dispersion minimum of standard single mode fibre and
lasers at 1550 nm, the attenuation minimum of fibre with and

without thermal control. In all cases, where the link was not at-
tenuation limited, reciprocity applied and we achieved our sta-
bility goals. For the very longest links 1550 nm lasers with ther-
mal control were found to be the most stable over the longest
timescales McCool et al. (2008b). The results from measure-
ments of the error in the round trip correction of the LBL, made
with1310 nm lasers on short links and 1550 nm lasers with ther-
mal control on long links are shown in Table 2.

5. Interferometry with a fibre LBL

The MERLIN array was used to examine the effectiveness of a
fibre LO distribution system and to demonstrate that such a sys-
tem is suitable for interferometry at frequency ranges applica-
ble to the SKA. An LO distributed over fibre was implemented
on a baseline between Pickmere and Jodrell Bank. The distri-
bution of antennae in the MERLIN array is shown in Fig. 1
and the baseline length between antennae can be deduced from
the figure. The optical link was 28.6 km in length. The optical
LO link was used for interferometry over a 12 month period
and demonstrated the required stability over that time. The next
step was to examine if a repeatered link would perform as well.

A repeatered link was set up for a fibre LO distribution sys-
tem. This incorporated a 1550 nm optical signal from a ther-
mally controlled laser, modulated with a frequency reference
signal locked to a Hydrogen maser. The fibre links started at
Jodrell Bank then connected to a loop of 28.6 km of installed
fibre, an in-line repeater at Jodrell Bank received, then retrans-
mitted the signal over a further 35 km of installed fibre before
it was received by a unit at the Darnhall antenna. A direct com-
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Table 2: Stability of an LO over fibre link when compared to a system with no transmission.

Timescale Back to Back stability
measured using only
terminal equipment, no
optics

Stability of a 1310 nm
laser, no thermal control
over 28.6 km of fibre

Stability of a 1550 nm
laser with thermal
control over 110 km of
fibre

1 s 1 ps ram’s 1 ps r.m.s 1 ps r.m.s
1 min 2 ps r.m.s 1 ps r.m.s 1 ps r.m.s
10 min 3 ps r.m.s 2 ps r.m.s 2 ps r.m.s

Fig. 1: Distribution of antennae in the MERLIN array.

parison between the existing fibre LO and the microwave LO is
not possible, because the antenna can only accept one LO at a
time. Therefore alternative schemes were used to compare the
two systems.

The first comparison involved the measurement of astro-
nomical phases for observations on the same baseline, but at
different times, firstly using a microwave LO and then using
a repeatered fibre LO. This allowed a direct comparison on
the two different methods of LO distribution using the same
antenna. The baseline used was the Defford-Pickmere base-
line. The measured phases extracted from MERLIN are shown
in Fig. 2. The corresponding Allan deviation plot is shown in
Fig. 3.

The stability of the astronomical phase is dominated by tro-
pospheric and ionospheric effects. In order to attempt a com-
parison under the same atmospheric conditions, the second
comparison measured astronomical phases for same observa-
tion using two different baselines. These baselines were sim-
ilar in separation but one served by a microwave LO and the
other with a repeatered fibre LO. The baselines used were the
Defford-Pickmere baseline and the Defford-Darnhall baseline.
The measured phases extracted from MERLIN are shown in
Fig. 4. The corresponding Allan deviation plot is shown in
Fig. 5.

Fig. 2: Astronomical phase on the Defford-Pickmere baseline for a
fibre LO (in green) and a microwave LO (in red)

Fig. 3: Allan deviation plots for a fibre LO (in blue) and a microwave
LO (in red)
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Fig. 4: Astronomical phase for the same observation Defford-Darnhall
baseline with a microwave LO (in red) and Defford-Pickmere baseline
for a fibre LO (in green).

Fig. 5: Allan deviation plots for a fibre LO (in blue) and a microwave
LO (in red)

6. Conclusions

The use of an LO distribution system over fibre was success-
fully demonstrated in this study. Stabilities of; 1 ps in 1 sec-
ond, 2 ps in 1 minute and 4 ps in 10 minutes were achieved.
Installed fibre links were shown to be reciprocal in nature over
the timescales of interest and therefore a suitable medium for
the implementation of a round trip correction system of the
type currently used in radio interferometers. Links of, up to,
110 km of fibre were demonstrated and the use of repeaters in-
line had no detrimental effect on the performance of the system.
We therefore conclude that this type of system has possible ap-
plications in the distribution of LO and timing for the SKA.
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Design Studies (SKADS), contract no 011938.
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Abstract. The transmission characteristics of analogue optical fibres change if the fibre is bended or twisted. This happens if
they are used as downlink in steerable antennas. These mechanical stresses and the changes of the environmental temperature,
pressure, etc. leads to instabilities of phase and gain of the transmitted signals. To compare these effects two measurement
campaigns have been done at both the Effelsberg (Germany) and Medicina (Italy) antennas. A dedicated optical rack, composed
by a couple of optical TX and RX pairs, was set up and accurately characterized in laboratory due to the high sensitivity needed
for the measurements. An ad hoc automated measurement system has been set up. This allowed to control and collect data from
all the instrumentation and merging them with the acquired environmental parameters and antenna pointing. Beside these, also
environmental temperature changes affect the signal. This paper describes the amplitude and phase behaviour of this transmitted
signal and compares this with the behaviour of a normal coaxial cable.

1. Introduction

Transmitting broadband RF/IF signals above long distances is
a big problem due to the high attenuation of the coaxial ca-
bles. This problem can be resolved, when optical fibres, which
only have an attenuation of about 0.2 dB/km are used instead
of the normally adopted coaxial cables. The RF/IF signal is
then used to modulate the optical power of the laser source.
A problem, which could arise when using this technique, are
the environmental influences as well as mechanical stresses to
the fibre due to twisting and bending, especially for downlink
of the steerable antenna. Both effects influence the transmis-
sion in phase and gain. So, a comparison between a normally
used coaxial cable and a fibre optic link was necessary. For
this reason we made two measurement campaigns at the radio
telescopes in Effelsberg, Germany and in Medicina, Italy. This
work falls in the SKADS DS3-T1 task and could be a useful
input to PrepSKA WP2 STaN too, since the choice of the sig-
nal transportation system (digital or analogue, coaxial or fibre,
etc.) for the SKA antennas is under study.

2. Measurement setup

The measurement principle is shown in Figure 1. A vector net-
work analyser (HP8751A) has been employed to measure si-
multaneously the phase and the gain of both the optical link
and the coaxial cable. Both where chosen to be a loop from the
control room to the antenna (primary focus cabin or secondary
focus cabin of the telescope) and back. The optical transmitter
and receiver were located in a single, temperature isolated rack
? This work was supported by the European Commission

Framework Program 6, Project SKADS, Square Kilometre Array
Design Studies (SKADS), contract no 011938.

Fig. 1: Block diagram of the used measurement system

(optical rack). Due to the high sensitivity required for the mea-
surements (i.e. less than 0.01 dB for amplitude measurements),
rack temperature as well as room temperature are acquired also
in order to monitor their effects on the measured data. The com-
plete measurement system is controlled via GPIB bus with a
Labview c© frontend software.

2.1. Electro optical devices

For the measurement a prototype transmitter TDX300 from
“Andrew Wireless Solutions” equipped with a thermoelec-
tric cooler (TEC) was used. The transmission wavelength is
1300 nm with an optical output power of about +6 dBm. The
receiver TFRY501 is also from “Andrew Wireless Solutions”.
It is a passive device, which only consists of the detector diode
and a 50 Ω termination resistor. The working wavelength is
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Fig. 2: Effelsberg radio telescope

between 1200 nm to 1600 nm with a maximum optical input
power of +10 dBm.

2.2. The antenna downlinks investigated

The antennas investigated were the 100 m Effelsberg radio tele-
scope, in Germany (see Figure 2), and the 32 m Medicina dish,
in Italy (Figure 3). For both antennas, the optical downlink con-
sists of an all dielectric gel filled monotube loose cable, with
12 standard singlemode fibres. The antenna fibre downlink in-
vestigated go from the primary focus to the Faraday room for
Effelsberg, (total length 380m), and from the secondary focus
to the receiver room, for Medicina (total length 100 m).

3. Results

3.1. Effelsberg measurements

Several measurements have been done in the Effelsberg tele-
scope. As the results are comparable, only one measurement
will be discussed here. Table 1 shows the particular results of
the other measurements.

Figure 4 and Figure 5 show the result of the measurements
in the Effelsberg telescope. The vertical dashed lines separate
the diagrams in three different parts. In the first one (left) the
telescope is not moving as well as in the last one (right). In the
middle some astronomical measurements where done. Except
to the first, all other diagrams are plotted with removed offset,
which means that they are scaled to the maximum.

The upper diagram in Figure 4 shows the azimuth and the
elevation angle of the telescope. The second diagram in this fig-
ure shows the acquired temperatures in the faraday room and
in the optical rack. The oscillations of the room- and rack tem-
peratures are due to the air-conditioning system. The outside

Fig. 3: Medicina VLBI antenna
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Fig. 4: Telescope position with room and rack temperature. In the left
part and in the right part (separated by the dashed lines) the telescope
is standing still, while in the middle part the telescope is moving.

temperature can be stated to be constant during the measure-
ment.

In Figure 5 the upper diagram shows the gain of the coaxial
cable and the optical fibre. It is obvious that the variations of the
coaxial cable due to the room temperature are much higher than
these of the optical fibre while the telescope is standing still.
This behaviour does not change when the telescope is moving.
The gain of the fibre changes about 0.06 dB while the coaxial
cable behaves twice as worse.

The second diagram in the figure shows the phase be-
haviour of the cables. As well as in the forgoing diagram the
fibre behaves better than the coaxial cable, especially while the
telescope is moving.
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Fig. 6: The upper diagram shows different the gain measurements of
the optical fibres in relation to the telescopes azimuth position. It is
obvious that the fibres show repeatable behaviour. The offset between
the two curves are due to reconnection of the fibre loop. The lower
diagram shows the gain behaviour of the coaxial cable.

Figure 6 shows the gain of the coaxial cable and the opti-
cal fibres in relation to the telescopes azimuth position. Several
measurements with the fibres have been made and are plotted
in the upper diagram. It is obvious that the fibres show repeat-
able behaviour. The offset between the two curves are due to
reconnection of the fibre loop.

The lower diagram shows the gain of the coaxial cable.
There is no repeatability in the behaviour although the loop
was not reconnected between the different measurements.

3.2. Medicina measurements

In Medicina three different measurement campaigns have been
done. The first and the second one were done, respectively, in
late November 2008 and mid August 2009, without the antenna

motion control. These measurements consisted in several snap-
shots, each 4 hours long, taken in piggy back mode during as-
tronomical observations. The third measurement campaign was
done in mid October 2009 with the antenna motion control.
In this case an ad hoc antenna schedule, about 8 hours long,
has been created. The main aspect resulting from the Medicina
measurements is the dominant factor on the antenna downlinks,
both coax and fibre cable, is the external temperature. Both az-
imuth and elevation movements are perceptible with similar
effects on both downlinks. That clearly results from Figure 7
where two acquisitions are compared. Both were done the same
day but with different external temperature conditions.

4. Conclusion

As a result of these measurements it can be stated, that ana-
logue transmission via optical fibres behaves better than via
coaxial cables. The mechanical stress due to twisting and bend-
ing mainly leads to gain changes while temperature effects
mainly effect the phase of the transmitted signal. These vari-
ations can also be measured in the signal of the coaxial cable.
Here the effects are about twice as high than in the optical fibre.
So in any case the fibre behaves better than the coaxial cables
which means that we could strongly suggest these transmission
systems for broadband analogue downlinks.

Acknowledgements. The authors are grateful to Ing. Pier Faccin
(Andrew Wireless Systems), who provided the optical transmitter
equipped with TEC module used for the measurements.
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Table 1: Results of the measurements at the radio telescope Effelsberg

Antenna Optical fibre Coax cable
movements Dur- Max Mean Max Mean Max Mean Max Mean
Az Ev ation variation variation variation variation variation variation variation variation

Meas (deg) (deg) (min) (dB) (± dB) (deg) (± deg) (dB) (± dB) (deg) (± deg)
uncer- No
tainty loop 15 0.0038 0.0019 0.0707 0.0354 - - - -

No No
Still 25 88 2 0.0020 0.0010 0.6695 0.3348 0.0211 0.0106 0.6517 0.3259

antenna No No
477 44 11 0.0052 0.0026 0.5528 0.2764 0.0145 0.0073 0.6274 0.3137
Yes No

25-492 88 43 0.0607 0.0303 3.6773 1.8387 0.1248 0.0624 5.1732 2.5866
Only Yes No

194-492 88 16 0.0546 0.0273 1.6528 0.8264 0.0546 0.0273 1.4730 0.7365
Yes No

azimuth 492-25 88 25 0.0607 0.0303 1.3856 0.6928 0.1011 0.0506 4.9968 2.4964
Yes No

25-498 88 20 0.0606 0.0303 1.6334 0.8167 0.1506 0.0753 3.9624 1.9812
Yes Yes

Both 47-477 30-46 30 0.0580 0.0290 2.2000 1.1000 0.1451 0.0726 5.0798 2.5399
angles Yes Yes

47-477 30-46 19 0.0580 0.0290 1.7758 0.8879 0.1317 0.0659 4.4519 2.2260

Fig. 7: Medicina measurements on August, the 19th 2009. Left side: external temperature moved from 24 ◦C to 34 ◦C; right side external
temperature quite still at 34.5 ◦C.
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Abstract. The Design Study on Astronomical and Instrumental Simulation (DS2) has been one of the most successful parts
of the SKADS program. Although simulation has always been considered important, little effort has been expended in building
suitable tools and actually using them. This situation has now changed because of the calibration challenges posed by the next
generation of huge radio telescopes. In addition, because of the important role of modelling in 3rd Generation Calibration (3GC),
the simulation tools are a natural byproduct of the new processing software. The process is accelerated by a deliberate emphasis
on collaborating remotely, for instance by means of the “SKADS Set of Standard Challenges” (SSSC) website operated from
Oxford. The latter has also emerged as a prime teaching device for the next generation of radio astronomers. We will discuss the
present situation, and stress the importance of a 5-point follow-up program to reap the full harvest of SKADS DS2.

1. Introduction

The SKADS programme has been very successful in stimulat-
ing clever and motivated people in different institutes to work
together, and this is due in a large part to the DS2 package (sim-
ulation). The world now has an end-to-end simulation infras-
tructure that can produce simulated data as would be produced
by any radio telescope (including SKA, of course), observing
any sort of sky (see, in these proceedings, Levrier et al. 2010;
Klöckner et al. 2010).

In addition, DS2 has yielded some important by-products.
First of all, there is the SKADS/Oxford Set of Standard
Challenges (SSSC), which is the combination of a proving
ground for new algorithms, and a powerful teaching tool for
the new generation of radio astronomers. Secondly, a new style
of Marie Curie workshop, designed particularly to have a more
lasting impact than the old style (the SSSC has played a role
in selecting participants for it). Thirdly, the emergence of a
Creative Commons, a web-based community that is addressing
the problems of 3rd Generation Calibration (3GC) collectively.

All these by-products have the highly desirable effect of
empowering the smaller institutes in the world, by allowing
them to participate in the SKA adventure without depriving
them of their best talent. This “should bring a smile on the lips
of the faceless bureaucrats in Brussels.” (NB: When this re-
mark was made at the conference it caused some consternation
among our leaders, but rather amused the attending bureaucrat
herself.)

2. DS2 in hindsight

The DS2 package was divided into two tasks: Sky Simulations
(T1) and Intstrumental Simulations (T2). The first was a great
success, as reported by Steve Rawlings and others at this con-
ference. On the whole, the subject chimes well with astronom-
ical practice, so people know how to approach it. In addition,
the output format is not critical.

In contrast, T2 was underestimated and undermanned, es-
pecially in view of the long and difficult history of the subject.
Despite various attempts over the last decades, nobody has had

the will, the resources or the ideas to generate an instrumental
simulation package that could be used as a starting point for the
kind of simulations that are needed for a telescope like SKA.

Fortunately, the SKADS culture of bringing people in con-
tact with each other saved the day. First of all, some new
ideas greatly simplified the discussion about array configura-
tions, as reported by others at this conference (Bolton et al.
2010; Lobanov et al. 2010; Ford et al. 2010). And secondly,
the MeqTrees package, which was developed originally for
LOFAR, turned out to offer the desired instrumental simulation
as a by-product of its normal operation. This meant that little
extra investment was needed to generate the promised simula-
tion pipeline.

However, it has become clear that the follow-up program
for DS2 should be partitioned somewhat differently. Therefore,
package leader Thijs van de Hulst has proposed the following
at recent SKADS meetings:

– P1: Sky Simulations
– P2: Put these into processable form (Global Sky Model)
– P3: Generate corrupted uv-data
– P4: Calibration (i.e. retrieve the simulated instr. errors)
– P5: Comparison with the input

The five parts represent roughly the same amount of work,
which can be assigned to different kinds of people. For in-
stance, only P1 and P5 require astronomers. The above-
mentioned SSSC, Creative Commons, new-style Marie-Curie
workshops and empowerment of smaller institutes can (and
should!) all play a role in this process.

3. Some closing remarks

It is clear that SKADS DS2 is a Big Success. Not only it has,
rather unexpectedly, achieved all it set out to achieve, but it
has produced much more. Apart from the 4 main by-products
mentioned above, there are some others that should have a con-
siderable impact on the way people work together:

1. The so-called “Purr Log” is a, deceptively simple, but re-
markably effective way to generate a detailed report about
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a data reduction project. It is easier to generate a Purr Log
than to keep notes on scraps of paper, and the result is di-
rectly available (as html) for dissemination among collabo-
rators and critics.

2. It is uncontroversial by now that the best way to model
a radio telescope is by means of the full-polarization
Measurement Equation (M.E.), which has a sucession of
2x2 Jones matrices for instrumental effects. The MeqTrees
package has been designed to implement an arbitrary M.E.,
so it can model any telescope.

3. The “Tree Time Unit” (TTU) is the elapsed time between
having a new idea, implementing it in MeqTrees, and re-
ducing the data to the point of having an image to look at.
Rather than the usual time of weeks, months, years, or even
decades to get new ideas implemented, the TTU is less than
a day.

4. New ideas are implemented in the form of Tree Definition
Language (TDL) scripts. Since these are just Python scripts
(ascii), they can be easily exchanged between collaborators,
together with a Purr Log.

Thus, in addition to the DS2 simulation pipeline, we now
have a Common Language (the M.E.) and Common Tools (Purr
logs and TDL scripts), and meeting places like the Creative
Commons, the SSSC and the new-style Marie Curie work-
shops, and the TTU. We have also established that there are a
lot of clever people at the smaller institutes, who are hungry to
join the SKA adventure. The combination of these factors has
the potential to increase the rate of evolution of radio astronom-
ical data reduction software by several orders of magnitude,
while generating a new generation of users. Both are urgently
needed, because the new telescopes are being built right now,
and we are far from ready to exploit their huge (and hugely
expensive) potential.

Summarizing, it is not often that so many things fall into
place in a single program. But it DOES need the oxygen of a
little funding. The conclusion is that it would be a tragedy not
to follow up on DS2.

Acknowledgements. I am very grateful to the SKADS Management
Team, especially Steve Torchinsky who wrote these acknowledge-
ments. Many people have contributed over the last decade or so
to the development of 3rd Generation Calibration, most of whom
have had enormous patience with my philosophical meanderings and
my good natured banter. I particularly want to thank Jaap Bregman,
and of course, Oleg Smirnov, the genius behind the implementa-
tion of MeqTree, as well as the new generation of radio astronomers
represented first of all by Ian Heywood. The SKADS Marie-Curie
Conferences and Training program was funded by the European
Commission Framework Progam 6 Marie-Curie Actions Contract
No. 46095, and I wholeheartedly acknowledge the great foresight of
our EC progam manager, Elena Righi, who fully supported this pro-
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Abstract. Digital beamforming for the aperture array components of the SKA poses considerable computational challenges.
In this paper, we propose a hierarchical scheme aimed at tackling them and introduce OSKAR, a beamforming simulator which
implements these ideas and algorithms.

1. Introduction & Motivation

The numerous advantages of aperture arrays, from rapid survey
speeds to multiple simultaneous beam pointings, make this de-
tector technology central to the SKA design for the low to mid-
frequencies. The work presented here describes beamforming
simulations for the mid-frequency SKA station aperture array,
investigates the challenges involved, and how the proposed so-
lutions affect the performance and beam quality.

The simulations are based on the frequency-domain, all-
digital beamforming design as currently envisaged (Schilizzi
et al. 2007): this technology is most likely to scale well with
advances in processing hardware.

We first introduce the computational issues involved in
beamforming for an SKA-size aperture array, and outline a
flexible scheme that could tackle them. Finally, we describe
OSKAR, our beamforming simulator, and present examples of
how this simulator is used.

2. Computational Challenges

The reference design for the mid-frequency aperture array of
an SKA station consists of 65,536 dual-polarisation antenna
elements, each sampling the sky at a rate of ∼2 GHz to pro-
vide 1024 narrow frequency channels spanning several hundred
MHz of total bandwidth.

Beams are formed electronically by the linear combination
of delayed antenna signals. For a narrowband digital system
these delays correspond to complex phase factors, or weights.
Beams can then be formed by a simple linear transformation:

bi =

N∑
j=1

Wi, ja j (1)

where bi is a vector of beams for each direction i, Wi, j is the
matrix of complex phase weights, and a j is the vector of chan-
nelised, sampled antenna signals. In their simplest form, the
phase weights are given by W = eiψ, where ψ is the geometric
phase offset required to form a beam in a direction defined by
azimuth φ and elevation θ, for wavenumber k and an antenna at
coordinates (x, y):

ψ = k cos θ (x sin φ + y cos φ) (2)

Equation 1 represents a Fourier relation between directions
on the sky, defined by the geometric phase, and a set of antenna
positions. The operation count of the Fast Fourier Transform
(FFT) makes it initially attractive, but its suitability for beam-
forming must be considered carefully. In fact, a spatial FFT
requires a regular grid of antennas, or a computationally expen-
sive gridding procedure to deal with irregular array configura-
tions. The FFT also lacks flexibility if we consider that forming
beams may require some level of anisotropic beam corrections,
for example, if on-line calibration or null steering is employed.
Furthermore, the FFT computes all the independent beams for
a given frequency and polarisation, although only a subset of
them may be practically used. With this approach, the com-
putational cost of forming beams for one frequency channel
would be ∼ 20 TFlops, rising to ∼ 20 PFlops for all channels.
This does not include the extra costs that the FFT scheme is
likely to incur due to gridding and beam corrections: the actual
cost may be far higher.

With each antenna generating ∼ 2 MWords/s for each fre-
quency channel and polarisation, and as many independent
beams directions as the number of antennas, the computational
challenges are extreme, both in terms of overall bandwidth and
number of operations.

An alternative approach to forming the required beams is
by direct matrix-vector product, as in Equation 1. This ap-
proach, while computationally more intensive, offers a far
higher level of flexibility over the FFT: no gridding is required
for irregular array configurations; the beamforming weights
can be directly modified to include calibration corrections and
optional beam shaping; and only the beam directions required
for the observation need to be computed at all. This allows the
total data rate to be reduced as early as possible. Using this
method, the cost of forming a beam for a given channel is ∼
1 TFlop, and this scales linearly with the number of required
beams.

With these extreme computational requirements in mind,
we developed a beamforming scheme for maximum flexibility,
simple computational structure and fast switching between op-
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Fig. 1: Overall structure of the OSKAR simulator. The front-end and
the back-end are independent components, which exchange data via a
file interface.

erational modes. For a given observation, we assume that only
a subset of the beams, frequencies or polarisations are needed,
and the matrix-vector approach allows us to maintain this flex-
ibility.

In order to maximise parallelism and minimise non-local
data transfer as early as possible, we adopt a hierarchical beam-
forming strategy. In this scheme the aperture array is divided
into ‘tiles’, or sets of contiguous antennas, which each produce
tile beams. These tile beams are then combined to form station
beams at a second level of processing. Of course, more than
two levels could be envisaged.

The beamforming weight coefficients used depend on the
geometrical phase terms for the set of pointing directions, as
well as any required corrections to the beam. Since the pa-
rameters that determine these weights (e.g. beam tracking, and
variations in antenna gains) vary much slower than the signal
sampling rate, the weights can be computed off the main signal
path and at relatively low cost.

For a two-level beamformer, the computational costs of an
FFT scheme would require 5 TFlops per beam per frequency
channel. Our scheme of explicit multi-level linear combina-
tions of weighted antenna signals would require 1 TFlop per
beam per frequency channel. However, costs increase non-
linearly. If all the beams and frequencies were required, the
FFT scheme would need ∼ 5 PFlops, while the matrix-vector
scheme would need ∼ 250 PFlops.

Overall, the total amount of data that can be generated far
exceeds current and, most likely, medium-term future capabil-
ities. It is therefore very important to be able to easily switch
between different operational modes to select only the beams
and frequencies of interest.

3. The OSKAR Simulator

OSKAR simulates digital beamforming for the aperture array
of an SKA-sized station. The simulator has been designed as
a flexible framework to investigate different solutions to the
computational challenges of the beamformer processing, and
the effects on the quality of the beams produced.

The simulator consists of two main components (Figure 1).
A front-end graphical interface is used to set up the simula-
tion parameters, including antenna placement, sky model, and
beam positions. The front-end uses platform-independent li-

braries and is designed to run on the user’s desktop or work-
station. The beamforming simulation itself is performed using
a modular, MPI-parallel computational back-end, designed to
run on a supercomputing cluster. Modules are provided for sky
processing, antenna signal generation, beamforming and com-
plex weights generation, as shown in Figure 2. Data can be
check-pointed at any stage of the computational pipeline for
use in other simulations if required, and the modular design
of OSKAR means that it is easy to experiment with different
beamforming algorithms by writing new weights generators.
This also means that it is possible to experiment with alterna-
tive hardware architectures by intercepting the data stream.

Fig. 2: An example configuration showing the modular structure and
communication pattern of the OSKAR back-end, for a two-level sys-
tem.

3.1. Simulator Implementation

The antenna signal modules produce a stream of complex-
valued dual-polarisation signals for each antenna using the sky
model. The weights generators produce sets of complex beam-
forming weights to define the direction of interest for each
beam. Beam steering is achieved by updating the weight co-
efficients, but as these vary much slower than the signal sample
rate, they can be computed away from the main signal path.
This scheme allows the computationally-intensive beamform-
ing modules to be very simple, as they only perform multiply-
accumulate operations between the antenna signals and com-
plex weights. For reasons of flexibility, we have adopted the
matrix-vector approach in the OSKAR simulator, but other
beamforming algorithms could be easily added to OSKAR, in-
cluding the use of the FFT.

Parallelism is achieved by splitting the station into tiles,
consisting of order 102 antennas, and by adopting a hierarchical
scheme whereby beams are produced by successively splitting
those from the previous level. The hierarchical approach has
the advantage of allowing the beamformer to discard unwanted
data as early as possible, thus reducing the data rate through
the system.
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OSKAR has two modes of operation: ‘beam-pattern’ mode
and ‘end-to-end beamforming simulation’ mode.

The ‘beam-pattern’ mode is used to produce a single snap-
shot of the directional beam response for the given array con-
figuration. There is no time dependence in this mode, so the
beamforming weights are held constant for the direction of in-
terest while a test source of unit amplitude is swept around the
model sky to evaluate the station response at each position. This
mode is suitable for investigating the effects of beam shaping
(such as applying apodisation, or by forcing null steering), and
to investigate using different array configurations and/or chang-
ing the antenna types.

The other mode of operation is the ‘end-to-end beamform-
ing simulation’ mode, which uses a point-source sky model to
generate antenna signals for each element of the aperture array.
This mode simulates a realistic, full-size SKA station, so it is
possible to model beam tracking, multiple beams per level, and
to incorporate noise and other time-variable effects. This mode
is well-suited for investigating the effects of using a different
processing hierarchy, and experimenting with different beam-
forming algorithms while studying their performance.

4. Examples

This section describes some simple examples obtained
from the OSKAR simulator using model isotropic antennas.
Visualisations were performed using the OSKAR front-end.

4.1. Simple two-level beam pattern

The simplest example consists of a regular square station con-
taining 162 close-packed tiles, each of which is a dense array
of 162 antennas separated by λ/2, where λ = 0.30m is the
wavelength of the radiation. The station thus contains 65,536
antennas. Each tile produces a beam pointing straight up at the
zenith, and the main lobe of the tile beam is shown in Figure 3a:
as expected, this is the Fourier transform of a square aperture.

Fig. 3: Beam patterns shown using a logarithmic scale. Left (a.): Main
lobe of the tile beam at the zenith, 15 degrees across. The red box
indicates the position of the first null. Right (b.): The corresponding
station beam, produced at the tile beam centre. Parts (a.) and (b.) are
shown to the same scale.

These tile beams can be combined to form a station beam,
also at the zenith in the first instance (Figure 3b). No grating
lobes are visible in the station beam pattern, even though the

Fig. 4: Beam patterns showing the effects of forming station beams
away from the tile beam centre, which is indicated by the white cir-
cle. The red boxes show the location of the first null in the tile beam.
Note that the logarithmic colour scales are relative to the peaks in each
image. Left (a.): Station beam produced at (45◦, 87◦) in azimuth and
elevation, three degrees from the tile beam centre. Right (b.): Station
beam produced at (45◦, 85◦) in azimuth and elevation, five degrees
from the tile beam centre. The white arrows show the location of the
main lobe of the station beam.

tile centres are separated by distances greater than half a wave-
length. In this case, the tile separation is the same as the tile
width: the former determines the grating lobe separation in the
station beam, while the latter determines the separation of the
tile beam nulls. The station beam is modulated by the tile beam
pattern, so the grating lobes coincide with the null positions,
and are entirely suppressed.

The pattern becomes more interesting when forming a sta-
tion beam away from the tile beam centre. Figure 4a shows a
station beam three degrees off the zenith. The main lobe of the
station beam is at the expected location, but the grating lobes,
previously suppressed, have reappeared: the station beam is
now offset with respect to the tile beam centre. The station
beam response has also dropped to ∼ 75 per cent of its previous
value because of the tapering on the tile beam at this position.
This effect becomes more significant when the station and tile
beams are further apart. At five degrees separation (Figure 4b),
the main lobe has ∼ 42 per cent of the central amplitude. At
seven degrees, near the edge of the tile beam, the response in
the direction of interest has dropped to ∼ 15 per cent, while
the most prominent grating lobe (about 10 degrees away) has a
response of ∼ 72 per cent of the tile beam amplitude.

This shows that, while the tile beam is 15 degrees across,
only the central few degrees can be used to form station beams
effectively. Station beams produced very close to the edge of
the main lobe of tile beam are likely to introduce major errors
due to the presence of the grating lobes.

4.2. More complex two-level beam pattern

Figure 5 shows a more complex beam pattern. This example
used a smaller station containing 256 square tiles arranged in
a circle, separated by 0.07m. Each tile contains 42 antennas
separated by 0.15m, and the signals from each antenna were
combined with Gaussian-distributed random phase errors (σ =
20 degrees). The tile beam in this example is at 60 degrees
elevation, and the station beam is at the tile beam centre. The
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Fig. 5: Complex beam pattern as described in Section 4.2.

circular symmetry of the station is evident from the circular
sidelobes, while the phase errors show up as noise in the beam
pattern, causing a reduction in the station beam sensitivity by
5 per cent. Low-level grating lobes are also visible because the
tiles are not close-packed.

4.3. End-to-end simulation mode

Multiple simultaneous beam snapshots can be formed in full
beamforming (‘end-to-end’) simulation mode. Figure 6 shows
a mosaic of beams formed around one source at low elevation,
where each pixel is a single station beam formed by splitting
a grid of tile beams separated by three degrees. As expected,
the source appears elongated in the vertical direction, and the
elliptical sidelobe pattern arises from the circular symmetry of
the station. The power in the beam pixels to the right of the
source is due to the tile beam sidelobe. The patchwork pattern
arises as a result of amplitude scaling by the tile beams, which
are shown in Figure 7.

5. Conclusions & Future Work

At the outset, all-digital beamforming for an SKA station
aperture array poses considerable computational difficulties.
However, the scalable, flexible framework that we have pro-
posed would allow the SKA key observational goals to be
achieved. This is a practical alternative to the overwhelming
challenge of generating all beams at all frequencies for each
observation.

We hope to continue the development of OSKAR to ex-
tend its functionality. Current plans include: alternative weights
generation algorithms, such as those providing null-steering ca-

Fig. 6: Snapshot of a 20 by 20 degree station beam mosaic from
an end-to-end simulation. The patchwork pattern is due to amplitude
scaling by the tile beams, as shown in Figure 7.

Fig. 7: The tile beam mosaic for the patch of sky shown in Figure 6.

pabilities; a full treatment of polarization; simulation of iono-
spheric corruptions; and techniques for station level calibration.
The next stage of SKA design may well require full interferom-
eter simulations, and the beams produced by OSKAR could be
well suited for these studies.

OSKAR was developed under a BSD open-source licence.
The first version has been released and is available with a docu-
mented API from http://www.oerc.ox.ac.uk/research/
oskar.

Acknowledgements. We gratefully acknowledge the funding by
EPSRC for the development of OSKAR. The project, carried out un-
der the overall umbrella of SKADS activities, was completed in April
2009.
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Abstract. Radio astronomy has protected frequency bands for free observations. However, it is often necessary to observe
outside of those sanctuaries. For example, it is the case for HI radio-sources with high red-shifts that are observed into radar-
allocated frequency bands. A radar pulse blanker based on statistical analysis has been implemented in a FPGA. Several tricks
has made the implementation possible at a low hardware cost. Pulsar is another kind of impulsive signal which needs specific
processing. In the proposed approach, the cyclostationarity is used to discriminate between radio-frequency interference (RFI)
pulses and pulsar pulses.

1. Introduction

Nançay Decimeter Radio telescope, a single antenna telescope,
suffers from local ground based Radar RFI while observing
red-shifted H1 recombination lines and pulsars. Pulsar also
produces periodic pulses which can be measured with dedi-
cated backends. Radar interferences enter the receiver through
low gain side lobes located in the back of the antenna or in the
high gain main lobe after direct reflection on an airplane.

Some work has been done to detect and remove such RFI
(Ellingson 2003, Dong 2004). However, the complexity of im-
plementation of such algorithms in FPGA logic was a dead-
lock. To allow HI surveys in this frequency band, an ana-
log waveform blanker has been built and operated in Nançay
Observatory (Weber et al. 2005). However, only strong pulses
could be removed, resulting in unworkable results.

In the first half of this paper, we present a digital radar
pulse detector based on a power criterion that triggers wave-
form blanking. Such detector is the most robust that can be
thought from a signal processing point of view, i.e. you bring
the least information possible about the RFI to detect. Here,
the RFI is detected by an excess of energy during some pe-
riod of time. Nevertheless, detection performances are usually
very poor. Thus, we included several elaborations that do not
strongly bear upon implementation cost but provide significant
improvements.

In the second half of this paper, we present another RFI de-
tector dedicated to pulsar observations. It will be implemented
in the new coherent dedispersion receiver located in the Nançay
Radio Telescope also described in this paper.

2. Pulsed-RFI detection with a power detector

In order to be efficient, the power detector needs a robust esti-
mation of the decision threshold. Outlayer samples that go past
this level are considered as interferences and trigger the blank-
ing of the corresponding data bloc before it enters the spectral

estimation process. The issue is that the same bloc of data is
used for threshold estimation and detection.

2.1. Threshold calculation

Uncorrupted complex data samples follow a normal distribu-
tion law since they result from the observation of a radioastro-
nomical source more or less buried under system noise, both
ideally following a Gaussian distribution. Thus, the instanta-
neous power of data samples follows a χ2 distribution with two
degree of freedom.

Usually, power detectors are based on a Gaussian model.
Actually, there are several disadvantages to use such approach.
First, 2 parameters are needed to model the Gaussian distri-
bution, mean and standard deviation. Further more, standard
deviation estimation requires prior mean estimation. The error
made on the mean estimate will affect the standard deviation
estimate as well. Finally, in terms of logical resources and data
bus width, the implementation cost of such approach could be
an issue (Hampson et al. 2002).

Our approach is based on the χ2 distribution model. So,
only one parameter (the mean µ) is needed to fully define the
signal statistics. Consequently, the threshold value S is calcu-
lated like S = Cµ with C a parameter defined by the user. The
mean value is recursively estimated (see Fig. 2-1). To make this
estimation robust against outliers due to RFI, the strongest sam-
ples are systematically discarded. The effect of this clipping
on mean estimation can be theoretically derived (Dumez-Viou
2007) and the proper correction is included in the parameter
C. From this basic scheme, two improvements are proposed to
enhance the performances for strong and weak radar pulses.

2.2. False alarm rate reduction

In detection systems, a given threshold defines a false alarm
rate: samples that should not be classified as RFI, trigger the
detector because they lie in the right tail of the uncorrupted
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signal distribution, over the threshold value. This value has to
be chosen such that false alarm rate is kept at a reasonably low
level. Detecting weaker radar pulses can be achieved with a
reduced threshold value leading automatically to an unbearable
rate of false alarm. Moreover, for synchronisation reasons (see
section 2.3), our detector blanks the whole bloc of data even if
only one outlier has been detected in that bloc. This approach
worsens the false alarm issue. For example, if the threshold is
set to 4µ to produce a 2.75% false alarm rate, a 2048-sample
bloc configuration will systematically triggers the detector and
the receiver returns no usable results.

To overcome this issue, notice that the time distribution of
such false alarms over the whole observation is uniform. Let α
be the false alarm rate. Then, the probability to get N consecu-
tive uncorrupted samples that trigger the detector is αN . Thus,
triggering the blanker if three consecutive samples go past the
threshold sets a new false alarm rate of (2.75%)3 = 2.1×10−3%
leading to the blanking of only 6.4% of the data blocs.

The hardware required to handle the previous modifications
is limited to a one-bit wide (N − 1)-bits deep shift register
to store the results of the comparisons between samples and
threshold, and a N-bits AND gate. This approach (S = 4µ,
N = 3, α = 2.75%) is used to detect strong radar pulses (see
Fig. 2-2).

For weak radar pulses, looking at N consecutive samples
lead to poor detection performances. Indeed, radar bursts get
more and more buried under the system noise. However, tests
have shown that counting the number of detection in a time
window is better. Thus, for our weak pulse detector (see Fig. 2-
3), we set the threshold to 0.8125µ, the time window to 30
samples and the triggering number of detection to 25. Using
binomial law and tabulated χ2 distribution, a false alarm rate of
1.2 × 10−3% is achieved, resulting in the blanking of 4% of the
data blocs.

In term of implementation, rather than adding the 30 bits
for each new sample, we recursively calculate the sum. The
balance (-1, 0 or +1) of ’1’ entering and ’1’ leaving the shift
register is added to the previous count. The hardware now ex-
tends to a one-bit wide 30-bits deep shift register, a 1-bit sub-
tractor and a 2-bit/5-bit adder.

Improving a basic power detector implies including some
a priori knowledge. We focused on the pulse length that is
one of the basic characteristics shared by many radar systems.
This way, the detector is still generic but provides better per-
formances for a slight increase in hardware costs.

The performances of our detectors are shown in Fig. 1. The
blue curves annotated SP (respectively, WP) corresponds to the
behaviour of the strong pulse detector (respectively, weak pulse
detector). The results ot two other previous studies have been
also included in the figure. Niamsuwan et al. (2005) are based
on a simple pulse detector for 2 different setting (PP30 and
PP90). Dong et al. (2004) results are based on a much more
advanced algorithm that gives better performances for its finest
setting (AD05 and AD10). However, it includes a lot of in-
formation about a specific radar pulse shape. Any radar pulse
whose shape gets to far from the model will not be detected as
easily.

Fig. 2: Hardware for the radar pulse blanker. LRS is a Logical Right
Shift unit. s.. and u.. specify the databuses width for signed and un-
signed operands.

2.3. Constrained Blanking

Blanking data blocs of waveform is not harmless. It was care-
fully studied in Niamsuwan et al. (2005). In our design, we
simply blank data blocs that are synchronized with the data
blocs used to perform spectral analysis. Thus, no discontinu-
ities are present in the data bloc sent to the FFT. The drawback
of such method is that frequency resolution (i.e. FFT size) im-
poses the granularity of the blanking. For our design, this leads
to an unnecessary amount of blanked data (coarse-grained). For
other designs, this might lead to fine-grained blanking that can
be adjusted to will with simple glue logic.

2.4. Hardware ressources

The hardware that computes the mean estimation and the de-
tection of strong and weak pulses if presented in the figure 2.
The design operates at a maximum sampling rate of 145 Ms/s.
However, we only used it at 14 Ms/s which implies no more
than 3 radars in the observing frequency band. The overall
blanking rate is about 4% but this figure could significantly
increase for a wider band carrying many more radars. The
logical gates used to implement the algorithm occupies 4%
of a 3 Mgates FPGA (Virtex II from Xilinx) and 2 of the 96
18×18-multipliers available. The design has been used to ob-
serve radio-galaxies with flux densities as low as 5 mJy. No
radar residuals could be seen on the base line as shown on fig-
ure 3.

The next section will present another RFI mitigation appli-
cation.
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Fig. 1: Probability of detection of several detectors as a function of radar pulse Interference to Noise Ration (INR). AD05 and AD10 refer to
Dong et al. (2004). PP30 and PP90 refer to Niamsuwan et al. (2005). WP and SP refer to the proposed hardware.

Fig. 3: Observation of PGC051094 with (black) and without (red)
blanking.

Fig. 4: Pulsar pulse profile: (a) Time representation of the aver-
age power pulse profile of the pulsar J0034-0721 after coherent de-
dispersion but with RFI signals. (b) Time representation of the aver-
age power pulse profile of the pulsar J0034-0721 after coherent de-
dispersion and with RFI signals blanked (with other RFI mitigation
scheme).

3. Pulsar application

The quality of pulsar observations is limited by RFI gen-
erated by various (and growing) Telecommunications activi-
ties. Figure 4 gives an example of the distortion induced by
RFI on pulsar observation. This section will present the inno-
vative pulsar instrumentation based on Graphical Processing
Units (GPU) which has been designed at the Nançay Radio
Astronomical Observatory. In addition, first simulated results
on RFI cyclostationary detectors, which will be implemented
on the system, will be described.

3.1. Hardware Implementation

During their travel through the interstellar medium (ISM),
these pulsar pulses are progressively attenuated and spread over
time (i.e. pulse higher frequency component will arrive ear-
lier than the pulse lower one). This phenomenon, named as
dispersion, makes these pulses barely detectable without a de-
disperion processing. Figure 5 shows the signal dataflow from
the radio telescope to the final de-dispersed pulses. The differ-
ent steps are described below:

1. The Analog System [Demorest et al. (2007)]: two or-
thogonal polarization signals from the radio telescope are
downconverted through a custom circuit board quadrature
downconverter (QDC). Each QDC handles one polariza-
tion and performs a quadrature demodulation providing 128
MHz complex bandwidth which is sent to the SERENDIP5
Spectrometer for digitalization and channelizing.

2. The SERENDIP5 Spectrometer [Demorest et al. (2007)]:
SERENDIP5 has been designed by the CASPER group
in Berkeley. For this application, it contains four 8-bit
analog to digital converters (ADCs) that can be clocked
up to 200MHz. A logic programmable device (Virtex 2
XC2V4000 from Xilinx) is used to perform a 32 channel
polyphase filter bank (PFB). The channel output bandwidth
is 4 MHz complex. An additional Xilinx device (Virtex 2
XC2V1000) is used as a reconfigurable backend processor
which can pass data to an independent computer.

3. Data servers: This is the innovative part of the design.
The two data severs have two main processings steps. The
first one is to read the raw data in from the SERENDIP5
spectrometer and reorganize them from a channel-order to
single-channel time ordered chunks. This step is controlled
by four micro processors, that send these chunks to four
GPUs (Graphic Processing Unit- NVIDIA 88 GTX 128
parallel processors) for the final processings step. The data
are then read by the dedispersion program that performs the
following tasks:

– Convert raw data from binary to floating point.
– Apply a Fourier transform of appropriate length (8192

bins).
– Multiply by the frequency response of de-dispersion fil-

ter and the taper function.The taper function is used to
avoid aliasing in the low-pass filtering. The combina-
tion of the inverse of the dispersion transfer function
and the taper function is known as the chirp function.
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Fig. 5: Description of the instrumentation for pulsar observations
which is in operation since July 2008 at Nançay Observatory. The
top right hand corner picture is the giant decimetre radio telescope
of Nançay. The GPS receiver provides SERENDIP5 clock synchro-
nization through a one pulse per second (1PPS) signal and oscillator
synchronization through a 5 MHz reference clock.

– Inverse Fourier transform back to the time domain.
– Detect the data to get power versus time, and crossmul-

tiply polarization terms.
4. Time adjustment: offline resynchronisation of all the chan-

nels.

This coherent de-dispersion pulsar receiver is operational since
July 2008 at Nançay Observatory and it outperforms the per-
formances of the previous system based on a cluster of 77 bi-
processor Athlon 1.2 GHz. In the next section, a RFI mitiga-
tion technique, which is able to separate pulsar pulses from RFI
pulses, is presented.

3.2. RFI Cyclostationary Detector

The proposed detector is based on RFI specific properties
named cyclostationarity (Serpedin et al. 2005; Gardner et al.
2006; Feliachi et al. 2010). Indeed, most of telecommuni-
cations signals present a hidden periodicity which is usually
scrambled by the intrinsic signal randomness. For example, this
hidden periodic characteristic can be generated by the carrier
frequency or the baud rate of the incoming RFI.

In Weber et al. (2007), we have studied the statistics of a
cyclostationary detector based on the following criteria:

Cα
s =

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ 1
N

N−1∑
n=0

s(n)2e−i2παn

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ (1)
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Fig. 6: Detection of impulsive broadband RFI signals (located at
t ' 1200µs and t ' 5000µs) by using the conjugate cyclostationary
detector. 4 pulsar pulses are also visible. a) Time-frequency represen-
tation. b) Power detector (N=256 samples). c) Conjugate cyclostation-
ary detector (N=256 samples).

where α is the frequency related to the hidden periodicity (α is
also called the cyclic frequency), s(n) is the input signal. Cα

s is
called the conjugate cyclostationary detector.

In Figure 6, an application of such detector in the case of
pulsar observation is presented. For the simulation, we have
considered a BPSK (Binary Phase Shift keying) RFI. The pul-
sar signal has been generated by a model that we have proposed
in Ait Allal et al. (2009). The results show that the cyclosta-
tionary detector detects only the bursts while the power detec-
tor cannot make the difference between bursts and pulsar.

Depending on where this detector will be implemented in
the system, different type of RFI can be detected. Three possi-
bilities have been identified on the system architecture defined
on Figure 5:

– At the input of the polyphase filter bank, just after the dig-
italisation. This configuration is appropriate for impulsive
or burst broadband RFI.

– Just after the polyphase filter bank.
– Just after the FFT, in the coherent de-dispersion process.

This configuration is appropriate for narrow band and con-
tinuous RFI.

By simulation, we have shown that cyclostationary detec-
tors can be a very interesting alternative to power detectors for
pulsar observations.
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4. Conclusions

Two RFI detectors have been presented, each of them is
adapted to a specific RFI context. It is possible to reduce the ef-
fect of RFI on radioastronomical observations if a priori knowl-
edge on the RFI can be exploited efficiently.
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Abstract. Radio astronomical observations are increasingly corrupted by radio frequency interferences. Thus, real-time filtering
algorithms are becoming essential. One approach is to use a specific time property of the Telecoms signals : the cyclostationarity.
This property can be exploited for detection purpose or filtering purpose. In particular, new generations of radio telescopes
will be based on antenna arrays providing the possibility of applying spatial filtering techniques. In this paper, we compare the
performance between classical approaches based on power statistics and cyclic approaches. This comparison is done through
simulations on synthetic data and through simulations on real data acquired with the new generation low frequency array radio
telescope, LOFAR.

1. Introduction

For several years, radio astronomy has had to face two con-
tradictory trends. On the one hand, the exponential expansion
of telecommunications has generated a growing demand on
the electromagnetic spectrum, reducing the bandwidths avail-
able for good quality radio astronomical observations. On the
other hand, radio astronomical needs in terms of sensitivity and
bandwidth have also grown. As a result, radio frequency inter-
ference (RFI) mitigation has become a significant issue for cur-
rent and future radio telescopes. The various methods that have
been tried to limit RFI depend on the type of interference and
the type of instruments. Time, frequency and/or spatial prop-
erties can be considered in order to find efficient excision pro-
cessing techniques, see for example the inventory carries out
in the framework of SKADS DS4T3 work package (Boonstra
et al. 2009).

Most communication signals contain recurrent characteris-
tics which stem, for example, from a transmitter carrier fre-
quency or from a communication signal baud rate. Usually,
these periodicities are scrambled and hidden by the intrinsic
signal randomness. However, to some extent, these periodic-
ities can be regenerated. If it is the case, such signals are so
called cyclostationary signals, or in short, cyclic signals. This
specific property can be used to discriminate them from natural
signals.

2. What is the cyclostationarity ?

Mathematically, a cyclostationary process means that its statis-
tics are periodic with time. For example, let us consider the
second order statistics given by the correlation of a given pro-
cess x(t):

R(t, τ) = E{x(t −
τ

2
)x(t +

τ

2
)} (1)

where E{.} represents the ensemble average operator.
If the process is modeled as stationary then R(t, τ) = R(τ). If

the process is modeled as cyclostationary then ∃T/R(t+T, τ) =

R(t, τ). T is called the cyclic period. Review papers on cyclo-
stationarity can be found in Gardner Gardner et al. (2006) or
SerpedinSerpedin et al. (2005).

To illustrate these concepts, let us consider the following
simple baseband signal, x(t) =

∑
k∈Z akg(t − kT ), where ak is

a random digital message with power σ2
a, g(t), its pulse shape

and T , its baud rate. The correlation of x(t) becomes :

R(t, τ) = σ2
a

∑
k∈Z
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τ
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τ

2
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One can easily verify that R(t, τ) is T -periodic. So, it can be
decomposed in Fourier series and the corresponding Fourier
coefficients are (k ∈ Z):

Rα= k
T (τ) =

σ2
a

T

∫ +∞

−∞

g(t +
τ

2
)g(t −

τ

2
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rαg (τ)

(3)

In practice, a time average approach is preferred and Rα(τ), also
called the cyclic correlation, is given by:

Rα(τ) = lim
N→+∞

1
N

∫
N

x(t +
τ

2
)x(t −

τ

2
) exp(− j2παt)dt (4)

If Rα(τ) is non-zero for some cyclic frequencies, α, with α ,
0, then x(t) can be modeled as cyclostationary. Note that for
α = 0, we retrieve the expression of the classical correlation.
Figure 1 gives the plots of these previous expressions for the
considered example with a rectangular pulse function.

In the cyclostationary case, the temporal periodicity of the
correlation can be exploited to extract RFI information from the
noise. In the next two sections, two RFI mitigation techniques
based on the exploitation of the cyclostationarity are presented.

3. Example of cyclostationary detection

We suppose now that x(t) is a mix of a stationary signal (i.e. a
cosmic source and/or the system noise) and a cyclostationary
signal (i.e. a RFI). Let us consider the following criterion:
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Fig. 1: Random binary signal, x(t) =
∑

k∈Z akg(t−kT ) with g(t) rectan-
gular. (a) Temporal view. (b) correlation of x(t). R(t, τ) is T -periodic.
(c) the cyclic correlation Rα(τ). Rα(τ) , 0 for α = k

T , k ∈ Z. A station-
ary process will provide information only at α = 0.

Cα
N =

1
N

N−1∑
n=0

|x|2(n) exp(− j2παn) (5)

This criterion is just derived from the cyclic correlation defined
in Eq. 4 by considering 1) discrete samples and 2) a finite av-
eraging 3) for τ = 0. Actually, through this criterion, we are
just looking for periodicities in the instantaneous power fluc-
tuations. To make this detector robust again slow power varia-
tions, we define a normalized version of our previous criterion:

Dα
N =

√
NCα

N

C0
N

(6)

In Weber (Weber et al. 2007), the statistical properties of
this detector have been derived as a function of the interference
to noise ratio. Figure 2 plots the results obtained with an AM
signal. If the expected cyclic frequency is not known, a blind
cyclostationary detection can be perform by Fourier transform
of the instantaneous power. Once spectral lines are detected at
non-zero frequencies, it is the signature of a cyclostationary
signal.

From that consideration, an operational cyclic detector has
been implemented on a real time digital backend at Nançay
Observatory. The backend is described in Figure 3.a. The algo-
rithm is implemented into a digital programmable component
Virtex II, a FPGA from the Xilinx company. The successive
steps are:

1. Channelization of the signal coming from the radio tele-
scope. The signal in each channel is supposed to be com-
plex. This process is done in real time by the digital re-
ceiver.

2. To reduce the computational load of the cyclic detector, the
algorithm is applied to the real part only (sr(n)) of the sig-
nal.We compute the Fourier transform, FFT m

N ( f ), over N
samples on s2

r (n) for the mth channel, m = 1, . . . ,M. M is
the number of channels.

Fig. 2: Probability of detection vs. probability of false alarm for
the cyclostationary detector (Eq. 6). The RFI is an AM modulation.
Its carrier frequency is fo and the corresponding expected cyclic fre-
quency is α = 2 fo. This simulation is based on 10000 runs. In cases
(a) to (d), fo is chosen so that 2 fo is multiple of 1/N (i.e. the 2 fo spec-
tral line is in the middle of the N bin FFT channel, no attenuation).
In case (e), the 2 f0 spectral line is between two N bin FFT channels,
which is the worst case. The channel attenuation at Nyquist frequency
for a rectangular window is ≈ 2 dB. Thus, (e) should be similar to (a).

3. According to a given threshold ξ derived from the theoreti-
cal study, we will consider that a RFI is present on the mth

channel if:

∃k > 0/
√

N|FFT m
N (k)|

FFT r
N (0) ≥ ξ

with ξ =
√
−2 log(pfa)

(7)

where pfa is the expected probability of false alarm.
Figure 3.b shows some results obtained in the decameter

band. In the next section, the cyclostationary concept will be
extended to correlation matrices by considering radio telescope
arrays.

4. Example of cyclostationary spatial processing

Consider a telescope array consisting of p antennas, each hav-
ing a received signal xk(t), k = 1, . . . p (see Figure 4.a). It is
assumed that the narrowband condition holds and that geomet-
ric delays for each antenna and each impinging source can be
represented by phase shifts. In this case, the telescope correla-
tion matrix R can be modeled as:

R = E{xxH}

= ArRrAH
r + AsRsAH

s + N (8)

where (.)H is the conjugate transpose operator, Rr is the Kr×Kr

correlation matrix due to the Kr α-cyclostationary sources (i.e.
the RFI), Rs is the Ks×Ks correlation matrix due to the Ks oth-
ers sources (i.e. stationary sources and non α-cyclostationary
RFI if any) and N is the p × p correlation matrix due to the
system noise. These matrices contain the signal information.
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Fig. 3: a) The current functionalities of the digital system are high
dynamic range of 70 dB, bandwidth selection facilities ranging from
875 kHz to 14 MHz, high spectral resolution through a polyphase filter
bank with up to 8192 channels with 49152 coefficients. A more com-
plete description can be found in Weber (Weber et al. 2005) b) Results
obtained in the decameter band. The total bandwidth is 7 MHz. The
number of channels is M = 2048. On each channel, N = 2048 samples
are used to compute the criterion. The cyclic detector is robust against
power fluctuations generated by the successive calibration noise diode
pulses added to the signal.

Matrices Ar ( p × Kr) and As ( p × Ks) contain the spatial sig-
natures of the impinging sources.

In order to remove RFI from the received data, we can filter
them out by applying a spatial null in the direction of the un-
desired signals. Each received signal is identified by its spatial
signature in the received data model. If the information con-
tained in Ar can be estimated, then the RFI can be filtered out
(see Figure 4.b).

The proposed estimation method is based on subspace de-
composition. If the cosmic sources are negligible and the sys-
tem noise is calibrated (i.e. R ≈ ArRrAH

r + σ
2I where I is

the identity matrix and σ2 the system noise power ), Boonstra
(2005) has demonstrated that a close estimate of the informa-
tion contained in Ar can be derived from the eigenvalue decom-
position (EVD) of R (see Figure 4.c).

The same idea can be applied on the cyclic correlation ma-
trix defined by either its ensemble average version or its time
average version

Rα = E{R(t) exp(−2παt} (9)

Rα = lim
N→+∞

1
N

∫
N

x(t)xH(t) exp(− j2παt)dt (10)

where R(t) is the instantaneous correlation matrix.
The great interest of the cyclic approach is that Rα is

asymptotically RFI-only dependent. Indeed, it can be easily
shown that:

Rα = ArRα
r AH

r (11)

where Rα
r is the RFI cyclic correlation matrix.

Fig. 4: a) The data array model: The correlation matrices Rr, Rs

and N contain the signal information. Matrices Ar and As contain
the spatial signatures of the impinging sources. b) Spatial filtering:
This method is based on the estimation of the RFI spatial signature
vector,Ar, from the correlation matrix, R followed by a subspace pro-
jection to remove that dimension from the correlation matrix, R. To
preserve the integrity of the cosmic information, AsRsAH

r , a correc-
tion matrix must be applied on the cleaned correlation matrix, Rclean
(see Boonstra Boonstra 2005). c) Estimation of Ar: the signal sub-
space, Ur, (i.e. subspace formed by the eigenvectors associated to the
Kr largest eigenvalues) will span the same dimensions as the RFI spa-
tial signature matrix, Ar, assuming that all other signal contributions
in the matrix correlation model are negligible.

Thus, by using Rα rather than R, the RFI spatial signature
estimation is more robust.

Remark: It is assumed that the Kr RFI sources have the
same cyclostationary property. If not, the algorithm will be
applied on each group of RFI. More results can be found in
Feliachi et al. (2009).

We have applied the classic (i.e. using R) and cyclic (i.e.
using Rα) spatial filtering to real observations acquired with
the LOFAR radio telescope. LOFAR is a phased array interfer-
ometric telescope developed by ASTRON in the Netherlands.
It is currently in the roll-out phase and operates in the band 30-
240 MHz. In LOFAR, antennas are grouped in so-called sta-
tions in which the signals of 100 antennas are combined using
phased-array beamforming. The beamformed signals of many
stations are combined centrally by correlating them. Sky im-
ages are produced by inverse Fourier transforming the correla-
tion products. We have observed in the 160-240 MHz LOFAR
band, which contains a very strong transmitter (pager) at 170
MHz with an INR of 47 dB. The array configuration consisted
of M=8 LOFAR antennas.

Figure 5 shows the eigenvalues obtained from the clas-
sic and the cyclic correlation matrix which were derived from
baseband data of the antennas of one station. The cyclic fre-
quency, α, of the pager has been first estimated from the data:
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Fig. 5: The eigenvalue decomposition of the classic and the cyclic
correlation matrix estimated from real data acquired with the LOFAR
telescope. A strong transmitter is present in the dataset (see Figure 6).
p = 8 antennas have been used and the correlation matrices have been
estimated over N = 65536 samples.

Fig. 6: Spectrum of one antenna output after applying cyclic and clas-
sic spatial filtering (p = 8,N = 65536).

α = 0.1221 in normalized frequency. The figure shows that the
interferer signal subspace can be fairly well estimated using
one dimension in the cyclic decomposition, whereas it needs
two dimensions in the classic one. The more dimensions are
used to remove the interferer, the more information about the
cosmic sources is thrown away as well. We used therefore only
the eigenvector corresponding to the strongest eigenvalue to
build the projector for both methods. Figure 6 shows the ef-
fect of the projector on the pager. Using the cyclic method, the
pager is removed more effectively compared with the classic
approach.

5. Conclusions

In this paper, we have described two RFI mitigation approaches
based on the cyclostationary properties of the RFI. The first

method is a blind cyclostationary detector which has been im-
plemented into a real time receiver. The second one is a cyclic
spatial filtering. These methods seem to be an attractive alter-
native to the classic method based on power statistics. Indeed,
as shown with simulations and experimental results, it leads to
interesting performances for cases where there are relatively
strong cosmic sources or for cases where the input signals
are uncalibrated. Feliachi (2010) will describe in her upcom-
ing PhD manuscript other applications of cyclostationarity for
phased array radio telescopes.
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Abstract. Although the Square Kilometer Array (SKA) will be located in remote areas, astronomical observations may be
hampered by man-made radio frequency interference (RFI). In this paper we consider possible interference mitigation options
in relation to complexity and cost. As RFI signals will be present even in remote places (e.g. satellite signals and signals from
airplanes), SKA design has to consider and take into account effects of interference. These effects may concern linearity of the
analogue and digital signal processing chain, such as the number of (analogue-digital converter, ADC) bits, low-noise amplifier
(LNA) dynamic range, and (fibre) signal transport dynamic range. RFI signals may also influence the astronomical end-product
as additive noise with certain spectral, temporal and spatial properties. As these properties usually differ from the astronomical
signal properties, interference can in principle be mitigated. Mitigation however, always includes a cost both in terms of money
and often also in terms of signal integrity. RFI mitigation counter measures therefore should be balanced in the sense that the
cost of including RFI measures in the design is justified in terms of regained spectrum.

1. Introduction

The sensitivity of current state-of-the-art telescopes is over
ten orders of magnitude higher than of most communications
systems. This high sensitivity is required because radio astro-
nomical signals are very weak, typically 40 to over 100 dB
weaker than signals from most other services. Radio astron-
omy reaches this high sensitivity as astronomical observations
usually have durations of hours to several days as compared
to only microseconds to seconds for communications systems.
Also, the receiving areas of the antennas in radio astronomy are
usually several orders of magnitude larger than in radio com-
munications systems. In addition, radio telescope receivers are
often equipped with cryogenically cooled receivers. This leads
to very low receiver noise powers, often lower than ten times
the cosmic background noise levels. For the coming SKA, the
aim is to build a radio telescope which is one to two orders of
magnitude more sensitive than the current systems.

In the last decade, the demand for radio spectrum has in-
creased dramatically, leading to scarcity in many frequency
bands and in some cases to congestion. Although relatively nar-
row bands are allocated to the radio astronomy service (RAST),
such as the 21 cm band for neutral hydrogen, radio astronomy
increasingly observes in bands in which there is no radio as-
tronomy allocation. The main reason for this is that the cosmic
radio signals are not limited to specific bands, but occur over
the entire spectrum. A second reason is that for continuum ob-
servations (as opposed to narrow-band spectral line observa-
tions), the sensitivity can be increased by using large band-
widths, thus enabling radio astronomy to observe very weak
and distant astronomical sources.

Because of denser active use of the spectrum, and because
of higher telescope sensitivities, radio astronomy is increas-
ingly hampered by interference from other spectrum users. In
other words, spectrum sharing between active and passive users

becomes increasingly difficult and there clearly is a challenge
for active services and for radio astronomy to mitigate this in-
creasing level of interferences.

2. Effect and efficiency of RFI mitigation for the
SKA

During the last two decades the radio astronomical community
has put strong efforts into studying, developing and testing RFI
mitigation approaches [Boonstra09]. However, all this efforts
should not be misunderstood by other spectrum users. Indeed,
the risk is that these efforts may justify possible softening in the
radio regulation agreements. For example, [Julien08] justifies
some relaxation on filtering constraints for the European global
positioning system Galileo by proposing a Galileo dedicated
RFI mitigation technique for radio astronomy. At this point, it
is important to recall the two following facts:

– The effectiveness of RFI mitigation techniques is limited
and radio telescope sensitivity is always degraded when
RFI mitigation has to be applied.

– The implementation of RFI mitigation techniques is costly.
The question is who has to support this extra cost?
Obviously, industry and radio astronomy may have a very
different answer. Moreover, radio astronomy does not have
the same economical impact and neither has the same pos-
sibilities of funding.

As a consequence, promoting Radio Quiet Zones and argu-
ing for and supporting more protective radio regulation agree-
ments should stay high priority actions for the radio astronomi-
cal community. Besides, as the interference threat remains real,
R&D on RFI mitigation should continue. In particular, testing
on large scale through the different SKA Pathfinders is impor-
tant in order to qualify the different approaches. Although the
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Fig. 1: RFI mitigation interactions with other scientific/engineering
domains).

SKA is the main target for centimeter and decimeter astron-
omy in the mid-term future, most likely there will remain ra-
dio astronomy facilities operational for complementary science
cases. These instruments also will require protection.

In the SKA framework, a fully-costed design for Phase 1 of
the SKA, and a deployment plan for the full instrument have
to be proposed in the next few years. From an RFI mitigation
point of view, the question is to define optimal RFI mitiga-
tion approaches which should be implemented. Figure 1 shows
the relationship between RFI mitigation and other key scien-
tific/engineering domains within the SKA project.

The starting point is the set of Key Science Projects (KSP’s)
which have been identified by the radio astronomy community
as being the key science drivers for the SKA (Schilizzi 2007):
Cradle of Life, Probing the Dark Ages, The origin and evolu-
tion of Cosmic Magnetism, Strong field tests of gravity using
pulsars and black holes, Galaxy evolution, cosmology and dark
energy. These KSP’s will drive the radio telescope performance
specifications and all the trade-offs, including those concerning
the RFI mitigation strategy.

Another important input in this process is the RFI site mea-
surements. In Section 3, past and recent RFI site measure-
ment activities are briefly discussed. On this basis, some pre-
liminary remarks are stated on the potential RFI threats and
their consequences on the RFI mitigation strategy. In Section
4, several RFI mitigation strategies are described. These strate-
gies are based on current knowledge of the RFI context and
SKA architecture. They will need further iterations with all the
scientific/engineering domains described in Figure 1 to con-
verge into optimal trade-offs. In Section 5, main conclusions
are listed, and recommendations for the next steps are provided.

3. RFI context: evaluation and consequences

In 2005/2006 the International SKA Project Office (now
SPDO) coordinated a spectrum monitoring campaign at re-
mote candidate sites in China, Argentina, South-Africa, and
Australia. A team, led by Rob Millenaar (ASTRON), measured
the radio spectrum at those sites using an ASTRON-ISPO mon-
itoring set-up. Figure 2 shows the median of monitoring spec-
tra obtained at the four mentioned sites. The 20 dB slope of
the curve per decade is caused by the fact that the effective

Fig. 2: SKA site measurements, median of spectra obtained during the
2005/2006 monitoring campaign in China, Argentina, South-Africa,
and Australia.

area of the monitoring antenna scales with wavelength squared.
The baseline jumps are caused both by different antenna gains
and by different receiver noise contributions for different fre-
quency regimes. The sites showed different levels of signals
in the FM radio bands, and different transmitter occupancies
and strengths in the band below 1.4 GHz. The Satcom band at
250 MHz showed a similar character and signal strength at all
sites. Also the aviation DME band (micro second radar pulses)
around 1100 MHz showed a similar behavior at all sites. Other,
more sensitive, measurements in the same monitoring cam-
paign also clearly showed satellite signals present at all sites.
Although the measurement “duty cycles” of the campaign were
fairly low, the measurements and theoretical assessments indi-
cated that the SKA design has to take into account radio inter-
ference, even for very remote sites.

One of the linearity questions for the SKA is how many
ADC bits are required and how many bits are needed in the
digital processing stages after digitization. The measurements
indicated that for SKA bands with a fractional bandwidth of
fifty percent, 4 to 7 ADC bits are needed for the strongest satel-
lite signals and for DME. However, one could argue that these
radar-like bursts occur only a small fraction of the time, so that
SKA could live with only two to four bits. The potential dan-
ger of such an approach is that it assumes that the spectrum
usage does not change significantly. However, this is difficult
to predict.

Currently, the SKA Project Development Office (SPDO) is
coordinating a new spectrum monitoring effort in which the
spectrum is measured at the remaining candidate sites in South-
Africa and Australia. This new campaign aims at measuring the
spectrum with sensitivities close to the RA769 levels. The aim
is to start this new campaign the first half of 2010.

4. Possible SKA RFI strategies

The effectiveness of mitigation is limited by the estimation
and detection accuracies of the signals involved. Different as-
tronomical observing modes may require different interfer-
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ence mitigation techniques and approaches. Examples of these
modes are spectral line observations, polarisation measure-
ments, synthesis imaging, and pulsar research.

There are many ways to define categories for interference,
such as narrow band or wide band, fixed or moving sources,
categories based on statistical properties (e.g. spatial and tem-
poral coherence) or based on modulation type, distinctions
based on the amount of a-priori information of the transmit-
ter or on differences in spatial properties or polarisation, cat-
egories based on field strength, power and temporal-spectral
occupancy, and categories of overlapping signal parameter do-
mains.

Clearly, a great diversity of approaches is possible, and in
choosing an optimal approach one should consider the follow-
ing:

– Depending on the interference properties, the architecture
of the radio telescope and the type of observation, the same
RFI mitigation technique can be useless or very efficient

– Efficiency is generally linked with specificity. The more a
priori information on the RFI can be exploited, the better
will be the RFI mitigation algorithm.

In other words, it is impossible to define one single approach
which will cover all current and future scenarios. The conse-
quence is that several (as far as possible “orthogonal”) methods
have to be implemented such that they can be used in conjunc-
tion. For exotic or unexpected scenarios, the radio telescope
architecture should be flexible enough to allow reallocation of
signal processing resources to RFI mitigation.

If we push this idea a little more further, we might consider
that the RFI challenge in the SKA candidate sites in Australia
and South Africa will not be so great. Under this assumption,
one basic or recurrent scenario could be to carefully design
the analogue parts, taking RFI threats into consideration, but to
limit the digital measures to “flagging”. In that case, the digital
signal processing resources could be fully dedicated to regular
signal processing tasks most of the time and could be partially
re-used (scheduled) for observations facing specific RFI issues.

However, it would be worthwhile to continuously monitor
the quality of the data. Given the extreme sensitivity of the SKA
telescope, this task has to be a byproduct of the radio telescope
it-self (i.e. an auxiliary antenna will not be sensitive enough).
So, it would be interesting to implement some detection meth-
ods (to be defined) as regular signal processing tasks at station
level and core level. The results could be linked to a kind of RFI
statistics database or could be attached to the data for flagging.

Figure 3 shows a table describing what class of RFI miti-
gation techniques could be applied at the different levels of the
SKA signal flow, from antenna level to core level. In addition,
this table provides some pro’s and con’s, assuming that the cor-
responding implementation will be done in the digital domain.
However, it appears that their impact on both the image resid-
ual and the calibration effectiveness is not fully understood yet,
especially in the case of spatial filtering techniques and many
of the parametric techniques. Besides, none of the techniques
have been applied in very large scale telescope arrays.

In Figure 4, we have tried to express the degree of matu-
rity of the different RFI mitigation approaches. Two evalua-

Fig. 3: RFI mitigation options, pro’s and con’s. The signal path goes
from the top (antenna level) to the bottom (core level)

tion scales are proposed, one based on current experimenta-
tions within existing radio telescopes (i.e. small/medium size
radio telescopes) and another one based on the requirement for
a large scale radio telescope such as envisioned in the SKA
project. In that case, the different levels have been associated
to some fundamental steps in the SKA design process, which
are:

– up to TRL 5 : this is the research domain. The objective is
to prove feasibility through theoretical results and simula-
tions. TRL 1 corresponds to basic results and TRL 5 cor-
responds to software or hardware implementation for real
time tests but still at a small scale.

– between TRL 5 and TRL 7 : tests and implementation at
Pathfinder scale such as LOFAR, ASKAP, MeerKAT or the
phased array demonstrator AAVP.

– around TRL 8 : effectiveness is demonstrated at the scale of
SKA Phase 1. It corresponds to some system and subsystem
developments for SKA Phase 1.

– TRL 9 : The technique is fully operational for validation at
the SKA scale.

TRL stands for Technology Readiness Level. This TRL levels
are derived from the US Defense Acquisition Guidebook.

5. Conclusions

The SKA radio telescope is a very large project with many
technical challenges. RFI mitigation is one of them, even if the
RFI issues at the candidate sites in Australia and South Africa
are small in comparison to densely populated areas. In addi-
tion, airborne transmitters and satellites will be a real threat
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Fig. 4: Technology Readiness Levels of RFI mitigation methods.
Assessment of TRL levels, based on current telescope systems. The
“justification column” is based on current telescopes, the “TRL” col-
umn is the TRL level in the SKA context, requiring larger scale im-
plementations and testing.

for some specific observations. Accordingly, it is fundamental
that RFI mitigation work continues, and feeds the SKA system
design by providing guidelines. A lot of work has been done
on RFI mitigation under the SKA design study framework.
A lot of methods has been prospected and some experiments
on more large scale instruments, as LOFAR, have started. All
these should continue.

As a conclusion, we would like to emphasize the following
considerations:

– The future of RF allocations is quite difficult to predict,
only trends can be seen. This is a relevant consideration
in the number of bits discussion. Another issue is self gen-
erated RFI.

– Given the amount of data to process, SKA RFI mitiga-
tion processing will be automatic. In order to convince as-
tronomers of the advantages of such automatic RFI miti-
gation techniques, their influence on calibration and image
residuals needs to be further quantified.

– All RFI mitigation approaches need some parameters to be
tuned. How to make their implementation flexible, auto-
matic and robust? Ideally, RFI mitigation techniques should
be activated just through an On/Off button.

– The computational resources should be quite flexible such
that they can be fully used for regular signal processing
tasks if no RFI mitigation is needed and re-used (scheduled)
for RFI mitigation purposes. However, we consider RFI de-
tection as a minimum implementation level, irrespective of
whether this will be used for excision. This will give valu-
able and continuous information on RFI statistics.

– Radio astronomy should NOT give a signal that as SKA
will operate in a radio quiet zone, radio astronomy in gen-
eral does not need protection any more!
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Abstract. We aim to have an efficient and computationally cheap calibration method for dense phased arrays or any array
which has enough redundant baselines. The most recently developed calibration method, multisource calibration requires a sky
model. This takes computational capacity of the array’s processor, especially when an extended structure like the galactic plane
is present. This occurs due to short baselines. Redundancy calibration is independant of sky model. This in addition to having
sufficient redundant baselines in dense phased arrays are the reasons why we study this method throughly. In the following paper,
initial results of the redundancy calibration on dense phased arrays will be presented. The results are significantly promising that
keeps up motivated to pursue this method in more details later on.

Keywords: dense phased array, calibration, redundancy, multisource, mutual coupling.

1. Introduction

In new generation of radio telescopes, we have a hierarchy
of calibration schemes explained in Wijnholds et al. 2010.
Calibration of phased arrays or station calibration is an impor-
tant chain of this hierarchy. Its goal is to track the variations of
complex electronic gain of recievers over time and frequency.
A robust calibration together with beamforming should guar-
antee a stable beam pattern of the station for the central corre-
lator. This is crucial for high fidelity imaging after the central
correlator.

In phased arrays, correlation between all elements can be
calculated. These correlations include many short baselines on
which a non-resolved sky is captured. The most recent cali-
bration method for the phased arrays is multisource calibration
introduced by Wijnholds & van der Veen 2009. Multisource
calibration method needs the presence of some relatively re-
solved point sources like Cas A and a model of the extended
structures. Firstly, at a given time, detection of known sources
is not guaranteed. Secondly, modeling the extended structures
is hard and computationally expensive.

Dense phased arrays operating above ∼ 100 MHz are of-
ten implemented as tiles, like HBAs (High Band Antenna) at
LOFAR stations or EMBRACE (Electronic Multi-Beam Radio
Astronomy ConcEpt). Having a regular antenna arrangement
gives the possibility of having many redundant baselines i.e.
with the same physical length and orientation (see Figure 2).
This motivated us to try redundancy calibration instead. This
method is independent of the sources in the sky. Its basic idea
is that we should capture the same visibilities on the redundant
baselines. It uses the data of all redundant baselines to obtain a
convergent calibration solution.

In the following, we will build up a data model on the basis
of which the two calibration methods can briefly be introduced.
Afterwards the initial results of redundancy calibration on HBA
data will be presented and discussed. The redundancy calibra-
tion method is not new but its application for dense phased ar-
ray is novel. Therefore, there are some further steps left to take.

2. Methods

Multisource and reduandancy calibraion methods will be ex-
plained soon after data modeling.

2.1. data model

Lets assume that we have a phased array of p ele-
ments. Then we can express array signal vector, x(t) =
[x1(t), x2(t), ..., xp(t)]T like:

x(t) = ΓΦ

 q∑
k=1

ak sk(t)

 + n(t) = ΓΦAs(t) + n(t) (1)

Where s(t) is q × 1 vector containing q mutually indepen-
dent i.i.da Gaussian signals impinging on the array. They are
also assumed to be narrow band, so we can define the q spa-
tial signature vectors ak which includes the phase delays due
to the geometry and the directional response of the array. The
receiver noise signals ni(t) are assumed to be mutually inde-
pendent i.i.d Gaussian signals in a p × 1 vector n(t) and uncor-
related. Thus Σn = diag(σσn). Direction-independent complex
gains; amplitudes and phases of gains which have to be cal-
ibrated are γ = [γ1, γ2, ..., γp]T and φ = [e jφ1 , e jφ2 , ..., e jφp ]T

a independant (over time) and identically distributed.
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correspondingly Γ = diag(γ) and Φ = diag(φ). A = [a2, ..., aq]
(size p×q). Then the model for the visibility matrix describing
the correlations between all elements can be written:

R = ΓΦAΣsAHΦHΓH + Σn (2)

where Σs and A are assumed to be known. We can calculate
them by having time of observation, the telescope geometry
and known astronomical catalouges.

In dense phased arrays like HBA and EMBRACE, the tiles
are tightly packed. This may cause mutual coupling between
the tiles. It is an important and frequency dependant effect on
amplitudes and phases of the observed visibilities. It can be
shown that the mutual coupling effect can be included as a ma-
trix M multiplication in our data model. Referring to Warnick
et al. (2006) and Warnick et al. (2005), a first order approxima-
tion for M can be assumed as Eq. 3, to define the off diagonal
elements and Mii = 1 as the diagonal elements.

Mi j = −maλ/ri j(1 − mb| cos(φi j)|) exp(2π jri j/λ) (3)

Where ma and md are constant values, ri j is the distance be-
tween two elements, λ represents the frequency, φi j shows the
orientation of the baseline between the two elements. Having a
model of mutual coupling, we can simply disentangle it from
the observed data.

2.2. Multisource calibration method

The multisource calibration problem can be formulated as a
least squares minimization problem:

{ĝ, σ̂σn} = argming,σn‖ΓΦAΣsAHΦHΓH + Σn − R̂‖2F (4)

This estimates the noise and complex gain of each reciever
element using the measured visibility, R̂ and the modeled vis-
ibility, ΓΦAΣsAHΦHΓH + Σn. In Wijnholds & van der Veen
(2009), the mathematical solutions to this problem are compre-
hensively discussed. Here we just emphasize that the initial and
important assumptions that let the method lead to a straightfor-
ward solution are:

– The receivers’ noise are uncorrelated and accordingly Σn is
diagonal.

– Complex gains are direction-independent (they are basi-
cally direction-dependant but assumed to be known. This
direction dependency can be absorbed in the known sky
Σs).

– The impinging signals are narrow-band. This means we can
represent time delays by phase shifts.

Figure 1 shows a sky map scanned by HBA tiles. One can
see the galactic plane due to the many short baselines and the
Sun as the dominant radio source. To apply the multisource
calibration on HBA data, we need to have the corresponding
data model; model of the extended structure and an unstable
source like Sun.

Fig. 1: The sky map scanned by HBA tiles at 14:10:20 UTC on 29
June 2009. The galactic plane appears at north-west, Sun appears at
south-west. One can also see their corresponding grating response in
the map.

2.3. Redundancy calibration method

The redundancy calibration method was introduced by
Noordam and De Bruyn in 1982 Noordam et al. (1982). It has
successfully been applied for the WSRT (Westerbork Synthesis
Radio Telescope) since then. Its basic idea is very simple but
clever; theoretically, the visibilities on redundant baselines are
the same. We call those true visibilities. What we actually mea-
sure are the true visibilities multiplied by antennas and baseline
dependant gains and summed by some errors Wieringa et al.
(1991):

Robs
i j = Rtrue

i j GiG∗jGi j + ci j + ei j (5)

Where Gi j is baseline dependant complex gain, ci j is ad-
ditive error due to e.g. correlator offset and ei j is the thermal
noise plus possible interference. If we assume that errors in Gi j

as well as ci j are negligible, we obtain:

Robs
i j = Rtrue

i j GiG∗j + ei j (6)

By taking the natural logarithm from both sides of the Eq.
6, we obtain individual linear equations for the amplitude and
phases of complex values:

robs
i j = rtrue

i j + gi + g j + ai j (7)

ψobs
i j = ψ

true
i j + φi − φ j + bi j (8)

Note that even for a Gaussian noise ei j, the error terms ai j

and bi j will have complicated distributions that depend on the
SNR. For the rest of this paper, we assume a high SNR. So we
can ignore the error terms. The resulting set of linear equations
written for all the redundant baselines can be solved using a
single step least squares method. This estimator will converge,
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if we add some constraints based on the actual situation of the
array. We set those constraints to the best of our knowledge.
Since we have to specify the absolute flux level, we set:

Σgi = 0 (9)

We also have to constrain the absolute element phase. We
can enforce this constraint by specifying that the average phase
for all elements is zero:

Σφi = 0 (10)

There might also be an arbitrary linear phase slope over
the array. This phase slope corresponds to a position shift of
the field. This arises because the redundancy can not detemine
an absolute position. This can either be absorbed in the true
visibilities or in the element phases. It can be shown, this is
the null space of the matrix we have built up by Eq. 8. Since
we have a two dimentional array unlike WSRT, we constraint
x and y in the same manner:

Σ
p
i=1φixi = 0 (11)

Σ
p
j=1φ jy j = 0 (12)

This method is independant of sky model. Instead it re-
quires: a) enough SNR to do a meaningful comparision be-
tween the redundant visibilities, b) enough redundancy in the
array to get all the elements involved in the system of equa-
tions.

3. Discussion

Independancy of redundancy calibration from a sky model is a
strong reason why we investigate this method. In dense phased
arrays like HBA and EMBRACE, the tiles are set in a regular
arrangement. This provides a significant number of redundant
baselines. We studied the performance of reduncany calibration
using different data sets. The presented results are on data cap-
tured on 26th May 2009 at 13:12:40 UTC using RCU mode 5
(frequency 110-190 MHz). The visisbility in each subband was
integrated over one second.

Figure 2 shows 36 different types of redundant baselines
that are available in a 24 tile HBA station. We present the re-
sult of method on the type indexed 10. Referring to Eq. 7 and
Eq. 8, the parameters to be estimated are the true visibilities
and the amplitues and phases of the complex reciever gains.
In Figure 3 the left panels show the amplitudes and phases of
the observed visibilities. One can clearly see that the visibil-
ities (in both amplitude and phase) are redundant. Regarding
the mutual coupling, we can certainly say that its effect is very
small in the case of HBA data. Based on the model given in Eq.
3, its effcet on redundant baselines of the same type but by dif-
ferent elements are different. Therefore if it were a large effcet,
we wouldn’t see what we see now in the left panels. The right
panels show how the method estimates amplitude and phase of
the true visibility using the data of left panels. Deviation from
the observed values is about a few percent. Phase wrapping is

seen in lower right panel. This is a standard problem that we
still have to solve.

Figure 4 shows how the method estimates amplitudes of
complex reciever gain. The elements number 9, 10, 15 and 16
are chosen for this. Under normal circumstances, we expect
this value to vary smoothly over frequency. One can see that its
variance is about a few percent.

Figure 5 shows how the method estimates phases of com-
plex reciever gain for the same elements. This value is also
supposed to vary smoothly over frequency. But we can not jus-
tify the way these phases vary. We may have to reconstrain the
phases in different way. This in addition to the phase wrapping
problem require further work which will be suggested later in
this paper.

4. Conclusion and further work

Herein we presented the initial results of redundancy calibra-
tion method on real data of a dense phased array. The results
are sufficiently promising to make us believe this method is
not only computationally cheap but also statistically efficient.
Therefore it is potentially the method of choice for calibrating
dense phased arrays like HBA at LOFAR stations, EMBRACE
and hopefully dense phased arrays in SKA. This may be also a
message for decision makers that we may consider redundancy
in SKA final layout.

We just started exploring this method for the next genera-
tion of radio telescopes. We still have a long way to go. Thus
some of the major further steps are suggested as:

1. The reduandancy calibration method should be applied on
simulated data. This helps us to improve or change the con-
straints we set at the beginning.

2. The reduandancy calibration method should be evaluated
mathematically as an estimator; Monte-Carlo simulation
and CRLB (Cramer-Rao Lower Bound) evaluation are re-
quired. In this way, we can compare it with the existing
calibration methods.

3. We should study its sensitivity toward the strength of RFI
sources and SNR values.

4. We should also quantify the errors due to different assump-
tions that we make.
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Fig. 2: 36 different redundand baselines indicated on layout of 24 tiles of HBA.
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Fig. 3: Upper left: the amplitude of the observed visibilities. Upper right: the estimated amplitudes for true visibilities. Lower left: the phase of
the observed visibilities. Lower right: the estimated phases for true visibilities.

Fig. 4: Amplitude of complex recievers’ gains. Out of 24 elements, the elements no. 9, 10, 15 and 16 are chosen.
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Fig. 5: Phase of complex recievers’ gains. Out of 24 elements, the elements no. 9, 10, 15 and 16 are chosen.
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Abstract. Large radio astronomy multi-element interferometers are frequently used as single dishes in a tied-array mode when
signals from separate antennas are added. Phase shifts arising during wave propagation through a turbulent atmosphere can
significantly reduce the effective area of an equivalent single dish. Estimates of the impact of the ionosphere and troposphere on
the effectiveness of a radio interferometer working in tied-array mode are given. A simple method of tied-array calibration using
optimization techniques is proposed. Computer simulations demonstrate the efficacy of the proposed calibration algorithm.

1. Introduction

Large radio astronomy multi-element interferometers (VLA,
WSRT) are frequently used in the tied-array mode where sig-
nals from separate antennas are added (Thompson et al. 2001,
ch. 9.9). The output sum signal can be used in VLBI, pulsar and
transients observations, SETI signals detection and the direct-
to-Earth (DtE) reception of signals from cosmic apparatus. In
all these cases a radio interferometer works as a single-dish an-
tenna with one output. Partial signals from antennas are prop-
erly phased to collect emission from a point-like radio source
in the sky and track it during its siderial movement. Standard
calibration procedure using a correlator is employed to provide
the necessary phase corrections for each individual antenna.
Random phase perturbations such as phase shifts arising during
wave propagation through the turbulent atmosphere can occur
in the course of such observations. These phase errors reduce
the total effective area of the tied-array and must be compen-
sated for in real time.

New large scale projects such as SKA and LOFAR will also
be operating in tied-array mode. The impact of ionospheric and
tropospheric phase errors on the tied-array is calculated in this
paper. A simple method of correcting these errors using the
output signal of the tied-array is also proposed here.

2. Tied-array with random phase errors

The loss produced by the phase errors δn,atm at the output of na-
element array is equal to:

Lδ,atm =
1
n2

a

na∑
n=1

na∑
m=1

exp[−
Dδ,atm(bmn)

2
]. (1)

where Dδ,atm(bmn) =< (δn,atm − δm,atm)2 > is the variance of the
random phase difference for the baseline bmn. In the case of tur-
bulent atmosphere Dδ,atm(bmn) is the structure phase function.
The power-law (Kolmogorov) model will be used in the fol-
lowing sections to describe Dδ,atm(bmn) both for the ionosphere
and troposphere phase fluctuations (Tatarskii 1978).

2.1. Ionosphere

The electron density N in the ionosphere, considered as a func-
tion of spatial coordinates, has variations which are charac-
terized by a structure function DN(b) of electron density N
(Thompson et al. 2001, ch. 13). The ionosphere phase struc-
ture function is:

Dion(b) = 2.91r2
eλ

2C2
Nhb5/3, (2)

where b is the baseline, C2
n =

r2
eλ

4

4π2 C2
N , re = 2.82 · 10−15m (elec-

tron radius), λ is the wavelength, h is the total propagation
length through the irregularities of the ionosphere, λ, h and b
must be substituted in meters. The value C2

N can be estimated
by assuming that the ionosphere irregularities of electron den-
sity ∆(N) have a maximum dimension equal to L0:

∆(N)2 = C2
N L2/3

0 . (3)

For example, for ∆(N)/N = 0.01 and N = 1012m−3 (day
time) we have for L0 = 10 km, C2

N = 2.154 · 1017m−20/3,
for ∆(N)/N = 0.03 and L0 = 30 km,C2

N = 9.322 · 1017m−20/3.
Figure 1a shows the square root of the ionosphere phase
structure function for N = 1012m−3, ∆(N)/N = 0.01 and
L0 = 10 km, h = 300 km calculated for three frequencies:
50 MHz, 100 MHz and 200 MHz.

Phase fluctuations can be also characterized by the Fried
length:

rFried = 3.18d0, (4)

where d0 is the baseline at which (2π/λ)
√

Dion = 1rad.
For the parameters used in Fig. 1a rFried = 1.16 km for
50 MHz, rFried = 2.66 km for 100 MHz and rFried = 6.11 km
for 200 MHz. Fig. 1b shows how Fried length depends on the
frequency for the different values of N, L0, h.

The loss caused by ionosphere random phase errors can be
calculated in the example of the array whose configuration is
shown in Fig. 3a . It is the random planar 100-element array
with the coordinates xi and yi represented by random normal
values with zero mean and standard deviation S C. For the ar-
ray shown in Fig. 3a, S C = 1000 m, therefore the maximum
baseline is ≈ 5000 m. Fig. 3b demonstrates the dependance of
loss versus array size 5 ·S C. The curves are calculated for three
frequencies: 50, 100 and 200 MHz.
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2.2. Troposphere

The troposphere phase structure function is (Stotskii 1973):

Dtrop(b) = 2.91k2C2
l b5/3, L0 < b < L1

= 2.91k2C2
Lb2/3, L1 < b < L2

= 2.91k2CL, L2 < b, (5)

where L0 and L1 are the internal and external scales, respec-
tively, of the isotropic three-dimensional turbulence model,
L0 = 0.1 − 1 cm, L1 = 5.6 km and L2 = 2000 − 3000 km, the
latter is determined by global meteorological variations.
Factors C2

l and C2
L depend on the local content of water

vapor and oxygen in the troposphere (weather conditions)
and the values chosen for the purpose of calculation are
C2

l = 6.23 · 10−11m1/3 and C2
L = 3.64 · 10−7m4/3.

Fig. 2a represents the structure function of electrical length
(5) and Fig. 2b shows the Fried length as a function of the base-
line. Fig. 3c demonstrates the dependance of loss versus array
size 5 · S C. The curves are calculated for three frequencies:
1400, 5000 and 8400 MHz.

3. Simulation of real-time calibration

Here a calibration method is proposed which uses points in
the direct images of the field-of-view (FoV) with calibration
sources. It is presumed that a full calibration with the correla-
tor has already been performed before tied-array observation.
The value of the signal power in the prescribed direction us in
the image with one or several calibration sources available in
FoV can be obtained by convolution of the sky intensity B0(u)
with the instantaneous synthesized beam Pinst(us)

Binst(us) = B0(u) ⊕ Pinst(us), (6)

where ⊕ denotes convolution.
To eliminate δn,atm, compensation phase shifts δn,comp are intro-
duced at each n-th array element. Having the output of the total
power detector Binst(us) for the direction us we can maximize
this value by varying phase shifts δn,comp, i.e., we have an opti-
mization problem for na values of δn,comp. In general, for each
direction us this problem can be written as

δ̂n,comp(us) = arg max
δn,comp

[Bcomp(us)], n = 1...na (7)

This scheme is illustrated in the following example of com-
puter simulation. The 60-element spatially random planar array
is represented in Fig. 4a. The phase errors introduced in each of
the array element signals are modeled by the two-dimensional
random value, Fig. 4b, with circular symmetrical spatial spec-
tral density which decreases radially according to the (-11/3)
power law. The instantaneous sample of phase errors at fre-
quency 100 MHz as a function of baseline length is given in
Fig. 4c.
The image containing three point sources is represented in Fig.
5a and the synthesized image in the presence of the phase errors
(Fig. 4c) is shown in Fig. 5b (isoplanicity being presumed).

The value of the synthesized image in the direction of the
largest source (lower left in the image) was used as the cost

function. The genetic algorithm was applied because of the
strong multi-modality of the cost function (7) and this algo-
rithm finds the global maximum successfully.

After applying the optimization procedure and introducing
the resulting compensation phases, the corrected image is
shown in Fig. 5c (right panel).
The contour presentations in Fig. 6 correspond to the undis-
torted image (left panel), the image with phase errors (middle
panel) and the image after correction (right panel), respectively.

4. Conclusions

1. The effective area of tied arrays may be significantly re-
duced by ionospheric and tropospheric phase irregularities
at low and high frequencies, respectively.

2. Observations are made at times (VLBI, transients monitor-
ing, DtE) when it is impossible to choose quiet atmospheric
conditions and real-time calibration is necessary and has to
be fulfilled in parallel with observations.

3. The total power at the auxiliary outputs of the tied-array,
phased in the direction of calibration sources, can be used
on a level with traditional calibration methods using corre-
lators. Multi-beam facilities are necessary for creating these
auxiliary outputs. Optimization algorithms (genetic algo-
rithms, simulated annealing) can be used to compensate for
propagation phase errors by maximizing the amplitude of
a chosen calibration source. The tied array can preserve
its correctly phased state during lengthy observations us-
ing one or several auxiliary outputs, thus working in the
self-cohering regime.
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Fig. 1: a) left panel: square root of the ionosphere phase structure function of electrical length, N = 1012m−3 , ∆(N)/N = 0.01 and L0 = 10 km
calculated for three frequencies: 50 MHz, 100 MHz and 200 MHz; b) right panel: Fried length for different values of N, L0, h.

Fig. 2: a) left panel: Square root of the troposphere structure function of electrical length, in cm; b) right panel: Fried length as a function of
frequency.

Fig. 3: a) left panel: random array configuration; b) middle panel: loss produced by phase fluctuations in the ionosphere calculated for three fre-
quencies: 50, 100 and 200 MHz. The structure function from Fig. 1a is used; right panel: loss produced by phase fluctuations in the troposphere
calculated for three frequencies: 1400, 5000 and 8400 MHz, the structure function from Fig. 2a is used.
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Fig. 4: a) left panel: 60-element tied array configuration; b) middle panel: spatial phase error distribution, projected on the array plane; c) right
panel: phase errors as function of baseline length.
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Abstract. EMBRACE is an operational demonstrator for next generation radio telescopes. It demonstrates independent, multi-
ple, wide field, wide band receiving antenna beams based on phased array technology. EMBRACE operates in the 500–1500 MHz
frequency range and consist of two aperture array stations. Currently, the Westerbork and the Nançay stations are being realised.
The design and realisation has been performed in a multidisciplinary project with strong emphasis on the front end. During the
project multiple design cycles were performed to find an optimal prototype suitable for large volume production. A major build-
ing block of the array is denoted as a tile. The final configuration of a tile has one control board with six identical hex-modules
supporting 144 Vivaldi elements. Apart from the electronics, mechanics play a major role. One example is a radome concept
which has been developed to combine a temperature stabilised environment for the front-end and maintaining an electromagnetic
transparent view on the sky. In this paper a system overview of EMBRACE is presented and the background of the main design
choices is discussed. Both engineering and astronomical testing can be performed concurrently. This is possible as each logical
tile forms an autonomous functional item providing an operational signal path. Furthermore, the digital back-end can be parti-
tioned. All required components have been designed, tested and verified using a bottom up approach. This approach resulted in a
gradually growing complexity of the system while adding more verified components. The production of the subsystems included
technologies like low cost laser-cut antenna assemblies, extruded profiles, printed circuit boards, tile frames and the radome itself.
All hardware manufacturing has finished. Currently more than half of the Westerbork array has been built and the realisation of
the Nançay station is ramping up.

1. Introduction

For classic radio astronomy telescopes, metallic parabolic sur-
faces are used to collect the power of incident electromagnetic
field in horn antennas. The incident electromagnetic field in-
duces currents on the surface of the parabola and the induced
currents create, on their turn, a scattered field which has a fo-
cus point at the horn. Since the phase relation of the induced
currents on the surface is determined by the parabolic shape,
pointing of the beam has to be done in a mechanical fashion.
Large parabolic reflectors require mechanical mount structures
with motors to steer the whole structure. Also, the accuracy
of the parabola requires a complex backing structure behind
the parabolic surface withstanding gravity and wind load. As a
whole the result is that for frequencies below 2 GHz a phased
array approach becomes a competitive alternative for the clas-
sic parabolic radio telescope.

With an aperture array like the one shown in Fig. 1, the
incident field induces currents on the antenna elements of the
phased array. By altering the phases of the induced currents and
adding the resulting signals, the operation of a parabolic an-
tenna is synthesised. Because at element level the currents can
be altered, the resulting beam can be pointed into any direction
on the sky. This way the mechanical pointing of a parabolic an-
tenna is replaced by silicon devices in the aperture array case.

It is not only possible to alter the phases of the signals, also
the amplitudes can be controlled at element level. Any ampli-
tude taper can be selected over the array enabling tight con-
trol of the side lobe levels of the resulting array pattern. High

? This work was supported by the European Commission
Framework Program 6, Project SKADS, Square Kilometer Array
Design Studies (SKADS), contract no. 011938.

Fig. 1: A picture giving an impression of the phased array inside the
radome at the Westerbork EMBRACE station. Shown are the alu-
minium Vivaldi radiators in a dual polarisation configuration of about
a quarter of the array.

aperture efficiency can be traded for low side lobe levels in an
electronic fashion.

For the Square Kilometre Array (SKA) (Dewdney et al.
2009), a key figure of merit is the so called survey
speed (Bunton & Hay 2004). This is a measure how fast SKA
will be able to map out a given fraction of the sky with a
given sensitivity. The survey speed is proportional to the prod-
uct of the square of the instantaneous telescope sensitivity and
the instantaneous Field-of-View (FoV) of the telescope. The
cost per unit survey speed for a given system concept de-
pends strongly on the operating frequency, making distinct sys-
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tem concepts the preferred option for distinct frequency bands.
This paper deals with the design and building of a demonstra-
tor called Electronic Multi Beam Radio Astronomy ConcEpt
(EMBRACE). EMBRACE comprises an innovative step in pro-
viding low cost phased array technology for an aperture array
option for SKA. It incorporates features like multiple indepen-
dent beams, high aperture efficiency versus low side lobes, and
a large FoV per beam. Most of these features are unique to
aperture array technology. An overview of the station architec-
ture is provided and details of the front end part of the system
is discussed.

The digital processing part of a station is described in more
detail by Picard (2010). Currently the two stations are being
finalised. Wijnholds et al. (2010) present first results with the
Westerbork EMBRACE station and first results at the Nançay
EMBRACE site are discussed by Olofsson et al. (2010).

2. System Architecture

2.1. Overview

EMBRACE as a whole consists of two stations, one in Nançay
in France and one in Westerbork in the Netherlands. Each
station is a phased array antenna system which covers a fre-
quency range from 500–1500 MHz. It provides two indepen-
dent analogue beams of approximately 16 degrees beam width
at 1 GHz. Both beams are capable to scan electronically more
than 45 degrees from zenith using a combination of phase
shifters and delay lines. The major array design requirements
are summarised in Table 1.

A system level overview of one EMBRACE station is
shown in Fig. 2. An EMBRACE station can be divided roughly
into two parts: a front-end and a back-end. The front-end con-
sists of the antenna array including the radome and the support-
ing mechanics for the array. The array is organised in tiles as
primary building blocks. At the top in Fig. 2, the layout of a tile
with the essential Radio Frequency (RF) beam former build-
ing block is shown. Each tile contains 2 × 72 antenna elements
and has a size of 1.125 m2. The antenna design of EMBRACE
incorporates two polarisations, however only the signals from
one polarisation are electronically processed. In the picture it is
shown that the antenna elements are oriented under 45 degrees
with the edges of a tile and how the 144 elements are organ-
ised in a dual polarisation configuration. The antenna signals
are beam formed into two, fully independent, RF beams. The
resulting two beam signals are transported over coaxial cables
to the back-end.

The back-end part is hosted in a small shielded shelter near
the array. A block diagram of the back-end is shown at the right
hand side in Fig. 2. The back-end contains the control subsys-
tem and all the remaining electronics required for further pro-
cessing of the RF signals coming from the tiles. First, the RF
beam signals are down converted and digitised. In the digital
domain, the signal is represented as a series of narrow band
signals where after digital beams are formed. Finally, the sys-
tem provides a WAN interface from which the resulting digital
station beam signals can be transported over fibre to a remote
correlator.

Table 1: EMBRACE Demonstrator Main Requirements

Requirement Remark Value

Number of stations In France and the
Netherlands

2

Total physical
collecting area Aphy

Both stations 300 m2

Aperture efficiency ≥ 0.8

Frequency range 500–1500 MHz

System
temperature

@ 1 GHz ≤ 100 K

Instantaneous array
bandwidth

RF beams 100 MHz

Number of
analogue FoVs

RF beams 2

Polarisation Single linear 1

Half power beam
width

RF beam @ 1 GHz > 15 deg

Scan range θ from zenith ≥ 45 deg

Side lobe levels With respect to main
beam. No grating
lobes

≤ −13.2 dB

Signal dynamic
range

@ output A/D
converter

≥ 60 dB

Digital output
bandwidth

per FoV ≥ 40 MHz

Number of digital
beams

per FoV ≥ 8

2.2. Design Rationale

In a balanced SKA design, front-end bandwidth (and thus FoV)
needs to match with the back-end processing capacity of the
central correlator, to obtain a cost effective implementation.
Future upgrade possibilities should of course be taken into ac-
count. EMBRACE demonstrates how FoV can be tailored to
bandwidth requirements by RF beam forming near the ele-
ments to reduce costs. The required FoV is achieved by or-
ganising the elements in units denoted as tiles. The first beam
forming takes place on the elements of a tile. Therefore the
FoV is defined by the size of a tile. Early in the system design
stage, the system was divided in two main parts: the front-end
and the back-end. The front-end is defined as the total set of
tiles including the signal distribution between the tiles and the
back-end.

The application of high scale integrated circuits is essen-
tial for cost reduction of systems in general. However, a large
phased array system is inherently distributed over a large area.
For any design, noise performance demands that (active) Low
Noise Amplifiers (LNA’s) have to be integrated in the array
close to the elements. From this it is evident that the LNA’s
are no suitable candidates for high scale integration. All sig-
nals from the LNA’s need to be distributed to a central location
and on the other hand DC power needs to be distributed from
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Fig. 2: System level overview of the EMBRACE station architecture. Antenna signals are combined at tile level using integrated circuit
technology. Each tile provides two RF beam signals to a local processing facility where digital station beams are formed. Each tile uses
two coaxial cables to transport the RF signals and also supply DC power and control signals to the tiles.

a central location to all LNA’s. The signal distribution tree is
narrowed already near the elements directly after the LNA’s.
The first signal combination is performed by a large scale in-
tegrated beam former chip, which combines the signals from
four elements and provides two RF beam outputs. The signal
distribution tree is narrowed further on a tile by combinations
of all the remaining signals into two RF tile beam signals. In
EMBRACE the number of required cables is reduced by mul-
tiplexing DC power, control signals and the analogue RF beam
signals towards the back-end.

Whereas the front-end forms a large distributed sub-system
by nature, the back-end can be a centralised system. The back-
end handles frequency conversion, analogue to digital conver-
sion and digital station beam forming. This is an important
design choice. Centralising the analogue to digital conversion
avoids the distribution of additional clock and Local Oscillator
(LO) signals towards the tiles. The LO system is described
in more detail by Bianchi (2010). Signal transport between
front-end and back-end is implemented with one coaxial link
per RF beam per tile. These RF analogue links between the
tiles and the back-end processing simplifies the tile design and
totally decouples the antenna from the receiver. This reduces
EMC related problems in general, since the LO and clock sig-
nals now have to be distributed in the back-end cabinet only.
Furthermore, in the back-end all sensitive analogue electron-
ics can be shielded from the digital electronics. A system with

analogue to digital conversion (and frequency conversion if re-
quired) in the front-end would not allow for such a clear sepa-
ration.

The antennas are designed in a dual polarised fashion, how-
ever only a single polarisation is used. This configuration in-
cludes all electromagnetic effects of a dual polarised antenna.
From a technical point of view the step to build a front-end, ca-
pable to process two polarisations, is just a matter of doubling
the front-end electronics with respect to one polarisation.

2.3. Tile Architecture

The array is organised in tiles as primary building blocks. Each
tile consists of six identical hex boards and one centre board, as
shown in Fig. 3. A hex board has 24 antenna elements, of which
12 are amplified and phase shifted using beam former chips.
Each beam former chip combines the signals from four ele-
ments and creates two independent outputs. The centre board
sums the outputs of the hex boards and distributes DC power
and control to the hex boards. On each tile, the antenna signals
are beam formed into two, fully independent beams at RF level.
The resulting two beam signals are transported over coaxial ca-
bles to the back-end.
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Fig. 3: Exploded view of a single EMBRACE tile, showing antenna
elements, hex boards and centre board as well as mechanical support
frames

2.4. Scanning Beams

In an aperture array system the resulting station beams are
steered by compensating the differences in time of arrival for
a wave front at each antenna. This compensation can be im-
plemented using delay lines or phase shifters. Delay lines and
phase shifters each have its benefits and limitations. Within
EMBRACE the main design drivers are bandwidth and the
possibility of integration. Delay-lines are perfect for band-
width, however they are hard to integrate in an RF Monolithic
Microwave Integrated Circuit (MMIC). Integrated solutions are
either limited by noise (RC networks) or physical dimensions
(LC networks or pure true time delays). Phase shifters can rel-
ative more easily be integrated, but they have bandwidth lim-
itations. The problem arises due to the fact, that phase shift
can only approximate time delay over a small frequency range
(τ = −ϕ/ω). Over larger frequency ranges, the scanned beam
will start to squint.

Embrace takes a hybrid approach, to combine the best of
both worlds. The first combination step uses a phase shifter. In
this stage we still have a broad beam width, so squint does not
cause significant gain loss. After combining 12 antennas, time
delays are introduced. These are implemented as one-bit de-
lays, either the delay or a bypass path is used. These are placed
on the hex boards and the centre board. After the combination
of 72 antennas from one tile, the signal is digitised and fur-
ther beam forming is performed in the digital domain. First,
the beam signal is decomposed as a series of narrow band sig-
nals by a poly phase filter bank to allow for beam forming by
phase shifters in the digital domain. Optionally it is possible to
combine the resulting beam signals from four tiles to reduce
the number of required digital processing signal inputs.

2.5. System Dynamic Range

The dynamic range of the system is determined by two bounds.
At the low end, it is limited by noise and at the high end the
system is limited by non-linearity of the (active) components.

The system noise figure is determined by several factors.
It is a summation of noise contributions starting at the antenna
enclosure, the resistive losses of the antenna element, the total
front-end up to the A/D converter. Its main contribution is pri-
marily dominated by the first stage in the front-end, the LNA.
However, a compromise is required between linearity and sys-
tem noise figure. More gain in the systems improves the noise
figure, but it degrades linearity of the system. The EMBRACE
locations at both Westerbork and Nançay cannot be regarded as
Radio Frequency Interference (RFI) quiet regions. Broadband
systems such as EMBRACE have to cope with the RFI in the
received frequency band. This results in strong linearity re-
quirements. Increasing linearity of the active devices results in
considerable additional power consumption and dissipation is-
sues.

Looking at the noise contributions of the EMBRACE sys-
tem, it is interesting to note that from the total noise figure
77 % is coming from the part up to the output of the first LNA.
The second stage still adds 7% and still 16% is contributed by
the rest of the RF chain. This results from the gain distribution
dominated by RFI requirements and a power budget of about
100 W/m2.

2.6. LNA Noise

It is well understood that the noise figure of an LNA is depen-
dent on the source impedance of the antenna Gonzales (1984).
The noise behaviour can be described by

F = Fmin + 4rn

∣∣∣Γsrc − Γopt
∣∣∣2

(1 − |Γsrc|
2)

∣∣∣1 + Γopt
∣∣∣2 , (1)

where Fmin is the minimal noise figure, rn is the normalised
noise resistance, Γsrc is the source impedance and Γopt is the
optimum noise impedance.

For a system with multiple inputs, like an antenna array sys-
tem, the resulting source impedance which drives each LNA is
not obvious. It can be shown that the active impedance needs
to be considered as the driving source impedance for each
LNA (Ivashina et al. 2008). The active reflection coefficient of
antenna port i can be written as

Γact,i =
1
wi

N∑
j=1

w jS ant, j,i
∣∣∣
Z0=ZLNA

, (2)

where wi is the complex weight of each channel and S ant is
the scattering matrix describing the antenna array. Since each
beam direction has a unique set of weights, the active reflection
coefficient is dependent on beam steering and thus the noise fig-
ure of the system will be influenced by beam steering. So for a
low noise phased array system, not only NFmin determines the
resulting noise performance. Besides NFmin, both the active re-
flection coefficient (determined by the array) and rn (a property
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Fig. 4: The system block-diagram. Only a single chain is shown. Point where multiple signals are combined are indicated.

of the LNA), need to be taken into account for system noise
performance analysis.

3. System Implementation

Following the signal path shown in the block diagram of Fig. 4
the implementation is discussed. The discussion starts however
with the radome which is not shown in the figure.

3.1. Radome

To protect the electronics from the outside environment, such
as sun, wind, rain, snow, a radome has been designed and
build for each station. The total size of a radome is (L×W×H)
20m×20m×4.2m for each station. The radome should be capa-
ble of handling extreme weather conditions in the Netherlands,
0.5 m of snow and wind condition beyond wind force 12.
Furthermore, it also provides a thermal barrier to prevent ther-
mal shocks.

The mechanical requirements in general are not compliant
with the desired behaviour for radio frequencies. Here a ra-
dio ‘transparent’ enclosure is required. Also no obstructions
are allowed within the scan range. A good low cost material
choice in combination with clever structural solutions, com-
bine the aforementioned requirements. Electrical properties of
the materials have been verified by using an high Q waveguide
cavity (TE110-mode), filled with the material. Both dielectric
constant and dissipation factor showed excellent RF behaviour.

To test the concept, a small demonstrator of 4m×4m was
build. Both electrical and mechanical test proved to be suc-
cessful. Material choice and construction are currently part of
a patent application.

A measurement campaign has been performed at the
Westerbork site, to asses the RFI situation. This showed that
the most dominant RFI sources originates from a single loca-
tion: A 300m high broadcast tower, at approximately 10 km
distance. The fact that most RFI comes from a single location,
can be used to our benefit. Since the antenna pattern has a null
at the horizon in the H-plane, we can direct the antenna, so that
its null is pointing towards the television tower, the RFI can
be suppressed. Thereby abandoning the traditional east-west
alignment of the WSRT. Since the radome orientation is cou-
pled to the antenna rotation, its orientation is also set.

Table 2: Design parameters for the bilateral Vivaldi array with strip
line feed.

Parameter Target value

Frequency range 400 – 1400 MHz

Array bandwidth ≥ 3:1

Element separation 12.5 cm

Scan range θ ≥ 45 deg

Dielectric thickness 1.6 ± 0.2 mm

Relative dielectric constant 4.3

Loss tangent 0.02

Reference impedance 50 – 100 Ω

VSWR (active reflection) ≤ 2

3.2. Antenna array

3.2.1. First Array Prototype

Since 1995, an R&D programme has been conducted at
ASTRON regarding wide band aperture array technology for
SKA. A range of demonstrators have been developed and
the precursor of EMBRACE was the successful design of
the Thousand Element Array (THEA) (Smolders & Kant
2000; Schaubert et al. 2000; Hampson & bij de Vaate 2001;
Boryssenko & Schaubert 2001). With THEA, a wide band
phased array based on Vivaldi radiators was successfully
demonstrated. Therefore, the Vivaldi radiator was again chosen
as the appropriate radiator to produce a scanning array over a
bandwidth of greater than 3:1 ratio.

As the demonstrator stations will be large phased arrays
(≥ 20λ × 20λ), it is appropriate to design it using an infinite
array approach. A Periodic Boundary Finite Difference Time
Domain (PB-FDTD) code developed by Holter & Steyskal
(2002), has been used in the design of the array. It is known to
give accurate results on Vivaldi arrays and has been has been
extensively used elsewhere and is known to produce excellent
results (Holter et al. 2000).

The design of a phased array starts with the scanning re-
quirement at the highest frequency of operation. This provides
the elemental separation, producing a radiation pattern free
of grating lobes, within the visible range. Analogue RF beam
forming is performed on the signals from the elements within
one tile. The FoV of the resulting RF beams is inversely pro-
portional with the size of the tile. A beam width of about 16
degrees at f = 1 GHz on tile level was set as a requirement
demonstrating a relative large FoV. It follows that with a ele-
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Fig. 5: Reflection coefficient versus frequency at broadside of the first
prototype array

ment separation of 12.5 cm, an 8×8 element array can meet the
scanning requirement up to 45 degrees at f = 1.4 GHz in com-
bination with the FoV requirement. The design parameters for
the bilateral Vivaldi array with strip line feed are summarised in
Table 2. The Vivaldi array was optimised using the PB-FDTD
code and the results were verified using several other codes.

In Fig. 5, VSWR plots of the final result are shown as
function of frequency obtained with PB-FDTD, Method of
Moments code from Chio & Schaubert (2000) and commer-
cially available EM software from CST. From Fig. 5 it is clear
that there is a high degree of correlation in the results.

3.2.2. Aluminium Vivaldi Radiator Design with
Microstrip Feed Designed on Rogers Material

The first array prototype design has two major drawbacks.
Losses in the dielectric of FR4 are too high to be able to meet
the noise requirement. Secondly, the first array prototype is a
single polarisation design. Going to more expansive microwave
material for the elements would render an implementation out
of cost bounds, so this is no option. To overcome both is-
sues along the path of cost reduction, the design of the tile is
changed by replacing the FR4 elements with a radiator made
of solid but a fairly thin sheet of aluminium with a microstrip
feed. Furthermore the step was made from a single polarisa-
tion configuration to a dual polarised element configuration.
Analysis with the PB-FDTD code showed that both the linearly
and dual polarised antenna are easily achievable with very sim-
ilar refection coefficient versus frequency curve. This time the
cost and the long term effects of the material have also been
taken into consideration. Although EMBRACE requires a lin-
early polarised array only, the electromagnetic design is dual
polarised. The aluminium radiator is fed with a microstrip feed
designed using Rogers 4003 material (εr = 3.38) which, al-
though very small, is the most costly item on the antenna and
hence there may be further opportunities for cost reduction in
the future. As the microstrip line on the feed board is in front of
the LNA, such low loss substrate is essential to meet the noise
requirements.

Fig. 6: VSWR versus frequency for a aluminium Vivaldi array fed by
a microstrip feed compared with the original bilateral Vivaldi design.

Fig. 7: Close up of the feed arrangement on the radiator. In the circles
are the pawls for alignment. In the square the rivet is placed to fixate
the board.

Using a geometry similar to the the original bilateral
Vivaldi design, the simulation results of the final reflection co-
efficient aluminium radiator fed with a microstrip feed is shown
in Fig. 6.

A detailed arrangement of the feed on the radiator is shown
in Fig. 7, where the alignment pawls and clips to hold the feed
in place are clearly visible. The feed board is finally fixated
on the radiator by means of a rivet. With the arrangement of
Vivaldi radiators made out of thin but solid aluminium sheets
and microstrip feeds on a Rogers 4003 material, the design was
considered to be fairly close to optimum in sense of cost and
performance for the demonstrator. An extensive analysis on the
behaviour of the array for broadside several scan directions was
therefore carried out on this particular configuration of the feed
and radiator. This included the effects of the assembly holes in
the radiators. The results shown in Fig. 8, resemble very close
the results obtained from the linearly polarised case. A proto-
type tile based on this dual polarised aluminium Vivaldi array
has been build and evaluated.
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Fig. 8: VSWR vs. frequency at broadside and 45 deg in H and E Planes
of a dual polarised array modelled with assembly holes.

Fig. 9: An EMBRACE tile of the final design with aluminium Vivaldi
radiators in a dual polarisation configuration.

3.2.3. Final Array Design

The array is designed using infinite array assumptions. As pre-
viously mentioned in section 2, the demonstrator array is or-
ganised in tiles. Therefore, the array hardware should maintain
electrical continuity between the tiles. In order to achieve this
continuity in practise, the radiating elements on the final tile de-
sign were oriented at 45 degrees angles with the tile edges. The
final tile design contains 2 × 72 antenna elements and its final
size is 72/64 m2. A picture of the final tile is shown in 9. The
mechanical design of the radiator has also evolved a step fur-
ther. In the final design single radiator elements are connected
together using extruded profiles between the elements.

3.3. Low Noise Amplifier

As explained in section 2.6, both the active reflection coeffi-
cient and Rn should deserve equal, if not more attention. The Rn

is dominated by the transistor itself. A market survey of tran-
sistors, that combine a low Rn in combination with a low NFmin
and reasonable matching, resulted in one of Avago’s E-pHEMT
devices. Any components between the LNA and the antenna
terminal will either limit bandwidth or increase noise. The so-
lution was found by choosing a proper reference impedance at

the antenna terminal. 70Ω proved to be a good compromise be-
tween noise behaviour, reflection and manufacturability. With
the 70 Ω reference impedance only a small series inductance is
needed in series with the input for stability reasons. In combi-
nation with resistive feedback stability is ensured.

3.4. Beam Former Chip

An analogue RF MMIC has been developed, to control the
phases of each element in an EMBRACE tile. To generate
phase shift, the design uses a vector modulator approach, with
a filter network network generating the four main phase states
0, 90, 180 and 270 degrees. Smaller phase steps can be created
by combining these vectors.

The chip has been designed by OPAR, France in a
QUBIC4G BiCMOS 0.25 µm SiGe process of NXP. With this
chip two times four differential channels are independently
phase shifted, summed and amplified. Amplitude control is
used to compensate for gain variation of the chip. The phase
settings are set by a digital serial control interface, to reduce
layout complexity and crosstalk issues.

3.5. Control and Down Conversion Unit

As mentioned before the CDC plays a central role. It converts
the RF band to IF with a super-heterodyne mixing scheme.
A 3 GHz intermediate frequency has been chosen to cre-
ate enough spectral distance for image suppression using a
100 MHz wide band pass filter.

3.6. Receiver Unit

EMBRACE reuses the receiver unit of LOFAR. Following the
RF path at the input, the signal is first preconditioned to the cor-
rect signal to noise ratio for conversion with the A/D converter.
After pre-conditioning a very high quality bandpass filter se-
lects the correct band, removing out-of-band spurious.

Finally, a 12-bit 200 Msps A/D converter digitises the sig-
nal. The system uses under-sampling in the second Nyquist
zone. The effective input frequency range is 110 to 190 MHz.

3.7. Array control and supply architecture

Each tile can be controlled independently using raw Ethernet
packages. The point-to-point communication uses one of the
two coaxes that connect the tile to the back-end. Furthermore
the tile only listens (slave). The communication uses a
10 Mbit/s link thus filling the lower part below the received
spectrum of the coax. Separation between the communication
and the measured frequency bands is ensured by an active cir-
culator and filters. This part was designed and tested by our
partners of the Max Planck Institute.

A phantom supply architecture is selected to distribute
power to the tiles. Due to limited current capability of the ca-
bles and connectors a high voltage of 48 V has been chosen.
Additional filtering on the CDC back plane will reduce spuri-
ous signals such as DC/DC noise considerably.
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4. Conclusions

EMBRACE has been developed in the context of the European
FP6 project SKADS as a collaboration between several
European partners. In this paper we presented the design
and the realisation of EMBRACE, a phased array technology
demonstrator for SKA. The main design choices are discussed
and an overview of the implementation of the EMBRACE sta-
tions is given. More details on parts of the system including first
results obtained with the EMBRACE stations are addressed in
several other papers of the SKADS conference 2009.
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Abstract. This paper shows an overview of the many tasks and data objects used in the EMBRACE station processing in order
to deliver digital beams. Data rate troughout the processing chain and examples of station configuration are given.

1. Introduction

EMBRACE demonstrator is split into two receiving aperture
arrays. The larger one (160 m2) is located at Westerbork in the
northern part of The Netherlands, the other one (90 m2) is lo-
cated at Nançay radio observatory in center of France.

2. Station processing inputs

The base element of EMBRACE arrays is the EMBRACE tile
(see Fig. 1) made of 72 dual polarized Vivaldi antenna ele-
ments. The frequency range is from 0.5 GHz to 1.5 GHz. An
analog beamforming system allows one tile to deliver two inde-
pendent RF beams (only one polarization). One RF beam signal
is the phased sum of the 72 RF signals from the Vivaldi antenna
elements (for only one polarization). The phased sum uses ana-
log beamforming: phase shifting and a few time delays, giving
maximum gain from one sky direction. Before digitizing the
RF beams signals are frequency downconverted to a 100 MHz -
200 MHz frequency band, a Local Oscillator system selects the
central frequency within the 0.5 GHz to 1.5 GHz range. Output
of downconverter is a 100 MHz frequency window translated
from central observing frequency to central IF frequency which
is 150 MHz. Depending upon site configuration, one digitizer
input is fed by one IF beam coming from one tile or by one
IF beam coming from a tileset of four combined (time delays)
tiles.

Digitizer bandwidth is 100 MHz, sampling 200 Ms/s, 12
bits. For station processing the input data rate is 2400 Mbits/s
for each input. With 144 inputs (tiles) for beam A and 36 inputs
(tilesets) for beam B, total input data rate for the Westerbork
EMBRACE site is 432 Gbits/s. For the Nançay EMBRACE
site with 20 inputs (tilesets) for beam A and for beam B, total
input data rate is 96 Gbits/s.

3. EMBRACE digital beamforming

Usually synthesis of a digital beam is done by time delaying
each digitized IF beam by the right values needed to point a
sky direction, and then summing all time delayed IF beams.
This is the right way to have widebandwidth digital beams. In

? This work was supported by the European Commission
Framework Program 6, Project SKADS, Square Kilometre Array
Design Studies (SKADS), contract no 011938.

Fig. 1: EMBRACE tile

Table 1: Configurations.

sky directions subbands

2 248

... ...

8 62

... ...

496 1

EMBRACE, synthesis of a digital beam is done by a phased
sum of all the digitized IF beams, each one being phase shifted
by the proper value in order for the digital beam to point a sky
direction. Using phase shifts rather than time delays is easier to
implement but works only in small bandwidths where a phase
shift is equivalent to a time delay. This generic way of digital
beamforming requires the use of digital bandpass filters before
phase shifting.

In EMBRACE phase shift is applied in 195 KHz bandwidth
(subband).
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Fig. 2: Board picture

Fig. 3: Antenna processor

Fig. 4: EMBRACE station processing board

4. Antenna Processor

To reduce development duration, EMBRACE uses the LOFAR
Back-End as hardware platform for station processing. Inside
this platform, the Antenna Processor (AP) is the base process-
ing element (see Fig. 3). One AP computes the phased sum
of two antennas, for the same RF beam, delivering 248 data
objects called beamlets. A beamlet is the sum for 2 sky direc-
tions in the same subband. All the required AP outputs are then
summed to deliver the station beamlets. A station beamlet is
the phased sum of all station antennas for the same RF beam,
it contains two digital beams for two sky directions in the same
subband.

As a result, an EMBRACE station always computes 496
digital beams for each RF beam, table 1 gives some configura-
tion examples.

The main tasks done by an antenna processor are the two
polyphase filters delivering 512 frequency channels (subbands)
for each antenna input, the subband select task to compute dig-
ital beamforming on a subset of the 512 subbands (only 248),
and the digital beamformer which applies gain and phase shifts
to the selected subbands, for the required sky directions. The
beamforming process for two antennas is a matrix multiply,
beamforming weights being organized in a 4 x 4 matrix (for
one subband) to provide beamforming coefficients for two an-
tennas, one subband and two sky directions.

The monitoring and control software sends every second
the subband select map (248 subbands) and the weights matrix
(248 4 x 4 matrix for each subband and for each antenna pro-
cessor) required by the antenna processors. Input data rate to an
AP is 4.8 Gb/s and data rate inside an AP is 7.2 Gb/s at filters
output (18b complex data) and 3.5 Gb/s at beamformer output.

The add process of all the AP outputs is distributed among
APs: each AP adds its results (beamlets) to the results of the
previous AP in the chain. The last AP in the chain delivers the
station beamlets which are the station digital beams. Station
output data rate is 3.1 Gb/s, four 1 Gb/s Ethernet interfaces are
used to send the station digital beams to data recording systems
or to post processing systems.

5. Station processing board

A station processing board is populated with four antenna pro-
cessors, being able to manage eight antennas (one RF beam,
one polarization). The LOFAR Remote Station Processing
board is used for EMBRACE station processing board. One
antenna processor is embedded in one FPGA (90 nm process).
A board processor FPGA is used for control management and
data output management. All station processing boards are
linked in a peer to peer external ring using four Infiniband
lanes (4 x 3.125 Gb/s) in order for each board to add its re-
sults (beamlets) to the results of the previous board in the chain
(see Fig. 4 and Fig. 2).

6. EMBRACE station data output

Station processing creates two types of data, 1s averaged data
and high temporal resolution data. All the 1s averaged data are
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Table 2: Storage capacity to record N beamlets, in Tbytes.

beamlets datarate 10min 1hour 10hours

62 93Mbytes/s 0.054 0.325 3.2

124 185Mbytes/s 0.108 0.651 6.4

186 278Mbytes/s 0.163 0.976 9.6

248 370Mbytes/s 0.217 1.3 12.8

locally stored in the Local Control Unit, the station control
computer. For each RF beam, they are:
• power of all 512 subbands for each antenna,
• power of all 248 station beamlets,
• cross correlations of all antennas, for one subband.

The high temporal resolution data are the digital beams
sampled (complex data) for subband bandwidth, 5.12µs per
sample. They are not stored inside the Local Control Unit. An
EMBRACE station can deliver for each RF beam up to 248 sta-
tion beamlets on up to 4 x 1Gb/s ethernet links. Specific storage
system or post processing system can be fed by these data, us-
ing the ethernet links.

For use of external data analyser systems with analog in-
puts (e.g. the Westerbork correlator), an analog output is avail-
able through the External Correlator Interface which delivers
an analog version of digital beams, with beam output band-
width up to 20 MHz and output starting frequency of 0 to
40 MHz. Before digital to analog conversion, a digital synthesis
filter computes a wide bandwidth from beamlets of consecutive
subbands and same sky direction.

7. Data recording and tools to access post
processing

Real time data recording requires specific system due to high
data rate. A specific computer hardware using low cost COTS
components is developped to allow real time recording of at
least 124 beamlets (2 Gb/s data rate), the recording software is
under test. Table 2 shows the required storage capacity when
operating a few hours.

8. Monitoring and Control software

A Local Control Unit (LCU) runs the EMBRACE station
Monitoring and Control software (MAC). The MAC task is to
compute and deliver all the required parameters to the process-
ing boards, the tiles array, the LO subsystem, in order to op-
erate EMBRACE station for a specific observation. Parameters
are set on a 1s based synchronizing system. Inputs to the MAC
software are the RF center frequency (0.5 to 1.5 GHz), the
source coordinates, the array geometry. For system health mon-
itoring the MAC software continously reads voltages and tem-
perature sensors, and verifies integrity of command data. MAC
links to processing boards is done by 100 Mb/s raw ethernet
links, one link for each processing board. A Station Control

Fig. 5: EMBRACE station processing architecture

Unit (SCU) is used for observation scheduling and sequencing
built from a specific python script. Fig. 5 shows system archi-
tecture and all functionalities which will be embedded in the
MAC software.
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Abstract. This paper describes the transmission of the digital control signals, analogue RF signals and the power distribution of
EMBRACE. It is shown how it is possible to transmit digital control data in full-duplex mode, analogue IF signals from 400 MHz
to 1600 MHz and the supply current for the antenna tiles on the same coaxial cable. To keep the costs low, an completely
symmetric design for the antenna tile and for the CDC unit is used. It consists of a active circulator, a diplexing structure, and a
dedicated impedance transformer to match the impedance of the coaxial cable used.

1. Introduction

The EMBRACE demonstrator consists of several subparts.
Here the signal transportation between the antenna tile and the
CDC board will be explained.
The main goal was to transmit several signals on a single
coaxial cable. The antenna tiles transmit an RF signal from
400 MHz up to 1600 MHz to the CDC units while the CDC
units supply the antenna tile with a 48 V / 3 A direct current
via the same cable. For controlling every antenna tile, a digi-
tal control signal is needed. The decision was made to use the
popular ethernet protocol, because it is widely used in com-
puter networks, and it can be stated that this protocol will be
used a long time in the future. The signal transportation part
should be able to transmit these signals in full-duplex mode.
The antenna tiles are connected to the CDC boards via a 31 m
coaxial cable for the Westerbork (Netherlands) station. A sec-
ond station will be built in Nancay (France) with a cable length
of about 28 m between the CDC boards and the tiles.
The technique used for EMBRACE is known as phased array or
more precisely as dense aperture array. This means that, unlike
the single-dish telescopes, a lot of identical components will
be used, which leads to some additional design requirements.
A summary of these is given below.

– The complete design has to be as cheap as possible. This
means that the parts on the PCB should be able to be placed
mechanically and a high level of integration on a PCB
should save as many connectors as possible.

– The circuit should be designed such that tolerances in the
parts used have no effect on the function. Hand-tuneable
parts are not possible because of the huge quantity of
boards needed.

– The 10 MBit ethernet signal should be transmitted in full-
duplex mode with a good isolation from the analogue path.

– The design has to be able to transmit the supply current (48
V/3 A DC) from the CDC unit to the antenna tiles.

– The RF path has to provide a bandwidth of 400 MHz to
1600 MHz with a return loss better than -10 dB while the
insertion loss should be as low as possible

All these requirements lead to the block diagram shown in
figure 1. As it can be seen, the design is completely symmetric,

Fig. 2: Measured spectrum of the 10 MBit and 100 MBit ethernet
signal

so that the same parts can be used for the antenna tile as well
as for the CDC unit. The system mainly consists of a active
circulator and a diplexer structure. Both will be described later
in this paper.

2. Active circulator

To provide the full-duplex functionality while using only one
coaxial cable, a circulator is needed to separate the transmit-
ted and the received waves. To get an idea about the specifi-
cations needed for this circulator, one of the most important
things to know is the frequency spectrum of the transmitted
signal. This is shown for a 10 Mbit and a 100 Mbit ethernet sig-
nal in figure 2. For the 10 Mbit ethernet a manchester coding is
used. Therefore the frequency components are around 10 MHz,
30 MHz, 50 MHz, and so on with most spectral power below
70 MHz.
For the 100 MBit signal the situation is completely differ-
ent. Here a 4 bit/5 bit scrambling mechanism is used before
a three level coding. This leads to a spectral minimum around
125 MHz

(
5bit
4bit 100 Mbit

s = 125 Mbit
s

)
and a broad, powerful emis-
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Fig. 1: Block diagram of the EMBRACE signal transportation part. The system consists of the antenna tile on the left side and the CDC unit on
the right side connected with a standard 75 Ω coaxial cable.

Fig. 4: Principle of operation of the active circulator

Fig. 3: Structure of the input lowpass filter of the active circulator

sion spectrum below these 125 MHz as well as some strong
harmonics at higher frequencies.
Both maximum frequencies are around 100 MHz so it is pos-
sible to use an active circulator built up with fast operational
amplifiers (OPA) to separate the waves on the coaxial cable.
To cut the frequency band of the incoming signal to a defined

frequency, a lowpass filter is used in front of the active circu-
lator. In figure 1 it is named as LP1. The design was chosen
to provide a cut-off frequency of 70 MHz with an input and
output impedance of 100 Ω, which matches the impedance of
the twisted pair ethernet cable. Figure 3 shows the structure of
this lowpass filter. The principle of operation is shown in figure
4. The waves to transmit are marked with black arrows, while
the receiving wave is marked with grey arrows. The structure
consists of three amplifiers. The first (left) is used to amplify
the incoming Tx signal and provide the signal sink for the in-
coming Rx signal. The second one (middle) is used to separate

the two waves and the third one (right) is used to amplify the
received signal. The connections to the circulator are a 100 Ω
impedance cable at the Tx port on left side of the schematic,
a 100 Ω impedance cable at the Rx port on the right side, and
a 75 Ω impedance cable at the TxRx port. The impedances of
these cables are fixed, so the matching resistors R1, R2 and R8
also need to have these impedances.
When a signal to be transmitted is fed to the Tx port, the re-
sistor R1 will terminate the incoming wave with the cable’s
impedance. The signal then appears at the output of the first
OPA amplified by 6 dB. Since the middle OPA has the same
structure for the inverting (R3 = 75 Ω, R9 = 75 Ω), and the
noninverting input (R2 = 75 Ω, coaxcable impedance = 75 Ω)
the signal will appear with the same level at both inputs and
thus will be rejected.
The received signal is fed through the coaxial cable to the TxRx
port. It is terminated with the 75Ω resistor R2 and the output of
the first amplifier, which serves as a signal ground. Therefore
the signal appears only at the noninverting input of the mid-
dle OPA. This OPA subtracts the signals on the inverting in-
put (Tx) from the signals on the noninverting input (Tx+Rx),
which means that only the receiving wave appears on the out-
put of this OPA. A crucial point is the design of the PCB for
this amplifier. Since it has to be very fast (several 100 MHz) the
signal to transmit (black arrows) have to arrive at the same time
at the inputs, which means that the line lengths from the output
of the left amplifier to the input of the middle amplifier have to
be exactly the same. To get good signal rejection at the output,
the resistance ratios

(
R9
R3

)
and

(
R2

coaxcable

)
have to be exactly the
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Fig. 5: Structure of the diplexer highpass filter

Fig. 6: Diplexing structure with the impedance transformer used

same. This requires also that the impedance at the TxRx port
be constant across the complete frequency band, which means
that LP2 of the block diagram (figure 1) needs to have a higher
frequency than LP1.
The third operational amplifier is used to amplify the received
signal by a factor of two. This compensates for the insertion
loss of the coaxial cable.

3. Diplexer

As mentioned before, the complete circuit has to combine sev-
eral signals on single coaxial cable. This is done by a diplex-
ing structure which consists of several filters and an impedance
transformer which will be explained here.

3.1. RF path

This path is used to transmit the RF signals from the antenna
tile to the CDC unit. To separate it from the low-frequency
control signals, a highpass filter with a cut-off frequency of
325 MHz is used (see HP1 in figure 1). Its structure is shown in
figure 5. The capacitor C3 has to withstand the supply voltage
of 48 V so a 100 V type is used.
To match the filter impedance (50 Ω) to the impedance of

the coaxial cable (75 Ω) two quarter wavelength transform-
ers are used. The transformation is optimized as broadband
as possible to get a good impedance match even at the band
edges (400 MHz and 1600 MHz). The complete structure of
this transformer is shown in figure 6.
For a frequency of 1 GHz the right TL4 transforms the 75
Ω coaxial cable impedance to 65.42 Ω. The next line (TL2)
then does another transformation to 59 Ω (m1 in figure 7). If
the complete frequency range is taken into account, then the

Fig. 7: Smith chart of the impedance transformation. The middle point
represents the ideal matching point (50 Ω).

Fig. 8: Lowpass filter to separate the digital signals from the RF

impedance transformation ends at 60.2 Ω-j8.5 Ω for 400 MHz
(see m1 at figure 7) and at 59.5 Ω+j9.2 Ω for 1600 MHz (see
m3 in figure 7).

3.2. LF path

As mentioned before, the digital control signals are in the fre-
quency band below 100 MHz. To keep these signals separate
from the RF signals, a lowpass filter with a cut-off frequency
of 105 MHz is used. In figure 1 and figure 6 it is named as LP2
and the components used for this filter are shown in figure 8.

3.3. DC path

A critical part of the diplexing structure is the DC biasing. The
coils used there have to reject the complete frequency spectrum
of the digital control signals (approx. 1 MHz to 70 MHz) as
well as the RF signals. After several iterations a combination
of three coils led to a successful design. These are shown in the
figure of the diplexing structure (figure 6).
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Fig. 10: Simulated and measured values for the diplexing filters (LP2
and HP1)

4. Results

The return loss of the RF path was specified to be better than
-10dB from 400 MHz up to 1600 MHz. Figure 9 shows the
measurements. It can be seen that the specifications were met
at the corner frequencies and were better than -15 dB between
500 MHz and 1.5 GHz.
The filter characteristics of the diplexing structure are dis-

played in figure 10. Both filters (LP2 and HP1) behave nearly
as expected. The simulated values show a good matching to
the measured ones. The deviation of the high pass filter slope
from the simulated one can be explained by component toler-
ances and the parasitics caused by the board layout. The falling
slope in the passband of the highpass filter is mainly caused
by the attenuation of the coaxial cable, which is also plotted
in the figure. The offset between the coaxialcable and the mea-
sured value of the highpass filter is about 1.5 dB and can be
explained by the additional attenuation of the connectors used.
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Fig. 12: Insertion loss of the input low-pass filter for the active circu-
lator

The diplexer should separate the RF and digital signals from
each other, therefore a good isolation between both paths is
important. The achieved results are shown in figure 11. It is ob-
vious that the isolation in most parts of the frequency band is
better than 60 dB.
As described before, LP1 is used to cut the frequency band of

the incoming ethernet signal. The filter structure was designed
with a cutoff frequency of about 70 MHz. Figure 12 shows the
simulated and the measured filter slopes of this lowpass. The at-
tenuation at frequencies above 100 MHz is greater than 40 dB.
For the active circulator, a good isolation between the transmit-
ting and receiving port is important. The measured values are
shown in figure 13. It can be seen that the isolation is better than
15 dB. Especially in the frequency band up to 20 MHz, where
the most power of the ethernet spectrum is located, nearly 20
dB isolation from the Tx to the Rx port is reached. Now all
measurements of the single filters were shown. The last mea-
surement (see figure 14) shows the transmission of the digital
link test pulse from the input of the first circulator, above the
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diplexer, coaxial cable, second diplexer to the output of the sec-
ond circulator, so across the whole system. The received link
test pulse is delayed by 155.25 ns. The difference between both
received pulses arise from the DC feeding. If the DC feeding
is connected to the RF path, the lowest frequency parts are not
completely rejected, which means that they are terminated to
ground. This leads to a slightly shift comparable with an AC
coupling of the signal.
The quality of the signal transmission can be seen in the eye
diagram in figure 15. This diagram was taken during a 10 MBit
transmission of a large file from one PC to another. It is mea-
sured at the output of the circulator and displays 106 samples.
The eye is widely open in horizontal and vertical axes which
means that the transmission quality is excellent.

5. Conclusion

The ethernet transmission behaves as expected. Although the
filter slopes of the digital paths differ from the simulated values,

Fig. 15: Eye diagram of a 10 MBit transmission

the 10 Mbit transmission is realised and works properly. Every
component used is commercially available, which helps to keep
the cost low.

For the RF path, no tuning of the filter parameters is needed.
The return loss is mainly better than 15dB. Only fixed values
are used for the filters implemented so no component has to be
tuned. This helps to keep the initial as well as the maintenance
costs low.

The supply for the antenna tiles is also fed to the cable.
The circuit is able to supply the antenna tiles with 48 V / 3 A.
No influence can be observed on the RF signal and only little
changes can be seen at digital LF signal.

In general, the complete structure behaves as planned.
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Abstract. A prototype for the EMBRACE receiver has been developed by the Medicina Italian team. In this contribution, the
design details and the final optimisation and integration of the receiver into the EMBRACE system, are showed. The receiver
uses a super heterodyne architecture to convert and select a 100 MHz channel from the EMBRACE frequency range. After the
first up conversion mixer stage the signal is mixed down to a low IF centred around 150 MHz where it will be digitized.

1. Introduction

The EMBRACE receiver is a low cost, performing and reliable
400-1600 MHz tunable double down conversion unit to 100-
200 MHz IF bandwidth. The architecture, LO frequencies and
RF, IF amplifiers/ filters have been selected to provide optimal
noise figure, intermodulation products, dynamic range and spu-
rious free performance. A selectivity filter bank is incorporated
to avoid undesired interferences and increase the dynamic per-
formance. To select the right filter a control signal TTL/Open
collector/dip switched must be provided. This receiver includes
attenuators and equalization stages to flat the received band-
width as better as possible.

Fig. 1: EMBRACE receiver functional block diagram.

2. Functional block diagram

The frequencies of local oscillators and the architecture of con-
version (Upper Conversion + LSB Down Conversion) have
been chosen to minimize the undesired spurs, harmonics and
intermodulation products in each IF section of the receiver.
Considering the time schedule very short for designing the re-
ceiver, we adopt a rapid prototyping technique. It consists as an
iterations between simulation and measures to reach as soon as
? This work was supported by the European Commission

Framework Program 6, Project SKADS, Square Kilometre Array
Design Studies (SKADS), contract no 011938.

Fig. 2: Picture of the EMBRACE receiver.

possible the goal. This approach permits to verify if any critical
part has been designed correctly or are necessary any chang-
ing. Several fixtures of the most critical subparts of the receiver
have been done and measured. From the original design this
technique underline it is necessary to have a RF equalizer to
compensate the mixer conversion losses and an equalized LO
amplifier to drive with constant power the L port of mixer.

3. Main features

Here are listed the main features of the EMBRACE receiver:

• RF input: 400-1600 MHz
• IF output: 100-200 MHz
• Tuning LO1 range: 2600-1400 MHz
• Fixed LO2: 2850 MHz
• Double conversion architecture
• Input ports ESD protected with inductor
• RF/IF equalization
• RF high selectivity filter bank
• TTL/OC/M controls
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• Low power for driving LO, Typ. +2 dBm
• No phase noise degradation
• High reliability
• Substrate FR4, 1.6 mm, 1 Oz.
• Eurocard standard dimensions (160x100 mm)

4. Receiver general specifications

Table 1: Input/Output Ports Specifications

Parameters Units Min Typ Max

RF Freq MHz 500-1500 400-1600

Input dBm/Hz -151

noise

density

RF RL dB 11 15

LO1 Freq MHz 1500-2500 2600-1400

LO1 RL dB 9 15

LO1 Level dBm 0 +2 +5

LO2 Freq MHz 2850

LO2 RL dB 14

LO2 Level dBm 0 +2 +6

Table 2: DC Bias

Parameters Units Min Typ Max

Vcc V 10 12 15

I mA 370 450

Ripple rejection@50Hz dB 59 75

5. Typical Electrical Performance

Fig. 3: Noise figure versus Frequency for the 4 bands of the
receiver.

Table 3: Receiver RF Specifications

Parameters Units Min Typ Max

Gain dB 24 25 27

Ripple dB ±1

NF dB 8 9 10

IIP3 dBm -1@550MHz

0@850MHz

+3@1450MHz

P1dBout dBm +16@550MHz

+17@850MHz

+17.5@1450MHz

Image dB > 80dBa

rejection

a Considering a Lofar-Like Filter in front of ADC.

Table 4: Filter bank

Fc 3dB Bandwidth Rejection Digital Filter

(MHz) (MHz) @20dB control band

1000 1200 Fc1±750MHz 00 Full

1300 600 Fc2±400MHz 01 High

700 600 Fc3±400MHz 10 Low

1000 600 Fc4±400MHz 11 Mid

Fig. 4: A zoom of the 4 band versus frequency.
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Fig. 5: Comparision gain VS frequency between 4 prototypes:
full band.

Fig. 6: Comparision gain VS frequency between 4 prototypes:
high band.

Fig. 7: Comparision gain VS frequency between 4 prototypes:
low band.

Fig. 8: Comparision gain VS frequency between 4 prototypes:
mid band.

Fig. 9: RF return loss.

Fig. 10: IF return loss.

Fig. 11: LO1 return loss.
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Fig. 12: LO2 return loss.

Fig. 13: Residual phase noise of the receiver due to the ampli-
fication on the LO chains.

Fig. 14: Final integration of the receiver into the ASTRON
CDU board (Control&Down-conversion Unit).

6. Conclusions

– All the specifications have been fulfilled
– All the tasks (i.e. LO noise phase measure and distribution

chain design) and test have been accomplished
– Special efforts have been devoted to lower the costs
– Final integration respects all the performances measured

for the prototypes
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Abstract. EMBRACE (Electronic Multi-Beam Radio Astronomy ConcEpt) has been planned as about 300 square meters aper-
ture array with multiple large independent Field of View (FoV) capabilities. The final design incorporates 220 double conversion
receivers. This implies that the system needs two LO (Local Oscillator) distribution networks. In this contribution both the design
and the final implementation of the two LO distributor systems are reported. Since EMBRACE operates as a phased array, it is
extremely important to guarantee the same phase relation among the receivers. For this reason, a study and a measurement of the
LO distributor phase noise were performed and reported in this paper.

1. Introduction

EMBRACE operates in the frequency band 400-1600 MHz and
it has two independent and steerable beams. In order to obtain
that feature, the analogue receiver chains are split by 2 some-
where at the tile level, just before the first beam former stage.
Due to its large operational bandwidth, the receiver chains
adopt a double conversion scheme (Monari et al. 2008), see
Fig. 1; this implies that the system needs two Local Oscillators
(LO). The first conversion shifts the RF band to the first inter-
mediate frequency (1stIF), centred at 3000 MHz and 100 MHz
wide. This operation requires a variable LO whose frequency
sweeps from 1400 MHz to 2600 MHz. The second conver-
sion shifts 1stIF to the second intermediate frequency (2ndIF)
at 150 MHz (i.e. 2ndIF band is 100-200 MHz). This operation
requires a fixed LO at 2850 MHz. Both LOs must drive mix-
ers located in the receiver boards (see Fig. 2), named Control
and Down Conversion unit (CDC), where the requested input
power level is in the range between +2 to +5 dBm.

Fig. 1: EMBRACE receiver general architecture.

? This work was supported by the European Commission
Framework Program 6, Project SKADS, Square Kilometre Array
Design Studies (SKADS), contract no 011938.

Fig. 2: CDC board.

Fig. 3: Racks within the WATS container.

2. System description

Since EMBRACE works as a phased array, it’s extremely im-
portant to guarantee the same phase relation among the re-
ceivers. For that reason, to distribute the LOs from the syn-
thesizers to the receiver boards, a splitter chain architecture
has been planned for each LO chains (Bianchi et al. 2008).
In Fig. 3 is reported a sketch of the planned LO distribution
system within the racks in the Westerbork Array Test Station
(WATS) container. There are five racks. The central one is
equipped with power supply, GPS receiver and also contains
the three synthesizers and the LO-amplifiers. ”Rack A”, on the
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Fig. 4: LO splitter chain distributor.

left, contains the ReCeiver Unit (RCU) boards and the CDC
units for beam A and ”Rack B”, on the right, the same for beam
B. Both racks consist of three sub-racks which one can con-
tain up to 32 CDCs and the associated RCUs. Beams A and
B have distinct first variable LOs (LO var A and LO var B)
and a common fixed second LO (LO fixed). To obtain the
hardware compatibility among the three LO chains, the sys-
tem has been designed with the same architecture for all the
LOs (Fig. 4). Some splitter outputs are free for possible fu-
ture expansions of the system (at this level they are closed with
50 Ω loads). In order to design the system, a market survey has
been done for each component of the splitter chain. Regarding
the synthesizer, the Rohde&Schwarz SMA100A, with option
B22 (lower phase noise specification), has been chosen for its
good performance and reasonable costs. Its maximum output
power level is +18 dBm. Considering the number of the levels
of the splitter chian and the attenuation of filters and cables,
a minimum power of +34 dBm at the beginning of the chain
is required. For that reason a high power amplifier is needed
since it should operate well below its 1 dB compression level
(P1dBout). This should be true also for all the other devices
which compose the splitter chain, but the active devices, as the
amplifiers, are the most critical ones for the generation of un-
wanted harmonics and the AM to PM conversion, when work-
ing close to the compression point. The selected amplifier has
been the AM003040SF-2H from Amcom. It guarantees an out-
put power level of +40 dBm (P1dBout) with 21 dB of gain in
the 1400-2850 MHz band. This means the amplifier works 6 dB
below its P1dBout. In order to avoid or reduce spurious and har-
monic components, it is extremely important to put a filter at
the output of the high power amplifier. Due to the difference in
the operative frequency band of the two LO chains, different
filtering design considerations have been done. In the LO fixed
chain, the VLF-3000 filter from Mini-Circuits has been cho-
sen. Concerning the variable LO chain, the choice has been
for the VLF-2500 filter from Mini-Circuits. The most criti-
cal devices are the 2-way splitters placed right after the high
power amplifier. There the power level is about +33 dBm. The

Fig. 5: Phase noise test bench.

ZN2PD2-63+ from Mini-Circuits seems to be the best solu-
tion. It works about 7 dB below its maximum input power level.
Regarding the other splitters that compose the chain, the input
power is not so critical because they are placed where the power
level is lower. For this reason, the model ZN2PD2-63+ (2-way)
and the model ZN4PD1-50+ (4-way) from Mini-Circuits have
been selected. At the end of the chain, a 16-way power split-
ter is needed. An excellent device is the 10A3BBD-16S from
Renaissance Electronics Corporation; it presents a very low in-
sertion loss. More details on the done choices are reported in
the technical report (Bianchi et al. 2008).

3. Phase noise measurements

It is very important that the power amplifiers in the LO split-
ter chain architecture do not increase the phase noise (Bianchi
et al. 2007). Some measurements of the phase noise due to the
amplifiers have been performed, in particular:

1. Additive (residual) and absolute (total) phase noise.
2. AM to PM conversion to measure the phase modulation.

The most important one is the splitter chain additive phase
noise, because it allows to understand the real contribution of
the phase noise introduced by the amplifiers and power split-
ters. The phase noise measurement it is not easy: it needs
extremely precision instruments and care of the test bench.
For this reason, an Agilent E5500 Phase Noise Measurement
Subsystem for the absolute and residual phase noise measures
has been selected (Fig. 5). After the set-up phase, where the
instrumental noise has been measured, the additive phase noise
of the mixer driver (an HMC480ST89 amplifier from Hittite)
was measured at 2850 MHz (maximum input frequency of the
system). The phase noise contribution of the amplifier is very
low: in comparison to the instrumental noise, we can observe
only a negligible noise increment; less than 10 dB for each fre-
quency point (Fig. 6). Then we measured the additive phase
noise due to the whole splitter chain (composed of splitters
and mixer driver). In order to simulate the effect of the splitter
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Fig. 6: Additive phase noise comparison measure.

Fig. 7: Additive phase noise measurement: whole splitter chain block
diagram.

Fig. 8: Absolute phase noise comparison measure.

chain power dividers, 30 dB attenuators were used as shown in
Fig. 7. The result of this measure is reported in Fig. 6 (green
line), where an extremely low integrated phase noise value, less
than 0.03 deg, was found. The pad was also set along the LO
distribution chain at different positions (right next the synthe-
sizer and before the mixer), but no meaningful differences were
found in the graph shown in Fig. 6. Putting a synthesizer at the
beginning of the splitter chain, the absolute phase noise of the
whole chain has been measured. In this case, a Wiltron 68159B
at 2850 MHz was used. In Fig. 8 is reported the measure of
the phase noise of the Wiltron synthesizer alone and the mea-
sure of the Wiltron synthesizer plus the splitter chain. As we
expected, there is an undetectable difference between the two
cases. Therefore, the main contribution of the phase noise is
due to the synthesizer: in order to minimize the phase noise of
the LO distribution chain, a good synthesizer is required!

Fig. 9: AM to PM conversion of PA.

4. AM to PM conversion measure

The phase modulation (PM), due to the amplitude variation,
was generated in different ways in order to make the measure-
ments. A strong enough amplitude variation has been driven to
the PA (Power Amplifier) under test (HMC480ST89) in order
to excite the non-linear region. Due to the available instrumen-
tation, two methods have been performed:

1. The first has been the classical AM to PM conversion mea-
surement using, as a stimulus, a large sine wave at the op-
erating frequency.

2. The second has been performed by changing the bias con-
ditions and the correlated phase modulation has been ob-
served.

Moreover a third test has been conducted: the variation of the
phase due to the temperature variations. For the AM to PM con-
version measurement, a HP 8753C network analyzer (power
sweep mode) has been used. Test and analysis has been con-
ducted in L and S bands. Fig. 9 shows the phase of S21 vs
input power. In order to find an indicative quantity to evaluate
the AM to PM conversion, the ∆Φ/∆Power has been calculated
into a convenient range of power. As may be seen in the Fig. 10,
the maximum value of ∆Φ/∆Power is 0.2 deg/dB. During the
measurement of the PA, others sources and causes of PM dif-
ferent from AM to PM classical conversion has been found.
More specifically, the supply voltage has been changed around
the nominal value and the phase variations have been recorded.
Four PAs have been tested and they have showed a phase vari-
ation (due to bias condition) of 0.1-0.2 deg/V. Since 1 mV is
an usual residual supply ripple, a phase jitter due to bias sup-
ply is about 0.0001 deg. Past experience has shown a typical
behaviour of Gain vs Temperature of a GaAs Amplifier close
to -0.005 dB/◦C every 10 dB Gain stage. For a PA driven close
to non linear region, this variation will produce a variation of
the phase that follows the same law described for the AM to
PM conversion. As an example, into a 10 dB gain PA, provid-
ing +15 dBm at the output, a 10 ◦C of temperature variation
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Fig. 10: ∆Φ/∆Power.

will increase the gain of 0.05 dB and looking at Fig. 10, the
consequently phase variation will be 0.01 deg.

5. PM due to adjacent branches variations

If one (or more) adjacent LO lines and PA change their
own input reflection coefficient due to finite isolation between
branches, a phase variation may be observed on the PA under
test. This phenomenon can be simulated. The worst case oc-
cur for the closest branches (where the isolation is the small-
est) and for angles 90◦ far. The simulated phase change is:
Phase change = arctan(10(RL+ISO)/20), where RL is the return
loss of adjacent RF path and ISO is the isolation of the two RF
paths. As example, for two closest path on splitter chain, 20 dB
isolated, feeding two PA with Input Return Loss of 10 dB,
if the adjacent branch change its phase or delay, into the ob-
served branch the phase will change of 1.8 deg. While a com-
pletely failure of the same adjacent PA (RL=0 dB) will produce
a phase error of 5.7 deg.

6. Conclusions

The design of the EMBRACE Local Oscillator distributor has
been realized choosing a splitter chain architecture and choos-
ing best devices in terms of high performance, low phase noise,
low cost, low consumption and easy mechanical assembling.
The LO distributor has been installed in the racks shown in
Fig. 11. The Phase Noise of some Power Amplifiers (used in
LO branches) has been measured. The Phase Noise has been
measured both in terms of spectral density and integrated over
frequency and it has been measured for different chains, includ-
ing the effect of the strongly attenuating splitter chain. Also, the
correlation of phase changes (jitter) has been observed versus
temperature, bias voltage and RF power level (also in non lin-
ear region). Table 1 summarises the possible causes and the
effect observed. For moderate gain Amplifiers like the models
tested, the Added Phase Noise, Jitter and Phase Error (due to
both exogenous and endogenous causes) are very small. They
typically are one or more order of magnitude smaller than the
phase jitter generated by other electronic parts, i.e. oscillators

Fig. 11: Photo of the racks in the WATS container.

Table 1: Phase Noise causes and typical values.

Integral of Spectral 0.03 deg

Phase Noise Density

AM to PM (max value) 0.2 deg/dB

Jitter due to Bias Supply (1 mV) 0.0001 deg

Jitter due to Temperature 0.01 deg

Variation (10 ◦C)

Phase Error due to a strong 2 deg

change into the adjacent RF path

or long transmission lines. The added splitter chain phase noise
is negligible with respect to the confusion limit.
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Abstract. The L2C carriers of multiple GPS satellites have been used to trace out a nearly complete beam pattern out to 45◦

away from the main lobe centre for a horizontally mounted single EMBRACE tile. The beam was formed along its bore-sight
direction, i.e., staring at the local sky zenith. The result is very close to design specifications although there is evidence for at least
one side lobe rising above the achieved noise level. We have also used the older L2 carrier to estimate the system temperature,
although an exact figure in addition requires knowledge of the aperture efficiency.

1. The EMBRACE instrument

The dense aperture plane phased array system called
EMBRACE is the Electronic MultiBeam Radio Astronomy
ConcEpt. Densely packed Vivaldi antenna elements are organ-
ised into tiles each consisting of 72, single-linear polarised
elements. There are two arrays being constructed. One in
Westerbork consisting of 144 tiles and one in Nançay with 80
tiles. A prototype tile is undergoing characterisation testing in
Nançay.

EMBRACE is a prototype being designed for developing
technology needed for the mid to low frequency portion of the
Square Kilometre Array (SKA) project. For more details about
EMBRACE see in these Proceedings Picard et al. (2010);
Wijnolds et al. (2010); Berenz et al. (2010); Monari et al.
(2010); Bianchi et al. (2010)

2. GPS – a brief introduction

2.1. Frequencies

The GPS satellites transmit at a number of frequencies and
while the primary carrier is at 1575 MHz, it is the L2 signal
at 1227.6 MHz which is the most useful for EMBRACE test
observations. At this frequency (λ=24.421cm), the largest di-
mension of the tile RF beam is about 15◦ if the instrument is
approximated with a traditional dish with a diameter equivalent
to the tile side of 1068 mm. The signal is right-hand circularly
polarised which is advantageous since the projection onto a lin-
early polarised receiver does not change over time.

2.2. Orbit

The GPS satellites are in what one might call “semi-
synchronous” Earth orbits (SSEO), i.e., they perform two or-
bits in exactly one sidereal day. Thus their groundtrack will be

repeated every 24h and this puts constraints on which satellites
will ever be available for direct overhead passes. All GPS satel-
lites have inclinations of about 55◦ which is fortunate since it
allows zenith passages at the Nançay latitude (about 47.4◦).

The SSEO is at a large distance (∼20,000 km) which means
that they are visible in a large area on the ground and that a pass
takes a long time (up to 7h).

2.3. Tracking

The information about identity and positions of the satellites
can be found from NORAD, e.g. via the webpage http://
celestrak.com/NORAD/elements/. Positions are calculated
and extrapolated from so called Two Line Keplerian Elements
(TLEs) which contain, among other things, orbital parame-
ters and drag coefficients. The latter is more important for low
earth orbit (LEO) satellites for which orbital decay occurs more
swiftly. The TLEs are updated regularly when new telemetry is
available.

At any given time, about 10 of the satellites are above the
horizon in Nançay. An illustrating snapshot is shown in Fig. 1.

Furthermore, two of them pass almost directly overhead,
GPS BIIR-11 and GPS BIIA-25 (maximum elevation>89◦),
and another handful comes well within the HPBW. It is worth
reiterating that each satellite continuously provides observation
opportunities once every 24 hours.

3. Method

The “EMBRACE Nançay Tile”a was put in a recently fabri-
cated cradle in the fully horizontal setting, see Fig. 2. The fine-
pointing of this setup was not known a priori. The reference ro-

a A tile retroactively modified to mimick the ultimate design chosen
and shipped to Nançay in advance of standard array tiles.
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Fig. 1: Global map in Plate Carrée projection (also called Equirectangular projection) showing the ground track for two consecutive orbits of
a satellite passing overhead at Nançay (light-blue line) and the instantaneous sub-satellite-position of all other operational satellites. Also of
interest is the red line showing the area within which a satellite (at this orbital height) must be, such that it is above the horizon from the chosen
station (EMBRACE-Nançay, coordinates lat. 47.3819◦, long. -2.1993◦)

Fig. 2: The single EMBRACE tile mounted on its trolley in the hori-
zontal position.

tation of the tile was such that the sides were along the Cardinal
Directions. Due to the diagonal placement of the Vivaldi ele-
ments, that corresponds to a linear polarisation of 45◦with re-
spect to an east-west line. A 30 MHz bandpass was sampled
every minute with 500 channels using a spectrum analyser that
included the GPS L2 frequency at 1227.8 MHz. At the time
of writing, 335 hours of observation had been performed using
two different spectrum analysers as backends. To ensure that

the pattern was sufficiently sampled in all directions, the tile
was rotated in steps of 15◦ between zero and 60◦ inbetween
some of the measurements.

The intensity was integrated over the central 2 MHz as the
L2C (not the weaker L2) carrier was strongly concentrated here
and we attempted to avoid a pair of nearby parasitic signals.

In order to assign satellites to observed signals and to pro-
vide sky trajectories as a function of time (which was later con-
verted to tile-centric coordinates), we employed the older, free
version of “SatTrack” which is simple yet flexible since it may
be customised by the user (as long as it is not spread under
the copyright agreement). The positions were calculated every
30 seconds and later resampled to the points in time of the sig-
nal samples.

MatLab was later used for number crunching and visuali-
sations once the identification phase was over.

4. Results

4.1. Detections

We first list the satellites that were unequivocally detected (but
with some caveats, see below) in order of succession. The ob-
served time signal from one measurent is shown in Fig. 3. to-
gether with satellite markers at their transit times.

Comments to table:

– The satellites with an M (for “Modernized”) in their desig-
nation was found to have much stronger signals offering a
very large SNR in each spectrum (and hence in each pass).
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Fig. 3: A time sequence of the integrated intensity from the first multi-day measurement performed. The signal has been marginally smoothed.

Designation Peak Carrier Signal overlap

elevation type (or comment)

GPS BIIA-24 86.2 L2 w. A-25

GPS BIIA-25 89.4 L2 w. A-24,

dominant

GPS BIIR-11 89.0 L2

GPS BIIR-03 88.4 L2 w. A-10,

dominant

GPS BIIA-10 89.8 L2 w. R-03

GPS BIIR-04 83.2 L2 marginally

w. R-03/A-10

GPS BIIR-02 89.3 L2

GPS BIIRM-4 87.3 L2C (strong)

GPS BIIRM-3 83.9 L2C (strong)

GPS BIIRM-7 79.6 L2C (strong) far from

beam centre

GPS BIIRM-5 86.9 L2C (strong)

This is consistent with the stated addition of the C (Civil)
signal also at the L2 frequency in this generation of GPS
satellites (previously only used at L1 at 1575 MHz).

– Overlap means that one satellite had not yet completed its
pass before another approached transit and the correspond-
ing signal is a superposition of the two carriers.

– Two additional satellites, GPS BIIRM-6 and
GPS BIIRM-8, were also likely detected but only
through their passage through suspected side lobes, see
further below.

4.2. 2D beam pattern

In order to produce a two-dimensional beam pattern, we com-
bined the signals from the satellites with the L2C carrier (which
has a much higher signal-to-noise ratio than the older L2) taken
with five different tile rotations. Figure 4 shows the trajecto-
ries for the portions of the signal sequences we used. We could
make sure that these satellites had comparable intrinsic line
strengths by looking at points in which their trajectories over-
lapped. The variations at the intersections we checked were
within 10% of the beam-centre strength. Blending – i.e., when
the next satellite approaches the beam pattern before the pre-
vious one has left it – was sometimes a problem and we trun-

Fig. 4: Trajectories of 5 different satellites observed using 5 different
tile rotations. The coordinates are fixed with respect to the tile and
shown as looking onto the tile where φ=0 is along the local x-direction
(along a tile side incresing to the right). With the tile in the reference
postion, the x-axis is parallel to an W-E line, increasing to the east.

cated the signal in these cases. It is important to note that while
blending effects can produce artifacts, it cannot falsely produce
a flatter – or better – pattern. Thus our results are to be consid-
ered a worst-case scenario.

We have neglected to take into account any variation of
transmitter antenna gain when the satellite are farther from
zenith. Even if we assume a “worst-case” scenario, in which the
transmitter has Gaussian beam which is pointing to the nadir
(directly down-looking) as seen from the satellite, we estimate
that the HPBW would be &50◦b while the ground-station would
only be 10◦ away from nadir when the satellite is at 45◦ eleva-
tion in the local sky. Nor would the increased path length away
from zenith impose a relevant change; the received power has
a square dependence on the distance but the high orbit ensures
that the difference is only 1% one full beam width (13◦) away
from zenith and about 15% at 45◦ elevation.

b Based on an unconfirmed bore-sight GPS antenna gain of 11.5 dB.
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However, the GPS transmitting antennae actually have
beam patterns that try to minimise both these effects. As is visu-
alised in Hurtado et al. (2001) and references therein, the cen-
tre of the main lobe – the part that subtends across the surface
of the Earth – is “concave” in shape, i.e. significantly weaker in
the middle compared to the directions towards the limb of the
Earth.

The result can be seen in Fig. 5. A 2D circular Gaussian fit
gives an HPBW of 12.7◦ and a pointing offset of only about half
a degree in the negative x-direction. We cannot however disen-
tangle the contributions from the instrument trolley and the tile
hardware itself due to the rotations performed between mea-
surements. Using both L2 and L2C satellites in one single rota-
tion indicated an offset closer to 1◦. A slight mis-alignment in
the mount structure would also serve to widen the beam some-
what and the HPBW estimate above should be considered an
upper limit.

There are two areas of interest away from the main lobe,
slightly below y=0 and roughly symmetrical around the y-axis,
seen as elevated regions in the Figure. It seems rather likely
that at least the one at positive x is a real side lobe since it is
seen in several satellies and disappears when the tile is rotated
so that a given trajectory no longer passes over that region.

4.3. System temperature and aperture efficiency

Tsys and ηA can be related to the received power through

Tsys

ηA
=

PtGtS noiseLpolAtile

4πd2PrkB

where S noise is the output noise power measured over band-
width B, Lpol=3dB is the penalty loss for using a linearly po-
larised antenna to receive a circularly polarised signal, and Atile
is the physical tile area. P, G, t, r, and d, represent Power, Gain,
transmitted, received, and distance, respectively. Atmospheric
loss and sky noise have been neglected.

Accurate figures for Pt are not available in official docu-
ments as it is classified information, only minimum power flux
numbers seem to be stated (to allow GPS receiver manufactur-
ers to design in adequate SNR budgets). In a few non-official
sources, a figure of 4 W was however mentioned for the L2
carrier in seemingly fairly approximate contexts. To obtain an
independent estimate, we have used some archived high-SNR
GPS observations from the Onsala 25m telescope. This had the
additional benefit of delivering a template for the full L2 car-
rier spectral shape (weaker but broader than the L2C) which
was used to correct for a baseline slope in the EMBRACE data
which did not encompass the signal fully.

Our current best estimate lands on a carrier strength of
Pt≈2.5 W but caution that it could be somewhat higher. While
it is certain that it was tracking a GPS satellite, the information
of the exact telescope pointing at the time of aquisition was
not available and we assume that it was relatively close to lo-
cal zenith (GPS satellites may come within a few degrees from
zenith at the Onsala latitude).

As a gauge of the L2 carrier in the EMBRACE data set,
we used GPS BIIR-02 which passes very close to zenith and is

Fig. 5: a) Interpolated colour map of signal trails tracing out the beam
pattern. b) 3D view.

entirely unaffected by blending with other signals. Its strength
was in extremely good agreement between the two spectrum
analysers used (the output noise baseline level was however
inexplicably about a factor of 10 too high in one of them and
was not trusted).

Plugging in appropriate values in the expression above, we
find a Tsys/ηA of about 190, and, should the aperture efficiency
for instance turn out to be 0.5 at this frequency, we have a sys-
tem temperature of slightly below 100 K which is consistent
with expections given the various uncertainties – which may
easily amount to 50% – in this simple estimate.

4.4. Summary

Detailed beam characterisation using GPS satellites is feasible
but crowding and signal blending would be a serious problem
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for beams larger than the EMBRACE beam, or for complex
beam patterns with strong side lobes. The high orbits result
in slow progression on the sky yielding higher instantaneous
SNR but also rather curved trajectories. The stability and re-
peatability of both the tile and the GPS satellite signals appear
excellent.

Preliminary results indicate that the tile performance is
close to expectations.
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Abstract. The Electronic Multi-beam Radio Astronomy Concept (EMBRACE) is the first full-scale prototype of an SKA phased
array station. This single polarization demonstrator operates between 500 and 1500 MHz. The station that is currently being built
at the site of the Westerbork Synthesis Radio Telescope, will ultimately consist of 144 tiles with 72 single polarization Vivaldi
antennas each, giving a total of ∼ 104 elements. The station is equipped with a LOFAR station backend with 192 input channels,
which can be exploited for real-time digital beam forming in 248 frequency channels of 195 kHz (∼ 48 MHz total bandwidth)
and correlation in a single 195 kHz frequency channel. In this paper we present the results from a number of system validation
measurements and the first fringes on an astronomical source, the sun. These initial measurements indicate a system temperature
between 103 K and 117 K. These results corroborate the feasibility and applicability of phased array technology at frequencies
below 1500 MHz. They also provide valuable insights for the aperture array verification program, the next step in aperture array
development towards the SKA.

1. Introduction

The Electronic Multi-beam Radio Astronomy Concept
(EMBRACE) is the first full-scale prototype of an SKA phased
array station. EMBRACE is a single polarization demonstra-
tor operating between 500 MHz and 1500 MHz. The antenna
has been designed for two polarizations, to include all electro-
magnetic effects. The station that is currently being built at
the site of the Westerbork Synthesis Radio Telescope (WSRT)
(Kant et al. 2010), will ultimately consist of 144 tiles with 72
receive channels each, giving a total of ≈ 104 active elements.
A similar 80-tile station will be constructed at the site of the
Nançay radio astronomy facility.

In this paper we present results obtained using the hardware
that was available by the end of December 2009 in Westerbork
as described in more detail in the next section. These include
validation of the analog beamforming using Afristar, an inter-
ferometric measurement on GPS Satellite SVN49 and the first
fringes observed with EMBRACE on an astronomical source,
the sun. The last observation indicates that the system temper-
ature lies between 103 K and 117 K. Furthermore, the redun-
dancy in the array may be exploited for calibration purposes.
This demonstrates the feasibility and applicability of phased
array technology at the EMBRACE operating frequencies and
provides a nice starting point for more detailed testing within
the aperture array verification program, the next phase of the
aperture array development path towards the SKA.

? This work was supported by the European Commission
Framework Program 6, Project SKADS, Square Kilometer Array
Design Studies (SKADS), contract no. 011938.
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Fig. 1: EMBRACE configuration in Westerbork. The colored tiles are
installed and the 10 tiles used for the fringe experiments in this paper
and the 4 × 4 array of tiles equipped with high pass filter have been
indicated.

2. Measurement setup

By the end of October 2009, 72 out of 144 tiles were installed
at the WSRT site in a 6 × 12 regular array as shown in Fig. 1.
To minimize the antenna sensitivity towards the nearby radio
and television tower in Smilde, the main diagonals of the tiles
make an angle of about 6◦ with the quarters of the compass.
The active antennas are roughly oriented North-South. Each
tile consists of 72 antennas distributed over six hexboards. The
signals from these hexboards are combined in the center board,
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which provides two independent beams. A more detailed de-
scription of the frontend is provided by Ruiter & Van der Wal
(2009).

Each beam will be connected to a control and down con-
version (CDC) board, which mixes the frequency range of in-
terest to the 110 – 190 MHz interval (Bianchi 2010). For the
experiments presented in this paper, 16 CDC boards were avail-
able. Initially, we selected 10 tiles on two uniform linear arrays
(ULA) with roughly East-West orientation consisting of four
and six tiles respectively. These tiles are indicated in Fig. 1.

During the roll-out of the 72 tiles at the WSRT site, the
power spectrum at the output of the different components in
the analog signal path was checked using a spectrum analyzer.
From these system tests, we learned that the IP3 of the beam
former chip was too high given the presence of strong DVB-T
transmissions near the WSRT site. At this moment, the RFI sit-
uation at the Nançay site is much better, but digital video broad-
casting is currently being rolled out throughout France and will
start to affect the Nançay site within one year. This problem can
be solved by including a 950 MHz high pass filter in the signal
path before the beam former chip. Sixteen still-to-be-installed
tiles were modified accordingly and arranged in a 4 × 4 array
to allow observations that are not affected by intermodulation.
These tiles became available by the end of December 2009 and
were used to produce the multi-tile Afristar images in this pa-
per. Their position has been indicated in Fig. 1.

The output channel of a CDC board is connected to a dig-
itizer board, reused from LOFAR. A full backend with 192 re-
ceive channels is installed at the WSRT site. This backend is
equipped with FPGA based digital processing hardware capa-
ble of beamforming two times 48 MHz bandwidth and correlat-
ing all 192 input channels in a single 195 kHz wide frequency
channel. It can also produce autocorrelation statistics of each
signal path and of the beamformed signal with 195 kHz fre-
quency resolution. The integration time can be specified in in-
tegral multiples of one second. A detailed description of the
digital processing is provided by Picard et al. (2010).

3. Tile beam former validation

The analog beamformer was validated by scanning the beam
of one of the first ten tiles over the sky at 1475.25 MHz.
This is within the operating range of the geostationary
satellite Afristar (1469 – 1481 MHz), which is located at
(az, el) = (162.1◦, 28.1◦) corresponding to direction cosines
(l,m) = (0.27,−0.84) as seen from the WSRT site. The result-
ing image, shown in Fig. 2, clearly shows the image of Afristar
at the expected location as well as its grating lobe close to the
northern horizon. This indicates that the analog beamformer is
working correctly.

The image also shows a few artefacts. The most visible
artefacts are the bright blob in the center of the image and the
ripples running over the image from Northwest to Southeast.
These features are produced by an interplay of several effects:

Intermodulation As discussed in the previous section, the
IP3 of the beamformer chip turned out to be too high to pre-
vent intermodulation products of the DVB-T signals from
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Fig. 2: Image obtained by a sky scan on an (l,m)-grid with 0.05 reso-
lution at 1475.25 MHz. The integration time per pointing was 1 s. The
image shows Afristar close to the southern horizon at the correct loca-
tion, but also shows that the array is suffering from several detrimental
effects. The color scale is logarithmic (dB).

.

the nearby radio and television tower in Smilde from ap-
pearing over the whole operating frequency range.

LO power tuning By careful measurements at different
points in the LO distribution system, we achieved a con-
siderable improvement in gain and noise performance after
this measurement.

Reflections The EMBRACE tiles are placed between tele-
scopes 4 and 5 of the WSRT interferometer. A simple
experiment with the beam pointed at telescope 4 demon-
strated that the pointing of that telescope has considerable
impact on the signal levels observed by the tiles.

Edge effects The image shown in Fig. 2 was made with a tile
at the edge of the array. Later images produced using tiles
which are fully enclosed by other tiles did not show the
ripple. For phased array stations, size does matter.

We have made considerable progress on the first two is-
sues since this initial observation. This can be demonstrated
using the sixteen tiles equipped with a 950 MHz high pass fil-
ter to mitigate the intermodulation products. These tiles were
arranged in a 4 × 4 grid allowing us to reproduce Fig. 2 with
arrays of 2 × 2, 3 × 3 and 4 × 4 tiles. The tiles were scanned
over a regular (l,m)-grid with steps of 0.02. For each pointing,
the output signals of all tiles were correlated with 1 s integra-
tion and stored to disc. The advantage of correlation over beam
forming is, that we can apply different beam forming schemes
and produce images with and without calibration. We also in-
creased the resolution in the image demonstrating that an all
sky map may be produced by mosaicing.

The results shown in Fig. 3 were obtained by imaging on
a 5 × 5 grid with a resolution of 0.004 around each pointing.
The array was calibrated based on a single 1 s observation on
Afristar before the sky scan was made. The data model for the
covariance matrix R obtained in this calibration observation is

R = GaσaHGH + σnI, (1)
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Fig. 3: Image obtained by scanning at 1475.25 MHz with a 2×2 (top),
3 × 3 (middle) and 4 × 4 (bottom) array of tiles with 0.02 resolution
using interpolation with imaging techniques to a resolution of 0.004.
The integration time per pointing was 1 s. The images show Afristar
at the correct location with increasing resolution and sensitivity. The
color scale is logarithmic (dB).

where G = diag (g) is a diagonal matrix with the unknown
complex valued gains of the individual signal paths on its main

diagonal, a is the array response vector towards Afristar con-
taining phasors describing the geometrical delays between the
tiles, σ is the source power of Afristar and σn is the system
noise power of the individual tiles, which is assumed equal
for all tiles and uncorrelated between tiles. Since Afristar is
the single dominant source on the sky, we can follow the
same approach as used by Wijnholds et al. (2004) to calibrate
LOFAR’s initial test station on a RFI source, i.e. compute

gHg = R �
(
aHaσ

)
, (2)

where � denotes the element wise division of two matrices and
obtain g using an Eigenvalue decomposition.

Figure 3 shows the results for the 2 × 2 array in the center
of the 4×4 array, for the 3×3 array in the South corner and for
the full 4×4 array. The images show a gradually decreasing ar-
ray beam width as expected. The SNR does not improve at the
expected rate. A possible explanation is that, as the images also
show, the sky noise is structured, implying that it cannot just be
treated as spatially white Gaussian noise. Such structures have
been observed with the thousand element array (ThEA), the
precursor of EMBRACE (Wijnholds 2003). For ThEA, simi-
lar structures could be explained by grating responses pointing
towards nearby trees with a temperature close to 300 K instead
of to the sky with a temperature of about 3 K. As a result, the
contribution of the environment to the noise is structured and
produces features in the image.

4. Fringe measurement on the sun

On October 28, 2009 the first ten tiles were connected to the
LOFAR backend for the first interferometric solar observations
with EMBRACE. Solid engineering tests have made it possible
that a solar fringe was already measured in the first test obser-
vation. This is very reassuring in view of the system integration
of even larger prototype systems and ultimately the SKA. At
the end of the morning the tiles were pointed one hour ahead
of the sun for a drift scan through the tile beams. Some of the
resulting fringes are shown in Fig. 4. The observation was done
in a single 195 kHz channel at 1179 MHz with 10 s integration.

The curves show the correlations of the tile at the indicated
distance from the first tile of the 4-element ULA (dashed) and
the 6-element ULA (solid). The width of the envelope of these
fringes has a size that corresponds to the beam width of a sin-
gle tile, as expected. The amplitude of this envelope allows us
to determine the sensitivity, expressed as the ratio of effective
area Ae over the system temperature Tsys, towards the sun at
(az, el) = (178.0◦, 23.9◦) using

Ae

Tsys
=

2kb

S sun

Psun

Pn + Psun
, (3)

where S sun is the flux of the sun, Psun/ (Pn + Psun) is the
ratio of the power received from the sun over the system
noise power including the self-noise from the sun and kb =

1.38 · 10−23 WK−1Hz−1 is the Boltzmann constant. At the
time of observation, the solar flux at 2.8 GHz was about 80 ·
10−22 Wm−2Hz−1, which corresponds to 14.2·10−22 Wm−2Hz−1

at 1179 MHz assuming that the Rayleigh-Jeans approximation
holds for the solar radio spectrum at these frequencies.
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Fig. 4: Plot showing fringes on the sun at 1179 MHz on a number of
baselines with the indicated lengths from the 4-element ULA (dashed)
and the 6-element ULA (solid). The observation was done in a single
195 kHz frequency channel at 1179 MHz with 10 s integration per
sample.

The correlation coefficients shown in Fig. 4 are computed
by dividing the power in the crosscorrelation between two tiles
by the square root of the product of the autocorrelations of
the corresponding tiles. From this definition, it follows that the
crosscorrelation coefficient is directly related to the instanta-
neous SNR of the sun:

Psun√
(Pn + Psun)2

=
Psun

Pn + Psun
= 0.25. (4)

Using Eq. (3), we thus find that the sensitivity in the direction
(az, el) = (178.0◦, 23.9◦) is Ae/Tsys = 4.86 · 10−3 m2/K.

In an infinite dense phased array, the effective area of an
element can not be larger than its physical area within the ar-
ray. We can use this fact to find an upper limit for the system
temperature by assuming that this also holds for the tiles that
are fully enclosed by other tiles in the array. The physical size
of the tile is Atile = (1.06 m)2 = 1.125 m2, which we have to
multiply by the cosine of the zenith angle of the sun in the mea-
surement (66.1◦) to account for projection effects. We can thus
estimate Tsys as

Tsys =
Atile cos (66.1◦)

Ae/Tsys
= 93.8K. (5)

This result is better than we expected. Since the tiles surround-
ing the tiles used for this experiment are not powered, the edge
elements of the active tiles may pick up currents from neighbor-
ing tiles thus effectively enlarging their effective area. This im-
plies that Atile may be somewhat larger than the physical area of
a single tile. This effect could easily increase Atile, and therefore
Tsys calculated above, by 10 to 25%. This implies that the actual
system temperature probably lies between 103 K and 117 K. In
the future, this measurement should definitely be repeated with
the full array powered on to determine the impact of this edge
effect more accurately. The low elevation of the sun (23.9◦)

might be another source of error, since the EMBRACE system
was only designed for scan angles up to 45◦ from zenith.

The LNA noise temperature is expected to be the domi-
nant contribution to the overall system temperature. We may
thus judge the reasonableness of our result by examining the
expected LNA noise temperature TLNA, which is described by
(Gonzalez 1984)

TLNA = Tmin + T0
4rN

∣∣∣Γact − Γopt

∣∣∣2(
1 − |Γact |

2
) ∣∣∣1 + Γopt

∣∣∣2 . (6)

In this equation, Γopt is the reflection coefficient with optimal
matching for minimal noise, Tmin is the minimal noise tem-
perature when the LNA is matched to Γopt, T0 = 290 K by
definition, Γact is the active reflection coefficient, and rN is the
normalized noise resistance. Typical values for the EMBRACE
LNA at 1179 MHz are Tmin = 44 K, rN = 0.031 and Γopt =

−0.48. The absolute value of the active reflection coefficient of
an infinite array in the direction of the sun was obtained from a
full EM-simulation in HFSS and was found to be |Γact | = 0.77.

The phase of Γact is not well defined since the two reflection
coefficients were obtained from two different reference planes.
This implies that the value of

∣∣∣Γact − Γopt

∣∣∣ may vary from 0.29
to 1.25. In the most optimistic scenario, in which the phases of
Γact and Γopt are the same, the second term in Eq. (6) may be
as low as 27.5 K. This gives a total LNA noise temperature of
71.5 K. Adding a second stage contribution in the system of
approximately 25 K and the sky noise contribution of 3 K, the
expected minimum system noise temperature is around 100 K
for this specific scan angle.

Given that the accuracy of the measurement is hampered
by the fact that the position of the sun was outside the scan
range specification for EMBRACE and that the simulation re-
sults are difficult to interpret due to the mismatch in reference
planes for the reflection coefficients, it is very reassuring that
the numbers obtained from simulations and experiments are as
close as they are. However, it would be nice to further improve
the accuracy and confirm these numbers on different sources.
Several attempts were therefore made to observe Cas A having
a flux of about 2 kJy at 1179 MHz. This should, extrapolating
from the solar results, give a correlation coefficient of about
1% at the moment of transit, which happens at only 7◦ from
the zenith. Unfortunately, artifacts produced by intermodula-
tion already appeared at 2% to 3% level. The intermodulation
products were therefore overpowering Cas A, even in bands
that look free of intermodulation products at first sight.

There are many redundant baselines in a dense regu-
lar phased array like EMBRACE. This can be exploited for
calibration purposes as discussed by Noordam & De Bruyn
(1982), Wieringa (1992) and Noorishad et al. (2010). We
therefore checked the visibilities on several redundant base-
lines to see whether they showed similar behavior over time. As
an example, we show the phase measured on a number of re-
dundant 1.51 m and 3.20 m baselines as function of time during
the solar observation in Fig. 5. Since the array is uncalibrated,
the measured phases are not the same, but it is clear from this
plot that they only differ by a phase offset that could be cali-
brated out. The behavior of visibilities on redundant baselines
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Fig. 5: Example of phase measurements during the fringe measure-
ment on the sun obtained for a number of redundant 1.51 m (top) and
3.20 m (bottom) baselines.

looks promising, which implies that detrimental effects like
mutual coupling and edge effects have a limited impact on the
redundancy of the visibilities, which clears the path for exploit-
ing it in station calibration and imaging routines.

Figure 5 shows a number of samples at the edges of the
time interval for which the redundant behavior seems to break
down. These are the moments at which the sun moves into and
leaves the main beam respectively. When the sun is outside the
main beam, the SNR of the celestial signals is so low that the
intermodulation products dominate the measurements. These
signals may be subject to near field multipath effects due to
reflections on the nearby WSRT dishes, different IP3s of differ-
ent beamformer chips and edge effects due to the low elevation
of the source of the DVB-T signals causing the redundancy to
break down.

5. Interferometric detection of GPS satellites

During one of the drift scan observations at 1179 MHz we ob-
served the fringes shown in Fig. 6 on a number of baselines
with the indicated lengths within the 6-element ULA depicted
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Fig. 6: Fringes measured in the GPS L5 band at 1179 MHz from satel-
lite SVN49. This measurement was done in a single 195 kHz channel
with 30 s integration time.

in Fig. 1. The fringe rate of about 22.5◦/h is too fast for an
astronomical source, which hints at a satellite signal. It turns
out that on 24 March 2009 Lockheed Martin has launched GPS
satellite SVN49, which includes a prototype transmitter for the
GPS L5 band (1176 ± 12 MHz). This observation thus turned
out to be the first interferometric detection of a GPS satellite
with the EMBRACE system.

At the other, widely used, GPS frequencies more satellites
can be detected which traverse different paths over the sky. This
can be exploited for beam measurements by pointing the beam
of a tile at a given position and waiting for several GPS satel-
lites to drift through the beam following distinct paths. Such
an experiment was conducted with a tile located at the Nançay
site using a spectrum analyzer as reported by Olofsson et al.
(2010)

6. Conclusions

In this paper we have presented the first experimental re-
sults obtained with the EMBRACE station at the WSRT site.
Although the system validation measurements indicate that we
still have to tackle a few challenges imposed by the environ-
ment (presence of strong DVB-T signals, nearby WSRT dishes)
before we can observe weak astronomical sources like Cas A
and HI, the first fringes of the sun observed at an elevation of
only 24◦ look very promising. They indicate that the system
temperature probably lies between 103 K and 117 K. Moreover,
the visibilities on redundant baselines showed very similar be-
havior in this solar observation, which is very reassuring from a
station calibration perspective. Our results corroborate the fea-
sibility and applicability of phased array technology at frequen-
cies below 1500 MHz.

In view of further aperture array developments towards
SKA, we can learn a few important lessons from these sim-
ple experiments. If the goal is to demonstrate that aperture ar-
rays form an astronomically viable and cost and power effec-
tive solution at these frequencies, the next prototype needs to
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be build at a location that has a RFI environment similar to that
of the candidate SKA sites. This will ensure that the high dy-
namic range design of the analog system can be tailored to the
radio astronomical application instead of to the RFI environ-
ment, which will save a lot of man power and reduce the power
consumption of the analog system considerably. Operation of
future prototypes on such a site also helps to focus on issues
that are important to astronomers like image fidelity, stability
and polarization instead of putting the focus on technical issues
like RFI mitigation and multipath effects that will play a role at
much lower signal levels in the final SKA stations than at the
EMBRACE sites.
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Abstract. The medium of RF signal transfer adopted for 2PAD was twisted pair differential signal cabling. While intended to
demonstrate a low cost solution, the technique has brought with it several challenges, not least in terms of the losses and phase
skew introduced. Some interesting engineering challenges have been faced along the way to delivering usable signals to the DSP
Engineers.

Faced with an aggressive RFI environment, with strong TV and GSM broadcast signals, a small, reasonably quiet band was
exploited. A review of the RFI shielding policy has been required to maintain stability in the gain stages of the analogue system.
An effective cabinet RFI barrier has been successfully demonstrated. Future work through PrepSKA will explore alternative
cabling solutions, such as coaxial and optical fibre, with the intention of evaluating the main contenders against the cost, power,
and performance requirements for SKA.

1. Introduction

The 2PAD (2 Polarisation All Digital) demonstrator con-
structed at Jodrell Bank Observatory is the result of three years
of collaboration between three UK institutions: The University
of Manchester; The University of Oxford and the University of
Cambridge. The purpose of building this instrument has been to
study and demonstrate the feasibility of an all digital antenna
array, in contrast to alternative schemes which use analogue
beamforming techniques (van Ardenne 2004). The strategy
adopted in the design of 2PAD was to produce a highly flex-
ible and modular system. To this end the whole telescope has
many systems and subsystems which connect and complement
each other to produce a working digital beamformer. Future
refinements on 2PAD will focus on reducing power, cost and
complexity.

While the emphasis in this project has been on the digital
electronics, considerable research work has gone into the ana-
logue front end, and this is the subject of this paper.

2. System Overview

The system is described in schematic form in Fig. 1 which
shows a single channel. The basic requirement for this ana-
logue chain was to provide a clean signal with sufficient gain
and bandwidth to drive the input of an 8-bit analogue to dig-
ital converter (ADC) in the digital back-end. Since the ADC
? This work was supported by the Science & Technology Facilities

Council, and by the European Commission Framework Program 6,
Project SKADS, Square Kilometre Array Design Studies (SKADS),
contract no 011938.

Table 1: Configuration of 2-PAD

Polarisations 2

Initial Array Configuration 4x4

Final Array Configuration 8x8

Scan Angle ±45◦

Bandwidth 300MHz to 1000MHz

direct-samples the RF signal, there was no requirement for RF
conversion.

Referring to Fig. 1 we may trace the main modules in the
system. These will be described in more detail below. Firstly,
the antenna signal is converted to coaxial by a balun trans-
former. This signal is amplified by an LNA before being band-
limited in a filter module. Band-limiting is required to reduce
the intermodulation effects in subsequent stages. Four band-
limited antenna signals are treated in one Gain Chain Module.
In this unit there are three gain blocks and a transformer which
drives one twisted pair of the category-7 (CAT-7) cable. At the
far end of the 20 meter cable the signals are converted from
balanced back to single ended. Before being digitised, a Signal
Conditioning Module provides various optional stages of fil-
tering and attenuation. The Signal Conditioning Module also
provides the power to the front-end electronics using the same
twisted pair wires as the RF signal.
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Fig. 1: System overview schematic. This figure shows one end to end chain of the analogue gain chain as used in 2PAD, from antenna to ADC.

At present 16 channels are populated with analogue back
ends in a 4 x 4 x 1 configuration. In the very near future this will
be expanded to a 4 x 4 x 2 array. The components used in 2PAD
described in this paper were either Commercial-Off-The-Shelf
modules, or discrete components on specially designed printed
circuit boards.

3. Transmissions

Due to the requirement to deliver RF signals reasonably free
of interference, it was necessary at an early stage in the project
to survey the spectrum covered by the design. This was under-
taken by use of an early prototype single row antenna array,
and a portable spectrum analyser. Measurements were taken
located on the then future site of 2PAD, by pointing the array
in various lateral directions. From these measurements, it was
possible to identify and exploit a reasonably wide 40MHz band
centred on 875MHz.

The spectrum from 300MHz to 1000MHz which 2PAD was
generally designed to observe is richly endowed with television
broadcast and Global System for Mobile (GSM) transmissions.
As with any plane area in the UK, Jodrell Bank is in range of
three major TV transmitter masts, with Winter Hill, (Fig. 2) in
Lancashire being the most powerful. Analogue transmissions
from this mast are 0.5MW.
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Fig. 2: Transmissions from Winter Hill mast.
Source: www.ukfree.tv

In the UK the broadcast spectrum is in a state of change
as existing analogue transmitters are switched off in the move
to a national digital television broadcast coverage in a process
known as Digital Switch Over (DSO). As a result of these
changes digital broadcasts will be shifted in frequency and
power increased by 10dB. However, the new digital transmis-
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sion power at 100kW per channel will be small in comparison
to the present analogue power.

The UK communications regulator, Ofcom, is supervising
the Digital Switch Over. Of interest, the band between 790MHz
and 854MHz are being cleared to make way for alternative
commercial broadcasts (Ofcom 2009).

4. Antenna

Three antenna arrays have been built and fully characterised
(Zhang & Brown 2009). The array selected to be mounted on
2PAD in the short term is the Bunny Ear Combline Antenna
array. This array has produced successful active array pattern
scans in anechoic chamber tests and has met its design specifi-
cation. In future a differential input low noise amplifier (LNA)
will be used as the first amplifier in the analogue system. Such
an LNA will be tailor made to match the output impedance
characteristics of the antenna. However, until such an ampli-
fier becomes available, a balanced to unbalanced transformer
(balun) has been used instead. (Fig. 3)

Fig. 3: BECA Antenna blade with CPW balun attached.

5. Balun

For the electromagnetic characteristic study of the antenna ar-
ray, it was necessary to connect the feed terminals on the bal-
anced antennas to an unbalanced coaxial cable. This transi-
tion requires not only a balanced-to-unbalanced transforma-
tion circuit, but also an impedance change due to the different
impedance characteristics of the antenna and the cable. In the
case of the BECA antenna the nominal impedance is 150Ω,
and the coaxial cables are 50Ω. The future LNA will take care
of both impedance matching and the mode conversion. In the
short term, however, a balun has been fabricated on a high di-
electric constant substrate, AD1000, provided by Arlon, a sub-
strate manufacturer in the USA. This balun provides a transi-
tion between the coplanar waveguide (CPW) of the antenna and
the coplanar stripline (CPS) required by the coaxial connector.

Any balun of this type is lossy. Measurements made using
a test balun give a varying S21 between 0.11dB at 500MHz,
and 0.5dB at 1000MHz. Use of a balun such as this defines
the noise performance of the whole system, therefore is not a
preferred solution for a sensitive telescope. However, the balun
may be viewed as a place-holder for a future differential LNA.

One design issue was how to connect between the alu-
minium feed point on the antenna and the copper of the balun
without causing a point of corrosion at the junction. To this
end a 2mm screw fixing was used with a corrugated beryllium
washer between the two metals. This has proved to be a reliable
solution for this short-term fixture.

6. LNA

The LNA used in this instance is a packaged module manufac-
tured by Mini-CircuitsTMInc. This is the ZX60-33LN, which
is a small un-cooled package with SMA and power connec-
tors. This module provides nominally 20dB of gain. The quoted
noise figure of this device is 1.1dB. Since the noise perfor-
mance of 2PAD is dominated by the lossy balun at the antenna,
this LNA was accepted as satisfactory in this initial application.

One important feature of this amplifier is the dynamic per-
formance. With an output 1dB compression point of +16.5dBm
this unit is able to linearly amplify the broadband spectrum
received by the antenna, including the powerful analogue TV
transmissions, without introducing significant intermodulation
products.

The DC supply to this LNA was set at 3.0V by a linear reg-
ulator in the adjacent filter module. Connection to the input of
the LNA was by SMA back-to-back adapter, and to the output
by means of a 150mm long conformable semi-rigid cable.

7. Filter Module

The small filter module is provided to exploit part of the spec-
trum relatively free of broadcast interference. It uses a Surface
Acoustic Wave (SAW) band-pass filter manufactured by K R
Electronics, Inc. The filter has a center frequency of 875MHz,
a bandwidth of 40MHz and out of band rejection of >55dB.
On the PCB either side of the filter, 11dB of gain is provided
by two monolithic amplifiers. Since the filter has a pass-band
insertion loss of 6dB, the net gain is 16dB.

The power supply for this module is minimum 7.0V, max-
imum of 10V, which is fed from the Gain Chain Module, de-
scribed in section 8. Linear regulators in the circuit feed the
on-board amplifiers and the external LNA.

An alternative configuration for this module is in broadband
attenuator mode, whereby a 20dB attenuator is inserted in the
path instead of the filter and gain. This is set by using the alter-
nate two SMA connectors on the module. The use of this mode
allows observation of a strong artificial source with wide band-
width options. The broadband attenuator mode offers limited
sensitivity compared to the amplified narrow band mode.

The PCB is soldered to the walls of its own shielded steel
enclosure, which has fingered lids for electrical continuity
(Fig. 4).
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Fig. 4: Filter module with two monolithic gain blocks.

8. Gain Chain Module

Four RF signals are treated in one Gain Chain Module. Using
three monolithic gain block amplifiers, 54dB of gain is applied
to each of the input signals. A transformer is then used to con-
vert the single ended 50Ω signals to 100Ω differential, ready to
be connected to the twisted pairs of the category-7 cable. The
circuit uses linear regulators to power the on-board amplifiers.
An unregulated DC supply is fed to the external filter module
and the LNA. The PCB is housed in a rugged aluminium en-
closure. This unit was designed and built by the University of
Oxford.

Whilst the Gain Chain Module provides acceptable perfor-
mance when the input RF power is carefully limited, the design
is under review with the aim to improve input match, cross-talk
performance, noise immunity and dynamic range.

9. Category-7 Cable

The cable system selected for analogue signal transfer on 2PAD
has been the TERA R© 1200 MHz S/FTP cable from the Siemon
Cable Company. This has four twisted pairs which are indi-
vidually foil screened, with an overall braid screen. This cable
is specified up to 1200MHz. Targeted primarily at the 10Gb/s
Ethernet market this cable has exceeded all performance re-
quirements for 10GBASE-T (Savi 2004).

The reasons for selecting such a cable are as follows:
• Reduced cable area per channel.
• Reduced connector footprint at the bunker manifold.
• Reduced cost for analogue signal transport.
• Ability to use the same cable for the DC power supply to the
front end.

On the first three points it has been found that CAT-7 cable
does have merits when compared to the traditional coaxial ca-
ble. However, the spectral roll-off of the cable as the frequency
increases does have an impact on the whole system. It requires
a significant amount of extra gain in the system, leading to sta-
bility problems, and also the addition of an expensive equalisa-
tion filter. With a coaxial cable both these complexities could
be avoided.

This cable and others have been extensively measured
(Kibet et al. 2008) and proved to be the best performing ca-

Fig. 5: TERA R© 1200 MHz cable (Source: Siemon Cable Company)

ble of its type on the market at the time, in terms of cross talk
and insertion loss. Kibet measured a steady roll-off in S21 for
the cable from -9dB at 500MHz to -13dB at 1000MHz on a 20
metre cable. The S21 slope is repeatable and shows a smooth
roll-off to beyond 1.5GHz.

This cable provides a convenient means of transferring DC
power supply to the LNA and front end electronics. This is by
means of bias-T inductors placed at either end of the trans-
fer circuit. There is considerable power loss involved in this
method, and this is an item for review in the continuing project.

Connection is made to the CAT-7 cable at either end
by means of the Siemon Cable Company TERA connector.
This connector provides excellent pair-to-pair shielding perfor-
mance, so for the cable and connector Near End Cross Talk
(NEXT) is kept within manufacturers specifications. NEXT is
quoted by the manufacturer as typically 83dB at 1000MHz for
a 100m length of this cable. The isolation specification for the
analogue transport was 50dB for a 20m length, and therefore
we may be confident that this cable will meet the design cross-
talk requirements.

Kibet et al. have also measured the transformer extensively
used in this system for translating between balanced and un-
balanced signal forms. This is the ADTL2-18+ available from
Mini-CircuitsTMInc, which based on measured S11 and S21
performance was found to work satisfactorily up to 1.5GHz.

10. Splitter

A non-trivial challenge was raised when providing ingress of
copper wires through the shielded walls of the bunker. There
was legitimate concern that radiated or conducted interference
would leak out of the bunker along with the cable.

An experiment with RF choke tubes fitted to the outside of
the bunker (King 2007) demonstrated that with no cables in-
serted, the choke function was working effectively. King mea-
sured a shielding effectiveness of 92dB at 1420MHz. However,
as soon as a wire was inserted through the tubes, the shield-
ing effectiveness decreased to 48dB. The conclusion from this
experiment was that the shield was breached since the wire
and tube effectively form a coaxial cable. Attempts at using
aluminium foil as a screen had little measurable effect on the
shielding performance.

Following advice an effective solution was designed where
the transformers were mounted onto PCBs inside a specially
built galvanised steel enclosure (Fig. 6) The enclosure pro-
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trudes into the shielded bunker, and the single sided coaxial
connectors are in full 360◦ contact with the steel of the shield-
ing interface. When attempting to produce a costed design, it
is important not to forget the fabrication costs of shielded en-
closures. This is an area for further research, since the cost of
good shielding can quickly outstrip the cost of the electronics
it encloses.

Fig. 6: Cut away sketch of Splitter Enclosure

Initial measurements (van der Merwe et al. 2009) have sug-
gested that this design does not compromise the shielding effec-
tiveness of the bunker. Signals injected onto the inside bunker
wall at a power of 0dBm at 500MHz were not traceable from
the outside using either a common mode current clamp or Log
Periodic Dipole Antenna measured to a sensitivity of -100dBm.
It is accepted this is a first-order test, and future measurements
will cover greater bandwidths and will be more sensitive to take
account of the large gains present in each receiver chain.

11. Signal Conditioning Module

The Signal Conditioning Module (SCM) (Fig. 7) provides the
final treatment of each signal before digital conversion. This is
a very flexible unit which allows various signal paths and con-
ditions to be selected by remote control. RF filter components
may be installed or removed and connectivity is by SMB con-
nectors.

Fig. 7: Schematic description of Signal Conditioning Module

Firstly the spectral slope introduced by the CAT-7 cable
is corrected in an equalisation filter. This simply provides an
equivalent inverse slope, similar to a first order high pass filter.

Two filters are then optionally selected. These are to select
one of two available Nyquist zones of the sampler. The ADC
samples at a rate of 1GS/s, which sets the Nyquist frequency at
500MHz. This means one may supply signals in two spectral
bands:

a. 0 MHz to 500MHz,
b. 500MHz to 1000MHz.

Any signal which appears in a non-selected zone will be
aliased into the selected one. For this reason the filters have
been specified to have strong out of band rejection at >50dB.

The SCM has the facility to insert attenuation into individ-
ual channels. This was to allow for fine trimming of the voltage
seen by the ADC. A five bit digital step attenuator may be used
to insert between 0dB and 32dB in steps of 1dB.

A series of RF switches are used to route the signal path to
each filter or to bypass it.

Signals pass from the SCM in differential mode in order to
increase noise immunity.

A front panel connector was provided for diagnostic pur-
poses which allows monitoring of the RF signal as seen by the
ADC but in single ended mode. A monitoring amplifier is pro-
vided which may be selected by means of a toggle switch.

All settings on the SCM are remotely controlled by an
Instrument Management Subsystem, a distributed serial inter-
face under the control of a master control computer. This inter-
face is linked to the SCM from the Data Acquisition Card. An
alternative Translator Board provides crude manual control of
the SCM. Two 16-bit words from the remote controllers are fed
onto the SCM on an I2C bus. Data from the bus is distributed to
I2C bus expanders which then directly drive each control sec-
tion on the SCM.

This module was specified by the University of Manchester
and designed and built by the University of Oxford.

12. Future Development

As part of the present PrepSKA project it is proposed to expand
the 2PAD array from its present 4x4x2 configuration to a 8x8x2
array provided in the same antenna package. The delivery of a
stable differential low noise amplifier is imminent, and should
permit observation of some bright astronomical objects.

PrepSKA offers a good opportunity for a top down review
of the implementation of the analogue system. Some discus-
sions to be had are:
• power delivery method for the front end electronics
• where the digital conversion should be, at the antenna or in a
bunker?
• the analogue signal transport medium to be used, if any.

Several research groups within SKADS and PrepSKA are
making effective use of RF over fibre instead of copper cables
for dishes. This technology should be formally reviewed for
aperture arrays. However the use of any long analogue signal
transport cable introduces losses and complexities, which could
be reduced or eliminated by use of alternative topologies.
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The power budget for the Aperture Array in the Square
Kilometre Array is extremely demanding. For example, the
whole analogue system from antenna to the input of the ADC
has a target power specification of only 200mW (UK SKA
Consortium 2008). In the present implementation on 2-PAD
the focus was performance rather than reducing cost or power,
and presently the power drawn is 6.2 Watts for each analogue
chain (Price et al. 2010). Future work will begin to study means
of compressing the analogue system into a few integrated cir-
cuits, which will help to reduce power drawn, cost and com-
plexity. The amplifiers presently used in a prototype system
such as 2PAD require a lot of power as a means of providing a
large dynamic range. Future designs will therefore need to limit
the dynamic range to the minimum required to adequately drive
the ADC, with a view to reducing power demand.

13. Conclusions

The use of the CAT-7 cable was initially suggested as a means
to reduce the physical connector footprint at the shielded en-
closure, and to reduce cost. At first glance CAT-7 is superior to
coaxial cables in both these respects. However, the loss intro-
duced in the cable demands a complex analogue system with
large amounts of gain. This can lead to problems with stability.
Further, when used as a medium for DC power supply, the loss
induced in the cable is significant.

The complexity of this prototype analogue system has been
demanded as we have built up experience. However, as we
move toward a SKA deliverable design we shall be finding
ways to reduce cost and complexity by means of integration.
One the most critical areas is the power required to drive the
analogue section of the aperture array, and this must constrain
the future design effort. Alternative topologies will be exam-
ined which will be aimed at a future large-scale roll out of a
stable, cost effective and low noise aperture array.

RFI will be a feature of any earth-bound radio observatory,
not least the Square Kilometre Array. The RFI environment is
one of the key points in the ongoing site survey by the SKA
Project Design Office. The potential for self pollution with ra-
diated RFI through the use of digital electronics must be ro-
bustly countered with effective shielding built into the design
from the outset.

The design and construction of 2PAD has been an excellent
experience, which will contribute to future designs of aperture
arrays. 2PAD is the first phased array of its type made by the
UK radio astronomy community, and has potential not only for
growth of engineering expertise, but also as a useful tool for
astronomers learning to use this innovative type of telescope.
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Abstract. The development of densely-packed, all-digital aperture arrays is an important area of research required for the Square
Kilometre Array (SKA) radio telescope. The design of real-time signal processing systems for digital aperture arrays is currently
a central challenge in pathfinder projects worldwide. We describe an hierarchical, frequency-domain beamforming architecture
for synthesising a sky beam from the wideband antenna feeds of digital aperture arrays. In particular this work describes a specific
implementation of the beamforming architecture to the 2-Polarisation All-Digital (2-PAD) aperture array demonstrator.

1. Introduction

The development of densely-packed, all-digital aperture
arrays is an important area of research required for the
Square Kilometre Array (SKA) radio telescope. The design
of real-time signal processing systems for aperture arrays is
certainly one of the most challenging tasks in the design of
next-generation instruments. In this paper, we describe the
design and implementation of an hierarchical beamforming
architecture for wideband radio telescopes.

This document is organised as follows. Section I provides
an introduction to the problem in question and Section II
describes the theory and process of ‘beamforming’ for aperture
arrays used in radio astronomy. Section III describes the design
and implementation of a frequency-domain beamformer on
the dual-polarisation all-digital aperture array demonstrator
at Jodrell Bank (see figure 1). We begin this chapter by
describing the incremental design of a 4-element system and
then describe the move to more elements. Section IV describes
calibration procedures for the array, and is followed by results
and conclusions.

1.1. Aperture Phased Arrays

An aperture phased array is a collection of fixed, non-
directional antennas whose outputs are combined to synthesise
an effective directional antenna. This synthesised antenna is
pointed electronically; significantly the physical component
antennas do not ever move. The electronic combination of
signals with beamforming techniques performs the same
spatial filtering task as a parabolic dish would in a traditional
radio telescope dish. Figure 2 illustrates the basic principle of
this operation.

The flexibility, survey speed, system-level autonomy and
scalability provided by antenna arrays make them extremely
attractive for next-generation radio instruments. This publica-
tion discusses their use in radio astronomy, but the techniques
are applicable to general wideband detection and communica-
tion instruments. Future radio instruments will certainly be de-

Fig. 1: The 2-Polarisation All-Digital (2-PAD) aperture array demon-
strator at Jodrell Bank.

pendent on the availability of high-performance signal process-
ing systems such as these. Since aperture arrays are seen as a
critical antenna technology to achieve the required sky survey
speed in future radio telescopes (see, for example, Wright et al.
2006; Faulkner et al. 2007), the development of a scalable sig-
nal processing system is of great importance.
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Fig. 2: An illustration of the electronic processing of signals received
from an array of antennas for concentrating the signal from a certain
direction. This is the basic principle of the phased aperture array: dif-
ferent delay configurations allow beams to be formed for different val-
ues of θ

2. Beamforming

2.1. Digital, Frequency-Domain Beamforming

The process of beam forming, shaping and summing of
tile elements may be performed in either the digital or
analogue domains. Digital beamformers are distinguished
from analogue and partially analogue beamformers by signal
digitisation directly after initial RF amplification, followed by
processing entirely in the digital domain. The all-digital ap-
proach offers maximum flexibility in manipulation of incoming
signals both in beamforming and in calibration of the wide-
band signals. However, there are many tradeoffs in this space,
and different applications will dictate eventual implementation.

Beamforming techniques can be categorised as time-
domain or frequency domain. For broadband applications, sub-
banded frequency-domain techniques may be seen as superior
due to their computational advantage if fine sample interpo-
lation operation is implemented (see, for example, Weiss &
Proudler 2002) and the ability to calibrate band-pass charac-
teristics of the analogue system (see Price et al. 2010) by ap-
plying a phase shift to each sub-band in the transform domain.
For these reasons, we choose to perform the beamfoming in
Fourier space.

2.2. Signal Processing and Dataflow Requirements for
Wideband Phased Aperture Arrays

In this section we describe the signal processing and dataflow
requirements of the narrowband phase shift beamforming
architecture.

The sampled broadband signal from each antenna is broken
up into many narrow frequency bands. Each band is indepen-
dently processed (delayed and combined with the signals from
other antennas) with a narrowband phase-shift beamformer.
The results of these narrowband beamformers are combined
to form a broadband beam in the required spatial direction.
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Fig. 3: System Signal Processing Flow for Digital Aperture Array
Beamforming at Tile Level

This operation is repeated for each beam that is formed.
Channelisation or ‘frequency binning’ of large-bandwidth
input signals for beamforming can be performed with various
techniques.

Figure 3 shows the signal processing flow for the phase-
shift beamforming architecture. N single-polarisation antenna
signals are digitised then combined with phase correction
factors to form B beams in the beamformer processor. These
beams are combined in a beam-combiner processora. The
resultant ‘station beams’ (which are wideband spectra) are
then sent to a central correlator for interferometric processing.

We now analyse the dataflow requirements: the analogue
input signal ranges from 0.5GHz to 0.7GHz (a bandwidth of
0.2GHz), and is sampled with q bits of precision, which results
in a digital input bandwidth from each antenna polarisation
of q *0.4Gbps. This means that the first-stage beamformer
processor will have a raw input data-rate of Nq ∗ 0.4 Gbps and
an output data rate of Bqs*0.4 Gbps, where s is the bitwidth
scaling factor of the beamformer.

Note that there is a strong distinction between high-
performance, real-time processing which must be performed
at the input data-rate and more computationally complex co-
efficient calculation which may be performed at a much re-
duced rate. In this paper, we concentrate on the former; this is
an implementation of the high-performance processing system.
We allow the steering and correction coefficients to be updated
at a lower rate, dictated by the speed with which the array must
be able to scan the sky.

3. An Hierarchical Frequency Domain
Beamforming Architecture

In this section, we describe the design and implementation
of an FPGA-based digital system for the frequency sub-band
phase-shift beamforming architecture.

Figure 4 is an architectural schematic of the 4-element
beamformer digital system. The Analogue to Digital Converter

a The beam-combiner processor may be a further hierarchy of pro-
cessors
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Fig. 4: An architectural drawing of the 4-element beamformer and
calibration system

(ADC) samples the incoming antenna signal at 800MSa/s
with 8 bits of precision. This 400MHz bandwidth signal is
immediately Digitally Down-Converted (DDC) by mixing
with an complex sinusoid at 3/4 of the ADC clock rate
to yield a base-banded 500MHz to 700MHz input signal.
Channelisation is the next step in the processing pipeline:
an efficient technique is the Polyphase FFTb Filter Bank
(PFFB) channeliser, which improves frequency isolation of
the FFT operation (see for example Parsons et al. 2008) and
has shown to be efficient for large numbers of equally spaced
channels (Pucker 2003). The beamformer applies steering and
correction coefficients to each signal stream and then performs
beam summation. We then accumulate the power sum of the
raw voltage beam signal for a run-time configurable length of
time.

We have implemented this design with signal processing
libraries and hardware designed by the Collaboration for
Astronomy Signal Processing Research (CASPER). We are
indebted to all collaborators of this group for the support they
have provided with hardware and libraries.

The FPGA-based design uses embedded multipliers in a
Xilinx Virtex II Pro device. Since these fixed hardware blocks
are natively 18-bit, we preferentially use 18-bit multiplications
and datapaths throughout the design.

3.1. Extension to 16 Antennas

In order to scale the beamformer to more receiving elements
communication between digital boards is necessary. We have
chosen to use the XAUI protocol to accomplish this task. A
schematic representation of the 4x4-element dual polarisation
beamformer design is shown in figure 5. The system is a syn-
chronous design, implemented with 8 iBOB boards and using
2 of the 4 ‘corner’ FPGAs of the BEE2 board.
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Fig. 5: A schematic representation of the 4x4x2 digital beamformer
showing communication and synchronisation between the iBOB
boards and the BEE-2 boards.

4. Calibration at Aperture Array Tile Level

The full digital calibration of close-packed, strongly electro-
magnetically coupled antenna arrays has been shown to be a
challenging problem. There is great need for the development
of a robust calibration scheme in order to achieve the high
dynamic range required of digital aperture arrays.

Calibration of individual elements of a dense aperture
array at the tile level is fundamentally different from traditional
radio telescope calibration for two reasons. Firstly, individual
antennas ‘see’ the entire observable sky; the dish-centric
concept of Field of View (FoV) at the antenna level is not
valid. Secondly, each individual element does not have the
sensitivity to detect astronomical sources.

Thus we must approach the calibration in other ways.
Perhaps the obvious first suggestion would be to fully con-
strain the analogue system. Certainly, this is done to the first
degree. We refer the reader to Price et al. (2010) for discussions
about analogue signal chains, including S-parameter propaga-
tion, variation due to temperature, component anisotropy and
radio-frequency interference (RFI) effects. That is, a typical
analogue system is frequency, temperature, signal chain,
component, RFI-environment and pointing angle dependent,
and needs to be continuously calibrated on timescales faster
than the fastest varying of the set of all these.

A first approach to this calibration problem would be
the correlation approach. At a minimum, a correlation-based
technique must perform an Nx1 correlation. A full correlation
of all baselines would allow a over-constrained set of linear
equations to be formed, providing a robust solution for gain
and phase of each element. In this case, full broadband
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Fig. 6: A design representation of the correlation-based calibration
block. It determines the RF path lengths of signals before the beam-
forming procedure. As shown in the figure, the calibration forms the
complex correlation between a reference signal and the target signal.

signal path calibration is possible with any signal, includ-
ing noise. However, a real-time correlator may require an
even larger digital system than the entire beamformer. Thus,
correlation approaches may be required to be time multiplexed.

Another possible solution is to use the existing beamformer
architecture to calibrate off a strong signal. This signal may
be externally injected into the analogue system either directly
with a noise diode power-combiner scheme or with a known
strong signal beamed at the entire array.

We initially chose the latter for our calibration, beaming
a 675MHz Continuous-Wave (CW) source at the antenna ar-
ray from the far field. We subsequently implemented a time-
multiplexed correlation-based array calibration, the design of
which is shown in figure 6

5. Results and Discussion

5.1. Anechoic Chamber Testing

We have tested the 4-element beamformer using the power-
optimisation calibration procedure in a radio-frequency ane-
choic chamber at the Department of Engineering at Oxford
University. Significantly, the beamformer is tested without the
analogue chain that is required in the eventual radio instrument
in the field. Figure 7 shows the linear, four-element antenna
array in the chamber. The transmit antenna is located in the far-
field of the receive array so we neglect the transmit aperture
illumination function.

5.2. Field Deployment

This calibration process has also been trialled in the field. A
transmitter is positioned atop a mast (again, in the far-field of
the receive array) and pointed at the array. However, in this
case, we included the analogue chain to the antennas before
digitisation. The calibration procedure was performed in the
same way as before. Figure 8 shows a 700MHz beam at 0

Fig. 7: An image showing the four-element antenna array in the ane-
choic chamber.
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Fig. 8: A plot of the beam pattern of the array at 700MHz in both an
ideal RFI environment (anechoic chamber) and in the field. Each of
the plots is taken after performing the calibration procedure described
earlier. The abscissa is the scan angle in degrees from broadside and
the ordinate is an arbitrary power scale relative to maximum signal
power at the calibrated 0 degree pointing.

degrees obtained in the anechoic chamber overlaid with a
beam at the same frequency obtained in the field.

Further to this, a 4x4 array was installed in the field
at Jodrell Bank Observatory and beam measurements taken.
These beams are shown in figures 9 and 10. We expect that the
‘field’ beam will be corrupted by effects like structure scatter-
ingc and the various analogue system effects. Figure 8 clearly
shows that field calibration and measurement results in a beam
with significant error compared to the beam obtained in the
anechoic chamber. In figure 10, the response indicates the rel-
ative direction to the source when the array is steered away
mechanically. Even though the resolution of the measurement

c where structure scattering includes signal reflection off array
structures, ground planes and surrounding vegetation
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Fig. 9: A plot of the sixteen-element (4x4) beam pattern of the array
at 675MHz as measured in the field at Jodrell Bank plotted along-
side a simulated (ideal) 4x4-element beam. In this figure the beam
was calibrated while pointed toward the transmitter. The abscissa is
the scan angle in degrees from broadside and the ordinate is an arbi-
trary power scale relative to maximum signal power at the calibrated
0 degree pointing.

taken with 16 elements is less than that of the 4-element mea-
surement, it can be seen that noise immunity is far better with
the larger array.

6. Conclusions

In this paper we propose that digital aperture arrays are a
fast, useful and elegant collector technology for GHz radio
astronomy, that the development of high-performance sig-
nal processing systems is critical to the success of next-
generation radio instruments, and have described the design of
a dual-polarisation, 16-element frequency-domain aperture ar-
ray beamformer, which was deployed on the 2PAD instrument
at the Jodrell Bank Observatory.
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Abstract. The paper concentrates on summarizing significant worldwide developments in the Low Noise Amplifier domain
for the Square Kilometre Array telescope. Several technologies, design topologies and noise measurement techniques of LNAs
for SKA have been proposed and analysed since the commencement of the project in 2000. Transistor technologies including
GaAs mHEMT, GaAs pHEMT, SiGe HBT, CMOS, InP pHEMT have been extensively studied and characterised at multiple
institutes around the world. The proposed site of SKA is either Western Australia or South Africa. Both sites experience a very
significant physical temperature variation even over a 24 hour period. Hence temperature dependant studies on the DC, small
signal and noise characteristics of different transistors have been carried out. Cryogenic characterisation down to 15K physical
temperature of certain types of transistor technologies has also been performed. Both hybrid and MMIC LNAs based on the
above technologies have been designed and measured. Depending on the antenna topology and impedance, both single ended
and differential LNAs with various input impedances have been explored. Performance of LNA integrated with the antenna
has been simulated and the effect of the variation of antenna impedance on the overall performance of the before mentioned
components have been studied. Design, development and comprehensive analysis of measured data of both variations of LNA
and their pros and cons have been portrayed in this paper. Due to system architecture requirements, differential input-single
ended output LNA configuration has been designed and measured. In this paper their advantages, disadvantages and their sources
will be identified. Some interesting theories and techniques of differential noise measurements have been proposed during SKA
project and will also be explained as part of this paper.

1. Introduction

Engineering aspects of SKA telescope design and construction
are in an important phase at present. Several innovative and ro-
bust design concepts have been proposed in SKA pathfinder
projects globally. All these concepts proposed by engineering
teams are being implemented in separate system architectures.
LNA development and its interface with the antenna are of ut-
most importance and priority in SKA system engineering. In
this paper most of the significant developments in LNA design
and measurement have been reviewed. From fundamental prin-
ciples of LNA design it is apparent that, along with achieving
low noise figure, maintaining sufficiently high gain is a basic
requirement. Hence noise measure and not only noise figure of
devices from semiconductor foundries should be taken into ac-
count (Weinreb 2009). LNA design and development is of crit-
ical importance and very much application specific. The spec-
ifications for LNA in SKA is strict at room temperature and
demands best possible response for all the key parameters like
noise temperature (NT), gain, bandwidth (BW in GHz), Input
and output return losses, linearity, power consumption and chip

? This work was supported by the Science & Technology Facilities
Council, and by the European Commission Framework Program 6,
Project SKADS, Square Kilometre Array Design Studies (SKADS),
contract no 011938.

area. Bhaumik & George (2009) has proposed two figure-
of-merits which take into account all these factors of MMIC
LNA design comprehensively. Higher numerical value of these
FOMs signifies better performance. BW is bandwidth, NF is
the noise figure, Pdiss is in mW, k equal to 25 is a constant to
eliminate negative F-o-M values, D is the dimension in sq. mm
and fc is the central frequency.

FOMIN =

[
(S 21)dB − (S 11)dB

NF × D2
mm

]
×

BW
fc

(1)

FOMOUT =

[
((S 21)dB − (S 22)dB)(k + OP1dB)

NF × D2
mm × Pdiss

]
×

BW
fc

(2)

2. Semiconductor Technologies studied for LNA
development

The first step towards LNA design involves a detailed survey of
available low noise semiconconductor processes which has the
potential to cater to required specifications of a project. Though
the noise budget of SKA projects a 30% noise contribution
from LNA, achieving LNA noise specification of 16K (Bij de
Vaate 2009) is very challenging at room temperature. Low
noise foundries based on Gallium Arsenide (GaAs), Indium
Phosphide (InP), Silicon and Silicon Germanium (SiGe) have
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been extensively characterized by various LNA development
teams in America, Australia and Europe. Technologies like
pseudomorphic High Electron Mobility Transistors (pHEMT),
metamorphic High Electron Mobility Transistors (mHEMT),
Heterojunction Bipolar Transistors (HBT) and Complementary
metal-oxide-semiconductor (CMOS) have been covered in this
study. This comprehensive study has included noise and small
signal modelling of 70nm GaAs mHEMT, 100nm InP pHEMT,
130nm GaAs mHEMT, 150nm GaAs mHEMT, 150nm GaAs
pHEMT, 1m InP pHEMT, commercially available off-the-shelf
wide gate length GaAs pHEMT, 90nm CMOS (Belostotski
& Haslett 2007, 2008) and 250nm, 180nm, 170nm, 150nm,
130nm and 120nm node SiGe HBT (Bardin & Weinreb 2009;
Weinreb et al. 2009).

HEMT technology has evolved into primary choice for low
noise technology over past few decades. With the advent of InP
pHEMTs and GaAs mHEMTs noise resistance and minimum
noise figure of devices has been dramatically reduced. But they
are in general expensive processes. On the contrary, there has
been enormous industrial investment in radio frequency CMOS
because of its inexpensive nature. With investment in CMOS,
SiGe based low noise RF technologies have also experienced
significant development in recent times. SKA aspires to operate
in a wide range of frequency from 70MHz to 30GHz (Dewdney
et al. 2009). Each of the above mentioned processes have their
own advantages over others in particular sections of this vast
range of frequency. HEMTs have a very high cut-off frequency
(ft) and transconductance (gm) with very low minimum noise
figure and parasitic resistances. But the nanoscale gate length
pushes the optimum noise impedance and maximum available
gain impedance far apart when plotted on a Smith chart at
low frequencies. The high impedance nature of the differen-
tial antennas developed for SKA favours noise matching at
low frequency but at the cost of return loss. Wideband noise
and impedance matching is also comparatively difficult with
GaAs and InP processes with respect to SiGe. CMOS and HBT
processes are much more power effective but minimum noise
figure is significantly higher than HEMTs (Bardin & Weinreb
2008). Figure 1(a) shows the normalized transconductance of
six different HEMT processes against power consumption.

3. Importance of Physical Temperature
Stabilisation of LNA

The proposed site of construction of SKA telescope is either
Western Australia or South Africa. Australia experiences not
only 500C variation of temperature in a calendar year but also a
significant temperature swing during a single day. South Africa
also experiences more than 400C temperature fluctuation in a
calendar year. Hence a study of the variation of transconduc-
tance from -500C to 600C temperature of several HEMT pro-
cesses mentioned earlier has been carried out in the MACS re-
search group in The University of Manchester. Figure 2 shows
the change in transconductance at different temperatures with
the same bias to achieve peak transconductance at room tem-
perature. Transconductance is an indication of the gain of a
device with DC characteristics. Hence a variation of this DC
parameter signifies gain fluctuation which has an enormous ef-

Fig. 1: Normalised gm against power for six HEMT processes

Fig. 2: Normalised gm variation with temperature with bias for peak
gm at room temperature

fect on system calibration. There is a necessity of temperature
stabilization to avoid this problem.

4. LNA Topologies

For the purpose of reducing noise figure to ultra low levels at
room temperature, LNA topologies have experienced a wide
variety of innovation and creativity. Single ended input and out-
put LNA is a mature and time tested topology. Extremely low
noise figures have been measured at room and cryogenic tem-
peratures. 14K noise temperature with 15dB associated gain
at room temperature based on 90nm CMOS technology has
been reported in Belostotski & Haslett (2007). ASTRON and
University of Manchester have reported 35K noise temperature
with 42dB and 25dB gain respectively. Low loss baluns have
been developed to cater to the interface between differential
antennae and single-ended LNA. But in SKA the noise tem-
perature allotted to LNA is 16K. Due to a lossy passive struc-
ture, noise contribution of baluns is much higher than 16K.
With the elimination of a balun and insertion of appropriate
low noise element the overall receiver noise can be reduced
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significantly. Though differential amplifiers have matured in
digital and amplification applications, their credibility and ac-
ceptability is yet to be established authoritatively in LNA de-
velopment for ultra low noise applications. The crucial design
aspect of differential LNA is to keep the common mode rejec-
tion ratio (CMRR) very low. 25K differential noise has been
measured by (Belostotski & Haslett 2008). FG-IGN in col-
laboration with ASTRON has also reported a fully differen-
tial LNA based on commercial off-the-shelf components with
TLNA 35K. Moreover due to the system architecture, differ-
ential input and single ended output LNA topologies has been
investigated. Out of this necessity novel LNAs have been de-
signed (Bhaumik et al. 2009) and fabricated successfully. The
primary challenge of the design described in Bhaumik et al.
(2009) was to eliminate practical imbalances in the two arms
differential stage of LNA. A different approach has been devel-
oped by transforming the differential output of a truly differen-
tial LNA to single ended with a RF transformer. CSIRO has re-
ported such LNA based on off-the-shelf components with 35K
NT and 28dB gain. Another important aspect of all the LNAs
developed is the input impedance which depends directly on
the impedance of antennae. Impedance mismatches give rise to
standing waves at the input of LNA which effects noise perfor-
mance (Lera-Acedo et al. 2009). Single-ended LNAs with in-
put impedance of 50Ω and 85Ω and differential LNA of 100Ω,
120Ω, 150Ω, 270Ω and 300Ω input impedances have been de-
veloped.

5. LNA Performances

LNA development teams across the globe have designed and
measured an exhaustive set of diverse amplifiers with very
competitive and promising performance. In the following sec-
tions, a brief summary of reported measured data of different
LNA teams involved in SKA has been stated.

I. ASTRON APERTIF LNA and FG-IGN (Bij de Vaate
2009; Garcia-Perez 2010)

ASTRON has concentrated on developing single ended
LNA with Avago Technology’s GaAs pHEMT devices and
70nm GaAs mHEMT process of OMMIC. As a part of
APERTIF, ASTRON has measured a 50Ω hybrid LNA which
operates from 0.9GHz to 2GHz. The LNA displays a flat gain
of over 40dB, average return loss below -10dB and noise
temperature of 35K. At 1.4GHz the LNA exhibits an OIP3 of
25dBm.
The collaborative work between ASTRON and FG-IGN has
produced a hybrid LNA with GaAs pHEMT devices of Avago
Technology. The differential 150Ω impedance 0.3-1GHz LNA
has a NT below 40K with gain over 26dB and average input
return loss of -10dB.

II. CSIRO ASKAP LNA (Shaw 2009)

In CSIRO, a differential input single ended output hybrid
LNA with GaAs pHEMTs supplied by Avago Technology.
The LNA operates from 0.7GHz to 1.8GHz with a differential

gain of 28dB gain and 35K noise temperature across the
band. The input and output impedances of the LNA are 300Ω
(differential) and 50Ω (single-ended) respectively.

III. University of Calgary (Belostotski & Haslett 2007,
2008)

Both single ended and purely differential MMIC LNAs
based on 90nm CMOS technology operating from 0.8GHz to
1.4GHz band have been reported in (Belostotski & Haslett
2007, 2008). The differential LNA displays 15dB differential
gain with 25K NT. The LNA has a differential impedance
of 100Ω with input return loss less than -12dB in the band
of interest. The single ended 85Ω impedance LNA displays
14K NT with 17dB gain and -11dB return loss. The input
third order intercept point of the LNA is -18dBm and power
dissipation of 43mW.

IV. California Institute of Technology TDP (Bardin &
Weinreb 2009; Pandian et al. 2006)

The SKA relevant work on LNA within the Technology
Development Programme has primarily concentrated on SiGe
HBT processes and cryogenic temperatures. 250nm, 180nm,
170nm, 150nm, 130nm and 120nm node SiGe HBT has been
characterized at cryogenic temperatures down to 18K. At
300K ambient temperature, a 0.1-5GHz single ended MMIC
LNA has a measured performance of 77K NT and 27dB gain.
The average return loss is -10dB with a power dissipation
of 76mW. The same LNA at 15K ambient temperature has
4K NT with gain and input return loss of 30dB and -14dB
respectively. It has OP1dB of -10.5dBm with 20mW power
consumption (Bardin & Weinreb 2009). A InP based balanced
LNA with 10K average NT and 40dB gain over 1-12GHz
frequency range at 12K ambient temperature has been reported
in (Pandian et al. 2006). The power consumption of this
MMIC LNA is 24mW.

V. University of Manchester LNA Group

The Microwave and Communication Systems (MACS)
research group has successfully designed and characterized a
single ended MMIC LNA using 70nm gate length mHEMT
process supplied by OMMIC. A 50Ω input impedance LNA of
1.5mm by 1mm dimension has average gain of 23dB with 35K
NT. At room temperature the bandwidth of the LNA is from
0.7GHz to 4GHz with input return loss of -1.5dB.

VI. University of Manchester InP process development
(Boulay et al. 2009)

The Microelectronics and Nanostructures research group
has developed a 1m InP pHEMT process. A single stage
0.2-2GHz LNA with 10dB average gain and -2dB return loss
has been measured with 45mW power consumption. It has
12dB gain at 1GHz and 8dB gain at 2 GHz. At 75mW power
dissipation the LNA has average noise temperature of 123K in
1-2.5GHz (Boulay et al. 2009).
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Table 1: SUMMARY OF MEASURED LNA DATA

LNA Data ASTRON CSIRO University of OPAR University of CalTech(TDP) University of

& FG-IGN Calgary Manchester Manchester

(M&N) (MACS)

Gain (dB) 42 & 26 28 7 15 27 4 10 40 27 25

21 30

NT (K) 35 & 35 35 14 25 65 56 123 10 77 35

10 4

Frequency 0.9-2& 0.7-1.8 0.8-1.4 0.3-1.9 0.2-2 1-12 0.7-4

(GHz) 0.3-1 0.4-1 0.1-5

Technology GaAs pHEMT GaAs 90nm CMOS 0.25µm SiGe 1µm InP InP SiGe 70nm GaAs

pHEMT HBT pHEMT pHEMT HBT mHEMT

Topology SE&Diff Diff SE Diff Diff SE SE Diff SE SE

Impedance 50&150 300 85 100 100 50 50 270 50 50

(Ω)

Temperature RT & RT RT RT RT RT RT RT 12 RT RT

(K) 22 12

VII. OPAR

OPAR has developed differential 100Ω input impedance
MMIC LNA based on 250nm SiGe HBT. Noise temperature
of 65K of a 100Ω input impedance differential LNA with
gain and input return loss of 27dB and -17dB from 0.3GHz to
1.9GHz has been reported. It displays output 1dB compression
point of -1dBm with 73mW power consumption. A single
ended 0.3-1GHz 50Ω LNA with noise temperature and gain of
56K and 24dB respectively has also been reported. The LNA
has OP1dB of -2dBm with 69.3mW power consumption. At
22K ambient temperature this LNA has a NT of 10K with
21dB gain and 37mW power consumption.

6. Differential LNA Measurement Techniques

S-parameter and noise characterization of single-ended LNA
is very much well established. There are highly accurate in-
struments for noise measurement. Characterization of differen-
tial LNA is more challenging. Primarily there are two concepts
of differential LNA measurement. First method is to character-
ize a fully differential LNA with baluns at both ends and then
use de-embedding techniques to take account of the baluns. In
the second procedure, the LNA is characterized without baluns
at each end. Using a four port network analyzers the diffi-
culty in S-parameter measurement of differential LNAs is not
only reduced but the measurement accuracy is also improved.
However noise characterization is still immensely difficult and
challenging. A comprehensive and theoretically sound differ-
ential noise measurement procedure has been demonstrated by
(Belostotski & Haslett 2009). With this method 25K noise tem-
perature of a differential LNA has been measured successfully.
A second approach has been developed at CSIRO and NT of

35K of a hybrid differential LNA has been measured. This mea-
sured LNA has differential 300Ω input impedance and single
ended 50Ω output impedance. The novelty of the measurement
method lies in the test fixture calibration procedure. At first the
noise temperature of the sample LNA is measured with a cold
head. This is followed by Y-factor measurement of the same
LNA in the test fixture. THOT is calculated and hence the ENR
of the test fixture is determined. The noise figure of several sim-
ilar samples of the same LNA can be measured subsequently.
The advantage of this differential noise measurement method
is that LNAs of same production series can be characterized
with single calibration. This procedure is non-repeatable if the
production LNA design is changed.

7. Conclusions

LNA design, development and measurement procedures have
made a significant forward leap. Measured data of 6 single
ended and 5 differential LNA based on diverse technology and
topology has been stated as part of this paper. However there
are few issues and scopes of discussion on them. Firstly, a
trade-off between power consumption and linearity should be
quantified so that optimum balance between LNA performance
and expenses can be struck. First tests State-of-the-art GaAs
mHEMT has shown better power efficiency than InP pHEMTs.
Process 6 in figure 1 is a very advanced GaAs process which
displays much superior transconductance than all other pro-
cesses which includes state-of-the-art InP pHEMT process.
The choice of semiconductor process, could be different for
different bands, is very crucial. Secondly, requirement of tem-
perature stabilization is a necessity to capture information for
long time spells. Figure 1(b) shows a clear trend of variation
of transconductance with temperature. Alternative option is to
design temperature dependent LNAs, but it might come at the
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cost of noise performance. Lastly, if temperature is stabilized at
cryogenic temperatures down to 15K then though performance
would enhance dramatically, the system would become very
expensive. (Weinreb et al. 2009) has reported a reduction of
51.5K NT (55K to 3.5K) and 4.3dB (36.5dB to 32.2dB) gain
along with 78mW (83mW to 5mW) reduction in power con-
sumption when ambient temperature has been reduced to 17K
from 300K. Hence it can be clearly perceived that though there
is a increase of expense to cryogenically cool, expenses can
be reduced significantly due to much less power consumption
with the added bonus to minimum possible noise and linearity.
But for cryogenic systems, each foundry should be modelled at
cryo temperature to generate reliable designs.
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Broadband Space tapered Golden Ratio Spiral Phased Arrays
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Abstract. The paper discusses the effect of different space tapering techniques on the broadband performance of a class of
sparse phased arrays based on the golden ratio configuration (Boeringer 2002). Different space tapering techniques are applied
using a finite number of elements enclosed within a defined aperture size in order to demonstrate the effect of the geometry on
the broadband performance. The paper shows how the element locations can be manipulated to achieve high gain and low side
lobes. Tradeoffs are presented between side lobe level and gain for various space tapers over multi-octave bandwidth.

1. Introduction

The design of antenna arrays varies significantly depending on
the desired performance requirements. In this paper the main
concern is the required directivity, bandwidth and side lobe per-
formance. The aim is to be able to meet these requirements with
the least over all complexity that is the total number of elements
needed and their relative positions in the array.

In any antenna array system with N number of isotropic
elements, the maximum possible gain that can be achieved oc-
curs at a wavelength related to the relative positions of the an-
tenna elements. In linear periodic arrays the maximum possible
gain is achieved when the inter-element separation is approxi-
mately 0.9λa . Since the array gain is related to the total radia-
tion pattern from all the elements and not the linear summation
of individual antenna gains, it is possible to arrange the antenna
elements in such away that a higher array gain can be achieved
than NxG over a narrow band, where N is the total number of
elements in the array and G is the gain of one element. The
NxG figure can however be used as a useful quality measure of
the array gain over a broadband.

The maximum possible gain over the frequency band from
N available antenna elements occurs at a narrow bandwidth
centred on fmax . For frequencies less than fmax the gain of the
array will reduce becoming less than NxG at much lower fre-
quencies. This is due to antenna element separations becoming
closer together in terms of wavelength, which reduces or elim-
inates their contribution to the total array gain. The array now
is oversampled and contains many redundant elements. On the
other hand, for frequencies above fmax the gain will also drop,
as the element separation becomes far apart in terms of wave-
length ultimately causing high peaks at angles other than the
main beam, and thus reducing the total gain. This general trend
is true irrespective of the array configuration

In order to design a cost efficient broadband array fmax

should be equal to fLow . This is in order to avoid any elements
becoming redundant at the low frequencies. This means that the
array is under sampled at higher frequencies and therefore, the
element positions must be optimised in order to minimize the
effect of under sampling on the side lobes and the loss of gain.

a This is true provided the array is of the order of 8 elements or
more (Howard 1981)

This optimization however, comes at the expense of reducing
Gmax . In other words, a cost efficient broadband antenna array
trades off maximum possible gain at a narrow band, with gain
and side lobe performance over the total bandwidth.

In some broadband antenna array applications higher gain
is required at a certain portion of the bandwidth where for ex-
ample high noise sources may exist. In other applications a sta-
ble gain over the bandwidth is more of interest. Therefore, it
is useful to be able to control the gain performance over the
bandwidth in order to meet the system requirements with the
minimum number of elements.

In order to see the effect on array performance from a pure
geometrical point of view, a method is presented whereby dif-
ferent array geometries are compared using fixed number of
elements enclosed within a constant circular aperture. The an-
tenna element assumed is a hemispherical element with a gain
of 3 dBi and the performance of the array assumed is now gov-
erned purely by the relative positions of antenna elements ”that
is the mutual coupling is ignored”.

The Golden Ratio Spiral has been reported before for
phased arrays (Boeringer 2002; Vigan 2000) for the purpose
of narrowband and multiple beam applications. In this paper
the Golden ratio spiral is found to possess attractive properties
that are useful for designing broadband sparse phased arrays.

2. Array Configuration

A common way to describe a two dimensional spiral is by us-
ing polar coordinates (r, ψ), where r is a continuous monotonic
function of the angle ψ . There are many types of spirals that
can be constructed such as Archimedean, logarithmic Euler
(wikipedia 2009). A special case of a logarithmic spiral is the
Golden Ratio Spiral where its growth factor is related to the
Golden Ratio. The polar equation for a Golden Ratio spiral:

rn = d f (n) (1)

ψn = 2πφn (2)

where, rn is the radial displacement of the nth element, d is
a scaling factor, ψ is the angle displacement of the nth element
and φ is the golden ratio = 1.618... (mathworld 2008). Provided
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Fig. 1: Array Configurations with Different tapering

that φ is maintained as the golden ratio, equation (1)&(2) define
a class of array geometry termed here ”Golden Ratio Spiral”
defined for various functions f (n).

The function f (n) controls the radius of the nth element
from the centre and can be described as a space taper func-
tion. It is the design of this function that governs the broadband
behaviour of the Golden Ratio spiral class of phased arrays.

The function f (n) can be an analytical function such as
the sunflower model in Boeringer (2002).In this configuration
f (n) =

√
n/π,where n is the index number of the nth element.

Another analytical space taper function found to be useful is
f (n) = n(1/φ) where, n is the index number of the nth ele-
ment,and φ is the golden ratio. The resultant array is called
Golden Ratio Space Taperb.

The function f (n) can also be designed according to a den-
sity taper function as in Vigan (2000). A Taylor and a Gauss
space tapers are selected to be compared with the golden ratio
space taper and the sunflower model described above.

The chosen number of elements is 1020 enclosed in a fixed
aperture diameter of 10 m. A regular array with the same num-
ber of elements and aperture size has a maximum possible gain
at a frequency close to 1 GHz. Therefore, a wide bandwidth
centred at around 1 GHz is chosen to asses the performances of
the different configurations.

The resultant array configurations for different tapers are
shown in figure 1. The figure shows how the space tapering

b The Golden Ratio Space Taper array is also a special case of the
class of Golden Ratio spiral arrays

effects the antenna positions via the geometry equations (1) &
(2).

3. Array Gain

The resultant gain for each configuration is plotted as function
of frequency in figure 2. In the case of the sunflower model, a
high maximum gain is achieved at fmax = 0.95GHz. However,
a dramatic drop in gain occurs at higher frequencies. This con-
figuration is useful when a high gain is needed at the low end of
the band. The effect of space tapering in the case of the golden
ratio and Taylor space taper reduces the maximum gain but pro-
vides smoother gain over a wider bandwidth. In the case of a
Gauss taper more gain has been further compromised for wider
bandwidth. The gain in all configurations tends towards NxG
at higher frequencies.

Fig. 2: Gain performance for different space tapering

The average gain for all configurations throughout the
bandwidth is the approximately the same. However, it is the
behaviour and stability of gain over the bandwidth that can be
of interest.

4. Radiation Patterns

The radiation patterns for the different configurations are
shown in figure 3 at 1 GHz normalized to the peak of the main
beam. The side lobe area can be divided into three regions in
the form of rings:

1. An inner ring that contains the main beam also contains
the near in side lobes (this includes the first side lobe next to
main beam). Space tapering such as in a Gauss taper produces
a broader main beam with much lower first side lobe of -39 dB
compared to -23 dB in a golden ratio taper configuration. 2.
An outer region of higher sidelobes is formed with different
widths and amplitudes for each configuration. High amplitude
with a thin width outer ring appears with the sunflower tapered
compared to a wider lower amplitude outer ring in the case
of Gauss taper. 3. A middle region of lower side lobes remain
between regions (1) & (2), also varying in width and amplitude
for the different arrays.

At higher frequencies as shown in figure 4 the outer rings
with higher sidelobes widens reducing the size of the middle
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Fig. 3: Radiation Patterns for different configurations at 1 GHz

rings of lower sidelobes leaving the level of inner side lobes un-
affected despite the narrower main beam. In practice, the results

Fig. 4: Radiation Patterns for different configurations at 2 GHz

presented in figures 4 and 5 will be multiplied by a realistic el-
ement pattern which can in principle be optimized to reduce
side lobes at wide angles for a given configuration. However, a

narrow element radiation pattern will in general require a larger
element which has to comply with the constraints of the array
geometry, thus needs a consideration study on a case by cases
basis.

Similar to the gain performance, the mean side lobe re-
mains similar irrespective of the array configurations. Once
again, it is the location and relative amplitude of side lobe re-
gions that helps to optimizes different designs. The mean side
lobe is plotted in figure 6 over the band for different configura-
tions. This remains only marginally affected with the exception
of the Gauss taper where at low frequencies, has a broad beam
which dominates the radiation pattern.

Fig. 5: Mean side lobe performance over a broadband for different
configurations

5. Design Case

The Square Kilometre Array radio telescope low frequency
array is required to operate over a wide band between 700-
450 MHz. The sky noise at low frequencies is well known to
be much higher than upper frequencies (Medellı́n 2004). The
array is required to achieve a minimum of 45 dBi gain at the
low frequency to over-come the sky noise. Figure 7 shows the
gain performance over the band using the Golden Ratio Space
Taper and the Gauss space taper configurations both designed
to achieve 45 dB at 700 MHz using the minimum number of
elements. The Golden Ratio Space Taper achieves the required
gain using only 4000 elements, whereas the Gauss space ta-
per needs twice the number of elements to meet the required
gain. However, the Gauss taper has better gain performance at
higher frequency although this gain might not be needed as the
sky noise is lower at those frequencies.

6. Conclusion

Space taper antenna arrays based on golden ratio configuration
exhibit many attractive properties for designing and optimizing
broadband arrays for various applications. Different array ge-
ometry can be used to trade off the maximum achievable gain
at a narrowband for average bandwidth and side lobes. High
gain over wider band can be achieved while maintaining good
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Fig. 6: Gain performances for SKA low frequency array using Golden
Ratio and Gauss space taper configurations

control of side lobe amplitude and locations in the radiation
pattern.
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Abstract. Digitally beamforming broadband signals of several hundred MHz of bandwidth in real time, is computationally
highly expensive and very demanding. Performing this task in software is even more challenging. However, with the emer-
gence of massively parallel multiprocessor chips, it is becoming realistically feasible. The aim of this work is to investigate
the implementation effort and the performance achievable by a digital broadband beamformer implemented in software using
a state-of-the-art multiprocessor chip. Using the IBM Cyclops processor, a complete software beamformer has been designed,
implemented and tested. The software has been particularly optimized for the application and the Cyclops system architecture. It
includes a kernel and libraries designed exclusively to maximise performance for this application. The obtained results show that
several hundred MHz of bandwidth can be beamformed in real time.

1. Introduction

Beamforming is a technique used to separate signals arriving
from different direction at an array of receivers by means
of spatial filtering (Veen & Buckley 1988; Krim & Viberg
1996). This technique is used in many applications such
as in Telecommunications, Sonar, Radar, Medical imaging,
Geophysics, Radio Astronomy...etc (Veen & Buckley 1988). It
can be wide-band, if the signals envelope changes noticeably
as the wave front passes through the array or narrow-band if
the changes are negligible.

It is common to implement wide-band beamformers using
narrow-band beamforming techniques. This is made possible
by splitting the wide-band signals, using filter banks, into nar-
row band signals which can be processed using a narrow-band
beamformer (Veen & Buckley 1988).

Narrowband beamforming is simply the operation of
summing the weighted outputs of the receivers in order to
achieve spatial filtering. By properly choosing the weighting
coefficients, it is possible to obtain the signals coming from
a particular direction while attenuating, ideally completely
removing, the signals coming from other directions.

The objective of this work is to investigate, implement
and test a broadband, real-rime, software beamformer. The
target bandwidth is in the order of several hundred MHz, up
to 8 simultaneous beams are desired and 2 polarisations are
required. The state-of-the-art IBM multi-processor Cyclops
system has been chosen to perform this study.

? This work was supported by the Science & Technology Facilities
Council, and by the European Commission Framework Program 6,
Project SKADS, Square Kilometre Array Design Studies (SKADS),
contract no 011938.
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Fig. 1: Typical broadband beamformer

The rest of this paper is organized as follows:
In section 2, a brief description of the beamforming scheme is
given and in section 3, the architecture of the Cyclops system is
presented. Section 4 gives details of the software development
undertaken to achieve the objectives of this work and section 5
presents the simulation results. Finally, conclusions and future
work are given in the last section.

2. Digital Broadband Beamforming

A typical broadband beamformer is represented in Figure 1. It
consists of three main operations:

• Channelisation using Poly-phase filters;
• Data redistribution/reorganisation;
• Narrowband Beamforming.

Data redistribution/reorganisation involves gathering data,
from all antennas, of each frequency band in order to be
processed by a narrowband beamformer. This process requires
a communication bandwidth proportional to the product of
the number of antennas by the sampling frequency. Therefore
it constitutes a bottleneck that reduces the maximum signal
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Fig. 2: Scalable and efficient beamformer
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bandwidth that can be processed and the architecture’s scala-
bility. For this reason an alternative beamforming scheme has
been developed. This beamforming scheme uses a different
partitioning which consists of reducing the problem size
antenna wise rather than frequency wise. In this scheme all
frequency bands are processed together, however, only a small
number of antennas (a minimum of two) are beamformed at
once. Figure 2 illustrates this strategy.

After an initial beamforming stage, the resulting data
streams are all added together to form the final beam(s). This
beamforming method is just a reorganisation of the beamform-
ing operations, it uses the beamforming coefficients calculated
for the whole array and is, therefore, not sub-optimal. It is a
mathematically equivalent beamforming method.

3. The Cyclops system Architecture

3.1. The Cyclops Processor

Cyclops is a highly parallel IBM chip with 80 processors
clocked at 500 MHz and high speed communication links (IBM

Outer Node Inner Node Centre Node

Fig. 4: Logical mapping of a 16 antennas beamformer on a Cyclops
system

Fig. 5: Physical mapping of a 16 antennas beamformer on a Cyclops
system

2007a,b). Each processor consists of 2 thread units and one
floating-point arithmetic unit. The thread units have 32K of
RAM, 64 registers (64 bits wide) and an ALU. A Cyclops
system is made of nodes arranged in a 3D grid configuration
and containing one Cyclops chip each. The nodes communi-
cate with each other using a device called the ASwitch. The
ASwitch has 6 bidirectional high speed ports to allow com-
munication in the three orthogonal directions (x,y, and z axis).
The beamformer implementation presented in this document
has been designed and optimised for this system.

3.2. Beamformer mapping on a Cyclops system

The architecture illustrated in Figure 2 is mapped logically into
a Cyclops system as shown in Figure 4. In this mapping, there
are three types of nodes: The Outer nodes perform the beam-
forming of two antenna signals, the Inner nodes perform the
addition of two signals and the Centre node performs the ad-
dition of two signals and outputs the result to ’a host computer’.

A Cyclops system consists of 8 × 3 × 2 shelves of Cyclops
blades (nodes). The best physical mapping fit is presented in
Figure 5.
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Fig. 6: Cyclops Work Flow

4. Beamformer Software Design and
implementation

The Cyclops software development environment used is based
on the C GNU tools (Free Software Foundation 2009). In addi-
tion, a Kernel and libraries are provided to support the design
of high level C applications. The evaluation of the provided li-
braries revealed that the communication functions are not suit-
able for our application because of large overheads which make
them too slow. Therefore, it was necessary to develop commu-
nication functions that are simpler and more efficient. However,
some restrictions with the Kernel provided do not allow full
control of the Cyclops chip making it necessary to develop a
new kernel as well. As a result, the kernel and libraries provided
were not used and new ones have been developed. The design
methodology adopted for the software, favours speed and effi-
ciency over flexibility, simplicity and compile time parameter-
isation over complexity and runtime variability. The reason for
these choices is that the target application is real-time signal
processing and not general purpose computing.

4.1. High performance kernel

The design of the kernel was guided by the need for efficiency,
speed, flexibility and compatibility with the available C com-
piler. The kernel has been written in assembly, it is very mini-
malistic and it performs the following tasks:

• Setup interrupt handlers;
• Initialise the thread units;
• Start the main program.

All the thread units execute the same initialisation code and
run the same main C program. Thread units can be instructed
to perform different tasks by using thread IDs, node IDs and
conditional statements (ex if(ID==1) do this;).

4.2. High performance library

The library contains very low latency functions that can be
grouped into the following categories:
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Fig. 7: Data path for each node type

• Printing and File I/O functions that can be used within the
simulator environment only;
• System control functions;
• Communication functions.

The main performance limiting factor in our application is
the communication bandwidth. In order to maximise it, a num-
ber of restrictions have been adopted:

• Communications occur between neighbouring nodes only;
• Packet sizes are fixed and predefined at compile time;
• Headers are fixed and predefined at compile time;
• Input and Output buffers are predefined at compile time;

In order to modify the system parameters to suit an applica-
tion’s need, a number of constants (such as the packet size, the
buffers size, the headers ) are defined in a C header file. These
compile time constants offer a good compromise between flex-
ibility and efficiency.

4.3. Beamformer design

The data path is quite similar for all node types and is
illustrated in Figure 7. Data is received into 2 input buffers,
it then passes through a processing stage and the result is
stored in an output buffer. The difference between the three
node types is the source and destination of the data. The
Outer nodes receive the beamformer input data which is
read from the Off-chip memory and the result transmitted
via an ASwitch port. For the Inner nodes, data is received
and transmitted via an ASwitch port, and for a Centre
node, data is received via an ASwitch port but is stored in the
Off-chip memory from where it can be read by a host computer.

The other difference between the node types is the pro-
cessing. The Outer nodes perform the beamforming of two
input signals whereas the Inner and Centre nodes perform the
addition if two data streams (partial beams). Figure 8 shows
the chronological progression of data through the pipeline
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stages inside a node.

The output data stream structure is presented in Figure
9. The output data is generated in a buffered fashion with
each buffer containing a number of frames. This is due to the
fact that communications between nodes is performed in a
buffered and packetised way (a packet encapsulates one frame
of data). Each frame is divided into P sub-frames to hold data
for P beams (P = 1..8). Each sub-frame, holds N/P complex
samples (where N is the total number of samples per frame).
The frames are preceded by an 8 bits Frame ID (FID). The
FID is simply a counter incremented from 0 to 255. It is used
to make sure that the frames are processed in the right order.

The beamforming coefficients are used by the Outer
nodes only. They are stored as an (N/P) × P × 2 matrix of
floating-point double precision complex data. Their structure
is presented in Figure 10.

The coefficients are stored in three buffers as illustrated in
Figure 11. Two of them are reserved in the SRAM (Onchip
RAM) and are used as a double buffer to facilitate run-time
updating without stopping the beamforming program. When
one of them is being updated the other is used for beamforming
then the second buffer is updated while the first one is used
for beamforming. These buffers are updated by copying the
content of the third buffer which is reserved in the DRAM
(Offchip RAM). The updating is performed when a flag (a
variable in the shared memory space) is set to 1. After the

DRAM SRAM

Internal Buffer 1

Internal Buffer 2

Beamformer
Beamforming

Coefficients Buffer

Fig. 11: The beamforming coefficients buffers

update, the flag is reset to zero.

The DRAM coefficients buffer is updated by receiving new
coefficients from the host system. Its content can be changed at
any time without interference with the beamforming operation.
When new coefficients are uploaded a flag is set to 1 to signal
that new coefficients are available.

4.4. Implementation results

The beamformer has been implemented and tested on the
Cyclops functionally accurate simulator (Cuvillo et al. 2005)
(version 4.0). It features the following characteristics:

• 2 Polarisations;
• 1,2,4 or 8 beams;
• 1 × 8 bits input data and 2 × 8 bits output data;
• Mixed arithmetic precision: Coefficients are applied in dou-

ble floating-point precision and partial-beams are accumu-
lated in 8 bits integer format;
• On-the-fly updatable beamforming coefficients;
• Independent from array geometry and antenna choice;
• Can be used with any advanced beamforming coefficients

computation algorithm;
• Can trade-off between the bandwidth and the number of

beams.

The beamformer has been designed to provide the highest
bandwidth possible for any given number of beams. Therefore,
it obeys the following formula:

2 × NumBeams × NumPolarisations × Bandwidth = K

Where K is the total data rate achievable by our code on the
Cyclops architecture.

This formula means that bandwidth can be traded for beams
and vice-versa.

Simulator tests give an estimate of K ≈ 1.28 GB/s.
Therefore the formula can be simplified to:

NumBeamsXBandwidth = 320

For example for 8 beams, 2 polarisations, max 40MHz per
beam. For 1 beam it is 320MHz.
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5. Numerical Test, Simulation and Evaluation

An advanced test and simulation program has been written
in MATLAB. This program tests the Cyclops beamformer by
generating input data and beamforming coefficients which are
passed to the Cyclops simulator to use them as an input to the
beamformer. The same data is also beamformed in MATLAB
and the results are compared. The operation of the test program
is illustrated in Figure 12.

Data generation is performed by modelling the signals
received by an antenna array. The model uses Gaussian noise
as the waveform for the incoming signals whose number is
set in the MATLAB program and directions of arrival chosen
randomly. The program also models the coupling between
antennas and it takes into consideration the fact that the array
can be in the middle of a bigger array with the outside antennas
contributing to the mutual coupling but their received signals
are unavailable.

The results of this algorithmic and numerical testing are
presented in Figure 13. In this figure, 2 frames of samples are
visualised. In red is the beamformer output from the Cyclops
program and in blue is the MATLAB output. The green plot is
the difference between the two. It can be seen that the Cyclops
beamformer performs well and produces the expected output.
The small differences between the two beamformers are due the
integer arithmetic operations used in the Cyclops beamformer.

6. Conclusions and future work

The feasibility of a real-time software broadband beamformer
has been demonstrated. However, a significant software
development was required to achieve a good performance.
The test results revealed that the I/O bandwidth is the main
performance limiting factor.

Scalability is also an issue with the predefined node
interconnect configurations. For example, no matter how big a
3D grid can be, it is impossible to grow the tree architecture
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Fig. 13: The Cyclops Processor

(Figure 4) indefinitely (estimate: max 64 input nodes).

The future work will be to confirm the findings by testing
a 2 × 8 inputs beamformer on a real 3 × 3 × 3 nodes Cyclops
system.
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Abstract. This work presents single-ended and differential MIC LNA designs to meet the requirements for the Square Kilometre
Array (SKA) at the low frequency band ranging from 0.3-1.0 GHz Hall (2004). A series of single-ended MIC LNAs on 50Ω sys-
tem, with various topologies have been designed to study their NF, gain, SWR, power and stability characteristics. Subsequently,
differential LNAs using commercial GaAs pHEMTs were designed and optimised for the Orthogonal Ring Antenna (ORA); the
proposed antennas for the phased array of the SKA. Test structures have been developed to measure the four-port differential
LNAs using two-port Vector Network Analyser (VNA) and Noise Figure Analyser (NFA). The measurement techniques were
presented in Abidi & Leete (1999); Belostotski & Haslett (2008). The above results were then compared with the low-power
double stage differential to single-ended MIC LNA design Arshad et al. (2009) developed using an in-house fabricated novel
InGaAs/InAlAs/InP pHEMTs Bouloukou et al. (2006).

1. Introduction

This work presents LNA designs for the low frequency band
of SKA. The optimum goal of this work is to achieve a low-
power, low noise differential to single-ended amplifier using
commercially available GaAs pHEMTs as well as in-house de-
veloped InP based pHEMTs. The first design discussed here
is a single-ended MIC LNA that has been fabricated and mea-
sured. Secondly a differential to single-ended MIC LNA design
using commercial GaAs pHEMTs is presented which is further
compared to a similar topology LNA realised using InP based
pHEMTs.

2. Hybrid single-ended MIC LNA

The hybrid single-ended MIC LNA was designed and opti-
mised at frequency range of 0.5-2GHz. The MIC LNA us-
ing GaAs transistors were fabricated and measured using in-
house facilities. The simulated gain and Noise Figure are com-
pared with the measured data. Results show that both are in
acceptable tolerance. The measured Noise Figure of < 0.7dB
is achieved from 0.5-1.0 GHz as shown in Fig 1.

At the same frequency, the measured gain is in range
of 15dB to 20dB as depicted in Fig 2. The design demon-
strates stability without oscillation over entire desired fre-
quency range. The power consumption of this LNA is 280mW.

3. Differential to Single-Ended LNA Design Using
Commercial GaAs pHEMTs

In this double stage design, commercial GaAs transistors
from Avago Technologies were used. Transistor ATF 54143
(E-mode pHEMT) were used as amplifiers while transistor
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Fig. 1: Simulated and Measured NF on single-ended single stage MIC
LNA

ATF 35143 (D-mode pHEMT) were used as active loads. Both
transistors have 800µm gate width.

The first stage is a Differential to Single-Ended conversion
stage using self biased topology while, the second stage act as
a gain plus stability boosting stage. The design is optimized for
the band 0.3-1.0GHz.

The simulation results on Noise Figure and gain response
are presented in Fig 3 and Fig 4, respectively.

The figures show that NF and NFmin were both < 0.5dB
for the frequency band of interest. The simulations predict an
unconditionally stable design consuming 650mW of power.
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Fig. 2: Simulated and measured forward gain (S21) of single-ended
single stage MIC LNA

Fig. 3: Simulated NF and NFmin for differential LNA

4. Differential To Single-Ended LNA Design Using
In-House InP pHEMTs

In this part, the LNA is designed based on in-house InP
pHEMT with varying gate width. However, only 4x200µm de-
vice results are presented.

Fig. 4: Simulated forward (S21) and reverse (S12) gain of the differ-
ential LNA

Fig. 5: Simulated NF and NFmin of in-house InP pHEMT

Fig. 6: Simulated forward (S21) and reverse (S12) gains of in-house
InP pHEMT

For comparison purposed, the topology is similar to that of
the differential LNA using Commercial GaAs pHEMTs. The
designs are optimised for low noise and low power perfor-
mance.

The Noise Figure shown in Fig 5 were as good as the pre-
vious LNA where both were < 0.5dB over the entire frequency
range considered.

The LNA gains shown in Fig 6 were comparable with the
LNA using commercial GaAs pHEMTs.

In this design the total power consumption was 125mW
which is far less than the previous GaAs LNA design by a fac-
tor of ∼ 5.

5. Conclusions

The work presented here has highlighted and demonstrated de-
signs and measurements on differential to single-ended LNA
design. The InP transistor designs have shown comparable or
lower Noise Figure, NFmin and gain with superior power con-
sumption as compared to GaAs based designs by a factor of
∼ 5.
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Abstract. The need of a highly sensitive system in SKA necessitates the development of ultra low noise, high gain yet low power
LNAs for use at the front-end of the receiver chain. The input interface of the LNA has to be differential to be able to integrate
with the receiving antenna while the output must preferably be single-ended matched to standard 50Ω system impedance. This
work presents a design for a low power, differential-single ended LNA for the SKA. The simulated results show that the LNA
achieves < 0.6dB Noise Figure for the wide frequency band of 300 MHz to 1 GHz at room temperature. The forward gain, at
around 30 dB, is fairly flat for the required frequency range. The simulated power consumption of the designed LNA is approx
300 mW which is 1/3rd of the power consumed by similar LNA realised using commercially available GaAs pHEMTs. Design
layouts are being prepared for the fabrication of these LNA circuits.

1. Introduction

The Square Kilometre Array (SKA) is the largest radio-
telescope project presently being designed that is will be up
to 100 times more sensitive as compared to any existing radio
telescope (Hall et al. 2004) . This feature demands high end
performance from the LNA in terms of noise figure and gain.
The magnitude of the envisioned radio telescope, on the other
end, poses highly challenging requirements towards the power
constraints of the constituting components. A differential input
and single-ended output is needed from the LNA for interfacing
with the receiving antennae at the input and subsequent stages
of the receiver chain at the output.

An InP pHEMTs based double stage, differential to single-
ended MMIC LNA design is presented in this work. The de-
signed LNA is based on novel InGaAs/InAlAs/InP pHEMTs
that has been developed and fabricated at the University of
Manchester (Bouloukou et al. 2006). The stacked layers of
pHEMT used in this work is presented in Fig. 1. The linear and
non-linear models for the pHEMTs used in this design have
been presented in Boudjelida et al. (2008). In order to verify
the complete LNA design and development process, a single
stage LNA, based on a 1x800 µm2 periphery gate transistor
has been designed, fabricated and measured across the wide
frequency band of 0.3 to 3GHz. The design and fabrication of
this single-stage LNA was based on measurements and mod-
elling of all single elements in the circuit, namely, pHEMTs,
inductors, capacitors and resistors. A detailed description of the
design and measured results for the single-stage MMIC LNA is
being presented in a parallel paper on low frequency broadband
LNA designs for the SKA (Boulay et al. 2010).

2. MMIC LNA Design Process

The MMIC LNA designs, based on the latest InGaAs/InAlAs
epitaxial structures, chosen for this work had more emphasis on
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Fig. 1: Stacked epitaxial layers of pHEMT

low noise figure and low input and output return losses across
the wide frequency band of 0.2 to 2 GHz. To accommodate
these design requirements, the design process is based on 1µm
gate length InGaAs/InAlAs/InP technology with varying gate
widths.

Coplanar circuits have been used in this work for the im-
plementation of MMIC LNA designs which has several advan-
tages over the conventional micostrip circuits, a few prominent
are as follows (Gillick et al. 1994):

• Devices and components can be grounded without via
holes, as the ground plane lies on the same surface.
• Dispersion in CPW is much lower at high frequencies,

making it more suitable for millimeter-wave circuits.
• Flexibility in realising given characteristic impedance with

almost any track width and gap combination.
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Fig. 2: Standard symmetrical arrangement topology for differential to
single-ended amplifier

• The ground plane provides shielding between adjacent
CPW lines, which considerably increases the packaging
density of the components.
• With the back-face ground plane removed, lumped ele-

ments exhibit less parasitic capacitance.
• A well established on-wafer measurement technique based

on coplanar probe tips is commercially available, facilitat-
ing easy and accurate measurements.

For the selected design process, it has been demonstrated
that CPW can be used at these frequencies for low noise de-
signs and yet still meet size limitations necessary for low cost
production. The attractive features of this process include re-
duced back side processing, no vias, and suitability for flip chip
mounting.

3. Double-Stage Differential to Single-Ended MMIC
LNA Design

The requirement of differential input LNA in SKA is to be able
to interface with the balanced terminals of the antenna. The
output interface, however, has to be single ended with 50 Ω
output impedance. A differential to single-ended LNA has thus
been designed to meet both the input and output requirements.
For a differential to single-ended conversion, half of the gain
achieved by the differential stage is lost since each arm effec-
tively only amplifies one half of the applied differential input.
Several topologies have been reported that overcome the loss
in gain (Ladbrooke 1989). For this work, the standard arrange-
ment for differential to single-ended amplifier shown in Fig. 2
has been used.

This design comprises two stages where the first stage is
fully differential, optimised for noise performance with reason-
able gain, while the second stage is a gain and stability boost-
ing stage with differential input and single-ended output inter-
faces. The noise performance of the first fully differential stage

Fig. 3: Simulation results for double stage differential input single-
ended output MMIC LNA design

is considerably better as compared to the second differential
to single-ended conversion stage due to the balanced topology.
Due to the considerable high gain of the first stage ( 12-15 dB),
the relatively degraded noise performance of the second stage
has minimal effect on the amplifier’s noise characteristics, as
expressed by the Friis’ expression for noise figure of cascaded
microwave networks (Friis 1944).

The designed LNA is optimised for noise figure and power
consumption with a fairly high gain of 30 ± 2 dB for the low
frequency band of SKA (0.3-1 GHz). A noise figure of less
than 0.6 dB with unconditional stability for the entire frequency
band of interest is predicted for this design with power dissi-
pation of 300mW. The simulated results presented in Figure
7 show high losses at lower frequencies for the input because
of the absence of input matching network. Reasonable output
SWR S22 and good reverse isolation S12 are predicted for the
design. Layouts and masks are currently being prepared for this
design.

4. Conclusion

The differential to single-ended MMIC LNA design presented
in this work has several advantages over similar MIC differen-
tial to single-ended LNA using off-the-shelf GaAs pHEMTs.
Foremost of these advantages is that this MMIC LNA con-
sumes less than half power (300 mW) as compared to the power
consumed by a similar MIC LNA design (800 mW). This has
only been possible because of the freedom of using devices
with smaller gate widths in the MMIC LNA design while the
MIC LNAs have limited options of gate widths available to be
used in the designs. In a practical scenario, where millions of
LNAs would be employed, the low power characteristic will be
crucial. For mass production of LNAs, which will be required
in the SKA, MMIC will be a preferred choice for incurring
lower cost on production as compared to hybrid MIC LNAs. A
reliable and verified design process has been selected for the
implementation of this LNA design.

Realising a high performance, small size, reliable, low
cost and low power MMIC LNA with differential input and
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single-ended output interface is one of the key concerns for
the SKA and a reasonable effort has been done here to meet
these requirements. The MMIC LNAs based on 1 µm InP based
pHEMTs have high potentials for use in the SKA.
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Abstract. Differential input to single ended output Low Noise Amplifiers (LNA) designs and fabrications are required for the
front end of 2-PAD project in SKADS. The differential input for these LNAs are essential to match the differential output of the
Bunny Ear Comb-line Antenna (BECA) connected before these LNAs.
A low noise amplifier has been designed, fabricated and tested for 2-PAD project. Detailed explanation of this designed amplifier
and its results will be described.
A commercially available amplifier was used to devise a robust test plan to measure s-parameter responses and noise of various
topologies of LNA designs for 2-PAD LNAs.
This commercially available amplifier is ideal for this study as it allows us to use it in three different modes of operation including
single ended input to differential output, differential input to differential output and differential input to single ended output.
Therefore the later mode of operation is our interest.
S-parameter response tests were carried out for the differential input to differential output and differential input to single ended
output modes of this amplifier using a 4 port vector network analyzer.
A noise measurement model for differential amplifiers was proposed by the author in more detail in Bhaumik et al. (2009). The
commercially available amplifier and the designed LNAs operate in the same frequency range as well as having differential input
and single ended output feature; therefore these tests and method of measurements are particularly useful for the reason that can
be utilized in measuring the low noise amplifiers designed for 2-PAD project.
As a result, the procedure used for measuring the differential input to single ended output operation mode of the commercially
available amplifier would verify the precision and suitability of this method for the designed LNAs.

1. Introduction

One of the various undergoing verification programmes in
SKADS is 2-PAD (Dual-Polarization All digital Phased Array)
which covers the frequency range of 0.3−1 GHz. [Schillizi
et al. (2007)]

A commercially available amplifier with four ports, two in-
put ports and two output ports was used for the S-parameter
responses measurement purpose. This amplifier is illustrated in
Fig. 1. This amplifier can be figured to operate in three different
modes: 1) differential input to differential output, 2) differential
input to single ended output by using a transformer & 3) single
ended input to differential output. Modes 1 and 2 were con-
centrated on because of their differential input feature which is
a requirement for our designed LNAs in the front end section
to match the differential output impedance of the Bunny Ear
Comb line Antenna (BECA).

2. Mixed Mode Scattering Parameters

The concept of mixed mode S-parameters are driven from basic
S-Parameter definition (Bockelman & Eisenstadt 1995). Mixed
mode scattering parameters explain the differential and com-
mon mode responses to differential and common mode drives
and are useful to be in balanced devices (Martens et al. 2005).

? This work was supported by the European Commission
Framework Program 6, Project SKADS, Square Kilometre Array
Design Studies (SKADS), contract no 011938.

Fig. 1: Commercially available amplifier.

The mixed mode S-parameter of a four port device is given
in matrix below (Agilent 2007). Thus this matrix is valid for an
amplifier with differential input to differential output.


S dd11 S dd12 S dc11 S dc12

S dd21 S dd22 S dc21 S dc22

S cd11 S cd12 S cc11 S cc12

S cd21 S cd22 S cc21 S cc22


The mixed mode S-parameter of a three port device is given

in matrix below (Agilent 2007). Therefore this matrix would be
valid for an amplifier with differential input and single-ended
output.
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S ss11 S sd12 S sc12

S ds21 S dd22 S dc22

S cs21 S cd22 S cc22


Since the main focus was on modes 1 and 2 of the amplifier

(See Section 1), their measured mixed mode s-parameter result
is explained in more detail in Sections 3 and 4 respectively.

3. Testing the Commercially Available Amplifier
with Differential Input and Differential Output

The commercially available amplifier was constructed to per-
form with differential input and differential output to enable us
to study the RF performance of a fully differential amplifier.
The S-parameter responses of this amplifier were measured by
a four port VNA over the frequency range of 10-1000MHz.

Measured gain of this amplifier with differential input and
differential output (S dd21), is illustrated in Fig. 2.

Fig. 2: Measured S-parameter response that corresponds to the gain of
the commercially available amplifier in fully differential mode.

The maximum gain (S dd21) derived from this amplifier in
the fully differential mode is 8dB up to 0.2GHz.

4. Testing the Commercially Available Amplifier
with Differential Input and Single-Ended output

Characterizing the differential input and single ended Low
Noise Amplifiers (LNA) is a challenging process for 2-PAD
project. Therefore, a commercially available LNA (Fig. 1) was
used to verify the measurement procedure of a differential in-
put to single ended output amplifier. Mixed mode s-parameter
responses characterization of this amplifier was measured by
a four port Vector Network Analyzer (VNA). Measured mixed
mode s-parameter S sd12 of the commercially available ampli-
fier is shown in Fig. 3 over the frequency range of 10 MHz to
1000MHz. As shown in Fig. 3, the maximum gain measured
with this configuration was more that 10dB up to 0.2GHz.

Fig. 3: Measured mixed mode S-parameter response of S sd12 for a
three port amplifier.

5. Differential Input and Single-Ended Amplifier
Design

A Low Noise Amplifier with two stages was designed
in Advanced Design System (ADS) as part of 2-PAD
project.(Agilent 2009)

Fig. 4 shows a block diagram of a differential input and
single ended low noise amplifier which was designed for the
front end of the 2-PAD project.

Fig. 4: Block diagram of designed differential LNA

This LNA operates in the frequency range of 0.5 to 1 GHz.
This LNA has a 150 ohm differential input to match the BECA
antenna impedance before the LNA and a 50 ohm single ended
output. Simulated S-parameters of the designed differential
LNA is illustrated in Fig. 5.

According to the simulated S-parameter responses for this
amplifier (Fig. 5), the input return loss is better than 10dB be-
tween 0.5 to 0.8 GHz. Gain produced by this amplifier varies
between 32.5dB to 26dB over the frequency range of 0.5-
1GHz. The simulated noise figure of this amplifier is less than
1dB up to 0.9GHz.
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Fig. 5: Simulated S-parameter responses of the differential amplifier.

Fig. 6: Manufactured differential input and single ended output LNA.

Designed differential input to single ended output ampli-
fier was fabricated as shown in Fig. 6. It consists of ATF33143
commercial pHEMTs transistors with NF of 0.5dB and gain of
15dB from Avago Technologies. 3 volts DC voltage was sup-
plied for this amplifier. The mixed mode s-parameter measure-
ment method was applied on this LNA using the same four port
VNA but no gain was delivered from designed LNA due to an
oscillation problem within the LNA itself. These problems are
still under investigation.

6. Conclusions

An amplifier design with differential input and single ended
output has been described for the front end of the 2-PAD
programme. This amplifier operates over the frequency range
of 0.5-1GHz. Simulated RF performance, fabricated prototype
and testing results are explained above. A commercially avail-
able LNA which can be derived as either fully differential LNA
or differential input to single-ended output LNA was under in-

vestigation to verify a method for measuring the scattering pa-
rameters of the designed LNA in 2-PAD programme.

Acknowledgements. We would like to thank Dr. Georgina Harris and
Tim Ikin in Jodrell Bank Observatory for their help and support during
fabrication of designed LNAs.
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Abstract. A new high breakdown InP pHEMT has been used in the design, fabrication and testing of wideband Low noise
amplifiers for use in the aperture array concept of the SKA. This optically defined 1 µm gate, 800 µm gate width process
has permitted the realisation of low noise transistors with NFmin < 0.4 dB (28K) at 2GHz and lower NFmin values at lower
frequencies. The large gate width has been instrumental in realising low noise resistances.
We report here on DC, RF and noise performances of novel MMIC Low Noise Amplifiers based on InGaAs/InAlAs pHEMTs,
with a full coplanar waveguide (CPW) technology designed specifically for use in the SKA and fabricated using conventional
optical lithography.

1. Introduction

The Square Kilometre Array (SKA) is the next generation of
radio telescope and will have 100 times more sensitivity than
any of the largest telescope to date (Dewdney et al. 2009). For
the low frequency spectrum of the SKA, cost-effective Ultra
Low-Noise Amplifiers are required at frequencies spanning the
range of 300MHz to 2GHz (Hall 2004). InP-based HEMTs
have previously demonstrated superior noise performances at
millimetre-wave frequencies using short-gate length and are
indeed commonly used in high performance LNAs, albeit at
cryogenic temperatures. However, in the low frequency range,
matching the LNA for wide band, low noise performance be-
comes a critical issue as it requires adding large passives into
the design, which can act as sources of added noise if integrated
in the LNA. This can be circumvented by using off-chip com-
ponents (Belostotski & Haslett 2007), but at the expense of
both cost and complexity. Thanks to a novel high-breakdown,
low-leakage InGaAs/InAlAs pHEMT structures, developed at
Manchester (Bouloukou et al. 2006), and which enables the
use of large periphery gate transistors, both low NFmin and
low Rn, which are key point for a better impedance matching
across the ultra-wide band, can be simultaneously obtained. In
addition for low frequency applications, the requirement for
extremely high cut-off frequencies is relaxed and larger gate
lengths (∼ 1µm), as opposed to sub-micron, are perfectly ade-
quate in terms of noise performance and stability of the LNA.

2. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

Precise material engineering of the epilayers and doping profile
results in on-state leakage Ig < 0.09A/cm2 (Figure 1). In order
to verify the foundry process, a single stage LNA, based on
a 1x800 µm2 periphery gate transistor has been designed and
measured across the whole frequency band of 0.3 to 3 GHz.
The design and fabrication of an LNA was based on mea-

? sanae.boulay@manchester.ac.uk

Fig. 1: Typical InGaAs/InAlAs pHEMTs experimental gate current
curves for two large gate periphery transistors as a function of drain
and gate voltages

surements and modelling of all single elements in the circuit,
namely, pHEMTs, inductors, capacitors and resistors.

LNA Designs (2nd Generation) New LNA designs, based
on the latest InGaAs/InAlAs epitaxial structures have been cho-
sen for MMIC fabrication. These had more emphasis on low
noise figure, input and output reflection coefficients across the
ultra-wide frequency band (0.2 to 2 GHz).

Compared to the 1st generation LNA, this generation of
LNAs consisted of new layouts designed to accommodate a
range of probe configuration. The LNA 2nd Generation also
had designs based on 4x200 µm pHEMTs using the 1 µm gate
InGaAs/InAlAs/InP technology, but presented major improve-
ments compared to the 1st generation:

• New resistors designed using 50 Ω/�. This leads to more
accurate values across the sample and more stable fabrica-
tion process.
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Fig. 2: Schematic picture of MMIC single-stage. The fabricated LNA
was 1.52x1.46 mm2

• Each LNA had a unique label identification based on de-
sign number, column-row position on the die which made
probing easier.
• The interconnects consisted of a double-metal layer which

reduced the resistance variation in the connection.
• The RF pads were designed for RF probes with pitches

varying from 100 µm to 300 µm.
• The ground metal plane was extended all around the

MMIC. This would minimise the chances of generating os-
cillations.
• The DC feeds were modified accordingly to our probe pin

configuration.
• New process control monitors and RF de-embedding struc-

tures were carefully designed and placed on 7 locations on
the die.

MMIC Single-Stage LNA A full MMIC single-stage LNA
was designed using on-chip integrated input and output match-
ing, as shown in Figure 2. This LNA was successfully mea-
sured at MC2 for both RF and noise. The DC was supplied
by multi-DC probes, including decoupling capacitors, and de-
signed accordingly with our layout specifications.

These completed first trials MMIC, which have power gain
of 15 to 9dB across the band (Figure 3) have noise figures
of 1.5dB, larger by some 0.5dB than expected by simulation
(Figure 4). The reasons for the discrepancies are being ad-
dressed in a new run where improvements have been brought
to the next generation design with better grounding. Also dou-
ble stage LNA designs have been implemented which should
reduce the broad band noise to 0.5 dB. A likely reason for
the increased noise compared with simulated ones can also be
attributed to the fact that during full MMIC fabrication, the
temperature depositions of the Silicon Nitride capacitors might

Fig. 3: Measured and modelled S-parameters for a single stage LNA
based on a 1 µm gate length 4x200 µm InGaAs/InAlAs transistor

Fig. 4: Noise measurements at 25 mA drain current on a single stage
LNA based on a 1µm gate length 4x200 µm InGaAs/InAlAs transistor

have been too high which caused the transistors to have leak-
ages much higher than those shown in figure by a factor of 5
which will certainly contribute to the noise figures observed.

The key features of these stable single stage amplifiers are
the very low power dissipation of 75 mW, well within the
power requirements of SKA. The purpose of this work was also
to demonstrate that CPW can be used at these frequencies for
low noise designs and yet still meet size limitations necessary
for low cost production. The attractive features of this process
include reduced back side processing, no vias, and suitability
for flip chip mounting.

MMIC Double Stage LNA Design With Off-Chip
Components A double-stage LNA design was developed us-
ing off-chip components for reducing parasitic losses at the
input path. The design was simulated in ADS using the non-
linear models of the fabricated pHEMT and the passive com-
ponents. The input matching was achieved using off-chip in-
ductors in order to preserve the LNA noise figure from being
affected by the large series resistance (about 20-30 Ω) usually
found in integrated inductors. The two-stage LNA operating
from a 3V power supply was designed to include the on-chip
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output matching network. It consists of two common source
amplifiers. The first stage was designed to provide a simultane-
ous noise and impedance match by carefully adjusting the two
off-chip inductors at the input using a 4 200 µm gate width
pHEMT as a building block. Simulation results for this LNA
design are shown in Figure 5.

Fig. 5: Simulation results of double-stage MMIC LNA design with
off-chip components

The noise figure remains below 0.45 dB between 0.3 and
2 GHz, while the gain is above 26 dB below 1.4 GHz. The in-
put and output return losses S11 and S22 were below -9 dB
and -14 dB, respectively at 1.4 GHz. The third order intercept
obtained from LNA simulations was 14 dBm. The circuit also
showed unconditional stability up to 30 GHz with a total power
dissipation of about 100 mW. Table 1 conveys the main simu-
lations results compared with those reported in the literature at
this frequency band. The LNA presented in this paper shows
noise characteristics amongst the best published to date espe-
cially when considered in the light of the relatively large, opti-
cally defined gate length of the transistor used here (1 µm). The
high gain LNA presented in (Rosenbaum et al. 1993) was ob-
tained using a three-stage circuit which would dissipate large
amounts of power but would probably have higher IP3.

Clearly, this design would be a very strong contender for
the low frequency band of the SKA. This LNA has successfully
been fabricated and is being measured now.

Fully Integrated Double-Stage LNA Design Another full
MMIC double-stage LNA was prepared with on-chip compo-
nents for input and output matching. As expected, the gain was
higher than 30 dB across the band, while dissipating a total
power of about 110 mW. The overall noise figure was expected
to be lower than 0.7 dB between 0.2 to 2 GHz, and less than
0.5 dB across most of the frequency band, as shown in Figure 6.

Double-Stage Differential to Single-Ended MMIC LNA
Design Considering the interfacing requirements of the LNA in
the receiver chain of SKA, a differential to single-ended MMIC
LNA design has been prepared. This design comprises two
stages where the first stage is fully differential, optimised for
noise performance with reasonable gain, while the second stage
is a gain and stability boosting stage with differential input and

Fig. 6: Simulation results for double-stage MMIC LNA design

single-ended output interfaces. The noise performance of the
first fully differential stage is considerably better as compared
to the second differential to single-ended conversion stage due
to the balanced topology. Due to the considerable high gain of
the first stage ( 12-15 dB), the relatively degraded noise perfor-
mance of the second stage has minimal effect on the amplifier’s
noise characteristics, as expressed by the Friis’ expression for
noise figure of cascaded microwave networks (Friis 1944). The
designed LNA optimised for noise figure and power consump-
tion with reasonably high gain of 302 dB for the low frequency
band of SKA (0.3-1 GHz). A noise figure of less than 0.6 dB
with unconditional stability for the entire frequency band of
interest is predicted for this design with power dissipation of
300mW. The simulated results presented in Figure 7 show high
losses at lower frequencies for the input because of the absence
of input matching network. Reasonable output SWR S22 and
good reverse isolation S12 are predicted for the design. Layouts
and masks are currently being prepared for this design.

Fig. 7: Simulation results for double stage differential input single-
ended output MMIC LNA design
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Table 1: Summary of the main ultra low noise amplifiers below 2.5 GHz, at room temperature

Bandwidth NF Technology Power IP3 S21 Ref.

(GHz) (dB) (mW) (dBm) (dB)

0.7 - 1.4 0.35 90 nm-CMOS 45 7.5 20.5 - 16.3 Belostotski & Haslett (2007)

0.6 - 1.6 0.5 0.5 µm GaAs pHEMT 852 15.4 29.3 - 20.9 Xu et al. (2005)

2.25 - 2.5 0.5 0.15 µm InGaAs/InAlAs HEMT ? ? > 35 Rosenbaum et al. (1993)

0.3 - 2 0.45 1 µm InGaAs/InAlAs pHEMT 110 14 26 This work

3. Conclusion

LNA designs based on a newly developed high breakdown,
large gate periphery (and hence low noise resistance) transis-
tors have been implemented and successfully fabricated in the
2nd generation of LNAs. These were based on work carried out
on accurate modelling of passives and pHEMTs using the 1µm
gate InP technology developed at the University of Manchester.
Major improvements have been made on these LNAs which
mainly concentrated on achieving low noise figure across the
ultra wide frequency band (0.2 to 2 GHz). The best LNA is
expected to exhibit less than 0.4 dB noise figure at room tem-
perature across the whole band, still using a cost-effective 1µm
gate technology. This shows great promises for future develop-
ment using sub-micron gate lengths.
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Abstract. Indium phosphide Heterojunction Bipolar Transistors (HBTs)-based, low power, Low Voltage Differential Signalling
(LVDS) driver to interface digital circuits operating at varied logic levels is designed using Emitter Coupled Logic (ECL) circuits
operating at 2 GHz clock speed. The core of the ECL circuit is based on a voltage to current converter/buffer. The total power
dissipation of the driver with LVDS compatible output levels is less than 15mW. This is achieved with a relaxed geometry of
5 × 5µm2 area HBT devices fabricated on Molecular Beam Epitaxy (MBE) grown wafers. The circuit makes use of dynamic
switching of output transistors without using any complex circuitry, which reduces total power consumption without appreciably
compromising on speed or area. These results are better than those reported on 0.35 µm CMOS technology and is comparable
with designs built on 0.35 µm BICMOS technology.

1. Introduction

Indium phosphide Heterojunction Bipolar Transistors (HBTs)
offer cut-off frequencies as high as 450 GHz at 0.5 µm feature
size and digital circuits based on InP HBT technology using
Emitter Coupled Logic (ECL) operating at frequencies above
150 GHz have been demonstrated (Rodwell et al. 2008a).
Fmax as high as 750 GHz with 250 nm emitter length has also
been recently reported (Rodwell et al. 2008b). In addition to
higher speed operation its input turn-on voltage is much lower
than that of GaAs based HBTs , since InP HBTs use low-band
gap material of InGaAs for the base, resulting in low-power
dissipation for circuits built on InP technology.

System-level integration invariably requires interfaces be-
tween circuits operating at different frequencies and at varied
logic levels. For short range mediums, Low Voltage Differential
Signalling (LVDS) is a very popular interface because of its
small voltage swing and its immunity to cross-talk as it is based
on differential signalling and good EMI performance (LVDS
Manuel 2008; Abugharbieh et al. 2008) due to less current
switching as emitter-coupled logic is a non-saturating logic
requiring almost constant supply of output current (Jaeger &
Blalock 2007) . This is also why its power dissipation is not a
strong function of frequency unlike CMOS.

In this work, InP single heterojunction bipolar transistors
(SHBTs) with relaxed geometry of 5 × 5µm2 are used to de-
sign a very low-power LVDS driver proposed to be used in the
receiver chain of SKA (Square Kilometre Array)-a phase array
based, largest radio telescope that is being planned at the mo-
ment (Schilizzi et al. 2008) which requires very small power
budget and extensive back-end digital signal processing.

2. Growth and Fabrication

The wafers were grown on a RIBER V100+ solid source
Molecular Beam Epitaxy (MBE) on 〈100〉 oriented, semi-
insulating Fe-doped InP substrates. The relaxed geometry de-
vices of area 5× 5µm2 were fabricated using a triple mesa, wet

? muhammad.mohiuddin@postgrad.manchester.ac.uk

Fig. 1: Design cycle from wafer growth to MMIC fabrication

etching process. Epitaxial layers were first etched using a non-
selective ortho-phosphoric based etchant H3PO4:H202:H20
(3:1:50). This was followed by a short selective etch of
HCl:H20 (1:1) to expose the InGaAs base and sub-collector
layers. Non-alloyed Ti/Au contacts to the emitter, base and sub-
collector layers were then thermally evaporated to complete the
devices. The process uses standard i-line based optical lithog-
raphy because of very relaxed minimum feature size of 5µm.

InP based single heterojunction bipolar transistors (SHBTs)
used in this work are grown, characterised, fabricated, and mea-
sured at The University of Manchester as depicted in Figure 1.

3. Device and Circuit Modelling

Agilent HBT device model (Agilent Technologies 2006) is
developed using parameter extraction routines specifically de-
signed for this proprietary model by Agilent Technologies.
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Fig. 2: LVDS driver with voltage to current converter.

This non-linear, parametric model is based on the University
of California, San Diego (UCSD) model (UCSD High Speed
Devices Group 2000) which takes into account Kirk effect, ve-
locity modulation effect, large knee voltage and other typical
features of III-V HBTs.

The circuit implementation of LVDS driver comprises two
additional output transistors (encircled in Figure 2) than the
conventional ECL stage.

These additional criss-cross connected transistors are used
to switch off current between the differential output circuits.
Dynamic switching off of the output transistors without using
any extra circuitry conserves considerable power (Abugharbieh
et al. 2008), which in our designs was up to 20% reducing total
power dissipation from 19 mW to less than 15 mW. Tail current
for the differential pairs are provided using Wilson current mir-
ror configuration to improve the output impedance of the basic
current mirror design. Emitter resistors are used to reduce the
temperature sensitivity of the circuit by offsetting the reduction
in the turn-on voltage of the transistors as the temperature goes
up.

Voltage to current translators are used at the output stage
to meet stringent load termination requirements of the LVDS
standard. ECL input as shown in Figure 3 is the simulated ran-
dom data which is fed to a simple master-slave D-latch stage
(not shown). This stage gives input to the LVDS driver, which
translates ECL levels to LVDS compatible levels as described
below and as shown in Figure 3.

LVDS standard requires the following typical output val-
ues: Voltage swing of 250 to 400 mV Offset voltage of
1.2 ± 0.2V Termination resistor of 100 Ohm differential

4. Conclusion

In this work, a complete low voltage differential signalling
(LVDS) driver is designed and simulated to work with ECL
circuits operating at 2 GHz clock speed. The total power
dissipation of the driver complete driver circuit is less than
15 mW. The driver is designed to interface Analogue to Digital

Fig. 3: LVDS driver input and output waveforms

Converter (ADC) with emitter coupled logic levels to the back-
end digital signal processing block of a radio telescope receiver
chain through its built-in LVDS receiver.

This power consumption is lower than that of designs re-
ported using 0.35µm CMOS technology and is comparable
with designs built with 0.35µm BICMOS technology. This re-
ported InP HBT design has the added advantage of compatibil-
ity with the mainstream high speed InP technology.
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Abstract. The design of ultra low power (< 300 mW), high-speed analogue to digital converter (ADC) is an essential element for
the Square Kilometre Array (SKA). This paper describes the design and simulation of a low-power high-speed (4GS/s) analogue
to digital converter (ADC) based on two designs of InP/InGaAs Single heterojunction bipolar transistor (SHBT) (5 × 5µm2 and
1.5×5µm2 emitter area device). The essential difference between these two devices was the process reliability (yield), and thus the
overall unit cost. Both devices provided DC and RF performance characteristics ideally suited for the low-power IC design, with
high current gain of 70-80. The high-frequency performances differ due to the device geometry with an ft/fmax=78GHz/38GHz
for the 5 × 5µm2 and ft/fmax=91GHz/83GHz for the 1.5 × 5µm2 emitter area device.

1. Introduction

Logic gates that are based on current mode logic (CML) and
emitter coupled logic (ECL) circuits are an ideal choice for ap-
plications with high clock rates Nah et al. (1993); Montgomery
et al. (1991); Hafizi et al. (1992); Yinger et al. (1993). CMOS
technology is limited in high precision applications, such as
ADCs due to the stringent requirement of device matching.
Also to achieve high-speed (fT > 100 GHz) CMOS requires
deep sub-micron gates (90nm or less) where expensive phase
shift masks are required. HBTs on other hand offers high power
handling capability, high current drive capability, low 1/f noise
characteristics, excellent threshold voltage control and high
speed performance with low power dissipation for the digital
circuits.

2. Growth and Fabrication

The technology was developed at the University of Manchester
(UOM) and used molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) growth
which relied upon two novel developments. Firstly stoichio-
metric conditions permitted growth at a fairly low tempera-
ture of 420oC while conserving extremely high quality ma-
terials. Secondly, dimeric Phosphorus was generated from a
gallium Phosphide (GaP) decomposition source leading to ex-
cellent RF device properties. The epitaxial layer structure of
SHBT is shown in Table 1. The relaxed geometry devices
of area 5 × 5µm2 and 1.5 × 5µm2 were fabricated using a
triple mesa, wet etching process. Epitaxial layers were first
etched using a non-selective Ortho-Phosphoric based etchant
H3PO4:H202:H20 (3:1:50). This was followed by a short se-
lective etch of HCl:H20 (1:1) to expose the InGaAs base and
sub-collector layers. Non-alloyed Ti/Au contacts to the emitter,
base and sub-collector layers were then thermally evaporated to
complete the devices.

? TauseefTauqeer@gmail.com

Table 1: Epitaxial structure of SHBT sample

Layer Material Doping Thickness

(cm−3) (Å)

Cap In0.53Ga0.47As n = 1 × 1019 1350

Emitter 1 In0.53Ga0.47As n = 1 × 1019 1350

Emitter 2 InP n = 1 × 1017 400

Spacer In0.53Ga0.47As - 50

Base In0.53Ga0.47As p = 1.5 × 1019 650

Collector In0.53Ga0.47As n = 1 × 1016 6300

Sub-Collector In0.53Ga0.47As n = 1 × 1019 5000

Buffer In0.53Ga0.47As - 100

Substrate Semi-Insulating InP

3. Device Modelling

The measured common-emitter characteristics and cut-off fre-
quency verssus the collector current of the two devices are
shown in Figure 1 and Figure 2, respectively. As depicted in
Figure 2, SHBT 1.5 × 5µm2, devices were the most suitable
for the low-power high-speed applications because of demon-
strating high frequency characteristics at relatively low values
of collector current. However, SHBT 1.5× 5µm2 were not fab-
ricated because of the poor yield ( 30%). On the other hand,
SHBT 5 × 5µm2 showed a good yield of over 90% and thus
were favourable from fabrication point of view. The simula-
tions were carried out for both of the samples and a comparison
study is made.

Transistor parameters were extracted Maas et al. (1992);
Lee et al. (2005) from the transistor for non-linear modelling
in Agilent’s ICCAP and Advanced Design System (ADS) soft-
ware. This software includes the small-signal University of San
Diego (UCSD) model (standard SPICE Gummel-Poon mod-
ified model) for the HBT UCSD (2000). The modelled and
measured common emitter characteristics of SHBT 5 × 5µm2

and SHBT 1.5 × 5µm2 are shown in Figure 3 and Figure 4,
respectively.
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Fig. 1: IV Characteristics of two samples

Fig. 2: Ic vs ft comparison of two samples

4. Circuit Simulations

4.1. Comparator

The most important building block of the flash ADC is the dif-
ferential latching comparator (Figure 5). The speed of the latch-
ing comparator is determined mainly by its recovery time, tr,
which can be expressed Hotta et al. (1986) by

tr = CLRL ≡ CL
∆V0

IL
(1)

where CL is the collector load capacitance, RL is the col-
lector load resistance, IL is the tail current and VO is the output
voltage swing.

The tail current for sample SHBT 5× 5µm2 is chosen to be
720µA with the recovery time of 166ps and which is well under
the Nyquist frequency (500ps divided by 2 as level triggered
clocking) for 1GHz input signal. The performance was accept-
able for 333MHz input signal and up to 600MHz but there was
a large slew rate that was comparable to 1GHz input signal and
thus the circuit required further optimisation. The slew rate can
be decreased by increasing the tail current and reducing the col-
lector resistors. However, this exceeds significantly the power

Fig. 3: Modelled and Measured SHBT 5 × 5µm2

Fig. 4: Modelled and Measured SHBT 1.5 × 5µm2

Fig. 5: Circuit Diagram of Differential Latching Comparator

limits - designing a 4-Bit ADC with power consumption less
than 300mW.

The device was replaced by SHBT 1.5 × 5µm2 which has
improved ft and fmax at much lower collector current. The cir-
cuit was re-optimized (resistors and current mirror) and simu-
lations were conducted on the latched comparator to decide on
suitable load currents for this transistor at the clock frequency
of 4GHz. The higher clock rate helps in tracking the signal
more accurately. The recovery time of 125ps is the upper limit
for the latching comparator clocked at 4GHz. To reduce the im-
pact of meta-stable states, and improve sensitivity, a maximum
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recovery time of 60ps was chosen, setting the tail current to be
520µA.

The simulated differential latched comparator results for
two devices are shown in Figure 6. It can be easily observed
that device SHBT 1.5 × 5µm2 has given much better output
characteristics as compared to SHBT 5 × 5µm2 and thus cho-
sen for 4-Bit Flash ADC simulation. The improved results were
mainly due 4 times lesser CBC of SHBT 1.5 × 5µm2 as com-
pared to SHBT 5 × 5µm2.

4.2. Flash 4-Bit ADC

The full 4-Bit flash ADC includes 15 comparators, 15 XORs,
32 diodes and resistor ladder producing a low-power consump-
tion of 240mW for 2GHz clock and 290mW for a 4GHz clock.

5. Conclusion

The continuing research into the design an ultra low-power 4-
Bit A/D converter for use in the upcoming Square Kilometre
Array (SKA) is presented in this paper. One design currently
under investigation is the flash folding ADC, which has demon-
strated a power consumption of ∼ 150 mW. With further opti-
misation of the transistor epilayer design, an ultra-low power,
GHz class ADC is possible using this technology.
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Abstract. This paper describes the design of high performance compact aperture array antennas. A variety of existing microwave
antenna designs has been investigated. The new microwave antenna designs suitable for SKA mid-frequency dense aperture array
scenario are reported and their performances are compared to a new converted Vivaldi based array. Two new antenna element
types including Bunny Ear Combline Antenna and Octagon Rings Antenna are proposed. The new designs use two different
geometries-the BECA array is a 3-D structure whereas the ORA array forms a planar structure. All designs are analysed with
a direct mounted front end. Performances for the new designs are compared. Guidelines are given for large scale wide band
dual-polarized array designs in applications where a low cross polarization and a wide range of scan are required.

1. Introduction

Wide band dual-polarized aperture arrays are increasingly re-
quested for various applications. Many system descriptions
have well defined requirements for range of scans and polariza-
tion performance. Generally, wide range of scans and low cross
polarization are desired across the wide operational bandwidth.

The element separation in terms of wavelength is one of the
key parameters which has a significant impact on the array per-
formance. It is directly related to mutual coupling between the
neighbouring elements. For the conventional Vivaldi Tapered
Slot Antenna (TSA), the design seeks to minimise the coupling
to avoid impedance anomalies for large scan angles. In recent
development of the wideband array design, mutual coupling
is intentionally utilised and controlled between the array ele-
ments. The impedance stability over the frequency band and
scan angles can be obtained by properly managing the capaci-
tive coupling between the elements.

The stripline-fed Vivaldi TSA was widely used for its wide-
band wide-scan capability. However, the stripline-fed TSA pro-
duces high cross polarization components in the 45◦ diago-
nal cut. A “bunny-ear” design has been reported in Lee et al.
(2003) with its low-Q structure for a better cross polarization
performance. It is indicated in Lee et al. (2003) that this high
cross-polarization components mainly stem from extensive sur-
face current flowing in the longitudinal direction along the con-
ductive tapered slot, and partly from unbalanced feed ports. A
low profile Bunny Ear Combline Antenna (BECA) is proposed
to improve the cross polarization performance over the entire
scan range.

Elements which present a vertical conductor to the incom-
ing field, e.g. the Vivaldis or other similar tapered slot struc-
tures, often suffer from high cross polarization in the D-plane,
especially for the taller structures where a broader bandwidth
is desired. Munk has shown that an array of dipoles closed to
a ground plane and linked by capacitors can have a very wide-
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band active impedance (Munk 2006). The Munk dipole array
is a planar structure. This is significantly different to a 3-D ge-
ometry for TSA arrays. A lower cross polarization over a wide
usable frequency bandwidth are desired in the scan range from
this new structure.

Mutual coupling always exists between the neighbouring
elements and it is directly related to the element type, the el-
ement spacing in terms of wavelength and the array geome-
try. In the Vivaldi arrays, the element spacing may be less than
one-tenth of the free-space in the case of 5:1 bandwidth array
at the low frequency end (Chio & Schaubert 2000). Mutual
coupling can be large and this may cause impedance anoma-
lies within the operational bandwidth and scan volume. As a
result, the design seeks to quantify the coupling. The corru-
gated comblines between the tapered slots are then introduced
to control the coupling by tuning the geometry and number of
the comblines.

Munk antennas use a fundamentally different approach to
design the wideband array (Munk 2003). Mutual coupling
is intentionally utilized between the array elements, and con-
trolled by the introduction of capacitance. Initially, work starts
with coupled dipoles. The capacitance between the ends of
dipoles make the field continuous and therefore a broad band-
width can be obtained. The impedance stability over the fre-
quency band and wide scan angles is enhanced by placing di-
electric layers above the dipole array.

The superimposed dielectric layers are important to the de-
sign of the Munk dipole array. Three or four layers of dielectric
slabs are compulsory in order to achieve a broad bandwidth.
Cost becomes high for a large scale array in practice. Hence,
elements with non-dipole shape are employed, preferably, the
elements are octagonal rings in pairs. Furthermore, a meta ma-
terial layer forming the same pattern as the array elements has
been placed above the array to replace the layers of dielectric
slabs. The array height can be significantly reduced.

This paper is organized as follows: In Section II, The ta-
pered slot antenna and the octagonal ring antenna are intro-
duced. Section III describes the fabricated finite array config-
urations for verification. The cross polarization performance is
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investigated in Section IV while Section V gives the informa-
tion about the immersed element pattern and the scanned array
pattern of the finite arrays. Section VI concludes the paper.

2. Aperture array antenna elements

2.1. Design of Tapered Slot Antennas

It is known that the conventional tapered slot Vivaldi antennas
produce high cross polarization components in the diagonal(D-
)plane. The antenna element with a “bunny ear” shape trans-
formed from the conventional tapered slot antenna has been
proposed for its low profile. The bunny ear antenna can pro-
duce a better cross polarization performance by tapering the
outer edge of the conducting plate at the back end, and as a re-
sult, the element depth can be significantly shorter compared to
a conventional Vivaldi antennas. The shorter element depth of
the bunny ear design reduces the possibility of producing com-
plex propagation modes along the conducting plates. In addi-
tion, the conducting flares of the bunny ear antennas are corru-
gated along the outer edge forming a combline shape. Such an
antenna is named as Bunny Ear Combline Antenna (BECA).
The outline profile for the proposed BECA antenna is shown
in Fig. 1. The fabricated 16×16 dual polarized BECA array is
shown in Fig. 2.

2.2. Octagon Rings Antenna

It is reported that an array of dipoles close to a groundplane
can achieve a bandwidth of around 4:1 with a VSWR of less
than 2:1 (Munk et al. 2003). However, the inter-element spac-
ing should be small, smaller than a half wavelength at the high
frequency. For applications where minimum number of ele-
ments are required, e.g. Square Kilometre Array (SKA), the
largest allowable spacing(the element spacing avoiding grat-
ing lobes at maximum scan angle at the highest frequency) be-
tween the elements is desired. The bandwidth is reduced due
to the limitations of wide-angle scans when the largest spacing
is used. A new antenna structure is invented by placing a plu-
rality of polygonal facets in a specified pattern. Metal patches
with predetermined shapes locate on the top of the array with
a relative distance to keep scan stability. The element facets
and the metal patches on the top of array can be any polygo-
nal shapes however the octagon rings preferably demonstrate
an optimised performance. This particular design is named as
“Octagon Rings Antenna (ORA)” in this paper. The fabricated
mini size 4×4 ORA array is shown in Fig. 3 and the agree-
ment between the simulated and experimental results is good.
For an infinite ORA array with 165 mm element separation,
the scan performance is shown in Fig. 4. Two approaches to
implement the capacitive coupling between the element rings
in the array are compared. Fig. 4a shows the performance of
the array by using a 1 pF bulk capacitor soldered between the
elements, where Lg is the distance between the element rings
and the groundplane, h is the distance from the element rings
to the meta material layer and s f is the ratio between the size
of a meta material ring and an element ring. The interdigitated
fingers are used for the array performance shown in Fig. 4b.

Fig. 1: The outline profile of a BECA antenna.

A fabricated 16×16 ORA array is shown in Fig. 5 and it has
been measured in the Compact Antenna Test Range (CATR) at
SELEX Galileo together with the BECA finite array.

3. Finite elements array analysis

In practice, such antenna arrays are not infinite in size. In order
to study the performance of a single element in an infinite array
environment, the number of the neighbouring elements needs
to be large. Preliminary investigations indicate that the size of
the array aperture is required to be greater than two and a half
wavelength at the lowest frequency to reduce the edge effect
to an acceptable level. A 16×16×2 dual polarized BECA array
was built and this has been shown in Fig. 2. The element sepa-
ration is 175 mm in the array and therefore the aperture of the
array is 2800 mm. The height of the BECA element of 280 mm
is less than one wavelength at the highest frequency and this
is not typical for tapered slot type of antennas. A transformed
design of differentially fed Vivaldi with the element height of
355 mm has been launched by ASTRON. The tapered slot-
line of the Vivaldi antenna has been fed directly without the
coupling mechanism between the stripline and the slotline. A
16×16×2 finite array has been built with the element separation
of 160 mm and the array aperture of 2560 mm.
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Fig. 2: The 16×16 BECA array, photo courtesy SELEX Galileo

Fig. 3: The 4×4 finite ORA array.

In addition, a 16×16×2 finite ORA was built and it is shown
in Fig. 5. The element spacing is 165 mm and the capacitance
value for the bulk capacitors between the elements is 1 pF.
Three arrays have been measured in the compact antenna test
range at SELEX Galileo following the same criteria. The active
element pattern and scanned array patterns are investigated in
the following sections.
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Fig. 4: The ORA with 1pF capacitor or interdigitated capacitors
of 12 fingers, h=70 mm,Lg=110 mm, sf=0.9 (a) 1pF capacitor; (b)
Interdigitated capacitor with 12 fingers.

4. Cross Polarization

The Ludwig third definition of cross polarization is used in this
paper (Ludwig 1973). The measured radiation patterns in the
45◦ diagonal cut for the centre element of BECA and ORA
finite arrays are shown in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 respectively. In gen-
eral, a longer tapered slot for the Vivaldis is required to achieve
a broader bandwidth. However, the cross polarization perfor-
mance degrades as the tapered slot becomes longer. The cross
polarization for BECA antenna arrays with different element
heights are compared with a conventional Vivaldi antenna ar-
ray having the same element spacing. The cross polarization
performances are shown in Fig. 8. The Vivaldi antenna element
used here is a triplate structure. It indicates that an element with
a shorter tapered slot produces a lower cross polarization, espe-
cially significant in the high frequency band. The cross polar-
ization in the D-plane scan at three typical frequencies for an
infinite ORA array is shown in Fig. 9. The comparison shows
that ORA produces a lower cross polarization than that of the
BECA in the D-plane. The ORA array shows a low and smooth
cross polarization performance over the entire scan range. It is
noted that the array exhibits the best cross polarization at the
centre of the frequency band.

5. Element and Array Pattern

The active element pattern can be used to predict the perfor-
mance of large phased array antennas and prevent array design
failure before the large array system is fabricated. The active
element pattern is taken when a single element in the array (the
centre element) is fed, and the rest of elements are terminated
in matched loads (Pozar 1994). The active element pattern is
in general different from the radiation pattern for an isolated
element. This is due to the mutual coupling effect between the
neighbouring elements and the fed element and adjacent ele-
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Fig. 5: The 16×16 finite ORA array, photo courtesy SELEX Galileo.
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Fig. 6: The cross polarization in the D-plane, finite BECA array.

ments will radiate some power although they are not fed. The
active element pattern can be assumed to be the same for each
element in the array if the built array is large enough. The pat-
tern of the phased array is the product of the active element
pattern and the array factor.

The active element pattern for the centre element of finite
BECA array is shown in Fig. 10. For the 16×16×2 finite dual
polarized ORA array, the active element pattern for the centre
element at three frequencies is shown in Fig. 11. These mea-
surements have been conducted in the presence of CPS-CPW
baluns and their effects are included, a balanced signal was as-
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Fig. 7: The cross polarization in the D-plane, finite ORA array.
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Fig. 9: The cross polarization in the D-plane, infinite ORA array,
150 mm element spacing.

sumed at the feed terminals on the balanced antennas. In ad-
dition to the active element pattern measurement, the subar-
ray with 8×8 elements becomes active and the scanned array
pattern is shown in Fig. 12. The loss of gain with scan from
broadside to 45◦ in the principle planes is less than 1.5 dB with
a slightly more scan loss in the E-plane than in the H-plane.
The ORA is shown to have less loss of gain with scan in the
±45◦ scan range.
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Fig. 10: The immersed centre element pattern of the 16×16 finite
BECA array (a) E-plane, (b) H-plane.

6. Conclusions

The paper investigates the radiating element design for wide-
band aperture arrays. The arrays studied consist of the main
conventional tapered slotline Vivaldi antenna, the proposed
bunny-ear combline antenna and the latest developed octagon
ring antenna with a planar structure. The ORA shows an over-
all better performance including broader element patterns and
lower cross polarization in addition to a lower cost and easy
implementation. The array exhibits 4:1 bandwidth and −15 dB
cross polarization within a ±45◦ scan volume. These elements
are initially designed for the radio astronomy application oper-
ating from 300 MHz to 1000 MHz. However, they are readily
scalable to other higher frequency range for various applica-
tions.
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Abstract. As the size and complexity of an aperture array grows, so too does the amount of hardware involved. As we approach
SKA sized arrays of many thousands of elements, hardware management and characterisation will become an issue. As part of
the SKADS programme, we have developed a simple hardware management database “pathfinder”, which relates each hardware
component to corresponding characterisation measurements and signal information. This database was used to store information
about the analogue characterisation campaign conducted on the 2-PAD aperture array in the first half of 2009 (Price et al. 2009).
This measurement database is available online at http://2-pad.physics.ox.ac.uk.

1. Introduction

2-PAD (the Dual Polarisation All-Digital aperture array), is a
fully functional radio telescope demonstator, designed to op-
erate within the 0.3GHz to 1.0GHz radio band (Harris et al.,
2009). 2-PAD can be considered a technology pathfinder to-
ward the Square Kilometre Array telescope (Taylor, 2007
and Greenwood, 2007). Due to the large number of compo-
nents utilised in the 2-PAD analogue chain, there is need of
a database to store measurement data. This database needs to
be scalable; while we are currently working toward imple-
menting a 4 × 4 × 2 array, the long term goal is to imple-
ment the full 8 × 8 × 2 system at Jodrell Bank. This upgrade
would see the number of signal paths increase by a factor of
4, from 32 to 128. The number of analogue components will
also grow by this factor, from ∼ 300 for the 4 × 4 × 2 ar-
ray, to ∼ 1500 for an 8 × 8 × 2 array. To accommodate this
expansion, we have created a relational database which links
together serial numbers, signal IDs and measurements in a log-
ical fashion. This measurement database is available online at
http://2-pad.physics.ox.ac.uk.

If we were to extend the current 2-PAD design to the pro-
posed size of a SKA substation (ie. up to ∼ 75000 elements,
see Faulkner, 2009), then the number of analogue components
required could conceivably grow by over three orders of mag-
nitude to over 1 × 106. While 2-PAD is of course not intended
to be scaled by such a huge factor, this stills highlights the need
to invest time into database design for SKA hardware man-
agement. The 2-PAD measurement database can be seen as a
pathfinder toward future hardware management systems for the
SKA.

The design of the 2-PAD database is discussed below in
Section 2. Interface design is discussed in Section 3, and scal-
ability toward SKA sized arrays is treated in Section 4.

2. Database Design

The 2-PAD measurement database is designed and built in
MySQL 5, which is relational database software developed and
supported by Sun Microsystems. MySQL is widely used in in-
ternet applications and is distributed as part of the open-source

Fig. 1: The entity-relationship diagram for the 2-PAD database. The
database design follows CakePHP nomenclature guidelines, which
ensures CakePHP’s automatic Object-Relational Mappings (ORM)
function nominally.

server software stack, LAMP (Linux, Apache, MySQL, PHP /
Perl / Python).

The 2-PAD MySQL database design is shown in the Entity-
Relationship (E-R) diagram of Figure 1. The arrows in the fig-
ure represent one-to-many relations between database tables.
Data is retrieved from the database using Structured Query
Language (SQL), which is generated automatically by the
CakePHP frontend discussed in Section 3 below.

As shown in Figure 1, the categories and dataset tables can
be considered the “superordinate” tables of the 2-PAD mea-
surement database. The categoriesa table stores general infor-
mation about the different classes of analogue components (i.e.
amplifiers, gain chain modules, coaxial cables, etc). The cate-
gories table has a one-to-many relation with the serials table,
which stores information about each analogue component that
has been assigned a serial number. This in turn has a one-to-

a While the term components may be more semantically accurate
than categories, “components” is a reserved word in CakePHP so
could not be used.
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many relationship with the signals table, which stores signal
path information. This structure allows for a single component
to have multiple related signal paths, as is the case with many
of the components.

The other superordinate table, datasets, stores informa-
tion about the measurement procedure, such as any labora-
tory working notes. The datasets table has a one-to-many re-
lationship with the measurements table, which stores informa-
tion about each measurement conducted. As the VNA outputs
data as Comma Seperated Value (CSV) files, the measurements
themselves are stored in a flat-file database. Each CSV file has
a corresponding entry in the measurements table of the MySQL
database, of which the name field is equivalent to the CSV file-
name; the naming scheme is discussed in detail in Price et al.
(2009). The 2-PAD interface detailed below in Section 3 auto-
matically retrieves and displays these CSV data.

3. Interface Design

We have designed an internet browser based user interface, to
allow 2-PAD users to quickly access information and measure-
ment data, as well as allowing technicians to document any
changes to the system as they occur (such as upgrades to com-
ponents, or replacing broken items). The interface is built in
the CakePHP framework, which utilises MVC (Model-View-
Controller), architectural patterns, allowing for rapid develop-
ment of internet applications. As the interface is browser based,
any standards compliant internet browser can be used to access
the database (such as Internet Explorer 7+, Mozilla Firefox
3+, or Google Chrome 2+). As such, the database is accessi-
ble from virtually any computer, without the need for software
installation.

To display the measurement data, the CSV files are read
into an array by PHP scripts, then displayed graphically using
the JpGraph library. Users also have the option of downloading
these CSV files, if they wish to conduct further data analysis
offline.

The 2-PAD measurement database also has a secure admin-
istration area, where users can add, edit and delete database en-
tries. In addition to this, as the 2-PAD measurement database is
an online application, we have integrated a website with gen-
eral information about the 2-PAD project to further promote
public awareness of the project. The 2-PAD website could eas-
ily be extended to provide community building resources, news
feeds, forums and collaborative tools. The 2-PAD measurement
database can be found online at http://2-pad.physics.
ox.ac.uk.

4. Scalability

The 2-PAD measurement database has been designed to ac-
commodate expansions and upgrades to the 2-PAD system.
While 2-PAD aims to implement an 8 × 8 × 2 array, the mea-
surement database could easily accommodate for a 16× 16× 2
array, or even 32 × 32 × 2 array without approaching the table
size limitations of mySQL.

The 2-PAD measurement database would not, however,
scale to the size required to store the components of an SKA

station, for which a more robust database solution would be ad-
visable. It should be noted that an “SKA sized” database could
potentially require a dedicated server and commercial database
software, which would have both one-off costs in implemen-
tation, and ongoing costs in power, maintenance and admin-
istration. As such, we would suggest hardware management
databases are considered in future SKA costing models and
that further groundwork is done toward hardware management
in aperture array systems as part of the AAVP.

Acknowledgements. We would like to thank Adam Baird, Tim Ikin
and Richard Whitaker for their help and knowledge on the analogue
components of 2-PAD. 2-PAD is a joint project of The University
of Oxford, The University of Manchester and The University of
Cambridge. 2-PAD has been developed under the Square Kilometre
Array Design Studies project, which is funded by the European
Commission Sixth Framework Programme and the United Kingdom
Science and Technology Facilities Council.
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Abstract.
In this paper we show how phase errors between different analogue signal channels of a phased array affects the quality of
the output phased array beam. Specifically we look at the reduction in forward gain of the array beam and the array beam
pointing offset as a function of phase errors and array size. We use a combination of simulations made using the aperture array
simulator OSKAR, developed at the University of Oxford, in conjunction with measured results taken from 2-PAD; a functioning,
astronomical, dual-polarisation, digital beamforming, 4 × 4 element, aperture array prototype (Greenwood 2007) for the Square
Kilometre Array (Taylor 2007) developed by a consortium of UK universities. We show that phase errors between different
signal channels is specifically an important issue for broadband arrays like 2-PAD, and comment on the relative benefit of digital
beamforming versus analogue beamforming engines.

1. Introduction

We begin this paper by reviewing how phase error relates to
time delay variations in phased arrays and show how these time
delay can affects the pointing of the array beam. We then intro-
duce the OSKAR aperture array simulator and show how it can
be used to generate array beam patterns from a number of aper-
ture arrays comprised of different number of antenna elements,
each with different random time delay variation on each ana-
logue signal chain. Finally, we comment on the performance
that could practically be achieved for aperture arrays of various
sizes using either analogue or digital beam forming if the ar-
ray were constructed using analogue components of the same
quality as those currently used in 2-PAD (Ikin et al. 2010; Price
et al. 2010).

2. Time Delay Variation and Pointing Error

An aperture array can be thought of as a collection of pairs of
antenna elements separated by a distance d as shown in Figure
1. Each antenna element is connected to the beamforming en-
gine via an analogue signal chain. If there is a difference in
time delay between two analogue signal chains, it will result
in a pointing offset in the beam formed between these two ele-
ments. The time delay difference ∆t is related to the phase error
∆φ by

∆t =
1

2π
∆φ

f
(1)

where f is the frequency of the signal. This time delay is anal-
ogous to adding extra length to the signal travel path, so there-
fore it effectively acts as an offset in the pointing angle. For a
pair of isotropic antennas the pointing offset ∆α is given by

∆α = sin−1(
∆t.c

d
) (2)

Fig. 1: Schematic representation of a pair of antenna elements in a
phased array separated by a distance d. The actual pointing orientation
is offset by an angle α from the desired pointing direction due to the
phase difference ∆φ between the two analogue signal chains.

where c is the speed of light. However, what is of more interest
is the characteristics of a beam formed from an array of a large
number of antenna elements with more realistic beam profiles,
For this task the OSKAR array simulator is the perfect testbed
for this analysis.

3. OSKAR Aperture Array Beam Simulations

The OSKAR simulator is a computational package for investi-
gating novel beamforming techniques and computational algo-
rithms for the SKA aperture arrays (Dulwich et al. 2010). The
full capabilities and functionality of OSKAR are described by
Dulwich and Mort (Dulwich & Mort 2009). OSKAR allows a
user to easily create an aperture array using the graphical user
interface shown in Figure 2 and Figure 3.
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Fig. 2: A screen capture of the OSKAR graphical user interface front-
end showing a model of an aperture array in the 3-D visual editor
window.

Fig. 3: A screen capture of the OSKAR graphical user interface show-
ing a beam radiation intensity pattern of an aperture array beam
formed using antenna elements with random phase errors.

A large number of parameters can be specified including;
the number of antenna elements, the antenna type, the station
size, the station layout, the station location on Earths surface,
the apodisation function, and many others. Importantly for our
purposes, it is also possible to assign an individual phase er-
ror ∆φ to each array element. The OSKAR back-end can then
compute (amongst many other things) the resultant array beam
pattern.

We started our analysis by assigning a beam profile to each
antenna element in the simulated aperture array. We based the
beam profile on the embedded beam pattern obtained from ex-
periments conducted with 2-PAD. We then specified a phase
error value. From this value OSKAR creates a Gaussian dis-
tribution of phase errors with a standard deviation that matches
this chosen value and applies these randomly to all the array el-
ements. This reflects a real-life situation since the time delays
of each analogue signal chain will be randomly distributed in
Gaussian-like way across the array. We then ran the OSKAR
back-end multiple times to statistically determine the typical
values of forward gain and the typical range of pointing offsets
associated with each configuration.

Fig. 4: Plot of the increase in aperture array effective collecting area
required in order to compensate for the loss of forward gain as a result
of time delay variations for three aperture array sizes; 4 × 4 elements,
30 × 30 elements, and 300 × 300 elements.

Perhaps a more intuitive way to express the affect of phase
error on forward gain is to think about the effective colleting
area of an array. Since a decrease in forward gain reduces the
sensitivity of the array, this is equivalent to a decrease in col-
lecting area. We can therefore calculate a value of effective area
increase which would be required in order to counter the re-
duction due to the loss in forward gain. This allows us to eas-
ily compare whether it is more cost efficient to build a larger
array, or to spend our time and money minimising phase er-
rors. Figure 4 shows three plots of the required effective area
increase as a function of time delay, from which we can de-
duce some reasonable upper limits for how precisely we need
to constrain the time delays.

We can see that for small time delay variations (0.01 ns)
the required area increase is less than 1% for all array sizes.
However, as the time delay variation is increased to 0.1 ns, an
area increase of about 10% is already required. For large arrays
(300 × 300 elements) the increase in area gets very large since
the combination of partial beams from so many element-pairs
drastically smears-out the forward gain of the array beam. On
the other hand, for small arrays (4×4 elements) the uncertainty
in the forward gain is very large. This is because only a small
number of elements are phased-up to produce the array beam,
so for any specific incarnation of the aperture array, the simula-
tion can produce an array beam with drastically different prop-
erties. Therefore, if one wanted to keep the required increase in
area to less than about 5% we would have to limit the standard
deviation of the time delay difference in the analogue channels
to less than 0.05 ns.

As mentioned previously, another consideration is the typ-
ical range of pointing errors that might result for a given set of
phase errors. Figure 5 shows the uncertainty (one standard de-
viation) in the range of pointing offsets as a percentage of the
half-power beamwidth, as a function of time delay variation
for the same three array sizes. The dotted line in Figure 5 rep-
resents a one standard deviation chance that the pointing offset
of the array beam will be greater than 5% of the beamwidth.
For a 4 × 4 element array the limit is around 0.03 ns, for a
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Fig. 5: Plot of the uncertainty (one standard deviation) in the range
of pointing offsets as a percentage of the half-power beamwidth as a
function of time delay for three array sizes; 4 × 4 elements, 30 × 30
elements, and 300 × 300 elements.

30× 30 array it is about 0.07 ns, while or the 300× 300 array it
is about 0.2 ns.

Therefore if one would like to construct an aperture array
that requires no more than a 5% increase in optimal collecting
area, and has a pointing error of less than 5% of the beamwidth,
the following limits apply: for small, (2-PAD sized) arrays, the
limit of ∆t is 0.03 ns with the pointing being the limiting factor.
For larger arrays the limiting factor becomes the loss in forward
gain, thus restricting the time delay difference to 0.05 ns.

4. Aperture Array Calibration

The intrinsic time delay differences between signal channels of
the analogue components of 2-PAD was measured to be in the
order of 1 ns (Price et al. 2010). As can be seen in Figure 4 and
Figure 5 such differences would lead to completely ineffective
array beams. In order to form close-to-optimal array beams the
signals need to be calibrated.

One technique that has previously been employed is to sim-
ply alter a length of coaxial cables until the time delay differ-
ence is sufficiently. However, this is only true at one particular
frequency and even if this technique could be implemented per-
fectly in practice there could still be residual problems.

The first issue is that this technique can be difficult and
time consuming to put into practice. It would probably only
be feasible to conduct this procedure once prior to the array be-
ing deployed. However, the analogue components could vary
with time and temperature resulting in dynamical changes in
the time delay difference. The second issue is that the time de-
lay will not be the same across the full bandwidth of the array
resulting in a residual time delay difference even if there is per-
fect calibration at one particular frequency. This issue becomes
increasingly significant for arrays with large fractional band-
widths. For example, Figure 6 shows the ideal residual time
delay difference between four analogue channels over the full
RF bandwidth of 2-PAD.

A digital calibration system that channelises the frequency
spectrum into many bins and performs digital corrections for

Fig. 6: Plots of the measured residual time delay differences over the
entire 2-PAD RF bandwidth between four randomly chosen analogue
channels.

every frequency bin can significantly reduce this residual and
can be applied dynamically, thereby tackling both these issues.
For example, the 2-PAD analogue to digital converter chan-
nelised the RF bandwidth into 500 kHz wide bins, so even in
areas of greatest delay gradient shown in Figure 6, the digital
beamformer can reduce the residuals to less than 0.1 ps, which
is only about 0.04 at 1 GHz.

5. Conclusions

In this paper we have shown how the time delay variation be-
tween different analogue signal channels of a phased array af-
fects the forward gain and the uncertainty of the pointing offset
of the array beam for three different sized arrays.

We found that if one would like to construct an aperture
array that requires no more than a 5% increase in optimal col-
lecting area, and has a pointing error of less than 5% of the
beamwidth, the following limits apply: For small arrays the
limit of ∆t is 0.03 ns with the uncertainty in pointing being the
limiting factor. For larger arrays the limiting factor becomes
the reduction in forward gain, thus restricting the time delay
difference to 0.05 ns.

We argued that a digital beamforming engine is advanta-
geous over a more traditional analogue beamformer, due to
the ability to dynamically calibrate the various analogue signal
channels as a function of frequency over time. This drastically
improves the residual time delay difference between channels,
resulting in near optimal forward gain and pointing offset of the
array beam.

Acknowledgements. 2-PAD is a joint project of The University
of Oxford, The University of Manchester and The University of
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Array Design Studies project, which is funded by the European
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Abstract. In the frame of the SKADS activities, efforts have been devoted to the design of a test bed (BEST-Basic Element
for SKA Training), composed of low cost, high performance receivers, optical links and a fast low power consumptive modular
back end. Such a prototype is characterised by a geometrical collecting area of about 1400 m2 and exploits some cylindrical
concentrators, mechanically modified, of the large Northern Cross array. These modifications were required in order to host both
the new front ends on the focal lines and the optical links (to transport the analogue signals to the processing room) on the
antenna structures. The architecture chosen for the BEST pathfinders is a standard single conversion receiver. A low frequency
(120-240 MHz) prototype has been prepared and named BEST-3lo. Some preliminary astronomical observation tests on CAS-A
was performed with promising results with both the UHF(BEST-2) and VHF(BEST-3lo) prototypes.

1. Introduction

In order to fulfill the requirements of the description of Work
(DoW) of SKADS (Montebugnoli et al. 2007), different in size
pathfinders, based on cylindrical concentrators of the existing
Northern Cross radio telescope, have been designed and named
BEST (Basic Element for SKA Training) 1, 2 and 3lo (low fre-
quency).
BEST-1: it was a first level prototype (170 m2) equipped with
4 front-ends directly installed on the focal line of a single N/S
arm cylindrical concentrator (about 24 × 7.5 m) and with the
IF stages in the receiver room. It allowed to test the new low
cost and high performance electronics and to start understand-
ing some concepts in order to better define the following BEST-
2 test bed architecture.
BEST-2: it is composed of 32 single conversion receivers,
the front-ends are installed on 8 cylindrical concentrators
(1440 m2) as visible in Fig. 1, with a 16 MHz wide IF chan-
nel centred at 30 MHz. It is very useful to focus on the low
cost high performance hardware developed for BEST-1, the de-
sign of data transportation via optical fibre and configuration
of an FX correlator. The correlator is based on the IBOBs and
BEE2 boards from the CASPER group (University of Berkeley,
USA).
BEST-3lo: it is a 800 m2 prototype that represents a techno-
logical bridge from SKADS (FP-6) to the next step PrepSKA
(FP-7). It operates in the 120-240 MHz band and will give a lot
of experience and technology for the AA-lo (Aperture Array-
low frequency).
Before to describe the block diagrams, let us summarize some
reliability prediction considerations on the electronic chain.

? This work was supported by the European Commission
Framework Program 6, Project SKADS, Square Kilometre Array
Design Studies (SKADS), contract no 011938.

Fig. 1: Four receivers on 8 different cylindrical concentrators.

2. Reliability

Once the block diagram of a receiver is clearly conceived,
it is necessary to perform a reliability investigation before to
deal with the construction (Montebugnoli et al. 2006). This
is important to place each block of the chain in the more suit-
able environment (Ground Fixed Uncontrolled, Ground Benign
Controlled etc..) in order to increase the MTBF (Mean Time
Between Failure). To emphasize such a concept a comparison
in terms of MTBF between two different solutions (same block
diagram but different displacements of the blocks), are here fol-
lowing reported:

- RF transported with an analogue optical link directly from
the front end to a protected room (Fig. 2),

- RF transported with cable to the A/D in the cabins and then
transported with digital optical link to the processing room
(Fig. 3).
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Fig. 2: RF transported with an analogue optical link from the front end
directly to a protected room.

Fig. 3: RF transported with cable to the A/D in the cabins and then
transported with digital optical link to the processing room.

This analysis has been made according to the data-base MIL-
HDBK-217-FN2 (Mode I case 3), assuming an operative tem-
perature of 30 ◦C and a 100% Duty Cycle (24/24 hours), inde-
pendent faults and constant failure rate.

Then, different operative environments have been consid-
ered: the GM (Ground Mobile) for the antenna, GF (Ground
Fixed Uncontrolled) for the cabin and GB (Ground Benign
Controlled) for the processing room. From the reliability
analysis, the digital link option presents a MTBF of about
10 624 hours (about 1.2 years without any maintenance).
Under the same hypothesis, the analogue link option exhibits
a MTBF=37 187 hours, that correspond to about 4.2 years. The
analogue link solution increases the reliability of the system
because the major part of the processing hardware is indoor
(in a temperature and humidity controlled room). The system
MTBF trend in the two possible solutions (Vs temperature) is
visible in the Fig. 4). A suitable solution to increase the MTBF
was to transport the RF directly from the front end (GM envi-
ronment - Ground Mobile) to a protected room via an analogue

Fig. 4: Analogue and digital optical link system MTBF vs
Temperature.

optical link as reported in Fig. 2 (Catelani et al. 2006). The ar-
chitecture of the BEST pathfinder is a standard single conver-
sion receiver as sketched in Fig. 5. The front ends are installed
on the focal lines and the RF signals are directly transported to
the receiver room via an analogue optical link. After a down
conversion at 30 MHz, they are digitised (with the sufficient
number of bits for the required dynamic range) and then pro-
cessed. The IF boards provide an extra output at the RF level
(408 MHz) as well. This allows to perform quick tests on the
RF part of the receiver chain (i.e. signal level, RFI monitoring,
Front End or optical TX fault). A direct RF output gives also
the opportunity to implement some tests on the direct RF sam-
pling. Here following there is the description of the electronics
of each blocks.

3. BEST-1&2

3.1. Front end

Different LNA architectures have been investigated. The cho-
sen configuration was the balanced one for its good impedance
matching, high dynamic range, reasonable low noise and low
cost (Fig. 6 and Fig. 7).

3.2. Optical link

The analogue optical link used to transport the RF from the
front end to the receiving room has been obtained in the
frame of a collaboration between INAF and the ANDREW
WIRELESS SYSTEMS local factory. The features of the
ANDREW custom optical link are reported in Table 1 (Catelani
et al. 2009b). The good phase and amplitude stability of the
links demonstrated the possibility to calibrate and operate with
the BEST-2 array.

3.3. IF stage

Due to reliability prediction considerations, the IF stages have
been installed inside a temperature controlled room and con-
nected to the front end via an analogue optical link. All the
IF stages are installed in some 19” rack cabinets along with
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Fig. 5: Block diagram of the receiver chain.

Fig. 6: BEST-2 Front End.

Fig. 7: Front end main features.

the Sync and LO distributors, clock generator, H-Maser locked
synthesizer, fast data acquisition and post processing block.
The system is composed of individual rack mounted modules
for easy replacement (Fig. 8).

3.4. LO and Sync distribution

A Xmas tree configuration has been selected in order to assure
the same phase of the LO to each mixer. The same philosophy
was implemented for the sync distribution. These are crucial
issues to accomplish the task in large array.

4. BEST-3lo

In order to set up a technological bridge between SKADS and
PrepSKA-AAlo, it was decided to exploit a 24 m segment of

Table 1: ANDREW custom optical link features.

TFTY2324w+TFRY501

100-1000 MHz

Gain [dB] −25

Gain flatness [dB] ±0.75

Input Return Loss [dB] > 15

Output Return Loss [dB] > 20

Input IP3 [dBm] +33

Noise Figure [dB] 36

Fig. 8: Different views of the IF board and 8 boards already assembled
in a 19” rack.

the E/W cylindrical concentrator of the Northern cross antenna
as a low frequency pathfinder in the 120-240 MHz frequency
band with approximately 800 m2 of collecting area. In order
to cover the 120-240 MHz frequency band, an electromagnetic
investigation of a Log Periodic Antenna (LPA) able to illumi-
nate the main reflector with good efficiency, has been done.
The rough schematic block diagram of the low frequency
BEST (embryonic AAlo prototype) is reported in Fig. 9: a
pass band filter bank in the front end allows to select the more
“clean” VHF band slice in order to easily perform the prelimi-
nary calibration tests. The RF signal is transported with an ana-
logue optical link to the processing room and then directly dig-
itized. In Fig. 10 is reported a picture of the above mentioned
log-periodic antennas already installed on the E/W arm focal
line.

5. Data acquisition

In order to exploit the best flexibility a modular programmable
data processing system, developed by the CASPER group of
the University of Berkeley, has been adopted. This system is
composed of a 1 GSPS dual A/D converter for each receiver
connected to a serialiser board (iBOB) that can host up to 4 A/D
inputs. These boards are connected to the FPGA cluster Bee2
board via high speed InfiniBand CX4 links, Fig. 11 and Fig. 12.
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Fig. 9: Schematic block diagram of the Low Frequency BEST (em-
bryonic AAlo prototype).

Fig. 10: Low frequency array installed on one sector of the E/W focal
line.

The A/D converters operate with 8 bits that means about 48
dB of dynamic range. In this case an FX correlator (Parsons
et al. 2008) is required since such a configuration saves approx-
imately 4 orders of magnitude of operations compared to an
XF correlator and, in addition, it allows mitigation of RFI sig-
nals switching off the interfered channels at the polyphase filter
bank level. In the case of the BEST-2, a 32 receivers and 1024
channels FX correlator has been designed. The data acquisition
and processing is shared by the BEST-2 and BEST-3lo proto-
types (Fig. 13). In this way the data acquisition is a common
block for both the prototypes. At present the configuration of
the Bee2 FPGA cluster offers approximately 500 GOp/sec with
a 400 W power supply (1.2 GOps/W). This provides enough
computation power to implement a full 32 stations correlator
for the BEST-2 demonstrator and a full beamformer (4 MHz)
for the 16 antennas of the BEST-3lo system.
A first light (CAS-A) of BEST-2 was obtained late 2007, as
visible in Fig. 14, while the first map (CAS-A) was available
late 2008 (Fig. 15). The preliminary test to see the fringes (on

Fig. 11: ADCs+iBOB.

Fig. 12: Bee2 board.

the transit of the sun) with the BEST-3lo, in the 138-142 MHz
band, is reported in Fig. 16. In this figure it is clear that the
strong RFI are sometimes switched off and then on again. An
important result is that the dynamic range in both the analogue
and digital domain seems to be sufficient.

Finally, a MVDR adaptive beamforming algorithm has
been successfully simulated and the implementation on the
IBOB boards is in progress. A survey of possible RFI miti-
gation algorithms is reported in Table 2.

6. Conclusions

The BEST-1 and BEST-2 prototypes based on cylindrical con-
centrators have played a fundamental role to understand how
to handle the different issues concerned with the construction
of large array of sensors. These test beds allowed the first
astronomical observations of CAS-A as well. The BEST-3lo
(120-240 MHz) allowed to set up a low frequency technologi-
cal bridge from SKADS to PrepSKA (AA-lo). A first fringes
observation of the sun were presented to underline the very
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Fig. 13: BEST-2 (left), BEST-3lo (right) and the IBOBs and Bee2 data
acquisition and processing (center).

Fig. 14: BEST-2 first light - Total power (September 2009).

good dynamic performances in both the analogue and digital
domain.
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Abstract. In this contribution a collection of significant results from the BEST (Basic Element for SKA Training). demonstrator,
based on cylindrical concentrators, is reported. Both technological deliverables and preliminary observation tests are available
for further works and investigation on low frequency array.

1. Introduction

A 1400 m2 test bed, based on existing cylindrical concentrators
of the Northern Cross array, has been prepared in the frame of
the FP-6 SKADS program. Due to the velocity, programmabil-
ity of the data acquisition system and the collecting area, the
BEST prototype allowed to perform some beamforming activ-
ities and several preliminary astronomical tests. Since a lot of
very strong RFIs were present into the new 400-416 MHz op-
erational band, a very valuable check of the dynamic range in
both the analogue and digital dominions were possible.

2. Evaluation of the antenna noise temperature

With BEST-1, the first in time SKADS technological demon-
strator, based on the re-instrumentation of a single N/S cylindri-
cal reflector of the Northern Cross radio telescope, we checked
on the field the antenna temperature distribution calculation
proposed by the International SKA Project Office, as a guide-
line to compare all the SKA antenna sensors (Bolli et al. 2008).
The simulated antenna temperature, Tant (see Eq. 1), was ob-
tained through an ad hoc Fortran code, which integrated the
proposed brightness temperature distribution Tb (Cortes 2007),
with the BEST-1 power pattern Pn, obtained through GRASP
simulations (see Fig. 1).

Tant(ν;Θ0,Φ0,∆0) =

∫∫
Pn(ν; θ, φ)Tb(ν; θ′, φ′) sin θdθdφ∫∫

Pn(ν; θ, φ) sin θdθdφ
(1)

The calculations were done at the BEST-1 central frequency
(ν = 408 MHz) and for various antenna pointing directions
(Θ0,Φ0,∆0). In particular, since the Northern Cross is a transit
telescope, we considered only the pointing in the co-elevation
plane, from Θ0 = 0◦, which represent the pointing towards the

? This work was supported by the European Commission
Framework Program 6, Project SKADS, Square Kilometre Array
Design Studies (SKADS), contract no 011938.

Fig. 1: Co-polar 2D BEST-1 main beam in elevation over azimuth
plane

zenith direction, to Θ0 = 80◦ (see Fig. 2). The three curves are
related to the contributions coming from the ground (θ′ > 90◦,
dashed curve), and from the sky (θ′ ≤ 90◦, solid curve). Finally,
the dash-dot line shows the total antenna temperature, which is
the sum of the previous two contributions. In order to ver-
ify these numerical results, some experimental measurements
were performed. The system noise temperature of BEST-1 (4
RX of a single N/S cylinder, summed together in order to ob-
tain a single beam) was measured by detected transits of some
strong calibrators (Cas-A and Virgo-A). Actually, the measure-
ments allowed us to get the Ae f f /Tsys figure. Hence, in order
to determine Tsys, the effective area was evaluated as the prod-
uct of the geometrical area and the antenna’s efficiency. This
last parameter was determined through the GRASP numerical
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Fig. 2: BEST antenna temperature contributions against zenith angle

Fig. 3: MSC block diagram

analysis (the value turned out to be about 71%), and not directly
from measurement. We then estimated the antenna temperature
from the system noise temperature using Tsys = Tant + Trec,
where Trec is the noise temperature of the receiver connected
to the dipoles. For the previous formula, we measured a noise
temperature equal to 47 K, a value that also included the loss in-
troduced by the transmission lines between the dipoles and the
low-noise amplifiers. The measurements, reported with circles
and vertical bars in Fig. 2, agreed very well with the numerical
results, showing good accuracy in the proposed procedure. The
measurement uncertainties depended on those of the calibrator
fluxes, which were given within 10% to 15%.

3. RFI mitigation

Different methods have been investigated using the BEST
demonstrator. An algorithm tested is the MSC (Multiple
Sidelobe Canceller). A block diagram is shown in Fig. 3. Some
very preliminary results have been obtained as shown in Fig. 4
where a RFI signal generated by a meteorological balloon has
been completely cancelled. This algorithm seems to work very
well but the reference antenna has to be blind to the sky signal,
otherwise it could be cancelled too.

Fig. 4: MSC application to BEST-1 system: rejection of a meteorolog-
ical stratospheric balloon

4. A/D dynamic range evaluation

A procedure to evaluate the number of bits, related to both res-
olution and dynamic range, was investigated (Bianchi et al.
2008). This procedure was then applied to the BEST system.
The set up is composed of a spectrum analyser, a power meter
and a logic analyser. The A/D converter is an Analog Devices
AD6645 evaluation board. An ad hoc Labview program (run-
ning on a PC) to synchronize the instruments and acquire the
data in the proper way has been designed. A picture of the mea-
surement set up is shown in Fig. 5. This measurement phase
lasted for a few weeks in order to acquire data from all the
directions. Inside the 16 MHz bandwidth of the BEST sys-
tem, a lot of man-made signals were observed, especially ra-
dio relay stations. Sometimes a scientific stratospheric balloon
is launched from a ground base station located close to the
Medicina radio-telescope. The interference contribution from
the balloon is variable and depends on its position due to the
wind direction (Fig. 6). At the end of the measurement phase,
3 bit was the maximum value of the dynamic range varia-
tion observed (exclusively due to the interference contribution).
Considering 3 bit for the sky-noise description, a 8 bit A/D con-
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Fig. 5: Measurement bank

Fig. 6: BEST receiver power spectrum at the ADC input (IF)

verter, as the one installed on the ADC Casper board, has been
considerate adequate.

5. Phase stability of analogue optical front end

In the BEST demonstrators, the selected receiver architecture
are based on the antenna remotisation technique. In practice
the RF signals are directly transported from the front ends, in-
stalled on the focal line of the antennas, down to a single main
receiver room. This solution has been chosen following both re-
liability and costs analysis considerations that took into account
different configurations of the whole system. The 3 stages RF
front end and the optical TX operate without any temperature
control. The optical fibre links are several hundred meters long,
with some parts running on the antenna structure, some parts
inside the cabins and some parts buried into the ground. In or-
der to have a reliable stability test, we monitored for several
days the receiver chain stability through astronomical obser-
vations. In practice, measuring the difference in time between
the expected fringe transit time (ttrans) and the measured one
(tmax) in a simple interferometer (∆t = tmax − ttrans), it’s pos-
sible to evaluate the instrumental phase (∆Φ). This is obtained
determining the apparent source angular shift θ = θ̇ · ∆t, where
θ̇ = (2π/86400) · cos δ is the source angular velocity, and then

Fig. 7: Detected and fitted BEST fringes

Fig. 8: BEST-2 RX phase (∆Φ) stability versus time

using Eq. 2:

∆Φ = −2π
baseline

λ
· sin θ (2)

The detected fringes (blue line in Fig. 7) are best-fitted (red
line) with a simulated response in order to reduce the uncer-
tainty on the transit time definition (tmax), in the case noise
and/or RFI are present on the peaks of the fringes. Some re-
sults are reported in Fig. 8.

6. Beamforming

Some preliminary tests in the frame of the digital beamform-
ing technique have been carried out in order to test the beam
steering capability of the BEST array. In particular the archi-
tecture of a direct beamformer system has been implemented
on the FPGA-based hardware of the Medicina digital back-end.
Basically every analogue IF signal of the array is digitized by
the A/D converter and down converted by a DDC; the resulting
complex base band signal is then multiplied by the correspond-
ing beamformer coefficient. Finally these signals are summed
all together in order to form a single complex signal that repre-
sents the beam of the array. The beamformer output at the time
k, y(k), is calculated according to the following formula:

y(k) = wHv(k) (3)
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Fig. 9: Architecture of a two antennas beamformer

where w is the vector of the beamformer coefficients, v(k) is the
vector of the complex baseband signals of the array at the time
k and (·)H is the Hermitian operator. For an array composed
of two antennas the architecture of the system is illustrated in
Fig. 9.

The effect of the phase correction introduced on the input
signals by the beamformer coefficients has been tested with
radio astronomical procedures. The architecture of the system
used for these tests is the same of the one in Fig. 9, where the fi-
nal adder block has been substituted by a multiplier block. The
output signal is the result of the product correlation of two com-
plex baseband signals (already multiplied by the beamformer
coefficients). In practice, exploiting a radio source transit and
analyzing the position in time of the measured interference
fringe compared to the expected one, the phase corrections for
every antenna are calculated and then applied to them. The re-
sults of the phase correction of two signals after Cassiopeia A
(3C-461) transit is presented in Fig. 10. The two signals come
from, respectively, the first and the fourth receiver of one cylin-
der of BEST-2 system. In the first experiment both signals are
not phase shifted. With this design set up the maximum value
of the observed interference fringe is in advance of about 38 s.
compared with the time at which the maximum value of the ex-
pected interference fringe happens with a calibrated array (0 s.
in ”Time from transit” axis). In order to correct this error (that
is to calibrate the array) a phase of 12.19 degrees is applied
to the second signal (fourth antenna) compared with the first
one (first antenna): in other words the two signals are shifted
in phase with an angle of 12.19 degrees. In this way the mea-
sured interference fringe matches perfectly with the expected
one and its maximum value happens exactly at the theoretical
transit time (0 s).

7. Conclusions

The BEST-1 and BEST-2 UHF prototypes represent a very
good platform for preliminary tests to verify the main concepts
on which the future SKA developments are based on. Very im-
portant calibration activities have been successfully carried on
opening the possibility to move along the big technological
challenge that will lead to the next step of SKA. The results
from the BEST test bed seems to be very promising and useful
as a feedback for other demonstrators.

Fig. 10: Fringes with phase correction
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Abstract. The experience gained in both the design and testing of low noise amplifiers for the SKADS/BEST demonstrator, is
here described. Different architectures (single ended, balanced and differential) have been investigated and compared in order to
fulfill the BEST goals and, in general, the main SKA related technology requirements: low cost, high performances and reliability.
This experience is leading to the design of front ends suitable for low frequency SKA pathfinders and other applications.

1. Introduction

In order to populate the BEST demonstrator, based on the re-
instrumentation of part of the Northern Cross radio telescope,
the design of new LNA (Low Noise Amplifier) was necessary.
The natural instrument working band is about 5 MHz centred at
408 MHz. With proper focal line modifications, 16 MHz cen-
tred at 408 MHz (for the N/S arm) and 120-240 MHz (for the
E/W arm) have been obtained. The use of commercial LNA
was discarded because they are usually noisy and broadband.
The latter characteristic makes those devices susceptible to the
generation of intermodulation products of received signals even
far from the desired band. Moreover, it has been considered im-
portant to gain experience in the LNA design in the f < 1 GHz
range, fundamental for SKA AA-lo and AA-hi future develop-
ments.

2. Main design and technological choices

In order to fulfill both requirements of low cost and high perfor-
mances, the following design and technological choices have
been done:

1. Printed circuit board (PCB) on FR4: very low prototyping
cost (milling machine) and moderate production cost;

2. SMD devices: passive elements (L and C) are smaller and
better (i.e. Q factor) than the distributed counterparts, easier
active elements mounting (no chip bonding);

3. Hot LNA: cryogenic techniques are too expensive for large
array applications and, below 1 GHz, Tsky is not irrelevant
as contribute to Tsys;

4. Selected active device: AVAGO ATF-54143 (Avago Tech
2008)
• OIP3 > +32 dBm
• P1dBout > +16 dBm
• NF < 0.2 dB
• Enhancement→ Single power supply

? This work was supported by the European Commission
Framework Program 6, Project SKADS, Square Kilometre Array
Design Studies (SKADS), contract no 011938.

Fig. 1: BEST-1 single ended LNA prototype.

For the LNA designs, AWR c© Microwave Office has been
adopted, both for small and large signals simulations and for
layout designs (i.e. gerber files).

3. LNA for BEST-1 and BEST-2

BEST is a modular technological demonstrator composed by
3 blocks with different dimensions and characteristics (i.e. col-
lective area, number of receivers, frequency band). BEST-1 has
been obtained by installing 4 new receivers on the focal line
of a single N/S cylinder. The chosen LNA architecture for the
installed front ends, is the standard single ended. The HEMT
works at Vds = 3 V and Ids = 60 mA, which represents the op-
timum compromise between noise and dynamic performances.
An active biasing network has been adopted because it provides
a means of keeping the quiescent bias point constant over tem-
perature and constant over lot to lot variations in device dc per-
formance. The input matching network is optimised to obtain
the best compromise between NF, input matching, stability and
rejection of both FM (88-108 MHz) and TV (above 470 MHz)
signals, which intermodulation products could fall in the BEST
working band (400-416MHz ). Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 show, respec-
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Fig. 2: Single ended S-parameters.

Fig. 3: Balanced amplifier: working principle.

tively, a picture of the realised prototype and the measured S-
parameters.

BEST-2 is composed by 8 N/S cylindrical concentrators
each equipped with 4 receivers, for a total of 32 LNA. The
balanced architecture was investigated. In such architecture a
pair of equals amplifiers are fed by a couple of 90◦ hybrids (see
Fig. 3). The input matching network of each amplifier has to
be designed only to get the lowest NF possible, simplifying the
LNA design. Hybrids take care of the input and output match-
ing. Moreover, since the input and output impedances seen by
the active devices (HEMT) are limited by the hybrids, obtain-
ing a stable amplifier is easier. Finally, P1dBout and OIP3 are
improved by 3 dB respect to the single amplifier. A balanced
amplifier works well when A1 and A2 and the input and out-
put hybrids are good matched, both in amplitude and phase. A
balanced LNA is suitable when, thanks to the best noise match-
ing, the NF reduction of the single stages A1 and A2, respect
to the single ended version, is not less than the insertion loss of
the input hybrid. Typically, at this working frequency, suitable
hybrids are available as cheap SMD transformers, which inser-
tion loss is very low. For BEST-2 the HEMT bias point is again
Vds = 3 V and Ids = 60 mA. The hybrids chosen are the HPQ-
05W by Minicircuits (Fig. 4). As can be noticed comparing
both the S-parameters (see both Fig. 2 and Fig. 5) and noise
measurements, the balanced LNA allows a very good match-
ing in the working frequency band, with just a little increase
of the NF (see Fig. 6). Moreover the balanced LNA works
well in a broader band (350-450 MHz) with very interesting

Fig. 4: BEST-2 balanced LNA prototype.

Fig. 5: Balanced LNA measured S-parameters.

Table 1: Comparison between single ended and balanced LNA at
408 MHz

@408 MHz Single ended Balanced

|S11| [dB] −10 −37.5

|S22| [dB] −17 −27.1

|S21| [dB] 22.6 24.4

Tn [K] 29.4 31.5

NF [dB] 0.42 0.45

OIP3 [dBm] +27.3 +34.5

P1dBout +12.4 +21.2

performance: |S11|&|S22| < −20 dB, OIP3 > +34 dBm and
NF < 0.5 dB (380-450 MHz). Table 1 summarises the com-
parison between the single ended and the balanced LNA at the
BEST-1 and BEST-2 central frequency.
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Fig. 6: Noise measurements.

Fig. 7: Differential LNA prototype.

For the BEST system, a differential LNA has been inves-
tigated too (see Fig. 7). That configuration could potentially
allow to connect directly the LNA to the dipole feed line or, in
principle, at each dipole of the Northern Cross radio telescope,
avoiding the balun. A cascode configuration has been consid-
ered and a commercial MMIC from Motorola (MBC13916)
was chosen for the prototype realisation. The differential in-
put of the LNA has been designed at 84 Ω, since the Zodd of
the dipole feed line is 42 Ω. The simulated NF is quite high
(above 1.5 dB) because the NFmin of the active device is about
1 dB. Further investigation should be done with other compo-
nents and/or technologies. Additional experience should also
be got in the characterization of differential devices (both S-
parameters and noise measures).

4. BEST-3lo LNA

BEST-3lo is composed by 18 log-periodic antennas which
work in the 120-240 MHz band, installed on one sector of the
E/W focal line. Due both to the presence of strong signals and
the high value of the antenna temperature in the operative band,
a balanced architecture LNA has been designed (see Fig. 8). In
order to increase the LNA dynamic range, the bias point of the
active device has been moved to Vds = 3 V and Ids = 80 mA. A

Fig. 8: First generation BEST-3lo LNA prototype.

RC feedback was used to ensure unconditional stability (Avago
Tech 2006). To cover the entire frequency band, the SLQ-304
hybrid by Synergy Microwave has been adopted. In order to
reject the strongest RFI signals, a FM band stop filter has been
designed too and integrated in the LNA. To maintain the best
input matching, the filter has been inserted between the out-
puts of the input hybrid and each active elements. Table 2 sum-
marises the measurements of the prototype.
A second generation low frequency LNA has been designed
adopting all COTS devices (see Fig. 9). In particular, the ac-
tive elements are LNA MMIC by Sirenza (SPF5122Z). The
Synergy Microwave hybrid has been replaced by the cheaper
Minicircuits ADQ-250-1 (not yet available at the time of the
first generation design). The FM and TV signals rejection is
obtained by a cascade of a FM band stop filter (Minicircuits
BSF-108+), in front of the LNA input, and a low pass filter
(Minicircuits RLP-320+) placed between the input hybrids and
each LNA. The input hybrid ensures a good isolation between
the 2 filters, which allows keeping both good input match-
ing and gain flatness. Each Sirenza LNA is biased at 5 V and
Id = 90 mA. Fig. 10 and Fig. 11 show, respectively, the noise
and the S-parameters measurement.

Table 2: BEST-3lo first prototype measurements

Measurement @130MHz @200MHz @250MHz

|S11| [dB] −21.2 −25.9 −22.6

|S22| [dB] −22.3 −21.3 −20.5

|S21| [dB] 20.5 20.9 20.7

NF [dB] 3.23 1.54 1.44

OIP3 [dBm] +35.2 +35.8 +34.5

P1dBout +21.8 +23.6 +22.9
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Fig. 9: Second generation BEST-3lo LNA prototype.

Fig. 10: Noise comparison between the first and second BEST-3lo
LNA generations.

Fig. 11: Second generation BEST-3lo LNA S parameters measure-
ment.

5. P-band LNA

As fallout of the experience in the LNA design for BEST, it
is evaluating the possibility to adopt the same technology for
the P-band LNA for the Sardinia radio telescope (SRT). The
frequency band is 305-410 MHz and the LNA must operate at
cryogenic temperatures (20 K). The HEMT bias point is Vds =

3 V and Ids = 28 mA. The active biasing networks has been re-

Fig. 12: P-band LNA (305-410 MHz).

Fig. 13: Preliminary measurements at 20 K.

moved because based on PNP transistor, which does not work
at cryogenic temperature. The chosen hybrids are the HPQ-04
by Minicircuits (see Fig. 12). First preliminary results are en-
couraging (see also Fig. 13): the input and output matching are,
respectively, better than 10 dB and 20 dB on overall band. The
dynamic is good too, with measured P1dBout > +15 dBm and
OIP3 > +26.5 dBm.

6. Conclusions

The LNA experience in the framework of the BEST demon-
strator allowed us to gain a valuable knowledge both on de-
vices design and characterisation in the frequency range below
f < 1 GHz. Such experience has been successfully employed in
particular application, as a cryogenic P-band LNA, and could
be easily applied in the AAVP program, especially for the AA-
lo system.
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Abstract. In the framework of the SKADS/BEST activities the analogue optical link solution in the signal transportation from the
antennas to the back end has been investigated by IRA-INAF. Many aspects have been faced as the design and the characterization
of both commercial and ad hoc conceived devices. Fibre cable and connectors have been tested as well. The BEST demonstrator
has been using to test such a technology on the field. It is a natural bridge towards SKA especially to the signals transportation
in the low frequency bands and systems (AA-lo and AA-high).

1. Introduction

The BEST demonstrator is based on the re-instrumentation of
several antennas of the Northern Cross radio telescope. The
distance between the front ends, installed on the antennas fo-
cal lines, and the receiver room, inside the main building of the
Medicina station, could reach several hundred meters. Different
signal transportation systems could be adopted with different
technologies and/or system approaches (i.e. coaxial or optical
cable, analogue or digital link). Cost and reliability prediction
analysis of the whole receiver chain indicated an analogue opti-
cal link, which brings directly the RF signal from the antennas
to the central processing room, as the best solution (Catelani
et al. 2009). For that reason we investigated and experienced
both the optical transmission medium (both optical cables and
optical connectors) and the electro-optic devices suitable for
the application on the BEST demonstrator.

2. The optical cables

The use of monomode fibres for analogue optical transmis-
sion is well know and established. Respect to multimode fibres,
they allow broader bandwidth and/or longer distance. Also they
present a better phase stability versus bending, which is impor-
tant for installation on steerable antennas. In order to better un-
derstand the right optical cable to adopt, a measurement system
was set up. In particular, we compared the thermal coefficient
of delay (TCD, see Eq. 1) of two optical trunks, both 200 m
long, putting them inside a temperature chamber. The two ca-
bles were a tight one and a loose one. The results are plotted in
Fig. 1. As can be noticed the loose buffered fibres are more sta-
ble than the tight ones. Moreover, since in an array application
the relative stability among the receiver chains is important too,
loose fibres are preferable due to their better uniformity.

TCD =
106

tnom

∆t
∆T
=

106

φnom

∆φ

∆T
(1)

? This work was supported by the European Commission
Framework Program 6, Project SKADS, Square Kilometre Array
Design Studies (SKADS), contract no 011938.

Fig. 1: Measured TCD for Loose and Tight optical cables

3. Optical connectors

In analogue optical links where both noise and dynamic range
performances are important, it is imperative to avoid any light
back reflection into the laser source. For that reason, to adopt
optical connectors which present high return loss, like the APC
(Angle Polished Connector) ones, which have a minimum RL
of 70 dB, is mandatory. For the large use of the connectors
in an array link application, in order to reduce costs, without
losing in performance, the right optical connector must be cho-
sen. After a market research we choose LSA(DIN)/APC con-
nector by Diamond, for the application on the antenna, due to
its optimal performance in terms of mechanical stability. For
the receiver side, we choose standard SC/APC connectors. For
an indoor application, without any moving part, they are the
cheapest solution (6 euro) which allows, at the same time, the
maximum integration. Due to the high cost of the LSA(DIN)
connectors (about 40 euro), a migration to the FC/APC stan-
dard is under evaluation: they have similar cost to the SC/APC
one, but with good performance in terms of mechanical stabil-
ity.
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Fig. 2: IMDD link

4. Electro optical devices: IRA optical link

In order to satisfy both link performances and link cost, a re-
search on the appropriate link architecture (direct modulation
or external modulation of the laser source) has been done. For
low frequency applications (even several GHz), the intensity
modulation-direct detection (IM-DD) has resulted to be the
best compromise (Fig. 2). Once selected the architecture, a link
model was studied in order to better understand the reachable
link performances and, at the same time, to guide us in the right
devices selection (laser and photodiode), see Eq.2 and Eq.3:

Ga[dB] = 10 log[
g2

opt(k1k1)2

4
Rout

Rin
] (2)

NF[dB] = 10 log[2 +
4Rin

g2
opt(k1k1)2Rout

+

+
Rin[I2

DRIN + 2e(ID + Idark)]

kTg2
opt(k1)2

] (3)

were k1 and k2 are the input and output matching losses, Rin and
Rout, respectively, the equivalent input resistance and the equiv-
alent output resistance and g2

opt = ηLaser<PIN/Aopt is, with ob-
vious meaning of the symbols, the optical gain. The selected
devices are both from Sumitomo. The main characteristics are
reported below:

• Laser DFB 1310 nm MQW SPV4260
• RIN = −155 dB/Hz
• η = 0.2 mW/mAz
• Ith = 8 mA

• PIN Photodiode SPV3313
• < = 0.9 mA/mW
• Idark = 1 nA
• Fmax = 2 GHz

Regarding the optical TX design, a simple resistive matching
between the RF input (50 Ω) and the laser, which present a
low equivalent input impedance (typically 5 ÷ 10 Ω), has been
adopted. Moreover the transmitter includes an automatic power
control circuits, which keeps constant the optical power emit-
ted by the optical source. Since lasers are susceptible to sud-
den switch-on and switch-off operations, the circuit allow also
slow on/off-switching of the optical sources when the bias is
applied (or removed) to the transmitter (see Fig. 3). For the op-
tical receiver, a simple passive scheme has been adopted. The

Fig. 3: IRA Optical TX circuit schematic

Fig. 4: IRA Optical RX circuit schematic

Fig. 5: IRA optical link prototype

RF signal, once recovered in the electrical domain by the pho-
todiode, is not amplified by a trans-impedance amplifier, but
feed directly into a passive matching network to the 50 Ω (see
Fig. 4). The prototype has been mounted (Fig.5) and measured
(see Fig. 6 and Table 1) in the Medicina labs. Even if designed
and optimised for the BEST-2 band (16 MHz @ 408 MHz), the
IRA optical link has shown good performance also in the wider
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Fig. 6: IRA optical link S-parameters measurements

Table 1: IRA optical link measurement summary

Link optimised at Link (not optimised) in

16 MHz @ 408 MHz (300-600) MHz band

Gain [dB] −22.9 Gainmin [dB] -23.7

Gain flatness [dB] < 0.1 Gainmax [dB] -22.1

Input Return > 28.6 Input Return > 9.5

Loss [dB] Loss [dB]

Output Return > 30.9 Output Return > 24.9

Loss [dB] Loss [dB] > 24.9

Input IIP3 [dBm] +32.8 Input IP3 [dBm] > +30

Noise figure [dB] 31 Noise figure [dB] < +31.3

(300 − 600) MHz band. The estimated link cost was 500 euro
for a 400 pieces production. A reliable production should be
investigated and, up to now, represents the main risk factor for
an ”all IRA” manufacturing.

5. The collaboration with the industry

5.1. The collaboration with Andrew Wireless Systems

To reduce the costs of the TX, mainly dominated by the
laser cost, opening a direct link with factories (for example
Sumitomo) that produce laser sources, overcoming local sellers
and representatives, would be necessary. With the low volume
of BEST, it was not possible to do that. Moreover, to test the
produced devices, an optical lab would be necessary. The in-
strumentations are very expensive and only a massive produc-
tion for SKA, or other SKA large pathfinder, could justify such
effort. For these reason we decided to customise a commer-
cial link by Andrew Wireless System, which has been adopted
for the various BEST systems. The Andrew’s link is optimised
for working in the band (100−1000) MHz (see both Fig. 7 and
Table 2). The costs is about 700 euro, for the TX, and 180 euro,
for the RX.
During some astronomical observation made with BEST-1,
equipped with 4 Andrew’s optical link, a ripple on the detected
traces of some sources has been noticed (see the reed circle in
Fig.8). Thanks to a measurement system (see Fig. 9) able to
reproduce slow environmental temperature variations, similar

Fig. 7: ANDREW optical link S-parameters

Table 2: ANDREW optical link summary

TFTY2324w+TFRY501

100-1000 MHz band

Gain [dB] −25

Gain flatness [dB] ±0.75

Input Return Loss [dB] > 15

Output Return Loss [dB] > 20

Input IIP3 [dBm] +33

Noise figure [dB] 36

Fig. 8: Ripple of a detected transit of Cas-A with a single BEST-1 RX

to the one in which the electronics mounted on the antennas is
normally operating, the Andrew’optical TX was found suscep-
tible to ripple generation, both on the link insertion gain and
phase (Perini & Ghelfi 2008). We estimated a ripple amplitude
of about ±0.02 dB, with a variable period in the range from 10
to 15 minutes. In order to understand the possible effect of such
ripple on the BEST performances, several astronomical tests
have been done. First preliminary results (see Fig. 10) seem
indicate that the instrument, when operates as interferometer,
is not influenced. The ripple effect on a beamformer is still to
investigate.
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Fig. 9: Ripple measurement set up

Fig. 10: BEST complex fringes of Cas-A source. No ripple effects are
detectable in more than one hour of data acquisition

5.2. New opportunities

Since the Andrew’s local factory has been moved to another
country, a research of new local factories of analogue optical
links is underway. After some contacts, a customised link by
Tekmedia factory has been produced and tested. The TX and
RX pair cost about 700 euro. Preliminary measurements are
interesting (see Fig.11). The bandwidth is more than 2 GHz
(RX post amplified) and the noise is very good below 1GHz
(i.e. 28 dB @ 408 MHz). Moreover the Tekmedia TX is ripple
free (see Fig.12).

6. Conclusions

A valuable experience in the design and characterisation of
analogue optical links has been gained in the frame of SKADS
activities. Moreover, the link application on the BEST demon-
strator has represented a useful and unique opportunity to test
such technology on the field with real astronomical observa-
tions.

Fig. 11: Tekmedia measured S-parameter

Fig. 12: Ripple measurement
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Abstract. The receiver for the SKADS/BEST pathfinder is a low cost, low noise, high dynamic range, easily replicable and
highly integrated block up to the data acquisition. The aspects related to the design of such a receiver including mechanics
(housing and integration), setting control and the local oscillator network are here reported.

1. Introduction

The Medicina technical group designed and constructed the
blocks of the BEST demonstrators (they are a part of the
Northern Cross radiotelescope), to produce technology and to
verify the basic SKA concepts. Possible low cost solutions
for crucial system blocks such as front ends, analogue opti-
cal links, sync and LO distributors, IFs circuitry, wide-band,
high dynamic range high speed data acquisition and processing
systems have been investigated and realized.

2. BEST-2 antennas and front-end boxes

The focal line of the BEST-2 system, implemented in the N/S
arm of the Northern Cross Radiotelescope, is composed by 64
dipoles electrically connected in parallel in groups of 16 on 4
different segments of the differential line. These four differen-
tial fragments are converted into single lines by means of 4
baluns connected to a impedance adapters. The four different
electrical signals are successively carried out, through water-
tight connectors to four waterproof boxes designed to contain
one front-end board, one electro-optical converter, one protec-
tion circuit and one optical fibre collecting tray (Figure 1). A
canalization structure is built to carry optical fibres and power
supply cables on the focal-line (Figure 2).
The BEST-2 front-end (Figure 3) performances are:

Fig. 1: BEST-2 front-end box on the top of the focal line

Fig. 2: A North-South cylinder

Fig. 3: BEST-2 Front-End

• NF = 0.45 dB, Tn = 32 K
• Gain = 60 dB
• BW = 16 MHz@408 MHz
• OIP3 > +33 dBm
• InputRL > 15 dB
• OutputRL > 15 dB
• PowerSupply = (10 − 15) Volt @ 245 mA
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Fig. 4: East-West arm with Log-Periodic antennas installed

Fig. 5: BEST-3lo Front-end box on the top of the focal line

3. BEST-3lo antennas and front-end boxes

The focal line of the BEST-3lo system, implemented in the
E/W arm of the Northern Cross Radiotelescope, is composed
by an array of 18 log periodic antennas (see Fig. 4) con-
nected via coaxial cables to waterproof front-end boxes con-
taining two front-end boards, two optical transmitters with anti-
vibration system, one micro-controller and one power supply
board (Figure 5).
A canalization structure is realized on the antennas body to
carry optical fibres and power supply wiring to the receiving
room.

The Best-3lo front-end (Fig. 6) performances are:

• NF = 1.35 dB@180 MHz, Tn = 105 K@180 MHz
• Gain = 50 dB
• OIP3 = +25 dBm
• Switchable filter bank
• FM-TV band stop filter

4. Optical link

In order to obtain the best performances in term of flatness
and equalization between the channels, an architecture based

Fig. 6: BEST-3lo Front End

Fig. 7: Customized Andrew’s Analogue optical link

on analogue optical transmission has been implemented.
Further studies of reliability have demonstrated that optical
links is preferable respect to coaxial cables one. Several op-
tical analogue links were studied for the BEST system. Finally
an Andrew customized version was installed for both systems
(Fig. 7). The main specifications are listed below:

• λ = 1310 nm
• NF = 36 dB
• Gain = −25 dB
• BW = (0.1 − 1) GHz
• IIP3 > +33 dBm
• InputRL > 15 dB, OutputRL > 20 dB
• PowerSupply = (12 − 15) Volt @ 75 mA

5. Control system for IF receivers

In order to have an easy-replicable system for each receiving
chain without changing the control software and avoiding the
replication of the efforts, we designed and developed a general
purpose board called ”carrier”. It is based on microcontroller
ATMEGA169-16AI and it allows to control and acquire ancil-
lary data from the various RF/IF sections. The carrier board
permits to be connected via LAN or RS485 by a dedicated
backplane and it generates all the I/O necessary to control the
RF/IF circuitry (i.e. switches), acquire analogue signals (i.e.
Total Power) and it allows to power-on/off each active device
by photo-MOS. The board was designed and prepared to be
carried on a metallic milled box ensuring the necessary shield-
ing to the RF analogue signals during the switching of the dig-
ital components (Fig. 8).
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Fig. 8: Assembly of IF + Carrier Board + Optical RX board

6. IF systems for BEST-2 and BEST-3lo

The designed receiver architectures for BEST-2 and BEST-3lo
are respectively a single conversion to IF = 30 MHz and a
direct amplification without any conversion. All the RF chains
are directly installed on the carrier board that control digital
attenuator, RF switches and all the supplies of actives devices.
The receiver gain is calculated in order to obtain the best power
at the input of the Berkeley ADC, thus Pin(ADC) = −40/ −
30 dBm. Because BEST-3lo system has a variable bandwidth
depending on the filter selected at the front end level, a digital
attenuator is provided in order to tune the power at the output
of the board.
The main specifications of the BEST-2 RF/IF (first group, see
Fig. 9), and BEST-3lo receiver (second group, see Fig. 10), are
listed below:

• IIP3 > +16 dBm
• IF = 30 MHz, OL = 378 MHz
• GainRX = (16 − 47) dB
• GainRX step = 0.5 dB

• IIP3 > −10 dBm
• RF/IF = (120 − 240) MHz
• GainRX = (13 − 45) dB
• GainRX step = 0.5 dB

7. Local oscillator, clock and sync distribution

A splitter chain architecture has been used to distribute LO,
Clock and Sync signals to the IF circuitry and data acquisition

Fig. 9: BEST-2 IF board

Fig. 10: BEST 3-lo IF board

Fig. 11: Schematic block diagram of the clock distributor

system. The block diagrams are shown in the Fig. 11 (Clock)
and Fig. 12 (LO). The LO distributor and racks cabling are
shown in Fig. 13. To synchronize the data acquisition boards,
based on a Berkeley University A/D-iBOB and Bee2 systems,
a low jitter PPS (Pulse Per Second) distributor unit (Fig. 14)
was designed and tested on the BEST system.

8. The shared digital back-end

The BEST acquiring and back-end system is based on
iBOB/BEE2 Casper modular architecture. This can be alter-
natively connected to BEST-2 or BEST-3lo receiving chain by
a switching analogue matrix (Fig. 15).
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Fig. 12: Schematic block diagram of the LO distributor

Fig. 13: LO distributor: amplifier, E/W - N/S splitting blocks and IF +
RX subracks

Fig. 14: PPS distributor board

Fig. 15: BEST back end. On the left the BEST-2 circuitry and on the
rigth the BEST-3lo electronics

9. Conclusions

The experience gained by the Medicina technical group in
BEST-2 (Fc = 408 MHz, BW = 16 MHz), BEST-3lo (Fc =
180 MHz, BW = 120 MHz) system, led to design a replica-
ble and reliable shared architecture between the antennas and
the receiving room. Both solutions are based on an high dy-
namic, low noise, low cost front end connected by an analogue
fibre optic link to the receiving room. Here was installed a com-
pact IF system controlled by a general purpose common board
called Carrier board. The iBOB/BEE2 Casper acquiring and
back-end system, can be alternatively connected to BEST-2 or
BEST-3lo receiving chain.
For the SKA framework this could be the line to follow in or-
der to avoid the dispersion of efforts and to obtain high perfor-
mance, high reliability and low cost general receiving architec-
ture.
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Abstract. A modular programmable data processing system, developed by the CASPER group of the University of Berkeley,
has been adopted for BEST demonstrator. This system is composed of a 1.2 GS/sec A/D converter for each receiver connected
to a serializer board (Ibob) that can host up to 4 A/D boards. At present the configuration of the Bee2 FPGA cluster, offers
approximately 500 Gop/sec. This provides enough computation power to implement a full 32 stations correlator. A beamformer
for the BEST pathfinder is just under development.

1. Introduction

Developing a digital backend for the BEST demonstrator has
been a technological challenge which has posed several ques-
tions since the very early stage of the project. In this paper we
outline the main issues, the choices they led us to and the de-
velopment done in Medicina to implement a correlator and a
beamforming application for BEST.
First of all we consider the performance requirements to im-
plement real time correlation and beamforming on the BEST
array; based on this consideration we’ve chosen the technol-
ogy on top of which implement the backend. Another impor-
tant factor is the development time required and the reusability
of both software/firmware and hardware developed or acquired
for BEST backend.
The second part of the paper is then dedicated to the explana-
tion of the application design for both correlation and beam-
forming.

2. Requirements

The BEST array is composed of 32 single polarization re-
ceivers, acquiring a signal bandwidth of 16 MHz centered at
408 MHz; signal is then downconverted to the IF frequency
of 30 MHz. As seen on Parsons et al. (2008) correlation and
beamforming imaging systems computational demand depends
on

BMN2 (1)

where B represents the signal bandwidth, M is the number of
independent beams and N is the number of antennas.
In the BEST case, for the FX correlation application, the first
project we developed, we had B = 16MHz, N2 � baselines =
32∗31

2 , and we wanted our signal channelized into 2048 chan-
nels. This leads us to a computational charge of about 32
GFlops just for the X side of the correlator.
Along with the X computation we also needed 32 A/D con-
verters working in parallel and 32 F engines to channelize each
receiver’s signal.

Fig. 1: IBOB and iADC boards.

3. Hardware

Our computational demand cannot be met just by commodity
hardware so we need some adhoc solution. We’ve decided to
adopt the approach proposed by the CASPERa group, led by
the Berkeley university and now extended into an international
collaboration involving most major countries and institutions in
the astrophysics and engineering community. The aim of this
consortium is to give scientists a timely way to develop DSP
solutions by providing developers with open source, library
formatted, hardware and firmware components, communicat-
ing with each other through standard commercial protocols as
described in Parsons et al. (2009).
In the BEST backend, A/D conversion is realized by 16 iADC
boards, equipped with a Chip Atmel/e2V AT84AD001B 8-bit
Dual 1Gsps ADC that can digitize two inputs in parallel at 8
bit each. Each two iADC boards are connected to an IBOB
(internet breakout board) via a standard ZDOCK interface.
The IBOB board is equipped with a VirtexII-pro FPGA (Field
Programmable Gate Array), a programmable chip which can

a http://casper.berkeley.edu
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Fig. 2: BEE2 board

be used to preprocess data from the iADCs in many different
ways. Data are output from the IBOBs through standard 10
Gigabit ethernet CX4 connections. Further processing is then
executed on the BEE2 board, a powerful FPGA cluster with 5
VirtexII-pro chips. Data are received and output by the BEE2
always through 10 gigabit ethernet connections. This modu-
lar architecture lets us plug a standard PC in the 10Gbe net-
work using a simple Myricom 10G-PCIE-8A-C+E PCIe net-
work card which can be programmed as a standard network
interface so that any PC can act as data storage for our back-
end. It’s easy to understand that it would be possible to plug
into this kind of network many other different devices such as
GPUs or ASICs logics. IBOB and BEE2 FPGA chips can be
programmed very easily and in a very time efficient manner
using the graphical tools developed by the CASPER consor-
tium itself. In fact, there’s no need to write code, but devel-
opers can use a very practical graphical programming envi-
ronment in which insert and connect blocks together in order
to design their system. The CASPER community, along these
years, has developed a full set of pre-build components, such as
FFT blocks, polyphase filter banks, accumulators engines ecc.
which just need to be plugged into the design and work out of
the box. Even the interaction with the FPGA I/O such as the
ZDOCK interface or the CX4 connection is made really simple
by prebuilt blocks which constitute the core of the CASPER
library. The obvious advantage of this collaborative approach
is that components are tested and used by a lot of users, even
the resolution of the inevitable problems met in the develop-
ment stage becomes easier thanks to the help of people who’ve
previously had the same issues. Again, the group is populated
by lot of people working on similar projects thus enhancing in-
ternational collaboration and exchange of methodologies and
ideas.

4. Packetized Correlator

The first application developed on the BEST digital backend
has been an FX correlation of the 32 inputs.
In the correlator architecture data are sampled by iADC boards
and the F-engines are implemented on the IBOBs. So, in our
configuration, each IBOB captures 4 digital signals in parallel,
the signals are then downconverted at 1/4 of the sample fre-

Fig. 3: Correlation fringes for a single baseline after RFI extraction

Fig. 4: Radiomap of VirgoA obtained with the packetized correlator

quency. Data are then pipelined into a polyphase filter bank
which channelizes the input into 2048 frequency channels.
Channelized data is sent to the BEE2 board over the ten gigabit
ethernet connection. Cross multiplication for all baselines by
frequency channel is implemented on the BEE2 board where
packets are received from the IBOBs exploiting the address-
ing capabilities of the UDP network protocol. Simplifying a
little bit, the antenna number together with the frequency chan-
nel form the network address of the X engine to be addressed.
In this way the data flow after the acquisition stage needs not
to be synchronized and flows independently and data-driven,
once each X-engine is aware of which baselines to calculate
for what frequency channel. Once X engines have performed
a runtime settable integration period, data is output to the PC
which stores the correlation result in Myriad data format. Data
can then be visualized as in 3 and processed using a Python
package called AIPYb. Our correlator can process a bandwidth
of 40 MHz@30 MHz, dividing the signal in 2048 frequency
channels for 32 single polarization inputs. In 4 is shown the ra-

b http://setiathome.ssl.berkeley.edu/∼aparsons/aipy/

aipy.cgi
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Fig. 5: Architecture of the beamformer for 16 single polarization an-
tennas

Fig. 6: Block diagram representing the signal processing performed
inside the IBOB boards.

dio map obtained from a full correlation of a transit of VirgoA,
deconvolved and cleaned.

5. Beamformer Project

The project of a beamformer for 16 single polarization antennas
is under development. For its implementation a system com-
posed of:

• 4 IBOB boards (8 iADC boards);
• 1 BEE2 board;
• 1 10GbE Fujitsu switch;
• 1 PC equipped with a 10GbE network card

is necessary.
The architecture of the system is presented in 5. The IF ana-
logue signals are digitized by the A/D converters (ADC) then
they enter into the IBOB boards where they are pre-processed.
In particular the signals are down-converted into baseband by
the Digital Down Converter (DDC) and then multiplied by
the complex beamformer coefficients w. Before the signals are
transmitted to the BEE2 board through CX4 cables, they are
filtered by FIR Filters and down sampled.
All the signal operations performed inside the IBOB boards are
represented schematically in 6.

Fig. 7: Block diagram representing the signal processing performed
inside the BEE2 board in the beamformer design

The signal processing core of the beamformer is into the BEE2
board.
Two FPGA devices are in charge of the sum of the signals
coming from two IBOB boards (8 signals); the sum of the sig-
nals obtained with these partial sums is carried out by another
FPGA device that allows to get a single signal that is the beam-
former output.
Finally data are packetized and transmitted to the PC through
the 10GbE switch.
In the architecture above described, the synchronization of the
system is achieved thanks to first-in first-out (FIFO) buffers:
all the input data that comes through the XAUI interfaces are
aligned in every FPGA in order to compensate possible align-
ment errors. Before the beamformer output can be calculated,
the array has to be calibrated in order to avoid array pointing
errors. So the design of a calibration system is under devel-
opment, based on a radio astronomical calibration technique.
Basically, comparing the curve progress (as the time changes)
of the measured interference fringes with the expected ones in
relation to some pre-determined baselines, the phase correc-
tions for every antenna are calculated and then applied to them.
The architecture of the calibration system is the same as the
beamformer one with regard to the IBOB design but it differs
from it with regard to the BEE2 design.
For the calibration purpose 15 signal multiplications (related to
15 baselines) have to be calculated and only one FPGA device
is enough to perform these operations. This time the resulting
data from the multiplications can be stored on board and sent
to the PC via standard 10/100 Mbit ethernet connection. Some
preliminary calibration tests with a small number of antennas
have been carried out.
Figures 9 and 10 refer to the calibration of an entire cylinder of
the BEST-2 array (4 receivers).
The baseband signals that are correlated (product) have a band-
width of 3 MHz and the data obtained from the correlation are
integrated for 1 sec. In 9 there are the interference fringes ob-
tained with the Cassiopeia A (3C 461) transit with no phase
correction applied to the signals. The interference fringes have
been calibrated after having applied the proper phase correction
to each signal (see 10).
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Fig. 8: Block diagram representing the signal processing performed
inside the BEE2 board in the calibrator design
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6. Conclusions

Very good results have been obtained in the frame of digital
backend development for the BEST array, getting a radio map
of VirgoA with 32 receivers and calibrating a subsection of the
array for the beamforming application. Moreover we expect a

good performance of the beamformer system that will be run-
ning in a short time.
Our choice for backend digital hardware has proved its effec-
tiveness by hosting different applications on the same devices,
giving reasonably fast development times and a good support
by the CASPER community.
This system is perfectly suitable for a number of future pos-
sible applications. For instance testing the multi-beaming ca-
pabilities of the BEST array and testing post-processing hard-
ware and algorithms while conducting a survey for dispersed
transient signals of astrophysical origin.
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Abstract. This contribution deals with the design and implementation of broadband antenna feed systems for the cylindrical
offset parabolic reflector of the Northern Cross radio telescope, in the framework of the Square Kilometer Array Design Study
(SKADS-FP6) project. Such feed systems have to maintain a proper radiation pattern as well as a good matching condition in
the operative frequency band (120-430 MHz) in order to efficiently feed the main reflector. This task is not trivial since more
than octave bandwidths are required. Several feed system designs have been carried out on the basis of different architectures
such as log periodic antenna arrays, linear arrays of fat dipoles and branched Vivaldi (tapered slot) radiators inside a wired
subreflector. Each configuration provides a different trade-off between electrical performance and manufacturing complexity.
The most significant computed and experimental results are discussed. Some of the proposed configurations have already been
mounted on the Northern Cross Radio Telescope. The adopted mechanical and electronic solutions such as wiring, canalization,
amplifier housing and protection are reported. A preliminary study on the application of Focal Plane Arrays on the E/W Arm is
also discussed.

1. Introduction

The Italian contribution to the SKADS-FP6 project is focused
on the development of both high-performance and low-cost
antenna and receiver systems. In this framework, the existing
Northern Cross Radio Telescope is being used as the main test
bed (Bolli et al. 2008). This structure can in fact allow experi-
ments with a very large collecting area (up to 30000 m2).

The Northern Cross Radio Telescope (see Fig. 1) is com-
posed of a large cylindrical offset parabolic reflector called
East/West Arm and a linear array of smaller cylindrical
parabolic reflectors, called North/South Arm.

The cylindrical reflector illumination is always performed
by means of a linear array of radiators placed along the focal
axis. These radiators have to exhibit a low reflection coefficient
and a suitable radiation pattern to feed the reflector with high
efficiency in the operative frequency band. This task is not triv-
ial when low operative frequencies and very large frequency
bands are needed.

Furthermore, the mounting of both the antenna and receiver
arrays on the actual reflector is a very important issue when ef-
ficient connection, mechanical stability in various weather con-
dition and low-cost requirements are addressed.

? This work was supported by the European Commission
Framework Program 6, Project SKADS, Square Kilometre Array
Design Studies (SKADS), contract no 011938.
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Fig. 1: North/South and East/West Arms of the Northern Cross Radio
Telescope.

2. Designed Broad Band Antenna Feed Systems

The design work on the feed system for the Northern Cross
Radio Telescope started with a careful electromagnetic analy-
sis of both the North/South and East/West Arms by means of
a proprietary simulation tool. This tool has been developed on
the basis of the Pocklington’s equation. The considered feed
systems working at 408 MHz were composed of a linear dipole
arrays inside wired subreflectors. Specifically, a corner-style
subreflector was featured on the E/W Arm offset reflector.

Subsequently, a similar architecture has been designed in
the 120-240 MHz band providing good results in terms of both
reflection coefficient and radiation pattern. Specifically, larger
fat dipoles and a bigger corner reflector were adopted to ob-
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tain such a low operative frequency and the octave bandwidth.
However, this structure does not guarantee the compatibility
with the present operative frequency 408 MHz. Moreover, the
dipole inter-element spacing, which is about half wavelength at
120 MHz, does not provide a grating lobe free condition when
the beam is scanned from broadside (in the E-plane) in the over-
all 120-240 MHz band.

In order to overcome these problems, a new antenna sys-
tem operating in a larger frequency band 120-430 MHz has
been developed. The system scans in angular range from -30◦

to 30◦ in absence of grating lobes up to 240 MHz. This antenna
system consists of a linear array of Vivaldi antennas (Langley
et al. 1996; Shin & Schaubert 1999) placed in a wired corner
reflector. Each radiator is connected to the adjacent radiators
and to the back of the subreflector. A slot line stub provides a
symmetrical excitation of the tapered slot. The design of this
system has been carried out by a modal approach similar to the
design of a ridged horn antenna. The actual array presents an
active reflection coefficient for uniform excitation lower than
-15 dB from 120 to 430 MHz.

The radiation patterns in the H-plane of the Vivaldi array
(primary radiation pattern) and the overall optical system (sec-
ondary radiation pattern) have been computed at the frequen-
cies 120 MHz, 240 MHz and 408 MHz. At 120 MHz, the ta-
pering on the offset reflector due to the illumination is only
6 dB. It is not possible to increase the tapering level due to
the mechanical constrains on the dimensions and weight of the
subreflector. Hence, the secondary pattern exhibits significant
spillover lobes (-17 dB). The spillover lobes are below -26 dB
at the higher frequencies. The Full Half Power Beamwidth of
the secondary pattern is 5◦ at 120 MHz, 2.5◦ at 240 MHz and
1.5◦ at 408 MHz.

A subreflectorless structure is however cheaper and easier
to integrate on the present radio telescope. Therefore, a custom
log periodic antenna has been designed in the 120-240 MHz
frequency band, with a higher directivity with respect to the
commercial ones, in order to obtain a reasonable illumination
efficiency on the main reflector. The designed structure has 18
elements and is 2.2 meters long. The weight is 3.7 Kg.

An array of 18 radiators has been manufactured and in-
stalled on the E/W Arm of the Northern Cross Radio Telescope
(see section 3). The simulated and measured reflection co-
efficients reported in Fig. 2 show a good 50-Ω impedance
matching in a frequency band that is slightly larger than 120-
240 MHz. A good agreement has also been obtained between
the measured and simulated radiation patterns.

3. Mechanical and Electrical Implementation

The East/West Arm feed system has been modified to operate in
the 120-240 MHz frequency range. The modification consisted
in removing the entire former focal line from sector 3 of the
channel 1E. The line was replaced with an array of 18 log peri-
odic antennas connected via coaxial cables to waterproof boxes
(see Fig. 3). As shown in Fig. 4, each box contains two front-
ends, two analog optical transmitters, one micro-controller and
one power supply so it receives the signals coming from two
antennas. A canalization structure was built to bring optical
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Fig. 2: Computed and measured reflection coefficient of the manufac-
tured log-periodic antenna prototypes.

Fig. 3: Log periodic antenna array connected via coaxial cables to
waterproof boxes.

fibers and power supply wiring to the data acquisition system
in a safe manner.

4. Focal Plane Array preliminary study

The effects of a Focal Plane Array illumination on the E/W arm
of the Northern Cross has also been preliminarily investigated.
Specifically, the E/W main reflector has been illuminated with
different field distributions in order to scan the beam in the H-
plane with good overall antenna efficiency. The considered field
distributions, which can be provided by an antenna array with
the proper beam forming/combining network, simulate an aper-
ture antenna whose phase center is placed in various positions
within the focus area. This operation yields two contour plots
showing the obtained beam deviation in the H-plane (Fig. 5)
and the corresponding antenna efficiency (Fig. 6). As expected,
the beam of the overall antenna can be scanned in the H-plane
at the expense of the antenna efficiency. However, it can be ob-
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Fig. 4: Waterproof box containing two front-ends, two analog optical
transmitters, one micro-controller and one power supply.

Fig. 5: Iso-level curves of the maximum radiation pattern angular po-
sition.

served that a ±5◦ scanning angle is possible with a negligible
efficiency loss.

5. Conclusions

The update of the Northern Cross Radio Telescope to wide-
band multi-receiver technologies produced several interesting
advancements in the antenna and receiver design and manufac-
turing skills. Nevertheless, the developed systems can still be
improved in terms of both high performance and reduced man-
ufacturing complexity. Specifically, a novel mechanical imple-
mentation of the Vivaldi architecture is presently under inves-
tigation.
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Abstract. Reliability analysis of two radioreceiver chains architecture were performed in order to choose the solution with
the highest value of Mean Time Between Failures and minimize faults in the system, with the consequent lower maintenance
costs. Located the most stressed devices from a climatic-environmental point of view, we decided to monitor their real thermal
solicitation in order to evaluate the proper reliability performances varying temperature and the possible degradation of the
critical subsystem and consequently of the entire chain. The design for reliability approach proposed in this research for the re-
instrumentation of the Northern Cross Radiotelescope could be an useful aid for the design of the international SKA Telescope.
Since it will be extremely large (1 square kilometre) the maintenance costs, related to the reliability, become an important
parameter to evaluate. This research activity was developed in partnership with the Istituto di Radioastronomia, Istituto Nazionale
di Astrofisica, in the context of the Square Kilometer Array Design Study supported by UE FP6.

1. Introduction

This research activity was developed in collaboration with
Istituto di Radioastronomia, Istituto Nazionale di Astrofisica
(IRA-INAF), in the BEST project (Basic Element for SKADS
Training) (Montebugnoli et al. 2009), that allowed to the re-
instrumentation of the Northern Cross in Medicina, Bologna,
Italy (Montebugnoli et al. 2004). The aim was to develop
new technologies and algorithms for application in the Square
Kilometer Array Design Study (SKADS) project (van Ardenne
et al. 2000). Studies have been made for the implementation of
the radio telescope called Square Kilometre Array (Dewdney
et al. 2009) that will lead the onset of the next years. This
instrument will image celestial radio sources based on the prin-
ciple of earth rotation synthesis. In last year of the project it
concentrated on the science questions made possible by its or-
ders of magnitude increase in sensitivity together with a large
field of view, three decades frequency coverage and large res-
olution range among others. Various countries agreed to the
project and many aspects of great importance the technical im-
plementation of SKA were studied. These aspects covered new
antenna concepts and new and enabling technologies in fields
ranging from broadband antennas, low noise (integrated) front-
ends, photonics, signal processing and packaging in electronic
industry to calibration, interference mitigation strategies and
image processing, concept design and architecture (Dewdney
et al. 2009). Here, we will emphasise the approaches of the
design for reliability in order to compare two different radiore-
ceiver chains architecture applied to the Northern Cross, these
studies are fundamental also for SKA technologies in view of

? This work was supported by the European Commission
Framework Program 6, Project SKADS, Square Kilometre Array
Design Studies (SKADS), contract no 011938.

some important system requirements. This kind of approach
has never been applied in radio astronomy. Although highly
ambitious in scope and desired performance, SKA at the same
time relies on technologies and trends because of needs in other
areas e.g. in wireless telecommunications and in general ICT
applications. The SKA system will be characterized by an ef-
fective collecting area of one square kilometre, an area more
than 30 times grater than the largest telescope, with the aim to
provide increase in sensitivity with respect to the actual solu-
tions (Hall et al. 2004). The place for the SKA Radiotelescope
could be in South African desert or in Australian one; any-
way independently where SKA will be located, the environ-
mental conditions play a fundamental role in both the relia-
bility and availability performances of the radiotelescope. To
this aim, a reliability studies and results on the performances
of BEST project (Bolli et al. 2008), test bed for SKA, is pre-
sented in this work. The paper is structured as follows. After
a brief presentation of the Northern Cross radiotelescope, the
paper focuses the attention on the investigation of two differ-
ent radioastronomical signal receiver chain architectures relia-
bility performance. The solution with the highest Mean Time
Between Failure (MTBF) is really implemented and, for this
critical subsystem, a deep analysis by the environmental stress,
in particular temperature, was done.

2. Technological design and choices

In this section we present a brief description of the receiver
chain implemented into the Northern Cross radiotelescope.
The system, located at Medicina (Bologna-Italia), is composed
by a North-South arm and an East-West arm. In order to re-
instrument the radiotelescope two different solutions of ra-
dioastronomical signal receiver chains are presented in the fol-
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Fig. 1: Digital Optical Link Architecture

Fig. 2: Analogue Optical Link Architecture

lows. Describing the digital optical link and analogue optical
link solutions, only 8 cylindrical reflectors of the N-S arm are
considered for sake of simplicity. In particular for each cylin-
drical reflector, named Antenna from A to H, there are four
receivers (1 - 4) placed on the focal line of the antenna.

The first solution, named digital optical link (see in Fig. 1),
shows the path of the signal transmission and control. As we
can observe, the astronomical signal is received by an array of
dipoles and sent to a front-end stage composed by a low noise
amplifier, a pass-band filter, with 408 MHz as central frequency
and 16 MHz of bandwidth, and one amplifier stage. The signal
filtering is necessary in order to remove the unwanted interfer-
ences, while the low noise amplifier minimizes the total noise
figure of the whole receiver system. From the focal line, the
signal is transferred by coaxial cable to the outdoor cabin lo-
cated at the base of the antennas; the signal is filtered again and
then handled by a vector modulator, required to form the beam.
The next steps are the signal down conversion in base band, the
low pass filtering and digitalization. The digital outputs are for-
matted following the Ethernet protocol and transferred through
digital optical transceivers via optical mono-modal fibre link to
the processing room for further elaborations, after an electri-
cal back conversion. In this architecture the local oscillator, the
digital clock control and the synchronization signals are sent
from the processing room to the outdoor reference cabin. The
power supply is sent to the cabins and to the devices placed on
the antenna focal lines through the coaxial cable.

In the second receiver chain architecture, named analogue
optical link solution, the signal is sent from the front ends in-
stalled on the focal lines to the processing room via optical ana-
log link. In Fig. 2 we can see the main transmission and con-
trol signals according the second solution always for a chain
of Northern Cross N-S arm. In particular we can observe that
the external links are composed by only mono-modal optical
fibre for signal transmission and simple cables for power sup-
ply. The use of an optical transmitter (laser) on the antenna
focal lines needs of an analog fibre link in order to transport
the signal to the data processing room. In this solution, in or-
der to remove the high noise figure due to the laser and to in-
crease the gain before optical link, in the focal line subsystems
it is necessary to introduce three low noise amplifier stages and
two pass-band filters between them. This optical signal reaches
the processing room where we can find an optical receiver,
an analogue receiver and a VIIP (Very Inexpensive Industrial
Prototype) board. The VIIP board is made up by two high
resolution ADCs, which digitize the signals coming from two
analog inputs, one FPGA, which implements a DDC (Digital
Down Converter) and a PFB (Polyphase Filter Bank). The main
advantage of this architecture is that the local oscillator and the
synchronism signals are distributed only in the main data pro-
cessing room.

By a comparison between such solutions, it appears that re-
ceiver chain performances based on analogue optical link seem
better in terms of:

• potential wider bandwidth for further upgrading (up to
2.5 GHz),
• electrical insulation,
• immunity to electromagnetic interferences.

Even from the reliability and maintainability point of view, the
architecture of the analogue optical link solution seems to be
stressed by lower environmental solicitation levels being more
devices in a sheltered environment; at the same time the archi-
tecture is characterized by easier maintenance because more
devices are placed in an easily reachable area.

3. Approach for the system reliability

The reliability is the ability, or the probability, of an item to
maintain the required functions in the time, under given con-
ditions (IEC 1990). In the case under study, we can consider
the entire radioreceiver equipment as the item. It’s important
to correlate the reliability to the failure rate λ(t). Considering a
generic time interval ∆t, the failure rate is defined as the prob-
ability of a failure occurrence in the interval [t, t + ∆t], given
that the element or the system was new at t = 0 and did not fail
in (0, t] (Shoman 1990). In order to consider the worst case of
reliability prediction, we assume that all the devices of the re-
ceiver chains are in reliability series configuration with random
and indipendent failures. In such hypothesis the corresponding
reliability mathematical model is:

Rs(t) =
n∏

i=1

e−λit = e−λst (1)
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where λi is the failure rate of each devices and λs the failure
rate of the system:

λs =

n∑
i=1

λi, in failures ∗ hours−1 (2)

We will assume the expectation of the operating time be-
tween failures, known as Mean Time Between Failure (MTBF),
as a measure of the reliability performance of the equipment.
With the assumptions above, we have:

MTBF =
1
λs

, in hours (3)

The evaluation of such performances can be implemented us-
ing prediction technique. In this case, referring to Eq. 2, we
can calculate the failure rates λi of all elements of the chain-
structure and consequently, the MTBF value of the system.
With this theoretical approach we are comparing two differ-
ent design architectures, in our case, the digital optical link and
analogue optical link solutions. We implemented a reliability
prediction with Part-stress Analysis method by means of the
Military HandBook 217 FN2 (U.S.A. Department of Defence
1991; IEEE Std 2003). In particular, for discrete components,
the failure rate λ under operating conditions is given by the fol-
lowing model:

λ = f (λb, πi) (4)

where λb denotes the basic failure rate and πi are correction fac-
tors, for example, in function of operating environment, tem-
perature, electrical stress, quality production and design tech-
nology. Regarding the operating environmental, we consider
the following three different environments defined in the MIL-
HDBK-217 FN2 for standard application:

• Ground Benign (GB), fixed weather protected environ-
ment;
• Ground Fixed (GF), fixed but non weather protected envi-

ronment;
• Ground Mobile (GM), characterized by mechanical

stresses and severe thermal gradients.

In the follows we present the results, the evaluation of MTBF
for the different design solutions, obtained with the predictive
analysis approach. The digital optical link solution (Fig. 1)
is made up of three stages and we can consider three differ-
ent operative environments. The analogue optical link solu-
tion (Fig. 2), instead, is constituted only by two stages being
electronics in outdoor cabin removed. In both cases a relia-
bility analysis was performed from the front-end subsystems
up to Back-end input. As operative environments we assumed
Ground Mobile (GM) for the antenna focal line subsystems,
Ground Fixed Uncontrolled (GF) for the subsystems placed
in the cabin and Ground Benign (GB) for the devices in the
data processing room. Moreover, the operative temperature was
chosen 40 ◦C for the GM environment, 30 ◦C for the GF and
25 ◦C for the GB. We supposed that the system working 24 h
on 24 h so duty cycle equal to 100% is assumed. According to
Eq. 1 and relative hypothesis, the results of the reliability pre-
diction so obtained are shown in Table 1 and 2 for the two archi-
tectures. In particular for each subsystem and devices constitut-
ing the architecture the corresponding MTBF is summarised.

Table 1: Reliability prediction of digital optical link architecture

Assembly name MTBF [h]

DIGITAL OPTICAL LINK SOLUTION 10 624

Focal line Subsystems 97 444

Front End 97 444

Cabin Subsystems 15 658

Receiver 607 669

VIIP 60 268

Ethernet 177 766

Optical TX 25 000

Data Processing Room Subsystems 50 000

Optical RX 50 000

Table 2: Reliability prediction of Analogue Optical Link Architecture

Assembly name MTBF [h]

ANALOGUE OPTICAL LINK SOLUTION 37 187

Focal line Subsystems 44 600

Front End 97 444

3rd Stage 986 362

Optical TX 89 721

Data Processing Room Subsystems 15 658

Optical RX 515 615

Receiver 2 336 591

VIIP 475 694

According to Eq. 2 and 3 we obtained a value of the fail-
ure rate λs equal to 94.125 ∗ 10−6h−1 for the digital optical link
solution; consequently we can calculate an MTBF of 10 624
hours, about 1.2 years of continuous operation without main-
tenance actions. On the same hypothesis, for analogue optical
link configuration, we have λs equal to 26.891 ∗ 10−6h−1 and
MTBF of 37 178 hours, about 4.2 years. On the basis of the
architectural advantages and reliability prediction results, we
decided to implement, for the re-instrumentation of the radiore-
ceiver chain of the Northern Cross, the analog optical link so-
lution. After the implementation of the radioreceiver chain we
decided to monitor the real thermal stress variation on the sub-
system placed on the focal line, that appears the most critical
by the environmental point of view. In fact, it is well known
that failure rate of electronic equipments depends overall from
the temperature (Lall et al. 1997).

4. Thermal characterization of the critical
subsystem

It is interesting to observe that, from a climatic-environmental
point of view, the most stressed devices could be those placed
on focal line, the front-end with three stages of amplifica-
tion and the optical transmitter. So we decided to monitor the
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Fig. 3: BEST-1: one of the four receiver boxes installed on the antenna

real thermal variation for the solution implemented for the re-
instrumentation of the Northern Cross.

A methodology to reproduce slow variations of operative
temperature of electronic devices, and to measure the induced
effects on them, is presented. That method has been conceived
in order to test and characterise the new receivers developed
for Northern Cross radio telescope. All the instruments of the
measurement system are controlled by a PC (i.e. initialization,
calibration and data acquisition) in order to obtain a new ther-
mal characterization method of electronic devices, complemen-
tary to the most common one, where the devices are measured
at different, but steady, operative temperatures. In conventional
radio telescopes, the receivers are located in well protected and
controlled environments. In particular their operative tempera-
ture is kept constant from the low noise amplifier, which often
works at cryogenic temperatures, to the back-end. Moreover
through this remote control it is always possible, even during
an observation, to perform their calibration by means of injec-
tions of well know amounts of noise, typically just after the
antenna output and, in any case, before the low noise ampli-
fier. Such way is not feasible when the receivers are arranged
in array configuration with a large number of elements and/or
they are distributed over a wide area (i.e. not in the focus of a
dish). This is the typical situation of the Aperture Array tech-
nology (AA), which is probably the most promising and versa-
tile one, and, over all, the only that can fully satisfy the strong
astronomers’ requirements in the SKA low frequency (i.e. less
than 1 GHz) band. The radioreceiver chain implemented on the
Northern Cross (BEST) is a modular technological demonstra-
tor composed by 3 blocks with different dimensions and char-
acteristics (i.e. collective area, number of receivers, frequency
band). BEST receivers are located inside waterproof boxes and
are composed by a three stages low noise front end and an op-
tical transmitter, in order to transport the RF signals (16 MHz
centred at 408 MHz) directly in a central protected and shielded
receiver room, located inside the main building. There, signals
are down converted, digitised and finally processed by a pow-
erful, FPGA based, digital back end. In order to know the ef-

Fig. 4: Typical temperature variation of the receiver boxes in summer
time

fective thermal influence on the focal line devices and conse-
quently to implement a more specific reliability prediction of
the radioreceiver chain in function of the real thermal stress, we
monitored the temperature inside the boxes installed on the fo-
cal lines of the Northern Cross radio telescope, both in summer
and winter time. The measured thermal excursions are from
+50 ◦C to +20 ◦C, in about 12 hours, from day to night, and
vice versa from +20 ◦C to +50 ◦C from night to day during
summer (Fig. 4) or from 10 ◦C to -5 ◦C in winter.

This thermal monitoring it was useful also in order to un-
derstand if it possible to compensate gain and phase varia-
tions of receivers, induced by external temperature variations
(i.e. day night, sunny to cloudy and/or rainy), only at back-end
stage (i.e. with periodic observations of strong well known ra-

Fig. 5: Evaluation of the MTBF for the analogue optical solution vs.
temperature
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Table 3: Reliability prediction of the Analogue Optical Link solution in function of thermal stress variation

Assembly name MTBF [h]

Focal line GM@15 ◦C GM@30 ◦C GM@40 ◦C GM@55 ◦C

Subsystems 113 186 h 65 176 h 44 600 h 25288 h

Data Processing GB@25 ◦C

Room Subsystems 223 734 h

ANALAGUE

OPTICAL LINK 75 652 h 50 653 h 37 187 h 22 757 h

SOLUTION

dio sources called ”calibrators”). To this aim, in the receiver
design phase, a deep thermal characterization has been carried
out, measuring the gain variations both of front-end and opti-
cal transmitter, at different, but steady, operative temperatures
in those range (Montebugnoli et al. 2005). In other worlds
it was investigating if it is possible to avoid any active tem-
perature control system and any hardware calibration system.
On the basis of the thermal monitoring we implemented a new
reliability prediction, only for the architecture solution imple-
mented, in order to evaluate possible degradation of the critical
subsystem of the entire chain. The reliability prediction was
done according to the same prediction hypothesis presented in
the section 2. In Table 3 is shown the reliability prediction of
the focal line subsystem, varying the operative temperature. In
this case the reliability prediction for the data processing room
subsystem is assumed fixed, thanks to their operating environ-
ment. Consequently we evaluated the MTBF for the entire re-
ceiver chain at different temperature. Fig. 5 shows the plots
of MTBF subsystems and system versus temperature. The yel-
low line is the constant MTBF of the subsystem placed in the
Ground Fixed, the violet line plots the behaviour of the subsys-
tem placed on the focal line in Ground Mobile environment and
finally the blue line is the plot of the consequent behaviour of
the entire receiver system. It is interesting to observe that the
MTBF of the entire receiver chain system decreases of about
26,6% if the devices placed on the focal line work at 40 ◦C
instead at 30 ◦C and of about 55% if their operative tempera-
ture increases at 55 ◦C. In order to further investigate the re-
liability of the thermal critical devices and their possible de-
ficiencies in the design or production process by means of an
experimental approach, we suggest implementing environmen-
tal screenings and life tests. In particular we propose a Z/AD
test (IEC 1998), in which the stresses are temperature and hu-
midity, properly planned considering the right stress level and
physico-chemical model of degradation. This kind of combined
solicitation is useful to detect defects by ”breathing” as distinct
from absorption of moisture and it differs from other damp heat
cycles for a greater severity; in fact, there are a higher number
of temperature variations in a given time, a greater cyclic tem-
perature range, a higher cyclic rate of change of temperature
and a number of excursions to sub-zero temperatures. From
the outcomes of compliance preliminary tests we just observed
criticalities after the Temperature and Humidity cyclic test, ev-

idencing clearly the necessity to optimize some elements of as-
semblage of the receiver chain (Catelani et al. 2009a,b).

5. Conclusions

Different architectures of radioreceiver chains have been inves-
tigated and compared in order to perform the BEST goals and,
in general, the main SKA related technology requirements:
low cost, high performances and reliability. These experimen-
tal studies are leading to the design of receiver chains suit-
able for a square kilometer array radiotelescope and for other
complex applications designed for reliability. In fact, the ap-
proach described here has general validity and could be ap-
plicable to every kind of complex electronic or mechatronic
systems. In this work a reliability performance evaluation was
implemented on different radioreceiver chains solution of the
Northern Cross Radiotelescope. The results so obtained proved
that environmental conditions where the system is located play
a fundamental role from the reliability point of view. The ana-
logue optical link configuration radioreceiver chain showed a
higher MTBF so as to guarantee to the new Northern Cross a
greater reliability, with the consequent less probability of fault
and lower maintenance costs. These results were very impor-
tant for the re-engineering of Northern Cross, as a SKA test
bed, but they will be very valuable also in the proper design of
the new generation SKA radiotelescope. In fact the dimension
and the cost of the SKA radiotelescope recommend to deep the
reliability of the instruments and devices that will be imple-
mented.
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Abstract. A new System-on-Chip (SoC) receiver is proposed utilising an advanced Silicon on Sapphire CMOS process, to be
developed as a collaborative venture between CSIRO Australia Telescope National Facility and an industrial partner. This receiver
is targeted for mid-band SKA pathfinder use, covering an RF tuning range in excess of 700 to 1800 MHz, with a 300 MHz
instantaneous bandwidth. The receiver features high dynamic range and low noise temperature. The Silicon on Sapphire process
promises high reverse isolation and good device matching, allowing the use of a quadrature I/Q downconversion scheme. This
paper summarises research to date on integrated receivers at CSIRO, as well as an overview of the proposed receiver design.

1. Introduction

The simultaneous requirements for mid-band SKA of wide RF
tuning range and instantaneous bandwidth, large Field of View
(FoV) and large collecting area pose significant challenges, not
least of which is the number of receivers required to achieve
the specifications.

A representative mid-band SKA design (Schilizzi et al.
2007) is shown in table 1, utilising Phased Array Feeds (PAFs)
to extend the FoV of a conventional 15 m dish.

The FoV specification of 20 deg2 with a 15 m dish necessi-
tates a dual-polarisation PAF incorporating approximately 400
elements. When multiplied across the 2500 dishes required to
meet the sensitivity specification, approximately 1 million re-
ceiver elements will be required. Increasing the dish diameter
necessitates a larger PAF in order to maintain the same FoV,
but a smaller number of dishes. Decreasing the dish diameter
requires a larger number of dishes, each with a smaller PAF,
so the actual number of receiver elements stays relatively con-
stant.

Table 1: Representative PAF mid-band SKA design.

Collecting area 1 km2

FoV (at 1.4 GHz) 20 deg2

Sensitivity 7000 m2/K

Survey speed 1 × 109 m4/K2.deg2

Observing frequency 500 − 2000 MHz

Processed bandwidth 300 MHz

Dish diameter 15 m

Number of dishes 2500

PAF elements ∼ 400

PAF data rate a ∼ 2.5 terabits/s

Total no. of receivers ∼ 1 million

a 8 bit digitiser.

Previous dish-based telescopes in this frequency range have
utilised single feeds per dish, or at the most a relatively small
number of narrow-band discrete feeds. The total cost of the re-
ceivers is generally swamped by the cost of metalwork. The
high NRE costs associated with integrated receiver develop-
ment, along with the performance obtainable by discrete de-
signs, firmly tips the scales in favour of lower levels of integra-
tion for these telescopes.

Even the Australian SKA Pathfinder (ASKAP) telescope
currently under development by CSIRO (DeBoer et al. 2009),
with some thirty-six 12 m dishes equipped with 188 element
PAFs utilises a discrete receiver built with commercial off-the-
shelf components. In this case, the weight of the discrete re-
ceiver, as well as concerns about radiated RFI from LO and
sample clocks, has necessitated that only the LNA and RF fil-
ter are located at the feed, with the downconverter and sampler
for each channel located in the dish pedestal.

In order to achieve the per-unit weight, power and cost sav-
ings necessary for construction of mid-band SKA, a signifi-
cantly higher level of integration than that achieved to date is
clearly required. Monolithic IC processes, most notably RF-
CMOS, SiGe, and Silicon-on-Insulator (SoI) CMOS processes
offer good performance in the frequency ranges of interest, at
significantly lower per-unit cost than both discrete designs and
III-V processes such as InP and GaAs. The NRE costs associ-
ated with these processes would be amortised over the massive
number of receivers used in the SKA.

2. RF-CMOS proof-of-concept receiver

While there are numerous examples of RF-CMOS being used
for 2.4 GHz and 5 GHz wireless networking (Valla et al. 2005;
Li et al. 2003) and mobile telephone handsets (Song et al.
2005), radio telescope receivers have heretofore not made sig-
nificant use of RF-CMOS. Until recently, this has made good
sense; the unusual requirements of extremely low noise, very
wide bandwidths, and the relatively modest numbers of re-
ceivers in most radio telescopes tip the scales firmly in favour
of more costly high performance GaAs and InP processes, or
indeed hand-crafted discrete designs. It is only very recently
that the performance of RF-CMOS processes, most notably in
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Fig. 1: A simplified block diagram of the proof-of-concept integrated receiver. The RF filter features a bypassable 300 MHz high-pass filter. A
direct quadrature downconversion topology is used, with 300 MHz instantaneous bandwidth achieved using a pair of 500 Msps six-bit ADCs.

terms of fT , has approached that of these more traditional meth-
ods, such that we may contemplate building radio telescope
receivers in RF-CMOS without incurring a significant perfor-
mance penalty. The increasing use of PAFs and aperture array
receptors, made possible in part by advances in digital CMOS
processing, with their large number of receiver elements has
made the traditional discrete and partially integrated receivers
less attractive due to their relatively high per-unit costs.

Whilst the potential cost advantages of RF-CMOS are clear
and the raw performance metrics extremely encouraging, ques-
tions remained regarding what level of performance could be
achieved in practice from low-cost RF-CMOS processes. A
proof-of-concept RF-CMOS System-on-Chip (SoC) receiver
has been developed using a representative 0.18 µm RF-CMOS
process in order to gain further familiarity with RF-CMOS.
Developing a receiver using RF-CMOS allowed us to make a
much better informed judgement as to the applicability of RF-
CMOS for radio astronomy than would be achieved by simply
evaluating designs intended for consumer electronics.

The high levels of integration afforded by a monolithic pro-
cess make possible techniques that are not common in discrete
designs; most notably the use of a direct quadrature downcon-
version topology, as depicted in Fig. 1. The direct downconver-
sion topology allows us to dispense with the second conversion
found in a typical dual-conversion heterodyne receiver, whilst
maintaining a high degree of image rejection. It has the added
benefit of allowing the use of a pair of half-rate samplers, in ad-
dition to only requiring low-pass anti-aliasing filters, in place
of the band-pass IF filters of a conventional design.

The effective image suppression afforded by a quadrature
downconverter is predicated upon an accurate phase and am-
plitude relationship being maintained between the two LO sig-
nals, as well as matched phase and amplitude characteristics in
all baseband components (Razavi 1997). The degree of image
rejection for a quadrature downconverter with a given ampli-
tude and phase imbalance at the I/Q outputs may be calculated
trigonometrically, and is given by:
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where δ represents the amplitude error between I and Q
outputs in dB, and θ represents the phase error from 90 de-
grees. This relationship is shown graphically in Fig. 2. In order
to achieve 35 dB image suppression, phase imbalance must be
constrained to better than 1 degree, and the amplitude imbal-
ance to better than 0.1 dB.

Referring again to Fig. 1, the signal flow through the re-
ceiver is from left to right. The receiver takes an RF input from
the antenna element, as well as a two-times LO signal, and
performs RF amplification, filtering, downconversion and sam-
pling, with the output being in the form of two six-bit LVDS
digital signals. By incorporating both an LNA and an ADC on
the chip, we are able to evaluate the effects of high levels of
integration, most notably the degree of isolation achievable be-
tween the digital circuitry and the sensitive RF front end.

RF filtering is performed using passive lumped-element
L/C filters, separated into high-pass and low-pass sections due
to the wide fractional RF bandwidth specification. The mixers
are a conventional Gilbert cell design, utilising a high-speed
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Fig. 3: A photomicrograph of the proof-of-concept receiver. The re-
ceiver measures 3.5 mm by 2.75 mm, and is packaged in a 56 pin
8x8 mm QFN package.

Current-Mode Logic (CML) divide-by-2 flip-flop to generate
an accurate 90 degree offset LO signal. The baseband anti-
aliasing filter is an active design, utilising differential high-
speed op-amps.

A photomicrograph of the proof-of-concept receiver is
shown in Fig. 3. The entire receiver fits easily on a 3.5 mm by
2.75 mm 0.18 µm CMOS die. The design is pad-limited, due
to the large number of pads required to output the 12 LVDS
bits. Spare space on the die is used for test circuitry, including
a second input amplifier and RF amplifier. The passive RF filter
occupies as much die area as both the ADCs, chiefly due to the
size of the inductors.

The input amplifier is a noise cancelling design (Bruccoleri
et al. 2004), making use of a shunt-feedback matching stage
and conventional cascode common-source amplifying stage to
match the input over a decade bandwidth while achieving low
Tn.

Results from the proof-of-concept receiver show the
promise of CMOS in radio-astronomy receiver applications.
The RF circuitry performs well. Measured results for the pack-
aged input amplifier are compared with simulated values in Fig.
4 and Fig. 5. The amplifier has more than 20 dB gain across the
RF band. The measured noise temperature mid-band is 170 K.
As a comparison, the mid-band figure for the shunt-feedback
amplifier alone (as used in the second stage RF amplifier) is
250 K, indicating 80 K of noise cancellation. The input ampli-
fier is extremely well matched. Input return loss is better than
20 dB across most of the RF band, with an output return loss
of better than 16 dB. The amplifier has an output-referred 1 dB
compression point of +2 dBm, and +13 dBm OIP3.

The performance of the passive RF filter is extremely
promising, despite the inherent losses from implementing such
large structures in bulk CMOS. As shown in Fig. 6, the com-
plete filter has a mid-band gain of 2 dB, as a result of a
10 dB amplifier interposed between the high-pass and low-
pass sections. The filter has better than 30 dB attenuation below
120 MHz. Substrate coupling limits the attenuation to around
30 dB above 3200 MHz. The filter is well matched, with better
than 10 dB input and output return loss across the filter pass-
band.
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I/Q phase and amplitude match are similarly encouraging.
As can be seen in Fig. 7, the paths are matched to within 1 de-
gree, after a constant 2 degree offset (due to differences in the
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capacitive and resistive parasitics for the I and Q monitoring
subsections) is removed. The amplitude balance between the
I and Q outputs is shown in figure 8. The two channels are
matched to within 0.1 dB over the entire baseband frequency
range.

The ADCs are a six-bit design, utilising two stages of av-
eraging termination and interpolation, with distributed sample
and hold (Scholtens & Vertregt 2002). Rather than using com-
parators, the ADCs use fixed gain error amplifiers. The output
of each error amplifier is averaged with those of neighbouring
amplifiers to reduce systematic offsets caused by process varia-
tions. The thermometer-to-binary encoder uses a fat-tree topol-
ogy, with two stage pipelining to increase speed. Operation of
the ADCs was hampered by coupling between the digital out-
puts and the sample clock input, limiting the maximum sample
rate to 150 Msps on the I channel, and 80 Msps on the Q chan-
nel. Notwithstanding this problem, which may be rectified by
a simple layout change, operation of the ADC at reduced sam-
ple rates was encouraging. A 16,384 point FFT of a 1.01 MHz
sinewave, as shown in Fig. 9 shows a clear 40 dB SFDR for the
SoC receiver from the mixer forwards. This measurement was

Table 2: Sample clock feedthrough at LNA input

Frequency Clock leakage power

256 MHz fundamental -82.6 dBm

512 MHz 2nd harmonic -91.5 dBm

768 MHz 3rd harmonic -83.2 dBm

1024 MHz 4th harmonic -81.9 dBm

1280 MHz 5th harmonic -77.9 dBm

1536 MHz 6th harmonic -76.4 dBm

taken with a 100 MHz sample clock, using an RF input to the
mixers of -25 dBm at 501.01 MHz, and a 500 MHz LO.
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Fig. 9: SoC receiver ADC FFT

A final important measurement is the degree of sample
clock feedthrough back into the analog and RF sections of the
SoC receiver. A 0 dBm 256 MHz sample clock was supplied to
the ADC, and measurements made of the power at various har-
monic frequencies at the LNA input port. As shown in table 2,
the clock is suppressed by more than 76 dBm across the entire
operating range of the receiver.

The proof-of-concept receiver shows the applicability of
commercial RF-CMOS processes for radio-astronomy re-
ceivers. RF performance was promising, and the degree of
matching possible between circuits on the same die allows the
use of topologies that have generally been shunned previously.
The receiver shows the value of implementing the LNA as a
separate circuit, both in order to minimise physical heating of
the LNA by ’power-hungry’ later stages and to minimise LO
and sample clock leakage into the front-end. Separation of the
LNA allows this component to be fabricated in the fastest avail-
able CMOS or InP process, to achieve lowest Tn.

3. Proposed Silicon on Sapphire receiver

A new Silicon on Sapphire receiver is proposed as a collab-
oration between CSIRO and industry, utilising an advanced
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0.25 µm CMOS process, built on a thin layer of silicon grown
on a sapphire wafer. The sapphire substrate is an extremely
good insulator, making for very high-Q passive devices, as well
as a significant reduction in substrate-borne coupling, making
possible the design of components with high levels of reverse
isolation. The proposed receiver will integrate all components
from the LNA output to the ADC input, and will include an LO
synthesiser. A separate LNA is being developed in the same
process, utilising an inductively degenerated common-source
amplifier, with a capacitively coupled cascode stage to improve
input bandwidth (Belostotski & Haslett 2007). It is intended
that the receiver will utilise a commercial off-the-shelf ADC,
such as the e2v AT84AD001B dual 1 Gbps unit.

As with the proof-of-concept RF-CMOS receiver, the new
receiver is based on a direct quadrature downconversion topol-
ogy, as depicted in Fig. 10. The new receiver will operate over
the frequency range 250 MHz to 2.5 GHz. It will have on-
board, bypassable passive L/C RF filters to suit the ASKAP
PAF; a 700 MHz high pass and a selectable 1200 or 1800 MHz
low pass, to ensure that RF at the LO second harmonic is sup-
pressed when working at the bottom of the RF band. The new
receiver makes good use of the high performance RF switches
available in the Silicon on Sapphire process, with a high degree
of gain adjustability in the RF section, of 34–59 dB in 5 dB

steps (including off-chip LNA gain of 25 dB), and 8–20 dB in
the baseband section, selectable in 2 dB steps.

It is planned to synthesise the LO directly on chip, utilising
a number of switchable VCOs in order to cover the necessary
LO tuning range whilst maintaining good phase noise. The LO
will be divided digitally in order to generate the quadrature sig-
nal to drive the mixers, ensuring an accurate 90 degree phase
relationship for good image rejection.

The baseband sections will also be designed with a view
to flexibility. In order to accomodate a wide range of instanta-
neous bandwidths, the active baseband anti-aliasing filter will
be switchable between 75, 150, and 300 MHz, for 150, 300,
or 600 MHz instantaneous bandwidths respectively. As with
the RF section, a degree of gain adjustability is included in the
baseband section, of 8–20 dB in 2 dB steps. The differential
baseband outputs will be buffered to suit an off-chip COTS
ADC, with an adjustable DC offset servo, so that the entire
baseband section may be DC coupled, minimising the size of
the mid-band hole necessitated with an I/Q topology.

To make best possible use of the RF and baseband gain and
bandwidth adjustability, detectors are included in both the RF
path and each baseband path. It is envisaged that these detec-
tors will be implemented using a series of cascaded limiting
amplifiers and rectifiers, in order to provide 60 dB of useful
range.
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Table 3: Proposed Silicon on Sapphire receiver specifications

RF frequency range 700–1800 MHz (250–2500 MHz
with RF filters bypassed)

Instantaneous BW 150/300/600 MHz selectable

Dynamic range > 40 dB

RF input Tn (dB) 170 K (2 dB)

RF gain range 14–39 dB, variable in 5 dB steps

RF & LO input Single-ended 50 Ohms

Baseband output 0 to 75/150/300 MHz DC coupled
quadrature buffered differential I
and Q signals suitable for direct
connection to ADC

Baeband gain range 8–20 dB, variable in 2 dB steps

I/Q mismatch < 1 degree & < 0.05 dB over base-
band frequency range

Power consumption < 5 W

The receiver will include a temperature detector on-chip,
and will be housed in a 28 pin plastic QFN package. The design
power dissipation for the receiver is less than 5 W.

Proposed specifications for the receiver are summarised in
table 3.

4. Conclusions

In order to meet the simultaneous bandwidth, FoV, and sen-
sitivity requirements for the SKA, whilst minimising cost,
weight, and power requirements, some form of highly inte-
grated receiver will be necessary. Development of a proof-of-
concept RF-CMOS receiver by CSIRO has shown this pro-
cess to be well suited to the fabrication of high-volume, low-
cost, low-power, and high-performance receivers for mid-band
SKA.

CSIRO proposes to continue the development of receivers
for the SKA with a new Silicon on Sapphire CMOS receiver, as
a collaboration with industry, targeted around the ASKAP re-
quirements, but with wide applicability to other PAF and aper-
ture array designs.
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Abstract. In this paper, a low noise amplifier based on a feedback topology designed thanks to an original method is presented.
Because of strong constraints in terms of noise performance a meticulous method has been developed to choose the optimum
transistor. This circuit achieves a 0.3 - 1.7 GHz bandwidth. The circuit gain is greater than 15 dB and the noise figure is lower than
1.5dB all along the bandwidth. These performances have been reached using OMMIC DOO7IH Metamorphic HEMT (MHEMT)
technology.

1. Introduction

The future biggest radio telescope named Square Kilometre
Array is a device capable to observe multiples objects in the
same time with sensitivity 50 times higher than the actual sys-
tem.

This instrument is a 1 millions square meter array of an-
tennas and for each one the signal needs to be amplified. So,
in order to control the costs of this project, there is an abso-
lute necessity to provide the cheapest amplifiers with the best
noise performance all together. Therefore, many investigations
have been done with different technologies such as silicon with
BiCMOS or advanced CMOS[1].

This paper describes the original design method used to get
an ultra low noise amplifier with MHEMT technology. The am-
plifier shows more than 15 dB gain and a noise figure lower
than 1.5dB up to 2 GHz.

First, the method used to choose the optimum transistor
to achieve a very low noise amplifier is explained. Then, the
choice of a convenient feedback, to match the specifications,
thanks to a dedicated software is detailed.

Simulation and measurement results for the S-Parameters
as well as the noise figure are given in the last Section.

2. Methodology for Transistor Choice [2]

The transistor is defined by many parameters such as, DC
power consumption, number of gate fingers, width and lengh
of these fingers.

In the proposed method, all the transistor parameters are
set randomlly using Monte Carlo statistical method.

These parameters must satisfy a M factor which takes into
account the noise and gain condition:

M =
Fmin − 1
1 − 1

Gamax

(1)

Where,
Fmin is the minimum noise figure
Gamax is the maximum available Gain

The M factor is minimum for the best compromise between
noise and gain performances, of course any instable solution is
instantly rejected.

Moreover, an inductor is connected to the source of the
transistor in order to improve the noise performance as de-
scribed below (Fig. 1).

Fig. 1: Input Transistor Optimisation.

Where,
Γmin: reflection coefficient of the input
Γg: reflection coefficient of the optimum gain
Γnopt: reflection coefficient of the optimum noise

With the addition of the inductor the input impedance
becomes:

Zin = αLind + jβLind (2)

In fact, this inductor allows to get the optimum gain reflec-
tion coefficient closer to the optimum noise reflection coeffi-
cient on the Smith chart. (Fig. 2)
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Fig. 2: Constants Gain and Noise Circles

The best inductor choice is achieved when the 2 circles are
the closer.

Finally number and width of gate fingers, bias and also
inductor are selected randomly and each sample is set in a
graph as shown in Fig. 3.

Fig. 3: Results of random choice of the transistor parameters.

The optimum transistor of the technology is obtained and
corresponds to ”m1” marker on Fig. 3. And its parameters are
set to :
(N=8, W=75m,Vgs=0.19V,Vds=1V),

3. Feedback Topology and LNA Design Assited by
Software

3.1. Feeback Topology Choice

A topology assistant is used [3]. Thanks to the S parameters
file and the noise file of the transitor, it calculates the feedback
impedances that are required to obtain the expected gain, noise
figure and reflections coefficients.

First, it is required to select a feedback topology, here a
parallel feedback.

With the S parameters and noise files the software draws
the constant gain, constant noise factor and reflexion coeffi-
cient circles in a complex plan.

The expected performances are specified for each fre-
quency (Gain, Noise, S11, S22, stability condition). Then
an acceptable solution for the topology at each frequency, is
defined.

The share impedance solution is the complex impedance to
implement in the topology to match all the performances goals
(Fig. 4).

Fig. 4: Complex Impedance Solution.

This impedance depends on frequency, so it can be diffi-
cult to design a circuit which follows the frequency evolution.
Therefore, a second software has been developed.

3.2. Feedback Cell

With the complex impedance expression at each frequency, the
software suggests a panel of elementary circuits that fits the
frequency evolution [4].

In this case the use of a parallel ”RC” feedback appears to
be convenient as can be seen on Fig. 5.

3.3. Circuit Design

Then the amplifier has been designed using the optimum
transistor (N=8,W=75m,Vgs=0.19V,Vds=1V) associated to
the RC feedback cell (R=1.9 ,C=4.5pF).

Input DC-RF decoupling network is off-chip.

Figure 7 shows a picture of the LNA realized by OMMIC.

4. Results

Transmission gain measuremenbts are given on Fig 8.

Some riple can be seen in the lower frequency range, to
avoid this a stronger RF-DC edcoupling might have been used.
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Fig. 5: Topology choice and its frequency evolution.

Fig. 6: Schematic of the LNA.

Fig. 7: Chip of the [0.3 - 1.7]GHz LNA.

The Low Noise Amplifier reachs 16.5 dB in the [0.3-2]GHz
bandwidth.

The input and output reflection parameters are lower than
-11 dB.
However, these parameters could be improved by optimazing
the DC paths.

Fig. 8: Gain Performance.

Fig. 9: Return Loss.

Fig. 10: Noise Figure for Z0 = 50Ω.

The noise measurements have been performed with multi-
ple input impedances method.
Despite the NF was expected below 1dB, the measured noise
figure is below 1.5 dB all over the bandwidth.

The NFmin from the simulation is very close to the sim-
ulated NF, that is not the case for the measurements,this dif-
ference between measured NF and NFmin means that the
achieved input matching is not the optimal.

5. Conclusions

In this paper, an original method for low noise amplifier design
has been presented. This method provides original solutions
for transistor choice and associated feedback computation in
order to match the performances required.

The achieved circuit shows noise performances below
1.5dB in the band of interest, with a Gain close to 16 dB.The
DC consumption is 135mW for 1stOI of -11 dBm.
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Abstract. This paper presents an active array demonstrator for the mid-frequency range (i.e.: from 300 MHz to 1000 MHz)
of the Square Kilometre Array (SKA). We describe the design process of FIDA3 (FG-IGN Differential Active Antenna Array),
which is the FG-IGN contribution for the task DS4-T4 of the SKADS project. The main advantages provided by this design
include the use of a dielectric-free structure, and the use of differential amplifiers directly connected to the feeding lines of the
antennas. The array has been optimized in order to exhibit well active impedance matching properties in the band of interest. On
the other hand, the differential low noise amplifiers are designed in order to obtain a very low noise temperature for such antenna
impedance. A 1 m2 array tile has been manufactured, and both the antenna impedance and the amplifier noise performance have
been measured. Thus, the radiating structure provides scanning capabilities up to ±45 deg with acceptable impedance matching.
With respect to the amplifiers, the measured noise temperature is better than 40 K.

1. Introduction

The Square Kilometre Array (SKA) will be a next gener-
ation radio-telescope with more than 1 km2 collecting area
(Dewdney et al. 2009). This instrument is intended to oper-
ate in the frequency range from 70 MHz to 10 GHz, and it will
be much more sensitive than current radio-telescopes. In this
context, different antenna technologies are proposed in order to
cover the full bandwidth: arrays of dipole-like antennas in ran-
dom sparse configuration for the lowest frequency band (i.e.:
from 70 MHz to 450 MHz), aperture arrays of tapered slot an-
tennas (TSA) for the mid-frequency range (i.e.: from 300 MHz
to 1000 MHz), and small dish reflectors at high frequencies
(i.e.: from 1 GHz to 10 GHz). This paper focuses in the design
of an active array prototype, whose technology can be a poten-
tial candidate for the mid-frequency range of the SKA. The
proposed solution provides different advantages. The use of
dielectric-free antennas allows saving costs and avoids the po-
tential losses of a substrate board. Furthermore, the use of dif-
ferential low noise amplifiers (LNA) directly connected to the
antennas avoids the losses and bandwidth restrictions provided
by passive baluns. However, many limitations may appear in
both the antenna and LNA designs, precisely due to their differ-
ential topology. Firstly, the radiating structure may propagate
common-mode currents that can cause scan impedance anoma-
lies. On the other hand, the design and characterization of dif-
ferential amplifiers is a non trivial task that needs the use of
some specific techniques. Next sections show how all the cited
problems are overcome.

? This work was supported by the European Commission
Framework Program 6, Project SKADS, Square Kilometre Array
Design Studies (SKADS), contract no 011938.

2. Radiating structure

The mid-frequency range of the SKA is projected to be cov-
ered by a dense array of millions of cheap antennas. These ar-
rays should be dual-polarized, and should be able to scan up
to ±45 deg. The benefits of using TSAs instead of other ultra-
wideband elements in this type of dense array configurations
with strong mutual coupling effects has been already reported
in the literature by some previous works (van Ardenne et al.
2003). Thus, it is possible to create a grid of TSAs electrically
interconnected, and obtaining a good reflection coefficient in
a frequency band as large as 3:1. Fig. 1 shows different types
of TSA elements. The first three types correspond to classical
Vivaldi antennas that are fed by means of a transmission line
acting as a balun. The other two types are bunny-ear antennas
that can fed in differential mode. Another classification can be
done attending to the use of a dielectric layer in the antenna
structure. This paper makes use of the bunny-ear antenna pre-
sented in Fig. 1.e, which presents several interesting advantages
for this application. Firstly, the potential losses introduced by
a substrate layer are avoided, since the antenna is formed by
a single metallic layer. Additionally, a differential LNA can be
attached to the antenna, avoiding the losses caused by a passive
balancing feeding board, which is critical for low noise per-
formance. The antenna element and the array configuration are
shown in Fig. 2.

The design and optimization process of this antenna ar-
ray has been presented in (Lera et al. 2010). A parametric
study over the main geometric parameters of the antenna has
been carried out, in order to obtain a low VSWR with re-
spect to 150 Ω in differential mode. The array should oper-
ate in the 300 MHz to 1000 MHz bandwidth with a scanning
range up to ±45 deg. This simulation was done by using the
commercial full-wave simulator HFSS from Ansoft, assuming
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an infinite-by-infinite dual-polarized array, and calculating the
corresponding active reflection coefficient (Pozar 2009) of the
antenna elements. One of the main contributions in (Lera et al.
2010) is the analysis and dicussion about a new type of scan
anomaly that was not previously reported in the literature. This
anomaly is related with the propagation of even-mode currents
in the antenna array. As shown in Fig. 3.a, the conventional
performance is given by the propagation of odd-mode currents
between the differential feeding lines of the antennas. However,
it has been demonstrated that this differential structure over a
GND plane can also propagate odd-mode currents at some fre-
quencies and scanning angles (see Fig. 3.b). As shown in Fig. 4,
the effect is the appearance of scan blindness effects in the fre-
quency response of the array when scanning at angles differ-
ent to broadside. In practice, these anomalies may also appear
at broadside due to the unavoidable asymmetries in the man-
ufactured array. The proposed solution in Lera et al. (2010)
consists of connecting two resistors between the feeding lines
of the antennas and the GND plane, which are used to dissi-
pate the common-mode currents in the antennas (see Fig. 3.c).
There are several trade-offs that must be considered when de-
ciding the value of such resistors. These resistors should be low
enough in order to guide the odd-mode currents to the GND
plane. However, lower values of the resistor will increase the
noise temperature of the system, as it is plotted in Fig. 3.d.
Finally, a value of the resistor close to 3 kΩ has been chosen
as the most adequate in order to avoid the resonances and keep
a low VSWR with the minimum cost in terms of noise. In this
case, this noise contribution is lower than 10 K in the band of
interest. The active reflection coefficient of the optimized an-
tenna array is shown in Fig. 5. The VSWR is lower than 2.5:1
in the band of interest for scanning angles from broadside to
45 deg.

Fig. 1: Different types of tapered slot antenna elements: (a) printed on
a substrate with microstrip feed; (b) printed on a dielectric substrate
with stripline feed; (c) one layer of metal with microstrip feed; (d)
printed on a substrate with differential feed; (e) one layer of metal
with differential feed.

A photograph of the manufactured array prototype is shown
in Fig. 6. It consists of 64 bunny-ear antenna elements placed
in a grid in order to provide dual polarization. The antenna
structure, the GND plane, and the metallic box under the GND

Fig. 2: Bunny-ear antenna element (a) and array configuration (b).
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Fig. 4: Simulated VSWR for different scanning angles in the E-plane
before correcting the scan anomalies.

plane have been built in aluminium. The S-parameter matrix of
the array has been measured by using passive baluns in order
to convert from differential to single-ended mode. By means
of this S-parameter matrix, which contains the information of
the mutual coupling coefficients in the array, it can be obtained
the active reflection coefficient of any antenna element (Pozar
2009). Fig. 7 shows the calculated active reflection coefficient
of the centre element of the array, for different scanning angles.
It can be seen how the active reflection coefficient is better than
-6 dB in the band of interest. Fig. 8 shows the measured active
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Fig. 5: Simulated VSWR for different scanning angles in the E-plane
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reflection coefficient at 800 MHz of the 32 antenna elements
corresponding to one of the two polarizations of the array. As
it was expected, the centre elements show better matching per-
formance than the edge elements. In any case, the reflection
coefficient of most of the elements is lower than -5 dB in the
band of interest, which is acceptable for this application.

Fig. 6: Photograph of the manufactured array.

3. Differential amplifiers

As exposed before, one of the main advantages provided by
the bunny-ear antennas is that a differential LNA can be di-
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Fig. 7: Measured active reflection coefficient of the centre element of
the array for different scannning angles.

Fig. 8: Measured active reflection coefficient of the 32 elements of the
manufactured array tile at 800 MHz.

rectly connected to the antenna terminals, avoiding the use of a
passive balun. The proposed differential amplifier is shown in
Fig. 9. It has been implemented by using lumped components
over a microstrip board. The transistor are low noise PHEMTs,
model ATF34-143 from Avago Technologies. The inductive de-
generation technique (Belostotski & Haslett 2006) has been
used in order to obtain a good trade-off between input power
matching and low noise performance. The simulations have
been carried out by using the Agilent ADS software. The mea-
sured S-parameters of the amplifier are shown in Fig. 10 and
Fig. 11. They have been obtained by using a multiport network
analyzer and assume a source impedance of 150 Ω in differen-
tial mode, since this is the average value of the active antenna
impedance. The gain is higher than 26 dB and the input re-
flection coefficient is better than -6 dB in the band of interest.
With respect to the noise, the characterization of differential
devices is not trivial. The main problem is that conventional
noise analyzers provide two single-ended ports, both matched
to 50 Ω. In this case we need to characterize the amplifier for
a differential source impedance of 150 Ω. Fortunately, some
techniques presented in the literature overcome this problem.
The method used in this work consists of connecting a 150 Ω
differential load at the input of the amplifier, and measuring the
output power when the load is exposed to two different temper-
atures (Morawietz et al. 2007). Thus, the noise temperature of
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the device under test can be obtained from the ratio between
both output powers. In this case, the measured noise tempera-
ture is lower than 40 K in the band of interest, as it can be seen
in Fig. 12. Furthermore, good agreement between the measure-
ment and the simulation can be observed.

Fig. 9: Circuit schematic (a) and prototype board (b) of the imple-
mented differential LNA.
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Fig. 11: Measured and simulated reflection coefficients of the differ-
ential LNA.
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Fig. 12: Measured and simulated noise temperature of the differential
LNA.

4. Receiver characterization

As it was exposed in section 2, the active antenna impedance
of the array takes into account the mutual coupling effects be-
tween the antenna elements. In the case of the present array,
all the antennas are assumed to be loaded with 150 Ω during
the simulation of the radiating structure (see Fig. 13.a). Thus,
the array is optimized in order to exhibit a low active reflection
coefficient with respect to this reference impedance. However,
in practice, the array will be loaded by the implemented LNAs
that can be not perfectly matched to the reference impedance,
and this effect should be considered in order to obtain an ac-
curate characterization of the system (see Fig. 13.b). Fig. 13.c
shows the simulated active antenna impedance when the an-
tenna elements are loaded with 150Ω and when they are loaded
with the LNAs presented in section 3. At low frequencies,
where the LNA presents a worse input reflection coefficient,
the discrepancies in the active antenna impedance are higher.
Furthermore, it is precisely at low frequencies where this effect
is more pronounced due to higher mutual couplings in the array.
This mismatching effect that the LNA causes over the antenna
impedance, in turn, causes a variation in the system noise per-
formance. Fig. 14 shows the simulated noise temperature of the
LNA for different antenna conditions: 150Ω, the active antenna
impedance simulated with ideal LNAs, and the active antenna
impedance simulated with the LNA design presented in sec-
tion 3. Even in the case of the ideal active antenna impedance,
which presents matching levels better than -10 dB, there are
discrepancies higher than 10 K with respect to the performance
with a 150 Ω source impedance. In the case of the actual ac-
tive antenna impedance, these discrepancies are higher, espe-
cially at low frequencies at it was expected. Although the previ-
ous results correspond to simulations, it is expected to obtain a
similar behaviour in measurements, due to the good agreement
obtained from the gain and noise characterization of the dif-
ferential LNA. The measurement of the LNA performance for
different source impedance conditions can be obtained from a
source-pull characterization, but this procedure presents some
difficulties when working with differential devices, since it is
necessary to use a differential impedance tuner or a passive in-
put balun (Garcia-Perez et al. 2009).
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5. Conclusions

This paper describes the design and characterization process
of an active receiving array, developed for the mid-frequency
range (from 300 MHz to 1000 MHz) of the SKA. One of the
main advantages provided by the proposed solution is the use
of differential amplifiers directly connected to the bunny-ear

antenna elements, in order to reduce the losses in the antenna.
This type of differential structures may exhibit scan anomalies,
which have been properly analyzed. A novel method based on
the dissipation of the odd-mode currents in the antennas, which
cause the scan anomaly problem, has been proposed in order
to eliminate such anomalies. With respect to the amplifiers, a
design based on inductively degenerated transistors has been
presented, in order to simultaneously obtain good noise and
matching performance. Additionally, the mismatching effects
between the antenna and the amplifiers have been analyzed.
Finally, a 64-element dual-polarized array has been manufac-
tured and characterized. This radiating structure is able to scan
up to ±45 deg while maintaining good reflection parameters.
The noise temperature of the system is estimated to be around
50 K. The future lines include the integration of the system
(antennas, LNAs and feeding network) and the noise charac-
terization of the complete active array.
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Abstract. We briefly describe the LOFAR array, its configuration and its capabilities. We show some results on RFI and the
state of the rollout at the end of October 2009. We give some photographic impressions of various interesting phases, e.g. field
flattening, during the rollout process. The first LOFAR images were made in July 2009 using only 3 stations with a maximum
baseline of 15 km. In September 2009 a 5-station LOFAR array was available for imaging. The quality and depth of the very
wide field images in both the low frequency (30–80 MHz) and the high frequency band (110—240 MHz) is remarkable given
that only 3, respectively 10, baselines were available. However, the wide frequency coverage of LOFAR gave a very acceptable
uv-coverage. The images have been compared with WSRT images of the same field at the same frequency, but of course with
much poorer angular resolution. Some results of ionospheric phase behaviour over the WSRT and LOFAR are shown. Some
ideas are presented on how to constrain and model the ionosphere, both in term of refraction and Faraday rotation. The use of
highly polarized pulsars, snapshot large-sky imaging to determine refraction, and tomographic reconstruction approaches will be
available for testing with the LOFAR array in 2010.

1. Introduction

The LOFAR array (Bregman 2000; Butcher 2000; Falcke
2006), currently under construction in the Netherlands and
Europe, is an innovative new telescope consisting of an array
of stations, each consisting of arrays of individual antenna el-
ements. It will mostly operate using the technique of aperture
synthesis, but will also have other innovative operation modes.
It will be able to observe the sky in two frequency bands: 10–
90 MHz and 110–240 MHz. These two frequency ranges, sep-
arated by the FM band where LOFAR can not observe, are cov-
ered with so-called LBA and HBA antennas. The HBA anten-
nas are arranged in a rectangular array of 4x4 antennas form-
ing a tile of 5×5 m. An analog beamformer, using 5-bit time
delays, is used to stear the station HBA tile beam around the
sky. After amplification, analog-to-digital conversion at sam-
pling rates of either 160 or 200 MHz, and filtering the antenna
signals are added in a digital beamformer. At least 8 digital
beams can be generated at the same time, usually towards di-
rections within the sensitivity envelope of the individual an-
tenna element beams. Fig. 7 shows a cartoon of how the sky
could be covered using 8 digital beams in the LBA and HBA
bands.

One of the most powerful features of the LOFAR array
will be the spectral capabilities. In two stages of poly-phase-
filtering, one at the station and one at the central processing sys-
tem in Groningen, a total bandwidth of 48 MHz will be made
available. This very wide band is made up of 248 subbands
of each 195 kHz wide, freely selectable within the available
bands. Each subband contains 256 channels giving a resolution
of 0.78 kHz providing a total of 63488 spectral channels (all
numbers refer to data obtained with 200 MHz sampling rate).
Automated RFI-flagging at second times scale and kHz reso-
lution provides for very clean data. An example is shown in
Fig. 1.

The LOFAR array has three types of stations: core stations
(CS) and remote stations (RS), both in the Netherlands, and
international stations (IS). The latter are located in Germany,
France, UK and Sweden and give the LOFAR array baselines
up to 1000 km. The remote stations are located at distances of
up to about 50 km from the core which is located a few km from
the town of Exloo, in the province of Drenthe. Current plans
call for 18 CS, 18 RS and 8 IS. Core and remote stations are
comprised of 96 LBA antennas and 48 HBA tiles; the latter are,
however, distributed across 2 substations of each 24 tiles for all
core stations. The international stations have 96 LBA antennas
and 96 HBA tiles. In the core and remote stations 48 receiver
units are available to digitize the signals from either LBA or
HBA antennas. All stations are connected via a fiber network
to the central processing system in Groningen, about 50 km
North-West of the core. The angular resolution achievable with
LOFAR varies from about 0.2 to 2 arcseconds depending on
frequency.

The LOFAR design and configuration were driven by a
wide range of scientific application. They broadly cover the
following themes:
• Surveys of the sky
• Redshifted HI from the Epoch of Reionization (EoR)
• Transients radio sources and pulsars
• Ultra High Energy Cosmic Rays
• Cosmic Magnetism
• Sun and Solar system

A significant part of LOFAR science is organized under
the umbrella of so-called Key Science Programs centered at
the Dutch Universities of Amsterdam, Groningen, Leiden and
Nijmegen, most with a strong ASTRON involvement as well as
international membership, while two are centered in Bonn and
Potsdam in Germany. The Key Science Programs themselves
have been described in many papers and conference proceed-
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Fig. 1: Results of RFI mitigation on one subband of data.at 125 MHz.
The wiggling passband is a feature of the poly-phase-filter. Courtesy
Peter Fridman .

ings so we will not review them here (Falcke 2006; Hessels
et al. 2009, e.g.).

The wide spectrum of applications of LOFAR will result
in an extremely versatile radio observatory where information
can be obtained at time resolutions ranging from 5 nanosec-
onds to hundreds of hours, The available angular resolutions
range from sub-arcseconds to degrees and to even hemispher-
ical coverage. Moreover, LOFAR will have the possibility to
serve many user groups simultaneously with at least 8 simul-
taneous beams. It is therefore truely a revolutionary new tele-
scope and can be considered THE pathfinder for the SKA.

In view of the available space only a small selection of
the material presented at the meeting can be included. We will
concentrate on the aperture synthesis application, but note that
there is a large community that will use LOFAR in very differ-
ent observing modes with multiple tied array beams and tran-
sient buffer boards (TBB). In Section 2 we will describe the
current state of the LOFAR rollout and show some impressions
of activities during 2008 and 2009. Section 3 will show the
first images made with arrays of up to 5 stations. In Section 4
we will address some of the issues involved in wide field cal-

ibration and imaging. Many of these will be appropriate for
SKA aperture arrays. Section 5 discusses some issues related
to ionopsheric refraction and Faraday rotation. Section 6 sum-
marizes.

2. The rollout of LOFAR

The preparations for the placement of LBA and HBA antennas
on the LOFAR fields started in 2008. Each station field mea-
sures about 180 by 100 meters, often in a trangular shape. The
fields in the core area, about 2 × 3 km oriented North-South,
have all been made planar to a small fraction of a wavelength
thanks to heroic efforts of a.o. Michiel Brentjens. For some im-
pressions and results see Fig. 6 , Fig. 4 and Fig. 5. All fields in
the core will also be parallel, albeit not quite in one plane.

The first complete station was delivered for testing in May
2009 (see Fig. 2). By the end of the July there were 5 working
stations in place, spread over an area of about 30 km in diam-
eter. By the end of August 2009 the ‘superterp’ area was ready
for installing LBA and HBA antennas and other station hard-
ware (see Fig. 8). This was completed just before the Winter
rain and snow (!) started to appear. The status of the rollout at
the end of October 2009 is given in Fig. 3.

Fig. 2: Aerial photograph of the first completed LOFAR station
(CS302), located a few km from the heart of LOFAR. This is a so-
called core station in the sense that the 48 tiles have been split into
two 24-tile substations on a 129 m baseline.

3. First data and images from LOFAR

The frequency resolution of the raw correlated data is about
0.8 kHz. After RFI-editing, where we typically flag a few %
of the data, the visibilities can be compressed to the required
spectral resolution, which right now is often a full subband of
about 0.19 MHz. The signal-to-noise is then good enough, in
3 second integrations, to detect a ≈ 100 Jy source like 3C196
with good S/N. A sample of the visibility data for a 20-minute
section of a 13h observation at 56 MHz on the source 3C196 is
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Fig. 6: A map of the residual height variations of station RS106 after field flattening. The units are meters.

shown in Fig. 11. On the longest baselines it reveals periods of
rapid ionospheric phase wraps in 60 s periods.

The first image resulting from the 3 station array data of
July 2009 is shown in Fig. 13. See also the Astron-Jive-Daily-
Image (AJDI) of 20 August 2009 (http://www.astron.nl/
dailyimage). More and better images were produced in the
many ’busy weeks’ that followed. The data were calibrated in
MeqTrees (Smirnov & Noordam 2006), and in BBS (Pandey
et al. 2009) and imaged using Casa.

4. Wide field imaging issues and calibration
approaches

Wide field imaging with LOFAR brings many new calibration
and imaging challenges. Among the most important of these
are the changing station beam pattern and the very wide field
of view, the theme of this SKADS meeting.

The optimum strategy to calibrate the data depends on a lot
of parameters, such as:
• the source density of bright (enough) calibrator sources
which depends on:
• the observing frequency
• the baseline length (resolved sources are of little use)
• the state of the ionosphere (on both small and large scales)

One of the great assets of LOFAR is the very wide fre-
quency coverage available in both the low and the high fre-
quency band. If required, LOFAR can take data (quasi-) simul-
taneously over a frequency span from 30–240 MHz. This will

prove invaluable in solving for ionospheric phase effects. On
the shorter baselines, and at the higher frequencies, the phase
variations are dominated by clock errors which have the oppo-
site frequency dependence. These can be well separated thanks
to the wide frequency range.

To gain experience with the ionosphere at the higher
LOFAR frequencies above the Northern part of the Netherlands
we have for many years been using new low frequency
receivers on the WSRT that work at frequencies of 115–
175 MHz. For a description of some of these results see de
Bruyn et al. (2009). A large WSRT project on the bright un-
resolved quasar 3C196 provided a fair sampling of the iono-
spheric behaviour on timescales of 10s till 12h over a period
of 3 weeks in late 2007 (still during Solar minimum). On the
WSRT baselines the phase behaviour in the ionosphere can
usually be approximated by a linear phase gradient. These gra-
dients, on the maximum baseline of 2.7 km, are shown in Fig. 9.
An enlarged view of the well-resolved ionospheric phase be-
haviour in two hours around transit is shown in Fig. 10.

5. Ionospheric refraction and Faraday rotation

Next to the station beams, whose response varies with both
elevation (hence time) and frequency, the ionosphere will be
the biggest hurdle standing in the way of high dynamic range
imaging with LOFAR (e.g. Noordam 2004). The variations in
the total electron content (TEC) of the ionosphere over the mid-
latitude of North-Western Europe are currently still very benign
as shown in Fig. 9 and Fig. 10. Ideally we would like to have a
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Fig. 3: The status of the LOFAR rollout including columns for station
completion, fiber and CEP connection and station validation, at the
end of October 2009.

full 3-D model of the electron density distribution, and its vari-
ation in time, in the ionosphere above LOFAR. From these we
could then deduce both the small and large scale refraction.

One possible approach to obtain information is to com-
bine absolute and relative TEC data using LOFAR observa-
tions. Absolute TEC information can be obtained by fitting
data on the Faraday rotation of intrinsically polarized sources,
like pulsars, to a large scale model of the ionosphere and
the Earth magnetic field. Pulsars B1937+21, J0218+4232 and
PSR0531+21 are all very well suited to this task and we expect
to find many more pulsars in the year ahead. When combined
with regular (say every 10 minutes) snapshot observations of
the refracted positions of a few dozen bright discrete sources,
with known sub-arcsecond accurate positions, we should be
able to constrain the large scale TEC. The very wide frequency
bands of LOFAR will be a very valuable constraint on such
modeling. Using the large footprint of the LOFAR array, dis-
tributed over an area of 100 km, we eventually hope to extract
3-D information on the large scale TEC distribution using to-
mographic techniques.

The fine scale structure in the ionosphere, on scales well
within the station beams, on the other hand, can be obtained
from the information contained in the direction-dependent self-
cal solution of the many sources (e.g. Intema et al. 2009;
van der Tol et al. 2007). Some encouraging attempts on this
have been made within the LOFAR calibration package BBS
by Maaijke Mevius. Assuming sufficient observing bandwidth
there are indeed many tens of sources available within the pri-

Fig. 4: Michiel Brentjens busy with field flattening activities.

Fig. 5: The author busy with checking field flatness around the ’su-
perterp’.

mary beam. An example is shown in Fig. 12 where all sources
with a flux density > 0.5 Jy are shown in the field surround-
ing 3C196. Here we note that the primary beams of the WSRT
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Fig. 7: A cartoon of the analog and multiple digital beams that will be
available during LOFAR observations.

Fig. 8: A photograph of the ’superterp’, an area of 350 m diameter
slightly raised relative to its surroundings, in the heart of the core of
LOFAR. The photograph was taken just before the first antennas were
placed on the dry flattened ground.

and LOFAR 24-tile core stations are very similar at 150 MHz
leading to a comparable density of calibration sources. The
area in the ionosphere probed by these sources corresponds to
a scale of about 35 km assuming a height for the ionosphere
of 300 km. With a LOFAR footprint on the ground of almost
100 km diameter this gives interesting possibilities for a dy-
namic tomographic reconstruction of the 3-D distribution of
electrons within the ionosphere.

6. Conclusions

The rollout of the LOFAR array is currently proceeding rapidly.
By the end of 2009 about 20 stations had been placed in
the field and connected to the central processing system in
Groningen. The full array will be completed towards the end of
2010. The validation of the station hardware, the station beam-
former control and the testing of the calibration and imaging
software is taking significant amounts of time and now largely
dictates the pace of the commissioning of LOFAR.

Fig. 9: Selfcal phase gradients, based on a model for the whole field,
on a baseline of 2.7 km in 6 nights of data on the source 3C196 in late
2007. WSRT observations are at 139 MHz.

Fig. 10: Enlarged view of the ionopsheric phase behaviour for 2 hours
around transit. The time resolution of the data is 10 s or 0.04 degree
in hour angle.

The first images in the low and high frequency bands, were
made in the period from July - September 2009, and contained
data from only 3 and 5 stations yielding a mere 3 or 10 base-
lines. Yet they allowed the imaging of very large fields of view
with more than a hundred detected sources when compared
with the WSRT image. That this was possible is largely due
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Fig. 11: Visibility phase for LOFAR observations of the source 3C196 observed on 12 September 2009; the data refre to a frequency of 56 MHz.
A total of 6 stations participated in the experiment, including Effelsberg. Data are shown for the 6 baselines formed between 4 NL stations
that have baselines ranging from 4–30 km. The two colours correspond to the XX and YY cross correlations. Note the rapid ionospheric phase
drifts.

to the use of bandwidth synthesis using the very wide LOFAR
bands which improved the very sparse uv-coverage.

Ionospheric phase fluctuations still appear very benign and
allow wide field imaging with relatively little source smearing
on the scale of tens of arcseconds over a field of view of about
10 degrees. Most of the brightest sources in the well-studied
field around the compact radio quasar 3C196 already appear
resolved by the current 30 km LOFAR array.
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Abstract. We describe a focal plane array (FPA) system, called Apertif, that is being developed for the Westerbork Synthesis
Radio Telescope (WSRT). The aim of Apertif is, at frequencies from 1.0 to 1.7 GHz, to increase the instantaneous field of view
of the WSRT by a factor of 37 and its observing bandwidth to 300 MHz with high spectral resolution. This system will turn the
WSRT into an effective survey telescope with scientific applications ranging from deep surveys of the northern sky of HI and OH
emission and polarised continuum to efficient searches for pulsars and transients. We present results obtained with a prototype
FPA installed in one of the WSRT dishes. The results obtained with this prototype demonstrate that at decimetre wavelengths
FPAs do have the required performance and that they can be used to turn radio telescopes into very effective survey instruments.

1. Introduction

Radio astronomy is a very successful branch of astronomy that
has made several fundamental contributions to science, for ex-
ample, the detection of the cosmic microwave background, the
discovery of pulsars and detailed spectroscopic studies of the
cold interstellar medium in the Milky Way and other galax-
ies. However, in order to keep the momentum of discovery, the
performance of radio instruments has to be improved continu-
ously. One of the main limitations of current radio telescopes is
that they are poor survey instruments. Because of their limited
field of view, it is very expensive in terms of observing time to
observe large volumes of space with high sensitivity in order
to detect sufficiently large samples of faint sources. Such deep,
wide-field studies are called for in the context of many very
relevant astronomical topics, such as the role of gas in the evo-
lution of galaxies and the properties of the transient sky. The
obvious solution to this problem is to replace the single-feed
systems currently employed in many radio telescopes with ar-
rays of detectors. This effectively turns a radio dish into a ra-
dio camera. On single-dish radio telescopes this has been done
by installing multiple feeds in the focal plane which provide
several beams on the sky. Examples are the successful Parkes
multi-beam system, which surveyed the entire southern sky in
HI (Staveley-Smith et al. 1995, 1996) and has been used for
very effective pulsar searches, the Arecibo multi-beam system
AlfAlfa (Giovanelli et al. 2005) and the Effelsberg Bonn HI
Survey (Kerp et al. 2009).

Current technology offers a method to form multiple beams
on the sky in a more efficient way. The basic idea is to em-
ploy phased-array technology in the focal plane of a radio tele-
scope to form multiple beams on the sky. The advantage of
this technique is, in contrast to the multi-horn systems men-
tioned above, that the radiation field in the focal plane is fully
sampled. This offers much greater flexibility in forming many
beams and allows, at the same time, to optimise the perfor-
mance of the telescope dish for maximum gain or other proper-
ties. Apertif (“APERture Tile In Focus”) is such a system and is
being developed for the Westerbork Synthesis Radio Telescope

(WSRT). The aim of Apertif is to turn the WSRT into an instru-
ment that will perform deep all-northern-sky imaging surveys
in spectral line and polarised continuum at frequencies between
1 and 1.7 GHz. In this paper we briefly describe the science
case of Apertif, we discuss the technical details of this focal
plane array (FPA) system and report on first results obtained
with a prototype FPA installed in one of the WSRT dishes.

2. Wide-field radio astronomy at GHz frequencies

2.1. Spectral-line studies

One of the main scientific applications of wide-field radio tele-
scopes operating at GHz frequencies is to observe large vol-
umes of space in order to make an inventory of the neutral hy-
drogen in the Universe. With such information, the properties
of the neutral hydrogen in galaxies as function of mass, type
and environment can be studied in great detail, and, impor-
tantly, for the first time the evolution of these properties with
redshift can be addressed. Given the current sensitivity and the
limited field of view of radio telescopes, statistical studies of
the neutral hydrogen in galaxies are either limited to relatively
small volumes or to bright sources. Hence, the number of faint
and/or distant objects detected is relatively small and, in par-
ticular, the issue of evolution cannot be studied. The large field
of view offered by radio telescopes with FPAs makes it pos-
sible to observe much larger volumes at high sensitivity. The
improvement will be dramatic. Currently, we know about the
HI in about 20,000-30,000 galaxies, of which perhaps 100 are
at redshift above 0.1. Moreover, the large majority of these data
consists of single-dish measurements, so we only know about
the global HI properties. Surveys done with instruments like
Apertif will result in a few hundred thousand detections, most
of which will be above z = 0.1 (see Figure 2). Moreover, the
spatial resolution of Apertif data is such that most detections
will be spatially resolved. This huge improvement will bring
extragalactic HI studies to a different level and makes it pos-
sible to address several important questions. One of these is
the role gas and gas accretion plays in the evolution of galax-
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Fig. 1: The WSRT telescope RT5 equipped with the APERTIF prototype. Shown in the inserts is the Vivaldi array in the lab (top right) and in
the focal plane of the telescope (bottom right).

ies. Many observational studies have shown that in the last 7
Gyr, the star formation rate density has declined with about a
factor 10. This strong evolution is not reflected in the neutral
hydrogen because the overall cosmological density of neutral
hydrogen shows a much more modest evolution with redshift.
This is in contrast with the fact that, given their star forma-
tion rate and their gas content, the timescales on which gas in
galaxies is consumed by star formation typically are only a few
Gyr. Hence, one would expect to see a connection between the
evolution of star formation rate and neutral hydrogen content
of galaxies. Clearly, something is missing in our understanding
of how galaxies evolve. Instruments like Apertif will be able
to survey significant volumes for neutral hydrogen out to large
distances. It is particularly interesting if these HI surveys are
done in areas where also good optical information is available,
such as the Sloan area (Figure 2). Additionally, a large num-
ber of OH megamasers will be detected in such a survey. An
Apertif HI survey will allow to directly observe the evolution
of the neutral hydrogen content of galaxies and how this evo-
lution differs in different environments and for different galaxy
masses and types.

Another important application of wide-field HI surveys is
the study of the smallest galaxies in the Local Volume. Current
studies of the faint end of the HI mass function have been able
to determine the statistics of galaxies with HI masses down to
about 106 M�. It is of great interest to push this to lower HI
masses, because this is the mass range where galaxies may be-
come too small to form stars. The smaller a galaxy is, the less
efficient it becomes in converting its gas into stars. One may
therefore expect to find a large population of very small galax-
ies that are, relatively to their stellar content, very gas rich. On

the other hand, given the small masses and the associated very
shallow gravitational potentials, it is also possible that, if some
star formation occurs, the stars and the supernovae will blow
out the gas from such small galaxies. Therefore, perhaps the
smallest galaxies are gas poor. In addition, these small galaxies
are also very vulnerable to destructive effects caused by nearby
large galaxies, so an environmental dependence is expected.
The only way to establish how (un)common such small galax-
ies are is using wide-field survey. Given their small HI mass,
such objects can be detected, in reasonable integration times,
only out to a few Mpc. Therefore, the optimum way to build up
a large enough volume so to detect these galaxies in sufficient
numbers is by observing large areas on the sky.

2.2. Radio continuum and polarisation

Because of the wide observing band of 300 MHz that will be
used by Apertif, the spectral line surveys will also produce,
from the same observations, very sensitive continuum surveys.
The expected noise of the continuum images is, depending
on survey strategy, 5-20 µJy beam−1. Hence, Apertif will pro-
duce continuum surveys that are 40-100 times deeper than the
NVSS. This will allow to study normal star forming galaxies, in
continuum, out to z = 1, and systems with more intense star for-
mation out to larger distances, as well as the evolution of weak
AGN. An interesting synergy exists with the continuum sur-
veys planned to be done with Lofar. The relative sensitivities of
Apertif and Lofar are such that in the planned surveys, a source
with spectral index of –0.7 will be detected with both instru-
ments at the same significance level. Therefore, a very similar
population of sources will be detected. On the other hand, the
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Fig. 2: Redshift distribution of HI detections in a medium-deep HI sur-
vey with Apertif. A large fraction of the detections will be at z > 0.1.
For comparison, the redshift distribution of the spectroscopic observa-
tions of the Sloan survey (SDSS) is also given, showing that there is a
very good match between the two datasets

combination of the two instruments can be used to find interest-
ing objects, such as high-redshift objects with a steep spectral
index that will be detected by Lofar, but not by Apertif.

The broad observing band makes it also possible to use
Rotation Measure (RM) synthesis on polarised sources to de-
tect the foreground electro-magnetic medium. Using this tech-
nique, a grid of RM values will be observed over the sky with
much denser sampling compared to what is available now. Such
data will allow to construct very detailed models of the Galactic
magnetic field.

2.3. Pulsars and transients

Compared to other SKA pathfinders, Apertif is an effective in-
strument for finding pulsars. In general, to use an interferome-
ter for pulsar searches, an area on the sky corresponding to the
field of view of a single element has to be tiled with tied-array
beams which have a size corresponding to the size of the array.
For large, sparse arrays, this requires many tied-array beams
and, hence, very large resources. However, due to the east-west
layout of the WSRT, the instantaneous tied-array beams are
one-dimensional fan beams. Therefore tiling the field of view
is only a 1-dimensional issue and a relatively small number of
tied-array beams is needed to tile the total field of view. The
trick is, by observing a field at different hourangles, different
sets of fan beams are formed, each with a different orienta-
tion on the sky. Pulsars will then be detected at the intersection
of these differently oriented fan beams. Using models of the
Galactic pulsar population, the expectation is that Apertif may
find more than 1,000 new pulsars.

For transient radio sources, the new possibilities are also
very exciting. A large discovery space will be opened up by
new instruments like Lofar, ASKAP and Apertif. One possibil-
ity is to observe regions on a regular basis in order to pick up
transients. This also offers the possibility to study faint variable

sources, a population of which little is known. Another possi-
bility is to use Apertif in a “fly’s eye” mode where each Apertif
dish observes a different area on the sky. More than 100 deg2

can then be covered in a single observation.

3. The APERTIF system and its prototype

The development of the Apertif FPA system builds upon many
years of experience with phased arrays at ASTRON, an effort
motivated by enabling this technology for the Square Kilometre
Array (Kant et al. 2005, Bij de Vaate et al. 2002). The design
specifications for the APERTIF FPA system are that it should
operate in the frequency range of 1000 - 1750 MHz, using
an instantaneous bandwidth of 300 MHz covered with 16384
channels, a system temperature of 50-55 K and an aperture ef-
ficiency of 75%. For the WSRT this amounts to an effective
area to system temperature ratio of Aeff/Tsys ∼ 100 m2/K, if all
14 telescopes are equipped with FPAs. The goal is to have 37
beams on the sky simultaneously, giving an effective field of
view (FoV) of 8 square degrees. This entire field of view will
be imaged with 15 arcseconds spatial resolution over a band-
width of 300 MHz with a spectral resolution of about 4 km s−1.
The survey speed of Apertif, and many of the other character-
istics, will be very similar to ASKAP, an FPA-equipped tele-
scope which is being constructed in Australia by the Australia
Telescope National Facility. This opens the prospect of truly
all-sky surveys with uniform properties in line and continuum.
Apertif will become operational in 2012.

In this paper, we present experimental results obtained with
a prototype FPA. Such a prototype FPA, consisting of a dual-
polarised Vivaldi array of 8 × 7 × 2 elements, has been in-
stalled in the focal plane of one of the WSRT 25-m dishes. Each
Vivaldi element has its own LNA. Due to the large physical size
of the front-end system, these LNAs cannot be cryogenically
cooled, leading to a higher system temperature compared to
the current WSRT receivers. This, however, is largely offset by
the higher aperture efficiency that FPAs offer. The system tem-
perature of the first prototype was about 125 K. Very recently,
a new prototype with much better performance (Tsys ∼ 70 K)
has been installed. This improvement in system temperature
makes us confident that the requirement for the final system of
Tsys = 50-55 K will be met. The data from the FPA elements
are, after down-conversion, recorded and stored in real-time.
Much of the back-end of the prototype system consists of re-
cycled hard- and software that earlier was used in the Lofar
Initial Test System. The fact that the real-time signals are stored
means that all further experiments, such as beam forming, can
be done later off-line. It also means that the same observation
can be used for several independent technical experiments. A
close-up of this prototype in the focal plane of one of the WSRT
telescopes is shown in Figure 1 (bottom right insert).

Figure 3 shows the beam patterns that were measured on
the sky, in a single polarisation, for all elements of the FPA.
Each panel covers the same 3◦ × 3◦ on the sky and shows the
primary beam of a given element. It is clear that each element
is sensitive to a slightly different area on the sky and that to-
gether they cover about a region of 9 deg2. One can clearly see
the large optical distortions in the reception patterns of the ele-
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Fig. 3: Response patterns on the sky of the individual Vivaldi elements
of the FPA. Each panel covers the same 3◦ × 3◦ on the sky and shows
the primary beam of a given element.

Fig. 4: Optimised beam patterns (right) and weighting schemes (left)
for two directions on the sky. Note the huge improvement in the beam
shapes compared to those shown in Figure 3. Also note that the same
colour scales has been used as in Figure 3. This makes it easy to see
that sidelobe level in the optimised is much lower than that of the
element beams.

ments that are close to the edge of the FPA. However, because
the FPA fully samples the radiation field in the focal plane, the
signals from all elements can be combined to optimise the re-
sponse of the telescope into a certain direction. In this way, the
aperture efficiency of the telescope can be much increased and
the shape of the combined beam can be controlled. Therefore,
even for telescopes where one wants to have only one beam on
the sky, FPAs are a very effective technology. Moreover, this
optimisation can be done for many directions simultaneously

Fig. 5: Sensitivity on the sky of the WSRT dish fitted with an FPA as
measured with the first prototype FPA. The black line denotes the half-
power points. For comparison, the field of view of the current WSRT
system is also shown.

so that many optimised beams can be formed to cover a large
region on the sky. This is the real power of radio telescopes
fitted with FPAs. Examples are given in Figure 4. This figure
shows the optimised beams for two directions, as well as the
weights given to each element in order to form these optimised
beam. Note that in this figure the same colour scale is used as
in Figure 3. This shows that the sidelobe level of the optimised
beams is much lower than that of the response of an individual
element. Figure 4 also shows that the shapes of the optimised
beams are much better than those of the elements themselves.

Figure 5 shows the sensitivity (A/T ) on the sky of the
WSRT dish equipped with the first prototype FPA. The black
line shows the location of the half-power points and shows that
the field of view is larger than 8 deg2. For comparison, the field
of view of the current WSRT is also shown. The huge gain in
survey speed offered by the FPA system is obvious.

Another important result is that a radio dish equipped with
an FPA appears to suffer much less from effects due to stand-
ing waves in the dish. The current WSRT, as other radio tele-
scopes, is known to suffer from such effects. Effectively, stand-
ing waves in the dish affect the illumination of the dish period-
ically as function of frequency. Due to this, the primary beam
on the sky shows variations that are also periodic in frequency.
This affects the observed spectrum of off-axis sources, in par-
ticular in those regions where the gradient in the primary beam
is large. Instead of being smooth, the spectrum of such sources
show, sometimes strong, periodic variations. To make things
worse, these variations are different in different polarisations.
For the WSRT, the period of these effects is 17 MHz. This
presents a huge complication for the calibration and analysis
of wide-band spectral-line observations since this modulation
of the spectra of off-axis sources has to be taken into account.
However, measurements show that these negative effects are
largely absent in the Apertif prototype. Figure 6 shows the mea-
sured A/T as function of frequency of the Apertif prototype as
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Fig. 6: A/T as function of frequency as measured for the current
WSRT frontend (MFFE) and for the new Apertif prototype FPA in-
stalled in one of the WSRT dishes. The MFFE data clearly show the
periodic modulation of A/T due to standing waves, while the Apertif
FPA shows no sign of such effects.

well as that of the current WSRT. The 17-MHz modulation of
the illumination due to standing waves is clearly visible for the
WSRT, while there is no sign of it in the Apertif data. This
is partly due to the fact that the beam optimisation, and hence
the optimisation of the illumination, is done as function of fre-
quency, in frequency bands of just under 1 MHz wide. Hence,
any effects wider in frequency can be compensated for by the
beam optimisation. Another factor is the coupling between the
different FPA elements and the fact that with an FPA the en-
tire focal plane is covered. These results show that FPAs are
useful even in the case only one beam on the sky is formed.
Figure 6 also shows that the A/T of the Apertif prototype is al-
ready approaching that of the current WSRT. With the expected
improvement of the system temperature of our FPA, the perfor-
mance of Apertif will be competitive with that of the current
WSRT, despite its higher system temperature.

4. First ‘Light’

First astronomical single-dish observations with the Apertif
prototype were performed on a number of sources. An excel-
lent demonstration of the power of the FPA system is shown
in Figure 7. The right panel shows a 163 pointing mosaic of
M 31 obtained by Braun using the existing full WSRT with a
single feed (Braun et al. 2009). The left panel shows a single
pointing with the APERTIF prototype on a single telescope. A
total of 11x11 optimised beams were formed with the Vivaldi
signals of a single telescope pointing. The implication is that
when all WSRT telescopes are equipped with a FPA system,
the 163 pointing observation can be carried out in only one or a
few pointings, demonstrating the impressive increase in survey
speed.

Further progress has been made by connecting the FPA
equipped WSRT dish with 3 other WSRT dishes that still
have the standard single-feed multi-frequency WSRT receiver

(MFFE), and to use this to do interferometry. Figure 8 shows
the fringes on 3C286 obtained by correlating the signal from
an optimised FPA beam with that of a MFFE-equipped WSRT
dish, as well as those between a single FPA element and an
MFFE WSRT dish. For comparison, the fringes between two
classic WSRT dishes is also shown. One can see that the am-
plitude of the fringes between optimised beam and the MFFE
dish is about twice as large compared to those from the single
FPA element correlated with the MFFE dish. This shows the ef-
fect of the beam optimisation. The difference in amplitude with
the purely MFFE correlation is mainly due to the high system
temperature of the FPA current prototype. This will improve
when the new FPA prototype is installed.

Finally, in Figure 8 we show an image that was made doing
full interferometry over 12 hours using correlations between
the FPA prototype and three MFFE equipped WSRT dishes.
The image shows the two sources 3C343 and 3C343.1 that
are separated by about 20 arcminutes on the sky. As far as we
know, this is the first interferometric image ever made using a
radio dish fitted with an FPA.

5. Conclusions

We have briefly discussed possible science applications of
Apertif, an upgrade to the WSRT that will increase its field of
view with a factor 37 and double its observing bandwidth. The
large, sensitive wide-field imaging surveys that will be done
with Apertif will make it possible to address several important
astronomical issues, such as the role of gas in the evolution of
galaxies, the Galactic magnetic field, pulsars and the transient
radio sky. We have shown the results obtained with prototype
FPAs installed on one of the WSRT dishes. We have demon-
strated that the field of view can be enlarged with a large factor
(> 30), we have also demonstrated that the high aperture ef-
ficiencies (75%) can be achieved with FPAs while the results
also indicate that the system temperature of the final system
will be close to 50 K. This system is also much more robust
against the effects due to standing waves in radio dishes. All
this holds great promise for the final Apertif system which will
turn the WSRT into a very effective survey instrument.
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Fig. 7: M 31 observed with the WSRT. Left: A single-pointing measurement with the Apertif prototype, yielding the resolution of a single dish
but covering the area in one observation. Right: A 163-pointing observation in interferometric mode, yielding the full resolution of the 3-km
array. Once all WSRT antennas are equipped with an FPA, the same high resolution can be achieved over the full field of view of Apertif.
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Fig. 8: top: Fringes of 3C286 between an optimised beam of the FPA prototype and a MFFE WSRT dish, between a single FPA and the MFFE
dish and between two MFFE equipped dishes. bottom: First interferometric image made using a radio dish with an FPA. To make this image,
the signal of the optimised beam of the FPA prototype was correlated with 3 WSRT dishes that used the single-feed MFFE.
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Abstract. The new International Centre for Radio Astronomy Research (ICRAR) is a 60M euro joint venture between Curtin
University and The University of Western Australia. ICRAR is currently the only non-European collaborator in the Aperture
Array Verification Program (AAVP) and will co-lead the AA-lo work package. The proposed work plan emphasizes innovative
design for wideband sparse arrays situated at radio-quiet sites, cost-effective manufacturing and deployment methods, and on-site
prototyping and characterization. This short paper describes ICRAR, some of its capabilities and the AAVP interaction.

1. Introduction

The International Centre for Radio Astronomy Research
(ICRAR) is a new institute based in Perth, Western Australia.
It was launched on September 1, 2009, and is one of
three pillars supporting Australia’s involvement in the Square
Kilometre Array (SKA); the other two major components of
the Australian contribution are the Murchison Radioastronomy
Observatory (MRO) in WA - one of two short-listed sites for
the SKA - and the Australian SKA Pathfinder (ASKAP), a new
36-dish SKA precursor telescope based on Phased Array Feeds
and situated at the MRO.

ICRAR is an equal joint venture between Curtin University
and The University of Western Australia. Research is con-
ducted at both Curtin and UWA, with the Curtin node favouring
radio astronomy engineering and technical astronomy, and the
UWA location supporting both astrophysics and information
and communications technology (ICT). Funded initially to the
extent of 60M euro for five years, ICRAR is expected to be sus-
tainable indefinitely. Along with the two partner universities,
the State Government of WA is a major investor, having con-
tributed approximately 13M euro in cash to the ICRAR ven-
ture. Current research staff numbers are about 20, with the com-
plement expected to double in the next two years. Postgraduate
students numbers are similar, with the same doubling expected.

Research and development at ICRAR is designed to con-
tribute high impact results to the Australian and international
SKA programs. The institute has been formed specifically
to advance the SKA and it is therefore not surprising that it
is already making significant inputs to activities such as the
international SKA preparatory phase (PrepSKA) design study.
Inside ICRAR, research and development selected along key
themes is managed within four programs:
• science (HI surveys, galaxy formation, variable Universe);
• ICT (data intensive science and techniques, MRO science
archive, high performance computing);
• engineering (radio astronomy laboratory, MRO instrumenta-
tion, next generation aperture arrays); and
• MRO support (international experiment support, RFI and
electromagnetic compatibility, indigenous liaison).

ICRAR’s involvement in the European Aperture Array
Verification program has grown out of earlier Curtin interests
in sparse arrays for mid-band SKA, and from a major role in
the Murchison Widefield Array (MWA), an international low-
frequency demonstrator complementing ASKAP on the MRO
site.

2. ICRAR and the Aperture Array Verification
Program (AAVP)

One of the ICRAR’s priorities is to contribute new expertise
and resources to PrepSKA, with the institute injecting of or-
der 250 person-months in areas ranging from system design
(particularly SKA performance and cost simulation), new post-
processing computing architectures, and site characterization
and infrastructure (including power) studies. Notwithstanding
the breadth of the PrepSKA commitment, fully half of the con-
tributed resources will be via the AAVP, a major component of
the PrepSKA Workpackage 2 study.

AAVP will deliver to PrepSKA an approved, verified and
costed design for aperture arrays (AAs) in SKA Phase 1, to-
gether with a clear development path for Phase 2 AAs. It also
provides an umbrella for coordinating European and associated
AA developments. Working with Italian (INAF-IRA) partners,
ICRAR will co-lead AAVP Workpackage 5, a project designed
to deliver a low-band (70-450 MHz) sparse AA design and pro-
totype. This will complement dense AAs (450 - 1000 MHz)
being developed by other AAVP contributors. In turn, these de-
liverables - known as AA-lo and AA-hi, respectively - comple-
ment other SKA Reference Design technologies being demon-
strated by Global SKA institutes.

To accommodate ICRAR’s interest in investigating the ap-
plicability of sparse AAs beyond 450 MHz, ICRAR has de-
fined a slightly broader internal work plan which sees simula-
tion (both array configuration and electromagnetic), design and
prototyping extend to above 700 MHz.

ICRAR and INAF will take complementary risk paths in
WP5, with ICRAR pursuing relatively high-risk developments
such as very wideband elements, integrated receivers, low
power optical links and, most likely, experimental self-powered
antennas based on solar photovoltaic cells and new-technology
energy storage devices. First studies have shown that a radio
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quiet site, such as the MRO, is likely to be an enabling factor in
making the AA performance - cost ratio attractive for SKA. To
examine this hypothesis, ICRAR will construct and install pro-
totype arrays at the MRO, with the AA-lo instrument being of
order 500 square metres effective area at 100 MHz. ICRAR is
also keen to support other prototyping and/or characterization
at radio quiet sites, and the expectation is that instruments at the
MRO will be accessible to off-shore investigators via internet
links, as well as to visiting personnel hosted by ICRAR.

The ICRAR prototyping endeavours will, like those of the
other AAVP contributors, be focused strongly on site-ready de-
sign and manufacturing. Industry partners will be involved in
designing, manufacturing and deploying the demonstration ar-
rays, in order to maximize the reliability of the all- electronic
telescope in desert environments such as that of the Murchison.

The overall AAVP structure ensures strong communication
between partners, including communication to and from sys-
tem designers. ICRAR expects to work especially closely with
INAF and others in examining the outcomes of existing sparse
AA projects, including LOFAR and MWA. Already, ICRAR
workers have modelled the MWA in the performance - cost en-
vironment of the SKADS cost tool, itself developed as a collab-
oration between the European sixth-framework SKA Design
Study (SKADS), the Australia Telescope National Facility, the
SKA Program Development Office, and ICRAR/Curtin.

3. Conclusions

ICRAR is a sizeable new institute, formed with the intention of
advancing the international SKA project and, through its con-
tribution to the AAVP and collaboration with Europe, it will
make a substantial contribution to making aperture arrays at-
tractive for SKA. This complements well Australian work be-
ing done in other SKA Reference Design domains, including
the new Phased Array Feed developments being pursued by
ASKAP.
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Abstract. An introductory overview of the Aperture Array Verification Programme (AAVP), as follow-up program from SKADS
is given.AAVP will be continuing to strengthen European collaborations as in SKADSdeveloping the aperture arrays into an
SKA ready instrument. It will focus on the design and development of both AA-low (from 70-450 MHz) and onAA-high (from
400-1400 MHz) as averification system demonstratingdeep imaging among others. This European led3-years program will be
executed in close cooperation with the SPDO by 15 institutes in 9 European Countries with active participation from Australia
and South Africa.

1. Introduction

Many of the key science drivers for the SKA - such as moderate
to high redshift HI surveys for Galaxy formation and evolution,
studies of Baryonic Oscillations, searches for (ms-) pulsars and
transients as well as cosmic magnetism - depend on a large
instantaneous field of view, FoV, at mid-SKA frequencies for
the very high survey speeds required.

Europe is expecting to contribute significantly to the fund-
ing of the SKA construction and is very well positioned to play
a major role in developing SKA wide-field survey capability.
The basis of the aperture array technologies is from LOFAR
and SKADS plus phased focal plane arrays with APERTIF. The
large FoV of aperture arrays is a key performance indicator in
the search for transients (whether Cosmological, Extragalactic,
Galactic or ET’s). However, in addition to the FoV, the ex-
tremely short time to start observing in any direction is a sec-
ond key asset of aperture arrays. Indeed the speed of aperture
arrays for locking onto a new celestial radio source may well
be crucial; reactions will have to be within seconds to external
(e.g. robotic optical telescopes or orbiting satellites) or internal
SKA triggers.

SKADS has produced science simulations, costed engi-
neering and technology development, completed in December
2009. This work will be continued and enhanced by its succes-
sor the Aperture Array Verification Program, AAVP.

The AAVP is the next step in the development of An SKA
Aperture Array system operating from 0.07− ∼ 1.4 GHz.

This system will be implemented by using a sparse AA-Lo
array up to about 400 MHz or higher, to counter the high sky
noise temperatures at low frequencies and using the experience
from current arrays, principally LOFAR & MWA, but with a
much higher sensitivity, up to factor of 100x. Frequencies up
to about 1.4 GHz, will use a dense Aperture Array, AA-hi, re-
searched in SKADS, to provide the very high survey speed re-
quired by the key SKA science. Both arrays sample the sky di-
rectly i.e. without any concentrator such as dishes as described
in full detail in these Proceedings.

More background considering the development of wide-
field surveying capability is discussed in SKA Memo 108

“Determining the Specification of an Aperture Array for
Cosmological Surveys”.

Although the mid-frequency SKA scientific applications
described above need a wide FoV, it is obvious that nearly all
SKA science drivers will benefit from a larger FoV. So the real
question is not whether we need it - ‘yes we do’ - but whether
we can afford a wide FoV in time, cost and proven perfor-
mance. The essence of this conclusion can be formulated into
two further questions:

• In the overall cost equation for the mid-frequency SKA,
what are the cost comparisons in both hardware and pro-
cessing for the AA solution compared to the dish solution
for a given Ae f f /Tsys?
• Can we show that the performance, in terms of achievable

dynamic range, of aperture arrays is not inherently worse
than that of dishes, with or without FPA’s? Indeed could
AA’s actually be better since we are dealing with large un-
blocked apertures and there is exquisite control over the
“surface”?

Answers to the second question can be obtained through
a well-planned testing and simulation program in which the
AAVP will play the driving role.

Recent observations with the WSRT have shown that a cen-
tral issue for all collectors including aperture arrays is likely to
be the spectral dynamic range, in particular the off-axis spec-
tral behaviour. For the WSRT they are known as the ‘17 MHz
ripple’ (e.g. Popping & Braun, 2008). The current spectral dy-
namic range achieved on-axis is typically 103–104 in the WSRT
and at least 10× worse off-axis; for SKA this range will have to
be at least 106. The required performance for continuum obser-
vations will have to be improved by a factor of ∼ 100, note that
broad continuum bands are typically built up from ∼ 10, 000
narrow line channels, hence there will be the same spectral dy-
namic range limitations.

The AAVP program is a three year programmatic collabo-
ration of institutes in 9 European countries, Australia and South
Africa. It aims to advance AA’s to the level that a costed engi-
neering and fully verified proven design can be developed as
input to the production engineering for SKA Phase 1. The pro-
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gram is structured such that activities are well coordinated with
PrepSKA and the SKA Program Development Office ensuring
optimal contribution to the SKA timescale and specification
goals.

To implement the AAVP, the European SKA Consortium
(ESKAC) has established an AAVP group which will coordi-
nate the technical developments and testing. As with SKADS,
ESKAC represents the role and extensive interests, visions and
ambitions of the European astronomical science and engineer-
ing community in the SKA, acting as the umbrella organization
for AAVP.

The AAVP work will be carried out in agreement and
collaboration with the SPDO. The AAVP will in many re-
spects continue the role of SKADS, while not being a funded
European project with the consequent formal financial report-
ing structure; the AAVP will actively align and report on the
development work for the aperture arrays in a structured fash-
ion and provide a forum for European technical exchange.

As with the Dish Verification Program (DVP), AAVP is
now also part of the EC-FP7 PrepSKA global effort in defin-
ing and organizing the SKA.

With this background, this paper further details the organi-
zation and objectives of the AAVP.

2. Scope

Activities in SKADS have identified the key outstanding issues
to be addressed through the AAVP.

These relate to (i) maturing preferred technologies and
making selections, (ii) making architectural and design choices
for Phase 1 and Phase 2 SKA, and (iii) demonstrating the per-
formance of AA’s for SKA radio astronomy in terms of perfor-
mance, power, cost and timeline.

Therefore, the AAVP will provide the following:

• Coordination of the European technical work, primarily for
aperture arrays.
• Ensure that the verification programme for aperture arrays

endeavors to meet the requirements of the SKA Project and
ongoing assessments of concept affordability/feasibility
along the lines mentioned above.
• A focus and information exchange for European SKA de-

velopment work e.g. by organizing European technical
meetings and conferences.
• Deliverables on a timescale commensurate with

PrepSKA/SKA

Participation is from 15 institutes over 9 European
Countries plus Australia and South Africa as associated coun-
tries. The program overall when fully funded from national re-
sources is expected to be valued at the level of about 18Me
and will last until the end of 2012. The funded contribution is
expected to cover the required manpower of approximately 35-
40 FTE per year over the 3 years and the associated materials,
traveling etc.

The AAVP is working on the design for an AA system cov-
ering all of the SKA frequencies up to ∼ 1.4 GHz. As has been
noted, this will be as two or more separate arrays tailored to
match the technical requirements against the sky noise. The

Ae f f requirements against Tsky is illustrated in Figure 1. The ex-
pectation is that AA-Lo will be a sparse array to gain Ae f f with
increasing λ to combat sky noise, which may be at the expense
of beam precision. At higher frequencies sky noise drops and
the demands of the science experiments merits a close packed
array, AA-hi, Nyquist sampling the incoming wavefront. A full
discussion on the AA design can be found in the SKADS White
Paper (Faulkner et al. 2010).
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Fig. 1: Illustrative performance requirements considering Sky noise of
the aperture arrays as part of the overall AA system

The AAVP main deliverables for the aperture arrays at the
end of the PrepSKA period will be:

1. An approved, verified and costed design for Phase-1 AA
integrated into the SKA Phase-1 system.

2. Clear development path to SKA Phase-2 AA system.
3. A design provided with initial ‘Request for Quotation’

documents with substantial technical detail for industrial
competitive selection and delivery of pre-production parts.
These parts are expected to be integrated within 2 years af-
ter funding availability (assumed coincident with PrepSKA
end).

4. Design performance verification in the form of indepen-
dently refereed documentation.

3. SKA, phased arrays and key issues to
investigate

The organisation and work package structure for the AAVP is
shown in Figure 2.

There is a coordination group, led by the Coordinator. This
group reports to the full ESKAC on a regular, biannual, basis.
Leaders of the AAVP Work Packages, WPs, work with the co-
ordination group to guide the developments of WPs.

The technical programme is split into six WPs each with
a leader and with one work package focusing on the technical
development work for AAs. For reasons of optimization and
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consistency, the “system engineer” also coordinates AA-SDS
and the “program engineer” coordinates AA-Tech.

Overall the aperture array developments are based on
the same generic, parameterised design such that the
cost/performance/power of the SKA Phase-1 and Phase-2 im-
plementations can be optimised for the scientific return with the
available technology. As many as possible of the sub-system
developments will be reused between the demonstrator im-
plementations. All the developments will use the knowledge
gained within SKADS and have ongoing use and testing of
EMBRACE and 2-PAD.

In short the six work packages consist of:

1. AA-SDS: AA system design studies, including simulations
and costing.

2. AA-Tech: National coordinated tasks providing technology
for AAs.

3. AA-Hi/ A3IV: Demonstrator: Aperture Array
Astronomical Imaging Verification.

4. AA-Hi/ DAAVS: Demonstrator: Next generation All-
digital AA verification system.

5. AA-Lo: Aperture Array developments for the low fre-
quency range.

6. AA-SEM: Aperture Array Site Emulator, the site infras-
tructure.

Detailed descriptions are given in the AAVP-Description of
Work as a separate AAVP document.

Specifically, these are described for the Tasks constituting
a Package.

Note that AA-Hi may consist of two demonstrators to
demonstrate the full capability of AA-Hi in the frequency range
form 400-1400 MHz. It is likely that the work will become
more integrated at a later stage.

Note also that AA-Lo (intended for 70-450 MHz) has two
package leaders. One development lead by INAF will focus
on a next step using the LOFAR dual antenna approach while
ICRAR will focus on a more exploratory track to be defined in
more detail maximizing benefits from the MWA.

ESKAC + EU-PrepSKAPI’s
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Fig. 2: AAVP Organisation including six Program Packages (de-
scribed in the text) with proposed Package leaders. Detailed descrip-
tions are given in the AAVP-Description of Work as a separate AAVP
document.

Both the system package (SDS) and the AA-Tech are
aligned with the overall SKA planning and in a sense are the
“output” directed packages directly contributing to the SKA
design.

As a result, all activities entail an “SKA design scope” i.e.
an SKA design toward Phase 1 mass production.

4. AAVP, some key issues

The AAVP will be tackling all the issues of aperture array de-
velopment, these are expected to be solvable and essentially
requiring “only” competent organizational and engineering ef-
forts to implement. There are, however, a few critical issues
which have not yet been fully resolved in any development pro-
gramme; these will be focussed upon by the AAVP:

• Tsys: obtaining a low system temperature is essential to
make the high performance AAs affordable. While this is
true for all the SKA collector technologies, AA’s are not
cryogenically cooled and the noise behaviour is character-
ized by interaction between the (dense) array and the ele-
ment LNA’s. Hence, the principal components in determin-
ing Tsys are the elements, LNA, matching circuits and phys-
ical implementation. There is a specific Task, to concentrate
on this issue and to conclude on the published models and
approaches that have developed so far.
• Imaging: this is primarily maximising the dynamic range

that can be achieved for well calibrated imaging. Again a
challenge for all collector technologies, it will need to be
demonstrated by the demonstrators and predicted for larger
arrays in simulation. There are some inherent benefits with
AAs: exquisite calibration capability, large unblocked aper-
ture and inherent physical stability. However, the whole
system will need to be designed and implemented well,
since any imperfections will be exposed with these tests.
• Design: AAVP will resolve the issues of optimal transition

frequencies of sparse toward dense arrays using higher fre-
quency in AA-Lo as well as the optimal Nyquist frequency
for AA-Hi.
• Cost: The AAs will use a lot of electronics, mechanics and

interconnections, these could add up to an unacceptable
cost, so this will be closely monitored and predicted us-
ing the cost tool developed in SKADS and now used by the
International Project. AAVP through WP1 will coordinate
the cost reduction work with required design performance
to achieve the science requirements using all available ex-
perience including from SKADS.

It is worth noting that the low frequency arrays being im-
plemented, LOFAR, MWA etc. will be commissioned over the
next few years and will represent an important test bed for the
performance of AAs in the SKA, many of the challenges are
similar: varying beam shape with scan angle, multiple beams,
wide field of view etc.

5. Conclusion

These conference proceedings on AAVP is only an introduction
to the AAVP DOW now in final preparation. It is expected to
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be ready for release after the SKADS white paper in early 2010
and will contain all the activities and package/task details.

A period of new exciting developments is ahead of us again,
requiring our full focus and dedication for a successful conclu-
sion in preparation for SKA Phase 1.
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